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Preface
In creating the Minnesota Tax Study.Oomntission, the governor's executive
order called for "a systematic and IJatned review of economid and tax
policies" that would "provide goals ~d direction.s for Minnesota into the
twenty-first century." That charge not pnly set the tone for the tax study, it
also led to an early commission dec1sion to document its findings and
explain the reasons fo.r its final pOlicy~ecommendations. It was of critical
importance to base those findings an recommendations on a reliable and
respected body of research.
.
Accordingly, the commission enga d the services· of several technical
experts to prepare a series of research t)apers on a wide range of state/local
tax and revenue issues. The result is titis set of nineteen papers· targeted to
the reader who is looking for the detail and analysis that provide a basis for
the policy-directed papers in Volume I .
Their wor~ will be of inte.res.t to ~ca~emisS, tax practitioners, and. policy
analysts outSIde as well as WIthin Mmnfsota. Although each of the mneteen
papers addresses a spc::cific Minnesota tax or fiscal issue, the study approach
is general and, therefore,readilytrans~errableto other states and localities.
In their papers the authors not only pr0vide a framework and methodology
applicable to similar fiscal issues in oth~r jurisdictions, but they also present
their analysis within the context of th9 overall structural and demographic
characteristics of a state's economy. Moreover, because several papers in this
volume provide applications of econdmic theories and models (in some
instances, for the first time) to spe~ific Jtate and local fiscal issues, this book
is well-~uited to serve as a case-stud~ text supplement to an upper-level
undergraduate or graduate course in Iblic finance.
As in any book of this natur , the list of persons deserving
acknowledgment for their help and a vice isa long one. Many of these
people are recognized in the first volrlme of this report and again in the
following pages, For our part, we wadt to make a special mention of our
colleagues on the staff of the Minnes~b commission,and to those groups
that funded the publication of this report-the Dayton Hudson Foundation,
the Minnesota Bankers Association, a~d Minnesota Wellspring.
Robert D. Ebel
St. Paul, Minnesota
Therese J. McGuire
Stony Brook, New York

xi

Part I

BaCkJrOUnd

1
Long-term and ~yclical Change
in the

Minnesota Economy
Lisa A. Roden

policyl

understa~d

In order to maIre informed tax
decisions for the next decade, it is
imperative that policymakers
the nature and direction of change
in the Minnesota economy. AccordingI~, the purpose ofthis paper is to lay
out the demographic and economic i<fces that have been and are shaping
the tax policy environment in Minnesota. By bringing an awareness of these
forces to bear on the policymaking ptocess, it is possible to design a tax
(reveniIe) system that flows with and "captures" the fiscal benefits of
economic change.
.
I
This paper begins with a brief overview of the structure and growth of the
Minnesota economy over the past twJnty years. It then uses "shift-share
analysis" to identify the 10ng-terJn employment growth trends in
Minnesota's economy vis-a-vis the ncJtional economy. Third, it examines
.how the state economy performed duri g the cyclical downturn of the early
1980s. Finally, it considers the tax re enue implications of the long-term
trends in the state economy.

THE MINNESOTA ECOiOMY: AN OVERVIEW

,

Population. At 4.1 million inhabitants in 1980, Minnesota ranks twentyfirst among the states in terms of popblation size. Although it grew slower
than the nation during the 1970s (7.1 % compared to 11.5% nationally), it
was the fastest growing state in the t elve-state north central region. This
trend is expected to continue in the 980s, with Minnesota's population
reaching 4.3 million by the end of the decade.
Minnesota's population· is heavily c ncentrated within the MinneapolisS1. Paul metropolitan area. In 1980, ab ut one-half of all Minnesotans lived
within th~ seven-county metropolitan area. A less apparent feature of the
state's settlement pattern is that about one-third of its population resides in
rural areas, and that is significantly higher than the national average (26OJo).
3
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During the 19705, it is estimate that slightly more people moved into
Minnesota than moved out, thu reversing a thirty-year trend of net
outmigration. About half of the~1te'sin-migrants and out-migrants came
from and went to other north. central states. However, most mobile
Minnesotans did not leaveMi esota. About 81 070 of the 1.7 million
Minnesotans who changed their r~sidence between 1975 and 1980 moved
within the state. This propensity to! move locally is higher than the national
figure (75%). Moreover, three of Jery four Minnesotans in 1980 were born
in the state, a figure also well abote the national average (64%).
Labor Force. During the 1970s, Minnesota's labor force increased by
30%, an explosive rate of growthlthat was fueled by the entrance of the
baby-boom generation into the lab9r force and theincreased participation in
the labor force by women. Although the state's labor force expanded as fast
as the nation's, its labor f()rce pkrticipati()n rates stood· well above the
national averages for 1:>oth males cind females, and its unemployment rate
was significant~y lower than the national average. Together, these
characteristics illdicate that Mimltesota demonstrated an above-average
capacity to employ its people.
EMPLOYMENT AND EARNINGS: STRUCTURE AND GROWTH

c

Structure. The Minnesotaecohomy is generally characterized by its
industrial diversity and structural Isimilarity to the national economy. In
1982, the distribution of state empioyment by major industry group varied
from the national pattern by less thb 2% in nearly all sectors. However, the
state is not a scaled-down replica bf the national economy. Agriculture is
twice as important to Minnesota, ~ven though it is declining as a share of
bothstate employment and earned income. Professional services and certain
durable manufacturing industriJs, such as nonelectrical machinery,
fabricated metals, and scientific inst(rUments, are also of greater importance
to the state economy.
Growth. Minnesota has genera ed jobs faster than most of the north
central states and the nation a~ a whole. Between 1969 and 1982,
employment increased by 26% in ¥innesota compared to 22% nationally.
The state also outpaced the natidnal economy in terms of real earnedincome growth, withsta~e earningr(adjUst~d for inflation~ rising by 16.2%
compared to 14.8% natlOnally ov the thIrteen-year penod (See Tables 1
and~.
.
.
Shift to Services. Like the nation, Minnesota is shifting to a servicebased economy. During the 1969-82Iperiod, state growth in employment and
earnings was dominated by the senhce-producing industries, i.e., wholesale
and retail trade; services; financb, insurance, and real estate (FIRE);
transportation, C()mmUnications~ and public utilities (TCPU); and
'government. By 1982, nearly three-fourths (72070) of the state's workforce

Economic Change in Minnesota
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TABLE 1
Minnesota and United States EmRloyment Growth by Sector
1969, 1979, a9d 1982
United States

MinJola
!

Indll1trY

1969

1979

Farm Proprietors

Ih,564

121,093

Farm Wage and Salary

25,583

30,898

Agricultural Services/
Forestry/Other

3,269

7,711

198~

':E

8 16

1969·79
""Change

1969-82
'10 Change

1969-79

1969-82

'" Change

'" Change

(13.3"')

(14.60].)

(8.7"')

(9.7"')

20.8

ILl

6.6

6.6

135.9

172.7

82.4

IOU
80.6

MinIng

14,484

17,099

10564

18.1

(27.1)

52.2

Construction

67,187

82,788

23.2

(11.0)

25.4

6.7

330,556
138,742
191,814

380.451
146,820
233,631

59tOI
345 55
139t'7
206 78

15.1
5.8
21.8

4.6
0.2
7.8

4.1
(0.1)
7.0

(6;9)
(6.5)
(7.2)

84,568

100,400

93.822

18.7

10.9

15.1

14.1

298,869
n,026
221,843

444,731
120,004
324,727

430 33
317J816

.48.8
55.8
46.4

44.1
46.5
43.3

35.8
40.3
34.3

37.3
42.6
35.5

61,244

93,885

lookl6

53.3

63.3

41.3

52.3

Services

231,234

376,394

398]991

62.8

72.5

40.6

52.3

Government
Federal!
State and Local

254,610
59,992
194,618

303,501
54,434
249,067

288]462

45~9

3

19.2
(9.3)
28.0

13.3
(24.2)
24.9

16.4
(13.6)
35.4

16.5
(10.7)
33.9

Nonrarm Proprietors

109.560

140,231

Id658

28.0

39.3

28.3

38.2

1,613,728

2,099,182

30.1'"

26J'Vo

22.0'"

22.0'"

Manufacturing
Nondurable
Durable
Transportation, Communications and Public Utilities
Trade
Wholesale
Retail

Finance. Insurance. and
Real Estate

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT

mJB17

243,

2,037~11
,

Source: Rq.Mx\a1 Economic·lnformation System, Bureau of Economk Analysis. U.S. I)qJanmcnt of Commerce. 1969·1982.
N01~

Numbers in parenthl:SeS arc nqalivc.

8Indudes civilian and mililary cmploymmt

was employed in these industries comp red to 6 iOlo in 1969. Conversely, the
state's goods-producing in.dustrieS-,-ag~t' CUlt.ure, mining.' constr,uction.' and
manufacturing-have declined as a percentage of total employment.
However, unlike the service-producin industries, the goods-producing
~~~~:~ries' share of total state earninlg~ is greater than their employment
Relative Strength in Manufacturing. When examined apart from other
goods-producing industries, manufact 'ng has been a strong performer in
Minnesota. It was the state's largest i dustry in terms of real earnings in
1982,. despite
a long-term decline ibI its proportional share of state
•
employment. It was also the onl)j goods-producing industry that
experienced gains in employment and real earnings throughout the 1969-82
period. Although such gains were modest, th~y stand in sharp contrast to
the national manufacturing industry, rhich experienced declines in both
employment and earningS' over the per1od.
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TABLE 2
Slates Earnings Gro"1b by Sector
nds of Real Dollars)
1%1, 1979, and 1982

Minnesola and Unil
(Tho

I

Minnesota

InduSlr)'

1%9

197J

1982

Agriculturea

873,679

991723 S

634,782

Agricultural Services/

43,053

51 727

UnitedStat.es

...
1%9-79
'10 Change
I).SOi.

48,880

20.1

1%9-82
'10 Change

1%9-79
'7. Change

(27.3'10)

1%9·82
'Iv Change

11.S'Iv

(30.0'10)

13.5

41.5

29.2

FaTcslry/Other

Mining

157,533

255]669

144,569

62.3

(8.2)

101.5

135.0

Construction

928,235

1,069]039

723,870

15.2

(22.0)

21.3

(4.3)

3,288,454
1,338,%5

3,710,412
1,454,012
2,256,400

23.3
15.7
28.4

12.8
8.6
15.7

12.5
7.6
15.3

(2.3)

1,949,490

4,053J682
1,549J903
2,S031m

930,166

1,282157

1,159,822

37.9

24.7

35.5

29.9

2,346.346
899,578
1,446,768

3,006373
1,376,358
1,630)015

2,647,986
1,209,058
1,438,928

28.1
53.0
12.7

12.9
34.4
(0.5)

22.3
38.1
13.4

12.3
32.4
1.1

660,552

912J040

889,223

38.1

34.6

33.0

32.7

Manufacturing
Nondurable
Durable
Transportation, Communica-

(1.3)

(2.9)

tions & Public Utilities

Trade
Wholesale
Retail
Finance, Insurance, and
Real Estate

I

Services

1,708,205

2,452158'

2.583,988

43.6

51.3

38.1

42.6

Government
. Federal b

1,738,832
356,598
1,382,234

2,182]819

2.129,833
351,030
1,778,802

25.5
9.8
29.6

22.5
(1.6)
28.7

20.4
(0.3)
33.9

17.8
(1.2)
30.0

28.3'10

16.2'7.

23.5'10

14.8'10

Slate and Local
TOTAL EARNINGS

S12,675,025

391~

1,791!J53

SI6,2S7~86

SI3,873,545

Source: Regional Economic Jnformalion System, Bureau of EcoJomic "'nalY5is, Departmemof Commerce. 1969-1982.
NOle: Number$ in parentheses are negative.
alncludes farm proprietors and farm waSl: and salary
blncludes civilian and mililary employment

SOURCES OF ECONOMIC CHANGE:
SHIFT-SHAREANALYSIS F THE MINNESOTA ECONOMY

Minnesotal~conomy

In the aggregate, the
resembles the national economy
in terms of the relative size and ditersification of its major industry sectors.
Yet, the state's employment growth in the 1970s far surpassed that of the
nation.
I
This incongruity between eco omic structure and growth raises two
questions: (1) on an industry-iy-industry basis, how did Minnesota's
employment growth compare with! that of the nation's; and (2) why did some
industries expand more (less) raJidly in Minnesota than nationally? This
paper addresses the first questionlby using a descriptive device-shift-share
analysis-to examine systematic~ly Minnesota's employment growth in
relation to that of the nation's. Shift-share analysis identifies which state
industry groups have followed ot departed from the nation'aI pattern of
employment growth. Since it isJnot designed to answer the "whys" of
economic growth, the second qu stion is not addressed here.
.
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ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

Before discussing the results of the ,innesota analysis, a brief description
of the shift-share technique is usefull The technique begins by breaking
Minnesota's employment growth into hree components-national growth,
industry mix, and local performance.
National growth recognizes that tHe course of economic events in the
nation is a major influence on state employment growth. A state's industries
are linked in many ways with industries across the country;therefore, a state
economy changes as a function of national
economic change. The national
I
growth factor compares the "expected" change in state employment (Le.,
growth equivalent to the percentage change in total national employment)
with that actually achieved during a[ given period. Th~se state industry
groups whose employment growth rates exceed the natIOnal average are
termed "fast-growth" industries, tho~e that lag behind are classified as
"slow-growth" industries.
Industry mix considers the impact f a state's particular mix of industry
groups on the expansion· of its emplorment base. The rates of growth for
specific sectors of the. national econbmy are compared with the rate of
growth for total national employmentJ States that tend to specialize in fastgrowth sectors of the national edonomy can expect to experience
employment growth that exceeds that of the nation's (and vice versa for
states. that •. are.Pritn,a. r.ilY. c.omposed of lsIow-growth industries). A fa.•vorable
(unfavorable) industry mix arises frdm the fact that, nationwide, some
industries expand .more rapidly (slowI~) than others. These differential rates
of expansion are~inked to changing supply and demand relationships.
Local performance accounts· ftir the competitive advantage or
disadvantage of state industry gr()up~ with respect to their counterpart~
nationally. Itis calculated by compadng the actual employment growth of
each sector of the ,state economy with that sector's performance in the
national economy. A positive local pdrformance effect arises when certain
industries gain an advantage oversi~ilar industries in other states due to,
for example, favorable access to inputs (land, labor, and capital) and
markets. Industries that enjoy greater Iocational advantages (disadvantages)
~~ro~~: ~~::tions "'" likely to grow faster (slower) than the,r competito'S

j

To summarize, national growth sets !the "standard" for state employment
growth (Le., employment growth in each state industry group equivalent to
national employment growth in the atgregate), and industry mix and local
performance account for growth in ~xcess or short of that standard. As
illustrated in· Table 3, industry mix ahd local performance can add to Or
detract from national growth in six w~Ys:

8
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ABLE 3

Possible Combinations of the Industry Mix and
Local Performance Factors
'
Scenario
#1

+

#2
#3

+

+
(+ dominant)

+
+

- (- dominant)
+ (- dominant)
+ (+ dominant)

+

-

+

#4
#5

#6

Clearly, a state heavy in fast-gro th industries, and whose ,industries are
growing faster locally than natio ally, will expand more rapidly than the
nation as a whole (scenario #l).IUkewise, a state heavy in slow-growth
industries, and' whose industries Jre growing more slowly locally, will not
keep pace with national growth (f6). A mixed effect-both negative and
positive factors-can result in gro~h that falls behind the national pace (#3
and #4) or growth that exceeds th1 national rate (#2 and #5).
THE MINNESOTA EXPERIENCE

Minnes~ta's employment growth relative to the
If revealed that:

This analysis examined
nation's for the period 1969-79.*

• National growth: About th~e-fourths of the jobs generated in
Minnesota from 1969 to 1979 wJe attributable to national growth trends
(Le., employment in most statJ industry groups increased at least as
rapidly as the national rate of gJowth for all industries combined).
• Industry mix: A large representation in the rapidly expanding sectors of
the national economy did no~ fully explain Minnesota's above-thenational-average rate of emplo~ent growth. In the 1970s, Minnesota's
employment base was evenly s~lit between industries that experienced
rapid growth nationally and ~hose that experienced slow growth
nationally.
• Local perfi,ormance: The factor ha,t did ace,ount for Minnes,ota's aboveaverage employment growth was the ability of most of its industries to
outperform their national co nterparts. Nearly all of Minnesota's
industry groups-regardless of tHeir fast- or slow-growth qualities"""':grew
faster in Minnesota than they did nationally. This allowed Minnesota to

*1969 and 1979 were selected as the startIng and ending dates of the analysis because the
state's economy was fairly similarly situated ~ithin the, national busiI!ess cycle in both of those
years, Le., at or near the top of a peak in employment. When applying the shift-share
technique, it is important not to measure fro the top of a peak to the bottom of a trough (or
vice versa) since that will distort the size of I he employment shifts that are occurring.

Economic Change in Minnesota
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increase its share of the nation's total mployment (from 1.86010 in 1969 to
1.98% in 1979).
· The evidence that led to. these conclu .ions is presented below by di~iding
Minnesota's employment growth-by settor and then bysubsector-into the
six employment change scenarios prevjously described. The sector analysis
explains the overall differences between ~tate and national rates of economic
growth (see Figure 1 and Table 4), abd the subsector analysis provides
greater insight a's to how various indust~ groups contributed to Minnesota's
total growth performance (see Figure 2).
SECTOR SHIFTS (FIGURE 1)

National growth. During 1969-79, total employment in Minnesota rose
by 30010 compared to 22% nationally. If the state had increased its
employment at the national average dte of 22%, it would have created
355,020 additional jobs by the end of th decade. Instead, the state actually
generated 485,454 new jobs. Thus, a out three-fourths of Minnesota's
employment gain during this period as attributable to national growth

Shift·share: Anal\'sis

or the:

flOUR

I

Minnesota Economy· Sector Shifts in Employment 19691979

#3

#1

+ Industry Mix (Domlanll
. Local Performance

+ Industry Mix
+ Local Performance

1-'-+...:.N...:.el:..;E::;f,;.:fect.ce-_ _+-_ _--'

+ Net Hfect
•
•

+ Industry Mix
- Local Performance (Dominant)

Agricultural Sen'-ices/Forestry/·

•

Construction

Other

•

Nonfarm Propenies

- Net Errett

•

Mining

Wholesale Trade

• Retail Trade

• Finance. Insurance. & Real Estate
(FIRE)

• Services

I

#4

• Indusuy Mix (Dominant)

+ local Performance
- Net Effect

- Industry Mix
I
+ Local Performance (Dominant)

#6

#s

+ Net Effect

. Industry Mix
a

Local Performance

- Ncr Effect

• Nondurable Manufacturing

No Major Sectors· et Figure 2

No Major Sectors

•

Subsector ,Shifts

SiJbscctor ShiflS

•

Durable Manufacturing
Transportation, Communications.

and Public Ulilities (TCPU)
•
•

Government
farm Proprietors

•

farm Wage and Salary

Sou,": Minnesota Tax Sludy Commission Slarr.

a

See Figure: 2

-

TABLE 4
j
Overview of Shift-share Analysis of the Minnesota Economy, 1969-79

Minnesota Employment

1969

1979

MN

3,269

7,711

135.9070

Mining

14,484

17,099

Construction

67,187

Agricultural Services/Forestry/
Other

Manufacturing
Nondurable
Durable
Transportation,
Communications,
and Public
Utilities
Trade
Wholesale
Retail

'">-l

Absolute a
Change

Percent Change

U.S.

-

0

>"r1

Components of Change

National b
1969-79 Growth

IndustryC
Local d
Mix
Performance

"r1
'1:1

Nete
Effect

82.4%

4,442

719.2

1,974.5

1,748.9

3,723.4

18.1

52.2

2,615

3.186.5

4,374.2

-4,939.0

-564.8

82,788

23.2

25.4

15,601

14,781.1

2,284.4

-1,478.1

806.3

330,556
138,742
191,814

380,451
146,820
233,631

15.1
5.8
21.8

4.1
-0.1
7.0

49,895
8,078
41,817

72,722.3
30,523.2
42,199.1

-59,169.5
-30,662.0
-28.772.1

36,361.2
8,185.8
28,388.5

-22,808.3
-22,476.2
-383.6

84,568

100,400

18.7

15.1

15,832

18,605.0

-5,835.2

3,044.4

-2,970.8

298,869

444,731

48.8

35.8

145,862

65,752.2

41,243.9

38,853.0

80,096.9

77,026
221,843

120,004
324,727

55.8
46.4

40.3
34.3

42,978
102,884

16,945.7
48,805.5

14,095.7
27,286.7

11,939.0
26,843.0

26,034.7
54,129.7

>'1:1
tTl
~

'"

61,244

93,885

53.3

41.3

32,641

13,473.7

11,820.1

'7,349.3

19,169.4

Services

231,234

376,394

62.8

40.6

145,160

50,871.5

'43,009.5

51,333.9

94,343.4

Government

254,610

303,501

19.2

16.4

48,891

56,014.2

-14,258.2

7;129.1

-7,129.1

Farm Proprietors

132,564

121,093

-8.7

-13.3

-ll,471

29,164.1

-46,795.1

6,097.9

-40,697.2

25,583

30,898

20.8

6.6

5,315

5,628.3

-3,939.8

3,632.8

-307.0

109,560

140,231

28.0

28.3

30,671

24,103.2

6,902.3

-328.7

6,573.6

1,613,728

2,099,182

30.1070

22.0%

485,454

355,020.0

-18,388.9

148,804.7

130,235.8

Finance,
Insurance, and
Rcal Estate

Farm Wage and
Salary
Nonfarm
Proprietors
TOTAL
EMPLOYMENT

Source: Regional Economic Information System, Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, 1969-79.
.
Note: The summation of National Growth, Industry Mix, and Local Performance may not equal Absolute Change due to the rounding of t'he

Percent Change and Components of Change columns.
aActual employment change between 1969 and 1979.
bNational Growth - Employment increase that would have occurred in Minnesota for a specific sector if such sector had grown .at the national rate
for all sectors combined.
Cfndustry Mix -The additional gain (loss) in Minnesota employment for a specific sector (additional to National Growth) due to such sector
growing faster (slower) nationally than the national all-sector rate. A minus sign preceding an entry indicates that sector was a slow-growth sector
nationally.
,.
dLocal Performance - The additional gain (loss) in Minnesota employment for a specific sector (additional to National Growth and Industry Mix)
as a consequence of such sector growing faster (slower) in Minnesota than the same sector nationally. A minus sign preceding an entry indicates that
sector grew slower than its national counterpart.
eNet Effect - The sum of Industry Mix and Local Performance. Indicates the number of jobs by which a sector exceeded or lagged the national
growth standard. A minus sign preceding an entry indicates that sectoral growth w's less than the national growth standard.
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forces, i.e., demographic and economic changes at the national level that
increased the demand for s.tate gopds and services, which resulted in a ne.t
increase in state employment.
I
Industry mix. In 1969, about lilalf (49070) of Minnesota's workforce was
employed in what were fast-growth sectors of the national economy in the
1970s, e;g., wholesale and retail frade, services, and FIRE. (Fast growth
sectors are represented in scenarios #1, 2, and 3 in Figure 1.) The remaining
half (51%) of Minnesota's workf9rce was employed in sl6w-growth sectors
of the national economy, e.g., manufacturing, TCPU, government, and
farm proprietors. (See scenarios #4, 5, and 6 in Figure 1.) After accounting
for this mix of fast- and slow-gro-Mh sectors, Minnesota ended the decade
with a small but negative industry mix effect. Thus, in the aggregate,
industrY mix was a slight inhibita~t to employment growth in Minnesota.
Local p¢rformance. .Conversely, ,local 'performance gave Minnesota's
employment base a substantial b06st. With the exceptions of mining,
construction, and nonfarm propri~tors (which are relatively small sectors in
Minnesota); all~ectors of the stkte economy exceeded the employment
growth of their· corresponding sectors at the national level., In total, about
88% o~ the stat~'s 19~9 work~or~e was em~loyed in industrie.s that
outperformed theIr natIOnal counterparts dunng the 1970s. This was
,especially tt:u,e of the service;tradb, and manufacturing sectors, which are
Minnesota's largest employers. INote in Table 4 that the previously
mentioned industries tbatexhibit~d slow-growth· qualities at the national
level (i.e., manufacturing, TCPU,lgovernment; farming) managed to show
state economy. Madufacturing,
TCPU, and government grew
strength in the
;
.
I'
more rapidly and farming declined less rapidly in Minnesota than
nationwide.'
At this level of aggregation, s ft-share analysis suggests that it was the
success of most state industries in dutperforming their national counterparts
(rathe~ than the overall mix of sdte industries) that largely accounted for
Minnesota's expanding employmebtbasevis-a-vis the nation as a whole.

J

SUBSECTOR SHIFTS (FIGURE

l)

An exa'mination of the state's ekpIOyment
growth at the subsector level
I
reveals that what is true for the whole is not necessarily true for all of the
parts. There was marked variatiorl in the performance of many'subsectors
when compared to the overall perfbrmance of the sector in which they were
categorized, e.g., scientific instrukents and nonelectrical machinery were
rapidly expanding segments of the slow-growth manufacturing industry.
Such behavior is important sinde an economy can grow not only by
specializing in fast-growth industribs, but by gathering the fast-growth parts
of industries that are declining in the aggregate. Figure 2 summarizes the
subsector trends in the Minnesota economy for the 1969-79 period.

!

.E onomic Cha.1ge in Minnesota
Shift.share Analysis
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FIGURE
Minnesota Economy: Su se~oral Shifts in Emplo)'me:m. 1969·197~
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Local Performance

#2

#3

+ Industry Mix
Local-Performance (Dominant)

I
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FIRE: Banking

I

.
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• Government: State and Local
• Nonfarm Proprietors

Contractors

Conlraetors

• Durable Manufacturing: Lumber
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Machinery. Scientific Instruments
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•
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•
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Nondurable Manufacturing:
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Equipment

•
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Retail Trade: General
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Services: Private Educational

Food

and Kindred Produc1S
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Fixtures.. Chemicals and

· Industry Mix

Ser",ices

Service Stations, Building
Materials, Farm Equipment
•

Services: Nonprofit ·Organitalions,

•

Go'.. ernment: Federal

Personal Services
•

Farm Proprietors. Farm Wage &

Salary
SOU/Tt':

MinnC'Sola Tax 51udy Comminion 51aft

CYCLICAL CHANGE IN THE MINNESOTA ECONOMY
The precedmg analySIS of the long1term trends m employment and
earnings has shown that Minnesota's economic performance during the
1970s compared favorably with the UJted States as a whole. The state
outpaced the national economy in termJ of employment and real earnings
growth, and its employment rate remainbd well below the national average.
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However, as Minnesota entered the 1980s, its seemingly superior
characteristics of growth quickly ~eteriorated. The state soon found itself in
a deeper and longer lasting reces~ion than that occurring nationallY.
RECESSION

The severity of the 1980-82 recession in Minnesota caused many
economists to question the Jtate's presumed' immunity to cyclical
fluctuations in the national ecbnomy. Prior to 1980,' it was frequently
advanced that the diversified natdre of the Minnesota economy insulated the
state from the disruptiveeffecjs of peaks and troughs in the national
business cycle. Proponents of this view claimed that the character of
Minnesota's .industrial mix-a arge farm sector and a balance among
nonfarm sectors-buffered the s~ate from the extreme swings in the national
economy. In reality, Figure
3 shows
that Minnesota's economy has long
,
I
eXhi~i~ed a si~nificant degre~ o~~nsitivity to changing national econ0n.nc
conditIOns. Mmnesota (especlallr Its nonfarm economy) tends to move WIth
the nation in recession and recovery.
'
During the 1974-75 recessioh, Minnesota was quite sensitive to the
n,ational downturn even th04h it was not as hard-hit in terms of
employinent losses. The stron~r performance of the state economy was
l~rgelY attr.ibutabkto the m~de~ating effect of the str.ong perform~ce of its
disproportIOnately large agncultural sector. At that tIme, farm exports were
growing, production Was expa!nding, and Minnesota farmers sold large
amounts of grain to the Soviet Union and other foreign nations. This export
activity' brought new income to IMinnesota that softened employment losses
in construction and manufactJring and bolstered the growth of the trade
and service industries. ,
The recession of 1980-82 ef~ectively eliminated the popular notion that
Minnesotawas recession-proofJContrary to previous experience, a slump in
the state's agricultural sector cchncided with a dive in its nonfarm economy.
This sent Minnesota into a d~ep and broad-based recession that forced
employment contractions in nearly all seCtors of its economy.

I

• The mining, construction, dnd dunible goods manufacturing industries
were especially hard-hit. They suffered employment declines of 61010,
26%, and ,17010' respectivelYldUrin g the December 1979 - December 1982
~~~

,

• For the first time on reco d, jobs in wholesale and retail trade fell
significantly.
• Growth flattened out in the IRE and service sectors, which grew by 4.8010
and 5.8%, respectively.
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TABLE 5
Minnesota and United States Employment Growth (Decline)
During the 1980-82 Recession
Minnesota Employment
(In Thousands)
December
December
1982
1979

-

Ul

-I
)"t1
"Tl

'tl
)'tl

Change in Employment
Minnesota
United States
Absolute
Percentage
Percentage
Change
Change
Change

Mining
Metal Mining

16.7

6.5

(10.2)

rn

5-;0

(-}-();+)

(61.1 %)
7.00/0
(6-1.9%)--(40..--9-)

Construction

80.8

59.7

(21.1)

(26.1)

(15.6)

383.5

333.2

(50.3)

(13.1)

(13.2)

Durable Goods
Lumber and Furniture
Fabricated Metals
Nonelectrical Machinery
Electrical Machinery

236.8
16.0
39.7
90.7
28.7

196.9
12.4
32.4
76.9
25.4

(39.9)
(3.6)
(7.3)
(13.8)
(3.3)

(16.8)
(22.5)
(18.4)
(15.2)
(11.5)

(17.0)
(16.4)
(20.5)
(16.5)
(8.9)

Nondurable Goods
Food and Kindred Products

146.7
47.5

136.3
45.1

(10.4)
(2.4)

(7.1)
(5.1)

(7.4)
(5.9)

Paper and Allied Products
Printing and Publishing

33.7

31.9

(1.8)

(7.6)

33.7

35.3

1.6

(5.3)
4.7

tIl
::tl
Ul

i

Manufacturing

1.2

I

I
I

I
J

Ii

'j
1
1

I
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In total, Minnesota lost over 1 0,000 nonfarm jobs during the three-year
period (see Table 5). This 5.807Jloss was significantly higher than the
.
nation's overall decline of 2.2070'1
Many economists attribute the severity of the recession in Minnesota to:
(a) the slump in national economic conditions; and (b) the simultaneous
downturn of the state's farm and bonfarm economies, an event that had not
occurred in previous re~essions.IAt. the turn of the decade, the national
economy was experiencing double-digit inflation and high interest rates.
These factors choked the growth of interest-sensitive industries (such as
construction, forest prOductsj taconite mini..n.g, and durable goods
manufacturing) which depend' on business and high-ticket consumer
spending for their growth. Beca se these types of industries account for a
si~ficant part of. Minnesota's leco.~omic base, the ~tat~ economy was
partIcularly susceptIble to the adrerse .effects of escalating mterest rates.
High interest rates. exacerbated rnother.problem for theUnited States and
hence Minnesot.a, i.e" the strong U.S. dollar. By generating an inflow of
foreign capital to the Unite,d St~tts, hjgh int~rest rates (in large part) caused
the U.S. dollar to soar on foreIgn exchange markets. A strong dollar hurts
U.S. trade in two ways. First, it bkes American products more expensive
relative to foreign goods and thetefore less attractive to foreign buyers. At
the sam.etime, it ~~lds down the ~ost of imported goods, wltich creates more
domestIc competItIOn for U.S. products.
The strength of tQe U.S. dollarl added to the troubles of Minnesota's farm
industry, whjch had-'become extremely reliant on export markets for its
continuing vitality. By makiIlg it more difficult to sell Minnesota farm
products abroad, the strong ddllar, along with a weak world economy,
resulted in: large domestic sUPpl~es that depressed commodity prices and
farm income. The stroqg dollar also hurt many of Minnesota's durable
manufacturing industries, which look to intemationai markets for much of
their growth.
RECOVERY

By the end of 1982, the recession hit its trough for both Minnesota and
the United States. During mosi of 1983, Minnesota's economic recovery
lagged behind the nation's, but it then gained increased strength. By April
1984, Minnesota reached its prkvious nonfarm employment peak of 1.79
million and has since continued jtoexpand. For the period July 1983 - July
1984, Minnesota had the third fastest employment growth in the nation.
Given continued nati<;>nal ecorlomic expansion, the Minnesota economy is
expected to outperform that of ~he nation's during the mid-eighties. About
three-fourths of the state's nealr~term employment growth is expected to
come from its service, trade and manufacturing sectors. In total,
nonagricultural employment is expected to reach about 1.95 million by yearend 1986.

---
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Although Minnesota is expected to Lutperform the nation, its future
growth may be restrained by: (a) lingeriJ; weakness in two of its traditional
basic industries, agriculture and m' ing; and (b) the considerable
uncertainty that surrounds the national onomic outlook.
AGRICULTURE

The Minnesota Department of Finance is expecting a decline in farm '
income through 1987. This projection liS due to the presence of several
unfavorable market factors, including laL"ge crop supplies, rising production
costs, and low demand for farm exports, I~nd increased foreign competition.
Faced with rising costs and lower profits, the farm sector continues to
operate in a tight cost/price squeeze.
METAL MINING

Taconite is another industry for which the long-term outlook is not
encouraging. This industry is sUfferint from both cyclical and secular
decline. Its future is tied to that of thb U.S. steel industry, which must
achieve significant improvements in itis cost structure in order to be
competitive in domestic and world rJarkets. Currently, the U.S. steel
industry is plagued by obsolete equipmerlt, excess capacity, and increasingly
stiff foreign competition. In order to su+ive, industry analysts predict that
steel companies will become smaller and more efficient, and will
increasingly use cheaper, imported sourtes of iron ore for domestic steel
production. These changes imply a reducbd demand for Minnesota taconite,
and thus, fewer mining jobs. the taconitk industry is not expected to return
'
to pre-1980 levels of production and em~loyment.
UNCERTAINTY IN THE FUTURE OF1HE NATIONAL ECONOMY

The longevity of the current U.S. rec ery is uncertain due to mounting
federal budget deficits, the prospects fJ higher inflation, and a possible
change in federal monetary policy. Marly economists fear that the heavy
borrowing needs of the federal governm~nt (to finance its budget deficits)
and/or a more restrictive monetary polid will push interest rates back up to
business-stifling levels. This coUld retatf the growth of interest-sensitive
industries and move the national economy into a recession.
This chapter has demonstrated that the state economy is constrained by
larger economic forces, and that a recessi~m at the national level would soon
be felt locally. A mid-or late-decade dowhturn coUld be particularly painful
in Minnesota due to the lack of recovery 1,'tS traditional basic industries. It
appears, however, that the only certaint in the foreseeable future is that
Minnesota will move with the nation thr gh the upswings and downswings
of the business cycle.

t
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REVENUE POTENTIAL OF THE CHANGING
STAT ECONOMY

sec~ions

The preceding
of this rlport have described in detail the changes
occurring in Minnesota's econbmic base. Given such changes, it is
appr.oPriate to. ask what this all Imeans in terms of the long-run revenu.e
potential of the state/local tax sYstem; Here the economic base-revenue
productivity link is forged only irlgeneral terms by analyzing the potential
ability of thirteen sectors of the Istate economy to directly and indirectly
generate four types of tax bases: personal income; business income/receipts;
consumption; and property, Each lOf these tax bases represents the potential
or comprehensive tax base that Mmnesota starts with before any narrowing
through exC.lusiOns, exemPtions'ldeductions., preferential assessments, or
credits, viz:
• "Personal income" refers to t e total income of individuals, of which
earnings comprises the largest ~hare;
• "Business income/receipts" indludes not only net income or profit, but
also .rent, wages, and interest; I
• "Consumption" refers to that pkrt of personal income not saved-a much
broader concept than "sales" tbes, although both conventional general
sales and selected sales taxes a~e included here; and,
• "Property" includes both real tand personal property at its full market
value.
The. ability of the thirteen indusi ry groups to contribute to future tax base
growth is estimated by evaluating, the relative importance of six key
economic characteristics, as folloks: .
1. The relative importance of thel industry group in the state economy, as

indicated by its share of total state employment and total state earnings;
2. The growth trends for the ind~stry group as indicated'by its growth in
employment and real earnings bver the 1969-79 and 1979-82 periods;
3. The profitability of the indus.,o/ group as indicated by cotporn" profits
before taxes as a percentage OflJross national product (GNP);
4. The labor intensity of the -industry group as indicated by employee
compensation as a percentage bf GNP;
5. The property intensity of the irldustry group as indicated by the value of
its property as a percentage of its total property and payroll value; and
6. The wage scale of the industry group, as indicated by average wage rates
for production workers anr the percentage of production vs.
nonproduction workers.
'
These characteristics of the major sectors of Minnesota's economy are
presented in Table 6. Different corhbinations of these characteristics result in

·
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~ajor Industry Sectors

TABLE 6

Economic Characteristics of

ProfijbililyC

~~~~.

-

1
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-,..,.., .

-
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8Represc:nu the average of an industry's 1979 and 1982 percentage of total ate employment and Ihe total state earnings. Does not total lol()(}l7o
since certain industries ,(real estate, agricultural services. proprietors)are-obitted from this table. Source: BureaU QfEconomic Analysis, U.S.

Department of Commerce.

J

bSource: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce.
CFigures represent U.S. averages by industry. Source: National Income an Product Accounts, U.S. Department of Com~erce.
dlbid.
.
eFigures represent Total Propeny as a percent of Total Payroll and Property by Industry, Source: Three-ractor apportionment data. Minnesota

I

j

Department of Revenue.
I
r100 = average all·indunry wage for production workers. Source: Minnesdta Depanment of Economic S«urity.
gSourcc: Minnesota Depanment of Economic Security.
-Not Available.
hproressional Services and Other Services.

different implications for the revenue p tential of the various tax bases. For
example:

J

• A large, growing, high-wage ind stry group is estimated to have
significant potential for personal incbme tax revenue growth;
• A large, growing industry group Wit~ a wide profit margin is assumed to
be a key contributor to business income revenue productivity;
• Purchases of goods and services bt consumers are closely related to
income; therefore, an industry groub with high potential for personal
income tax revenue growth also has' high potential for consumption tax
revenue growth;
I
• A growing, property-intensive induJltry group is assumed to be a key
contributor to property tax revenue growth.
The industry-by-industry findings df this analysis are summarized in
Figure 4. Overall, it indicates that in Jrder to finance Minnesota's public
sector in the years ahead, it will be necdsary to rely on all major tax sources
(no one tax can capture the economic ~rowth in all industries), and, within
the bounds of tax policy objectives) taxes should be broadly based.
Adherence to these principles will allJw Minnesota to capture the fiscal
benefits of the long-term economic add demographic trends and cyclical
changes occurring in its economy.
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IGURE 4
Tax Revenue Potentia: by Industry and by Tax Base
!
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Note: It is important to emphasize thatlthis figure relates to the long-run revenue potentiai of
the Minnesota economy, It should not e interpreted as a revenue projection or a tax policy
recommendation,
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Analysis of State Budget Policy
Gordon Folkman an John Asmussen
The principal.issue addressed in this papFr is to what extent tax reforms can
be discussed and- determined independent from spending policies. If the
tendency is for taxes to determine the Jrnount the state spends for public
goods and services (that is, the state ~ill spend only what it raises iIi
revenue), it is not unreasonable to addtess tax reform as a separate issue
fro.m spending, since spending POliCYtWOuld adjust. correspondingly to
changes made in the tax system. Ho ever, if the state's tax effort is
influenced primarily by spending dem ds, any discussion of tax reform
must be conducte?· in the con~~t o~jt?e. state's s~ending policies. For
example, under this latter condItIon, 1 It IS deternuned that the level of
Minnesota taxes is too high to be ec nomically competitive with other
states, to recommend tax cuts is also to nkommend reduction in government
I
.
spending.
The relationship between Minnesota taxes and spending can be seen by
compa~ing state fiscal policy during th~ Iperiod spanning 1975 to 1979 with
the penod between 1980 and 1987 (estiJated).
The earlier period represented a time df relative good "fiscal health." The
. tax base and rates established in 19751 changed little during the period.
Between 1975 and 1979 tax revenue increll$ed, largely as a result of economic
.
factors, at approximately the same rate las spending.
Since 1980, however, the state has ekperienced major fiscal problems.
Between FY 1980 and FY 1982 the gene~al fund expended over $900 million
more than it collected in revenues. This resulted in a fund deficit of $624
million on June 30, 1982. Although man~ blame the revenue shortfall on the
economic recession, it is very importantIto be aware that the state, in 1979,
indexed its personal income tax, which !uso suppressed revenue growth. To
compound the problem, the state also hied to maintain near-double-digit
growth in spending during a period whei the tax system could only generate
\
revenues at a rate of 30/0 per year or leJs.
The magnitude of the general fund's fiscal problems required a complex
array of tax increases, revenue/expbnditure shifts, and expenditure
reductions in order to ~ring the state's tfdget back into balance b~ ~e end
of FY 1983. Although It appears on the sprface that these fiscal poliCIes were
evenly divided between those affecting revenues and those affecting
I
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expenditures, the long-term implications clearly suggest that the solution
was to bring revenues in line with I spending and not vice versa.
What follows is a brief analysis ([)f the state's fiscal policy during these two
periods. Five topics are specifical~y addressed:
• Important policies characterizing the state's intergovernmental fiscal
system;
.]
• Trends in tax revenue controllirtg for growth due to economic factors as
opposed to tax law changes; I
• Trends in major spending areas highlighting those programs where the
state exhibits its greatest commitment;
• Policy actions taken by the state~o balance its 1981 and 1983 budgets; and
• The importance of these policies for maintaining "fiscal stability"
through 1987.

MINNESOTA'S STATE A D LOCAL FISCAL SYSTEM:
ONE OF FISCAL INTERDEPENDENCY
Since 1957, Minnesota state and local finances have undergone signific~nt
change. The most profound change is that today the state is the primary
collector of tax revenue, while loc~ governments continue to be the primary
spenders (see Exhibit 1). In 1957, 49070 of total state/local taxes in
Minnesota were collected by the s~ate and 51 % by local governments. Local
governments, on the other handj accounted for 73% of total state/local
spending. By 1982 the local sharJ of taxes had declined to 26% while still
accounting for over 70% of total government spending.
This trend can be attributed to four distinct policy developments during
the period:
• The 1967 tax reform and relief act enacted a state general sales tax to
finance a local government ai program, the homestead credit, and the
circuit breaker program.
• The omnibus tax bill of 1971 (Minnesota Miracle) enacted the school
foundation aid program, r Iformed local government assistance,
established levy limitation o~ local governments, and enacted the
agricultural credit program. jIb finance these programs several tax
measures were adopted that increased revenue from statewide
nonproperty sources.
I
• The state began assuming a greater share of spending for public welfare
programs during the mid-1970sJ The effect has been to shield the countycollected proportion of the ptoperty tax from financing the surge in
public welfare benefit costs. I• Expansion of direct property tb relief payments in the form of credits
and refunds to individuals thrdughout the 1970s.

J
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EXHIB T 1
I
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IBIT 2
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In effect, these policies have worked together
towards a common
objective-_
I '
"
..
to reduce local governments' reliance on the property tax by:
• shifting taxing responsibility away] from local governments (Le., the
property tax) and substituting the e revenues with state aids, income
raised primarily from the state incorhe and sales tax sources (see Exhibit

~;I

• providing property tax relief directl~ to individuals; and
• having the state assume the fiscal responsibility of particular local
.
\
programs.
The institutionalization ofthese programs not only had a profound impact
on the state/local fiscal system, itJalSO altered the purpose of state
government.
,
In 1957,Exhibit 3 shows that state Iperating expenditures accounted for
one-half of all state spending, while intergovernmental transfer payments
accounted for only 38%. By 1975.' 50~0 of state outlays were distributec:t
back to local units of government and only 28010 of the outlays were spent
directly for state operating purposes. If irect property tax reliefpaymentsstate paid property tax credits and refu ds-ar;ealso considered as a type of
~d to lo~al ~over~ments, ~hen nearly 60% or total sta~e outlays provided'
dIrect or mdlrect fISCal assIstance to lobal governments m 1975.
Since 1975, however, the relative~rowth in state intergovernmental
transfer payments declined slightly and m 1982 these expenditures accounted
for only 44% of total state outlays. nhs decline was offset partly by state
payments for property tax relief, whicfu increased from 9070 of total state
outlays to over 12% during the periodJ
'
It is also reasonable to interpret the increase in state welfare benefit
expenditures as yet another form of irldirect aid to local governments. In
1976, when the state assumed a greatet financial role in providing welfare
benefits to needy Minnesotans, it ~id so, in part, to relieve local
governments of the fiscal burdens in rheeting the rapidly increasing costs
associated with these programs. As a rJsult, approximately $192 million or
3.5070 of state outlays in 1982 could als9 be viewed ~sanother form of fiscal
assistance to local governments.! Acco~dinglY, in 1982 nearly 60% of total
state outlays was devoted to direct or indirect fisc·al assistance to local
7~;~~nments.2 This represented. a shar~e f the state bU.dgetequal to that of
Exhibit 4 shows that as a result of th e policies, state tax effort increased
significantly from 5.7% of total state ersonal income in 1967 to 9% in
1979. Conversely, local tax effortdecli ed from 5.3% to 3.6% during the
same period. Between 1979 and 1981, state tax effort also declined sharply.
This resulted from the indexation of t~e state's personal income tax along
with relatively strong growth in personal income during most of the period.
However, this ,decline was short-lived. By 1982, the state's tax effort once
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EfCHIBIT 3
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again increased to 8.4010. This res1!llted from the state increasing tax rates in
order to offset budget deficits alJng with much slower growth in personal
income. However, local tax effdrt continued to decline throughout the
period. By 1982 local taxes reprbsented only 3% of the state's personal
income. Correspondingly, t,otal ~tate and local tax effort increased only
slightly during the entire period, Irrom 11% in 1967 to 11.4·0/0 in 1982.
The implication of these statJ/local fiscal policies for evaluating tax
reform in Minnesota is straightfo~ward; If Minnesota state taxes are judged
too high and state tax cuts are recommendeci, any corresponding reductions
likely be needed in order to remain
made in state spending (which
consistent with lower taxes) may hterely shift the financial responsibility to
local governments. Depending onlwhich state expenditures are reduced, the
net reductipn in state and localtkes' can be something far less than what
was originally reducedl:lt the state !level. Table 1 shows examples of how state
aid and property tax relief programs impact local property tax effort and
interrelate with each other.

.will

\

GROWTH IN STATE TAX RlEVENUE: 1975-87 (ESTIMATED)
Exhibit 5 summarizes the groJh in state tax revenue from major sources
for the period between FY 1975 and FY 1987 (estimated).3 The graph
compares the growth in tax reverlue due to legislative actions with growth
due to inflation and other econOIhic factors. As can be seen, all the growth
in tax revenue during the earlier tears was a result of the state's tax system
benefiting from inflation and an Jxpanding economy. As Table 2 shows, the
net impact of tax legislation dJring the period between 1975 and 1978
actually reduced taxes, suppress[ng slightly the effects of inflation and
economic growth.
I
Since 1981, however, the impact of new tax laws has been significant,
accounting for nearly all the gro-Wth in tax revenu'e between 1981 and 1983
and approximately one-half of khe projected growth through FY 1987.
Between 1980 and 1987, tax revJnue from major sources are expected to
increase from $2.5 billion to $4.51 billion, an'increase of 83%. If, however,
the state had not enacted major tb legislation in 1982 or 1983, we estimate
that tax revenue will amount to I $3.8 billion in FY 1987, or represent an
increase of 53070 over that collect1ed in FY 1980.
Table 3 shows the estim~ted re~enue impact of major tax law changes for
FY 1982 through FY 1987. Much of the new tax revenue was and will be
generated from the general salesl tax. In 1982 the state increased the rate
from 4 to 6 percent and expanded the tax base to include such items as the
sale of candy and soft drinks. Asl a result of this legislation, the state in FY
1983 collected an estimated $322 million in new tax revenue and may collect
as much as $597 million in FY 1987.
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TAB E 1

Minnesota Linkages Among ~tate Aid Programs - 1984
PROGRAMS
Automatic Linkages

INTERACTltN

RESULT

1. THC and HC

Both affect taconi e households.

Change in HC causes an opposing change in THC.

2. ASC and HC

Both affect agricultural homesteads of greater thaJ. one acre.

Change in ASC causes an op·
posing change in HC.

3. THC, HC, and ASC

All affect taconite abcultural
homesteads greater !than one
acre.

Change in ASC causes an opposing change in both THC
and'HC; change in HC causes
an opposing change in THC.

4. NPC, we,
ASC, HC.

NPC and WC reduce credits on
other land.

Change in NP or WC may
cause an opposing change in
HC; change in ASC may cause
an opposing change in NP or
WC.

'HC subtracted frOm[B calculated.
'

Change i~ HC causes an opposing change in CB.

6. TR and other credits

Credits affect net t ; TR is
triggered by increaslis of over
20070 in net tax.

Decreases in credits that are
large enough can increase TR
outlays.

7. LGA and Levy Limits

LOA received is subtracted
from allowed levy Iin\.it.

Changes in LGA cause opposing changes in levy limits.

1. Levy Limits and
Property Tax Relief
Programs

L""l'
property tax relief programs
pay part of local levies.

Changes in levy limits may affect local levies which will
change property tax relief outlays.

2. Direct aid to localities unrelated to levy
limits (i.e., highway
aid, welfare aid) and
Property Tax Relief.

Direct aids fund certam locallyadministered prograrbS; property tax relief prog11ams pay
part of local levies.

Changes in state aids may affect local levies which will
change property tax relief outlays.

3. Foundation aid and
Property Tax Relief

Foundation aid and Ideal levies
provide revenues rpr local
schools; property tax Tjelief programs pay part of lodl! levies.

Changes in share of school revenues from foundation aid may
affect local levies which will
change property tax relief out~
lays.

4. Assessment Ratios
and Property Tax
Relief

. m
. part deterA ssessment ratios
mine local tax bas,e; !property

I

and

5. HC and CB

I

Optional Linkages

lim,,, oontrOII~ I~i,,;

I

:::. "lid p., port of 1~"~·

Changes in assessment ratios
will affect local tax base and local tax revenues. Changes in
tax rates to compensate will
change property tax relief outlays.

Source: John Bartle, Minnesota Tax Study Com ission (May 1984).
Noles: HC - Homestead Credit
ASC - Agricultural School Credit
THe - Taconite Homestead Credit
CB - Circuit Breaker
NPC - Native Prairie Credit
WC - Wetlands Credit
TR - Targeted Relief
LGA - Local Government Aid
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TABLE 2
Summary of Maj r Tax Law Changes: 1975-79
I

·Dollar Impact
(Millions)
FY1976

FY1977

FYI978

FY1979

($12)

($12)

($9)

($10)

($5)

($5)

($5)

($5)

$2

$2
$3
$9
$11
($28)
($2)
$9
$3
($5)

1975 Laws:
Expansion of Working Poor CDT
Tax Exempt Contributions to
Keogh Ret Plans
1977 Omnibus Tax Bill:
Update Reference to IRC
Taxing Out of State INC
Eliminate Military Excl
Tax Rate Change
Personal Credits =$30
Eliminate Prorating Credits
Minimum Tax
Various Tax Ded. Elm.
Dependent Care Credit

$5
($14)
$9
($5)

1978 Tax Laws:
Sales Tax-Fuel Credit
Personal Credit = $40
Homemaker Credit
Pension Excl.

($23)
($14)
($5)
($7)

Total Tax Law ImpaCt

($17)

($17)

($17) ,

($62)

Source: Office of the Legislative Auditorl Staff computations based on information provided
I
.
by the Department of Revenue.

~ABLE

3·
Summary of Estimated Revenpe Impact of Major Tax Law Changes:
Fiscal Years 1982-87 (estimated)
d; Millions)
.
!

I

Fiscal Years

Major Tax Source

1982

1983

198~

1985

Personal Income
General Sales
Motor Vehicle
Corporate Income

$139
159
16
0

$268
322
25
(27)

$188
473
63

$ 87
515
55

(11)

(IS)

86
552
59
(17)

$314

$588

$713

$ 641

$ 649

$ 742

$ 59

$149

$216

$271

$ 338

$ 411

$373

$737

$929

$912

$1,017

$1,153

Total State Laws
Federal Tax Law
Changes
TOTAL IMPACT

--

1986
$

1987
$

99
597
63
(17)

-- -- -- --

Source: Office of the Legislative Auditoi staff computations and estimates provided by the
Departments of Revenue and Finance, A~ril 1984. Also see Appendix Table 2A.
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EXHI ,IT 5
I

Growth in State Tax ReveJues From Major Sources
Economic vs TaxLaw*
1975-87 (Estimated)
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Source: Office of the Legislative Auditor staff cdmputations based on data from Tables 2, 3,
and Appendix Table lA.
'"This analysis assumes two distinct time periods. The first period assesses the impact of tax law
changes enacted between 1975 and 1979 using the 1974 tax system as the base. The second
period uses the tax system established in 1979 as base to assess the impact of tax legislation
between 1981 and 1984. See note 3 below,

I

Laws affecting the state's personal income tax were also responsible for
generating new tax dollars for the state.lThe most important legislation was
enactment of the 7% and 100/0 surtax. Of the new personal income tax
revenues shown in Table 2, we estimate hat the surtax provisions generated
$63 million in FY 1982, $170 million irl FY 1983, and approximately $100
million in FY 1984.

B
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In addition to state tax law c anges, federal tax policies also had a
significant impact on state tax r~enues. Table 3 shows that in FY 1983
state revenues increased by an estimated $149 million as a result of changes
in federal tax laws. By FY 1987, federal law changes may benefit the state by
as much as $411 million. Much d1f thiS. revenue gain. results from federal
personal income tax reductions. Since the State of Minnesota allows
taxpayers to deduct federal taxliab~lity, any reduction in federal taxes results
in an increase in Minnesota taxa1:lle income. However, the reverse is also
true-,if federal taxes· go up, Minhesotans will pay less in state personal
income taxes.

l

GROWTH IN STATE SPE DING: 1975-87 ESTIMATED
Exhibit 6 shows that betweeJ 1975 and 1982, state general fund
expenditures increased from $1.9biiJion to over $4.1 billion, a rate of growth
approximating 12070 per year. In 1~83 however, state expenditures from the
general fund declined by nearly 14%. The primary reason for this dramatic
. decline was that the legislature, ~ order to balance the FY 1983 budget,
shifted approximately $199 million' rnschool aids and $269 million in direct
-property tax credit/refund l?aymen~s to FY 1984. Thus, the 14% decline is
misleading because the expenditure shifts essentially resulted in
noncomparable expenditure bases detweenFY 1982 and FY 1983. Perhaps a
better indicator ~f expen~iture cO~Ftment during the period. is to com~are
FY 1982 expendItures WIth those estimated for FY 1984. ThIS companson
indicates an approximate 9% annu~l rate of growth in expenditures for the
period. The department of finance~stimatesthat after FY 1984 general fund
expenditures will increase at a 6.3%' average annual rate to nearly $5.8
billion by the end of FY 1987. If thi~ rate of increase is realized for this latter
period, it will represent a growth Irate approximately two-thirds of that
experienced between 1979 and 198k when state general fund expenditures
grew at 9% per year;
Approximately 80% of state genral fund expenditures can be associated
with seven major program categoriJs. Examination of Exhibit 7 shows that
in 1975, aids to school districts am~unted to $636 million which accounted
for 34% of total state general fund expenditures. Although aids to school
districts remains the most i~portan~ expenditure category through 1987, its
relative proportion of general fund expenditures declined to 29070 in FY 1982
and is estimated to account for oni~ 220,0 in FY 1987. 6
The reason for this trend is twof()ld. First, despite experiencing a rate of
growth of nearly 10% per year betll/een 1975 and 1982, state expenditures
for property tax relief, medical assis ce and general assistance for medical
care (MA/GAMC), and general s' pport to local governments combined,
increased at an average.annual rate xceeding 15% during the same period.

1

\

.
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Growth in State Genet! Fund Expenditures
1975-87 <istimated)
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Source: Appendix Table lAo

Total expenditures for these three pr grams amounted to $512 million in
1975, accounting for 270/0 of state genfral fund expenditures. By FY 1982,
expenditures for these programs inareased to nearly $1.4 billion and
represented over 34% of general fund lexpenditures.
The second reason is that in 1981 Jnd 1982, the legislature took action
that significantly reduced aids to sChoo[ districts. Included in this legislation
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EfHIBIT 7
.... Expenditures by Major Functions
Big 7.

1975-87 (Estimated)
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for example, was a reduction in foundation aids of an estimated $68 million
for FY 1983 due to lowering the ~eVel of state foundation support from
$1,416 to $1,346 per pupil and increasing the local mill requirement to 24
mills. 8 Aids were also reduced ~ecause the legislature required school
districts to make early recognition cof their property tax. This resulted in an
additional estimated savings to the ~tate of $239 million in FY 1983. School
transportation aids were also red~ced in FY 1983 by an estimated $35
million as a result of increasing thetransportation required mill rate from 1
to 2 mills. 10
It should be noted, however, that in 1984, lawmakers increased
foundation aids by approximately I 280 million for the 1986-87 biennium.
The increase is due to a lowering of the local tax effort requirement to 23.5
mills and increasing foundation su~port to $1,585 per pupil (from $1,475).
As indicated earlier, the departm t of finance estimates that general fund
expenditures are anticipated to inc ease at a relatively slower rate of 6.3070
per year between FY 1984 and Y 1987. This is largely a product of

-----~-----~-_._-
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anticipated slower growth in general su ,port aids to local governments and
expenditures for direct property tax relidf. According to projections, aids to
local governments are expected to increfse· by only 4070 in FY 1986 and by
6% in FY 1987. This is significantly slower than the rate of growth
experienced in the late 1970s when thdse expenditures increased by more
than 24% per year.
I
State-paid direct property tax relief payments are also anticipated to slow
significantly. Projections for the 1986-87 biennium show expenditures for
these programs increasing by only 4% Jer year. This can be compared to a
16% annual rate realized between FY Ip75 and FY 1982.J2
.of the "Big Seven" program areas, the most significant growth,by far, is
expected to occur in MA/GAMC, incrbasing by a projected 17% per year
during this period. If these estimates ard realized, MA/GAMC expenditures
will amount to over $850 million by the ~nd of FY 1987, representing nearly
15% total state general fundexpenditutes.B

F~SCAL

GROWTH IN TAXES AND LENDING AT A SINGLE
GLANCE: A PERIOD OF
STABILITY VS. A
PERIOD OF FISCAL WOES
The period between 1975 and 1979 Jpresented a time of relatively good
fiscal health. During this period, there rere few major tax law changes and
what actions were taken resulted in tax savings to Minnesotans. Table 4
shows that tax revenue from major sou{ces increased at a rate of 13.6% per
year, however, tax revenue would have mcreased slightly faster (14.3% per
year, if no law changes had been enacnk In effect; the tax system, without
legislative stimulus, produced the need~d revenues (and then some) to keep
pace with growth in state spending, Which incrf'ased ata rate of 13.9% per
I

'

TABLE 4
Growth in Major State Tax Revenue~ and General Fund Expenditures
1975-82
I

Average Annual
Percentage Change
1975-79

1979-82

Total Growth

13.6070

7.1%

Growth EXcluding Impact of Law Changes

14.3%

3.1070

13.9%

9.0%

Tax RevelJue from Major Sources:

General Fund Expenditures

Source: Office of the Legislative Auditor staff cdmputations based on data from Tables 2 and
3, and Appendix Table 1A.
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year during the same period. A strong argument could be made that,
between 1975 and 1979, the tax system, which benefited greatly from the
high rate of inflation during that period,generated revenues at such a· fast
tate that it actually stimulated stla.te spending. The system produced the
revenues, so, the dollars were speJt.
Between 1979 and 1982 the fiscal pattern changed. During this period, tax
revenue from major sources incrJased 7.1 % per year, while general fund
expenditures increased at 9.0070 pet year. Much of the growth in tax revenue
realized during this period occurted in FY 1982 when tax revenues from
major so~rces increased by neatly 14%.14 However, over 85% of that
increase was a result of state legislative action that increased taxes by $314
million. If that legislatIon. had hot occurred, revenues from major tax
sources would have increased by oWy20J0 in FY'1982, resulting in an average
annual rate of growth of 3.1 % fot the period. This gap between the growth
in state taxes and spending begai with tax and spending policies adopted
during the 1979 legislative sessionl Actions were taken to slow the growth in
tax revenue and to increase spending for major programs.

SES~SON:

THE 1979 LEGISLATIVE
PROVIDED THE IMPETUS FO

TAX AND SPENDING POLICIES
FISCAL DIVERGENCY
.

In 1979, lawmakers decided t at the revenue generating capacity of the
state's personal income tax may have exceeded spending demands and was
overburdening the taxpayer. As result, several policies were adopted that
either cut tax revenue or were deJigned to diminish the revenue-elasticity of
the tax during periods of rapid ihflation. Major legislation included:

J

-

I

• All personal credits were equalized and increased t6 $55 in 1979, to $60 in
1980, and indexed thereafter. I
• The standard deduction was intreased to 10% up to a maximum of $2,000
and was indexed in 1981.
• The low-income credit was inareased and indexed in 1981.
• Income tax brackets were indJxed, 85070 of the percentage change in the
.
(Minneapolis-St. Paul) consurher price index.
• Top income tax rate reduced from 17070 to 16%.
• Pension exclusions increased, Inonresident pensions not taxed.

I

Also, in 1979 the legislature tbok action that either allowed or provided
for major spending increases t6 occur during the 1981 biennium. Most
notable were increases of 40OJo]in MA/GAMC, 24070 in school aids, and
25% in major property tax reli f programs. In effect, largely as a result of
legislation that occurred in 19b9, state tax revenue from major sources
increased by only 7% during t 1981 biennium, while spending for major
programs increased by over 23 0.1 5 Clearly, this policy niixwas not very
conducive for fiscal stability.

-~O!_'~'~_~_~~~
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The fiscal impact of this divergent tax and spending policy can be
illustrated by examimng two policy decisions-the indexation of the
personal income tax, and increased h mestead credit benefits. The state
began the 1980-81 biennium with a $281 million fund balance. As Table 5
shows, the indexation of tax brackets, cfedits, and deductions reduced state
tax revenue by $302 million for the jbiennium. In addition, legislative
increases to the homestead credit increased the state's liability for property
tax relief by $124 million. The combined fiscal impact of these two policies
totaled nearly $426 million, exceeding the fund balance by $145 million.
By the end of FY 1982, these two dolicies had a fiscal impact of $723
million. Thi.S represented over 115~, of te total general fund deficit of $624
million realized on June 30, 1982.
ANALYSIS OF THE GENERAL FUN ,BUDGET-BALANCING
I
ACTIONS 1982-83 BIENNIUM: A PERIOD OF FISCAL WOES

After enjoying several years of relatiJely stable finances, the general fund
August 1980. The sources of these
began experiencing fiscal problems

inj

TABES
Fiscal Impact of Indexing thJ Personal Income Tax and
Increasing the Benefits of the Homestead Credit Program:
FY 1980 td FY 1982
($ millions)

,

I

FY
Indexation of personal
income tax (lost
revenue)a
Homestead credit (increased expenditure)b
TOTAL

i

Total

FY 1982

Total
1980-82

$182.5

$302.2

$221.9

$524.1

116.0

124.0

75.0

199.0

$298.5

$426.2

$296.9

$723.1

80 FY 1981

$l1L

~
$12r.7

Source: Minnesota Department of Revenue Prl10vided estimates for the impact of indexation
(December 2, 1983) and the Office of the Uegislative Auditor calculated the cost of the
homestead credit.
aFor tax years 1979 and 1980, income tax brae ets were increased by 85070 of the increase in the
consumer price index (CPI) for the Minneanolis-St. Paul metropolitan area. In 1979, the
adjustment was 10.1070 and in 1980, 8.6070.IFor tax years 1981 and 1982, brackets were
increased either by 100070 of the increase in CPI or by 100% of the increase in Minnesota gross
income, whichever was less. In 1981 the adjustment was 9.2% and in 1982 was 2.1 %.
Beginning in tax year 1981, credits and stand~rd deductions were also adjusted for inflation
using the same methods (Minn. Stat. 290.06).1 In 1983, the legislature amended the law such
that the indexation provision could be suspentledif the state~projected surplus was less than
$250 million (Minnesota Session Laws, Ch. 3f2, Section 6, Subd. 2f).
bBenefits for the homestead credit program increased from 45%-$325 maximum in 1979 to
50%-$550 maximum in 1980, to 58OJo-$65d maximum in 1981.
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difficulties are complex, but mos agree that a national recession coupled
with certain modifications to the tax system,primarily indexing the
individual income tax, had stallea the general fund's revenue growth. In
addition, while various factors cOdtributed to slowing the rate of growth in
tax re,:,enue, the state c~nti~Ued. tall p~rsue a relatively fast rate. of grO~~ in
spendmg. The. combInatIon of dIvergent tax and spendmg polICIes,
compounded by an economic rece sion, quickly resulted in fiscal instability.
The problems experienced during the 1980-81 biennium were certainly
painful, but they were solved prirrlarily through restructuring the cash flow
of a few major revenue and expehditureprograms. Individual income tax
collections were acclerated and kn additional $60 million was received
during the biennium. School aid paYments totalling $241 million were
deferred into the 1982-83 bienniuni. In all, $300 million of adjustments were
required, but relatively few prognlms were. affected.
By contrast, revenue shortfalDs repeatedly .plagued the general fund
throughout the 198~-~3 bie~um.1~ix spec~alle~slativesessions wer~ called
and so nearly $2 billion of fmanclal modifications· were made dunng the
biennium. The time lag required~o institute many of the financIal changes
resulted in a $624 .million general fund deficit at June 30, 1982, the midpoint of the biennium. ACcordingly, the brunt of fiscal recovery was
necessitated duriag FY 1983 sothdt the biennium would end without a fund
deficit. Thble 6 illustrates how d~arnaticaUY general fund finances had to
change during FY 198~ so that a ~alancecil;)Udgetcould be realized.
Comparing the FY 1983 operating resUlt.s to those for FY 1982 shows an
improvement of almost $1 billion. The change was accomplished by

.

lABLE6

.

State IGeneral Fund
Summary 0f Annual Finances
FY 1980 t.o FY 1983
($ thousands)
1

- -I- -1981
-Fiscal
-Year-1982- - 1983
~

Revenues
Expenditures
Net Annual Increases!
(Decreases) to Fund
Balance
ENDING GENERAL
FUND BALANCE

$3,228,~34

$3,320,587· $3,687,%5
3,690,495
4,051,036

$4,117,122
3,487,310

'(172.1

$(369,908)

$(363,071)

$ 629,812

lOS,Jll

$(261,397)

$(624,468)

$

3,401,q30

I

$

Source: Office of the Legislative Auditor staff computations.
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increasing revenues· by 12070 and reducing expenditures by 14%. Such large
changes are,· however, potentially misl~ading and do not provide a fair
indicator of future trends. Indeed, the Jagnitude of the general fund's fisCal
problems required a complex, comprehensive array of tax increases,
revenue/expenditure shifts, and expenditure cuts.
.
Table 7 illustrates the fiscal impact off the series of budget-balancing acts
that were implemented during the 1982-83 biennium. On the surface, it
appears the actions were evenly dividetl between those affecting; revenues
and those affecting. expenditures. Howeter, a closer examination reveals that
of the total $1.8 billion fiscal adjustmerlt, 37% was generated with new and
now permanent taxes.. The 19070 expentliture reduction, as discussed later,
. ~as basically a temporary dec1in.e an~ was offset somewhat by local tax
mcreases.
Table 7 also shows that nearly $900 million of state budget savings were
achieved during the 1982-83 bienniumJ However, only a small amount of
these expenditure reductions were ultibately translated into service cuts.
Five hundred forty-eightmiliion
dollars
represented a restructuring of
.
I ·
payment schedules or shifts from one biennium to the next. These actions
resulted ina temporary remedy that/afforded only a one-time budget
savings. The impact of these expenditure shifts also accounted for much of
the perceived decline in expenditures as illustrated in Table 8.

I

TABLl,

.

State Genetal Fund
Fiscal Impact of Budgdt-Balancing Actions
1982-83 B,bnnium
($ mil4on)
1982-83

Jennium
Revenue Enhancements:
Temporary Taxes (income surtax)
New Taxes
Subtotal: Revenues
Expenditure Actions:
Cuts a
Shifts
Subtotal Expenditures
TOTAL FISCAL IMPACT

Percent of
Total
Adjustment

1983

Biennium
Totals

$ 170

$ 233

418

669'

$ 588

$ 902

50.2%

$ 17
68

$ 331
480

$ 348
548

19.4%
30.5

$SST

$ 811

$ 896

49.8%

$ 399

$1,399

$1,798

100%

$ 63
251

$314

1

l

13.00;70
37.2

---rSource: Office of the Legislative Auditor, staf~ computations.
aExpenditure cuts do not include amounts elinhnated from state department appropriations
for salary, supplies, and equipment.
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TABLE 8
State General Fund
ExpeIiditure ChJnges Adjusted for Shifts
Fiscal Ybrs 1981 to i983
($ Millions)
I

Amounts Amounts
FY 1981 FY 1982
Expenditures
as Reported
Add Back:
Shifts
Adjusted Expenditure Levels

$3,690

$4,051

Percent Change
1981 to 1982

Amounts
FY 1983

Percent Change
1982 to 1983

+ 9.8070

$3,487

,13.9%

479

68
$3,690

$4,119

+ 11.6%

$3,967

- 3.7%

Source: Office of the Legislative AuditoJ, staff computations.

A critical question also aris Is as to whether the state's expenditure
reduction of 3.7070 during fisdalyear 1983 translated into long-term
expenditure savings and reduceH tax burdens. 16 For the most part, the
answer is no. Of the $331 millidn cut from expenditures during FY 1983,
$262 million may have increasedhocal tax efforts. Because of the extensive
intergovernmental fiscal relatidnships- between the state and its local
governmental units, most reduc ions in state spending simply resulted in
shifting the tax burden from the state to local government jurisdictions.
Approximately $101 million f the expenditures reduced in FY 1983
directly resulted in an increase of locally collected property taxes. This
amount resulted from mandated ncreases in the local property tax levies for
certain school aid programs, e.g , foundation and transpoFtation aids, and
reduced state-paid property tax redits for the homestead credit program. It
was not possible to determine pJecise1y whether the remaining $161 million
actually resulted in large properly tax increases, Such increases could have
been preempted by levy limits o~ otherwiseavbided by local governments if
they assumed the effects to be temporary and were fortunate enough to have
adequate cash reserves. Inevidbly, local govemments were obligated to
translate at least a proportion jdf this $161 million state aid redu.ction into
local property tax increases.
The remaining $69 million f expenditure reductions did not result in
increased local taxes. However, these expenditure reductions appeared to be
temporary declines or merely JShifted financial obligations to a nontax
revenue source. For example, $28 million of this amount represents a
reduction in state payments to the teachers retirement fund (TRA). This
reduction to TRA was partial y recovered through mandated temporary
increases in employee retiremebt contributions. However,because of the
financial difficulties of TRA, t~e impact Of the reduced state payments was
very temporary. In fact, recent legislative actions will result in repaying
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employees for their added contributions, plus a sizable increase in state
payments to TRA in an attempt to rclsolve its financial difficulties. In
addition, the state also reduced aids to tiheUniversity of Minnesota by $20
million. However, recent legislative actipnsprovided a sizable increase in
state aids to the university during the next biennium.
Thus, the impact of the 1982-83 s~ending cuts translated into either
increased local property taxes, later incrbases in state spending, or, at best a
temporary reprieve in tax burdens. Becahse of the complexity of state/local
fiscal relationships in Minnesota, perh~ps a better indicator of how state
expenditures were impacted during fis9al year 1983 would be revealed by
analyzing state. operati~g expendit~~e~ (e.g., salaries, supplies, and
expense). DespIte reducmg appropnatIOns of state departments and
decreasing state-paid contributions to~ state employee retir~ment funds,
state-operating expenditures increased y 7.5070 during FY 1983. Although
this increase islower than that of previ Us fiscal years, it demonstrates the
real difficultIes of hnplementing lon~enndeclines in state expenditure
commitments and consequently, lbe 1 11 of taxation.
I

SUMMARY OF GENERAL FUND FINANCES: 1978-87 (ESTIMATED)

illustrat~

To
the significance of these kscal policies, a series of exhibits are
presented in order to show the relationkhip between general fund revenues
and expenditures beginning in 19781and projected through the 1987
biennium. I7
.
Exhibit 8 plots annual revenues and .. penditures for each fiscal year. The
difference between revenues and expeJditures in any given year represents
the annual change to fund balance. Tfue crossing pattern illustrated in FY
1978 to FY 1980 is perhaps the norJal pattern to expect for a healthy
general fund. This reflects the uncertai*ty associated with revenue estimates
and the need to continually adjust fmnd balance so it is retained at an
acceptable level. However, as can be s~en, revenues did not recover to the
level of expenditures in either FY 1981 lor FY 1982. Whereas a reduction in
fund balance was affordable in 1980 (b~cause of a beginning fund balance),
continued reductions in 1981 and 1982 iesulted in the sizeable fund deficit at
the end of 1982. The response to the ptoblem, as indicated earlier, required
an array of tax increases, revenue/Jxpenditure shifts, and expenditure
reductions to balance the budget at thb end of FY 1983.
Exhibit 8 also shows projections of tevenues and expenditures, assuming
moderate economic growth through F 1987. As can be seen, revenues are
expected to exceed spending througho t the period, keeping the state budget
well in the black. However, as Exhibit illustrates, the state's projected level
of spending thr~ugh 1987 is on1~ a~fo~dable if the new and te.mpora~y state
. taxes enacted SInce 1980 remam In place (the only exceptIon beIng the
personal income surtax which under ttlis projection was repealed January 1,

'·
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E HIBIT 8
oJeral Fund
Revenues
Expenditures
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Source: Office of the Legislative Auditor staff computations (FY I978-FY 1983). Projections'
based on data provided by the Department of Finance, April 17, 1984 and adjusted to reconcile
the differences between OAAP and Bud etary Reporting Basis. See note 16 below.

1984). The graph clearly shows that if these new tax laws had not been
enacted, the level of revenues (Ii e C) would not be able to sustain the level
of general fund expenditures as Jurrently projected.
Finally, it is important toeIh~hasize that these projections of revenues
and expenditures assume moderate economic growth for the state through
FY 1987. Exhibit 10 illustrates wHat happens to the state's fiscal condition if
another recession befalls the stat~in 1985. As can be seen, the department of
finance projects under its "Trou Ie 85" scenario that the state will be faced
with another deficit situation y the end of FY 1987 despite the fiscal
actions taken since 1980.
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General Fund RevenueJ and Expenditures
Actual and 10jected
Showing Impact of State Tax Laws Since FY1981
Trendlong: 1978-8 (Estimated)
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Source: Office of the Legislative Auditor staff cotnputations (FY 1978-FY 1983). Projections
based on data provided by the Department of finabce. April 17• 1984 and adjusted to reconcile
the differences between GAAP and Budgetary ~~porting Basis. See note 16 below.

CONCL SION
Based on the evidence presented, a trong argument can be made that
since 1980 the state's tax policy has bee~ influenced primarily by spending
demands. The legislative response to tEle recent budget crises has b~en to
increase taxes, borrow, and alter its cash ow in order to bring revenues back
in line with spending. Although it cou d be argued that such policies are
necessary because it is difficult to adjJst expenditures in the short run to
keep them in line with revenues, the state has chosen to maintain nearly all
the new and "temporary" taxes enac ed since 1980 (the income surtax

-------_._---,---
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EI

IBIT 10

olneral Fund
RevenueJ and Expenditures
ActuaJI and Projected
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Source: Office of the Legislative Auditor staff computations (FY 1978-FY 1983). Projections
based on data provided by the Departrhent of Finance, April I?, 1984 and adjusted to reconcile
the differences between GAAP and udgetary Reporting Basis. See note 16 below.

appears to be the only major emporary tax that will be repealed).
In effect, it is not enough t'1 simply compare Mimiesota tax effort to that
of other states and conclude ijrom that comparison that since we rank high
we must reform and lower Olh taxes to make our state more competitive.
Because we are required· by la.w, if nothing else, to balance our budget every
two years, tax policy, by defihition, must be linked directly to current and
anticipated spending deman s. If this fact is ignored or its relevancy
minimized, the long-term sta ility of any tax reform measure adopted will
be in jeopardy.

:.~~

...•
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. Despite the relatively slower rate' of growth anticipated in general fund
expenditures through the 1987 bienniumithe state faces increasing spending
demands. For example, state expenditur s for medical assistance (MA) and
other welfare benefit programs are expected to increase significantly over the
next several years. Although much of th~ spending pressure is a direct result
of increased medical costs and larger ckseloads, federal actions have also
shifted (and threa.ten to continue) morr. fin.ancial responsibility for these
programs to the state. At present, the epartment of finance includes in
their MA expenditure projections, a continuation of a lower federal
participation rate which translates into higher costs for the state.
The state will also be facing increJsed.· pressure to use general fund
revenues for its infrastructure, specificaily for the maintenance-and repair of
its roads and bridges. The 1984 legitiature has already responded by
requiring 25OJoof the revenues raised b the motor vehicle excise tax to be
taken_ from the. general fund and place .in the highway users distribution
fund. Between FY 1985 and FY 1987, tris amounts to an estimated $50 to
$60 mill.ion per fiscal year, an amount hich some say is only a fraction of
what is needed.
Given the recent reductions in school aids amounting to over $212 million,
coupled with the currerit nationaldebaie on education quality, the state, in
all likelihood, will be pressured not oJIy to restore education aids, but to
increase them. The edu~ation debate, ih many ways, is very similar to that
occurring over taxes. Both focus, at sJmepoint, on how our state ranks.
Tho~e in t~e educa~ion. field are ~uick Ito infor~ lawmakers ~hat ~ur once
relatIvely hIgh .ranking III per-pupIl state expendItures has dechned III recent
years, becoming another argument often used to justify increased state
spending for education.
It is also important to realize that m ch of the slower rate of growth that
is anticipated in the state's general fJnd.is a result of slower growth in
expenditures which directly or indiredly provide property tax relief. As a
result, these policies could eventually r~sult in higher property taxes, which
in turn COuld lead to increased pressute on state lawmakers to once again
provide tax relief in one form or anotfuer.
In conclusion, the reality is that thrl tax debate by implication is also a
spending level.debate. If the two sides dr the budget are not reconciled, then
there is a real danger that the bUdgl actions taken during the last two
bienniums will become the rule rather than the exception.

1

.

ENDN TES

1. This -figure was based upon the follOWing assumptions and calculation: If
during the period between 1975 and 1982J the responsibility for financing welfare
benefits between the state and local gover ments was left unchanged, in 1982 the

j.
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local share would have been 27ltfo or $299 million as opposed to its actual share of
10% or $107 million. The difference b~tween the hypothetical and actual amounts
equals $192 million which represents thf amount of fiscal relief the state provided for
local governments as a result of policy actions taken in and after 1976. This also
assumes that the federal role ViS-"a-vis fOCal governments remain unchanged during
the, period.
,
2. This analysis is based upon expenditures made from all state funds as opposed
to the general fund only. If only expe1llitures from the general fund were examined,
then nearly 70%, of ,state spending is r the purpose of either directly or indirectly
assisting local governments.
3. It should be noted that this an ysis assumes two distinct time periods-the
first being FY 1975 through FY 1979 ahd the second being FY 1980 through FY 1987
(estimated); For the ~arlier period, th~ impact of tax laws was assessed with respect
to the tax system established in 1974J Legislation enacted in 1975-78 was reviewed
and the revenue impact was estimJted based on information provided by the
de'partm.ent of revenue., As Table 2 sbows, the net impact
tax legislatio~ during
thIS penod actually reduced taxes. Bowever, because the Impact wasmmor, for
purposes of graphic simplicity, the Igrowth in tax revenues between 1975-79 is
attributed solely to inflation and ot~br economic factors.
For the second period, it was assumed that legislation enacted in 1979 established
fundamental changes to the state,sjtax system, primarily with the enactment of,
indeXation. Accbrdingly, it is Jnore meaningful to assess the impact of tax law
changes since '19M with respect to the 1979 tax system, rather than the system
established in 1974. Thus, the indexa ion of the state's personal income tax is treated
as part ora tax system intended t%perate in the1980s and not as a law change
affecting revenues based on a syste11j1 in place as ofFY 1974.
Tax revenue estimates for FY ~984 through FY 1987 were provided. by the
department of finance from their April 17, 1984 forecast incorporating the
governor's recommendations. The projections represent the department's
"trendlong" scenario, which assubes moderate economic growth through the
period.
4. Although the IOltfo surtax tas repealed by the 1984 legislature effective
JanUary"I, 1984, the state collected levenues during the fi,IrSt half of FY 1984 (July 1 December 31, 1983).
5. Office of the Legislative A ditor staff computations based on data from
Appendix Table lA.
6. Ibid.
7. Ibid.
8. See 1981 Minn. Laws 3rd Sgec. Sess., ch. 2, art. IV.
9. Office of the Legislative AU~itor staff computations.
10. See 1981 Minn. Laws 3rd Spec. Sess., ch. 2, art. IV.
II. Office of the Legislative Aluditor staff computations based on data from
Appendix Table lAo
12. Ibid.
13. Ibid.
14. Ibid.
15. Ibid.
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'I:
16. Table 8 indicates that even after consid ring expenditure shifts, a 3.71170 decline
.' was realized in general fund expendituret during FY 1983. However, if the
1., expenditure cuts revealed in Table 8 had not dccurred, then expenditures would have
, .'. risen in FY 1983 by 3.9070. This increase is fairly comparable to the 3.01170 increase

I

t \~

~,:~":.~' ,~~:~~fua:~ for FY ,1983 in the governor's 01ginal budget proposal for the 1982-83

ifJ!"~ ···;':th.!:f~.fg;::~.e:~~~::::~~~o:ug;P.l;~:~~ ~~~~~~;r:r~::~~.:==,;:.::;

. '.
,

:'finance's projections of April 17, 19 4, which include the governor's
recommendations as of that date. It shou d be noted that the figures from the
depaitmeQ.t of:.flnance have been adjusted i~ order to reconcile differences between
their budgetarY .reporting basis and the gdnerallY accepted accounting principles
'~~poiting' method utilized by the Office of khe Legislative Auditor. Although total
revenues and expenditures differ between the two accounting methods, we believe
that the year..to-Year changes under both a e comparable.
\
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The Effect of B siness Climate
on Employm~nt Growth
~chael

VVasylenko*

I
attribut~

In botb private conversations and publi testimony before state legisla,",es,
business representatives often
job loss and sluggish economic
growth to poor business climate. While a large number of factors affect
business location, business climate \variables are among the most
controversial factors because public ~olicy can influence the business
climate. Alexander Grant has recently[saddled Minnesota with a poor
business climate ranking (forty-three out of forty-eight). This rating
underscores the importance of a study 0 business climate and its potential
I
effect on employment growth.
Most research on business location codcludes that business climate has no
e:fe:t or, at ~ost, very little effect on f.USin~ss location decisi~ns. . 1 . This
f10dmg remams the same whether the research results are denved from
surveys of business O1:from econometric .ork using data on actual business
location decisions.
The issue of business climate and pI nt location would therefore seem
settled. But adherents to the hypothesis ~hat business climate is important
appear to be growing, especially among business people and, to a lesser
extent, government policymakers. Som~ adherents criticize the business
climate stu?ies ~ .lac~ing breadth or de~th in.the se~se that th:'y ex~mi~e
only a few mdustnes ot do not explore tHe busmess clImate relatIOnshIps 10
sufficiently rich detail to uncover the su~tle relationship between business
I
climate and employment growth.
While there is an impressive body o~ evidence assembled on business
location decisions, this literature may bd lacking in several respects. With
few exceptions these studies analyze clanufacturing location decisions,
which may not be representative of all t.usinesses. In addition,although
these studies find no direct relationsht between business climate and
*The author thanks Therese McGuire and the members of the seminar in the Department of
Applied EconoIhics at the University of Minnesota for their thoughtful commeilts on this
research.
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location choice, there may be an important indirect relationship. Virtually
every study finds that labor forcelcharacteristics have considerable influence
on business location decisions. High personal tax levels appear to affect
labor force movement, which in kurn influences business location.
This study will expand the ~cope of inquiry into business location
decisions by focusing on a peiiod (1973 to 1980) in which there is a
considerable shift in employmen~amongstates. More important, this study
analyzes employment growth in manufacturing as well as in
nonmanufactudng industries. Inlparticular, employment change during the
1970s in six major industrial ca egories is analyzed using an econometric
framework that relates emplo~ent growth to a set of independent
variables. The industries studied Include manufacturing; transportation and
public utilities; .wholesale trade;1 retail tra.de; finance, insurance, and. re~
estate; and servIces. EmPIOymei growthm the total of these categones IS
also analyzed.
The, independent variables will includ~ measures of market accessibility,
labor force ,characteristics, enetp prices, climate, and business climate
variables. These" variables determine the overall r~venue and cost (or
profitability) of a firm and are !idelY u. sed. 1.·n studies of business location
decisions.
The next ~ection reports empl yment trends in Minnesota and the U.S.
l
during the.1973-80 period. Section
3 reviews the business location literature,
and the econometric model is prdsented in a subsequent section. The results
of the econometric work are repohed in Section 5, and these results are used
to reach a conclusion about Mirlnesota's employment growth rates for the
~:o~~.A final section interpreJtk tthe results of this study for tax policy

EMPLOIMENT TRENDS
The study focuses on employrpent trends between 1973 andJ980, using
employment data re,ported in ~unty Business Patterns for the week of
March 12 in each specific year. J"['e years 1973 and 1980 are chosen with an
eye toward the, peak of the business cycle and the date (March) on which the
data is collected. According to t,USiness Conditions Digest" business cycle
peaks occurred in November 19 3 and January 1980. The years 1973 and
1980 are chosen so that the emp oyment data are compared on the basis of
similar points (peaks) in the busibess cycle. The economy had been in a long
expansion from November 1970 tp November 1973. Thus; in March 1973 the
employment data reflect a period of full employment in the economy. The
next expans~on in the economy w~SfromMarc.h 1975 through January 1980.
Therefore, In March 1980 the eoonomy had Just begun to turn downward

.
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and employment in March was still J*ry near its full employment level.
Using employment data that are at simil r points in the business cycle gives a
clear view of the secular trend in empl ment growth and avoids confusing
secular trends with cyclical fluctuations.
Table 1 contains employment growth by nine major industries for the
U.S.; Minnesota; South Dakota, North Dakota,. Iowa, Wisconsin (all
neighboring states ?f Mi~esota).; IIIinbis; Texas, California and Florid~,
where employment IS growmg rapIdly; a1nd New York, where employment IS
growing very slowly. The nine industries incluqe: agriculture; mining;
contract constru.ction; manufactu.ringi tran.spo.rtation; wholesale trade;
, retail trade; finance, insurance, and rea estate; and personal services.
Overall employment in Minnesota b tween 1973 and 1980 grew 35070,
much faster thap emPlOyment.· grew-jin the U.S. (22.1 %). Moreover,
employment growth in seven of the1ne industries was more rapid in
Minnesota than in the U.S. In all industries, except agriculture and mining,
employment grew between 8% and 2707d faster than the same industries in
the U.S. Employment in contract conJtruction and manufacturing grew
much more rapidly in Minnesota than i+ the U.S. as a whole.
Of Minnesota's four neighboring states, total employment in North
Dakota and-~outh D~~ota grew more fPidly tha? inthe 1!.S., ~ut total
employment In North Dakota only grew more rapIdly than m MInnesota.
North Dakota had veJ:ystrongemp1<)ym~ntgrowthrelative to the U.S. in all
industries except agriculture. With the exception of services, employment
growth In the otller eight industries was Jor~ nlpid in North Dakota than in
Minnesota.
\
Employment growthin South Dakota showed a more uneven pattern, but
three •indtrstries-manufacturing,
transJ,ortation,
and wholesale trade.
I,
grew faster in South Dakota than in Minnesota. With few exceptions,
employment growth in each industry wa.1 higher in Minnesota than in the
other three north central states.
\
Of the three states where total employment is growing rapidly,
employment growth in Minnesota was Higher than in Florida. Moreover,
~mploy~ent gr~wth in Mi~~sota was hi~er than in Florida in all but three
mdustnes-agnculture, iIllmng, and ret 1 I trade. Between 1973 and 1980
employment grew 47.1 % and 41.1 % in 1exas and California, respectively.
Emp)oymentgrew faster in every industryJexcept agriculture employment in
Texas) in these two states than in Minnesota. In Texas, mining is the most
rapidly growing industry, andmanufacturlng grew at five times the national
average compared to three and one-half times the national average in
Minnesota. In California, much of the raJd overall employmentgrowth can
be attributed to strong employment gcfuts in agriculture, mining, and
contract construction.

j

TABLE 1
Percentage Change in Employment by Major Industry From 1973 to 1980:
U.S., Minnesota and Selected States
(in percentages)
S.Dak. N.Dak.

la.

Wisc.

Ill.

Tex.

Cal.

Fla.

46.7

24.1

22.6

11.9

47.1

41.1

31.4

26.1

25.6

21.0

18.6

10.7

·71.6

35.8

U.S.

Minn.

TOTAL

22.1

35.0

31.0

Agriculture

28.6

19.3

-40.0

Mining

6-5-A~.3-~14.9--1-64.0--10-.-l--4r1----45-.3-1.03..6----5.7..2--5.1.3_ _

Construction

19.9

47.5

18.4

64.3

34.3

20.4

9.2

65.4

60.7

5.4

Manufacturing

7.0

25.1

43.7

62.2

13.3

11.0

-4.4

35.6

31.2

24.2

Transportation

15.3

23.2

25.9

35.6

13.7

17.1

1.8

41.0

24.1

20.0

Wholesale Trade

23.5

34.5

44.1

53.1

51.4

32.9

13.5

43.5

37.4

29.6

Retail Trade

21.5

27.2

25.4

28.6

16.2

19.6

10.1

38.9

32.7

34.6

Finance, Insurance,
Real Estate

27.6

38.3

32.2

46.4

34.6

32.2

29.5

39.5

51.0

26.7

Services

45.3

56.2

35.2

50.4

42.3

45.7

41.3

59.9

57.7

50.6

Source: County Business Patterns.

!'
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INTERREGIONAL BUSINEds LOCATION DECISIONS:
LITERATUR~ REVIEW
'
The theoretical literature and emJ,irical studies of firm location are
heavily oriented toward manufacturing~ocational decisions. But in P,rinciple
the theoretical and empirical models Iof manufacturing location can be
applied tononmanufacturing locationr decisions, although the important
variables may differ by industry. The Idifferences among industries in the
variables are probably related to differences in the spatial distribution of
relevant nonlabor inputs, labor skills dud costs, and markets for products,
as well as to differences in the cost of tr~nsportationfor inputs and products
among industries. Given the theoretical literature, a firm's decision depends
on a firm's profitability at alternative l~cations, which in turn depends on a
vector of market and cost characteristiFs th.at.vary b~ loca~on.
The relevant vector of market charactenstics vanes by Industry. If the
industry manufactures or suppliesi~termediate products, the market'
variables will include the number of firms purchasing' these intermediate
products, the size of each purchasinglrrrm's ,demartd, and the number of
competitive supplier firms at each Ibcation. If the finn produces" for
consumer markets, the market varidbles may include the number of
competitors, the per capita income ievel of the market area, and the
population size or the number of ,cons ers at each location.
Cost factors include the supply of ifferent types of labor (unskilled,
skilled, and managerial); the cost of apital; the price and availability of
land; proximity to a: transportation network; transport costs for raw
material and product distribution;ag lomeration economies that reduce
costs; energy prices; and the availability and cost ofimmobile inputs, such
as bodies of water, coal,or other ndnstandardized inputs. The relative
. importance of these cost factors may aliso vary by industry.
Differences in state and local taxes. c6uld' affect industry location in two
ways. ~irst, the direct. effect of taxes. {Olild reduce the aftertax profi~s of
firms, if taxes on capItal (corporate mfome and property) are not shifted
forward to consumers or ,baCkward to,' l~or or even ca,pitalized into the price
of land. Even when taxes are shifte~.1 forward, differential taxes among
locations would affect a firm's profitis by raising the firm's prices and
reducing their market area, uriless the' aemand for the product is perfectly
inelastic or demand is not responsive tb price.
Fiscal inducements, such as state lo~ guarantee programs, direct loan
programs, tax concessions, developmknt credit corporations,' and local
industrial revenue bond programs, copld. also a:fect locati~n deci~ions.
.These programs reduce the cost of bortowmg.to fIrms and rrose profIts or
I
increase the availability of capital.
Firms would, of course, be attract9ct to areas with lower taxes, other
things being equal. The importance off taxes in the location decision will
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, depend on the size of the tax di ferential, on whether the tax differential
between locations is substantial dompared to differentials in other costs or
markets among locations, and In whether the tax differentials result in
higher (lower) quality or mQr~ public services for which firms and
consumers are willing to pay. A fib may willingly pay higher taxeSfor some
public services. High-quality eletnentary and secondary schools may also
indirectly attract firms, since skilled and managerial labor may migrate to
areas in part because of the ~uality of the educational system. The
availability of skilled and man~erial labor may, in tum, attract fmns.
Thus, firms may not always avoid high tax jurisdictions, especially if the
high taxes are accompanied by I!ugher-qualitypublic services that attract

kboL

~

For a :variety of reasons, the locational effect of taxes may vary by
industry. Taxes on capital may ot affect the location of firms in laborintensive industries, but taxes on Icapital may affect the locational decision
of firms in capital-intensiveindustries. Payroll taxes are more likely to affect
the decision of labor-intensive
than capital-intensi~e firms. And tax
differentials and fiscal irtduceme~ts are more likely to be decisive for firm
location: the smaller the area oyer which th~e locat~on decision is being
made. SImply stated, when cost and market dlfferentIal~ are small, as they
are likely to be within a smaller~eographic area, tax differentials are more
likely to be the decidinglocation~l determinant.
A region's change in firms and employment is the net result of births,
deaths, on-site expansions andepntractions, and relocation of firms. To
help explain locational determinants, researchers have listed four aspects of
regional change iIi firms and erJ,Ployment, namely, regional variations in
t~tal emplo~ment, in the gn)wth rrte of eo:ployment, in the number of firm
bIrths, and m the number of firm relocatIOns.
'
It is sometimes argued that the empirical results for loeational
determinants based on' the ntinkber of firm births and the growth in
employment due to firm' births ate the most reliable, since new firms have
few moving costs and may be subjec;t to less inertia. But proprietors of new
firms may be reluctant to move f~r from their familiar surroundings, given
the uncertainties about the sucdess of a new business and the lack of
information about locations othe~ than their present ones.
Further, relocating firms may Have significantly higher moving costs but
more assurance about the succes~ of their business and lower information
costs asa proportion of their ~rofits. Thus, no definite preference for
explaining either firm births or r~locations emerges.
Firm onsite expansions and cobtractions-as well as branch locations of
multiplant operations (which canl also adjust the size of their operation at
each site) are also interesting areals for analysis. Birch (1979) indicated that
regional variations in estaplishmdnt onsite expansions (existing firms) and
births are basically responsible fo~differences in employment growth among

fJrns
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regions. By contrast, employment dedline due to firm onsite contractions
and deaths shows little variation amodg regions, while relocations of firms
occur in relatively few cases. The relocJtion of the U.S. textile industry from
the northeast to the south during the 1950s is a fluke rather than an example
of a typical industrial pattern.
In summary, usinglocational varia les to explain regional variations in
changes in total employment may maAk important relations between firm
location and the independent variables,! unless all aspects of firm locat.ion in
all industries respond to the same Jocational variables. Based on the
theoretical literature, spatial variations in the supply of factors of
production (especially labor), in markets for products, in agglomeration
economies and, perhaps, in taxes, determine firm location. In some
industries, where firms use nonstand~rd inputs, the availability of these
inputs will constrain firm locational cHoices.

J

ECONOMETRIC EVIDENCE

l

Most of the econometric evidence 0 firm movement and employment
growth is based on cross-sectional a~alysis. In this literature, regional
differences in total firms and employmdnt and the growth rate of firms and
employment are related to regional diff6rences in market and cost variables
hypothesized to affect firm location. \ThiS literature is heavily oriented
toward manufacturing firm location Ch~ices.
Fuchs' (1962) study is perhaps th best known in this area. Fuchs
examined changes in manufacturing em loyment from 1929 to 1954 among
the states. He found that as early as the 1930s industry h~d been .s~fting to
the southern and western states, and therF was a comparative loss In mdustry
in the northeastern states since 1929. ILower wages, warmer climate, less
were associated with
increased
unionization, and lower population dedsity
I
..
growth in manufacturing employment. Ifuchs does not consider taxes in his
analysis. He argued that taxes are a small portion of a firm's costs, and tax
differentials will not affect profits etIough to offset other locational
advantages. To further buttress his arghment about the unimpo~tance of
taxes, he noted that higher taxes may be Jssociated with more public services
and, thus, tax variations cannot always be considered an added cost to the
firm.
Carlton (1979), in two separate analhes, examined the importance of
taxes and fiscal incentives (among otherlvariables) in explaining variations
among SMSAs in the birth of single establishment firms and in the number
of branch plants in three industries: \ fabricated plastics (SIC 3079),
communication transmitting equipment (SIC 3662), and electronic
components (SIC 3679). He used Dun aJd Bradstreet data to construct the
dependent variables.

I
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Carlton used a comprehensir.e list of SMSA variables to explain the
dependent variables. The varia~les include wages, supply of skilled labor,
corporate and personal income taxes, property taxes, energy costs
(electricity and natural gas), ~roximity to markets and raw materials,
unemployment rates, n~ber ~~ rece~t work stoppag~s, cons.tructi~n cost~,
land costs, and a busmesschmate mdex. The busmess chmate mdex IS
composed of business taxexemdtions and other fiscal incentives, as well as
state right-to-work laws, state trlinimum wage laws, state fair employment
practice codes, and the presend1e of statewide industrial noise .abatement
codes.
Carlton analyzed single estab~shment births in SMSAsbetween 1967 and
1975. and performed separate
analyses
of births between 1967 and 1971 and
.
I
between 1971 and 1975. He fornd that the results for the econometric
models were structurally stable over the two periods (see Carlton, 1979, p.
38). Wages and electricity pric6s are found to have relatively large and
statistically significant effects o~ single establishment births, although the
elasticity coefficient is muchsmailler in magnitude for SIC 3662 than for the
othertwo industries. The <roeffidients of agglomeration economies and the
number ofengineers variablesar6 also hnportant and statistically significant
in explaining births of single estkblishments. On the tax side his results do
not support the view that taxes kre a major business location determinant
but, on the other hand, taxes carinot be ruled out as having some influence.
Carlton examines branch PlaillbitthsonlY.during the 1967 to 1911 period,
because data on branching for he 1971-75 period are not available. The
wage effect could not be estim .ed with much precision. It is statistically
insignificant in the regression fdrSIC 3662 and 3679, but given the wide
confidence interval on this coeffibient, a large wage effect could not be ruled
out. Energy prices have a stron~l effect on the birth of branch plants in all
three industries. The existing amount of industry activity in a particular
industry also has a large inflJenceon the number of births, and the
availability of technical expertise an the labor force is an important factor for
branch births in technologically bore sophisticated industries.
Ina subsequent article, Carltkm (1983) shows that the decisions about"
where to establish a branch Plan~and the size (number of employees) of the
branch plant are linked thro~gh the profit function by duality theory. He
then simultaneously models the robability of establishing a branch plant in
any particular location and the'~ize of the branch plant. He analyzes the
same Dun and Bradstreet data fJr branch plants as in his above study. The
use of the same industries and the same time period obviously facilitates
comparisons of the findings acr~ss the two studies.
The model predicts the size of branch plants very well. The wage effect
could not be measured very ptecisely and its coefficient is statistically
insignificant for each of these tHree industries. Higher energy costs have a
large negative effect on the size df branch plants in these industries, and an
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existing concentration of the industry has a large positive effect on the size
of the branch plant in these industriesl Available expertise is important for
the highly sophisticated industry (SIC 3662), but taxes and business climate
do not appear to have a major effect In branch births for any of the three
industries.
Plaut and Pluta (1983) examine ag~egate manufacturing growth for 48
states betwee~ 1967-72 and. 1972-77.. ~hey use th~. percentage ·ch~ge in
employment, In real value added, and In the real capItal stock. They Include
a large number of variables representidg market accessibility; labor's wages
and unionization, energy, land, climate and business climate as explanatory
variables. Principal components analykis is used to reduce the number of
regressors and reduce multicolinearity.!
For employment change, they find tnat an adverse business climate rank
and higher overall tax effort in a st~te slow employment growth. The
coefficients of these two variables are degative and statistically significant:
.But corporate taxes, personal income! taxes, and the sales tax are not
important. Surprisingly, higher pro~erty taxes are found to increase
employment growth. The. result is puzzling, but they explain that it may
result from firms' desire for locally dokinated (as opposed to state) fiscal
systems.
On the expenditure side, they find tha higher education expenditures lead
to more employment growth. But wdIfare expenditures do not have a
statis'tically significant effect on emplokent growth.
They also find that union activity reduces employment growth, but that
higher wage rates and higher unemplo+ent increase employment growth.
Thewage rate finding is unexpected ana may reflect some multicolinearity
problem or simultaneous equation bia~ between employment growth and
wages.
. \
Bartik (1985) examines new total branch plant locations for all Fortune
500 firms in the forty-eight states betweeh 1972 and 1978, using Schmenner's
data on the number of new branchplantJ from his Fortune 500 study (1982).
He uses a traditional set of variables whibh reflect labor costs, energy prices,
taxes, and agglomeration economies.\Using conditional logit analysis,
Bartik finds that the effective corporate income tax rate has a negative effect
on the probability of locating a bdnch plant in a state, and that
unionization also has a negative effect· fn the probability of branch plant
location. He also finds that the wage rate is not a statistically significant
determinant of branch plant location, add that energy prices similarly have
no effect. Bartik also finds that aggloberation of manufacturing firms
'atTracts branch plants, as does the number of highway miles in a state.
There is some evidence in these studieJ that taxes and business climate in
general influence manufacturing emPloYf,1ent growth. The evidence is weak
in that some research supports the vie that taxes matter, but in other
research there is little evidence to suppor this view. The more recent studies

I
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tend to find that taxes matter i regional location decisions. While these
studies tend to use more variables 0 explain location choice and to use more
sophisticated econometric techni ues, they also either look only at total
manufacturing or at a very narrO\~\ set of industries. These focuses result in
evidence that is not sufficient to draw general conclusions about whether
taxes are important in. emplo~nt growth. Taxes may matter for some
industries but not fot others, and in examining aggregate manufacturing,
taxes (and other variables) may aJ,pear to have no effect on location due to
aggregation of industries and resJlting bias.
The empirical work which foudws examines employment growth for the
forty-eight contiguous states for manufacturing and several major
nonmanufactudng industriesTThis analysis and the subsequent
interpretation ofthe resultsexten~thediscussion of the effect of taxes and
business climate nn employment owt!l beyond lbe manufacturing sector.

I

ECONOMETRIC MODEL
Percentage changes in emPloymlntare modeled here as a disequilibrium
phenomenon. More specifically, finns are not viewed as shifting from one
equilibrium position in 1973 to andther in 1980. In such a case, firms would
respond to a set of changes in exdgenous variables which would represent
changes in conditions that affect ptofitability at different locations between
1973 and 1980 (comparative statid).
Instead, firms. are. viewed as re~ponding to a stream of disequilibrium
conditions and as trying to adjust their employment in various locations
based on the best information aJiillable as to how these conditions will
affect thei: profitability o.ver t.~e ld\neng..er ru~. The price o~ inputs, primarily
labor, capItal and energy, taxatIOn, the enVIronment or clImate, and market
access, all affect profitability. But \fhat variables firms use to measure these
prices and conditions at various Iodations is not known. Thus, one can only
try to capture the prices and marketl conditions using variables that firms are
likely to use in measuring prospectite profitability in various states. Because
this is a disequilibrium model thatsbans seven years of employment change,
th~ explanatory variables are a mixture of percentage changes in and of the
levels of certain variables. Because ~mployment changes occur in every year
during the 1973-80 period, it is notlclear which year of data best represents
the variables to which firms respond. Therefore, 1977, the mid-point of the
1973-80 period, is chosen to measu~e most of the variab1es. 2
In some sense the choice of the ybar for data is not critical to the results.
The correlation between a variable ih 1977 and the same variable in another
year (1975 or 1978) is estimated for several of the independent variables. In
all cases, the correlations are above .9, which is high enough to be virtually
the same variable.

.J
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The econometric model is specified\ as a linear relationship between the
percentage changes in employment in industry (i), (peT(i», and vectors of
independent variables representing la~or costs and availabiljty (L), energy
(ELEC), fiscal climate (FC), the climate (TEMP), markets (M) and
agglomeration economies (A).
\
PCf(i) = a + L(b) + ELEC(c) + FC(t' + TEMP(e) + M(t) + A(g) + e (1)
where a is a constant term, b through are vect~rs of parameters and e is an
error term.
The linear specification is chosen ere over double log and semi-log
purely on a practical basis. The dependent variable and some of the righthand-side variables are specified as perdentage changes which are sometimes
'negative and therefore rule out taking logarithms.
DEPENDENT VARIABLES

\

The dependent variable is ,the percen age change in employment between
1973 and 1980 in each of six>industries Jnd in the total of the six. The list of
industries examined is reported above atd repeated in the tables that follow.
A list of all the variables used in this stuby and the data sources are reported
in the appendix to this paper.
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

The explanatory variables specified in Equation (1) have a large number
of dimensions to them. In what followt these dimensions are represented
using a large number of variables. Buf some of these variables are later
dropped from the (empirical work to indrease the explanatory power of the
.\
analysis.
Labor Climate Variables. Labor clidtate is measured using wage rates,
union activity, labor availability, p~oductivity, and unemployment
compensation benefits. The wage ratel variable (WAGE) is the average
hourly pay for manufacturing productioJ workers in a state. This same wage
rate measure is used for every industry aJalyzed. If the manufacturing wage
rate is high, other industries will have td pay higher wages to attract, hire,
and retain employees. Thus the manufa~turing wage rate is expected to be
indicative of the overall wage level in th~ state.
Union activity is measured using the PJ1ercentage of the work force that is
unionized in 1973 (UNION), a dummy ariable equal to unity if the state
. has a right-to-work law and zero other lise (RTW), and the percentage of
working time lost in a state due to union \fork stoppages (WSTOP). WSTOP
is calculated using the average percentage of working time lost for years
1977, 1976, and 1975. The percentage chahge in the population between ages
18 and 44 (P1844) between 1965 and 1973 measures the growth in the prime
working age population in a state.
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The median education level in testate in 1976 measures labor's inherent
produc;:tivity (EDUC). The lev~l of unemployment compensation is
measured as the average weekly bksic unemployment insurance payment in
1976 (UI).3
.
I .
Energy. Energy prices are difficult to measure. There are a variety of
energy types-electric, natural ga~-and different tariff structures for· user
classes. One study (Carlton, 1983~ uses. both natural gas and electric prices.
His results show that the coefficients for electric prices are statistically
significant; those for natural gas ke not statistically significant. Thus, for
this analysis, the average industrial electrical bill for the 300 to 600,000
KWH use class (ELEC) is used to proxy energy prices. This is the same
variable Carlton and others use iJ their analyses.
Fiscal Climate. The fiscal'cliriate in a state is difficult to capture with
only a few variables. Herenumerohs variables are proposed to measure both
the expenditure and the tax climat~ in a state. Also, some policymakers and
busi~ess representatives ap?ear tol believ~ that high nOIrn.'nal tax rates'have
detnmental effects on bUSiness' perceptIOn about a state even though the
high nominal rates do not necesJarilY imply high taxes, because business
taxable income in a state may ~e small due to generous depreciation
allowances, deductibility of federal taxes, and other provisions. This
suggests that business does not lodk much beyond the nominal tax rate, and
that these so-called "announcetrlent effects" about nominal rates drive
business decisions. On the other hknd, it may be argued that business looks
beyond t,he obvious. nominal rate kd locates according to effective rates of
taxation'-- These two hypotheses ale tested in the empirical work using tax
variables disclissed in more detaililater.
On the expenditure side, the edttcation burden in 1977 (EDUCI) and the
welfare-burden (public welfare plrls Medicaid) in 1977 (WELl) are included
in th.e regressions. These are meaSfiured as total state and local expenditures
from their own revenue on each 0 these functions as a percentage of state
personal income.
On the tax side, a measure of t e overall level of tax effort in the state is
the first dimension of the tax burden used here. ACIR's measure of effort,
which is an index of a state's effortI relative to the national average of 100, is
used to measure effort (TEFF). Higher effort implies higher taxes given the
state's fiscal capacity. An effort in4ex of 120, for example, would imply that
the overall level of taxes is 20070 hither in that state compared to the average.
in all states. Because it is often stated that firms are concerned about fiscal
trends as well as about the level ofl taxation, the percentage change in effort
from 1967 to 1977 (PTEFF) is usdd in the analysis.
Aside from the overall level o~ taxation in a state,. the burden of two
specific taxes......corporate or business taxes and the personal income taxmay particularly affect business lbcation. Several variables can be used to
meas~re the level of corporate or business taxation. The highest nominal
(
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state corporate tax rate m 1976 (HCIT) measures the marginal tax rate on
corporate income and is a measure of Ithe announcement effects mentioned
above. An alternative and more accurake measure of corporate tax burden is
the ACIR's 1979 measure of the effective corporate tax rate or the ratio of
corporate tax revenue to corporate ~ capacity (EFFCIT).
.
Personal taxes, especially the individual income tax, can indirectly
influence business location. High petsonal taxes maybe unattractive to
employees, especially those who are highly paid and in higher state tax
brackets. The nominal marginal pers6nal income tax rate can be' used to
measure the so-called announcement effect. This is more likely to occur the
more prog.ressive th.e income .taxan~, .the.refore.' for households in high
income brackets. Thus, the nominal sJtate income tax rate for incomes of
$50,000 or more (PIT50) is used to measure this announcement effect. 4
An alternative. and more accurCite mdasure of personal income tax burden
is the ACIR's effective tax rate-the ratio of taxes to income~for
households with $50,000 of income or \more (EFFIT50). A similar measure
for housel1<;Jlds. with income of $25,009 or more isal~o available.. The two
measures are hIghly correlated, and orily the former IS used here.
Tax pro~re~sivity may also adversely ~nfluence firm location. The average
1977 effective tax rate for the persdnal income tax and the sales tax
combined· is calculated for the ninetieth percentile of income and the tenth
percentile of income (see Feenberg knd Rosen, 1984). The difference
between the effective tax rates in thesel two income percentiles is used as a
measure of the progressivity of these peksonal taXes (PROG) in this. analysis.
Some researchers (Pla~t and Pluta id particular) argue that business may
prefer states with more local govern~ent funding of services because
business prefers to pay local property +Xes rather than state income taxes.
Moreover, it is also argued that business may prefer states that make greater
use of sales taxes, bee:ause that tax is ndt as burdensome to business. To test
these hypotheses, the percentage of loca~ revenue raised from own~sources as
a percentage of state and local taxes (FCTLOC) in 1977-78 and sales tax
revenues as a percentage of total strte and local revenue in 1976-77
(SALETX) are included among the fiscal variables.
Climate. Temperature variations ,-~re used to measure climate. In
particular, the average maXimum dail* temperature for every day iIi the
mohth of July for the past thirty years i~ each state (MAXTEMP) is used to
measure the heat extreme. A comparable measure of the average minimum
'temperature for every day in the monthlof January for the past thirty years
in a state (MINTEMP) is used. to measulre the cold extreme. These variables
are used to test whether firms specific~ly avoid cold climates or whether
increased use of air cbnditionihg inducek them to expand in hotter climates.
potential in a state for final
Market Variables. To measure the rharket
I
goods producers, and particularly for the retail trade, fmance, and service
industries, the population deilsity in a ktate in 1973 (DENST) and the per
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capita income in a state in 1977 (PCY) are included in the equation. In
addition, P1844 may represent a owing market for some industries, such
as retail trade, as well as prime abor force for manufacturing and other
industries. This age group is in al high expenditure phase of their life cycle
and some fIrms may expand accdrding to such market trends.
Agglomeration Economies. F~ms in some industries may be strongly
attracted to one another. SpecifIclilly, manufacturing fIrms often cluster in
locations to take advantage 6f agglomeration economies. A high
concentration of manufacturing [n a state 'may also lead to employment
gt.~wth in wholes~e trade and tr~nsportation if manufacturing firms are a
market for these industnes. Thu~;-iiie·'PefCentage of total employttlent in
manufacturing in 1973 (PCTMFCiJ) is included in the regressions for these
three industries.

ABLE 2
Final List of Variable Names Used in the Regressions
!
I

Included (Hypothesized Sign)

I

Droppeda

Labor Climate
WAGE (-)

UI
UNION, RTW

wsrop (-)
EDUC (+)
PI844 (+)

Energy
ELEC (-)

Fiscal Climate
EDUCI (+)
WEll (-) .

TEFF
TEFF
TEFF
PROG, TEFF
PCTLOC (correlated

PTEFF (-)
EFFCIT (or HCIT) (-)
EmTSO (or PlTso) (-)
SALETX (?)

with PCY)

Climate
MAXTEMP(+)
MINTEMP (+)

Market (used in Retail Trade, Finance, Services only)
DENST (+)
PCY (+)

Agglomeration
PCTMFG

(included in some regressions)

(-!

aThe dropped variable appears in the same ~ow as the included variable with which it is higWy
correlated.
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RESiLTS
The estimation procedure is ordinary least squares regression. The
.extensive list of variables described ab~ve is used in anjnitial regression run
for each industry (results not reported here). In addition, simple correlations
between the right-hand~side variablJs are computed. The correlations
among the variables within each sJbgroup (e.g., labor climate, fiscal
climate, etc.) are examined to checM whether there is multicollinearity
among the variables. If a variable is ~ighlY correlated with one or more
variable(s) in the subgroup, and it is a ways statistically insignificant in the
initial regr~sions and not found to be', statistically significant in other
studies of location, it is dropped from he regression, and a preferred model'
is formulated. A list of variables that are included in the final regression
equations~and their hypothesized signs is reported in Table 2.
, The regression using the announcement effect variables {PIT50 and
HCIT) instead of the effective rate r:ariables (EFFITSO and EFFCIT)
generally had slightly less explanatory ower (lo~er R.2) than the effective
rate regr.essi~ns ..M.. oreover., in t~e'thr:e reg~es~ions i~ w?i.ch the coefficient
of the effectIve lUcome tax vanable IS statIstically sIgmflcant and has the
expected negative sign, thecoefficien:t of PITSO in the counterpart
announcement regression is either not ~tatisticallY significant (retail trade)
or has' less statistical significance thah in the counterpart effective rate
regressions (wholesale trade and financ~, insurance, and real estate). Thus,
the idea that firms do not look beyoddthe nominal rates of taxation is
rejected here, and only the results using the conceptually more correct
effective rates are reported below.
PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN EMPLOlrMENT

ind~stries

The results for percentage change in tdtal employment for these
and in each of the six industries are repo¥ed in Table 3. For the six industries
as a whole, higher wages and energy prices have a negative and statistically
significant effect on the percentage chcclge in total employment. For fiscal
variables, higher spending on education las a proportion of income appears
to have a positive, statistically significant influence on employment growth.
A higher percentage increase in tax effoh: discourages employment growth
and it is statistically significant. SurpriJingly, a higher effective corporate
income tax rate increases total employIrlent growth, and the coefficient is
statistically significant, but only at the 0.10 level. This last finding may result
from the aggregation of industries, becapse the coefficient on the effective
corporate income tax rate is not statistically significant in any of the
industry regressions.
I
Employment growth is higher in states that have warmer climates as
represented by the average maximum tern rature for July variable. Growth

TABLE 3
Regression Results for Percentage Employment Changes 1973-80: by Industry
(nuIrlber of observations = 48)

Total
Employment
CONSTANT
WAGE
WSTOP
EDUC
PI844
ELEC
EDUCI
WELl
PTEFF
EFFCIT
EFFIT50
SALETX
MAXTEMP
MINTEMP
PCfMFG
DENST

51.84
-5.54**
-14.25
-10.28
-0.001
-0.01 **
2.57*
2.17
-0.42**
1.72*
-0.89
0.11
0.79**
-0.04
-0.81 **
-0.01

PCY

0.01**

R2

.77

Manufacturing Transportation
-307.71
-3.31
-24.38
26.20
0.18
-0.005
-2.39
3.68
-0.55*
0.60
-0.36
0.43
0.77*
-0.26
-3.81 **

-281.03
1.12
-23.19*
16.80
0.15
-0.01 **
-2.03
1.56
-0.22
-0.05
-0.06
-0.07
1.68**
-0.08
-0.50**

.64

Ul

Wholesale
Trade

Retail
Trade

Finance,
Insurance,
Real Estate

-17.26
-2.59
-6.54
2.11
0.09
-0.01**
3.25
0.11
-0.03
1.36
;3.26**
-0.81 *
0.94*
-0.30
-0.64**

75.47
-4.75**
-8.24
-10.78
0.15
-0.01**
4.67**
0:77
-0.28*
-0.18
-1.78**
-0.16
0.17
0.22

-211.30
-7.54**
-2.14
11.02
-0.44*
-0.01**
7.87**
1.05
-0.28
1.65
-2.46**
-0.10
0.11
-0.04

-0.02**
0.01**

-0.02**
0.02**

-0.002
0.01**

.54

.62

.44

(

.62

0'1

0\

.48

* and ** indicate statistical significance for a one-tail test at the 0.10 and 0.05 levels, respectively.

-l
--,

Services
-238.51
-4.27*
-11.40
11.60
-0.24
-O~OJ!!

1.85
-0.01
-0.43**
0.71
0.47
0.39
0.90**
0.08

>
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in total employment is also higher in
with a lower concentration of
manufacturing and higher per capita ihcome. Thus, employment growth is
spreading away from traditional manufacturing states.
The hypothesis that different factbrs are significant in the location
decisions of different industries is· sup~!orted here. In manufacturing, only
the tax trend, the temperature variable and the percentage manufacturing
variable are significant. By contr~t, fo retail trade, wages, electricity costs,
expenditures on education, tax trend, personal income tax burden,
population density, and per capita incdme ar~ significant.
Higher wages,energy prices, and, komewhat surprisingly, population
growth in the 18-44 age cohort reduce 6mployment growth in the financial
industries. The last result may indicate\that the 18-44 age cohort does not
demand many financial services because they are still,. for the most part, in
the consumption phase of their life cycie.
Higher expenditure on education as Jpercentage of income has a strong
positive effect on employment growth \in the finance industry, and high
effective personal income tax rates advJrsely affect employment growth in
this industry. As· in retail trade, empldyees in the financial industry are
probably attracted to and deterred by, reJpectively, these aspects of the fiscal
structure. Population density in the state adversely affects employment
growth in finance, while per capita inbome has a positive influence on
employment growth in. this sector.
\
The elasticities of the dependent variable with respect to a selected set of
independent variables are reported in Tdble 4. The elasticities can be used
directly to compare the strength of the employment response to the
indepen~ent Variable.·s. A h.igher <absolutb\.) value for the elastici~ implies a
stronger response.
The elasticities indicate that the wage rate, electricity charges, education
burden, warmer climate, and the cbncentrationof manufacturing
employment have the strongest effects on ~mployment change. The elasticity
of percentage change in employment with respect to EFFIT50 is relatively
high for the wholesale trade, retail trade, Jnd finance industries, but that for
PTEFF is relatively low. Per capita inco~e also has a substantial effect on
employment growth.
\
While the elasticity coefficients indicate the relative importance of a 1 0J0
change in different variables on emplbyment growth from the firm's
perspective, how an individual state SUCh.f.s Minnesota will fare relative to
other states also depends on therelat e position of the independent
variables for Minnesota compared to other states. For example, if
Minnesota has about average U.S. manu Flcturing wage rates, even though
the elasticity of the manufacturing wage rate variable is high, the wage rate
variable does not have much effect on \the growth rate of Minnesota's
employment. On the other hand, if Minnesota's increase in tax effort is 50010
lower than the U.S. average, this variable ill playa significant role in the

0\
00

TABLE 4
·Elasticities of Percentage Employment Change with Respect to
Statistically Significant Independent Variables
Reported in Table 3

en

-i
)-

"I1
"I1
'tj

)'tj

WAGE
WST-OP

Total
Employment

Manufacturing

Transportation

Wholesale
Trade

Retail
Tr!lde

Finance.
Insurance
Real Estate

-1.12*
-0.08

-1.08
-0.23
o-:-r9
-0.68
-1.09
-0.14*
-0.07
0.31
3.82*
-6.60*

0.28
-0.16*
0.12
-1.01 *
-0.69 '
-0.05
-0.01
-0.04
6.25*
-0.64*

-0,45
-0.03
0.05
-0.72'"
-0,49
-0.03
-0.33*
-0.31 *
2,49*
-0.58'"

-1.05*
-0.05
,0.11
-0.91'"
1,43*
-0.05'"
-0.23*
-0.08
0.57

-1.34*
-0.01
-0.25'"
-0.73*
1.94*
-0.04
-0.25*
-0.04
0.30

-0.11'"
2.58*

-0.09*
4.16*

P-t844

o~oo

ELEC

-0.84'"
0.72*
-0.06*
-0.10
.05
2,42*
-0.85*
-0.05
2.36*

EDUCI
PTEFF
EFFIT50
SALETX
MAXTEMP
PCTMFG
DENST
PCY

*indicates that the coefficient underlying the elasticity is statistically significant in the industry regression.

IT!
~

en

Services
0.5~*

--0.04
-0.09
-0,49'"
0.31
-0.04*
0.03
0.10
1.62*
-0.01
1.39*

(
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percentage of employment changes evJn though its elasticity coefficient is
relatively small.
~
Table 5 reports the Minnesota figure used in the regressions and the U.S.
average figure for the statistically sig ificant elasticities listed in Table 4,
plus the effective corporate income ~ rate, because this is likely to be of
inte.reSLMinn.esota compares favo.rabl~in.· several categories. Wage rate.s. are
not out of line with the U.S. average. \Minnesota has a per capita income
that is 6.5% higher than the average. 'iI'he figures in column 3 of Table 5
utilize the elasticities for total emplo~ent growth in· Minnesota that is
attributable to each of the variables. For example the -5.1 % figure for the
wage in column 3 ofthetable should bb read as: because Minnesota's wage
rate is 4.5% higher than the U.S. average, Minnesota's growth rate for total
employment is 5.1 Dio lower than the avdrage.
Maximum temperature, the effectivb· income tax rate, and e~ectricity
prices all have a significant negative \effect on Minnesota employment
growth. In contrast, the decline in Minn~sota's tax effort since 1%7, the low
population density, and especially the high per capita income lead to
employment growth in Minnesota. Even though Minnesota's effective
corporate tax rate is relatively high, the +greSSiOn results suggest that it does

not have significant effect on e::~~rt
a

changes

/'

Minnesota v,,"', the

U.S.

AVe~ge

Regression Figures
Minnesota

U.S. AveraJe .

I

fm the S,mole Period
Percentage of Change
in Minnesota's Growth
Rate of Total Employment
Due to Each qf These
Variables
(in percentages)

WAGE
WSTOP
PI844
ELEC
EDUCI
PTEFF
EFFIT50
SALETX
MAXTEMP
PCTMFG
DENST
PCY
EFFCIT

$5.98
0.21
27.38070
$2,563
8.90/0
-5.0010
7.7 %
7.9llio
79.4
28.35%
49
$7,108.8
7.9010

$5.72
0.16
18.33010
$2,360
7.9010
-4.3070
3.3010
12.4010
86.6
29.7C1Jo
152.4
$6,674.7 a
4.1 C1Jo

-5.1
-2.5

o
-7.2
+9.1

+ 1.0
-13.5
-1.8
-20.1
+3.7
+3.4
+ 15.3

aThis figure is the average (unweighted) per capita i~come for the fony-eight states (liot the per
~pita income figure i? the U.S) and it is the p~ope~ basis to compare.Minnesota and the U.S.,
gIven that the regressIOn coeffiCIent for PCY IS based on the forty-elght-state average figure.
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Minnesota's favorable positi(j)n in per capita income helps boost
employment in services,· retail trdde. and especially in finance. However,
Minnesota's high effective income tax rate hurts employment growth in these
latter two industries. In fact~ in\ finance Minnesota's per capita income
advantage leads to a 27.1 % increase in employment growth over the U.S.
average, but Minnesota's disadvadtage in its high effective personal income
tax leads to a 33.3% decrease ine~PIOyment growth in this same industry. It
appears that overall (total employment) Minnesota's employment growth
would have been stronger during ihis period if it had shifted froin income
taxation to more reliance on the ~ales tax, because the latter has a more
favorable elasticity for employmerlt growth.

CONCLUSIONS lND IMPLICATIONS

Fro~ ih;-~iasticities

reported il Table 4 and from the effect of several
independent variables on Minnesota's employment reported in Table 5, it is
concluded that Minnesota's empioyment growth would benefit from a
reduction in personal income tax dtes. It appears that these revenues could
be replaced with increased sales trotes and there would still be a net positive
effect on employment growth. Suct a policy shift would have a particularly
strong effect on employment in thb finance industry. This proposed major
revision in the tax structure of Minnesota would enhance its competitive
position for employment growth irlthe region and in the U.S. Minnesota's
emPloym.ent g:owth rate would
higher if it used a more dive.rse tax
structure to raIse state revenues.
In contemplating this change i tax structure, some policymakers may
consider expenditure reductions in~tead of increasing revenues from other
tax sources. This research shows Ithat higher expenditure on education
relative to income has positive efftkts on overall employment growth, and
~~~get-cutters should not reduce ~dducation expenditures very much, if at

j.

It is important to note tuat the significant policy variables are not the
strongest determinants of employm nt growth rates.. Several other variables
(in particular, wages, electricity,
d percentage of manufacturing) have
greater elasticities, and the rdativelt small elasticities of the policy variables
limit the impact that a tax restruct~bng would have on employment growth
in Minnesota.
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. ENDNFTES
, 1. For a recent example of an econometric study, see R. Schmenner, Making
Business Location Decisions, (Englew.OOd~CliffS' NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1982), a.nd Do.
Carlton, "The Location and Employment Choices of New Firms: An Econometric
Model with Discrete and Continuous End Igenous Variables," Review of Economics
and Statistics, 65 (3) (August 1983): 440-449. See M. Wasylenko, "The Role of Taxes
and Fiscal Incentives in the Location of tirms," in Roy W. Bah!, editor, Urban
Government Finance: Emerging Issues, Vol. XX, (~everly Hills, CA: Sage
Publications, 1981), for a review of previo s studies on fIrm location.
2. In some cases the data for 1977 for a ~pecific variable are not available. Rather
than drop the variable from the equation, Idata for. a year close to 1977 are used.
3. Workers' compensation is another asbect of the labor climate that, due to a
lack of data, is Dot represented among theSe variables.
4. The nominal tax rate for the $25,000 tkx bracket is also collected as part of the
data set and could be used to measure the ahnouncement effect. This nominal rate is
highly correlated with PIT50 (r = .97) and l:mly PIT50 is used in the analysis.
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PPENDIX
DATA SOURtES FOR VARIABLES
. DEPENDENT VARIABLE

J

.

Employment changes 1973 to 19p-U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, County Business Patterns, 1973 and 1980.
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

Labor Climate
WAGE
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Census of
Manufacturing, 1977 Vol. 3, Thble 5.
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Statistical
UNION
Abstract of the US., 1979.
WSTOP
U.S. Department of abor, Bureau of Labor Statistics; Handbook of
Labor Statistics, 1983 (Bulletin 2175)..
RTW
U..S. Department Of]
..ommerce, Bureau of the Census, Statistical
Abstract of the US., 1979.
U.S. Department of ommerce, Bureau of the Census, Statistical
EDUC
Abstract of the US., 1979.
U.S. Department of. Iabor, Handbook oj Unemployment Insurance,
UI
Financial Data 1938",6.
U.S. Department Of~ommerce, Bureau of thoe Census, Statistical
P 18~4
Abstract of the US., (967, p, 24, and 1974, p. 32.
Energy
ELEC

U.S. Department of Energy, 1Ypical Electric Bills, 1978.

Fiscal Climate of the State
EDUCI,
WELl
TEFF.
PTEFF
HCIT,
PIT50
EFFCIT
EFFIT50
PROG

PCTLOC
SALETX

ACIR, Significant Features ofFiscal Federalism, 1980-81, Section 2,
State Profiles Item 5 M-132 Dec. 1981.
ACIR, 1981 Tax capaLy of the Fifty States, A-93, September 1983,
Table 6, pp. 12-13.
\
ACIR, Significant Fetiltures of Fiscal Federalism, 1976-77. Vol. II,
Revenue and Debt M-~lO. March 1977, pp. 219-222, and pp. 194-201.
ACIR, Tax Capacity the Fifty States: Methdology and Estimates,
M-134, State Tables, p,. 44 ff.
ACIR, Significant Fedfures of Fiscal Federalism, 1978-79, p. 76.
Feenberg, D.R. and H\S. Rosen (1984), "State Personal Income and
Sales Taxes: 1977-83,'jN.B.E.R. Conference on State and Local
Public Finance, June 15-16, 1984.
ACIR, Significant Fea!ures of Fiscal Federalism, 1979-80, TabletS,
p.21.
ACIR, Significant Fe tures of Fiscal Federalism, 1978-79, M-ll5,
May 1971, Table 25.
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U.S. Department of Comme ce, Bureau of the Census, Statistical
Abstract of the US., 1979.

Market
DENST
PCY

u.s. Department of ComlIle ce, Bureau of the Census, Statistical
Abstract of the US., 1974, p. 12.
Personal Income: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis, State'!,personal Income Accounts, 1977.
Population 1977: U.S. Dep~tment of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, Statistical Abstract OIl the US., 1978.

Agglomeration (Dis)Amenities
PCTMFG
U.S. Department of Comme ce, Bureau of the Census, County
Business Patterns, 1973.
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Minnesota's Approach to Budgeting:
Executive and Legislahve Responsibilities
William A. Blazar
This chapter is an analysis of Minnesotais budget process. It focuses on the
interaction between the executive and legislative branches as well as the
internal workings of. the legislature with respect to the state's biennial
budget. It does not consider the bu~geting relationship between the
governor and state agencies nor the relationship between these agencies and
I
the legislature.
Minnesota is one of twenty states that have biennial budgets. Unlike the
other thirty, these states adopt new butlgets every two years rather than
annually. Minnesota's biennium begins Ion July 1 of each odd-numbered
year and ends on June 30 of the next odd-numbered year. For example, the
current biennium began onJuly 1,1983, knd will end on June 30, 1985. The
current biennium is frequently referred Ito as "the 1983-85 biennium." It
includes fiscal years 1984 and 1985. Fisc~ year (FYt 1984 began on July 1,
1983 and ended on June 30, 1984. FY 1985 began on July 1, 1984 and will
end oJl June 30, 1985.
In Minnesota, there is much more to the state's operating budget than
funding for state agencies and programs. Almost one-half of the budget is
spent for direct property tax relief (e.g., ~omestead credi.·t) and aid tolocal
governments and school districts. Whfn the governor makes "budget
recommendations" to the legislature, property tax relief proposals are
frequently more prominent than conventional spending programs.
. At first glance, it may seem that analysls of Minnesota's budget process is
far afield from the tax commission's wor~. It must be remembered, however,
that public sector spending is the basis fbr taxation. We tax to spend.
The budget process can influence the aJ!noun,t that is spent in at least three
ways:
• By requiring budgetdecisionmaker to set. goals, parameters, or
guidelines regarding the total amount ~ be spent. Any guidelines can be
disregarded or changed, but usually hot without some explanation to
mark the decision.
• By separating out some items for earl consideration while leaving most
decisions for the end of the process. The early items may be treated

l
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differently because they are re iewed out of the context of the rest of the
I
budget.
• By_ concentrating or dispersinig budget responsibility among decisionmakers. Concentrating respohsibility among relatively few (or one)
decisionmakers produces a different result than distributing it more
equally (or equally) among a lkge number of decisionmakers.

thr~~

MinnesotaL~Udget

are factors i.n
process. Th.esecond and third are
All
more WIdely recogmzed and un~erstood than the fmt. As such, overall
budget gUideli.'nes are the. primar1,~ con~ein of this chapter. Issues of timing
'
and distribution of authority are secondary.
This chapter is dividedinto t p major parts: findings and conclusions.
The findings describe the roles tMlt the governor and the legislature play in
building Minnesota's biennial budget. They are subdivided into four major
sections:
.

I

•
•
•
•

Ground rules-executive and legislative constraints;
.
.
.I
The governor's role-leading t~e process;
The legislature's role-evaluating the governor's proposal;
Reconciling executive and legislative differences.

.

The conclusions focus on those aJpects of the budget process most relevant
to the overall level of budget and tax spending in Minnesota.

GROUND RULES-EXECUTIVE AND LEGISLATIVE
CONISTRAINTS'
In many respects, the process JhatMinnesota uses to build, review, and
adopt its biennial state bUdget wbrks well. Every_pther. y~ar, the,governor
and legislature review and adopt a biennial budget. It includes the' state's
operating budget as well as major tax legislation and a funding formula for
elementary and secondaryeducati:on. They do this in about eleven months,
reviewing thousands of individual Ispending items in the process. They make
decisions which, over twentY-fout months, must finance state services, a
large portion of those provided !by local governments and major public institutions like the University of Minnesota, state universities, community
colleges, and vocational-technicaj schools,
When totaled, the thousands of spending decisions must not exceed
revenues. Minnesota's constit tion prohibits borrowing to - finance
operations across bienniums. Thi~ necessitates a balanced budget. Except
for years when there has been a tnajor recession or unexpected economic
shock (e.g. 1981'-82), mid-bienniuin alterations to make the budget balance
have been rare. And, while no onb enjoys them, special legislative sessions
are allowed to deal with unexpectclI shortfalls. As difficult as they were, the
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special sessions of 1981 and 1982 result\ d in a balanced budget. The system
worked.
The-success of Minnesota's budget process is largely attributable to the
governor's preparation of a budget pro~osal and the legislature's practice of
following his lead in reviewing it. The governor is Minnesota's chief budget
officer. He starts and ends the process.! At his direction, the department of
fin~n~e~repa:es the biennial budget. Hf can veto entire appropriati~ns ~ills
or mdlVldual Items. (The governor may also veto the tax and school aId bIlls,
but not individual items within such lekislation.)
The legislature follo~s .the govern~r'~ lea~ because its tin:e and resources
for budget work are IlDllted. Part tIme legIslators and theIr staff can not
match the resources of the,governor- an~ the department of finance. From
January when the legislature convenes ~ntil adjournment in May, itmusf
not only adopt a budget but also d~al with other policy issues. The
legislature could ri~yerwnwlete its responsibilities if it had to start from
scratch on a budget. Even if it could, mahagement of the state's fiscal' affairs
might suffer by separating budget planning and development from
administration.
.
\.
,"
There are relatIvely few formal (I.e. statutory) requIrements In
Minnesota's budget process. The three rilost significant are that:
• The governor must present a biennialtUdget to the legislature, typically
by the third week in January of each dd-numbered year.
• A budget must be adopted before the start of a new biennium.
• The state's budget must be-balanced at the time it is adopted. (It must also
.
be balanced at the close of each biennium.)
The absence of requirements allows the gLvemor and the legislature to work
at their own pace with only one hard-an~fast deadline, the start of the next
biennium (i.e., July 1). As a practical m~tter, the deadline ~s the third week
in May when the Constitution req;uires t~e,legiSlature to adjourn. (To work
past this date the governor must call a special session.)
The time constraint forces both the go~ernor and the legislature to review
some spending areas more thoroughly than others. The governor sets his
priorities in the spring of each even-nuclbered year when budget building
begins. The legislature does not idendfy priority items until after the
governor's budget presentation in late Jahuary.
'
Minnesota's budget process can be divided into two stages:

starti~g

in the spring of each even• The budget preparation stage,
numbered year, ending with the govern~r's budget address in late January
of each odd-numbered year.
• The budget adoption stage, starting in late January of each oddnumbered year, ending in mid- to late May. (During its session in evennumbered years, the legislature may djust budget decisions made the
previous year.)

j'
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Thble 1 describes the timing n'd major tasks involved in the preparation
of the 1985-87 biennial budget. Preparation of tax policy proposals followed
a somewhat shorter schedule and was under the direction of a special policy
team led by the commissionerl of finance. 1 The legislature received four
major documents from this preparatory work.
I

• The governor's operating bJdget proposal for the 1985-87 biennium,
including property tax relief ~nd education aids recommendations.

TABLE 1
Schedule of Significant Dates
1985-87 Biennial Budget Process
I

January, 1984

-

LegiJlature convenes

April, 1984

-

LegiJlature passes and governor signs school formula for
the first year of 1985-87 biennium

May 8, 1984

-

Budiet guidelines released

May, 1984

-

May 23, 1984

-

Identification of programs for special analysis and submission rf list
Finalize agency structures (programs-budget activitiesman~gement activities) due

June 15, 1984

-

July 2, 1984

-

AgeJcy submits preliminary list of capital budget projects
to Fib-ance for use in field visits

caPi~~1

budget and 6-year plan, forms, and guidelines to

agencIes
AgeJcy status report on budget development submitted to
Finafce
Draft budget narratives and other agency prepared budget
matdrials submitted to controllers/analysts for review

August I, 1984

-

August 13, 1984

-

August-September, 1984

-

September 10-28, 1984

-

October I, 1984

-

Due !date for issue analyses for issues with fiscal impact

October IS, 1984

-

AgeicieS submit departmental legislation for 1985 session

November I, 1984

-

Finalized 1985-87 capital budget requests and 6-year plan
subrlIitted to Department of Finance

November 15, 1984

-

Fina6ce submits agency. budget requests to House Appropriations and Senate Finance Committees

January 29, 1985

-

Govbrnor's operating budget recommendations for 1985-87
pres~nted to the legislature

March, 1985

-

Govbrnor's 6-year plan and capital budget recommendation~ presented to the legislature

July 1, 1985

-

DepJrtment of Finance reviews submission for completeness land accuracy
Agencies submit final budget requests, budget narratives,
fee r~port, and supplemental information to Finance

198~-87 biennium begins.

Source: Minnesota Department of Fim\.nce

I
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• The budget requests of individual stale agencies. 2 These requests mayor
"may not have been included in the g9vernor's proposal.
• The governor's capital budget proposal for the 1985-87 biennium and his
six-year budget plan. .
• The governor's tax policy proposals.
.
.

j

"

The legislature acts first on the governor's operating. budget
recommendations, adopting an operati g budget, tax bill and school aids
formula by the end of each odd-year\-session. For the most part, the
governor's capital budget is not acted ubon until the following year;3 The
legislature takes no formal action on thd six-year plan.

THE GOVERNOR'S ROLE-LlADING THE PROCESS
The governor sets the tone for, MinneJta's biennial budget discussion. In
the most recent budget cycle (fiscal yeJrs 1984 and 1985), the tone was
relatively conservative and disciplined. The legislature's actions reflected the
governor's lead. Consider the following: \
• The overall budget increase for this c~trrent biennium is the smallest in
twenty-five years (14.9070 or just over
per year).4
• The governor proposed and the legislature adopted a $375 million
budgeted reserve. This will make th;1 state's budget less vulnerable to
economic recession and help to avert dash flow problems.
.
• Every spending and tax decision made during the 1984 session was costed
out for both the current and 1985-87 ~iennium. According to legislative
staff, this is the first time in the state's h~story that the legislature has done
a thorough job of costing out proposkls for both the cunent and next
I
"
biennium.
• The legislature (with the governor's support) created a special "education
aids increase account" to finance $50 million in additional state aid for
elementary and secondary education ddring the 1985-86 school year. The
legislature createdthis account in order fO set aside funds in this biennium
for increased school aids during the first year of the next biennium. In
effect, it put aside $50 million of currentI revenue and will use it to pay for
school aids increases starting in the fal , 1985.
..
.

1%

ha~e

Previous governors and legislatures
not been as conservative or
disciplined. As will be described later, Mihnesota'sprocess is as disciplined
as the governor and legislative leaders mtke it. If they are not sufficiently
attentive, there are relatively few institutional mechanisms that can take over
and guide the process.
I
As the budget process proceeds, its t6ne may change. In May 1984,
Governor Perpich told state agencies that I heir budget requests for the next
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biennium should not exceed 14070 and include no increase in positions, At
this time, he also directed all agdncies to identify programs for funding ~uts
or elimination. Thcese became I known as "governor's options." Three
months later he told agencies that their "governor's options" must equal 5010
of their current budgets. This bChange reflected the governor's growing
concern in other fiscal policy ar as. s
Governor Perpich's action is hot unique.. Other governors have found it
desirable, and sometimes neces~ary, to alter their guidelines after budget
preparation has begun. Theprocbss allows (and some would say encourages)
I
these changes.
After the governor submits hils budget to the legislature, the tone of the
budget may change again. Legislators have just returned to the capital from
their home districts. House Jembers and, for every other biennium,
senators, have just been elected or reelected. What they heard at home, .
combined with their own persorial views, can dramatically change the tone
of the. budget discussion. Howefer, it is unlikely that their sentiments will
immediately (if ever) overshadow those of the governor. 6
During budget
hearings, . legislators'
views· become known as specific
,
I
budget items are discussed.. SIOWllY the tone of the budget may change from
that contained in the governor's proposal.
It is a subtle process. Each time a legislative committee reviews a budget
item and rea~hes a c0.l1clusion Idifferent than the governor's, the budget
becomes a little more legislative and a little less executive. However, hearings
are dispersed,involving at lea~t eleven committees and subcommittees.
Furthermore, the timing andl style of the hearings will vary from
sybcommittee to subcommittee I and from committee to committee. This
makes it extremely unlikely that the governor's general approach to the
budget will be replaced bya "Idgislative approach."
The governor's budget prbposal· is considerably more than an
extrapolation of previous spending practices. This is especially true for the
state's most recent budgets. In the course of developing guidelines for the
1985-87 biennial budget, the gorernor asked the department of finance to
prepare background information on six major topics:
• Spending projections for the Lxt biennium based on current state law.
• A comparison of spendinglprojections (assuming current law) with
previous bienniums.
• Spending projections adjuste for the expected rate of inflation.
• Minnesota's state/local spending level compared with that in other states.
• Personal income growth projJctions.
• Revenue projections for the rlext biennium. (These projections combine
revenue forecasts based on Minnesota's current tax laws and adjustments
for various proposals to chan~e tax policies.)
I

-----------_._._._---,-_
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The department of finance was not able to provide complete infonnation in
all six areas. For example,it is extremely ifficultto project changes in the
policies of the federal government. suc~ changes can affect the cost of
existing programs. It is also extremely difficult to provide up-ta-date
information on tax and spending activiti, in other states. This is the case
for two major reasons. First, reporting 'on state-by-state spending is roughly
two years behind. In 1984, the most recJnt data available is from 1982.
Second, m,any states repo,rt,the total size dlf their budget in different wa,y~.
This makes comparisons difficult.
,
Even with this information, the governor's options for budget guidelines
are rather limited. _Almost 80010 of the statb's budget is consumed by seven
major spending items. They are:
• Aid to school districts (22010).
• Postsecondary education (17%).
agricultural credit (16010).
• Medicaid and general assistance medical care (11 010).
• Aid to local' governments (5010).
• Income maintenance, including AF C, general assistance, and
Minnesota Supplemental Assistance
• Debt service and state borrowing (3010).

(40liJ'

It is difficult for the governor to control spending for these items. For
example, aid to school districts for the 198 school year was set by the 1984
legislature. That qieans that 22% of the budket for the first year of the 198587 biennium was in place ,before the govembr announced his guidelines for
that bielinium. 7 With respect to medical a~sistance and general assistance
medical care, the legislature must change th~ range of services covered and/
or e1igibilityrequi¢~entsin order to significantly reduce spending in these
areas. While the legislatqre made some chknges, in 1983, further changes
(and savings) will be dimculLt~ enact. ~othe~ option would be to use
producti\jtyimprovement;s to reduce spending increases in all seven areas.
However, most of ~hespendin~ for these ~udget ite~s i~ done by l.o~al
governments. ,Currently, the state has no way of legts~tlOg productlVlty .
improve~ents (o~'them'oln .sh~rt~ the go+mor's a~i1.ity to make major
changes In spendlOg polley IS Inmted by federal POliCIes, the absence of
currelitinformation on spending in other sdtes, advanced funding of some
major expenditure' items; and well established welfare policies and local
I
.
government spendlligpractices.
Despite the limitations, budget guidelibes are an essential part of
Minnesota's btidgetprocess. In its August 11984 statement to the tax study
commission, the CItizens Leaglie summariz~d their importance as follows:

The ?o~ernor:s budgetary guidelines a~ impo1.an~ in that they can prompt broad
public diSCUSSIon, early, of the (spendmg) alte natives that ought to be explored.

.

,
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~ow

I

They are an important signal about
much the budget will change. They also
offer the opportunity to discuss appropriate spending levels separate from revenue
estimates. .
.
I
.
Perhaps the most difficult problef with state budget-making today is that the
question of appropriate spending levels almost always is related to how much
money is being generated byexistiJg taxes. It would be beneficial to have some
discussions of appropriate bUdge~ levels absent the question 9f revenue
generation. The presentation of the budgetary guidelines affords that opportunity
because they are issued well in advarlce of the time of revenue-forecasting that will
relate directly to the submission of he budget.8

THE LEGISLATURE'S ROLE-EVALUATING THE
GOVERNO 'S PROPOSAL
Legislators and their staff are not involved in the budget process until
after the governor announces hi; guidelines. Responsibility for setting
guidelines rests with the governor.I.The guideline for the 1985-87 biennium
was set without substantial consultation with legislative leaders and outside
organizations. It was done as part Jf the governor's budget building process.
No consultation is required with t~e legislature until the governor submits·
his budget in January of each odd-numbered year.
Legislators and their staff foll~ but do not have ongoing roles in the
budget process untiliate fall of th'e even-numbered year, or in some cases,
until after the governor formally Ipresents .his proposal. The staff of the
house appropriations committee characterizes its role early in the process as
follows:

l

During development of budget reqUj sts by state agencies in the summer and early
fall of even numbered years, the staff and, to some extent, key members of the
Appropriations Committee work Jith the Department of Finance in reviewing
and .providing suggestions on the [format of. the budget (both operating and
capital), content of the budget narrative and related items, ... By November of
even-numbered years, state agencies have sent their budget requests to the
Department
of Finance and to the fuOIiey
committees in both the House
and the
•
I·
:
Senate. In actual practice, thebuqget information containing the state agency
reqti~ts is received by the staff of tpe House Appropriations and Senate Finance
Committees rather than members for detailed analysis. 9

The members and staffs of theJax committees do not become formally
involved in the budget process until after the legislature convenes. 10 They do
not participate in the executive's aecision regarding the overall size of the
state's~ budget, including spending. for property tax relief and local
gover:nment aid. Review of these.it~~s (Le. budget ~ize ~d tax ,reliet) i~ "~n
ongo1Og process from the beg10mng of the legIslative seSSIon until Its
conclusion." 11
.
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As the legislative session approaches, the budget responsibilities of the
house and senate leadership intensify:_ There are frequent, informal
consultations between them and the execrltive.One senate leader describes
the relationship this way:
Lest it be thought that the legislature just rolls 0 er and plays dead. there is a good dCal of
informal consultation between the executive and the legislature that gocsinto the shaping of
the governor's recommendation and, abovcall, do govemorwants the cmbanassment of a
budget that's so bad (that) it is not taken scriou~y by the legislature.l 2

In thirty-three states, the legislature recei~es the budget proposal earlier in
its session than does the Minnesota legislature. 13 (The Minnesota legislature
receives the governor's proposal at the edd of January, almost one month
after convening.)
I
Despite a comparatively late start, Minnesota's legislature has some
special op~ortUnities to. shape t~e bUdget1 Two are particularly important.
• The ~eglslature receives copies of eafh agency's ~udget request as
submitted to the department of finattce. 14 It receives these "gross"
requests in November and can compJre them against the governor's
January recommendations. Forty other ~tates follow a similar procedure.
In three othe.rs, the legislature rb ceives only the governor's
recommendations.
• Minnesota's major appropriations bills are traditionally drafted by
committees, in both the house and senatt This is not always the case. In
fifteen states, the executive branch write~ the major appropriations bills.
(In ten additional states, these bills are dtafted by special legislative fiscal
staff or joint executive-legislative committees.)IS

l

~roups

and the public join the
In addition to the legislature, interest
processafter the governor's budget messag9' The legislature's review process
gives them both formal and informal op~ortunities to make their views
known. This is ,an internal process between ,the governor/department of
finance and state agencies. Executive bran~h leaders no doubt are lobbied
privately regarding specific budget items. I By comparison with a public
hearing, there is usually significantly less bressure by the executive to be
responsive.
From start tofinish, there is little opport nity for the legislature to debate
Under the current process,
the total amount of budget and tax spending.
I
there are two formal opportunities fOr such debate: the day the governor
delivers the budget message to the legislatJre (lat~ January) and the floor
debate over the appropriations, school aids, ~nd tax bills (mid- to late May)..
The governor delivers his budget mess~ge to a joint session of the
legislature. Newspaper and media requd1sts for legislative leaders to
comment on the governor's proposal provide
the only formal opportunity
I
for "debate" on the package as a whole. (lfhe media has given leaders a

J
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formal opportunity to respond wh!en legislative leaders and the governor are
members of different political parties.)
Immediately following the gov~rnor's message. the proposed budget is
divided into three parts and refer~ed,to three committees in both the house
and senate. In the house. the appf(!)priations. tax. and education committees
all produce major fiscal policy legislation. Similarly. in the senate, the
finance. tax and education coIrtmittees also write funding legislation.
Basically. their responsibilities diide as follows:
• The appropriations and finance committees review the proposed budget
for income maintenance. and ImediCal assistance, state agencies. and
institutions. This includes tiie University of Minnesota and state
hospitals.
• The. house and .senate. tax committees review proposals for property tax
telief and local government aidt
• The hOuse and senate educatiorl committees review the aid proposals for
K-12 education. (Education ~ids are also reviewed by the house
appropriations and senate finarlcecommittees.

I

.

lBLE2

Distribution of Bu~get Review Responsibility
Committee
House appropriations/
senate finance

SUBTOTAL
House/Senate tax

l

Sp~

ding Items

' . postsecondah- education
• Income mah~tenance and medical
assistance I
• .State instit~~ions
• State agencIes
• Other majorl assistance to
local govemlnents
• Debt serviceYborrowing

5"10
11"10
5"10
3"10

I
• Property tJ relief
(homesteadl credit, circuit
breakers, agricultural credit)
• Aid to locallgovemment

16"10
5010

21"10
• Aid to schoJI districts

SUBTOTAL
TOTAL

17"10
15"10

56"10

SUBTOTAL
House education ed. finance division/
Senate education-ed.
aids subcommittee

Percent of General
Fund (FY 1985 est.)

22"10

22"10

I

*May not sum due to rounding.
I
Source: Minnesota Department of Finance

100"10*
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Table 2 shows how the state's major budget items are distributed among
legislative colnmittees. In addition to the~e committees, policy committees
(e.g., agriculture, economic developmerlt and commerce, etc.) in both
houses are regularly involved in the revieJ process. They playa central role
\I
with respect to new programs.
State law requires that the governor's, ~udget recommendation include
funding for only "current law" programs. New programs must be kept
separate and labeled "specific change items." The legislature's policy
.'
,
commIttees
must act favorably on theseI
progralliS
,before they can go
through the budget review prOcess. This bakes the policy committees an
important part of the process. Theyc~ use their authority to bring
legislative initi,atives,'into ,the budget wje delaying an,d/or stopping the
governor's initiatives.
Both. the senate finance and house a propriations committees make
extensive use of subcommittees or divisipns. The house appropriations
committee has four divisions: state departments; agriculture/
transportation/semistate agencies (e.g., th~ Minnesota Historical Society);
higher educati6n; and health, welfare, andl corrections. The senate finance'
committee also has four budget-related subcommittees: agriculture/
transportatiort/semistate agencies; educatibn; health and human services;
I
and state departments.
Once distributed to the committees, the biennial budget document never
comes back together again. The governor'k proposals as modified by the
legislature will be enacted through a minimkt of six conference committee
reports-one from "each division/subcombittee of the appropriations/
finance committees and one each ontaxes add school aids. These conference
committee reports originate with at least dvelve bills-six from the house
and, sixfrom the senate. As aresult, there i~ no floor debate on the budget
and tax spending, package as a whole.
I
The closest the legislature comes is to debJte the major components of the
package, I.e. the tax, appropriations, and sdhool aids bills. This occurs late
in the sessions: less than a week beford adjournment for the twelve
committee bills; usually not more than one ~ay before adjournment for the
conference cOrnnlittee reports. committeej bills are sometimes amended
from the floor prior to final passage, but the amendments adopted are
norm.allY,' not s~~stantiv,e i~nature and, rare change the dollar amo,unt of
the bIll. Conference commIttee reports may Jnot be amended.
While debate by the 'legislature as a whole is absent, some consideration is
given to the total package within spending cohunittees and through informal
discussion among legislators. The initial Imeetings of both the house
appropriations and senate finance. committeJs are now used to overview the
budgetas proposed b~ the,~overnor. ~imila~ overview.sessions are heldby
both the tax and school aIds commIttees. However, m no case do these
committees take-any action (binding or othetiwise) regarding the overall size

r
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of the governor's proposals. Rather, debate and action is focused on the
various items which make up the governor's proposal.
The budget process could be modified to include debate on the totality of
the. governor's budget and tax spehding recommendations. This could be
done ina variety of ways. The posJibilities are represented by the following
I
options:

Short~y after the governor presents his b\ldget
recommendations, the legislatureIcould adopt a budget resolution, setting
guidelines for overall budget and tax levels. The debate over this
resolution would focus legislati~e and public attention on the state's
budget and tax spending policies!. It would create a public checkpoint in
the middle of the budget proc~ssand force the legislature to reach
consensus on the total amount to be spent before considering individual
budget and tax items. The bUdge~ resolution would tell the governor and
the general public the legislaturejs goals for total spending and how they
compare with the governor's rec0mmendation. According to a survey of
budget procedures conducted by the National Conference of State
Legislators, no states currently Jse this budget procedure. 16
• Establish. an <:Affordabi/ity C6mmittee." The Maryland legislature
established its "affordability cOrlunittees" to make recommendations to '
the.governor and legislature regatding the rates of increase for the state's
capital debt and. operating bhdget. Maryland's two affordability
committees are standing, joint bommittees of the Maryland House of
Delegates and Senate. Their chairs rotate between the two bodies.
The affordability committees fueet each fall and issue their reports in
late October. The governor recmhmends a budget to the legislature each
January. While the governoris nJtbound by the recommendations of the
affordability committees, his rtaff works clos~ly with them. The
g
MarYland.. c.onstit.ution preohibits thee. gov.•.eren.o.r f.• rom.,.. v.etcoin . the budget
bill. It also prohibits the legislat re from adding new spending items to
this bill. Hence, the work of th .affordability .committees is of mutual
interest to both the legislative land executive branches. (Appendix A
provides a more detailed desbliiptipn of Maryland's affordability
committees.)
I
• Conduct hearings on the governrJr's budget guidelines. Thisapproach
was suggested by the Citizens League in its August 1984 statement to the
tax study commission. The leagJe's proposal states:
• Pass a budget resolution:

The Governor should submit the (bJget) guidelines formally to the leadership of
the House and Senate and the Ap~ropriations/Financeand Thx Committees.
Issuance of the guidelines comes after the Legislature has adjourned. But the
committees o.f the House and senatds,till arce active. The appropriate committees
of the House and Senate, separatel or together, should hold post-adjournment
public hearings on the guidelines. S· ch hearing would provide public education

----------------
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and probably would help focus issues for upcoming elections to the House (every
biennium) and the Senate and Governor (clvery other biennium),17

The first option, a budget resolution,lould be added to the second and
or joint hearings by the
the third. The report of an affordability [ommittee
I
appropriations/imance committees could be the basis for debating a budget
.1
resolution.
There is at least one essential differe~ce between the second and third
options. The creation of an affordabilit~ committee like that in Maryland
might encourage the legislature to develop its own budget. Today, it follows
the governor's lead. Hearings on tlie governor's guideline by the
appropriations/finance committees vJould be more consistent with
Minnesota's current budget process.

RECONCILING EXECUTIVE AND LEGISLATIVE

.

DIFFERE1CES

The budget and tax spending bills passed by the legislature typically
exceed the governor's initial request, avekaging 1081170 over the last seven
bienniums. See Thble 3. Certain features o~ the process encourage changes in
the budget initially proposed by the governor. 1\vo stand out.

• The policy priorities of legislators. Nbt all policy initiatives originate
with the governor. Legislators propoJe new programs or additional
spending for existing ones. Others result\ in additional spending. The mix
depends to a large degree on the governor. By threatening a veto, he can
influence legislative leaders to kill some Jroposals; proceed with others by
cutting one or more of his proposals; land, fund others by increasing
budget's bottom line.
• The April revenue forecast. This is the last forecast before adjournment
and the start of the new biennium. Regar~less of what it says, this forecast
creates a formal occasion for the governor and legislators to make new
proposals and/or change existing ones. If the April forecast shows a large
and growing surplus, there is a temptatiob to spend more. Whether or not
this is controlled depends largely on the tovemor and the strength of the
legislative leadership. Budget discipline i~ their responsibility.
While the governor leads Minnesota's bUd~et process, it is not autocratic.
Compromises between the governor and legislature are part of the process.
Table 3 is testament to that. Compromi~es between the two branches,
unresolved policy differences and/or lapses in discipline explain the
disparities. For example, during the 1984 ~ssion, the legislature outspent
the governor by about $50 million for sch601 aids for the 1985-86 school
year. The April revenue forecast showed a lkge and growing fund balance.
Legislators devised a special reserve aecou t to put aside a portion of the
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balance to finance the additional 'd. With that in place, the governor
agreed to the increase even though i~ exceeded his own recommended rate of
increase by more than SOOJo. In this case, both the legislature and the
T I LE3
Minnesota Biennial Expenditures : d Transfers ($000'5) Compared to the
Governor's Ini~al Budget Request·
.

Biennium
1971-73

Actual Budget Approved by
Legislature and Signed by
Governor
Actual FY 1972
FY 1973

1,330.72~

1,613,3~
1,662,131
2'944'm
1,867,71 '

1973-75

Actual FY 1974
FY 1975

1975-77

Actual FY 1976
FY 1977

2,684,00':1

1977-79

Actual FY 1978
FY 1979

2,977,84
3,244,65

1979-81

Actual FY 1980
FY 1981

1981-83

Actual FY 1982
FY 1983

Governor's Initial Rec**
Jan. '71 FY 1972
FY 1973
FY 1974
FY 1975

1,583,252
1,558,871

Jan. '75 FY 1975
FY 1977

21102,845
2,138,393

Jan. '77 FY 1978
FY 1979

2,782,046
2,874,296

1140Jt

112l1J,

116l1Jo

4,241,238

6,222,4~

IlOlIJo

5,656,342
Jan. 79 FY 1980
FY 1981

7,176,302
3,718,897
4,508,71(j

1,246.375
1,329,461

3,142,123

4,940,272

3,560,901
3,615,401

Actual as
% of
Governor's
Initial Rec

2,575,836

3,529,84~

2,246,~~~

.

3,355,575
3,538,526

104'70

6,894,101
Jan, '81 FY 1982
FY 1983

8,227,613

4,305,694
4,435,048

94l1Jo

8,740,742
Apr. '81 FY 1984
FY 1985

4,265,249
4,316,569

96l1Jo

8,581,818
1983-85

Estimate FY 1984
7120/84
1985

4,795,899
5,083,853

Jan. 8'3 FY 1984
FY 1985

9,879,752

+ Reserve

375,000
10,254,752

4,673,446
4,639,886
9,313,332

+ Reserve

375,000
9,688,332

100l1J,

*Includes the general fund, dedicated and nJndedicated. The figures have not been adjusted·
for "shifts." They have been adjusted to compensate for obvious discrepancies in comparative

~:Ttahi"'h

J
"1
'
d atJon.
D'
' I atIVe
" seSSIon,
s IS t e governor "
s mltla
recommen
urmg t he course 0 fth
e legIs
t,he governor typically SUbmit,S supplemental r~1uests. Some are written. Many are transmitted
informally.
Source: Compiled by the Minnesota Taxpayers Association. The "actual~' data was taken
from the fund statements which 1lccompanY the governor's January budget message. The
recommended amounts were taken from the und statements for the applicable year.
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governor altered their initial proposals On major and/or controversial
budget items such compromises are conhnon. The process demands this.
Ultimately, both the governor and legislat~re must support. the final budget.
The former must pass the bills containing it. The latter must sign them. 18
As Thble3 shows, differences between the governor's initial request and
the final budget reached a peak in themid-1970s. At the same time, the
state's tax system was generating large ~urpluses. Absent pressure to the
contrary, final budgets were significantl~ larger than the governor's initial
request. A recent tax commission report dn tax and spending policy reached
a similar conclusion.
1
'
A strong argument could bema4e that be ween 1975 and 1979, the tax system,
which benefited greatly from the high cite of inflation during that period,
generated revenues at such a fast rate tha 't actually stimulated state spending.
The system produced the revenues, so, the ,ollars were spent)9

I

1

The committees reviewing the gove or's proposal begin their. work
without any formal instructions or dir~ctiODs from the legislature as a
whole. As such, the governor's recQmrhendationis their baseliIie. The
committees and their subcommittees (whdre the detailed work is done) may
reallocate funds with. particularcatdgory,
rejecting the governor's
I · .
recommendation for one of their own. Fiscal committees arenot free to
make significant changes in the total size rf major budgetitems or to shift
dollars among themselves. Both are, closely controlled by the legislative
leadership. If a fiscal committee or subcommittee wants to exceed the
governor's recommendation, ;it must justi~y its elaiin to the leadership and
quite probably tothe:,majonty caucuses inlboth the house and senate as well
as the governor, should he choose to joiA the debate. This is an informal
process. There':are no. rules or statutesth~t guide' or require it.
Legislative Je~ders (i.e. the speaker of ttie house, and the majority leaders
of both chambers) oveFseebtidget .revie~ and 'action through frequent
meetings with committee and s~bcommi~tee chairs. In addition, assistant
majority leaders and whips (sen~teonly)al-e members of one or more of the
three key fiscal committees.Fqr exampIb, the senate assistant majority
are~~l memb~ts:?fth5finimce committee. In the house"
leader and wqips
three .of the four assls~nt m:~JOr'lty Ier:de~sare me~bers ~f the tax
committee. One, also serves onthe appropriations COmmlttee while another
is on the education rinance division o}the education committee. The
presence ,Of these caucus ;,Ieade,rsPt,ov,ides dditional budget oversig,ht.
Final review, and spending decisions ar made as the session draws to a
close. These are unavoiqablyh,ectic days. Ikarlier in the session there is little
interest in finalizing or cOplprqrnising on~nythiilg.' It takes a deadline like
adjoumIilentor tlte end of' tliebienni~m to force the compromising
necessary to pass a budget.
I
During tlte closing days, coordinatidn of final subcommittee and
committee work is vital. Their billS must sJm to a balanced budget. Keeping

q)
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track of the bottom line is difficul • but vital. For this work. legislative
leaders depend on balance sheets and estimates prepared by the department
of finance. In effect. they yield to t~e executive branch for the information
necessary to reconcile revenues and fxpenditures.
Minnesota·s budget process depends largely on the governor and
legislative leaders to make it work.I Without their· strong leadership and
constant attention. most observes abee that the process and the budget it
. produces would falter. Once legislative deliberation begins. executive and
legislative leaders must be committed to managing the process on a day-today basis. This requir.es frequent Imeeti.ngs with committee and subcommittee chairs and an occasion~ emergency meeting among all key
legislative and executive leaders. ,:,>rlexam~le. duri~g th~ 1984 session, the
governor convened a Sunday evemng meetmg of legI$latlve leaders to work
out a tax package for the 1984 sessiob. Out of this meeting came a proposal
that was well within the governors ~delines. Similarly. in 1983. a close
workingrelationship betweentheg01mor and, legislativeleaders resulted in
a biennial budget that was only 6OJogteaterthan the governor·s January 1983
propo~. That is oneofthe sIQ:allest ~ifferences since the 1971-73 biennium.
See Thble3.
Tlte in~pnnal. nature· of Minneso ·s budget process makes the state·s
budget del,il~eiations both,opelJ. and driyate. The process is open to virtually
every member of the legislature.Ei~htY-fourpercent of senate·s members
are on ata~>or spending c6mmittee. Ih the house. almost s~ty percent ofthe
members are on one or more of the~e committees. All· other members can
partici~tethtough caucus debate.ditectdiscussion with the.leadership, a;nd .
in some eases. through tlleir mem!bership on house and senate policy
committ~es. At the same time, the state's budget process is not entirely
pUbli~.I,ts inf~rmality leads to countless p~ivate. negotiating and
coordmatmgsesslOns. To .agreat extent. thes.esesslons chart the course for
subcommittee and committeeactionJ
Th~ informal ,and private. nature lor Minnesota's budget process raises
questions regarding the need to ad,d kore (ormal'structure. The house and
senate could restrlIeture their budget review committees around a central
budget committee. The "budget cl>riunittee'· wouid become a formal
clearing house for.· ali fiscal decisibns, including botl:1 tax and budget
spending. This committee might be alioint house-senate committee. Several
states (inclUding Wisconsin) have sorrie form bfcentral fiscal committee. See
Table 4.
Budget committees might make Mi esota·s budget process more formal.
They would provide ongoing, forrrlal monitoring of subcommittee and
cominittee activities. However, the c6mmittees will not eliminate the need
for informal consultation among [egislative leaders and between the
executive and legislative branches of state government. They might also
reduce fiscal accountabilityby delegating budget decisions and expertise to a

L
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TABLE
Coordination Between Revenue
and Appropriationsl_C_o.;,.ntm
__
itt_e_es.,--_ _-'-Method:
Combined appropriations·revenue committees

_

I Number of states:
I

12 - both house and senate·
6 - senate only
1 - house only
4 _. both house and senate·
2 - senate only

Revenue bill referred
to appropriations committee
Informal meetings Of
chairs and leaders only
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13 - both house and senate
(includes Minnesota)
o- senate only
5 - house onlY

·Wisconsin has a joint finance committee which i~ responsible for the state budget/revenue
bill. In addition, there are separate revenue commmees in each house.
Source: Table C-ll, "Methods of Coordinatiorl Between Revenue and Appropriations
Committees," Legislative Budget Procedures in 50 States. National Conference of State
LegislaturCls, Denver, January, 1983, p. 50.

I

1

comparatively small number of legislatol. Finally, a more formal budget
process will not eliminate errors of jJdgment or counteract political
determinations of need.
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

si~ficant

ND CONCLUSIONS

l

The
findings of this chaptL regarding Minnesota's· budget
process are as follows:
• Minnesota's budget process works reI tively well. Every two years it
produces a balanced budget before the tart of the biennium. The state's
budget did not hold up well under the strain of the last recession. That
was more a function of the severity of e recession and the elasticity of
the tax system than the state's procds for reviewing and adopting a
budget.
• The governor leads the process. The b dget is prepared at his direction
with whatever guidelInes he feels appr~priate. Preparation is largely a
private affair between the governor anp state agencies. The· governor's
recommendations are the basis for legislative review and action. With his
veto authority, the governor can lead tHe process from start to finish.
• The l~gislature fo.llo,,:s the governor's I lead. By comp.a~son with the
executive branch, Its time and resourcek are extremely himted. It works
from the governor's proposal. With tare exception, major legislative
budget initiatives will not proceed if thb governor objects.

1
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• The actual budget usually excee s the governor's initial proposal.. On
average, the actual budget has b~en about60J0 greater than the initial
proposal. (The range has been 96070 to 1l60J0)~
• Once legislative review begins, Minnesota's budget process is managed,
disciplined, and generally mainduned through personal .relationships
among legislative and executive brJnch leaders.·The process requires their
constant attention.. Its essential Utgredients are informal meetings and
discussions among these leaders 1 The addition of separate orjoint
"budget committees" would. not replace (nor necessarily lessen) the need
I
for these discussions.
• Individual·budget items receive rrlore scrutiny than the overall level of
budget and tax spending. The govJrnor does deVelop and present budget
guid¢linesearly in the process. Thtise guidelines are never reviewed by the
legiSlatu~e. Inste~d, the legiSla~Urel focuses on individu~ budget ite~s.
These fmdmgs suggest that there IS one-perhaps two-major shortcommgs
in Mi$Iesota's budget process. The first (and most clear-cut) is the
extremely linritedahtountof attentioh that is devoted to the overall level of
state budget ~d t~ spending~.The sebond may. be the informal mechanisms
which are used to coordinate legislative review of the governor's proposed
budget.
It is difficult to make flat statements regarding the second issue. There are
strong arguments for and against·ah informal approach t~ coordinating
budget review and adoption. It opehs the pro~s to all members of the
legislature. It keeps the budget resbonsibilities of individual legislators
manageable by using a relativel.y~.large number of. committees and
subcommittees. And, the informal approach gives the legislature some
additional flexibility in dealing witQ e governor's proposals. On the other
hand, the current· approach is piecefueal. It does very little to encourage
legislative debate and action on the t6tal size of the state's ·budget.
One possible solution woulci be for fhe legislature to have joint or separate
budget committees. Such committe, could not oiIly rec~mmend targets
regarding the overall size of the bUdget, but also serve as a clearinghouse
and gatekeeper for the budget work Mother committees. However, budget
committees would not eliminate the rieed for informal consultation among
leadJrs noi• would they necessarily lead to
legislative and
executive branch
..
. . ·1
better control over the level ofstatespendmg.
The federal government's experienc~ with budget committees is testament
to theirJimits. Only once (1981) dudrlgits first decade of operation has the
congressional budget process worked according to design. In every other
year,other (usually informal) forc~ jweremore significant in determining
the overall size of the federal budget. While the congress' budget committees
were committed to their proposedtlU:~ets, key members of each house were
not. They found ways to circumvent or alter the targets. A legislature's

I.
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experience is likely to be similar unles it develops a way to build broad
support 'for budget targets-doing so mJy or may not require the formation
of budget committees.
. I"
At present, there is no organized public debate among elected officials
regarding the overall level of budget Jnd tax spending. The governor's
budget guidelines are no substitute f~r policy discussion (and' action)
between the legislative and executive bra~ches. Such discussion would invite
debate about fiscal policies ,by not onlt elected officials but also private
organizations, the news media, and the ~eneral,public. ,
Under the current system, policy detiate on the totality of state fiscal
policy ends moments after the governor delivers his .fiscal recommendations
to the legislature. As a body, the.legislatbre goes directly into the details of
the governor's proposal without debatini its bottom line. In all except one
of the last seven bienniums,. actual budgets have been larger than that
initially proposed by the governor. This is the result of mid-session
gubernatorial and legislative proposals tJ spend moo;:. Exact responsibility
can not be a~sig~ed. But, t~e'ab~enceoflamut~~ and. public commitment
to budget gUIdelines makes It easier for aU partIcipants to spend,more than
the initial proposal.
Legislative debate on the governor's fiscal guidelines would change the
process in at least one, and perhaps two I fundamental ways:

I

.

• It would make fis<:al guidelines an lxplicit and joint action by t h e '
executive and legisl~tive branches. What the governor miSht give up in the
way of discretion regarding budget ~Uidelines would be more than
regained through better legislative diScipline.
• It could become a mechanism through J.hich the legislature might develop
and implement a long-term strategy fJr controlling the overall level of
spending and, therefore, taxes.

I

It would also improve political accountability. Today, criticism of state
spending (and taxes) isaimed more at the ~veralilevel of spendlng than,any
single budget item. The absence of legislative debate and action regarding
the total amount to be spent; heavy reliJnce on informal mechanisms to
discipline the process arid keep it on schedule; and the rush of last minute
conference committees and late night sclsions make the public skeptical
abou~ the entire process. Regardless of th(1 budget's size, the .budget looks
too big and out of control.
.
The informal discussions,
last
minute
onference
committees, and late
, .
I
.
night sessions. are largely unavoidable. The budget's size and complexity
demand all three. However, nothing infue current legislative budget or
calendar precludes the legislature from res~onding in a timely fashion to the
governor's fiscal guidelines.
"\
There are at least three different ways tHat the legislature could structure
debate and action on overall tax and spending issues.
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• Debate and pass a "budget resoludon." This would occur shortly after the
governor makes his budget and ~ spending recommendations. It would
require no changes in legislative drocedures prior to the governor's fiscal
message.
• Establish. an affordability com ittee similar to those used by the
Maryland legislature. This probess would permit the legislature to
recommend spending guidelines lto the governor. The process might
include adoption of a budget resolution, but this debate would
conceivably begin with two sets 0 fiscal guidelines: one proposed by the
legislature's' affordability committee and the other by the .gOvernor.
• Have the appropriations/finance knd tax committees constitute a "super
committee" for the sole purpose ~f holding postadjoumment hearings on
the governor's guidelines in the spring of each even~numbered year. These
hearings would provide public Mucation and probably focus debate
among ~andidatesfor the legislature and other offices 'on Minnesota's
of .
spending. Conhnittee
chairs could report to their
overall level '
I
res~tive bodies on the results ofltliese hearings. These reports could be
the basis for debate over a bUdge~ resolu,tion.·
.

L·

The th¢e .propo.sals differ with resJect. to leadership and timing. The flrst
and the thi,rd recognize' and main~n the' executive branch's leadership on
flscal pOlicy. The seco.J;ld attempts tJgive more of that responsibility to the
legislature. This might weaken the ghvetnor. The rust and second proposals
d~ not bring t~e legisl~~ure int? th~ $bid~line~ process u~tillate faU or ~arly
WInter...The third reqUITes legIslatIve' action' In . late spnng or early wmter.
Regardless of which option is chosed; the goal is the same-to bring greater
legislative .and public Attentiou to
totality uf Miunesol~s fiscal policies.

Ii

ENDNOTES

I

I. kesponsibility 10' developing tho governo,'s tax policy propos"" .... ..n«l
from administration to administratidn. Some governors have relied on the
commissioner of revenue. Others have ~ad the cotrtmissioner of finance take the
lead. This responsibility has also been assigned to a member of the governor's staff.
2. The only major exception js tde department of education's school aids
proposal. Thaditionally, this is not formluly shared with the legislature.
3. (Some action may be taken in odd-numbered years on the capital budget.
However, most of this budget is not conkidered until the next year. Prior to 1976-77
biennium, the entiie capital budget was ~eviewed and approved each odd-numbered
year along with the state's operating bubget.
4: "1984 Legislative. Session Su~plemental Budget Recommendations,"
Minnesota Department of Fmance, FebIjUary 1984, page 13. Department of finance
estimates were increased by $50 millidn to reflect in~ases in school aids not
included in the governor'srecommendaflons.
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5. In explaining his chlUlge in guidelines t state agencies, the governor said, "I
want you to know that I am even more committed now to the priorities of taX reform
and budget stability ... taX reform means iliere will be taX cuts. Budget stability
means there must, be restraint in spending, Jod a further increase in the budget
reserve. That is it tall order. But it is one whi~hcan be met...." "Perpich Warns
State Agencies Budget Cuts May Be COming Minn,eapolis Sta"r & Tribune, August
7, 1984, page 3B.
6. The 1981 session was a major exception. For the 1981-83 biennium, the
governor submitted two budget proposals: onb in January and a second in April,
replacing the January document. It was necessb because revenue forecasts,showed
that tax collections were likely to fall far short 9f the amount necessary to finance the
governor's original proposal. When the legislature learned this, it "asked" the
governor to submit another budget proposal.
7. The legislature must fund school aids for the first year of the next biennium
twelve months in ~dvance. of i~ ~ion on the Itotal budget fo~ th~t biennium. ~e
amount collected lD 1985 IS ICV1ed In 1984. ThJefore, school districts must know lD
1984 the state aid formula for the 1985-86 sct1001 year. Without this information,
they can not determine their property tax levy.1
In its August 9, 1984, statement to the taX study commission, the Citizens League
recommended modifying local government budget years so that all units (including
school districts) receive their state aids and property taX payments in the same twelve
month period. See "Statement to the Thx .stddy Commission," Citizens League,
"
,
August 9, 1984, page 5.
8. "Statement to theThx Study Commissioh," Citizens League, August 9, 1984,
I
pages 3-4.
9. From a description of the Minnesota House Appropriations Committee by
Cal Herbert, Staff Director, Minnesota HousejAPprOpriatiOnS Committee, August
20, 1984, page 1.
,
10. The taX committee is briefed on the state's revenue forecasts. The briefings
often include a general overview of budget stra!tegy.
11. From a description of the Minnesota Ho~se Tax Committee by James Wafler,
committee administrator, August 30, 1984, pagb 1.
]2. From comments by Senator Roger Moe ~o the Citizens League's Community
Information Committee, June 29, 1984.
13. Table C-2, "Deadline for Submission of Budget and Legal Source of
Deadline," in Legislative Budget Procedures in t e 50 States, National Conference of
State Legislators, January 1983, page 30.
I
14. See note 2 above.
15. Table C-4, Legislative Budget Procedures, page 36.
]6., The Michigan senate included first and se~ond (binding) budget resolutions in
its budget review process during the late 197()J;. The first resolution was adopted
,
'
,~
, I
'
shortly after the governor's January budget message. The second vote was taken in
June, just prior to final passage of budget legisl~tion. According to Michigan senate
staff, the first resolution pf0vided an "initial sighting" for the size of the budget and
major spending items. Tile second resolution prbvided guidelines fo,r budget-related
",
'
'
I
'
conference committees. The procedure was drop ed because the Michigan House of
Representatives never agreed to use it.
17. Citizens League, page 4.

,,'1
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18. According to article IV, section 23 of the Miimesota Constitution, '~y bill
passed during the last three days of the Isession which is not signed and deposited
[with the secretary of state) within fourteen (14) days after adjournment does not
become a law." Since budget bills are u~ually passed-within this time period, they
require the governor's signature. Prior to Ithe last three days, a bill may become a law
without the governor's signature if he hJlds it for three days after it is presented to
mm.

1

19. Gordon Folkman and John Asmu sen, '~Review of the State of Minnesota's
Fiscal Policies Between Fiscal Years 1197S~1987 est.: An Assessment of the
Consequences of Divergent Th.x and Sp~nding Policies," Office of the Legislative
Audito,. Stute 01 Minn...... St. Paul. rN. May 16, 198<1. pOg. 18.

APPE~DIXA

MARYLAND LEGISLA1jURE'S AFFORDABILITY
COMMITTEES
'
The Maryland legislature has two lffordability committees: the capital debt
affordability committee and the spending affordability committee. Both are standing
co~ttees. Both are joint committees 10f the Maryland house and senate. Their
chaIrs rotate between the house and senate.
As statutory committees, both are ~equired to function and submit reports
annually. The statutes also require the legislature to provide staff for both
committees.
I
Maryland has had a capital debt affordability process since the late 1970s. The
spending affordability committee hasb~n operating since 1982. It was created by
the legislature in response to proposals for a constitutional limit on state spending.
Legislators support the process and respbct its guidelinesbecause they feel its failure
would mean more constitutional limits bn their policymaking authority.
Maryland adOpts a budget annuallY'jThe legislature meets each year for ninety
days-from mid-January to mid-April. '
'
,
The capital debt affordabilitycommi tee analyzes the governor's capital budget.
Each year it recommends a debt Ceiling~O the legislature.
The spending affordability committee sets a limit on the state's operating budget.
'IYpically, this committee uses the ch ge in the, state's personal income as its
yardstick for limiting operating expenditures. For example, if the state's personal
income is projected to grow at an annhal rate of 811)'0, the spending affordability
committee might recommend that the stkte's operating budget not increase by more
than 5%.
I
The affordability committees do thbir work before the legislature ,convenes,
starting in May and fmishing in late OctJber. The governor's staff follows their work
closely, keeping it in mind as they prepJre the budget proposal.
The governor is not bound by the limits set by these two committees. However, the
Maryland constitution prohibits the go~mor from vetoing the budget bill. It also
prombits the legislature from adding n;JI' spending items to this bill. As a result, both
the governor and the legislature have an interest in the affordability guidelines. The
governor wants it high enough to finanee the initiatives. Legislators are inclined to
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suppoi"t the governor as a means of gettingt eir proposals in the budget. If they are
not included, the·only way legislator initiatives can be funded is through a
supplemental appropriations bill.
·Supplemental appropriations bills are p sed regularly. However, each must
include a financing plan, e.g., a tax increase, hser charge, or equivalent spending cut
reports to gauge the resources
in an existing program. Members use the affo~dability
I
available for supplemental appropriations bills and decide whether or not to cut the
governor's budget.
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Simplification
Minnesota's
Personal Income Tax
Emil M.

~unley .J

Mary M. WaIz

In 1956, at the time of the last compreLnsive study of the Minnesota tax
system, only twenty-nine states levied an Income tax on individuals. In 1984,
. forty states, as well as the District of Coltlunbia, used such a iax. On average,
the states derived 29% of their 1983 tax rbenues from the individual income
l

at·
fMi
,.
I
;-.
hal'
f
tax · ·
T he reev uatlon 0
nnesota s lDcome tax requIres t e reev \latlon 0
the objectives of the tax and the best m~ans of achieving those objectives.
An income tax can be structured to adhieve any combination of several.
goals-to raise revenue, redistribute incotne, or to direct economic behavior.
But any tax, no matter what its goals, nbcessarily represents a compromise
among the three primary criteria of a Igood tax: equity, efficiency, and
simplicity. While Minnesota's personal m~ome tax must be tested agamst all
these measures, we believe that, at the state level, the simplicity aspects of
taxation dominate the other criteria.
I
The state, much morethan the federal ~ovemment, is critically limited in
its ability to alter substantially the distribhtion of income or the direction of
econ0x.mc behavior: Because of its higherlt~ rat~s~ the fe~eral income tax is
more lIkely to dommate taxpayers' economic de monmakmg. Furthermore,
attempts, for. example, to increase sharply the rogressivity of the income
tax could lead at the extreme to migration of h!gher-income-taxpayers to
states with less severe tax systems. StatesLlike Minnesota-that begin with
some federal concept of a tax base, but~attemPt through their. own tax to
counter or enhance tax policies set at the federal level, introduce even more
complexity into the system. In all cases, t e benefits of attempting to achieve
at the state level these other-than-revenJe-raising goals must be carefully
weighed against the onus of increased C~PleXity.
This analysis, then, is, rooted in the belief that simplification of, the
Minnesota income tax would be of enor ous benefitto both the state and
its taxpayers. If there is a theme to th¢ recommendations presented for
achieving this simplification, it is that th~ distribution of the tax burdenthat is, its degree of progressivity-is quitb separable from the ,definition of
the tax base. To simplify the income tax ~e need to simplify the derivation
101
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of the base, which, this chapter argpes, Minnesota can most readily achieve
by increasing conformity with thb federal tax rules. Any distributional
consequences of doing so can be rekedied by adjusting the state's· tax rates.
This theme, in fact, drives our anal~sis of the deductibility of federal income
taxes, the use and level of stabdard and itemized deductions, and
Minnesota's allowance of a personal credit. Accordingly, our
recommendations for the tax bas~ generally assume that compensating
adjustments would be made to the! tax rates. Each recommendation must
not, therefore, be considered in isblation, but rather must be seen as an
integral part of a major structural Jform of the Minnesota personal income
taxAfter explaining the mechanicsld the importance of the income tax, we
turn to a discussion of Minnesota'~I options for conforming to the federal
income tax as a means of simplifying its own tax. With an eye toward
adopting federal taxable income a~ a starting point, this section presents
specific recommendations to retaidI or repeal modifications that currently
exist in tlJ.e Minnesota statute. The third section examines briefly some issues
of tax burden distribution, includin~ tax relief for lower-income persons and
tax treatment of the family. The fihal section summarizes the revenue and
distributional impacts of alternativJ income tax systems using "conformed"
tax bases.

BASICSTRUCTUR.E OF THE TAr

As of 1983, all single persons with gross income,exceeding $2,800 and all
married persons with gross incomelexceeding $4,100 must file a Minnesota
income tax return. Thble 1 delineates the computation of the income tax
liability under the Minnesota systeJ.. Federal adjusted gross income (FAGI)
is taken from the federal return ahd adjusted to derive Minnesota gross
income. An additional deduction is Iallowed from this gross base for federal
income taxes accrued for the year, t'us yielding Minnesota AGI. A taxpayer
may take either specifically itemized deductions or a standard deduction
against AGI to obtain Minnesota I taxable income. Minnesota does not
require that a taxpayer itemize on his federal return before he can itemize for
state purposes. However married takpayers must both use the same method
for taking deductions onthe state re~urn; if one spouse itemizes, so must the
other. A progressive nominal rate structure ranging from 1.6070 to 16.0% is
applied to this tax base to deterkine before-credit tax liability. * Both

1

*Taxable Income must first be adjusted by "taxable income adjustment factor" of 1.0009 in
1983 that results from the interaction of the d~duction of federal income taxes with Minnesota's
indexation of its income tax for inflation. BFcause this chapter does not cover indexing, and
because this chapter argues for eliminating tile federal tax deduction, this adjustment factor is
not discussed further.
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refundable and nonrefundable credits are ubtracted from the tax to produce
the final state tax liability.

J

~x IN THE SYSTEM

ROLE OF THE PERSONAL INCOME

Minnesota's personal income tax hJs been and continues to be a
prominent element of the state's tax systeth. Through the 1970s and into the
early 1980s, it has contributed on avera~e about 401IJo of the state's tax
revenues, and about 2211Jo of all revenues !(SeeThble 2). Its importance has
steadily increased to reach 4611Jo of tax revenues in 1983. This is significantly
greater than the 1983 average for all states of 2911Jo, and is the highest of the

TABLE
Computation of Minnesota Thx Liability

I

1984
Federal

A~
I

Add:
- Federal deduction for two-earner married couples
-

certain IRA, Keogh, SEP and public
retirement plan contributions

-

a portion of ACRS deductions not allowed by MN

-

interest on certain state and local
bonds and scholarship bonds from
outside MN

-

Subtract:
interest on U.S. bonds

f-

L unemployment compensation and social security benefits taxed at the federallevel

!I

t"",",
-

retirement pay exclusion

~

other

,lhtt -

,""ributi~

.

other
Minnesota Gross Income
.
Subtract: Federal ThJ1 Liability
I
Minnesota Am
I
Subtract:
Minnesota Standard Deduction

OR

Federal Itemized Deductions
(as adjusted, before ZBA)

Minnesota Taxable Income
I

Apply rates from 1.60(0 to 16070
Tax Before Creflits
Subtract: Tax Crdits
Minnesota Thx

Li~bility
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LE2

Minnesota IndividJal Income Tax Revenues
as a Percentage of Total Revenues,
State Tax Revenucb, and Personal Income
1963, ~968, 1973-83
($ itt millions)
I

I

As a Percentage
of Total
Rdvenues
,

As a Percentage
of Total State
Tax Revenues

As a Percentage

Fiscal
Year

Individual
Income Tax
Revenues

1983
1982
1981
1980
1979
1978
1977
1976
1975
1974
1973
1968
1963

$1,978.0
1,549.1
1,396.4
1,262.7
1,256.0
1,074.6
956.9
849.5
807.1
701.4
586.2
272.6
144.'6

b4.7
Q.1.9
b.o.8
Q.2.2
b.3.6
~.4
~1.8
!z0.8
23.2
~3.0
21.3
18.5
IU
,

45.8
40.8
41.4
39.4
40.1
38.9
38.5
38.3
39.9
38.0
35.8
33.4
32.7

4.3
3.5
3.5
3.5
4.0
3.8
3.9
3.7
3.8
3.5
3.5
2.2
1.9

of Personal
Income·

·Personal Income is for the prior calendar tear. See source for Table 3.
Source; U.S. Department of Commerce, Btfteau of the Census, State Government Finances,
GF "".. No.3, ",ri"",,..,..

I

.

neighboring states (See Thble 3). Wisconsin is the second highest in the
region; it relied on its personal. intome t~ to provide 40OJo of state tax
. revenues in 1983.
. I
. . ,
Moreover, as a percentage of state :personal income, Minnesota's tax is
relatively high. During the past decabe Minnesotans have paid an average of
3.7OJo of their personal income in stJte income tax. In 1983, the rate jumped
to 4.3%. This jump occurred becausF the rate ofincrease in personal income
declined from 11 OJo in 1982 to 5OJo irt 1983, yet income tax revenues climbed
28OJo, compared to 11 OJo a year earlie~.I The tax increase. was due in part to an
increase in the tax surcharge from 70/0 in 1982 to lOOJo in 1983 and in part to
lower federal taxes in 1983. In ternts of personal income, Minnesota's tax
was third highest in the nation behihd Delaware and Oregon.
'

. CONFtRMITY

.

As most taxpayers complete their federal income tax returns before
beginning their state returns, their burden in fllling out their state returns
depends largely on the degree of cohformity between the state and federal
income tax laws. In addition, in s ~es with a low degree of conformity, a
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TABLE
Individual Income Tax Revenue
as a Percentage of Total'Tax Revbnue and Personal Income
for Selected StateS, FY 1983
($ in milli9ns)
Individual
Income Tax
Revenues
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
MINNESOTA
Missouri
Nebraska
North Dakota
Wisconsin

S 2,200.7
819.2
724.1
1,978.0
885.3
280.7
35.1
1,734.0

All States··

$50,140.0

J a Percentage

As a Percentage
of
Personal Income·

~f Total State

'Fax Revenues
1
'1

1

1.6
1.5

29.6
25.6
35.9
45.8
33.5
28.4
6.7
40.4

2.3
4.3
1.8
1.7
0.5
3.4

29.0

1.9

·Personal income is for calendar year 1982.
··Includes the Distriet of Columbia.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, State Government Tax
Collections in 1983.
/

/"

b~nefit

I
I

al~eadY

taxpayer does not
from having
made computations under
federal rules. Such states probably have a Higher rate of inadvertent taxpayer
' ,
errors and consequently higher administr~tive costs.
In the interest of reducing taxpayer corrlpliance costs, inadvertent errors,
and administrative costs, a strong case cJt be made for maintaining a high
degree of conformity between state and federal income tax laws. However, as
noted in the introduction, there may be oJerriding considerations of equity
or efficiency that would allow one to suJ,port major departures from the
federal tax base.
There is one potential danger in Minnesota's increasing its degree of
conformity with the federal income tax at Ithis time: the federal income tax
itself may be restructured significantly in 1985 or 1986 when the
administration and the Congress enact me~sures to narrow the gap between
federal spending and revenues, now equal to 5070 of GNP. Any fundamental
changes in the federal tax, however, will likely take the form of tax base '
broadening, which would increase rather than threaten, the potential state
tax base. In fact, if state revenues were sdfficiently increased by the basebroadening federal reforms, 1I1ionesota Cdu[ld lower its marginal tax rates.

I

0

OPTIONS FOR CONFORMITY

There are three basic categories of co formity that Minnesota might
consider as objectives in the process of ovd all tax reform: using federal tax

'\
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liability as a basis for the Minnesota tax; using federal taxable income or at
least federal adjusted gross incom~ (FAGI) and itemized deductions; and
piggybacking-:-that is, having the f~deral government administer and collect
the Minnesota income tax. Minnrsota can realize. substantially all the
benefits of conformity, without piggybacking, by accepting FAG! and
federal itemized deductions.
I
piggybacking. Congress adopted the piggybacking option in 1972 to
encourage states to gain the behefits of conformity. To qualify for
Pi.·.ggybacking , .t.he .state's tax mustl b.e a flat.,.or graduated tax on federal
taxable incom~ or a flat-rate tax on federal tax liability, with certain
adjustments required and others allowed.· Under the system the federal
government wo.uld bear all costs of !administering the state's tax. Estimated
revenues
toJ the states. on
, . would. be transferred
..
. a current basis, and
adjustments made as actual collectIOn data become available.
Piggybacking would offer seve~ benefits to both the state and its
taxpayers. 1axpayers would; prepare and me only one return for both federal
and stateincome taxes, and; would rrla,ke only one remittance. They would be
.subject to only one audit· by one feberal agency. Businesses would need to
With~O.l.d, ac~ou. nt for,.. and rern,itJ0nl.yoneamoun.t for each employee.
AdmlIllstratlve costs, borne by the Jederalgovernment, would be
consolidated and reduced hecause oth federal and state tax data would be
reviewed for C!.rithmetic e~ors onceJ and, as noted, one audit would cover
.
.
.
I
. both taxes.
Opponents of. piggybacking, however, highlight three disadvantages. As
with conforming state taxes generally, revenues are necessarily impacted by
changes in- fedefaI law. Also, becau~e any revenues deriving from a federal
audit ofthe state tax portion of a re+m will go to the state, some argue that
federal authorities would have ~o inc~ntive to pUrsue aggressively
enforcement of·state tax law. Finally, piggybacking transfers a significant
block of potential state employmdnt to the federal level. For all these
reasons, no stafe. has yet elected to piggyback its income tax.
Tax Liability Conformity. Given the general-disadvantages of
piggybacking and recent statebJdget fluctuations, Minnesota might
consider complete surrender of control over its primary source of revenue
too radical. It' could nevertheless donform its income tax to federal tax

"j~bnm"

1""",,1

In,,"'"

In"""

°R<qWred
Co, '''''b1,
=fomrlty
(I) .._tion of
income on federal obligations, wltich was inbluded in federal AGI, (2) addition of net state
income tax deductions taken for 'federal purPoses, (3) addition of tax-exempt state and lpcal
bond interest from obligations of another state. Optional adjustments include (I) a minimum
tax on tax preferences, (2) a tax credit for taxbs paid to' another state, and (3) a credit for state
sales tax, in lieu of an itemized deduction.
For a flat-rate tax levied on federal tax liability the only required adjustment to the base is the
subtraction of any federal tax attributable to the inclusion in FAGI of interest on federal
obligations. There are other permissible adjustments similar to those noted above.

I
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liability while retaining administration an collection duties. Three statesVermont, Nebraska, and Rhode Island-chrrently levy their income tax as a
flat percentage of federal liability. •
With tax liability conformity, Minnesota revenues would be impacted not
only by changes in the federal tax base, bdtalso by changes in federalrates.
The tax would probably be levied at a flat \rate, but because the state would
inherit a very progressive tax base, it wouli:t have a very progressive tax. For
example, with a 300/0 state tax rate, a taxbayer in the 50% federal bracket
will pay 15 cents in state tax for $1 of additional income, while a taxpayer in
the 11 % federal bracket will pay only 3 cehts in state tax per $1 of income.
The three states using a tax based on federJI'liability impose rates from 20%
to 26%, and they tend to be low-tax states fhat do not rely to the extentthat
Minnesota does on the income tax asa revenue source.
Taxable Income or FAGI and Itemized fJeductions Conformity. Federal
taxable income, as define~ in the Internal \Revenue Code ~nd as it appears
on the federal tax return, IS FAGI less the personal exemption and personal
deductions in excess of the zero bracket mrtount (ZBA). The only effective
difference between conformity to federal tAxable income and conformity to
FAGI and;itemized d~ductions is acce~tance of the federal personal
exemption. With both starting points, the ~tate has to .make some provision
for a standarddeductioD, eitherby allowinka subtraction from FAGI in the
case of FAGI conf()rmity, or by building a ~BA into the lax tables in the case
of taxable income confbrIXIity.ArguIXIent~ to prefer one of these federal
not very striking.
Boih
afford some state-level control
bases .tothe"otherare
.,','
'.
I'
over the stalldard deduction (the ZBA in the states' tax tables could' be set
higher than the f~erallevels), and thus ovbr the progressivity of the tax at
I
lower income levels.
In ~ny case, with respect to refining the state tax base, it is easier to make
necessaryadjostinents, such as adding back state taxes, to a federal starting
point thatisao,income measure like federantaxable income or FAGI, rather
than a tax measure, like federal tax liabilitt.

I

CONFORMITY IN MINNESOTA

In 1961 Minnesota took a step toward conforming its income tax base to
the federal base by adopting federal AGI, tith certain adjustments, as the
measure of Minnesota gross income (MGI). Since 1961, however, frequent
changes to the Internal Revenue Code hnd rejection or only partial
acceptance of those changes by the Minnesota legislature, have substantially
reduced the degree of conformity. In fact, the 1983 Minnesota income tax

b~_ LI~I'"

°North Dakota orem In"""" a ",0",
a
a fixed percentage of the federal tax; in recent years a

'" roo"", """"I' looom<, "'

ajority 'of taxpayers paid the latter.
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Reconciliatibn of Federal AGI
to Minnesotia Taxable Income
1982
($

1

i~

billions)

Federal AGI
Two-earner Deduction
Other Additions
Subtractions

$34.4

Minnesota Gross Income
Federal Income Tax Deduction
Minnesota AGI
Personal Deductions
Minnesota Taxable Income

1.1
(3.0)

100.0070
0.6
3.2
(8.7)

32.7
(4.4)

95.1
(12.8)

28.3
(5.7)

82.3
(16.6)

.2

I

I
I

$22.6

65.7070

statute requires as many as forty adjustments to federal AGI to obtain MGI.
Minnesota took a second step towatd conformity in 1983 when, in lieu of its
own list of more than twenty itehuzed deductions, it adopted itemized
•
.
I
deductIons as computed under. rhe federal rules, though here, too,
Minnesota requires some adjustments to the federal amount.
The state's primary obstacle to c6nformity is probably its constitutional
comprehensively changes made to the
inability to adopt automatically
Internal Revenue. Code.· Each yeJ the Minnesota legislature must enact a
statute to update references to the federal code, and each year, then, it is
granted an opportunity selectively to accept or reject changes in federal
law." Clearly, a presumption toward conformity . wpuld be achieved if
at the state level and if desired
federal changes were. prospectively hdopted
I
deviations required specific legislative action. While a constitutional
amendment is not essential to having' greater conformity, it would
that is consistent with the federal law.
undoubtedly help maintain a tax bJe
I
Table 4 reconciles federal AGI to Minnesota taxable income for FY 1982,
the latest year that data are available. Minnesota's taxable base is just less
than 660/0 of federal AGI; only 17070 of that gap is attributable to personal
deductions. Minnesota's income trod base differs from the federal tax base,
Le., federal. taxable income, in foftr important respects: (1) Minnesota's
adjustments to FAGI, (2) its adjustrients to federal itemized deductions, (3)

ana

-The Minnesota Constitution, artic~e 9, seetion I, says in part that "The power of taxation
shall never be surrendered, suspended or contracted aWay." This was supported in Wayne M.
Wallace, et al vs. Commissioner of Taxation (~anuary 29, 1971) before the Minnesota Supreme
I
Court.
"Currently nineteen states define their personal income tax base by reference to the current
Internal Revenue Code such that changes in federal law are effective for the state as well.

----------_._----
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its allowance of a deduction for federal i come taxes, and (4) its personal
credit and standard deduction. The first tree deviations are considered in
this section; the fourth is discussed in the next section in connection with
exempt levels of income.
'

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONFORM TY

supportsconfo~mity

~,

In general, this chapter
to the federal income
and in particular to federal taxable income. In getting from "here" t,o
"there," however, a careful analysis must be made of deviations from tne
federal law that currently exist in the rJrfinnesota statute, their policy
rationale, and their revenue significance. Details of this analysis are not
included in this chapter. 2 However, Table 5 ~ummarizes·the modifications to
FAGl and federal itemized deductions that could be eliminated. The tabl~
shows the 1985-revenue impact under curre t law of eliminating each majo:r
mo.dification. The ,other major deviation~ the.· federal tax deduction, .i:s
discussed separately below.
\
Adjustments to FAGI and Itemized Deductions. From a list of twenty~
two categories of adjustments to FAGI add
federal itemized deductions!,'
I
only four should be retained: (1) the addition of state and local bond
interest, which is exempt from federal incorhe tax and thus not included iIi
FAG!. Inasmuch as most states specifically Jxclude interest on bonds issued
by their own states and localities, Minilesotla~could continue to exclude it~.
own interest from the addback; (2) the addition of "exempt-interest
dividends," which are also exempt from fedel tax; (3) the addition of stat~
and local taxes, which though deductible forI federal purposes should not b¢
deductible on the state return; (4) the subtraction of state income tax:
refunds that are included in FAG!. To th~ extent that the tax was not,
deductible on the state return, its refund shbuld not be taxed.
:
The remainder of Minnesota;s mOdificati~:s to FAGI and federal itemizedl
deductions should not be retained. As Table 5 shows, in the aggregate, the:
revenues los~ from elimi~at~ng t.he additional m~dificat~ons will be ~ffset by:
revenues gamed from ehmmatlng the subt chons, WIth only a slight net;
revenue gain of $13.3 million. That is not to Isay, however, that the changes!
will be distributionally neutral. Clearly, sOlhe taxpayers will be winners, i
some losers. In fact, one of the more importJnt redistributions would result i
from eliminating the retirement pay exclusion. Minnesota's current \
treatment-taxpayers may exclude onebf two alternative pension:
amounts-should be simplified. One oPtio~ would be to grant relief to :
public pension recipients through an incomeltax credit.
:
Notwithstanding· the jssues associated ~ith the personal exemption,
standard deductio~, and filing status, which are discussed in the next
section, the acceptance of these recommendahons would permit Minnesota
.

.

.

.

I

I
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to adopt federal taxable income as the starting point of its tax base.
Thxpayers could simply lift one n ber from their federal return. Again,
whether to retain or repeal these mbdifications should not be decided on the
ptesentedin Thble 5; these merely
basis of the one-year revenue estiinates
I
give a sense of the magnitude of the gaps in the tax base. Once Minnesota
chooses its tax base-primarily onl the grounds of equity and simplicity-it

~~~~a1

ModlficaUom to FAG!
lrenilied D<duction.
Recommended for Elimination
Calendar vearl1985 Revenue Impact
Modification
Federal adjusted gross income
Two-eamer deduction
IRA, SEP. Keogh contributions
Employer "pick-up" contributions
Farm losses
Investment credit recapture
ACRS
Other-state bond interest
Other additions
Total additions
Pensiori exclusion
Military pay
Social security & railroad retirement
benefits
Unemployment compensation
Other subtractions
Total subtractions
Total - FAGI
Itemized Deductions
Charitable contributions
Education expenses
Adoption expenses
Total - itemized deductions
Net revenue impact of recommendations

Revenue Gain (Loss)
(in millions)

S (57.5)
(74.3)a
(22.9)a
(3.0)
(0.8)

(13.0)
(3.0)
(33.5)b
$(208.0)

$ 113.5
14.4

23.9
11.7

54.Sb
$ 218.3

$'" 10.3

$ (4.5)
7.3
.2
$

3.0

$ 13.3

aThis revenue estimate relates only to ~limination of the contribution subtraction. The
offsetting revenue gain that would re~ult from similarly eliminating the subtraction
modification for benefits withdrawn is cObtained in "other subtractions."
bIncludes more-narrowly-focused modificJ.tions for which detailed data are not available.
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can devise a rate schedule to yield the desired revenue and tax burden
distribution, as is shown in the final sec on of this chapter.
Federal Income Tax Deduction. Mi esota is one of sixteen states that
pennits the deduction of federal incomel taxes· in computing the state tax
base.3 ln Minnesota, the deduction, which is taken against Minnesota gross
income to obtain Minnesota AGI, is the ~ingle largest adjustment to FAGI,
totaling $4.5 billion in 1982.
I
. T~e case for state income tax deducti01.0~~ederal income taxes paid is a
dIffIcult one to make. It rests on the defImtlon and measurement of the
appropriate tax base for a state-l~el tax. If one accepts that the income tax
base should be dermed and measured in ~rms of a taxpayer's ability to pay
taxes, gross income should includeincom~ from all sources and a deduction
from income should be allowed when it w6uld produce a better measure of
abili~ to.~ay. Th~oretically.t~is would ~quire that ben~fits derived from
publicservices be mcluded mmcome, ana that taxes paid be allowed as a
deduction. Clearly, valuation of public seJicesandassignment of that value
to taxpayers is not feasible, and. deduetidn of taxes may not therefore be
appropriate. Deduction of state taxes att~e federall~el, however, can still
be justified asa means of relieving some hf the burden of taxoverlappi~g
which arises from two l~els Of governmen~ taxingthe same base. There is rio
clear need for the sanie relief to be provi~~d. again at the state level. The
federal governIllent perinitslowerleVel,got~rnInentsto tax as they need to,
and levies its oWn tax only on income n~rrlaining.
Probably the strongest argument for mMntiuning federal deductibility is
that tlle legislaturecannot.be trusted to !lower marginal rates, or if the
legislature .did ,.lowe.r Illa.rgin~ rates, it w9uldlat.er be tempted to ~n~~ea~e
. them, p~lcuI~I~ forupper:-mcorpetaxp~~ers. Thus, f~deral de~uctlbIhty IS
one means. to hnut the degree of progresslvity of the Mmnesota lDcome tax,
or so the argument goes.
I .
Arguments against deductibility of fed~ral taxes are more compelling.
First,as with any deviation froIll confonni~, the deduction adds complexity
to the state tax.~A separate tax form is needed for computing the portion of
federal taxes that maybe deducted-onl~ that portion which relates to
income ih~luded in the Minnesoia base. The instructions· alone filled three
pages in 1983.
Moreover, the interaction between the m tual deductions and the effective
margin~ tax· rates is so abstruse· that fe~ taxpayers actually know the
combined state and federal.marginal tax rate that they face. A state income
tax incr¢as,e caused, for example, by an incrbase in the marginal rate, in turn
increases the state tax deduction on thefetleral return, thereby decreasing
federal :taxes; but the federal tax "cut" is diminished by the lower tax
deduction :on the state return and a. higHer state tax, which once again
impacts the federal return. the net effect islthat the tax increase is less than
the marginal increase would be if state taxeJ only were deductible, but more .

J
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than the increase would be if federal taxes were deductible and state taxes
were not. Agility with simultaneou~ equations appears to be a prerequisite to
understanding the state tax. More futportantly, however, though the revenue
loss to the state caused by deductibility can be severe; the taxpayer realizes
"
only a small reduction in effective ltaxes.• .
Second, because the deduction eliminates a significant portion of the tax
. base, it is one of the factors contributing to the unusually high level of
income tax rates in Minnesota. A state with a smaller tax base simply
·requires higher nominal tax rates.trl yield revenue equal to a large base/lowrate state, though effective tax rate~-actualtax paid by the taxpayer per $1
of income-in both states will be the same. Of course, other factors
contribute to Minnesota's high tak rates, in particular the state's aboveaverage reliance, on the income tax! as a source of revenue. But this is real,
effective tax burden. Because Minnesota relies heavily on its personal
income tax, people in Minne$ot~ may pay higher state income tax. In
contrast, the ded~ction of federal income taxes only creates high nominal
rates without changing the overall effective tax burden.
'. Thble6shows$ alternative rate schedule for single persons that yields the
same revenu,e lind tax burden. distribution as the· current Minnesota rate
schedule, if applied to a Minnesbta tax base that disallows the federal
income tax deduchon. Instead ofPkaking at a nominal rate of 16% as under
current law, thealtema~iv~schedulHpe~ks at 100711. A separatera~e schedule
would have to be, constructed for ~arne~ persons. The federal mcome tax
treats married coupleS and singles differently ~nd the value of the federal tax
deduction at the ~tl1te "levei thus v~ties with marital status~ While. nominal
tax rates in such ~ 'sc~edule wouldjbe ,less th~ current Minnesota law, they
would, not be as low as those in tHe single ,schedule of Table 6.
Though it isprbhablytrue that Jffective taX rates, not statutory rates, are
what matter in. the location. dec.isipns Of. p.eJ;s.,ons ami businesses, the high
nominal income tax rates, without regard to the benefits of federal
deductibility, con~rib1,lte to the· perb~Ption of Minnesota as a high-tax state.
Eliminating the fede.ro.l income taf .deduction would broaden the tax base
and make pOssible thtdowering o~ marginal tax rates.
Thir? 'b:cau,se th~~ede~al tAX is pro~fess~ve, Minnesota's feder~ tax
deductIon mcreas~wIth mcorrt and hlgh~lDcome taxpayers receIve a
proportionateJ.y ·greater deductiJn than lower-income taxpayers. The
deduction thus causes the distribu~ion of the state tax burden to be in effect

,

'I

.

d d 'bl
'"Assuming a federal tax rate of 301110 and a state rate of 1611l0, With state taxes e uctl eat
the federal level, the taxpayer bears a combined effective rate of 411170 (the combined nominal
rate of 46070 less the tax savings from de~uctibility of 51170, or 16% x 30'10). With mutual
deductibility, the combined effective rate is teduced to 38l1lD or 3 cents per SI of deduction, The
state. however,loses 5 cents in revenue. Thb gap between savings to the taxpayer and revenue
loss to the state increases with the differente between the state and federal nominal rates.
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TABLE 6
Alternative 1983 Minnesota Rate Schedule
for Single Pe~ons
(No deduction allowed for federal income taxes paid)
I

Income
Over

o
672
1,344
2,687
4,030
5,373
6,716
9,401
12,086
16,785
26,855
36,925
50,000
100,000

But Not
Over
672
1,344
2,687
4,030
5,373
6,716
9,401

12,086
16,785
26,855
36,9i5
50,000
100,000

MJ\ginal
Tax Rate
1]6010

i]J~

Current Law
Marginal Tax Rate
1.6010
2.2
3.5
5.8
7.3
8.8
10.2

6.

7..

8.
9.,
9.8

n.5
12.8
14.0
15.0
16.0
16.0
16.0

lO.b
9.8
9.6

9'9.1,

Note: The above rate schedule is revenue neutral In FY 1983, based on the Minnesota
Department of Revenue 1983 taxpayer sample, and h~s oiuy minimal redistributional impact.
For comparison, the brackets were kept as close as pos~ible to Minnesota's 1983 rate schedule.
No other adjustments were made to the tax base, except to eliminate the deduction of federal
taxes.

less progressive than is apparent in its nonunally progressive rate structure.
This is clearly exposed in the rate schedule \Of Thble 6, where the marginal
rates begin decreasing at taxable income levels over $27,000.
Finally, deductibility causes automatic r~enue fluctuations at the state
level in response to changes in federal tax liabilities.. The federal tax cuts that
began in 1981, and the consequent lower dJduction for federal taxes paid,
generated. a significant increase in revenue~ for Minnesota, as we noted
earlier (see Table 2). Similarly, the feder~1 tax increases that may be,
necessary to reduce the federal budget de~cit would have a detrimental
impact on Minnesota revenues.
In considering the case for or against thIS deduction, the issues of tax
burden distribution and the 'tax base shodld be analyzed separately. If
Minnesota were to disallow the deduction 10f federal income tax in the
determination of its tax base, it could adju* the rate structure to produce
any revenue yield and any burden distribut~'bn that it chooses, just as we
have shown in Table 6. Given this option, the federal deduction seems
superfluous. Its elimination would facilit te taxpayer compliance and
understanding,allow the application of lowe .nominal tax rates, permit the
use of a rate structure that more clearly reflJcts the distribution of the tax
burden, and afford the state greater control f its revenues.

l
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TAX LIABILITY AND I S DISTRIBUTION ACROSS
TA ,PAYERS
EXEMPT LEVELS OF INCOME

Together, the standard deduction and some personal allowance, whether
in the form of a credit or exempti~n, establish the level of income that will
be exempt from tax. Both the fed~ral and Minnesota income taxes provide
special tax credits that further rais~ the tax-exempt thresholds for qualifying
10w.,income persons. All these I provisions influence the pattern of
progressivity over the lower- and middle-income scale. In addition, the
relative reliance on the standard deduction
and the personal allowance' as
I
means of exempting income, as well as whether the personal allowance takes
the form of an exemption or cr~t, determine the degree to which tax
liabilities will differ among familie~ of different sizes within an income class.
Personal Credit. SOIJie form bf personal allowance is usually granted
under an income tax to differen~iate the tax burdens of households of
different sizes. Larger families ar~ thought to have less ability to pay tax
than small' families with equal ibcome.Minnesota replaced its personal
exemption with a personal tax ckditin 1937, only three years after its
income tax was enacted. The credit was increased to $60 in 1979 and has
been indexed for inflation for each subsequent year; it was $68 in 1983. A
credit is granted fore~~h taxpaye~ his or her spouse if not a taxpayer, and
each dependent. AqditlOnal credlts are allowed for persons over age 65,
blind, deaf, or quadriplegic.
I
The relative tax effect across incpme levels of'a credit and a deduction (or
exemption) differ when the tax rate schedule is progressive. A tax credit
always provides the same dollar ralue benefit to taxpayers at all income
levels., In contrast, a deduction prdduces tax benefits valued at the taxpayer's
marginal tax rate, an.d thus, underla progressive system, increases in value as
income and marginal rates rise. The choice between an exemption and a
credit, however, cannot be decid~d on the basis of progressivity. As this
chapter has noted repeatedly, for tmy change in the tax base-for example,
the adoption of a personal exemption in lieu of a credit-a rate structure can
be designed that will produce any tax distribution and any tax revenue yield.
Although both a credit and anexemptioll,accompanied by the
appropriate rate schedule chahges, can be neutral with respect to
progressivity, they w,ill not ea'Ch h~ve the same effect on the tax liabilities of
families:ofdifferent sizes within.dn income class. To move from· a credit to
an exemption would increase the ~ifferencein tax liabilities among families
of differentsizes at high jncome IJvelsand reduce the tax differences among
such families at lower income levels: The relevant question, then, for
Minnesota to consider in the choide between the use of a personal credit or a
personal exemption is how much the state' wants to differentiate the tax

i
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treatment of large and small families at given income level. It is a policy
decision and we find no compelling reaspn to recommend one alternative
over the other. We would note, however, that if the state were to adopt
federal taxable income as its tax base, it would automatically adopt the
federal personal exemption, and would Ithereby change the reiative tax
burdens among families of different siz~s at the same level. We use the
federal personal exemption in the simulations presented in the filial section
of this paper.

Standard Deduction. A deduction fiom income is generally allowed
when it improves the measure of what sh~uld be the tax base. A minimum
standard deduction has traditionally been justified not only as a simple tool
for accomplishing this tax base refinemen~ but also as a means of providing
some relief to lower-income taxpayers. Th~ Minnesota standard deduction is
10010 of Minnesota AGI, up to $2,268 for Jach individual taxpayer. * In 1984
the federal standard deduction was $2,300 for single persons, $3,400 for
couples illing jointly. The lower deductioJ limit for Minnesota ensures that
some t~payers who ?o not itemize on th~ir fede~ returns would benefit
from domg so on then state returns. Furtlier, certaIn taxpayers who do not
have to file a federal return nevertheless mJst file with the state. Minnesota's
deduction has tended to be lower because ~he state has relied instead on its
low~iric()me· credit to provide tax rehef to low-income taxpayers.
Nevertheless, Minnesota could eliminate these instances of state-only filing
or itemization if it would raise its standard deduction at feast to the federal

~cl.

I

.

Low-income credit. Beginning in 1974 Minnesota provided relief to lowincome taxpayers in the form of a tax credi~ ... A taxpayer is eligible for the
low-income credit if (I) he or she is Qot eli~ble to be claimed as a dependent
on another taxpayer's return, and (2) he dr she has FAGI, as adjusted for
. additions, less than $20,000. The credit ris based on a broadly-defined
measure of "household" income: FAGI plus any farm loss adjustment,
social security benefits, welfare payment~, worker's and unemployment
compensation and pension or annuity in~ome not otherwise included in
FAGI, tax-eXempt interest, excluded dividJnds, excluded capital gains, the
special federal deduction for two-earner cobples, and income not otherwise
assignable to the state. The law provides that certain levels of household

*The statutory limit for the deduction is $2,000, but indexing for inflation has raised it to
$2,268 in 1983.
"The state reformatted the credit in 1980 to an eq ivalent alternative flat-rate tax schedule
for qualifying low-income persons, and returned in 1984 to the cr~dit form.
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income are exempt from tax. The hresholds, which are not indexed and
which vary with household size, wdre as follows· in 1983:
Single taxpayer
2 Household members
3 Household members
4 Household members·
5 Household members I
6 or More household members

$ 5,800
7,400
8,800
10,000
10,500
11,000

Thxpayers whose household illcoJe is less than or equal to the applicable
exemption pay no tax. Accordingly, Itheir credit is equal to their tax liability
as computed under the regular Mibnesota rate schedule. Other taxpayers
whose income exceeds the applica~le threshold pay a flat tax of 15010 on
household income above the exempt level. Thus, their credit is equal to the
excess of the regular. Minnesota taxlover the flat tax..
The low-inco~e credit is co~id.er~bly more useful to familieshavin~only
one earner. As is discussed in ,the next section, under the regular Minnesota
tax, one-earner couples pay more
than a two-earner couple with equal
income, primarily because of the I advantages that arise from filing a
"combined" return under a progressive income tax. Because the low-income
credit is essentially a flat:rate tax, itbrovides relief from the progressive rate
schedule, and is thus relatively more beneficiaI to the one-earner family.
This credit has several drawback~.IIt is .complicated. It requires separate
worksheet and a separate; tax tableld the Income tax package. Also, because
it is n_ot indexed, the credit has not *pt pace with th~ rest of the income tax
structure and has become lesseffectlVe as a source of low-income tax relief.
Furthermore, the credit has assumbd an additional responsibility of, at
lower-income levels, lessening the re1ative tax advantage of families having
only one income earner. In fact, while Minnesota ranks first in the state
rankings of income tax burdens of obe-earner families at all income levels of
$15,000 or more, it ranks as high a~ thirty-fourth (among forty-one states
with income taxes) for one-e~ner d.milies at the '$10,000 income level. 4
An enhanced standard deduction 1Would be a simpler means of assisting
low-income taxpay~rs. Using a nior~ generous .sta?dard deduction, ~ough,
would not be eqUIvalent to the current credIt; It would not prOVIde the
additional relief to the one:earnercduples. It is not clear, however, that such
relief belongs.in a credit that i~. direcled
at softening the tax burdens
of low~
I .
.
income persons. The one~eamer/two-earnerproblem should be approached
through the return filing rules, suclh as replacing Minnesota's combined
filing with a joint-return concept fJr married couples. This is considered
and recommended in the next!secti~n.
As a last note, if the low-income relief offered by a more generous
standard deduction is not considerJd adequate, Minnesota could elect to

dx
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grant a credit similar to the federal earned income credit, or even a
percentage of the federal credit. In 1984 the state legislature did consider
adopting one-half the earned-income Jredit. Though the proposal was
defeated, it was considered neither mI conjunction with an enhanced
a major reform.
standard deduction, nor in the context

1

FILING STATUS

Policy Considerations. Thx policy considerations
of the income tax
I
.
treatment of the family and the individual can be segregated into four
. reasonable and generally accepted goals or equity. (1) An income tax should
be progressive. (2) Married couples wit~1 equal ~om~ined incomes should
pay the same tax, regardless of the relatr{,e contributIon of each spouse to
the combined total. (3) The tax should ndt penalize marriage; two working
persons who marry should not. pay more ~tax simply because they maorried.
(4) The tax should Dot penalize being or becoming single; a single person
should not pay more tax thana married ouple with equal income. These
goals are necessarily conflicting and, in gJneral,any one tax system cannot
achieve them all. * A progressive rate strufture, for example, will make the
tax ofa combined income of $20,000 greater than the tax on two separate
incomes of SI?,OOO, each of which would.lbe taxed at. lower margi~al rates.
The federal·mcome tax generally recogn&es the famIly as the basIC taxable
unit, and thus emphasizes the aChievemenjof equity among married couples
. with equal combined. incomes. Under federal rules married persons
generally file a joint tax return for their :ggregate income and they face a
different rate schedule than single persbns. ** Equity among cOijples,
however, coines at the CQst of neutrality\ with respect to marital status.
Depending on t.he di.stribution O.f income Within. the couple, tw.0 persons
.
who marry may pay more· or less tax than if they were single.
In· contrast, Minnesota's income tax IS, in general, directed at the
individual taxpayer.· Married persons may hie joint, separate, or combined
returns, and both single and· married persbns are subject to the same rate
schedule. A two-column combined returnl which separately complites tax
for each spouse, is genera'1ly the most ad~antageous filing alternative for
married persons for two reasons. First, b~use tax is computed for each
spouse, the couple gets tW0 runs up the ra~e SChedule; each bracket is used
twice before moving on to· the next highdst tax rate. The more even the

*It is theoretically possible to meet all four objectives by having mandatory separate returns
and a flat-rate tax on taxable income in excess of a f~d exemption per taxpayer. If inco.me is
less than the exemption, a negative tax would be paid. Thus, Thx = Thx Rate x (Income Exemption).
"The federal income tax has four rate schedules. married filing jointly, married filing
separately, single, and head of household.
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"distribution of income between th spouses the lower .the combined tax.
•
.'
I
" "
Second, though Mmnesota requIreS FAGI and related state modifications to
. be assigned to the spouse,
whoI
eJrned the income,
it permits itemized
'
deductions to be allocated between the spouses any way. 1b minimize tax, all
deductions should be taken by th~ higher-earning spouse until the two
incomes are equal, then split evenl~ between both spouses.
. By allowing income to follow the ~dividUal, regardless of marital status,'
Minnesota averts any marriage penalty. In fact, the possibilities of income
shifting between spouses and the [transferability of itemized deductions
provide a fotm of marriage "bonus'j' As a result, however, twocouplesmay
pay substantially different tax deperlding on who earns the income. In fact,
under certain circumstances, a one~er couple with $15,000 in income
could pay as much as 65010 more tax than a two-earner couple with the same
combined income split 700/0-300/0. 5
'
,
Before offering "alternatives, a 'comment on the relative impact of the
federal tax deduction on married add single persons is warranted. As noted
in the discussion"of the tax dedubtion, because the fedetal income tax
differentiates tax~tes,b~ed on maHtal status, the vatue of deductibility of
federal t11*es, als<,> varies with marital status. In general, singles, who are
taxedrelat:ively m()re heavily at the ~ederallevel, derive more "benefit" from
the deduction at the state level than married couples. Further, federal
income t;nes also vary with theincokne split of couples with equal combined
income. Atwo-earnet couple whosq income IS earned, for example, 500/0 by
each spouse pays relatively more federaMax per Slof income than a couple
with only-one earner. One can say little more than that this interaction
interferes with MinIlesota's ,abilityl to develop clearly its' own policy for
income tax treat~ent of the family and further supports, arguments for
eliminatiIlg .thisdeduction,·
Minnesota Options. Assuming that Minnesota chdoses to have a
progressive income tax, the ultimate realization of either of the other two
equity g~als hin~eson a difficult pdlicy question: does tlie state want to tax,
and thus measure equity among, inbividuals or households? The confusion
of MinneS?~a'lic~rtent treatment is perha~s reflected in its simultaneous u~e
of two tax credIts, the homemaker credIt and the dependent care credIt,
which attempt to help both tYPesdf married couples.
'
The federal income tax represents a comproplise, among the four stated
policy gCf}als,but it nevertheless rentaim rooted in the concept of the family
as the taxable unit. Throughout tllis'chapter we have argued strongly for
conformity to ,federal rules, and tHis preferenCe carries over to income tax
treatm~nt of the fam,ily. the state' has three ~a$ic ~t~rnatives: ..
Retam the Current System. The combmed fdmg, emphaslzmg the
individual as taxp~y~r, s~el11s incrdasingly appealing in a world where the
typical family unit is' no longer so typical. Three problems, however, would
remain. First, one-earner ~families would continue to pay higher tax than

I
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two-earner families of equal combined income. It is not difficult to argue,
though, that perhaps the one-earner hdusehold, which benefits from the
efforts of a full-time homemaker and dbes not incur the additional (often
nondeductible) exp.enses of having two~o.rkers, does in fact enjoy a higher
standard of living and a greater ability tolpay taxes. Second, the incentive to
shift income to the lower-earning spouse would remain. The steeper the
range of bracket rates the stronger the inbentive. And finally, as long as the
federal government continues to tax th~ joint inconte of the couple, the
complexities of pulling apart the iilcoml;'
as well as the federal tax deduction
and any income adjustments,will remai .
Joint returns with income splitting.
. . esota COUld. ehminatethe tax
discrepancies among couples.. with v . g distributions of equal total
income and still avoid a marriage peru4ty by permitting couples, t~ treat
combined income as if it were equally earned by each spouse. A couple
would in effect face tax brackets twice th~l size of those applicable to a single
person, and pay tax equal to two times the tax of a single person earning
half as much. Under this system, ~f twolpeop~e marr~, their t~ w?uld go
down or stay the same, depending ob then relatlve contributions to
combined earnings, but the tax would rtever increase. Some would argue
that the relative penalty on being singlekposed by this system is justified
because a single person,without the Jdded expenses of maintaining a
family, simply does ha~e a great~r abilit~ to pay taxes;
More than·· ten s~tes-incOrpotate an income-splitting concept into their
income taxes. Moving front its current Jystelll to one of income-splitting
among married couples would,however, ~enerate substantial revenue losses
for Miimesota. Couples ,whose income split is more skewed than fifty-fifty
would receive tax cuts relative to whaUhky now pay. As an illustration, to
permit income-splittfngunder thealtJl'oative rate schedule that was
constructed for S~gles;e.l!rlier intms ch~pter (see Thble 6), with no change in
the tax base other than· removing the fed~ral income tax deduction, would
costas much as $1l2111illion in CY 1983. None ofthis "tax relief" would gO
to single taxpayers.
I
.
Compromise between the above twd alternatives. Like the federal
~o.vermlient; Minnesota could engineer a !comp.romise. A rate sc~edule for
Jomt filers could be constructed to be neutral With respect to marnage for a

;~:~n~n~~~~~~:i~h~~:i~n~::~=~:~::dr:~:e:c~:d~~:l:t:.~~n:;~:~~o~~

income is split, forexample,-eighty-twentylwould be t~e same as the total tax
of tnose taxpayers separately computed under the smgle rate schedule. A
couple whose income is more evenly distributed than is assumed in the joint
rate schedule would be penalized, while a1COUPle whose income is actually
mor~ skewed would benefit. The closerthe income-split assumed in the table
is to the actual IIlean income-split of all taxpayers, the aggregate revenue
consequence of switching to joint returns i generally lower. Table 7 presents

=-----
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an example of an eighty-twenty jo.rit rate schedule based on the alternative
single rate schedule. The net revenJe cost ofthisschedule for CY 1983 is $48
million, or about 3010 of total reverlue yield from married couples under the
single rate schedule without the ei~hty-twenty split.
Both this example and the fifty-fifty split are presented on.ly as
illustratjons of the options for ~mphasizing the family as the taxable
economic Unit, and of the directi0f of .the rev~nue consequences of doing!
so. A rate schedule cannot be appropnate until the tax base and the tax-paying unit to which it willapdly have been determined. Despite the
changing nature of the family strubture, we find persuasive the conformity
argument ill favor of adopting the federal concept of joint filing at the state
level. The final section of this chapter employs an eighty-twenty-type joint
rate schedule With a conformed tai base.

.

..

T1BLE 7

Example of ~oint Rate Schedule
Assuming 80070-20'10 Income-split
(no deduction allowed 1~~~~eral income taxes paid)
I

Income
Over

But Not
lOver

o
840
1.680
3.359
5.038
6,716
8.395
11.751
13,435
15,107
20,981
47,000
125,000
134.275
250.000

Marginal

Tax Rate

840
1.6
1.680
2.1
3,359
3.2
5,0384.7
~7~

5~

8,395
11,751
13,435
15,107

6.4
7.2
7.9
8.3

~

0.981

8.9

7'OOO

9.3
9.5
9.4
9.3
9.2

1 5.000
1 4.275
0,000

TAX CREDITS

lax credits are an important tool for relieving unusual burdens for certain
taxpayers. As we have discussed, IMinnesota's personal credit and lowincome credit help to differentiate the tax treatment of different-size families
(and the elderly or handicapped), ahd of lower-income persons. Minnesota
also grants a credit for taxes paid t~ another state or a Canadian province.
This credit prevents the inequity of I axpayers paying state-level tax twice on
the same income.
.
In contrast to these credits that alie part of the structure of the Minnesota
income tax, tax credits may also be I sed as a vehicle for delivering a variety
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of subsidies. In general, a substantial
ount of income tax complexity
results from using the income tax to ~ncourage or subsidize economic
activities. The government could grant aldeduction for a particul.ar type of
expenditure, such as charitable contributions, and thereby encourage
taxpayers to make contributions. But because deductions might have a
tendency to appear unfair-they are gerlerally only available to taxpayers
who itemize, and their value increasesJith the bracket of ;the tilxpayerboth Congress and state legislatures have\turned to income
credits. But
credits generate their own listof problems. All taxpayers must contend with
the credit, either in the instructions, o~ as a line on the tax form, to
determine their eli!iibility. Those who arJ not eligible may be left with the
perception that somehow they have beenl cheated: he got something that I
did not. And, unless the credit is refundaible, it is only useful to those with
tax liabiljty. Refundable credits, however, use otherwise nonfIlers to fIle a
return simply to get their refund, some hing tax administrators want to
avoid.

tax

TABLE
Credits To The Minnesota Pbrsonal Income Tax
1984c

I
I

I

Estimated
Calendar Year 19~5
Revenue Cost
(in millions)

Year
Adopted

Percent of Returns
Using the Credit
in 1982

Conservation tillage

$0.4

1985

••

Homemaker
Political contribution
Pollution control
Residential energy
Small business
equity investment

1.9
6.0
2.0
9.3

1978
1974
1979
1979

2.9
6.5
0.1
0.2

2.6

1983

nla

15.1

1977

1.5

Nonrefundable·

Refundable
Dependent care

This Table excludes three "structural," non-t~~xpenditurecredits: the low-income and
personal credits, which are considered separately in another section of this paper, and the
credit for income taxes paid to another state.
•• The credit is not effective until 1985 and is not expected to apply to more than 250 to 350
taxpayers, or less than 0.02870 of estimated 1985 returns.
n/a Not available

•
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Thble 8 summarizes the other nonstructural tax credits available to
Minnesota taxpayers, all of which have been adopted since 1974. Each of
these credits is designed to decreas the effective cost of the expenditures of
a very, narrowly-defined group of tb:payers. In, fact, none of these credits is
claimed on even 10070 of all ret~.
The policy question is straight Iforward: Should these subsidies more
properly be made through direct cash grants? Our own view is that we try to
do too much with the ,income tax, .I Minnesota should prune its list of tax
credits back to thos,e that may ber~uired in the pursuit of equity. And, as
pointed out in the discussion of the tax. treatment oUhe family, Minnesota
should avoid tax credits that are fuconsistent with each other or with its
income tax system as a whole.

TAX ALTERNATIVES
We have concluded that MinnesLa should, for its own benefit and the
benefit of its taxpayers, increase tHe degree of conformity of its personal
income tax to the federal tax. To do fhiS' Minnesota should first adopt a tax
base that is defined and computed under the federal tax, modifying the base
for state purposes as little as possible; and, second, alter its rate-structure
and taX return filing options to atcommodate the conformed base. We
present four alternative taxes that Jould achieve these goals:· ,

Option A:
Option Bl:
Option B2:
Option C:

l~ederal

Flat-rate tax on
tax liability
Graduated rate
on federal taxable income··
(joint rate SChedthle based 0, n fifty-fifty income.split)
Graduated rate tructure on federal taxable income··
(joint rate sched e based on eighty-twenty income-split)
Flat-ratetax on federal taxable income

~tructure

These options are not offered as ladY-lo-gO legislative proposals; rather,
they illustrate the direction that Min~esota's reform could take. Any of these
alternatives could be fine-tuned to alIter the shifts of the tax burdens across
income classes or between married Jnd single persons. And, of course, tax
rates could be Taised or lowered in accordance with state budget

"This paper presents only a summary table of average tax rates by income class for current
law and each of the four options. More detailed tables are available in "Minnesota's Personal
Income Thx," by E.M. Sunley and M.M'JWalZ. prepared for the Minnesota Thx Study
Commission. October 1984.
....Because. as we pointed out, the differe ces between adopting federal taxable income or
only FAGI and federal itemized deductions a~e not substantial. the impact of conforming to
FAGI/itemized deductions would be essentially the same as Options Bl. B2, and C.
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requirements. In all cases, however, there will be some taxpayers who win
and some who lose. That is simply the teality of tax reform.
Option A. A flat-rate tax on federal1lax liability could be piggybackedadministered and collected by the federal government-or it could be
controlled by the state. A revenue.neutrch shift from the current Minnesota
tax to such a single-rate tax levied on fJderal tax liability would require a
state tax rate of 43.00'/o,basoo on estim~ted CY 1985 tax revenues. As we
showed earlier, this tax is necessarily ptogressive. Under this option, for
example, taxpayers with MinnesotaAGI ~etween $5,000 and $10,000 would
pay
less than. 3070
of their.gross
income inI tax, compared to about 11 0'/0 for
.
.
'
taxpayers with original MAGI over $100,000 (See Thble 9). Consequently,
tax increases generally would be experienbed by higher-income taxpayers. In
aggregate, taxpayers in the lower bracket~ would also have some tax increase
relative to current law, primarily because ~f the loss of the low~income credit
and certain subtr/lction modifications. The state. could compensate for this
impact by proviQing sonie simplified fond of low~incometax credit, and, for
example, a credit based on taxable retiretnent income.
Option Ri.' By definition a graduat~ tax on federal taxable income
incorporates the federal personal exemp~ion in place of a personal credit.
Under this option the rate schedule for ~ingle 'Persons was designed to be
revenue-neutfal andprogressi~e,and therate schedule for married per~ons
was constructed assuming a fifty-fifty in~ome.split. The brackets are twice
as wide as those faced by single pedons. Even with taxable income
co~for~ty, .*e state retains .co?trol of its zero bracket amo~nt (ZBA),
":'~Ich .IS. set here: at $3.000 fOF, smgle pe~sons ($6,000 for marned couples
flhng JomtIy), more generous than the federal amounts.
,
The cost to tlie state of bll8hig the jdint rate schedule on an incomesplitting concept would be about $238 million in CY 1985. This alternative
would be generallyless:progressivethan cJrrent law and, as under Option A,
the elimination of som~ of the provisions~hat c~rrently benefit low-income
taxpayers would produce ap' .aggregate.W increase at the lower end of the
income scale. The: revenues spenno chan~e to joint filing would exclusively
benefit married persons, Whot~nd to havejhigherincomes than singles. As a
result, this oPt.ionWouldsligh~~yjncreas,~ the, relative.tax burden of single
persons 'who would pay aQout~70'/0 pf tptal personalmcome tax revenues,
instead of about 24% under curtentlaw.Because of the regressivity of the
current income tax at uppehiricome Idvels, the aggregate;: tax burden
increases for those withoriginai MAG.~vet $100,000. Nevertheless, this
option is progressive overall. as shown in Thble 9, and could be made more
progressive at the4ow-incoIlle levels by in~rea,sing theZBA.
Option B2: This pption dlf(ers frdIrt the previous one only in the
construction of the rate schedul{for jojrlt filers. This rate-schedule is an
example of the compromise we SuggesteQ JarHer as a way of minimizing the
incidence of both the marri~ge' penalty t~at would occur when combined

I

~
TABLE 9
Taxes Paid as a Percentage
of Minnesota Gross Income
Current Law, Options A, Bl, B2, and C
CY 1985
(All numbers in thousands except percents)
Current Law
Original
Minnesota AGI
Class
;)l

$

U

5,000
10,000

0
5,000
10,000
20,000
30,000
40,000

20,000
30,000
40,000
50,000

50,000
Over

100,000
100,000

MOl
;)l

\4YlS,O).l) ;)l

873,670
1,915,952
5,674,137
6,931,167
7,370,094
5,581,809
6,895,638
3,213,464

Taxes Paid
Taxes
Paid

as "0'

ofMGI
lSU

3,820
34,444
235,921
368,503
432,716
350,754

0.4%

480,830
251,663

1.8
4.2
5.3
5.9
6.3
7.0
7.8

$37,957,278 $2,158,733

5.7

---

Note: All columns may not add due to rounding.

:)

2
7,242
46,582
225,238
328,630
376,706
321,077

Taxes
Paid

8.5'''0

oCMGI

0.8%
2.4
4.0
4.7
5.1
5.8
7.2

"l:l

>
"l:l
l!l

Option B1 2

Option AI

Taxes Paid
Taxes
Paid

tI.l
>oj

....,>..,

$

43,827
22,652
44,597

Option B23

Taxes Paid
as "0
ofMGI

(8.80/0) $

44,768
24,730

of MOl

(9.0%) $

216,461
289,513
338,404
285,4B

47,752
233,933
318,586
. 371,694
311,476

6.2
7.9

449,195
255,044

5.6
6.5
7.9

5.1

$2,057,176

5.4

---

11.2

425,983
254,295

$2,158,665

5.7

$1,921,143

Taxes Paid
Taxes
Paid

asOJo

2.6
2.3
3.8
4.2
4.6
5.1

494,412
358,776

~tionc4

Taxes Paid
TaXes
Paid

2.8
2.5
4.1
4:6
5.0

::c
tI.l

37,567
35,103
81,648

as Ofo

oCMGI

(7.5%)
4.0

289,548
366,179
408,692
320,517
409,462
193,968

4.3
5.1
5.3
5.5
5.7
5.9
6.0

$2,142,683

5.6

---

Tax Base:
Fcderal lax Iiabilily, bcfore credits
Morli/icat;orls:
Add slatc and local inlerest (except from Minnesota
obligalions); stalc income tax deductions; subtract state tax
refunds includcd in FAGI and inleresl on federal obligations.
Tax Rute:
43.0"10.
Tux Credits:
Taxes paid to another state on income included in the base
2 Tax· Base:
Federal taxable income
Modif/catiotls:
Same as Option A
Tux Rates:
Singles
Income Ovcr
But not Over
Marginal Rate

--0
3.000
4.000
5,000
8.000

2.000
18,000
22,000
28,000
Married filing jointly
0
6.000
8.000
10,000
16.000
24,000
36,000
44.000
56.000
Tax Credits:
Taxes paid to another state

3.000
4.000
5,000
8,000
12,000
18.000
22,000
28,000

-

6,000
8,000
10,000
16.000
24,000
36,000
44,000
56,000

-

-

0.8'1.
2.7
5.5
7.9
9.0
9.9
10.6
11.1

0.8
2.7
5.5
7.9
9.0
9.9
10.6
11.1

on income included in the base

3

Tax Base:
Federal laxable income
Modif/catiotls:
Same as Option A
Tax Rates:
Singles-Same as Option Itl
Married filing jointly
Income Over
Out Not Over

Marginal R3Ic

3,750
0
3,750
0.6%
5.000
6.250
2.2
5.000
10,000
6.250
4.4
15,000
10.000
6.3
15,000
20,000
7.4
22,500
20.000
7.7
22,500
25.000
8.5
25,000
27.500
9.0
27.500
9.6
35.000
40,000
35.000
10.0
40,000
60.000
10.5
90,000
60.000
10.6
110,000
90.000
lO.!!
110.000
140,000
11.0
140,000
11.1
This rate-schedule was constructed to be theoretically correcl.
Without significanl lax consequences. Ihe number of brackets
could be reduced.
Tax Credits:
Taxes paid to another stale on income included in the base
4 Tax Rale:
Iiederal taxable income
Modif/calio1l:
Same as Option A
Tax Rales:
Single persons: 6.8'1.
Married filing jointly: 7.7'1.
Tax Credils:
Taxes paid to another Slate on income included In the base
Exen/pi Illcome:
S2,400 for singles
S3,54O for married filinl jointly
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income is taxed under a rate sched I e for singles, and the marriage bonus
.that would occur with income-splitting. It i,s based on an income tax split for
couples of 80%-20%. Using this jofut schedule Il!0re than halves the cost of
changing. to joint returns to SlOllmillion. Unlike thefiftYififty split Qf .
Option BI, this joint schedule woUld
still impose a marriage penalty on
I
couples whose incomeis more evenly split than eighty-twenty, though these
couples are also the primary beneficiaries of the special federal two-earner
deduction.
J
•.
The progressivity of this OPtion IS essentially the same as Option Bl (see
Thble 9), and the relative shift 0llf the tax burden to single persons is
somewhat diminished.
Option C: OptionC isa flat-taX based on federal taxable income that is
revenue~neutral both forsmgle per~ons and married persons. This proposal
is much more regressive than cUb-ent Minnesota law (see Thble 9). In
aggregate, taxpayers with MAGI Ibelow $20,000 would be taxed more
heav.ily; those wi~~ MAGI. ov~r. S20r,OOO would pay. less tax. The burden on
low,.mcome families and mdivldwilscould be rebeved to some extent by
increasing. the level of ·exempt incbme which was set here at the current
federal ZBA for joint and. single tilers as indexed to 1985. But to remain
revenue-neutral·· the tax rate applyibg to. taxable income .above the exempt
rate would have to be increased. The.flat-rate tax proposal would· then shift
the tax burden fromupper-incon!te families and individuals to middleincome families and individuals.
i

I·

.
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1. U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census State Govemment Tax
Collections, 1983. Thble 3, p. 7.
I
2. A detailed discussion of all existing modifications and the justification for their
elimination is contained in. the originalJ~orking paper for this chapter, "Minnesota's
Personal Income Thx" by E.M. Sunley andM.M. Walz, prepared for the Minnesota
Thx Study Commission, October 1984
3. Federation of Thx Administrator, Tax Administrators News, Vol. 48, No. 1
(Washington, D.C., January 1984), d.4. One of the sixteen states, Oklahoma,
provides a separate rate schedule for Ithose taxpayers who choose not to deduct
federal taxes. Three of the states put a maximum limit on the amount that can be
deducted.
4. Minnesota Department of Reven e Comparison of the 1981 Individual Income
/Rzx Burdens by State, Research keporl No. 130, May 1983, pp. 15-17.
5. Minnesota Department of RevenJe Comparison of the 19811ndividual Income
I
Tax Burdens by State, Research Report No. 130, May 1983, pp. 15"17.
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The Optimal Progressivity of the
Minnesota
System

rnlx

Joel sleJod

are

This chapter is concerned with the impLt issnes that
relevant to a
.state's choice of how progressive its
structure should be: Because it
explicitly adopts a state perspective, the bhapter is not concerned with the
implications for ovetall national economib welfare of states' fIscal behavior,
nor does it consider potentiai federal tfsponse to state fIscal behavior.
Because it is about state tax policy rather than fiscal policy as a whole, it
does not deal with the distributional impJct of alternative state expenditure
policies. However, many of the statementsl abouttax policy made herein are,
technically speaking, about the overall progressivity of the tax and
expenditUre systems taken together. Theke statements do, though, apply
equally well to comparisons among alterrlative tax policies, if it is assumed
that the state's expenditure policy is held !constant and that budget defIcits
or surpluses are ruled out. Thus, it is concerned with how a given level of
taxes should be distributed among the suite's taxpayers, but not with what
the total revenue raised by the tax system Iought to be.
The classic statement about the state's tole in redistributional policy was
written by Musgrave (1959, 1976). He pOIirayed the ftscal responsibilities of
government as falling into three categodes: stabilization, allocation, and
distribution. Musgrave maintained that the distributional role of
government is solely a' federal responsibility.' He argued that regional
differentiation among state redistribution bolicies would result in locational
inefficiency to the extent that they affected the choice of .location of
individuals and businesses. Moreover, he claimed that regional measures for
redistribution wo.uld be self-defeating: thb rich would leave and the poor
would move to the more egalitarian-mindM jurisdictions.
The most forceful statement of this vie-W was made by Oates (1968). He
labels any attempt by a local governmbnt to undertake an aggressive
redistributive program as "disastrous" because of the mobility of the
wealthy citizens. He recognizes that for gepgraphically larger communities,
such as states, the impediments to movement increase, thus increasing the
capacity for succe,ssful redistributive progr~ms. How~er,:he claims (without
supporting evidence) that mobility at the stkte level is large enough to render
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the scope of redistributive programs as "modest." He concludes that "the
primary responsibility for implemehting redistributive policies·must in most
cases rest with the central governnient" (1968, p. 45).
The implication of the Musgr~ve/Oates view is· that, to the extent
possible, the burden of state taxes should be set so as to match the pattern of
benefits received from state expenditures. For some goods provided by the
state, where the benefits can be cleJrly and distinctly traced to the particular
households that consume the godd, user charges would be appropriate.
Examples of such goods, labelled 'private" goods by economists, include
hospital services and (arguably) postsecondary education. For stateprovided "public" goods, where tile benefits are not confined to particular
would require an estimate of how
households, implementing this pribciple
,
the benefits of the goods and services are distributed throughout the state
population. Examples of public g90ds include public health programs and
the state police. Because this view implies that the pattern of taxation should
try to .match the distribution of ~enefits, .the progressivity of the state
income taxis to be determined without direct reference to the ability of the
househ()ld to pay. (Ofcourse, if th~ b~nefits of the public goods are related
to abilityto pay, so will ,be theapdropriate tax payments.) If, for whatever
reason, the ~otal tax burden is to ~e related to the ability to pay taxes, this
::.tioD$hiP should be estabJlshed the fedenil income tax system, nol the

t

Unfortunately for this view, thF benefit principle does not provide a
reasonable operational rule to guide state tax policy. In theory, under a
general benefit tax, ahousehold'~ liability should be related to its own
valuation of, or it~willingnessto pJy for, the goods ,and services provided by
the state government. However,t" willingness to pay depends on the
preferences of the households, and it is a function of the price- and incomeelasticities of the various 'goods pr6vided. Such a general benefit tax could
be proportional, progressive, or rbgressive. As Musgrave himself admits,
this· concept "does not· permit easy implementation . [because] the relevant
prices and income elasticities arel' not known or readily observed from
market observations as in the case of private goods." Musgrave concludes
that on the, basis of, the benefit principle, the question of rate structure
"remains open [and] is ofinterest baiIily as a theoretical concept."
As mentioned above, for some particular private goods supplied by the
state government,benefit taxation Imaybe implemented by mea~s of user
charges. However, many of the goods provided by state governments are
characterized by decreasing cost. The efficient solution in these situations is
to set the charge equal to marginaltost. In this case, though, revenue would
not be sufficient to cover costs. Inlorderto maintain efficiency, the deficit
must be financed by charges unrelated to the usage of the commodity. Thus
there is an unavoidable conflict between •efficient user levies and strict
adherence to the benefit principle.
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In sum, then, the benefit principle argues for the use of user charges or
taxes directly related to benefi.ts receiVt.dd wheneve.r POSSibl..e, bU.t. it Offer.s
virtually no guidance about the proper eans of fmancing the provision of
pure public goods or private goods produced with decreasing cost.
Furthermore, a state acting strictly in accord with the benefit principle
would make no transfer payments to the poor. However, given the ground
rule of this chapter, that expenditure pollcy is to be taken as given, we can
surely conclude that the benefit principlJ has nothing to say about how the
current level of transfers is to be finan~.
Otirconclusion, then, is that the benefit principle does not provide a s~te
~ith an operational guide to the approppate degree of.progressiv.itr of the
Income tax system. We can, though, consIder a broader mterpretatlOn of the
Musgrave/Oakes view: that a. state sh~uld not attempt to achieve any
substantial redistributive goalsin designirlg its tax system and should instead
aim at an apparently distributionally ('neutraI" tax system such as a
proportional tax. Even this weaker view
be effectively challenged.
Indirect OPPOSitiOnt.. o the M.us.gr
. ave/a~lates. v.iew
..,even broadly interpreted
as above, several authors have argued that state and local governments ought
not to abdicate responsibility for redis ·ribution. One circumstance that
suggests aSUlte tole in,redistribution isJhen there. are differences between
states in their tastes Ior equality. AsjBreak (1982) has argued, such
differences may preclude the achievement· of any.national consensus on
redistribu~ive pr()grams and .require thF introduction of ability-to-pay
elementsmto stat~ (a.I1:d !ocal) .tax systfms. Break,though, warns that
"beyond some hard~to-defmep~)lnt . . . attempts by anyone state or local
government ~o make aDy significaht movd away from. the norm are likely to
be counterproductive/'
Pauly (1973) presents a formal model in which it is desirable that
subnationalgovenunents playa role in ¥distribution. In this model, the
welfare of thepoot is a public good, in thdt all citizens derive utility from it.
Furthermore, it is a 10dil public good, in the sense that citizens derive utility
from the well-being of those pOOr people .Jvho live close to them, and derive
less (or n(» utility~ronithe ~ell-being ~f f~e~oor who d.o n?t live near~y.
Pauly argues that If the deSIre for redistnbutiOn has this kmd of spatIal
quality, it. tunis out fbat local governments are an efficient mechanism for
redistribution.even when taxpayers can mbve. "Thxpayers who move away
avoid welfare taxes, bUt they also lose thcl benefits of welfare payments in
ameliorating an e~~er~al diseconomy froni the poor, since that diseconomy
disappears with d'istance" (p.57)..·Pauly gbes on to argue that if the. desire
for redistribution> has "Some" spatial qu;}ity, the efficient mechanism is a
federal sys~em, with payments between coJmunities to reflect the interest of
the members of onecoliununity coricernin~ the poor in another community.
Pauly's argument rests critically on the presumption that nonpoor
individuals gain~atisfaction from the inbreased well-being of the poor.

can
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Because of this, they are willing to Ii rego some of their own income so that
, the poor will have a higher standatp of living. Statesrcomposed of more
altruistic individuals will have mote progressive tax systems than states
composed of less altruistic individJals, and presumably in the long-run,
individuals will sort themselves into~tates based on their tastes for equality.
, Under the kind of scenario outlintkt by Pauly, it is conceivable that a state
composed of altruists would face ~he flight of some of its high-income
residents if it changed to a less progkssive tax system. These residents had
concluded that their high-tax liabilities
were a worthwhile price to pay for
I
the benefit they received from living in a relatively egalitarian society. A less
progressive tax system changes tl)e ~ackage the state offers to a lower-tax,
less-eqpal,; .society bundle, which Jay be inferior to what was previously
offered.
I
.
Finally, Oakland (1983) has argued for a state role in redistribution due to
regional differences in living costs LId other amenities. Because of these
differences, he shows that a system ~f nationally uniform transfers will fall
short of the amount needed for equi~y in high-cost areas and above it in lowcost areas. He minimizestheimport~nceof mobIlity in response to regional
differentials in tax burdens. While appropriate, perhaps, for the intraurban
allocation ofpqpulation, he claims that there is much less justification for it
in the interregional allocation contek
Our argument so far· is that the Jiule for determining state progressivity
that comes out o{ the Musgrave/Oates view of state responsibility for
redistribution, the' behefitprincidle, offers little concrete operational
guidance"to the policYinaker. In adtlition, there are pe,suasive arguments
that--a .state government ought to bd actively considering the distributional
impact of its tax' policies; subjed to some constraint imposed by the
mobility of its citizens; Before we tre~t the important issue of mobility, there'
is one other. ar.gumentfor theactivj1e consideration of progressivity in the
state tax structure.
'
The standard argument for no subnational involvement in redistribution
ignores a key detail of the U.S. incpme tax system, that state income tax
paymentsqqalify as an itemizable deduction. Because of this feature, the
cost to an Itemizing household of ah additional dollar of state income tax
liability is only M, where t is the rbarginal federal income tax rate. (This
caiculatio~ jgneres, .for the sake of hmplicity, the fact that in certain states
, r such as Minnesota federal taxes areldeductible from state taxable income).
This federal offset allows the statdessentially to export some of its tax
burden to the residents'of other stat~s in the form of higher federal tax rates
than there otherwise would have to Ibe.
Because the proportion of itemizing-households is not distributed
randomly with respect to income, khe· form of the state income tax can
significantly'affect the extent of thd t~ exporting. Because the proportion
of itemizing-households iqcreases with income, in general the more
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progressive is· the state income tax, the eater will be the degree of tax
exporting. In a sense, by loading the
burden onto those high-income
taxpayers who tend to be itemizers and\alSO have high marginal federal
income tax rates, the total net tax burde, borne by Minnesotans declines.
The amount of exporting is sizable,and the difference between tax systems
.
in the degree of exporting can also be larke.
One cost of increasing progressivity to take advantage of tax exporting is
an increase in the horizontal inequity b~tween itemizing~households and
nonitemizing-households. Nonitemizing-~ousehold~ in the higher brackets
will pay more tax than itemizing-households with the same income.
In Table 1 we present someUlustrative estinlates of the degree of exporting
inthe current Minnesota income tax systerh and how sensitive the degree of
expo.rting is t~ changes in its pro~ess~vi~y. \In order t?keep the calculations
relatIvely straIghtforward, two slDlplifymgassumptlons have been made.
\
TABLE I
federaJ orrstl Under Actual 1980 and Flat ate Income Tax Systems

B

A

C

D

E

1980 Minnesota
income tax
(5000)

1980 rederal
,ax orrset

F

Effective marginal
Federal
AGI Brackel

Fraction
Itemizing

less ,han 4.000
4,000 10 8,000
8,000 '0 JO,OOO
10.000 '0 12,000
12.000 10 14,000
14,000 10 16,000
16,000 1018,000
18,000 to 20,000
20,000 '0 22,000
22,000 10 24,000
24,000 to 26,000
26,000 10 28,000
28,000 '0 30,000
30,600 to 32,000
32,000 10 34,000
34,000 to 36,000
36,000 10 38,000
38,000 10 40,000
40,000 10 45,000
45,000 to 50,000
50,000 '0 55:000
55,000 to 60,000
60,000 to 70,000
70,000 10 80,000
over 80,000

0.31060·01
0.67500-01
0.87380-01
0.1202
0.1920
0.2235
0.2525
0.3065
0.3848
0.4953
0.4693
0.5635
0.5824
0.6658
0.6291
0.7504
0.7528
0.8116
0.8331
0.84H
0.8591
0.8804
0.9223

TOTALS

N.A.

5<,""....
A, B. C:

0.51460·02
0.15500-01

0.36510-03
0.1781
0.4002
1.207
1.671
2.541
4.4H
5.418
6.3H
8,044
10.67
14.31
13.99
17.72
18.75
22.27
21.65
26.98
29.54
33.15
39.96
38.08
40.49
42.71
48.78
N.A.

ex

Oft

(5000)

2,827
21,512
27,47\
38,028
45,659
52,235
56,155
61,137
70,006
70,006
71,786
73,566
73,566
43,744
43,744
43,744
43,744
43,744
109,361
109,361
19,299
19,299
38,598
38,598
198,630
1,416,033

.
National Bureau of Economic Research tax !Iimullalion model.

D: Author's calculations. based
E:

federal tax
onset for Slate
lax payments

Flat·rsce
tax paymeDlS
(5000)

0
38
110
152
763
1,327
2,477

data hom the Minnewta Department or R

305,728

0
140

9,55J
20,757
16,163
12,959
9,469
14,1 IS
9,382
58,643

1,416,033

238,527

uc Research omce.

0

F: AUlhor's calculalions. based on 0.0417 limes an estimate of·federal adjUSted
G: ex F .
-

(SoOOJ

19.354
78,613
54,159
57,478
62,756
64,290
66,349
66,707
72,359
71,174
74,405
68,837
66,007
61,046
55,488
44,491
40,528
35,251
70,266
48,757.
35,062
24,867
34,849
21,967
120,220

3,312
4,418
5,631
7,660
10,527
10,292
7,751
8,202
9,748
9,471
11,802
32,305
36,253
7,133
7,349
15,628
16,485
96,896

1

G
Flal~rate
rederal
tax offset

oss income in the brKht.

217
694
1,049
1,634
2,953
3,614
4,567
5,725
7,939
9,859
9,234
10,817
10,404
9.908
8,774
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First, the taxpayer choice of wheth to itemize deductions is assumed to be
unaffected by changes in the Minn,sota income tax structure. Second, the
percentages of itemizers by income class and the overall distribution of
income is assumed to b~ the same for Minnesota as it is for the U.S. as a
'whole. Note that the deductibility of federal taxes from state taxable income
does not affect these calculations. We are cOncerned here. only with the
federal tax. savings from· a given pattern of Minnesota income tax liabilities.
The deductibility of federal taxes idfluences what this pattern of liabilities
turns out to be, but not the relatiOlJhip between Minnesota tax burden and
the accompanying federal tax reduction.
Thble 1 fIrst contains data about the current degree of tax exporting.
Thxpaying units are arranged by Itheir federal adjusted gross income.
Columns B and C display the percentage itemizing and the average marginal
tax rate onitemize<.f deductions, resbectively. The fIgure in column C tells
how much federal taxes wouldbesa~ed if the state income tax of an average
taxpayer in this bracketincreased by $1. The rate of increase reflects not only
marginal tax rates increasing with intome but also an increasing fraction of
taxpayers who itefuize their de4uetiobs. Column D gives thetotal Minnesota
tax liability of taxpayers in the'given Irederal AGI bracket. Finally, column E
gives the total federal tax saving duJ to sta.te income taxes, and is equal to
colUmn C ~uItipiied ~y COlti~nQ:lThe total saving in federal taxes (the
amount ofmcame tax .exportmg)ISI equal to $305,728,000, or 21.6~0 of
Minnesota income tax revenue in 1980.
Tile fInal. twa columns repeat the dercise with a less progressive variant Of
the Minnesota incpme tax. In partichlar, we investigate a tax system under
~hich state taX liability is a. flXed.lproportion o~ federal adjusted gross
mcome. The rate of 4.77% IS set 10 order to raIse the same amount of
revenue as the current tax system; Jsuming no behavioral, response to the
tax system change. Th~ new Minnes~ta.incOine tax liability by federal AGI
class is shown in columnf'. It isc~lculated by applying a 4.77% to an
estimate of federal actjustecf gross indome. Column G is equal to column C
multiplied bycolilm.n F'andis the federal tax saving under the proportional
tax system. The tQtalsaving in this ca~e comes to $238,527,000, a decrease of
$67,201,000 cot:Upared to the C1lI'tdnt system, or ~.70;0 of income tax
revenues. Clearly the shift in: taxliabjlity toward non,itemizersreduces the
amount of' tax exportmg, 'UnPlied~"'Ythe system of deductibility. An
interpretation o~~his result is th.at the progressivity of the current Minnesota
tax system prOVIdes an effectIve' ,. cut equal to 4.70;0 of current tax
revenues, or 0.31 % of totallV,finnesofu taxable income.
The fact of fegeral deductIbility also plays a role in the relative use of
income taxes versus user charges. We ttrgued above-that the benefIt principle
suggests the. impQsition ofus.er .ch~ges wherever possible. However, user
charges do not qllaIify as an itemizablededuction, whereas income taxes (as
well as property ·and sales taxes}' ddqualiry. Thus, the' effective cost to -
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Minnesotans of $1 of user charges excee that of $1 of income tax liability.
Using the data of Table 1 we can calculatr. that, given the current Minnesota
income tax structure, reducing everyone's income tax liability by 10J0 and
making up the lost Minnesota tax revenrle with nondeductible user charges
would effectively cost Minnesotans 21.6 c~nts for every $1 transferred. Thus,
the federal offset provides an incentive for a state to use taxes rather than
user charges just as it provides an incJntive for progressivity in the tax
structure.
I
We now come to the issue of the effect of the tax system on individuals'
andfrrms'locational decisions. This is what Musgrave had in mind when he
referred to state-originated redistributiohal programs as "s~lf-defeating:'
and :Why Break said that attempts by anyone state to have it significantly
different redistributional program are likely to be "counterproductive."
There are two distinct issues to be consitlered. First, what is the evidence
about mobility in response to fiscal differences? Second, how should the
fact of potential migration be inc>orporated into an analysis of progressivity?
We now discuss each of these issues in ttim.
First of all, there is no evidence docJmenting that individual location
among states is directly influenced by the tax system. There is some evidence
of mobility of low-income households in tesponse to the generosity ofstate
~elfare pro~~s, but the c~nsensus Ofl. research seems to .be ~ha.t lowIncome families have not nugrated to' lttgh.,.payment areas InsIgnIficant
numbers in order to benefit fro~ such pro~i"ams (Bahl (1983), p. 23). At the
same time, there is no cortdusive eVidente ruling out thepossibil1ty that
there is some level of· fiscal disparity that would influence locational
decisions. Whafthat level is and whether Mhmesota is at or near that level
is, however, not known.
Concentrating on the direct effects of ,he tax' system on mobility, may,
though, be mislead~ng,because it ignores the general equilibrium, or longrun, consequeIld¢s of fiscal policy. For exarhple, '1 equilibrium a state with a
highly progressive income tax may have a rblatively high-wage-rate for highskill occupations 'in order to attract and re~ain people with these skills. This
may affect the locational decisions of firtns. There is evidence that local
wage rates do play a role in firms' locktional decisions, although the
empirical results are still controversial and the magnitude of the effect is
uncertain.
.. . .
\ .
....
In Sum, the empmcal eVIdence on tlie Importance of mIgratIOn In
response to state tax policy is not conclusive, though it certainly does not
strongly· suggest a large response to taxldifferentials of the magnitude
currently observed.
Let us suppose, for the sake of argum, nt, that mobility responses are
significant. How does this affect the detednination of tax progressivity?
Insight into this question from thepublid finance literature comes from a
perhaps unexpected soutce-consideratio~s of the "brain drain" frOm
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underdeveloped to developed countries. Several papers have investigated the
choice of an income tax system faced by a country with potential emigration
of its most talented members in searbh of higher incomes and perhaps more
professional challenge elsewhere. \
..
An early paper of this genre by H~ada (1975) concluded that the degree
of progressivity of a tax system sh04ld belower for an open economy with
the possibility of emigration. than! for a closed economy. The critical
assumptions of Hamada's model were that there is (i) no emigration for
those with less-than-average ability, (il) nonnegative emigration for others,
with emilPCition increasing with hi~her marginal tax rates, and (iii) the
government only considers the well-being per capita of those left behind.
The intuition underlying. this result is fairly straightforward. In a closed
economy, the optimal degree ?f ~ro~~sivityinvolv~s a tradeoff betw~n the
b~~efits ~f a more equ~ distnbutIp'n of well-bemg and the e.f~c~encyI
dlSl~centlve costs of highermargmal tax rates. The possIbIhty of
outriligration oHhemost able· adds lanot~er element of cost to increased
ProgresSiyitY-th.ed.ilutionOfthe. per.hba.pitatax base and th.e simple loss Of. a
relatively more afflueilthousehold.
Several papers following HaDlada ave explored variations· in this model
structure ~d obtained results in the ~ame spirit. What concerns us here is
not the details of the alternative D10dellings and precise results but instead
what they teach us about the critiCall~lements of the problem.
An instructive way to approach tois is to examine the assumptions of
Hamada'sm<>del. The first assumption is that there is no possibility of
emigration for those with lesHhan"'~verage ability or income. While this
may make some sense inaninternatio*al context, in an interregional cont~t
it is not plausible. In- or out-migra~ioJi of lower,..income households in
response to changes in their net 'fiscJtburden is certainly conceivable. In
fact, as mentioned above, the only evidence that exists about interregional
mO,hi,lity in response to.fiscat ince!tI.'ves applies to potential welfar.e
reCIpIents.
otentially
mobile does.. -not in itself
Recognition that all citizens are I
'
necessarilY change the implications ,of the optimal progressivity model; in
fact, it may strengthen them. It does, Ithough,clarify the implications of a
tax policy·, aimed at encouraging the immigration (or preventing the
emigration) of high-income reside.ts. For a given pattern of state
expenditures, such a policy also encoJrages the emigration (or discourages
the immigration) of low-income hous~holds, who find the net tax burden
higher than otherwise. Firms may find it necessary to pay higher wages for
low-skill occupations than otherwise, knd thus find location in Minnesota
less attractive.
The point here is that the state is faced with a zero-sum problem. In order
to improve the net fiscal position of o~e group of taxpayers, a deterioration
of the net position of some other group must occur. Thus, e~couraging the

I
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immigration (or discouraging the emigration) of one group implies
encouraging the emigration (or discour~ging the immigration) of another
1:
group.
;
Why would a state want to design its
(or any other) policy to favor a
people? An answer to
change in its population mix, say toward high-income
I
this question requires an examination of Hamada's third assumption: the
state government only considers the wJll-being per capita of those left
behind. The focus on per capita well-beIng seems reasonable: it rules out
policies that appear favorable because ttiey attract more residents on net,
and thus increase aggregate state il1cdme.However, stating the state
government's objective in terms of those
behind is a critical assumption
and merits further inspection.
When both immigration andemigrati nare possible, consideration of
those left behind is equivalent to considektion of those who are residents
after any tax change has been instit~te4. ~at implies that the well-being of
those who emigrated in re,sponse toth fiscal system is explicitly not
co~side~ed,.and thoe,~ell~being.~f tho',e ne,w ~esid" ents expli~tly is co~idered.
WIth thIS kind of obJectlve, SOCIal welfare IS presumed to lDcreaseIf a poor
household is replaced by a rich liouseho d, even if both households pay
exactly the same amount of taxes to the sfute. Per capita well-being rises in
this case, but it is difficult to tell a convincing story that Minnesota as a
whole is thereby better off. After all, thb rich family at the margin that
decides to ,emigrate would, by assumptio~, be approXl,°mately as well off if
they lived in any other state.
.1
If we rule out any definition of state objectives that would favor a trading
of rich households fot poor, holding the fellare of all other households
constant, the case for -reducing progressivit a fa Hamada is weakened. It is
not, though, destroyed. Because. ,the
rich' I ousehold may be asked to pay
'
more taxes than the poor household, the change in population may enable
other residents to be better off due to the higher tax base.
Mirrlee~ (1982) has .argued,}n th~ contex~ of the brain drain p'rob.lem: that
an attraCtlve alternatlve speClficatlon of tne government's objectIve IS ther
per capita well-being of "nationals," whidh would include emigrants and
presumably exclude immigrants. Aninterp~Ftation or'this suggestion is that
the state only COnSi?er. ~he~ell, -be,ing ?f its TfSidents before the institutio~ of
any tax change. ThIS cnterronwould Impel the state government to take 1Oto
account the reduced well~being of any indi~J'duals who are induced to move
to another state. In addition, it 'Woul<;l value he immigration of high-income
residents only to the extent that their high
bi;Lse allows a reduction of the
\
tax liability of current residents.
T~e .s~~ple models of optimal progres.sivi}y in th~ presence of emig~ation
posslbilItleS leave out some elements whIch may be Important. A partIcular
population balance may be desired by re~idents on its own merits, for
"aesthetic" reasons. For example, higher-inbome families may be desirable
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if they bring cultural interests whi h enrich the community. Diversity of
classes may be valued for its own sake. There may also be complementarities
in production between low-skilled w6rkers and high-skilled workers, making
it desirable for there to be available fupplies of both kinds of labor. Finally,
all the models assume full empl~ent of resources at all times, an
apparently unrealistic assumption.! While .this is a shortcoming of the
modelling approach, dispensing with it is analytically difficult and would
not change the results in any obviohs way.
'
This concludes our discussion df the important issues concerning the
optimal progressivity of the Mindesota tax system. Before drawing the
operational implications of this stJdy, it· may be useful to summarize the
I
points made so far. They are:
1. The tl"aditional view that staJe governments should entertain no
distr.ibutional goals provides tittle operational guidance to. the
progressivity of the tax system.
.
2. There are co~pelling reasons to b lieve that differences in state residents'
tastes for equality should be reflebtedin the distribution of tax burdens.
This ,implies, forexa~ple, thatl.t~ t~~ e~tent. ~i~esotans h~ve~
especially strong conumtment to mmuDlzmg mequalltles of well-bemg, Its
tax structure should be. more protressive than that of other states.
3. The system of federal deductibIlity of state taxes provides a strong
financial incentive to retain progrclssivity. It also favors the use of income
.
taxation compared to user charget
4. In princi~.le.' the possibility~~.oUjtmigration of high-income househol~s
places a limit on the progress1Vlty of the state tax system. However, there IS
no compelling empiricalevidencel that this is a significant factor in the
range of state tax systems that exist today.

~recise

can

As is clear from this summary, no
policy prescriptions
be made
solely on the basis of economic reasdning. Nevertheless, I believe that some
general principles to guide policymaIting are suggested by this review. These
principles are as follows:

l

1. The State ofMinnesota should no give up autonomous control of its tax

progressivity. This rules out syste~s such as having state tax liability being
a fixed proportion of federal tax li~bility, which would tie Minnesota's tax
progressivity to federal tax progre~sivity and cede local autonomy. At the
same time, the shnplification advAntages of conformity with the federal
tax system can be. achieved by starting from federal adjusted gross income
or taxable income and then adplying a Minnesota-determined rate
schedule.
I"
2. The degree of tax progressivity ib Minnesota should strike a balance
between the desire of its citizen~ to allocate the burden of taxation
"fairly" and the objective of imnimizing the disincentive effects,
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including outmigration, of the tax system. Because what is fair is entirely
a value judgment not susceptible to economic analysis, and the
~~~centiv~effects are of uJi~own but ~otentiallY s~g~fic~t magnitu.de,
ltiS Impossible to say where In the range of progresSIVlty thIS balance lies.
On the one hand, there is certainly no dornpelling argument for a radical
reduction in progressivity such as replahing the current graduated system
of rates with a "flat" tax. On the other hand, policymakers should bear in
mind that Minnesota is just one of Ihany states, and they should be
concerned with the potential for migrat~on of human and other resources
due to its fiscal policies. This ~hapter suggests that, although migration
and its relationship to· tax policy are important issues; they are also
complex ones that merit serious c nsideration concerning their
implications for tax policy.

,
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Minnesota_Transfer Taxes
Raymond A. Reister
TtaIlsfer taxes may be defined as those taxes imposed on the transfer of
wealth from one person to another wi hout consideration in money or
money's worth. Many such taxes have ~en devised over the years. If the
transfer occurs during the transferor's li~e, the tax is designated as a "gi~t
tax." If the transfer occurs ort the ddith of the transferor, the tax IS
designated as a "death tax." There ate several kinds of death taxes,
principally the "inheritance tax," also caUbd a "legacy" or "succession" tax,
and the "estate t a x . " ·
1
.
..,
The inheritance tax is defined as a tax levied upon the succession to
property by a transferee, while the estate ~ax is levied on the transmission of
~ property by a decedent. In aninheritancet, a separate tax is computed on
the value of each traIisfer. Characteristical y, the amount of each transferee's
share which is exempt from tax and the tes of tax for different classes of
transferees will vary depending on the relationship of the transferor to the
transferee. To iliustrate, under the fornier Minnesota inheritance tax, a
legacy of $25,000 to a child whoseexemp~ion was $6,000 and a rate of 2070
produces a tax of $380, while the tax on a like gift to a nephew with an
exemPtio~ of $1,500 and r~te o~ 6% is $l,tlO. The su~ of the separatetaxes
on each gift becomes the mhentance tax t"or the entire e s t a t e . ·
Under the estate tax, the value ofl the .decedent's gross estate is
determined, certain deductions and exemptions are subtracted, and the
result is the taxable . estate. A rate-sched~le unifOI:m to all estates is then
applied to the value of the taxable estate. Once the tax is determined, certain
credits are subtracted on a douar:ror-dJdIlar basis to produce the actual
amount of tax due.
The difference between inheritance d estate taxes· has been greatly
reduced with the development of the Imarital deduction. A marital
deduction, under certain conditions,elimibates the tax on property passing
toa stirvivi~g ~pouse. Thus,. under eithe~ tax, the amount of th~ tax will
vary or be ehmmated dependmg on the amount of the estate passmg to the
j
decedent's Spouse.
An important version of the estate tax is the so-called "pick-up tax" or
"soak-up tax." This tax is designed to rJquire that sufficient state death
taxes are paid to insure that the estate obthins the maximum credit allowed
139
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against the federal estate tax unde §2011 of the Internal Revenue Code of

1954.'
In addition to an estate tax and gift tax, the federal tax code contains a
"generation-skipping tax." This
introduced in the Thx Reform Act of
1976, is designed to produce substabtiallythe same total tax results whether
the inheritance of a member ofari intermediate generation passes to him
outright or is held in trust for him d~ring his lifetime, passing, on his death,
to a succeeding generation. 2

tat,

1-

CREDIT FOR STATE DEATH TA ; ES PAID

~f

Fundamental in a discussion
the Minnesota estate tax is an
understanding of the provisions of IRC §2011 (credit for state death taxes
paid). In 1916, the present federal tate tax was first enacted. Before the
federal law, most states had adopte~ death taxes. However, in 1924 Florida
adopted a constitutional amendmen~ specifically prohibiting the imposition
of inheritance and income taxes. SFveral other states followed, seeking to
entice new residents with the proinire of freedom from such taxes.
In the same year, Congress was considering whether to retain the federal
estate tax and, if so, whether or Inot to raise the rates. Since matters
involving probate are uniquely within the province of the states, one of the
effective arguments for repeal was !that all such taxes should -be retained
solely by the states.
At that point Representative William R. Green of Iowa introduced the
predecessor Of §2011 as a means of preserving federal death tax revenues
while protecting state revenues and discouraging interstate competition. This
was accomplished by increasing the ~ederal tax rates while at the same time
not allowing a credit t~ exceed 25%1 ofthe value of the f~deral.estate taxes for state death taxes patd. In 1926, tile amount of the credIt was Increased to
80"70 of the rates established in that! year.
Rates from time to time
we~e incre~sed
under the federal
estate tax but the
-I
amount of credit allowed was restricted to the rates of the 1926 act. The
current schedule of the amount of fue credit is displayed in Thble 1.
By adopting the credit, the advant~ges ofthe so-called "tax-haven" states,
like Florida, were initially .eliminlated. As a result, most states, like
Minnesota, retained their former systems. However, over the years preceding
the Tax Reform Act of 1976, forty states, in addition to their regular death
taxes, adopted a special pick-up tak equal to the difference between the
maximum credit under the federal tax-law and the tax produced by their"
basic death taxes. Minnesota's Pick-pp tax was adopted in 1931.
The existence of the credit does not, of course, increase the size of the
estate tax burden; it allows the stat~s to shift a substantial portion of the
revenue resulting from that burden from the federal government to their
coffers. Nor does the credit require any state to reduce its tax if that tax
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TABLE 1
Credit for State Dea h Taxes Paid
I

The credit shall not exceed the appropriate

~ount stated in the following table:

If the adjusted taxable
estate is:

The maximum tax credit shall be:

"l

Not over $90,000 .............•.............. ".8/IOths of 1'10 of the amount by which
the adjusted taxable estate exceeded
$40,000.
'
Over $90,000 but not over $140,000 ...•......... 400 plus 1.6070 of the excess over
$90,000. ,
Over $140,000 but not over $240,000
$1,200 plus 2.4'10 of the excess over
\ $140,000.
'13'600 plus 3.2010 of the excess over
Over $240,,000 but not over $440,000
$240,000.
Over $440,000 but not over $640,000 ......•.•. " 10,000 plus 4070 of the excess over
, $440,000.
Over $640,000 but not over $840,000 ...........•$J8,OOOplus 4.8070 of the excess over
,
I $640,000.
$27,600 plus 5.6% of the excess over
Over $840,000 but not over $1,040,000

,

I

Over $1,040,000 but not over $1,540,000 ......•..
Over $1,540,000 but not over $2,040,000
Over $2,040,000 but not over $2,540,000
,
Over $2,540,000 but not over S3,040,000
Over S3,04O,OOO but not over S3,54O,OOO
Over $3,540,000 but not over $4,040,000

,

Over $4,040,000 bur not over $5,040,000
Over S5,040,000 but not over S6,04O,000
Over $6,040,000 but not over S7,040,000
Over S7,040,000 but not over $8,040,000
Over $8,040,000 but not over $9,040,000

J~:~~~s 6.4070

of the excess
\ $1,040,000.
'$f70'800 plus 7.2ClJo of the excess
$1,540,000.
$ 05,800 plus 8% of the excess
' $2,040,000.
$l4(i,800 plUS 8.80{0 of the excess
\ $2,540;000.
'
$190,800 plus 9.6010 of the excess
$3,040;000.
S238,800 ,plus 10.40{0 of the excess
IS3;54O,ooo.
si96,800 plus 1I.2ClJo of the excess
I$4,,04O,pOO.
:S402',~OO plus 12070 of the excess
5,040,000.
S2',800 plus 12.8070 of the excess
] S6,04O,000.
$6,0,800 plus 13.6% of the excess
~7;O4O.000.
,
$786i800plus 14.40{0 of the excess

Over $9,040,000 but not over SIO,04O,OOO
Over SI0,04O,OOO
The term adjusted taxable estate means the taxable

I

~8,lJ.4O,000.

over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over

$930,800 plus 15.20{0 of the excess over
59;040,000.
$IJo8i,800,plus 160{0 of the excess over

esl~:;:::'

by $60,000.
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in the federal estate tax laws; fourteen additional states have repealed their
prior law, choosing to rely solely
a pure pick-up tax. 3

J.n

PURPOSES AND RESULTS
r

Proponents advocate transfer taxes for two major purposes:

thou~ht

Revenue. It was initially
that transfer taxes could serve as a
substantial source of revenue. Id Minnesota, the first attempt at such
taxation was to cover the costs of drobate courts in place of relying only on
fees. Those favoring the tax argu9 that because the act of transfer can be
easily monitored through courtsantllegal devices-like liens-such taxes are
easy to administer and collect; tha~ such taxes constitute less of a burden on
the recipient, since an inheritance is received without work or effort and is,
therefore, like "found"Iiloney"; and that such taxes produce a less damaging
effect on incentives than do inco~1e taxes.
Wealth Redist".·bution. During the latter part of the ni.neteenth century,
reformers saw transfer taxes as a major weapon in their struggle for the
redistribution of wealth. 4 Theod re Roosevelt states this theme in his
famous "muckraking" speechfat the dedication of the House of
Representatives office building on April 14, 1906:
I feel that we shall ultimately have

consider the adoption of some such scheme
as that of a progressive tax onallf9rtunes, beyond a certain amount, either given
in life ~r devised or bequeathed up~n death to any individual-a tax so framed.as
to put It out of the power ofthe OWBcr of one of these-enormous fortunes to hand
more than a certain amount to a~y one individual; the tax, of course, to be
imposed by the national and not iliestate government.

This policy was eloquently rest~~edin' his annual message to Congress on
December 3, J906, when be emphasized both the moral and economic
dangers from great accumulation of wealth:
Government has the absolute right to decide as to the terms upon which a man .
shall receive a bequest or devise from another.... Aheavy progressive tax upon a
very large fortune is in no way.sudh ·a tax upon thrift and industry as a like tax
would be on a small; fortune. No ~d:~antage comes either to the country asa whole
or to the individuals inheritingtne money, by permitting the transmission in their
entirety of the enormous fortunes that would be affected by such a tax ... Our
aim is to' recognize .what Lincoln ~ointed out-to insist that there should be an
at least an approxiffi.ate equality in the
eq. uality of right b~fore the law,
conditions under which each m,an btains the chance to show the stuff that is in
him when compared to his fellows

rOd

At other times, transfer taxes have been condemned as reducing a family's
wealth at t.he exact time when theldecedent's earned-i~come is remov~d and
greater rehance has to be placed bn return from capItal; as compelhng the
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sale of farms and small businesses to raise the funds necessary to pay such
taxes; as very complex to administer andla major cause of delay in estate
settlement; and as imposing a double taxhtion since much of a decedt;nt's
estate will consist of accumulated income rhiCh has already been subjected
to income tax during the decedent's lifetime.
The ineffectiveness of the transfer uJ as a means of substantial tax
revenue and wealth redistribution was sobn evident. The early Minnesota
inheritance collections were both small in kount and in percentage of total
revenue. By 1933, inheritance tax revenud comprised 1.72% of total state

~ci~.

I

On both the national and the state levels, only a small portion of the total
tax receipts are produced by such taxes.Sihcethe end of World War II, for
both the federal government and for all suhes combined, the percentage of
the total
tax collections attributable to trahsfer
taxes ranged from 1.5070 to
.
I
30/0; the percentage has constantly declined in recent years. Since revenue is
not collected, it is, of course, not being r~distributed.
The primary cause for failure is the limlited incidences of death. s Other
factors contribute,· however, inchlding thel development of effective estate
planning arrangements involvipg lawyek accountants, bankers, life
underwriters and professional estatC{plahners; the development of the
marital deduction based on the concept that a married couple is an
economic unit whose taxes . . should be. dbferred until the death of the
survivor; the adoptio~' ofother tax deferra~s for special kinds of property;
the charltablededuction; the 1916~d 1981 ~eVisions of the federal estate tax
responding to the stro~g pU~1i~ deD1a~d If~~ tax reductions particularly
among the farm and sm:all bUSIness comtnumties; and, finally, a lack of any
broad.,.based support for estate tax increasds.
.
Table 2 shows theamo~~t of Minnesota:u\ansfer tax collections from 1963
to 19.82 and the percenta,ge oLtotal tax. r~venues attributable to transfer
taxes. Theestate.tax due.'as~ep<>rted in the 11983 data of the department of
revenue h~sdechned to $10;834~133 or .OO~5OJo of the total amount <;>f tax
collections estimated toexceetl $4,321;000,000. No substantial differences
df
such collectibn~
until the late 1970s
when the
appeared in the pattern
.
,.
.
.
I
.
trend in Minnesota collections followed the federal decline. Additional
reasons for· Minnesota~~ d.ecline include the kdoption of the 1979 estate tax
. act, the simultaneous repeal of the M:inn~sbta gift tax and the continuing
loss of wealthy residents· to· tax-haven sialesl
In one area, thou~h,.t.he. tra.nsfe.•r:taxes hal pr?ven successf~. ~s early as
1918, Congress prOVIded that gIfts to "-rantable orgamzatlOns were
deductible in the computation of the estate. tax; Minnesota introduced a
charitable exemption in 1919. In 198'3, throughout the United States,
charitable tlequests ameurited to. $4,520,OOOJ It bas been estimated that the
wealthiest .002% of all' decedent estates acc~unt for 63070 of all deductions
for charitable bequests. 6 · Thus, the princibal benefit of the charitable
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Taxi

Minnesota
Collections, 1963-82
(In 'Ilhousands)
Fiscal
Year

Total
Transfer Tax

1963
1964
1965
" 1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

15,243
15,963
13,843
14,554
14,163
18,392
21,396
20,032
21,732
25,772
32,058
33,452
41,691
44,700
43,175
34,094
40,828
41,919
28,724
24,393

I

Total Tax
Collections
416,561
448,835
488,616
584,182
620,400
483,251
914,232
1,020,953
1,100,297
1,327,483
1,624,220
1,841,629
2,024,914
2,218,469
2,485,767
2,766,36~

3,177,724
3,242,470
3,392,721
3,809,695

070 of Total
3.66%
3.56070
2.83070
2.49070
2.28070
3.81070
2.34070
1.96070
1.98070
1.94070
1.97070
1.82070
2.06070
2.01070
1.74070
1.23%
1.28070
1.29070
0.85070
0.64070

Source: Minnesota Taxpayers ASsociation,l"Fiscal Facts For Minnesotans, 1983," St. Paul
1983 Table 7·5,8-1. Additional figures prorded\bY staff.

deduction for bequests is to organizations selected by wealthy benefactors.
The same report demonstrates that in their giving, the more affluent heavily
favor educational, cultural, and fuedical organizations and foundations
established for these purposes. While the effect of the 1976 and 1981
reductions in federal taxes are not Js yet known, the existence of death taxes
has been a major incentive fOJ Charita.ble giving, particulady to the
organizations described above.

MINNESO

IA ESTATE TAX

Minnesota's first attempt to impose a death tax is found in chapter 37 of
the laws of 1875. This statute impoked a tax payment dependent on the size
of the estate for the purpose of raising
revenue to support the probate courts
I
in lieu of the previous fee system. llhis statute was overruled by the supreme
court for violating the then con~titutional requirement of equality of
taxation. On November 6, 1894, an amendment to the Minnesota
Constitution was adopted specificJUy authorizing an inheritance tax. The
legislature then made four attempt~ to adopt an inheritance law before the
1905 statute was held constitutiomtl.
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By the latter part of the 1970s, it was c earthat, for the following reasons,
the much amended inheritance tax systetn needed complete revision:
1. The law had become extremely comPIJ; it applied to fartoo many estates
and its administration was lengthy andlexpensive. In part, the complexity
was caused by the necessary coordination between the state and federal
tax systems, between the probate courtJ and the commissioner of revenue,
and between the state and the countid.
2. The rate of tax as .compared to tax1haven states was so high as to
encourage emigration from the state. '\
I
3. While many federal estate tax concep~s had· been adopted, such as the
rules governing powers of appointment, employee benefits, transfers in
contemplation of d~th, joint tenanciet life insurance and the alternate
valuation date, the Minnesota tax systetkl failed to raise its low exemption
rates, and, as a result, a taxproceedirtg was required for the estate of
app~oximat~IY.every third. ~rson' dyinJ'in. Minnesota.. Furthermore, ~he
marItal deductIOn was not mtroduc~d1ntH 1976. The lack of a mantal
deduction was especially ttoublesome inl the case of farmers when a share
ofthe· farm passing to the surviving spodse often remained subject to tax,
although that spouse had made SUbstantial contributions to the value of
the property.
\
4. Increases in value caused by inflation, particularly in the case of rural real
estate, imposed a heavy tax burden on dtany estates involving farms and
small busine~ses. This burden was con!tpounded because those estates
often lacked 'the 'liquid fundS to meet th~ taX.
5. The tax reform act of 1976 encouraged nationwide movement toward
transfer tax reform.

I

Spurred by farm organizations, law refo m groups, and those concerned
with emigration of affluent Minnesotans, t~e legislature in 1979 repealed tbe
Minnesota inheritance tax and replaced it with the Minnes.ota estate tax. The
principal features of this act were the adoption of the federal taxable estate
as the basis for the computation of the Minhesota tax, the simplification of
the rate-schedule and administration, thejadoption of a $200,000 estate
deduction and. the repeal of the Minnesota gift tax.
The Minnesota estate tax vastly reduced~pe number of estates subject to
tax,? greatly simplified its administration since computations were based
primarily on federal concepts, and sUbstandallyreduced the disadvantages
of Minnesota in comparison to other states. In particular, the amount of the
pick-up tax became the maximum tax for estates 'of less than approximately
$600,000 in size and in excess of approximately $6,000,000. The differences
in the intermediate zone are illustrated in T~ble 3.
Following the pass'age ofthe EconOInic Retovery Tax Act of 1981 (ERTA),
the Minnesota· estate tax law was amended for closer compliance with the
federal estate taxes. The amount of the eSfute deduction was changed to

-----------
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T ! BLE3
Estate
Size

Tax at
1979 Rates

Pick-Up Tax

Percentage
Difference

750,000
1,000,000
2,000,000
3,000,000
4,000,000
5,000,000
6,000,000

8,176
15,108
47,784
83,116
118,8%
154,200
187,584

6,000
10,000
33,200
64,400
99,600
138,800
182,000

26.61'7.
33.81'7,
30.52'10
22.52'7.
16.23'10
9,99'70
2.98070

Source: Heilman and Johnson Estate Tax tmpacts on Typical Estates.

exem~on.

equal the equivalent federal
A:; a resnlt. by 198; the maxbnum
deduction will reach $600,000. The federal provision for unlimited marital
deduction was also adopted by Mibnesota.
As now constituted, the Minn~ota estate tax is the greater of (a) the
fede~ .credit, or (b) an estate taxi based on the federal gross estate less a
number of deductions and exemptibns, includirig non-Minnesota real estate
and tangible personal property, bharitable contributions, veterans· and .
employee benefits, usual deducti~ns such as decedent's debts and estate
administration costs,· the marital deduction and the estate deduction. The
result is the Minnesota taxable estate. By 1987 the rates to be applied to the
taxable estate will be:

1

10070 on the first Sl00,OOO of th taxable estate;
11 % on the next $500,000 of thJ taxable estate; and
12% on the eXcess.
I

.

The underlying principles of the Minnesota estate tax can be summarized:

es~ate

1. Basic conformity with federal
tax system.
2. Treatment of the married couple ~s an economic unit with the value of the
estate to be taxed at the death or the survivor.
3. Little progressivity in rates.
I
4. The elimination of all but a tiny portion of estates from imposition of the
tax. In 1981, it was estimated thaf after 1987 only .003% of all estates will
be subject to the federal estate tax. Based on the data for Minnesota estate
tax returns filed in 1983, it is estimated that in 1987 only 350 returns will
be ftled, of which only 200 win involve taxes due. The latter figure
represents approximately .006070 lof all persons dying in Minnesota.

ot

Table 4 illustrates the amount
tax imposed on Minnesota estates after
1988. For purposes of thiscompu~tion, the federal taxable estate and the
Minnesota taxable estate (except for the necessary deductions fOf federal
estate taxes paid and the Minnesod estate tax deductions) are assumed to be
the same. EspeCially significant is the fact that the federal credit will be the

1
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TABLE
Tax Imposed on Minnesot~ Estates After 1988
(dollars)1
Taxable
Estate

Federal
Estate Tax

Minnesbta
Estate
Tax
.
I

Federal
Credit

Difference
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Simplification. The adoption of the pure pick-up tax will further
simplify the administratiQn and cooection of the Minnesota estate tax. At
present, there ,are still sections of ~he Minnesota estate tax which do not
conform completely with the federal statute. For example, because of
reciprocal_requirements in tlle Mfunesota tax, the Minnesota charitable
exemption does not apply to cert:afu Canadian and foreign charities which
qualify for the federal charitable deduction. Similarly, a number of items are
. exempt from Minnesota tax, such wi employee benefits which are not exempt
from federal tax. However, in most cases, the particular items included or
deducted in the computation Of?uhe Minnesota taxable estate will be
irrelevant because the effective tax . 1 be the amount of the federal credit
for state death taxes. Therefore, rquiring complitation of Minnesota tax
based on provisions peculiar to Mufuesota law is superfluotisand sbould be
I·'
eliminated.
If, however, the current Minnesotla estate tax based on the rate-schedule is
retained, these differences should ~gain be examined to see if the policy
reasons which initially prorppted tHeir adoption are -stio valid. For example
§291.06S was enacted when the lfederal government exempted certain
qualified employee benefit plans f~om estate tax. This exemption has now
been repealed for federal purpOSes, and, consistent with Minnesota's
approach oftreating these plans thf same for Minnesota purposes as does
the federal government, §291.065 slil.ould also be repealed.
Comparative Advantage. I$y adopting a pure.pick-up tax, Minnesota
will eliminate a comparative disad~antage with the. sunbelt states, thereby
inviting itsresidents to .iemainher~, keeping their· wealth in the state and
allowing the State of Minnesota' Jentually to impose its pick-up tax on
those estates and the ehmities of tesota to tienait from their bequests.

RELATED ISSUES

Residency. The imposition of t t Minnesota estate tax (except for real
estate and tangible property) depends upon the decedent's residence. Section
291.005(4), Minnesota estate tax,l defines a Minnesota resident as an
individual whose domicile at the tiJe of his death was in Minnesota. What
litigation. The Minnesota Supreme
constitutes domicile has caused mdch
.1
Court has defined domicile as '''bodily presence in a place coupled with an
intent to make such place one's hdme." In particular, a mere declaration
written or oral stating an intent to !change legal residence not followed by
conduct supporting such intention is insufficient to establish domicile.
rhus, under current Minnesota law, Idetermination of domicile is a question
requiring a long and complicated factual analysis involving many different
items. A number of these items are msted in Minnesota income tax rules and
regulations, 13 MCAR §1.6001, an are described in Table 5.
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TABLE '

Domicile is based upon intent coupled with oJiective manifestations of such intent.
The courts have established certain guidelines in determining the intent of a person.
The principal factors which are considered in determining a person's domicile are as
follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

where he physically resides;
where he votes;
the state in which he is registered for driver's license purposes;
l
whether he purchases resident or nom, ident fIshing and hunting licenses;
where his automobile is registered;
the address utilized on his federal return;
,
whether be fulfills the tax obligations bf a resident of the state where he is
residing;
8. where his church and social affiliation are maintained;
,
9. the state in which homestead classifIbation is claimed for property tax
purposes; and
I
10. any other factors that could relate to the intent of the person. _

r

1

Contributions to Minnesota charities or
consideration in determining domicile.

cultur~ organizations are ~ insignifIcant

l

Any of these factors standing alone does no determine where an individual is
domiciled. Thus, if a person's only contact witH this state is the investment of funds
with the state, he would not be considered a Mibtesota resident and domiciled here
for tax purposes, and would, not be taxable Ifor Minnesota income tax on the
interest, dividends, or capital gains resulting frbm this investment.

relos

Minnesota residents emigrate for many
not limited to tax benefits.
They change their domicile while retaining Ipersonal and fin~ncial contacts
in Minnesota. Naturally, they are anxio~s insure that their new residency
is free of challenge and, consistent with tHe rules described above and, in
particular, the refe~ence i? 13. MC~R.§l.~O~l. to locations of bank accounts
and other transactIons WIth fmanclal mstItutions, feel compelled to sever as
many of their business relationships in Midnesota as possible. This occurs
even though there may be little real dadger of their being considered
Minnesota residents. As a-result, --potential income for Minnesota residents
and additional taxes from that income is ldst.
_Similarly, such individuals often have cloke ties with Minnesota charities.
Although the Minnesota Departmentjof Revenue has noted that
contributions to Minnesota charities r cultural organizations are
insufficient in determining domicile; nevertheless, an excess of caution may
induce some individuals to restrict their conlt ributions to or participation in
some Minnesota charities.
If it were clearly established that certaim connections with Minnesota,
such as medical, financial, or personal services, employment, and

tb

l

---------_._-------
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contributions to Minnesota charit!able organizations will have no adverse
weight in determining the question~ of domicile, substantial.economic value
could, be retained for the state. Actordingly, we recommend that the law be
changed to state that such activiti~s will not be considered in determining
.1
Minnesota domicile.
Possible Future Changes. If transfer taxes have failed to date, what of
the future? So long as other states ~e competitive and Minnesotans can and
do change their residences, the eff~ctiveness of transfer taxes is limited. Any .
unilateral effort to increase suph taxes by Minnesota will only be '
counterproductive. However, should the federal government,as part of its
concern for federalism and the preservation of the state revenue base,
substantially increase the amount bf the §2011 credit, the revenue available
to the states will be automatically Increased. Such action is consistent with
the concept that death taxes h.ave a ~nique relationship to the states, because
estate administration is historically within their jurisdiction. It is also
consistentwith the origInal conceJ)t ofthe credit which in .1926 reached 80070
of the amount of the federal estatb taxes.
To obtain uniformity of statet~htion,the Congress could require that, as
a condition of qualification for intreased credit, the individual states must
limit theirdeath taxes to the increJsed maximum credit. This would permit
each individual state to retain the Corm of death tax it chooses. Of course,
Congress could always, if itchoos~s;increasethe tax rates and exemptions
~~¢n'ate for f"'eral reveQue ItbSS ....'" by the dOC.ision to increase the
Recent years have also seen a movement for the total elimination of
federal death taxes.. Legislation ~ r this purpose has been introduced in
every year since 1981.
I
In the unlikely event of total repbal or of adoption of a federal accessions
tax without a credit provision, if th~ current Minnesota estate tax is in effect,
the revenue of that tax will be (l) i~creased by the elimination of the federal
tax deduction, and (2) reduced b~ the elimination of the additional tax
resulting from the federal credit. the pure pick-up tax were in effect, all
death tax. collections would cease. [fhe elimination of the federal estate tax,
with its charitable deduction, 'f0uld also discourage giving, thereby
reclucing support for Minnesota's major charitable institutions. Naturally, if
a number of sunbelt states elected ~ot to adopt any death taxes, any attempt
by Minnesota to do so would encohrage increased emigration. The ultimate
result would probably be the elimibation of all death taxes, both state and
federal.
I
Generation-skipping tax. The Tax Reform Act of 1976 adopted a federal
generation-skipping tax. This taxi has been Vigo.rously attacked as being
unbelievably complex and fillea with unintended traps for unwary
taxpayers. Everyone, including thJd treasury, admits that it is unworkable in
its present form and that the amo nt of revenue to be produced is minimal.

*
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The treasury maintains, however, that such a tax is necessary to protect the
integrity of the transfer tax system and has made recommendations. for
substantial changes in its present provisio~s. It is likely that this tax will, in
the next Congress, undergo major change, if not repeal. Since Minnesota's
estate tax, particularly if a pure pick-up this adopted, is directly related to
the federal estate tax, the advantage pf a-. generation-skipping tax is
automatically realized by Minnesota throl1gh the existence of the federal tax.
Accordingly, there appears to be no need for Minnesota to adopt such a tax
with its admitted additional disadvantag~..
.
Gift Tax. The Minnesota gift tax, adopted in 1937, was repealed as part
of the 1979 tax revision. It has long beenl recognized that gift taxes on the
state level are much too complex to jw;tify the small amount of revenue
received. As of now, only nine. states retaih such a tax. Moreover, since the
value of lifetime gifts are incorporated into the base on which the federal
estate tax is computed, the interreilltioilshibbetween the Minnesota tax and
the credit incorporates those gifts into the Minnesota tax baSe. Moreover,
the rece11,t changes in estate and gift taxatioh result in a substantial reduction
in the irtcideilce of "lifetime· gifts, thereb~' making the gift tax even less
significailt. His clear that Minnesota's decision to repeal the gift tax should
not be altered.

ENDNOTES
1. Because of their extraordinary close interrJlationshiP, no understanding of the
Minnesota estate tax (chapter 291 of the Minndsota Statutes) is possible without a
familiarity with the federal estate tax (IRC chJpter 11). Necessarily, a number of
references to the federal law appear iIi this chadter.
2. An alternative to traditional transfer taxes lis the "accessions tax." Under this
proposal a tax is assessed against each individual on the cumulative amount of gifts
and inheritance property received by him. The ~ccessions tax has recently received
incr~ased consideration as a means of simplifyfug the current transfer system and
more effectively preventing .the accumtilatio~ I~f inherited wealth. William D.
Andrews, Reporter's Study of The Accessioris 1lzx Proposal, American Law
Institute, Federal Estate and Gift 'laxation (196sil.
3. Arizona, California, Colorado, Connecticuf,
Hawaii, Illinois, Missouri,
North
.
.'
I
.
Dakota, Texas, Utah, Vermont, Virginia, Washington, and Wyoming. Maine has
adopted a pure pick-up tax as of June 30. 19.86.1
4. The importance of taxing large.aceumutatiobs of wealth was emphasized when
the income tax was declared invalid in Pollack v;\ Farmers Loan &; 'flust Company,
157 U.S. 429 (1895); rehearing, 158 U.S. 601 (189$), as a direct tax forbidden by the
Federal O:>nstitution. Knowlton v. Moore, 178 lis. 41 (1900), which sustained the
con~t.itutionalityof thefed:ral inher~ancetax of '898; held, consisten~ with it~ prior
declSlons, that a death tax IS not a direct tax on property but on the nght to dispose
of that property. The adoption of progressive
rates in inheritance taxation was

trot
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sustained as being constitutional in Magoun v. Illinois Itust & Savings Bank, 170
U.S. 283 (1898).
5. For example, during the year 1973 only 174;899 estate tax returns were filed in
the entire United States reporting total boss estates of $38,868,676. Of these 120,701
were taxable returns, reporting gross estates
of $33,293,565, yielding a total estate tax
I
of $4,153,250. U.S. Department Of the Treasury, Internal Revenue Service, Statistics
of Income, 1972, Estate Thx Returns. In Minnesota in 1982, 32,976 persons died.
During 1983 a total of 2,079 Minnesota! estate taX returns were filed, reporting total
Minnesota gross estates of $983,417,278, producing a Minnesota estate tax of
510,834,133. State of Minnesota, Depaktment of Revenue, Minnesota Estate 1i:tx
Returns Filed During 1983, Bulletin Nd. 3.
6. See Giving in America, Report of the Commission on Private Philanthropy and
Public Needs, 1975.
...
I
. .
"7. In 1981, the total number of estate tax returns filed was 2,756, of which 1,223
reported tax due;.in 1982,2,637 returoslweri: filed, of which 1,218 reported tax due;
and in 1983, 2,079 returns were filed, of which 886 reported tax due. See State of
Minnesota, Department of Revenue, M'nnesota Estate Tax Returns Filed for 1981.
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Part III
General and Selective Sales Taxation

r

8
Retail Sales and se Taxation
in Minnesota
John L. MiLsell
SCOPE OF THE MINNESOT. 1 SALES AND USE TAX
Minnesota enacted its sales":d OS< taxJI967.

000 of the last three states
adopting such a tax.. While revenue injthe first year of operation was
substantial, as it continues to be, Minnes Ita did not then and does not now
rely on the sales tax for revenue to the extent common in most states. The tax
applies to a narrow subset of consumer purchases and applies bro~dly to
business purchases, especially . of invesrment goods. Because of that
approach, revised only in part by 1984 legislation, the Minnesota sales tax is
not simply a tax on consumption. Parad~xically, it is both much less and
much more than that because many inditidual consumption expenditures
are exempt and many producer goods are taxed. To fit the tax into the
traditional pattern would require red~ced exemptions of consumer
purchases and increased exemptions of bJsiness purchases. Some of those
revisions would make sense, as later seetiJns will argue.

I

THE PRESENT STRUCTURE

The tax, a privilege tax of 6070 of the taxable base, applies to gross receipts
from the retail sale, use, storage, or consuknption in Minnesota of tangible
personal property. Taxable sale indudd, beyond ordinary commodity
transactions, the transfer of informatiob and directions via computer
software; renting, producing, fabricating,jPrinting, or processi!lg tangible
personal property; preparing or serving meals and drinks; admissions to
amusements or athletic events; furnishin~ transient lodgings and related
services by hotels, motels, rooming houses,j etc. other than for a continuous
period of thirty days or more; and furnishing electricity, gas, water or steam,
local exchange telephone service and intJstate toll service, and cable or
similar television services. The compe~ating. use tax applies only to
transactions upon which the sales tax has not been paid.
Exemptions include food products; brescription drugs, medicine,
prescription glasses, prosthetic devices, artd nonprescription products for
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preservation of health; constit tionaHy-exempt sales; gasoline and
petroleum products otherwise ubced; clothing and wearing appar~l;
materials used or consumed in a~ricultural or industrial production of
personal property to be sold at ret!ill; isolated or occasional sales; motor
vehicles taxable under the motor vehiCle excise tax; water and sewer service
for residen.tial use;. and residentiall heating f.uels (gas and electricity ·are
exempt during the months of tr'0vember through April). Sales of
commodities for resale are also exempt. The law also exempts sales to
charitable, religious, or educational ~stitutions if the. property purchased is
used in performing charitable, religious, or educational functions, sales to
.any senior citizen's group, or associ~tions of groups that limit membersh1ip
to persons age fifty-five or older, when. organized for nonprofit purposes,
and property sQld to a tax-exempt ok-ganization of military service veterans
for charitable, civic, educational" oJ nonprofit use. Further, municipalities
may reque~t an exemption for pJrchases· of construction materials or
equipment for use in an enterprise\zone. The tax.does. not exempt farm
machinery or capital.equipment. It dpes,howeyer, apply a reduced rate (4%)
to each, the latter only by refund and only if the equipment is ,Ifor new plant
or plant expansion, and only sinc~ 1984 legislation. 1 Thade or business
property transported by the puichasdr out of Minnesota is subject to special
I'
tax treatment.
As·is characteristic of such taxes, the Minnesota sales and use tax base is
highly c9ncentrnted in the largest vbndors. In 1982, 13% of returns (the
largest) cOhtained 800J0 of tax liability. Ten years before, the largest 13.7010
contained 81 %.2 Such concentratiorl can ease an administration aimed at
protection 6r the revenue base,bec~use enforcement efforts 'applied to a
relatively srltall ,portion
of the retuin
population can cover such a large
.
I
portion of the tax. The objective· of sales tax administration is, however,
voluntary cQmpliance by all vendorsJ so SUch concentration wo:uld be most
valuable ioan e~pecially adverse coJpijance environment.
There is a similar concentration ofthe base in certain primary industry
group classes. Table 1, the distributibnby the primary standard industrial
classification of repo~ingfirms of ~ross sales, use tax purchases, taxable
base, and r~porting units for 1975 land 1982, . shows almost half of the
reports (486/0 in 1982) as well as alm~st half of the combined sales and use
tax base (47% in1982) from fetaili~g.\A sinularly large percentage of use tax
purchases alone (47% in 1982) comes from manufacturing.
Around olie. quarter of all reports add Jd%; of the base comes from service
firms (refl~cting taxable commodity~ales :by them), despite the absence of
substantial tax coverage of servic.es. Iorpss sales-taxable and nontaxable
transactions--are much less concentrated, with· shares over 20070 each
coming froni ptanufacturing,reh\ilink, aJ;ld wholesaling. Gross sales data
are, however;" often less reliably report~d, so should; be interpreted only with
caution. Some discernable trends since 1971 include the increased

----_ _ _
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TABLE 1
Distribution of Minnesota Sales and Use Tax by Industry Group,
Selected Years, 11_9_75_-_19_8_2
Industry

Agriculture
Mining
Construction
Manufacturing
Transportation
Communications
& Utilities
Wholesaling
Retailing
Finance
Services
Public
Administration
Not Reported
TOTAL

Gross Sales

Use Tax
Purc, ases
1975

Taxable Base

1975

1982

0.37OJo
0.13
1.45
26.89
0.77
4.12

0.4OOJo
0.14
1.57
24.45
0.83
5.16

0.11 OJo 0.35010 0.380Je
6.30
6.02
0.49
15.97
7.93
2.26
37.35 146.65
10.5'7
4.90
5.50
0.56
8.29
4.22
9.51

25.00
32.74
0;30
5.18
1.06

22.45
32.78
0.56
5.97
1.25

6.05
11.66
1.90
5.02
0.30

6.31
0.78
2.30
3.78
0.26

2.00

4.43

2.16

5.90

2.05

looOJo

1000/0

looOJo

lOOOJo

l00OJ.

1982

1975

15.11
45.60
0.60
9.93
2.95

_

Reports

1982

1975

1982

0.41 OJ.
0.54
2.23
9.34
0.65
10.34

1.54OJo
0.20
2.97
6.98
0.70
0.74

1.43OJo
0.12
3.00
5.63
1.51
0.86

11.70

46.60
1.03
10.79
2.25

8.61
45.76
1.18

6.18
47.94
0.95
26.51 " 25.94
0.74
1.04

4.12

3.77

5.69

l00OJo

looOJo

looOJo

I

Source: Commissioner of Revenue, Minnesota Sales and Use Tax Annual Report, various
years.

concentration of use tax purchases in manufacturing, the decreased use tax
purchases in retailing, and the decline
the concentration of the total
taxable base in retailing. Use tax purchakes grew from 4.7% of the total
taxable base in 1971 to 6.9% in 1982. other elements of the distribution
remained generally constant.

ih

RELIANCE AND EFFORT IN MINNES0TA

State governments raise more revenue fJom their general sales and gross
receipts taxes than from any other tax, as ~as been the case since the decline
of state property taxes. For the forty-~h'e states plus the District of
Columbia levying general sales taxes., the sd\,urce yielded in total 32% Of their
state tax revenue. For FY 1983, this was the predominant tax source in
twenty-five of the fifty states and in twenty of the thirty-nine states with
both general sales and individual incomb taxes. Sales tax reliance has,
however, declined somewhat because of increased importance of state
individual income taxes: in FY 1980, for idstance, the general sales tax was
the predominant tax source in thirty-three bf the fifty states and in twentyseven of the thirty-nine states with both gederal sales and individual income
taxes. The facts that Minnesota (1) adopted an individual income tax prior
to its adoption of a general sales tax and (2) has always raised more revenue

I
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from the individual income tax (more than double the sales tax yield for the
past ten years) represent exceptions Ito the national pattern.
'Dible 2 charts statutory sales tax rates from'1934, a year in which only ten
states had sales taxes and the meab statutory rate was 2Ofo, to 1984. The
number of adopting states. grew ko twenty-three (plus the District of
Columbia) by the end of the 1930s, thirty-four by 1955, thirty-seven by 1965,
and forty-six by 1970, the most bent year of change. Only Alaska,
I .
.
Delaware, Montana, New HampshirF, and Oregon have no general sales tax.
Minnesota (1967), Nebraska (l967~, and Vermont (1969) thus have the
newest such taxes in the natiOn. Thd mean statutory rate-currently around
4.S%-has increased gradually throhgh the years, although its present level
is something more than half a perceitagepoin~ higher than at the beginning
of the 1980s.The table indicates sevpn states levying a sales tax at or higher
than the Minnesota sales tax rate (cnrrently 6%). The rate increases in 1981
(4% to 5070) and in 1982 (5% to 6OfJ).dramat(callY moved Minnesota above
the typical state, even $ough the increases. did not substantially change
reliance on the tax in the state.
I
The table excludes the gross in~ome or business and occupation taxes that
Washington, West Virginia, and Indiana levy. These taxes typically apply
TAiBLE 2
History of Statutory Sales Tax Rates
Jartuary 1

I
Number of
Number
States- with
Mean
States- at
General
Statutory or above
Year Sales Taxes
Rate
Minnesota

ot

1934
1938
1950
1955
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

10
23
28
34
34
35
36
36
37
37

2.0
2.28
2.23
2.32
2.65
2.96
2.76
2.78
2.94
2.97
3.03
3.01
3.22
3.35
3.54

40
43
45
45
46

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
37
39
40

Year
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
'1982
1983
1984

Number of
Number of
States- with
States- at
Mean
General
Statutory or above
Sales Taxes
Rate
Minnesota
46

46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46

46
46

3.64
3.73
3.79
3.80
3.83
3.90
3.93
3.96
3.95
3.95
4.02
4.14
4.31
4.53

42
24
25
25
27
28
28
28
27
27
27
14
5
7

-Including District of Columbia.
X No Minnesota sales tax.
Sources: John F. Due and John L. Mikesel Sales Taxation, State and Local Structure and
Administration (Baltimore: Jobns Hopkins Diversity Press; 1983); pp. 42-'45 and Commerce
Clearing House, State Tax Review.
/
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several fractional tax rates to various s ges of the production process, not
just the final sale. The general trend abpears to be toward elimination of
these taxes. Low gross receipt taxes werJ repealed in Alaska (1979) and New
Jersey (1977) and the gross income
in Indiana is. being gradually
eliminated. Washington and West Virginia continue using their business and
occupation taxes, although credits and rate reductions have reduced its·
significance in the latter to some degrJ.

tax

YIELD

The history of the Minnesota salesanc!l use tax, shown in Thble 3, reflects
substantial growth, from $113 million in\FY 1968 to almost $1 billion ($992
million) in FY 1983. That growth has somewhat exceeded that experienced
by other tax sources, as reliance on the sEdes tax has increased from less than

TABL~3

Sales Tax Relianc I and Effort
in Minnesota, FYj 1968-83

Reliance
Fiscal Collections
on
Year (thousands) Sales Tax

Sales Tax
per capita Statutory
(deflated to Sales Tax
1972
Rate
dollars)
Changes

Sales Tax
Effort

Sales
Tax per
. capita

14.19070
19.40
19.39
19.65
20.19

1.0007.
1.41
1.43
1.43
1.71

$30.90
46.98
52.05
55.75
70.12

$36.52
53.08
56.27
57.71
70.12
73.37
76.66
78.01
82.64
84.34
90.35
93.83
90.26
87.16
103.75

1968
1969
1970
1971
1972

$113,078
173,961
195,620
212,721
270,128

1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

299,326
348,141
348,391
430,842
468,543
593,387
610,473
652,442
690,765
876,078

18.43
18.83
18.95
19.14
18.53
19.05
18.82
19.79
20.05
22.66

1.75
1.71
1.78
1.87
1.87
1.89
1.91
1.82
1.75
1.99

77.41
89.61
98.61
109.74
118.41
135.52
152.47
161.57
169.18
213.00

1983

992,259

22.97

2.15

240.08

..:

3% to 4070,
Nov. I, 1972

40/0 to 5070,
July I, 1981
5% to 6%,
112.50
\. January 1,
1983

Sources: Office of Legislative Auditor, State and Lo~al Government Financesin Minnesota: A
Review of Trends in Revenues and Expenditures, 1957-1982 (November 1983); U.S. Bureau of
Cen$us, State Tax Collections 1983 (GF83, No.1); Survey of Current Business, July and
August 1982, July and August 1983; and U.S. DepJ!ment of Commerce, Business Statistics,

1979 edition. Deflation by implicit deflator for pers6nal consumption expenditure.
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20070 of tax revenue in the early years to almost 23% now. Greater sales tax
effort accompanies that increase, a~ sales tax collection as a percentage of
state personal income, sales tax per bapita, and sales tax per capita adjusted
for inflation are all higher. Regardldss of the view taken, the significance of
the sales tax to Minnesota state gofernment, to the state economy, and to
individUals in the. state has increased since the enactment of the tax. Further
insights emerge from compansons ~cross states, however.
Sales and use tax yields by statt as presented by the U.S. bureau of
census, are not entirely satisfactoty for interstate comparisons because
census reporting does .not employ a consistent sales tax· concept. For.
instance, some states exclude trans~ctions covered by most states, but then
apply near-equivalent selective ex~ise taxes (as with motor vehicles in
Minnesota). Other states add sever~nce or other tax features to their sales
tax structure. Thus, adjustments ar~ made to data for several states before
constructing cross-state comparisons: 3
I

1. Business and .occupation tax (Washington, West Virginia) and gross
income tax (Indiana)· collections lare subtracted. These taxes are general
business levies, not general sales ~axes as found in other states.
2. Nonsales tax or special sales tax dements are subtracted when reported as
part of the general sales U1X•. The~e include the tax on pineapple canning,
sugar cane processing, and ihsurbce soliciting in Hawaii and severance
tax features in Arizona. The wholFs~e taxes in several states are, however,
not subtracted because they are parts of the basic sales tax structure.
3. Sales tax equivalent taxes on IO~ging, meals; motor vehicles, etc. are
added to the basic sales tax whe~e they are otherwise excluded.
4. Fees received by states for collecti0nof local sales taxes are subtracted, for
states reporting this revenue as p~rt of the sales tax.
The adjusted sales tax revenue da{a indicate the extent to which each state
raises revenue from the general sales!tax base. Table 4 presents both reported
and adjusted sales tax yields for fiscal years 1970, 1980, and 1983. These
data are t~e basis for analysis in thb next sections.
RELIANCE

The data show that average state reliance on the general sales or gross
receipts equals around one-third otl state tax collections for both sales tax
concepts. There are, however, sUbs~antial differences across the states. FY
1983 state reliance ranged from 58l6% of tax collections generated from
reported sales tax revenue in Wa~hington state to 15.6% generated in
Oklahoma; thirteen states raised mo~e than 40% of tax revenue from the tax
(eleven states, on an adjustedbasis).J The Minnesota sales tax produced only
about one-fourth of its tax revenue In 1983, compared to about one-fifth of
tax revenue in 1970. This lower rel~ance is characteristic of the region: all
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TABL 4
Reported and Adjusted Sales an Use Tax Revenue by State
Fiscal Years 1970, Ip80, and-1983
Reported

Adjusted
Sales Tax Revenue
(Million $)

\

_TUR~T
(Million $)

State
Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
MINNESOTA
Mississippi
Missouri
Nebraska
Nevada
New Jersey .New Mexico
New York
North Carolin'a
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

1970
212.4
173.7
108.7
1756.9
137.8
258.7
658.2
335.8
162.7
41.7
1008.2
380.7
223.5
145.4
267.7
166.5
83.2
236.8
168.4
828.5
195.6
227.9
344.8
74.9
54.7
355.6
85.7
1012.0
264.5
42.9
658.8
93.8
948.4
78.3
192.6
47.7
241.2
502.6
91.0
17.1
210.0
546.2
181.7
272.6
31.0

1980..
577.1
814.6
371.8
6695.2
537.4
803.0
2252.1
932.0
498.3
137.1
2379.1
1331.6
502.1
418.4
607;6
739.3
214.1
712.8
746.0
1706.7
650.1
671.1
792.3
277.0
182.9
1180.3
402.9
2844.9
693.6
124.0
1445.8
317.6
1995.8
169.1
576.5
147.2
982.3
2536.8
324.7
40.8
595.1
1625.0
598.5
853.9
163.1

1983

1970

659.7
845.3
437.5
7766.6

215.0
165.2
108.7
1752.4
137.8
258.7
658.2
335.8
161.2
41.7
1015.2
214.8
223.5
145.4
302.8
166.5
83.2
279.3
194.7
828.5
195.6
227.9
334.8
74.9
54.7
355.6
91.0
1012.0
264.5
42.9
658.8
110.6
958.8
78.3
192.6
47.7
239.2
606.6
91.0
21.6
238.2
435.0
96.2
" 272.6
31.0

5
1622
.
104.1
I

3334.2
1173.0
j60U
165.4
394.1
8
71.1
~98.5

tl.

~00.4

38.5
270.3
865.1
1051.7
1969.4
992.3
761.4
984.9
356.6
368.3
1660.3
476.7

3~31.9
25.7

f1
t.4

223 5.1
2 2.4
6 1.6

IV 3.5

nr·

2
33 0.0
391.3

¥i.7

721.6
2454.0

7~.4

12 I .4
1!!O.O

1980. '
605.8
814.6
371.8
6679.1
537.4
803.0
2252.1
929.7
498.3
137.1
2396;0
968.6
502.1
418.4
704.7
750.8
214.1
847.0
763.8
1706.7
738.8
671.1
792.3
275.7
182.6
1180.3
418.5
2844.9
693.6
124.0
1445.8
370.8
1995.8
169.1
576.5
159.6
982.3
3004.2
324.7
65.1
666.8
1222.6
217.7
853.9
163.1

1983
695.1
800.3
437.5
7744.7
622.5
1104.1
3334.2
1169.8
598.0
J65.4
2416.3
1111.9
571.1
498.5
810.4
855.7
270.3
1041.5
1079.2
1969.4
1116.1
761.4
984.9
355.0
368.3
1660.3
498.3
3531.9
825.7
146.4
2004.6
473.4
2365.1
212.4
698.0
186.6
1177.2
3937.8
391.3
101.7
820.1
1884.7
306.0
1209.4
190.0

Sources: U.S. Bureau of Census, State Tax Col/ectihns in 1983 (GF 83, No. I) and earlier
volumes, as well as information provided by various states.
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adjacent states except South Dakota (which has no individual income tax)
raise less than 30070 of tax revenue rom the general sales tax. The states
. relying most heavily on the standkd general sales tax__South Dakota
(57%), Florida (54%), and Tennesse¢I (52%)-all have no individual income
tax. The next heaviest user, Hawaii (52%), levies an extremely broad-based,
multi-stage tax with few exemptions. lIn spite of the high statutory rate used
by Minnesota, sales tax reliance for state revenue is low.
EFFORT

Thbles 5 and 6 compare sales tax effort according to· two altemative
indices. Thble 6 examines adjusted ~ales tax revenue per capita with and
without adjustment for di.fferences ih state statutory tax rate. As would be
expected, both indices have increase~ considerably across the fiscal years.
On either basis, Hawaii's per capita sales tax revenue is highest in the nation,
reflecting the broad tax base, high bersonal income in the state, and the
ability of the Hawaiian economy tol capture revenue from tourists. North
Carolina and Oklahoma are lowest tithout rate adjustment; West Virginia
and Pennsylvania are lowest after adjustment for rates. Low per capita
revenue results from combinations bf low income (West Virginia, North
Carolina), low statutory rates (bklahoma), and many exemptions
(Pennsylvania). The Minnesota per papita effort is above average without
rate adjustment (the 6% rate is Qne of the highest), but is below average after
adjustment (the taxhas many exemJtions).
Table 6 reports sales and use tax rtenue as a percentage of state personal
income. This index extracts the influence of income levels on the tax base to
gauge the relative coverage of the I tax base, after adjustment for rate
differences. Without the rate aqjustment, the index shows the total sales tax
effort made on the state income bas¢. National summary statistics show an
increase in total effort from 1970 to 11980, with some decline to 1983 (from
2.2070 to 2.5% to 2.3% of personal i~come
in each of the years). The effort
I
increase has been continuous in Minnesota; effort in Minnesota (1983)
exceeds the national average, comp~ed to lower-than-average effort in prior
years. Highest effo.rt states are HaiWaii and New Mexico; lowest effort,
Oklahoma and Virginia.
l
Dividing these indices by the applicable tax rate leaves sales tax base
coverage as the primary influence ort the measure. On a national basis, the
sales tax is narrower in 1983 (0.58) tl~an in 1970 or 1980, a reflection of the
overall trend toward more sales tax e~emptions. Minnesota remained below
the national average throughout th¢ period. The Hawaiian index remains
highest (1.29%) because of the breJdth of its tax base; Pennsylvania and
Massachusetts (0.30% and 0.31 %, ~espectively) are lowest as a result of
many commodity exemptions. Ttle lowest five states-Pennsylvania,
Massachusetts, New Jersey, Conn Icticut, and Rhode Island-all have
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TABL 5
Sales Tax Yield Per Capita: Fiscall Years 1970, 1980, and 1983

Yield Per Capita ($)
State
Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Conn~cticut
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
lIIinois
'Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
MINNESOTA
Mississippi
Missouri
Nebraska
Nevada
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Average
Sources: Same as Table 4.

1970

1980

$63.73
94.30
57.64
88.88
63.25
86.57
98;66
74.76
215.32
59.69
92.48
41.75
80.10
65.42
95.79
46.71
85.17
72.09
34.58
94.38
51.92
105.58
74.37
51.01
113.53
50.16
91.18
56.29
53~30
70.30
62.49
44.27
82.16
84,90
76.32
72.18
62.31
55.20
85.78
49.34
52.44
129.74
56.51
62.43
94.24.

$155.72
299.70
162.72
282.19
186.01
258.35
231.22
170.15
516.37
145.25
209.85
176.43
172.35
177.06
192.49
178.58
190.32
200.90
133.14
184.35
181.21
266.20
161.13
175.62
228.59
162.48
321.94
162;04
118.07
189.91
133.91
122.59
168.18
178.52
184.83
231.37
213.95
211.14
222.28
127.46
124.73
296.02
11 1.62
181.48
346.36

75.54

200.99

1983

Yield Per Capita Per 10J0
Tax Rate ($)
1970

1980

1983

269.27
252.46
252.80
2t2 . 77
I 3.69
152.24
44·28
155.79
254.62
372.64

$15.93
31.43
19.11
22.22
21.08
17.31
24.67
24.92
53.83
19.90
23.12
20.88
26.70
21.81
19.16
23.35
17.03
18.02
11.53
23.60
17.31
21.12
24.79
20.40
37.84
10.03
22.79
18.76
17.77
17.58
15.62
22.13
13.69
16.98
19.08
18.05
2Q.77
16.98
21.44
16.45
17.48
28.83
18.84
15.61
31.41

38.93
74.93
54.24
59.41
62.00
36.91
57.81
56.72
129.09
48.42
52.46
44.11
57.45
59.02
38.50
59.53
38.06
40.18
26.63
46;09
45.30
53.24
51.56
58.54
·76.20
' 32.50
85.85
40.51
39.36
63.30
33.48
61.29
28.03
29.75
46.21
56.43
47.54
52.79
55.57
42.49
41.58
65.78
37.21
45.37
115.45

$44.20
68.17
62.91
65.51
66.12
47.14
63.02
68.88
154.43
56.09
52.76
49.31
60.53
69.32
44.05
64.72
47.59
48.97
37.53
54.35
49.70
59.37
56.17
64.00
72.88
41.15
103.01
50.06
46.06
69.02
37.35
72.53
33.17
37.27
54.55
67.32
56.10
63.20
60.69
48.42
50.75
78.22
31.16
50.92
124.21

2l5.44
I

21.28

53.02

60.06

~176.78

r·~

188.73
311.20
01.02
353.55

~15.08

06.65

~17.73

68.26

~11.03

203.16

~96.72

207.97
220.26
194.16
237.95
I
244.83

~87.63

217.42
269.39
296.84
198.84
223.99
419.04

2i3.04
360.54
200.23

~38.17

18;80

1~6.77

V;05
1 9.03
2Jn;63

2~8.19

I'
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extremely narrow sales tax bases. Minnesota, at.0.4507o, is well below average
because of consumption exemptions (fO~d, clothing drugs), but the lack of
several manufacturing exemptions keep It well above the bottom group.
Consumption commodity exemptions ~re something of a revenue luxury
available to the more affluent states: only three of the ten lowest per-capitaincome states completely exempt food ~or home. consumption, compared
with eight of the ten highest per-capita-income states, The low-income states
generally cannot afford the revenue loss aksociated with the exemption, even
though their citizenry may beparticUlarl~ in need of such relief. Minnesota,
comfortably above the per-capita-income median, opts for considerable
revenue loss through its extensive consutber exemptions.
On the basis of this evidence, the fOllOring conclusions are appropriate:
j

.1. Minnesota does not rely as heavily onl the general sales tax as does the

I

.,typical state using the tax.
2. Minnesota niakes greater sales tax e~fort than does the typical state:
2.42% of personal income, versus 2~34flo for the average state. This high
effort results only because of the higlil statutory rate applicable in the
state; the rate·adjusted yield of the tax a percentage of personal income
is relatively low.. The narrow base, in Jut important sense, produces the
high statutorY tax rate.

Js

J

INTERST~TE
THE BASE

l

COMPARISONS OF CO .SUMER
.

COMPONENTS~F

State sales taxes typically apply to retai transactions, that is, to sales to
'the final consumer. Since Mississippi elim~nated its wholesale tax earlier in
1984, the Hawaiian general excise taxis the only state sales tax not
exempting items for resale. Coverage df consumption expenditures by
individuals is far from complete, in Minttesota as well as in other states.
Tables providing detailed comparisons. kcross st~tes for several major
expenditure categories are available from the commission. Some patterns are
important to note.
. I
1. Food Exemption. Twenty-eight states and the District of Columbia
exempt purchases of food for at-home donsumption. Although such an
exemption complicates both compliance With and administration of the tax,
the exemption does (as will be demonstrated later) relieve a portion of the
regressi~ity of the tax. An alternative apprbach, the refund of sales tax paid
through a credit/rebate structure, althou~h regarded as a cheaper, more
effective approach to reducing regressivity is used in only eight states. While
five states and the District of Colum~ia (Colorado, Indiana, Iowa,
Michigan, and Nebraska) have aband6ned credit systems for food
exemption, only North Carolina has perm~nently ended a food exemption.
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2. Prescription Medicine. OnlX Georgia, Hawaii, and New Mexico do
not exempt prescription medicine, ~d Georgia has legislated exemption to
begin 1985. Nine states plus the DiSfrict of Columbia (including Minnesota)
exempt nonprescription medicine as well. The desire to avoid extra burden
on the ill has substantial merid especially as the exemption reduces
regressivity. When the exemptiob is .limited to prescriptions, neither
particularly troublesome; difficult
compliance nor administration Jre
I
interpretation problems can complicate extensions to other medicines.
3. Clothing. Only five states ex'empt clothing (plus Connecticut, which
exempts all clothing at less than SJ75). Three-Massachusetts, Minnesota,
and New Jersey~were among the SIX most recent states to adopt sales taxes;
few states have seriously considered copying the exemption.
4. Items Subject to Excise. Marly states exempt items subject to selective
excises (especially motor fuel, dgarettes, and alcohol beverage). This
treatment has· no logical positiot!I; if an item appropriately bears the
extraordinary... tax burden· of thee.~c.ise, there is no reason to relieve that
burden in the general tax structure. Furthermore, the special exemption
complicates compliance and administration. Although states almost always
extend sales tax coverage to alcoh61 beverages, they do not regularly tax
cigarettes and gaso!ine.Only ten ~tates tax gasoline, sometimes erecting
special bracket structures to excludfthe selective excise from the tax base,
and. thirt.y-S.1X.·,.•.. tax. c.iga.re.ttes, again ith. som.e st.a.tesex.clud.ing tax elemen.ts
from the base.. Minnesota exempts the, former. and ,taxes the latter.
5. Residential Fuel and Electricit. Somewhat fewer than half the states
tax r.esidential fuel.s. and electricityJ Some •exemptions. are based on time of
year·asin Minnesota and Wisconsid-and Maine exempts only a portion of
electricity purchased. Other states (1renrtessee and Utah) apply lower rates to
'I
the purchases.
6. Consumer Services. Few statJs have extended their sales taxes broadly
to services. Only three have taxed all services except those rendered to
employers and those enumerated aJ exempt. Three other states tax services
broadly, but the. remaining states apply the tax· only to services specifically
enumerated in the law. Thus, theirvaxes become general sales taxes on retail
commodity purchases and selective Isales taxes on retail service transactions.
Twenty-two states do not tax services beyond utilities, admissions, and
transient lodging, and not all tax e~en those.
From this revieW, it is clear tha~ state sales tax coverage for individual
consumers is substantially narrow~r than total consumption expenditure.
Minnesota has one of the narroiver bases: it exempts food for home
consumption, prescription and norlprescription medicines, clothing, motor
fuel, and residential heating fuel, ahd taxes virtually no consumer services.

F.
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D THE BUSINESS IMPACT

Sales tax laws consider many purchasbs made by a business firm to be
final consumption and, thus, tax them. ~uch taxes applied to production
inputs can distort business decisions, can cause pyramiding of sales tax
burden, and can discourage capital inv1esment and asset replacement, but
no state has sacrificed the revenue as ociated with full exemption .of
producer goods. The tax paid on such b iness purchases is not obvious to
individuals (it gets imbedded in opera4g costs and is bidden in pretax
prices) and allows higher revenue from any statutory rate. While the tax may
be hidden to indiVidual . . consumers, it is obvious to businesses; it is the
resulting distortions and disincentives th~t have induced many states since
1970 to widen business-purchase exemptibns.
Several categories of business purchase~ may be subject to tax, including
items for resale, materials Used in prodUcipg the final product, commodities
consumed in the production process, f~els and electric power .used in
production, industrial equipment and m1achinery,agricultural machinery,
and computer software (a purchase only of recent concern). Since the
term~na~onof the wholesale level tax i.n IMississip~i in 1984,. only Haw~ii
applIes Its tax to the ,first two categonet 4 There IS, however, substantIal
variation among state~ for the other cate~ories.
1. Consumables. I~e~s directly used in production, but not becoming
physical ingredients or'the ProdlJ,ct(pr()ce~$ingChemicaIS,anodes, catalysts,
etc.), are taxed at least in part in twenty4wo states. Minnesota generally
exempts such purchases.
2. Industrial Filelsand Electricity. 11 ability of industrial fuels usually
follows the treatment of consumables, and treatment of industrial electricity
typically follows that oHuet There are dceptions to both (e.g., Wisconsin
and Nebraska), but they are few. Electricit~ for general use (not production)
typically is taxed, unle~s electricity is generally exempt (North Dakota). Fuel
exemptions often are limited to use irl production or manufacturing:
Indiana, Iowa, Maryland, Minnesota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Rhode
Island follow that practice.
I
3. IndustrialMachinery~ Early sales taxes applied to industrial
machinery even though that machinery wks used to produce goods subject
to the tax. The trend has been toward exdmption of such purchases. Thus,
twenty-two states fully taxed these purchJes in 1971, but only twelve did so
by mid-1984. States not fully taxing induhrial machinery respond in three
ways: application:ofaredl.lced rate, exemdtion limited to new and expanded
industry, and ,general eXemption (twenty-t~o states fully exempt). Minnesota
grants a lower rate (byr~(und) to new or Jxpanded industry only. All states
fully taxing ind~strial: illachineryare we!t of the Mississippi River. s Full
exemption had b~ei1assoCiated with the industrial states from the midwest to
the Atlantic; both; new: and eXpanded limithtions and reduced rates had been

J
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associated with the south. In recent years, that geographic pattern has
I.
.
broken down.
4. Agricultural Machinery. A~cultural machinery represents· another
producer-good initially taxed by Virtually all states, but now subject to
widespread exemption or taxation at reduced rates. Only eleven states do not
provide some exemption or rate retluction for such purchases. Minnesota
taxes the purchases at a reduced rate.
·5; Computer Software. A tmal blass of business p~chase to cOI)sider is
computer software, the instructiods that cause electronic data processing
equipment to perform desired task~. While the computer equipment itself
would ordinlU'ily be sUbject to whatever rules apply to the taxation of
equipment and machinery, differeht rules often apply to the frequently
costly associated softWare. Some s~ates have enacted laws explicitly taxing
software (inqlUding Minnesota). Other states exempt all software. A final
gro~p dete~es ~bility o~ the~asisof whether the software is generally
avaIlable for :u,seWIthout modificatlOQ ("canned") or not. If the former, the
software is regarded as being anbxempt service (the tax covering only
purchases of ta.n¢ble property); if the latter, the software is taxable tangible
property. The distinction is fine and potentially troublesome.
STRUCTURAL PECULIARITIEsl

The previous interstate compariso s of state sales tax structure make clear
.the peculiarities or . special characteristics of the Minnesota tax. These
features merit highlighting for attbntion through the remainder of this
study:
1. The exemption of clothing purch . es.- Minnesota is one of only six states
which exempt clothing from the Jales tax.
2. The exemption of nonprescriptiod medicine purchases. While virtually all
states exempt prescription medicihe and most exempt insulin, prosthetic
devices, and the like, only nine plus the District of Columbia extend the
exemption to nonprescription meJncines as well.
3. The selective exemption of resid~ntial electricity and natural gas, and
electricity purchased by residential users. Minnesota adds the nearlyunique (Wisconsin uses a similar Joncept) approach of exempting natural
gas or 'electricity bill~ for Novdmber through April when that is the
primary source of residential heatJ Other states avoid this complhinceand
administration complexity.
I
4. The exemption and selective excisJ taxation of motor vehicles. MinneSota
is one of handful of states taxing rhotor vehicle purchases outside its sales
tax.
I
.
5. The narrow exemption of bU~iness-purchases of equipment and
machinery. States now typically prbvide relief from sales tax on purchases

1
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of industrial machinery by full exempti n of all such purchases, by taxing
at a reduced rate, or by providing exembtion to such purchases. by new or
expanding industry (only twelve states provide no such relief). Minnesota
now provides relief, but it is the only suite providing a reduced rate only to
new or expanding industry.
6. Business purchase for out-of-stateese. The special (and unique)
treatment of these purchases will be cqnsidered. in a later section.
7. High statutory rate. Minnesota has one of the seven highest sales tax
rates, despite the low-revenue reliance tu the source:
,

I

DISTRIBUTION ISSUES

J

Revenue structures distribute the cost
government among elements of
the state economy. Equity in that distribuiion is critical for evaluation of a
revenue structure. Unfortunately, the retail sales tax does not perform well
on this standard. These taxes typically ire regressive:· the interaction of
individual consumption choices and tat structures causes low-income
families to pay a higher percentage of their before-tax income in sales tax
than do higher-income families. That occuk-s not because the statutory sales
tax rate differs among families but becauke low-income families generally
spend a smaller percentage of their inco~bs on taxable purchases than do
higher-income families. Higher-income families not only save a higher
percentage of their incomes, but they also t~nd
to spend a greater percentage
I
of their income on untaxed transactions. The equity problem is
compounded by a tendency for the effecti~e sales tax rate to differ among
families with generall. y similar taxpaying \capacit.y, because families with
similar income have different relative prer,erences for taxed and untaxed
items. Thus, the tax can produce horizontal inequity within income classes
as well as regressivity between income clas~es.
VERTICAL EQUITY

l

Although exact results depend on marke conditions, it is generally held
that a retail sales tax will be borne by consufuers. That burden will not be an
. equal proportion of consumer income ~ecause- consumers at different
income levels spend different proportionS of their incomes on taxable
transactions. Those spending higher proporjlions of their income on taxable
transactions will bear a greater share of the sales tax burden than will those
spending lower proportions. If the proport on declines as family income is
higher, the burden of the tax is regressive. & analysis here indicates, that is
the case with the Minnesota tax.
\
The evidence comes from family expenditure patterns available in the
bureau of labor statistics' Survey of ConsJmer Expenditures data for the

I
I
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j

north central states. The most re ·ent disaggregated data with sufficient
detail to permit approximation of tlle Minnesota sales tax base are from the
1972-73 survey year; there is no entitely adequate method of adjusting those
data to current family patterns. Thp bureau has not released detailed data
for the 1980-81 survey. but some comparisons from the 1981 data tapes are
. . here. Those comparisons. renerallY indicate consistency. with the
presented
earlier expenditure patterns.
Thble 7 presents the average perce tage of family income by income class
currently in the Minnesota sales tax base and the percentage of income spent
on selected expenditure classes. Low-income families spend a higher
percentage of their. in.come on items\ in the Minnesota sales tax base with a
decline generally continuous throu~h the income groups. Families in the
lowest income class spend 38010 of their income on taxed transactions.
compared to only 11 OJo inthe h~ghest\class. The ~ales tax thu~.distributes the
cost of government. more heaVIly to\rard lower-mcome families. The tables
show si~ilar data for selected taxed and exempt consumption categories;
none but club dues show an overall \increase with family income. On that
evidence, it would be difficult tO construct any sales tax base with
I
nonreg.re....ssive burdens; Restructurirg can only aim fer reducing that
regresslvlty.
The ext~nt of regressivity over all " come classes may be gauged from an
index computed from a simple regre~sion equation:

expendit~re

"The amount of
(in theJes tax base) is regressed on the amount of
income (income class); logarithmiC trltnsformations of both variables
used
because of the interest in the relative ~ercentage changes. If the coefficient for
income is greater than 1.0. the tax is prOgressive, while coefficients equal to or less
than 1.0 indicate proportionality
regressivity, respectively. Use of such
regression coefficients produces a ~ingle summary statistic, or index, of
progressivity or regressivity for the exdenditure component in question."6

are

ot

The index indicates whether or not patments from a sales tax would increase
more or less rapidly than does incom~ across income classes. The lower the
index, the greater the regressivity frob
the tax. The index for the current
I
Minnesota base equals 0.639, so a family with income 1% higher than
another would bear a sales tax burdeh higher by only 0.6390/0. The base is
7
regressive.

j

HORIZONTAL EQUITY

While vertical equity is a basic 'oneem for tax analysis, horizontal
equity-the extent to which otherwiSelequal families pay different effective
tax rates-is an important consideration as well. A tax on consumption can
create difference because some purcha~es are taxed, others are exempt, and
saving is outside the system. Consu I ers with high preferences for taxed
transactions will pay higher ~ffective ax rates than would others without
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TABLE
Family Income and Consumptio by Expenditure Class as
Percent of Average In±me and Class
Regressivity Ind· , 1981:
NorthCentral United States Expehditure and Income Data
I

Family
Income
Class
Under $3,000
3,000-3,999
4,0004,999

5,000-5,999
6,000-6,999
7,000-7,999
8,000-8,999
10,000-11,999
12,000-14,999
15,000-19,999
20,000-24,999
25,OOO-above

Average
Food-At Personal
Family
Home Conare
Income, 1981 sumption Services
$1,411
3,523
4,520
5,447
6,513
7,364
8,923
10,919
13,431
17.348
22,435
35,805

56.05'7u
24.49
2\..66
20.58
17.20
21.03
17.48
16,63
12:72
11.12
9.35
7.58

NonpreI Drug
scription
and
Supplies

3.87070
0.92
0.56
2.00
1.08
0.54
1.06
0.53
0.64
0.33
0.46
0.35

2.0607.
1.30
0.71
2.89
1.98
0.78
0.96
1.00
1.43
0.91
0.57
0.21

Residential
Fuel and
Electricity

Gasoline,
Oil, and
Additives

32.2507.
8.69
10.77
13.68
7.14
15.84

28.19070
8.35
6.60
6.78
7.96
6.21
8.33
5.76
7.10
5.40
4.76
3.93

~.18

7.00
7.22
5.10
4.43
3.15

those tastes. Unless there is special social reason for'the extraordinary
burden, the differential should be avoided.
Table 8 compares effective sales tax ratbs on income for the Mirmesota
sales tax base for family units With! different characteristics; the
characteristics include size, age of family head, housing tenure of family,
and area the family lives in. Those data show:

an~

l. Family Size: the rates paid by largest
smallest units is higher than for
intermediate sizes.
2. Age of Family Head. The effective rate d.eclinesas the age of the family
head is higher.
3. Race of Family Head. Black families ace higher rates than do white
I
families.
4.l:iousing Tenure. Renters pay higher effdctive rates than do homeowners.
S.1YPe of Area. ,Urban or rural, in a metrdpolitan area or not, there is little
difference in effective rate.
I

t

These patterns demonstrate the extra problems of fairness created by sales
•
I
taxation.
I
COMPREHENSIVE TAX BASE

~

Comparisons with other states show th t the Minnesota sales tax base
excludes several consumption items found i several other taxes. Particularly
important alternatives are clothing, food, services, and ga!loline. Because
these exemptions are often defended on the basis of equity, it is important to
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consider the influence on tax distribution of including them in the tax. Thble
9 presents regressivity indices for rarious possible sales tax structures, as
compared with the present Minnesota base. The evidence shows that, under

.TtBLE'

Effective Sales and Use Tax Rates by Family Size
and by
of Fiunily Head

Ag9

Family Income
Before Tax

AL,

Effective
Rate

Average
Effective Rate,
Clothing
Included

Average
Effective
Rate, Food
and Clothing
Included
$25 Credit

1

All Families
By Family Size
1 person
2 persons
3 persons
4 persons
5 persons·
6 or more
persons

$11,419
5,741
10,787
12,893
14,963
16,155
14,881

1 87
It75
1]80
1177
1174
1187

Coefficient of Dispersion·
By Age of Family Head
. 6,724
Under 25
11,764
25 - 34
35 - 44
14,297
45 - 54
15,529
12,286
55 --64
65 +
6,292
Coefficient of Dispersion
By Race of Family Head
Black
7,577
White
11,862
By Housing Tenure
Homeowner
Renter

13,502
7,959

By Type of Area
Urban, in SMSA
12,016
Rural, in SMSA
12,875
Urban; outside SMSA
9,909
Rural. outside SMSA
9,753

2.08'"

2.06

2.12
2.00
2.10
2.09
2.07
2.25

2.20
2.09
2.12
2.05
1.96
1.97

2.46707.

2.62'10
233
d88
1 83
JJ70

~r~·I3~

1. 3
8

I.r

1.~4

T
lr
1.80
1

1.80
1

1.~0

2.67
2.19
2.17
2.00
1.85
1.97

3.46
2.57
2.09
2.08
2.00
1.94
2.09

9.69%

5.85l1Jo

2.24
2.07

2.07
2.07

2.02
2.27

2.03
2.26

2.09

2.09

2.08

2.02

2.09

2.02

2.07

1.98

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, COrlsumer Expenditure Survey: Integrated Diary and
Interview Survey Data, 1972-73 Bulletin 1992,
·The coefficient of dispersion measures the felative dispersion of values around the median.
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the current structure, an increase in rmily income of 1% increases
purchases of taxed items by 0.639%. So, o~ the assumption thatthe sales tax
is embedded in prices paid by purchases, ~he net burden of the tax declines
with higher income. Prospects for impro+n~ that performance by general
expansion of the tax base are not great: the regressivity index for all current
cO'nsumption is 0.588, somewhat below thd current base. Of the alternatives
considered, however, expansion of the bas~lto include clothing would reduce
regressivity'(the index rises to 0;651) and e~pansion to clothing and services
to consumers would leave regressivity virtu~ly unchanged (the index equals
0.633). Analysts have argued for years th~t a clothing exemption adds to
sales tax regressivity. Thus, Davies notes: 'ill states considering adoption or
changes in sales tax laws should be awar~ that exempting Clothing from
taxation not only erodes the tax base, but dtakes the levy less progressive or
more regressive."g
.
\
.,
. Typical co~modit~ .exe~Ptio~ pro~rams
not produce ~ sales tax that
IS not regressIve. :VertIcal 10equlty wdl have to be corrected 10 some other
part of the tax system. Table 8 indicated tha~ taxation of clothing would not
h~ve substantial influence on horizontal e~ty; the data are ~nsufficiently
disaggregated for conClusions about other Iievisions.
An even greater extension of the base wo~ld involve the substitution of a
sale's taxcredit/rebate for the exemptiorl of food. The current food
exemption exempts purchases of all types, kiwi fruit as well as apples, by all
households; wealthy as well as poor. An Individual credit system could
refund to individuals an ,amount approxim~ting the sale taX paid on food

rill

l

TABLE 9
Regressivity Indices for Alternat Sales Tax Bases
l

\

Regressivity Index

Current Base

0.639

Current Base plus
Food and Clothing

0.590

Current Base plus Clothing

0,651

Current Base plus Food,
Clothing, Services, and Gasoline

0.592

Current Base plus Clothing
and Services

0.633

Current Base plus
Clothing, Services, and Gasoline

0.609

Current Base plus Clothing
and Gasoline

0.599

Current Base plus Food,. Clothing,
Services and Gasoline
less $25 Credit

0.589

All Current Consumption

0.588

I

\

--_ _._
..

... -

...
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required for an individual to live c, mfortably, while allowiqg the tax to be
collected at time of purchase on all food, essential as well as luxurious. A
credit/rebate system can tailor relidf in virtually any desired pattern and can
often relieve regressivity at lower tevenue
loss. than with
food exemption.
I
.
Unfortunately, the system has limitations: 1) relief requires filing a return
and states have found filing to bb substantially incomplete and 2) many
organized groups argue that daY-bY-day relief from the tax is more
significant for the poorest families than is end-of-year refund. The
efficiency·.gains can, however, be ~ignificant for a credit system, ass~ming
satisfactory filing for refunds;9

REVENUE RESPONSIVENESS
.

Revenue from the Minnesota sJes and use tax will respond to state and
national economic developments, lis well as from statutory adjustments in
base and rate. The former impads are particularly important. They are
largely outside legislative control land can help or hinder state efforts to
finance government services. The present investigation will examine the tax
base with regard to its response t<l> national recession and expansions (the
business cycle) and to economic ~ctivity in the state. The combination of
these views provides a reasonable Jnderstanding of response patterns of the
base to major cyclical and secularldevelopments.
The analysis is based on data from several sources. Sales and use tax base
totals and data for individual in~ustry categories were provided by the
research office of the Minnesota Department of Revenue. Collections data
were provided by the Minnesota Dfpartment of Fin~ce. All quarterly data
were seasonally adjusted prior to analysis. Minnesota personal income data,
the anl;lual rate for eachquarter, fere provided by the U.S. Department of
Commerce, Bureau of Economic 1'\nalysis. The three-month U.S. treasury
bill rate on new issues comes frbm the U.S. Department of Commerce
publications, Business Statistics arid Survey of Current Business; the rate is
the average of the three months in the quarter, each month having been
seasonally adjusted. Data from fuese sources formed the basis for each
portion of the revenue response ahalysis.
THE CYCLICAL RESPONSE

State finan.ces can be especially vulnerable to national economic
recessions because state governmerlts lack the relatively easy access to deficit
financing characteristic of the fedbral government. Thus, recession-related
reductions in the state tax base ca~ create extra pressures on state finances.
This sensitivity can be measured by use of the cyclical swing index:
CS = [PCH e - P Hc ] - [ PCH r - PCHc ]

----_._-----------._._--------_.._------_ __
..

.. _.
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where CS = the cyclical swing, PCH = the mean quarterly percentage
change in tbe tax base over a designated p~riod (the mean of[Rt - Rt.]/Rt-l,
. where R = the seasonally adjusted ~ase and t = the quarter of
observation), e = a subscript designating!the expansion phase of the cycle,
and c = a subscript for the entire period covered.J° For revenue analysis,
"the index indicates whether revenue gr~wth drops during a recession or
whether the revenue profile remains stable. A high-positive index means
substantially greater' growth in expansioh than in contraction, a smallgrowth between phases, and a
positive index means little difference
negative index means greater growth in cdntraction than in expansion."l1
The cyclical swing, indices are computbd for completed recessions and
expansions during the period for which dJta are available. For the tax base
data, that encompasses three recessions ~November 1973 to March 1975,
January 1980 to July 1980, and July 1981 to November 1982) and two
expansions (March 1975 to January 1980 ~nd July 1980 to Iuly 1981); for
collection, that includes all thosephas~ plus the Nc:>vember 1970 to
November 1973~pansion and the' Decbmber 1969 to November 1970
recession as well; 12 Thble 10 presents the avdrage quarterly percentage change
for the overall period, asWeUas for' each of the phases. loall instances, the
highest and lowest changes were eXclpded:trom the computation to reduce
the impact of extreme values. the percentage change values vary
~ubstantiallY by lrid~st~y category': OV9~alL from 4:31 OJ~ in fin~lice,
l.Dsurance, and ret:il estate (FIRE) to 0.99% in manufactur1Og; 10 expanSIons,
from 6.73% in comhumicatidnsand ,utilities (excluding suspect results for
~gricuI,ture wh~re dala'i~ep,()rtFg pro~lems JbOUld not beresoived) to 0.65 %
10 manufactunng. The total base-net taxablesales,and use tax purchases:grew at a rate 'oF cibout;1.80Jo, th~o,..ghou~ the period. Using the longer
observatiqn periodavailable:far coUec:tionJ. the rate was iUmost 2.8%.
The cyclical sWihg indIces show wide variation by industry~ although the
base it~elf, is not.Se'nsitive to the na(iQIial ~cle: an index of 0.01, reflecting
minimal differenceibetweenrecessiori and Iexpansion. A similar outcome
results from analysis of,adjustedcollectiorls:an index of 0.10. This result
maywell emergebeca~seofthebelow-aver~ge sensitivity of the Minnesota
economy to the rl~~ional cycle,accorOingto\the Friedenberg and Bretzfelder
analysis. That cOIlchi'sipn does not :hold, however, for all industrial
components of the base. thus, growth in tHe expansion phase substantially
exceeds .th~t· in .cont~~~tion (cyclical s~ing grea~e~ than 2.50) for
commu~llcatlonsand:.ut1htles,for tran~porta~ion, formlmng, for FIRE, and
for ~aliufa~turin~~ Th: ~'Ylngis al~oJHgh\~or u.se t~ pur~hases, a result
consIstent With expectation because that 'bR$e IS pnmanly busmess purchases
of equipment~a:n activity especially sens~.ltive to the economic climate.
Sensitivity in th.e"r~~all.and who.lesaie tra~~is low (swing ~easures of le~s
than 1.25). The Intb,ces are negatIve for a~nc Iture, constructIOn, and pubhc
administration, 'although the first may at least partly result from data
problems.

in!
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T BLE 10
Quarterly Change and Sensitivity to National Economic Cycles
of Sales and Use Tax <tomponents, 1974.1 to 1982.4
I

Average
Quarterly
Percentage Change
1971.4 - 1982.4

Average
Petcentage,
dhange,
Btpansion
quarters

Agriculture

3.39

Mining

\

Average
Percentage,
Change
Recession Quarters

Cyclical
Swing

2.49

9.32

-6.83

3.52

4.81

0.99

3.82

Construction

2.46

1.32

4.26

-2.94

Manufacturing

0.99

1.94

0.65

2.59

Transportation

3.33

4.63

0.77

3.86

Communications/Utilities

3.24

1.59

6.73

5.14

Wholesale. Trade

1.24

1.66

0.48

1.18

Retail Trade

2.51

2.82

1.61

1.21

Finance,
Insurance,
Real Estate

4.31

5.24

2.30

2.94

Services

2.37

3.11

0.72

2.39

Public
Administration

3.21

1.66

5.68

-4.02

Use Tax
Purchases

2.87

3.88

0.66

3.22

Base, combined

1.83

1.86

1.85

0.01

2.42

2.32

0.10

1970.1 - 1982.4
Adjusted
collections

2.76

In total, the sales and use tax basb in Minnesota shows stability across the
phases of the national business cyc~e, a finding different for behavior of the
sales tax base in other areas. 13 Within that overall stability, however, is a wide
variation in cyclical sensitivity of irldustrial categories. Thus, the impact of
the tax across industrial groups will vary substantially, depending on the
phase of the cycle, to change the e,ttent to which particular elements of the
state economy will face its initial Hurden.
.
This finding should not, howevet, suggest that the percentage· change in
sales and use tax collections will bF consistent from quarter to quarter, or
that collections will be simple to forecast. That is not the case as quarterly
data (not reproduced here) from the departtnent of finance (1969 through
1983) shows. After extracting the influence of statutory rate changes and the
influence of accelerated collection~, as these data do, collections remain
extremely volatile, even though thJre is minimal influence of the national
cycle on change rates.
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LONG·RUN ELASTICITY AND BUOYANCY

Collections from the sales and use taxI in Minnesota do respond to the
level of state economic activitY,measured both in' terms of elasticity and
buoyancy. The latter considers the simpld relationship between collections
tutory rate changes or other
and income, without adjustment for
influences. The concept is useful in gauging the total revenue response of the
former elasticity examines the
tax ·as the state economy expands. 14
~utomaticrespons.iven~ss of the tax base t9.the state economy, extracting the
Influence of legIslative changes, especIally on rates that shape the
relationship. The elasticity coefficient in~cates the relationship between
state economic activity andelem.ents of the sales tax base, holding' other
influences
constant.. While
the tax base apJIies
more broadly than simply to
.
.
.
I
indiV~dtial consumption: the best singl~ inqicator of state economic activity
remams state personal Income. That IS the measure of the state economy
usedhere.
. .
.'
\
.
,.
,
The buoyancy coeffiCIent measures the percentage Increase In collectIons
income. In the
equation
associated with an increase of 1% in state ~ersonal
I
.
In C = In.a + b loPI + u
where C = fiscal year tax collections ahd PI = calendar year's state
personal income, buoyancy equals the coef~cient b. Using annual collection
data for FY 1968 through FY 1983. the estnnating equation equals
In C = 0.686 + 1.2161n PI + u
(0.059)
R2 = 0.985
Rho = 0.240
Because initial estimates showed serial correlation, the results shown here
are after revision according to the Cochran-brcutt teChnique. They show an
increase in collections of 1.22010 for eachJ I % increase in state personal
income, an elasticity statistically different from one at usual confidence
levels. Collections are buoyant to state eco omic activity. Theinfluence of
statutory changes and of the fundame~tal base-to-economy linkage
combine to allow collections to increase fastbr than growth in the economy.
The elasticity coefficient identifies the influence of personal income on
~he tax base, not collections, The general st1cture of the elasticity equatl.'on

Sf

The

IS

In Bt = In a + b In PIt-l + c In R -1 + d In TBILLt_l + u
where B = net taxable sales, RT = the statutory sales tax rate, TBILL = the
U.S. treasury bill rate, and other variable~ are as previously described.
(Analysis later substitutes collections (C) \for the net base,. with other
variables the same.) The coefficient b is the I-venue-elasticity, the estimated
percentage change in the tax base associa ed with an increase in state
personal income of 10/0, Other variables i the equation estimate other
influences on the base:

\
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1. The statutory sales tax rate (Kf) ay, at the margin, induce purchasers or .
potential purchases to reduce ~heir consumption of taxable items in
Minnesota, either by not spendihg, by spending in untaxed ways, or by
purchasing items outside the ktate (and not paying use tax). The
coefficient on. RI' would be neg~tive.
.
2. The treasury bill rate (TBILL),I taken as a proxy for the spectrum of
interest rates faced by business ;fud individuals, recognizes the influence
'that interest rateshave.on the decision to purchase business and consumer
durable goods. When interest dosts are high, many taxable purchases
would be expected to be low. Thus, the coefficient on TBILL would be
negative. .
I
Thble 11 reports the elasticity resptts for purchases subject to the use tax,
for the net base, and for rate-adjusted collections. The equations iilitially
showed serial correlation; results ~erging from corrections according to the
Cochran-Orcutt technique arer~ported in that table as appropriate.
Furthermore, not all variables hypbthesized to influence that tax base were
statistically different from zero for the use tax equation; these were excluded
from the rmalan.alysis...Minnesotalpersonal income was, however, always a
significant influence.
Withiegard tothe other variables, some striking patterns appear. First the
statutory 'sales tax rate, currentlt 6%, does influence the level of the
aggregate tax base.and of adjustedtollections. It is not significant in the use
tax purchases equation. The coeffidient is -0.35 for the net base and -0.33 for
collections. Thus, the taxablebas~ would be higher if the rate on taxable
sales Were lower, part of a prai~' matic argument for base-broadening
accompamed by lower rates. There would not be arevenue loss equivalent to
the rate reduction, ~hould the stat tory rate be reduced.
A second important influence ~merges from the level of interest rates,
measured by the treasury bill ratd. The general increases in interest rates
since the enactment of the Minndota sales tax clearly would have reduced
revenue potential, other things beilig equal, and have reduced the otherwise
T1BLE 11
.
.Elasticity of the Sales and Use Tax Base, 1972.1 to 1983.3
[

Constant

SJ,tutOry
Sales'
Rate

T4x

Purchases Subject
to Use Tax
Net Tax Base
Rate-adjusted
CoUections

8.207
10.393

3.756

Minnesota
Personal
Income

I

1.168
(0.121)

l.3SO

1.059
(0.075)

~.145)

Treasury

R2

Bill

(DW or 'Rho)

Rate
0.877
Rho = 0.444
-0.076
(O.O~I)

1.330

1.077

.0.175

di.183)

(0.096)

(0.060)

-----·---------·-.. ,-..-r---~

!P....

....;...

.0.987
Rho = 0.604
0.957
Rho = '0.495

~~~_.~_.

_ _.. _ _
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_
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available sales tax base. (The interest-rate-elasticity of the aggregate base is

-0.08 and of rate-standardized collectioJs, -O.l8.) Outside of restructuring
the tax base to avoid the interest-sensitivbI industries, there is little the state
can do about this erosion of the base because it cannot control market
interest rates.
I
. Finally, the income~elasticityof the salfS and use tax base is estimated to
be 1.06, meaning that an increase in state personal income of 1010 would
induce a 1.06% tax base increase, other influences unchanged. From rate- .
standardized collections, the elasticity lis 1.08. The use tax purchases
elasticity is 1.17. This suggests that the sales tax would tend to grow slightly
more rapidly than the state econOmy.~1 coefficients are, however, close
enough to 1.0 that the difference could emerge from chance. It would be
unreasonable to expect that the cUrrent
will exhibit growth substantially
greater than that of the state economy.

j

tk

INFLUENCES OF BASE REVISION 0

ELASTICITY

Changes in the tax base would undJubtedly have an impact on the
income-elasticity of that tax base. Withid the context of this analysis, only
general impressions of that influence are Jossible, based on evidence from a
broader analysis done for sales tax com~onents in Illinois. ls That analysis
found low elasticity for services for individuals, except for repair to autos;
high elasticity for business services; low elkticity for apparel sales; and high
elasticity for manufacturing sales. Withid that framework, it appears that
most reasonable base revisions-tax ~n apparel,expanded business
purchase exemption,extension of the tax ~o selected services-would reduce
the elasticity of the tax. It is clear that ~ase expansion would produce no
bonanza of increased responsiveness of t.e sales tax base. 16

EFFICIENCY AND BORDER ADJUSTMENTS
Sales taxes influence prices, causing a 6ifference in gross price between
taxed and untaxed transactions. While sonie of the sales tax on a transaction
may be absorbed by the seller, that action ~ill alter seller rates of return and
will uJtimately induce changed resource allocations. If a tax system seeks to
raise needed revenue in a fashion that cre4es the least economic distortion,
sales taxes as they currently operate have special problems. Some problems
are, at least potentially, acute in Minne~ota: the special problems from
Indian reservations, the unusual treatment 10f certain out-of-state purchases,
the high advertised rate compared to adjali:ent states, and the wide taxation
of business inputs. Clear resolutions are riot available for each of these,

''i\ZF
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OUT-OF-STATE
RESERVATIONS

BUSINESS

PURCHASES

AND

INDIAN

The State of Minnesota faces tw, special border peculiarities, beyond the
nornial concern that out-of-state rbtailers may profit because of a high-tax
rate faced by in-state vendors. Thd~.are (1) the special treatment of property
purchased for trade or business us outside Minnesota and (2) the tax status
of transactions on the eleven Indi reservations in the state. Both create
special challenges for efficiency, Jompliance, and administration. Before
May 1982, Minnesota did not collebt sales tax on goods bought for trade or
business use that were transported Ioutside the state by the, purchaser, even
though those purchases would be subject to the Minnesota sales tax if used
within the state. Minnesota allOwe~ the destination state to collect use tax on
that purchase, as determined by the law of that state. The commerce clause
of the United States Constitutiorl17 does prevent state sales taxation of
transactions in interstate commercJ, including sales for delivery outside the
state, but when the purchaser take~ possession within the state, the state of
origin can tax the tran~action. Thbs, the old Minneso~aapproach did not
tax all interstatetransactionswithirl the constitutional scope of its sales tax.
While the system undoubtedly Jade purchase of goods in Minnesota
attractive, it also increased the use ~ax base for destination states. The sales
not taxed by Minnesota were taxatile on use at the destination.
A 19821awchanged.that treat~ent. Sal~s of intermediate goods taken
outside Minnesota by the purchasers are now taxed at the lower of (a) the

~:~.~. ~~i.-~~,.·.e.=ti:."w.O.'.~~~ '.:: ~:':S=:'.~.~. ~:::

employs its constitutional authorit~ to tax such sales, while preventing the
Minnesota sales tax rate from discouraging purchasers by out-of-state
busihess uS,ers.Only if the out-of-siate purchaser did not remit use tax owed
prior to the. new law. would the ndw Minnesota tax coverage cause higher
total tax. liabl.·.Hty. The PT.ovisio.n ~ntends to increase, Minnesota revenue
without creating a tax-rate barrier fO trade within the state.
This approach, unfortunatJely, complicates compliance and
administration,becaus,e destinatidn-states have unique. business-purchase
exemption structures and· apply usb tax rates ranging from. 0 to 7.5 % (the
Minnesota tax rate would preventiliy sales from being taxed at the national
maximum). The vendor must knor the rate and exemption structure for
each state in which business purchasers might use items acquired.
Furthermore, adIninistrators must siInilarly spread their enforcement net.
That is a generally excessive burden for both compliance and
administration. IS
The second ·peculiarity results from .the eleven Indian Reservations in
Minnesota. A U.S. Supreme Cobrt decision in 1976 generally allowed
administration of state taxes in Indian reservations only after special

\-
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negotiations with that reservation. Minn sota and the reservations agreed
that sales tax would be collected and renhtted as due on reservation sales.
The state would return to each reservatiorl an amount based on the number
of people living on the reservation, originWIY $60 per persoq, but currently
$110. The agreements are important; without them the reservations could
establish. tax-fre.e enclaves to compe.te\With other busine.sses. While
reservation purchases would be subject to use tax, collection. without
harassment would be difficult for many i ems. It would be impossible for
.bingo cards purchased for games plaY~d within the reservation. One
reservation currently (June 1984) has no lagreement; the state receives no
sales tax revenue from a bingo facility thete. While the erosion is relatively
small, it could ~entuallybecome a probletn of substantial consequence for
the o~e~all comp~iance Climate.. T~ere is\ little the state can do beyond
negotIatIOn of SatlSf.acto.ry and blndmg agJree.rnents to preyent the growth of
more difficult problems in the future.
.
INFLUENCE OF RATE DIFFERENTIA S

Loss of sales along the border of the st te can result when its neighbors
apply a lower statutory sales tax rate. For Wgh-priced items, purchasers may
buy in the lower-tax-ra~e ~re~, eve? though\they incur travel costs to do so;
Some shoppers, out of rrntatlOn WIth taxes, fay even accept extratravel cost
simply to avoid sales tax (and evade later use tax). Vendors in higher-tax-rate
jurisdictions must face reduced customer tdffic, or they must reduce pretax
prices, provide greater service, or make other accommodations to
compensate for the tax disadvantage. Ther~ is no satisfactory Of successful
way for a high-sales-tax area to correct the differential. These border losses
undoubtedly explain much of the sensitivityl0f the Minnesota sales tax base
to the statutory tax rate previously noted in the elasticity estimates: an
increase of the statutory tax rate of 10% w, uld be associated with about a
3% reduction in the taxbase.
\
The border. circumstances in Minnesot~ are complicated because: (a)
There is the special treatment of business pu~chases previously discussed; (b) .
The narrow consumer portion of the Minrlesota tax means that, along a
be selling at a competitive
given border, some Minnesota merchants
advantage, while others will
be
a
disadvantage;
and (c) The state has
.
[
international as well as state boundaries. Furthermore, data availability
hinders estimation of the border effect: the high Minnesota rate, compared
to its neighbors, b~ganafter the 1977 census lof ret::"l trade, so its distortion
would not appear In those data. Thus, only ldss satISfactory data sources can
I .
be used.
A review of related estimates shows that Jnalysts initially presumed that
low sales-tax-rate differentials would have little adverse effect on retail
sales. 19 Doubts about that presumption ap ar in works by Maliet20 and

till
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MCAllister. 21 The Maliet work dealt with sales loss along the illinois-Iowa
border in the early 1950s; the work ~y McAllister dealt with sales patterns in
cities along the state of Washingto~border. Neither measured the amount of
loss, but McAllister's comparison between border cities and interior control
cities suggested that shoppers consIder sales tax differences in purchases of
big-ticket durable goods andgrocJries, not other goods. Other goods are
bought where selection was best.
Early estimates of the actual sal -loss impact from rate differentials by
HamoVitch22 of taxable New YorR City sales from 1948 to 1965 and by
Mikesell23 of sales in 173 central Cities of metropolitan areas in 1963 reached
surprisingly similar conclusions. EJch analysis finds that a 1070 sales-tax-rate
increase or a 1% adverse sales tax differential causes the base to be lower by
around 6%.
Sales-tax-rate impact appears not to have increased in the years since those .
early stUdies. Thus, a similar study by Fisher24 for the District of Columbia
Tax ~ision Commission in 1978 finds no impact on that government's
sales tax. base from its sales tax rate. When the base is broken into its store
type components,however, food ~tore sales do appear to be adversely
affected: every 1% rise in the wi ,rate differential induces about a 7%
decrease in sales tax revenue from £bod stores. There also is a negative, but
statistica11y insignificant, impactohapparel sales. The Fisher result may
result from thcsubstanti.iIly increasFd :transportation c.ost that has o.ccurred
over the years. Iiighertranspor~ation costs (gasoline prices, traffic
congestion, etc.) clearly would ~etter insulate areas from any tax base loss
because·ofadverse tax rate di{fereJtials.
A,dd1tiotial informationapp~ars ~ Mikesell's examination of border and
nonborder countries in IllinOis irl 1963. 25 That analysis estimated the
difference in store sales by category !between counties located on the Illinois
border and interior ·counties. All surrounding states had lower sales tax
rates; the differential had exis~ed fur several years. Other influences were
extracted by statistical methods. Th~t analysis found no adverse impact on
conveirienc~ goods sto.re. (fO.O.·d sto;rl, ea.'.ting and d?nking places and drug
and propnetary stores) sales per capIta. Nonpnce features apparently
determines where individuals ma e purchases from such stores. When
separately examined, however, the b4rder c~unty food store sales were lower;
that ,diff~rence amounted ~o about 6Fo of the ove~all average food store sales
per capIta. The analYSIS also found shoppmg goods store (general
merchandise, apparel and acceJsories stores, furnitu're and home
furnishings, an4 equipment stores) s~les per capita to be lower in the border
counties. For these stores,shoppin~ for price is likely, so the lower sales in
border counties is not surprising. That difference amounted to about 14%
of the overall average .sales for this group. Thus, different kinds of stores
faced different sales effects.

L
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An indication of the significance of th border-loss problem in Minnesota
-can be obtained by comparing sales ac .vity in the border counties with
similar activity in the interior counties. Because of their different market
con'ditions, Hennepin and Ramsey counties are excluded from the analysis.
(Differences are even greater when these Jountries are included.) Aggregate
sales activity depends. on the economic sib of the county, so all values are
divided by county personal income. Coniparisons are made for

1. Total Gro.ss Sal.es by Retail SIC Storesl
2. Total Gross Sales
3. Total Taxable Sales and Use Tax Furch es
4. Gross Sales by Apparel Stores
\

' .

The data results appear in Thble 12. All a¥ county group averages for each
of the four categories, each per thousand dollars of county personal
income. Because nOt all vendors accuratel~ report gross ~ales (their concern
is with the aggregate on which they pay iax), all gross sales data must be

TABIJ·

.

Sales and Use Tax Base per Thousand IDollars of Personal Income,
by County, 1982
-

I

.-

Mean Total
Mean
Taxable Net Gross Apparel
Sales and Use
Store
Tax Purchases
Sales

Number of
Counties

Mean
Total Sales,
- Retail

Gross
Sales
I

87

472.494

lod9.816

Minnesota
Nonborder,excluding
Hennepin
and Ramsey

55

450.722"

Minnesota
Border
Counties

30

383.536"

1009.467

259_777*

8.960

6
6

381.254
296.Hi1l

119L35
80L821

276.566
232.005

9.932
3.195

S.D. Border

7

441.470

1041206

216.724

12.347

Wise. Border

10

391.664

224.206

9.222

87

472.494

302.740

8.962

Minnesota
Total

Iowa Border
N.D. Border

lean

~otal

88~.730
106~.816

302.740

8.962

322.595"

8.737

Sources: 1982 Minnesota Sales and Use Tax annual1&port; Historical Retail Sales Data for
Minnesota Counties and Selected Cities, Calendar Y~r;r 1978·1982; and Survey of Current
Business (April 1984). Counties adjacent to Canada ate treated as non-border counties.
"Difference between border and nonborder mean eJceeds that which could emerge from
chance alone (5% level).
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viewed with caution. With that c veat, however, it does appear that the
higher Minnesota sales tax rate (5%lin 1982, compared with 30)'0 in Iowa and
South Dakota and 4% elsewhere) did reduce sales levels. The difference is
statistically significant (50/0 level of Fonfidence) for total gross sales by retail
SIC stores and for total taxable purchases. Apparel store sales, a category
generally exempt in Minnesota but taxed in surrounding states, were higher
on the borders, possibly the result bf purchases by out-of-state customers.
That difference is, however, not sufficient to allow the conclusion that it did
not occur by chance alone. In totall the high statutory tax rate does appear
to. discourage retail activity atong the state's border.
BUSINESS INPUTS

As noted in earlier sections, Minnesota manufacturers must pay sales tax
on many of their purchases. Busihess purchases undoubtedly constitute
from 25% to 30% of the sales and rise tax base or more, based on Fryman's
careful estimate for Illinois some yJars ago. 26 While such taxation can be a
vehicle for exporting tax burden (th~ sales tax paid by business gets reflected
in the prices paid for their products sold to out-of-state buyers), it is not
clear that the total result is' advantJgeous.
The taxation of business purchas~s has several effects. First, because'the
tax paid gets reflected in prices thaf consumers pay for products, the more
taxable business purchases that we~f made in the production, distribution,
and sale of the goods, the higher me implicit sales tax burden borne by its
purchaser. The overall sales tax burden thus becomes more capricious
between consumers. Second, the taic may, at the margin, discourage capital
investment-which is what taxed 9quipmentand machinery are. Because
business investment provides much of the basis for economic growth, the tax
is not reasonable. Finally, the extrJordinary business-purchase tax burden.
may discourage businesses that sell in national markets from locating in the
taxing state. There is no genetal reason to discourage economic
development.

1

CON LUSION
The sales tax structure MinJlsota chooses should depend on the
objectives of the state, beyond simply the desire to raise a given amount of
revenue. If the state chooses the sales tax as a revenue generating device, it
ought to design that tax so that i~ deviates as little as possible from the
accepted standards of state/local Itaxation, which have been addressed
elsewhere in this report (see volumJ 1, chapter 1).
Within those structural requirerrlents, some revisions of the Minnesota
sales tax structure seem in order to educe burden discrimination, minimize
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interference with economic developme t, and simplify compliance and
administration. These revisions include:!
1. Eliminate the exemption of clothing. 1his exemption worsens regressivity,
reduces the tax base substantiallY4 and increasescomp~iance and
administrative costs. It probably doesfcrease certain store sales in border
areas, but it is not clear why some Mmnesota stores should profit at the
expense of others.
2. Exp~d the exemption of producer go ' ds. The current approach seeks to
encourage new capital investment, ~but does so in a limited and
unnecessarily complex fashion. It is ot clear why a state should do
anything to discourage capital investm nt, as the tax applied to business
equipment and machinery does, parti6ularly when tax policy principles
suggest the propriety of exemption. Business purchases of production
equipment and machinery should be ekempt.
.
3. Extendthe tax to specific types of serViFes rendered to households. These
would include services rendered by commercial firms (often already
registered because of commodity salek) to individual customers. They
would not include services to busidess firms, professional services
(medical, dental, legal, etc.), or hou~ehold services (domestic work,
babysitters, etc.). The first would tax k input to production processes,
thus c.reating. the sam.·e.o.bjections:apPlidfcble to eq.UiPment Purch.ases. The .
second falls prey to issues of social pol cy and the desire to avoid adding
tax burden to private; misfortune. The third group is beyond
administrative reach. Repair, installatil:m, alteration, and maintenance
servic.es, along with personal care )services rend~red.by business
establIshments to households are alI reas!o.nable candIdates for the tax,
however.
4. Reduce other exemptions. There are no ~ompeUing reasons for exemption
of either motor fuels oT nonprescription medicines. Ending the
exemptions would reduce some admini~trative complexity and improve
burden uniformi~y somewhat.
\
'. .
5. Trade purchases for out-of-state use. The state should follow the llIll1ts of
the United States Constitution in applyjng its sales and use tax. It need
not drop below its legal power, especially\if Minnesota has reasonable and
appropriate business-parchas.

1

I

exemPti0r
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Minnesota Highway"User TaXes:
Issues and Alternatives

1
\

Thomas

Pogue

Minnesota, as most other states, finances the construction, operation, and
maintenance of its highways PrimarilY~ith taxes levied on motor. vehicles
and motor fuels. The first section of t 's paper describes these taxes, and
compares Minnesota taxes with those f other states. The second section
evaluates Minnesota's highway taxes from the perspectives of equity,
efficiency, and r~en~e producti~ity. rhis evaluation reveals two broad
problems: 1) vehicles III the heaVier weight classes pay a smaller share of
their highway-cost responsibilities than !!0 those in lighter weight classes. a.nd
2) user tax revenues have not increased as rapidly as highway maintenance.
and operation costs, with the result that the real value (purchasing power) of
highway tax revenue has actually fallen since 1970. The third section
examines alternatives for dealing with \these problems and improving the
highway user tax systems. The final se<l:tion provides a summary of major
conclusions and policy implications, m~ny of which are also applicable to
other states since Minnesota has a rath~r typical highway tax system.

r

\

.

DESCRIPTION AND BACKGROUND
Table 1 shows currently applicable lax rates and tax base definitions.
Revenue yields for recent years are pres ted in Table 2. Motor vehicle sales
are not subject to -'the retail sales tax, so the motor vehicle excise tax is
essentially in lieu of the retail sales tax. 'nnesota's 17 cents per gallon tax
of Columbia, the high, median, and low tax rates are respectively 18, 13, and
5 cents per gallon. Rates in surrounding states are 16 cents in Wisconsin, 13
cents in Iowa, North Dakota, and Sout Dakota, and 12· cents in Illinois.
However, Minnesota, unlike eleven othel states, does not levy lim ad valorem
sales or gross receipts tax in addition to its gallonage tax on motor fuel
purchases. Consequently, in a number ~f states (New York, Pennsylvania,
Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin, Mississippi, Washington), ad
valorem and gallonage tax rates taken tdgether approximate (within I cent)
Minnesota's rate.
189
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Minnesota Highway Taxes: IRates, Bases,
and .Disposition,
1984
.
.

I

Disposition

Tax

Base

Motor vehicle excise
tax

Selling price (net lof
trade-in) of a~y
veh!c1e required Ito
register in MinnesQta

6070

Complete transfer
by 1992 from state
general Jund to
highway user and
transit assistance
funds

Motor fuels tax

Gallons used in
highway vehicles and
aircraft

Gasoline and special
fuels: 17 cents per
gallon for highway,
5 cents per gallon for
aviation. Gasohol:
15 cents per gallon

Highway
fuels:
99.25070 to highway
user tax distribution
fund; 0.75010 to dept.
of natural resources

Motor vehicle license
tax

For cars and pickpp
trucks: base value lof
vehicle adjusted for
age. For trucks ahd
.buses: gross vehibIe
weight

For cars and pickup
trucks: $10 plus
1.25070 of base value
but not less than $25
after 1-1-85. For
trucks and buses:
statutory schedule
with tax varying by
weight, age, and use

Highway user tax
distribution fund

~-----~---~--

Rates

Minnesota also taxes other mo ,or fuels: diesel, liquified petroleum gas
(LPG), and gasohol. Minnesota, l~ke a majority of other states, taxes diesel
and LPG (when used in highway vJhicles) at the same rate as gasoline, while.
taxing gasohol at\a lower rate (2 c~ntsper gallon lower until June 30, 1985
and 4 cents per gallon lower from July 1, 1985 through June 30, 1992).

EVALUATION OF HIGHWAY TAXES

~ehicle

With the exception of the motor
excise tax, all of Minnesota's taxes
on motor vehicles and motor fuels are earmarked (or dedicated) for
transportation purposes. Furthednore, under present law motor vehicle
excise taxes will be fully transferrea by FY 1992 from the state general fund
to the highway user tax distributiJn fund (751110) and the transit assistance
fund (25%). Thus, Minnesota's tales
I ·on motor
. vehicles a.nd motor fuels are
appropriately regarded and evaluated as user taxes.
EQUITY AND EFFICIENCY

1

Total highway costs consist of fi, ed costs, which do not vary with traffic
volume, and variable costs, whicli are generated directly by. road use and
vary with both volume and type 6f traffic. l Efficiency requires that these
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TABLE 2
Highway Tax evenues,
Fiscal Years 1981-84
FY 1981
Taxes

Amount
$000

I
010 o~\
total

Amount

% of

Amount

$000

total
taxes

$000

Amount
$000

103,767
259,351
152,889

2.72
6.81
4.01

122,597
263,445
176,919

170,900
315,000
187,400

taxes
Motor vehicle excise
Motor fuels
Motor vehicle licenses

87,083
232,871
140,845

2.56
6.86
4.15

FY 1983 a FY 1984b

FY 1982

Sources: Data for 1981 and 1982 are from Mi~nesota Department of Revenue, Research·
Office, Minnesota Tax Handbook, August 1982,\and addendum, September, 1983. Data for
1983 and 1984 have been provided by personnel althe Minnesota Department of Revenue and
Minnesota Department of Transportation.
aTotal collection,s for 1983 and 1984 not availabl to compute percentage shares.
bEstimated.

J

two categories of cost be covered by di ferent
types of taxes, with highway
I
users as a group paying the total of both categories. Fixed costs should be
covered by taxes and fees that do not ~ary with use, such as license and
registration fees. Variable costs should be covered by taxes that vary with
and accurately reflect the costs genedted by each vehicle's use of the
highway system. Ideally, each highway Jser should pay a marginal-user tax
(an additional tax for each additional rile of highway travel) that equals the
cost generated by an additional mile of t~avel. Stated differently, an efficient
highway tax system should accurately sighal
and assign costs to users. When
I
it does, individuals and businesses will use and demand provision of
highways only when they are efficient (C9st effective) modes of transport. In
contrast, when taxes understate costs, inefficiently large highway systems
will be demanded and conversely when taxes overstate costs. 2
.
Equity in highway-user taxation is als6 widely regarded as· requiring that
taxes be distributed according to costs generated-relatively high tax
burderis on users that generate relatively high costs, l!1ld conversely as well. 3
Therefore, a tax system that satisfies t~e above efficiency criteria would
likely be seen as fair: However, a system Icould be fair in that the total tax
burden on each user class closely approximates the total costs generated by
the class, and yet. fail to be efficient b~Cal1Se marginal-user taxes do not
reflect accurately themargirial costs generated by highway use.
Application of these equity and erpciency criteria in designing or
evaluating highway-user tax systems reqUires estimates of the highway costs
generated by various classes of vehicles Such estimates are presented in
column 1 of Table 3. They are typical in showing that cost-responsibility per
mile of highway travel increases as vehicle weight increases. Also, for
vehicles of a given weight, cost-responsi ility decreases as the number of
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TABLE 3
Estimated Cost-responsibility, Fuel Consumption,
and Tax Payihents, by Vehicle Classa
t

Vehicle class
l

Cost- \
responsibility
(cents/milF) .

Fuel
usage
(mpg)

Marginal
user taxb
(cents/mile)

Fuel tax
as proportion
of cost
responsibilityb

Automobiles and
motorcycles

.47

18.0

.50

1.06

Pickups and vans

.56

13.6

.66

1.32

Single-unit trucks
less than 26,000 pounds

1.09

7.7

1.17

1.07

Single-unit trucks
26,000 pounds and above

2.64

6.3

1.44

.55

Combination·trucks
less than 50,000 pounds

3.36

5.6

1.16

.48

Combination trucks
50,000 to 70,000 pounds

4.07

5.5

1.63

.40

Combination trucks
70,000 to 75,000 pounds

5.49

5.3

1.69

.31

Combination trucks·
75,000 and above

7.29

5.3

1.71

.23

Source: U.S. Department of Transporta~ion, Alternatives to Tax on Use of Heavy Trucks,
Report to Congress, January, 1984. costlresponsibility is from Table 1lI-3; fuel consu.mption
is derived from column 1 of Table III-4.
.
aEstimates of cost-responsibility are for f deral highway programs of $12.8 billion in FY 1985.
For each vehicle class, average operatingl characteristics are assumed.
bAssumes federal fuel tax rate of 9 centJ per gallon.

axles employed in carryiog that Jeigh' increases.' Therefore, eqnitahle and
efficient highway taxation requires that users pay a tax per miletraveled that
depends on both loaded weight.pd ax~e and number of axles. The rnarginaluser tax should be directly related to loaded weight and inversely related to
I
.
number of axles.
At first glance, Minnesota's motor vehicle and motor fuels taxes appear to
taxing highway users according to costbe a fairly satisfactory system
responsibility, while covering vatiable costs by taxes thaI' are related to
highway use and fixed costs by takes unrelated to use. Motor vehicle license
and excise tax payments depend o~ weight and other vehicle characteristics,
but not distance traveled. Fuel tak payments depend on miles traveled and
miles-per-gallon. Therefore, WithihiS two-tier. system of taxation, which is
typical of most states, users of innesota highways do pay taxes that are
roughly related to vehicle weight. nd miles traveled.
However, the system is defi~ient from both equity and efficiency
perspectives, mainly because it rails to impose on each vehicle class a

r
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marginal-user tax that approximates t e costs generated when a vehicle of
that class travels an additional mile on the state's highways. The reason for
this failure is clear. Since Minnesota's fuel tax rate is the same for all vehicle
types and weights, the marginal-user ~ax varies among vehicles only to the
extent that miles-per-gallon varies, and fuel tax payments approximate costresponsibilities only if there is a dIose correspondence between fuel
consumption per mile and costs generated per mile. But such is not the case.
As Table 3 shows, fuel consumptidndoes increase as vehicle weight
increases, but costs generated per mile ~raveled increase more rapidly, so that
fuel tax payments decline as apropottion of cost-responsibility. Thus, a
single-rate fuel tax, such as Minnesofu's, results in lighter vehicle classes
paying a larger share of their costs thJn heavier classes, and within classes
(e.g., combination tracks), the lighter tnembers of the class overpay relative
to the heavier members.
\
Minnesota's license tax rates increase with vehicle weight. 5 This tax
therefore reduces the between-class ihequities discussed above. Indeed,
between-class inequity' could in principk be eliminated by settin~ license tax
rates so that e~ch vehIcle class taken aJ a whole pays fuel and hcense taxes
equal to its cost responsibility. But wlithin~class inequities would remain
because vehicles that travel fewermile~ than the class average would pay
taxes in excess'of the costs they generatd while vehicles that travel' more than
the averagewQuld underpay; high-mileake users would be subsidized by lowI
:
mileage users.
More important, because it does not depend on miles driven, a license tax
does not affect the marginal-user tax, ~hicl;1 is determined by the fuel tax
rate and miles per gallon, Consequenby, license tax based on vehicle
weight and type does not solve the effidiency problem that arises when the
per-mile fuel tax does·notac~uratelyremect the highway costs generated by
an additional mile of travel. In particul~r, a license tax does not reduce the
incentive for inefficient overuse of the highway system by 'relatively heavy

a

vehicles.

6

1

REVENUE PRODUCTIVITY

From 1970 through 1982 Minnesota ·ghway-user tax revenues increased
120%, while the operation and maintehance cost index published by the
federal highway administration increaj 178010. Revenue thus fell in real
terms or purchasing power. The state's a ility to finance maintenance and/
or expansion of its highway system fro .user taxes clearly diminished over
this period, and in this sense revenues Jere inadequate. Whether revenues
were inadequate in a broader and. mor~ absolute sense must be based on
judgments about the amount that MInnesota should be spending on
highways and how that spending should be financed. Table 4 clearly shows
that one consequence of the relatively sldw growth of user tax revenues has
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ABLE 4
Changing Sour
of Receipt< for High,,·ays.
All Unit< of Pavemment. 1970-81
,(Percentage of recpp,u from indicated source)

Revenue
Sour."
IOlal
led<rally c:oIleaed b

Road

collette<!
Propmy lax..
Slale

N. Dakot.
1970 1981

S. Dakota
1970 1981

Wisconsin
1970 1981

U.S.
1970 1~81

61.7

66.6

5l'.0

6l.B

20.1

52.4

40.1

64.0

19.0

32.0' 27.B

30.3

26.5

11.0

12.2

21.0

19.0

,42.7
7.2

34.6
IB.I

27.Z
14.7

3l.5
17.7

31.6
16.4

41.4
1.9

21.0
B.6

42.3
6.2

35.0
5.B.

10.9

l.4

13.3

10.7

11.9

26.9

10.1

20.3

Minneso,a
1970 1981

IUinois
1970 1981

lolva
1970 1.1981

54.0

43.9

BO.l

l2.0

63.l

18.8

12.B

IB.B

15.9

16.7'

3l.0
14.5

31.1
9.3

57.0
7.l

31.2
9.1

46.7
17.5

B.7

22.0

2.5

12.2

2.6

Approprialions from

,I_rallonds

54.9

.

~~tft: U.S. Department of T~ansponation. Ftdtrai Hi,hway Adrhinistnnion. Hirhwa;'Slatistics.
important of which ·are tolls and
bPrimaril)' lrants--irHkI"aymmts from hilh.....y ~ fund.

aothc'r receipt categories, the morc

45.9

1981. 1971.

(OCcedl from bond sales, aCcount for a relatively small share of local receipts.

been increased reliance on other rerenue sources, primarily appropriations
from general funds; this pattern dfchange is common to Minnesota, its
neighbors, and the U.S. as a whole.! Also, revenues appear to be insufficient
to fund construction and reconstrubtion needs as identified and defined by
the Minnesota Department of TraJsportation. 7
Over the next decade, revenu~ adequacy will be enhanced by the
dedication of motor vehicle excis~ tax revenues to the highway user tax
distribution fund. But conditions tHat characterized the past decade-rising
maintenance and operation costs a1nd relatively static fuel consumptionseem likely to persist. Indeed, frofu FY 1984 through FY 1990, fuel tax
revenues are forecast to decrease sl~ghtly, given current tax rates. A slight
increase in other traditional user-t~ revenues is forecast, but the rate of
increase is likely to fall short of the tate of inflation. 8 Thus, future increases
in fuel and license tax rates seerd- likely. Barring such increases or the
introduction of a new user tax, an !increasing fraction of revenues will be
obtained from taxes that lD"e not cTelY related to highway nse..

HIGHWAY TAX[ ALTERNATIVES
Examination of the equity, efflciency, and revenue productivity of
Minnesota's highway tax system hJs revealed two broad problems. First,
vehicles in heavier weight classes pa~ a smaller share of their highway cost
responsibilities than do those in lighter classes. And among vehicles of a
given weight class, those with low anhual mileages and/or low-average loads
overpay relative to vehicles with high mileages and/or loads. In effect,
relatively light, low-mileage vehicles kubsidize relatively heavy, high-mileage
vehicles. This is an inequitable subsidy that encourages inefficient overuse
of heavy vehicles. Second, user-tax r~enues have not increased as rapidly as
highway maintenance and operation bosts, with the result that the real value
(purchasing power) of highway tax tevenue has actually fallen since 1970.
The remainder of this section discus~es several highway finance alternatives
that would ameliorate one or both df these problems.
_
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WEIGHT-DISTANCE TAX

A weight-distance tax is basically a . eage tax with the tax rate per mile
of travel on public highways being an increa~ing function of laden vehicle
weight. The tax rate fora vehicle of a g~~en total weight should also depend
on vehicle configuration, principally the number and placement of axles. In
principle, w~ight-distance ~ rat~s can ~e set so tha~ .the marginal-~ser t~
for each maJor class of Yehlcles IS equctI to the additIOnal costs, pnmanly
roa~ dC:l,mage ~ost~, gene~ted ~y an add'tional mile of ~ighway travel. Thus,
addlOg a thud-tIer weIght-dIstance tax to a two-tIer system such as
Miimesota's could improve the systeIb. on both equity and efficiency
dimensions.
In deciding whether a weight-distance tax is warranted, states must weigh
potent~a,.le_qU ity and efficiency gal_'OS al'nst ~he higher _administrativ~ and
compliance costs of the tax. How th e galOs and costs compare IS an
unresolved and strongly debated issue. uta weight-distance tax is clearly
feasible; at present eight states-Arizona, Arkansas, Idaho, Kentucky, New
Mexico, New York, Ohio, and Oregon..lhave weight-distance taxes. And it
is inctel;lsinglybeing advocated as a -1actiCal and desirable addition to
federal and state highway tax systems. 9
Cornpariso.n wit~ two-part system. Table 5 illustrates the difference
between a welg;ht-dlstance tax and the t rp-part user tax system employed by
Minnesota and most other states. The comparison, which is for an 80,000-

I

TABLE 15
Comparison of weigit-distance and
Two-part Tax Sy~tems, 1982
_

_

Tax payments, $/mileb
Thousands of
miles traveled
per year
10
20
40
50
70
90
100

Cost_responsibility
$ per milea

Weightdistance
tax

$1,620/year
plus
17 cents/gallon

(1)

(2)

(3)

.11
.11
.11
.11
.11
.11
.11

.11
.11
.11
.11
.11
.11
.11

.194
.113
.073
.065
.056
.050
.049

Source: Estimates of cost responsibility are froJ Federal Highway Administration, Final
Report on the Federal Highway Cost Allocation Study, May. 1982.
aSince this cost-responsibility estimate is for the fedJral highway system, itmay not correspond
precisely to the Minnesota highway cost-responsibility of vehicles of this class. But there is no
apparent reason why it should not serve as a satisfattory approximation. Estimates particular
to Minnesota are unavailable.
bColumn 3 assumes vehicles average 5.25 miles per gallon and therefore pay fuel taxes of
$.0324 per mile. $1,620 is the license tax that no applies in Minnesota for vehicles of this
class.
-

I
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pound gross vehicle weight, 5- e combination, also illustrates the equity
and efficiency problems of the tJ~"part system. Cost-responsibility for this
type of vehicle is estimated at $01v224 per mile empty and $0.1714 per mile
fully loaded.i° The example is constructed on the assumption that vehicles
of this class are fully loaded fot 60070 of their miles and empty for the
remainder, giving an average cos~ responsibility of $0.11 per mile.
As column 2 of Table 5 shows, the weight-distance tax per mile is the same
regardless of miles traveled, and the marginal-user tax is equal to the
estimated cost-responsibIlity per kIe. Thus, the weight-distance tax is fair
in that it charges each vehicle fori the costs that it generates whether it is a
low-mileage or a high-mileage veHicle, provided that it has the assumed 6040 ratio Of fully-loaded to empty Jiles. But it is unfair in that vehicles with a
higher ratio of loaded to empty niiles underpay, while vehicles with a lower
ratio overpay.lI Also, by underchatging for fully-loaded travel, it gives users
an incentive to operate with maxinllUm loads. A weighFdistance tax could of
course be based on.a different 10ting assumption. For example, assuming
that vehicles~re always fully loade. would mean a tax rate of $0.17 per mile,
and all but fully-loaded vehicles ould be overcharged.
Column 3 of Table 5 shows the tax per mile imposed on an 80,OOO-pound
vehicle by Minnesota's present t~o-part tax system, which consists of a
registration fee .of $1,620 per yelif and a fuel tax of $0.17 per gallon. This tax
scheme is inequitable because vehjcles thattravelless than 20,871 miles per
year overpay their cost-resporisib~ity(they pay user charges that average
more than $0.11.pe~ mile), while y~hicles that travel more than 20,871 miles
per year underpay. It is also deficie~t from an efficiency perspective because
it imposes a marginal-user tax of oWy $.0324 per mile, far short of the $0.11
per-mile cost-responsibility.
The case ofTable 5 illustrates t· .important characteristics of a two-part
system. The average tax per mile· ill always exceed the marginal tax _per
mile, and it wiUdecline as miles t veled increase; and there will always be
only one annual mileage for whi~h total tax payments by a vehicle just
balance its cost. resPOnSibilitieS-2d~871 miles per year in the column 3 case.
Whether a particular two-part s stem will collect revenue from a class of
vehicles that equals the cost resp nsibilities of the class depends on the
distribution of vehicles by miles ttaveled. With the system of column 3,
revenue equals aggregate cost-res~onsibilities if average mileage is about
20,000 miles per year. If average $ileage is greater, revenue falls short of
cost-responsibilities and vice-versa. The Minnesota Department of
Transportation estimates that vehicles of this class average over 50,000 miles
per year.
Administration and compliance. Assuring accurate reporting of miles
traveled on public highways is the ey administrative problem and cost in
weight-distance taxation. Reporting!methods range from self-assessment, in
which case operators report mileake as recorded by their odometers, to

1
l
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automated systems that ut~lize sealed m ters. Such meters are in use by large
carriers in the U.S. and they have been used for taxing purposes in other
. countries.
.
\
The experience of Oregon, which has employed such a tax since 1949,
demonstrates the feasibility of aWeight-~istancetax. 12 Oregon relies on selfreporting, with the administrative agency maintaining a separate account for
each trucking firm. Total administrativd costs, which include a share of the
overhead costs of the Oregon Public Utility Commissiorr{theadministering
agency) as weil as audit and cOllection\costs, are estimated at 5%-7% of
gross rece,iPtS., com,Plianc,e appears to b\e very satisfa~tory, with c,ollections
estimated to be 95070 of taxes due. 13
The information that motor carriers must report to comply with Oregon's
weight-distance tax is typically aVailab~ from records that they keep for
other purposes. Interstate carriers must \file periodic reports in most states
(inC,I~,~ing M"inneso,ta), giVin,,g number o~mi1es t,rave,led, in, total and in the
specIfIc state, and the gallons of fuel pu hased m the state. They must also
supply detailed information on their op' ations to state and federal income
taxadmini~trators. Thus, the recordke~ping and reporting costs directly
attributable to Oregon's system appear tdbe minimal for interstate carriers.
Carriers that operate only within the suite would have to keep records for
and file mileage reports that are not reqbired under the present system.
Oregon's taxrates are defined for class~s based on registered gross vehicle
weight, but they are not based on the a~sumPtion that vehicles are always
fully l~aded. Instead, they are based onl cost-:esponsibilitie~ for observed
operatmg tates.· Also, to lessen the recordkeepmg and reportmg burden on
carriers, optional flat-fees (payable quartJrly) are available for vehicles with
gross weights less than 18,000 pounds knd for vehicles that make. only
limited use of highways, such as farm ~nd logging trucks. Carriers that
make only occasional usecif Oregon higtlways can operate with temporary
passes and pay the tax: as each trip is matle.
Retaliation. Heavy vehicles typically pay higher taxes to operate in
weight~distance tax states than to operate m states that employ a traditional
two-tier system of highway taxes. ConseqJently, if a single state (Minnesota)
were to impose a weight-distance tax, he~vy vehicles based in most other
states would pay higher taxes when operating in Minnesota than Minnesotabased vehicles would pay when operati~g i~ other states. States with two-:ier
systems have often responded to thIS hneven treatment by cancelhng
reciprocity ;lgreements and lor Imposing tFtaliatory taxes on vehicles from
weight-distance tax states. 'Phe prospect of such retaliation is an important
barrier to a single state acting alone to imdosea weight-distance tax. And it
has led the American Asso,cialion of Stite Highway and Transportation
Officials (AASHTO) to advocate a natiohal weight-distance tax, but not
state-level taxes. Although retaliation clealrly has liot prevented individual
states from successfully impiementing I eight-distance taxes, it is an
important argument against them.

------------------------_.__._------
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Implementation. Serious con ideration of a weight-distance tax should
be preceded by a state study that +ould provide cost-responsibility estimates
for each vehicle class,and on the basis of those estimates, recommend
appropriate weight-distance tax rites. It should also discuss administrative
options and issues and make recotfunendations about the extent to which the
weight-distance tax should substithte for the fuel and license taxes presently
levied on each vehicle class. Inclaking these recomInendations, the study
would have to reach a judgmentl about whether the present subsidies of
relatively heavy, high-mileage ve~cles should be continued, and it should
make dear the Iilagnitude of ahy subsidies that are recommended ror
continuation. The study should Also address the question of whether the
efficiency and equity gains frrim a weight-distance tax warrant the
additio.nal administrative cost inv9lved. Th~ cost of administering a weightdistance tax appears, from the O~egon experience, to be about 5070-70/0 of
revenue, while fuel tax adtninisttative cost is typically less than 1% of
revenue.
For reasons of both equity and efficiency the weight-distance tax rate for
each vehicle class should be set to!cover t.heper.,.mile. var.iabl.e costs (repair,
reconstruction,maintenance, and operation costs) generated by a typical
vehicle of that class. But rates should not be set high enough to cover costs
that do not vary with mileagb, such as right-of-way acquisition,
landscaping, and weight-enforcembnt costs. With tates set in this manner,
annual weight-distance taxrevenuet would cover annual outlays for highway
repair; reconstruction, maintenanc~, and operation. Whether total highway
tax revenues would increase with the introduction of a weight distance tax
would depend, of course, on howl fuel and license tax rates are adjusted.
There could be an equal-yield substitution of weight distance for other user
taxes in which cas~, total user-tax rfenue would be unchanged. Or, fuel and
license taxes could be reduced by less than the yield from the weight-distance
tax so that total user-tax revenues\ would increase. In any case, a weightdistance tax should not be implemented as a complete substitute for fuel,
registration, and license taxes.

I.

.

DIESEL DIFFERENTIAL

Taxing diesel fuel at a higher rate than gasoline is a means of taxing heavy
more i.n lin~ with the costs thF~ gene~ate. Although it.would. ~ot be .as
satIsfactory In thIS respect as a weIght-dIstance tax, a dIesel-dIfferentIal
would have the advantage of teing easily understood and easily
administered. Each 1 cent addition 0 Minnesota's diesel fuel tax rate would
yield about $3 million in revenue.
Twelve states currently levy a die el differential, with the added rate for
diesel ranging from 1 cent to 3 cent~ per gallon. Among neighboring states,
both Iowa and Illinois have diesel differentials of 2.5 cents per gaBon. A 6
cent federal diesel differential was ecently approved by Congress.
tru~ks
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Increasing the tax on diesel fuel woul increase the marginal-user tax for
diesel powered trucks. Since the margi al tax is presently too low for the
heavier classes of vehicles, this change auld promote efficiency. It would
also improve equity within vehicle clas es by increasing tax payments by
',high-mileage users relative to payments y low-mileage· users. For betweenclass equity to be improved, the license taxes of the heavier vehicle classes
should not be reduced enoughto offset Wly their added diesel fuel taxesthere should be a net increase in the t payments' (fuel and license taxes
combined) of the heavier vehicle classes
Although imposing a diesel differ ~tial could improve Minnesota~s
highway-user tax system, it would not eliminate undertaxation of heavy
vehicles. For example, with a federal fuetax rate of 15 cents per gallon and
a doubled Minnesota rate of 34 cents, th~ per-mileJuel tax for fully-loaded,
5-axle 80,OOO;,.pound vehicles would be
9 cents, well below the 1982
federal cos,t 'locati,on study estimates of the cost, that sue,h vehicles gener,ate
per mile of travel.
Apart from the possibility that it rna be' a pretext for greatly reducing
license taxes on heavy vehicles, the main isadvantage ofa diesel differential
is that!t would aggravate the e~forcemen~problem t?at arise beca~se ~uel oil
osteilSlblyputchased for non-hIghway uses can be diverted to use m highway
velPcles. A higher tax on highway use of ~iesel would in~!ease the incentive
for such diversion. Enforcement would be facilitated by collecting the tax on
diesel from sellers on all of their sales. on-highway users would then be
eligible for a credit upon application.

1

InlY
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FUEL SURTAXES

An alternative to a diesel differential ould be an additional tax on fuel
purchased for trucks in excess of a given weight. This approach eliminates
the incentive to substitute other fuels for diesel. Currently, two states have
such a tax. Kentucky imposes a 2% surt~ on fuel purchased for any vehicle
with three or more axles; Virginia. imposds an additional tax of 2 cents per
gallon on fuel purchased for interstate pr~perty vehicles with three or more
axles. The surtax rate could be graduated, increasing with vehicle weight,
rather than,' being the same for all heavy ~hicles. A graduated surtax could
achieve approximately the same results a~ a weight-distance tax.
A heavy-vehicle surtax would entail higher administrative and compliance
costs than either the present system or a dibsel differential. Collection of the
surtax could be made the responsibility or fuel sellers, or the tax could be
self-assessed, with truckers bearing the res~ons,ibility for reporting th,eir fuel
purchases and tax liabilities. In the lat er case, the administrative and
compliance costs would be similar to s ch costs under weight-distance
taxation, with the main difference that ileage would be reported under
weight-distance taxation while fuel use wduld be reported under the surtax
option.
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INDEXING MOTOR FUEL TA 'ES

states.inc~eased

. Until the late. 1970s,
fuel.tax rates .OnlYthrough periodic
legislative action. However, in rjsponse to the rapid inflation of the late
1970s and early 1980s, eleven states and the District of Columbia have
enacted (as of January 1, 1984) Ib.echanisms for administratively adjusting
fuel tax rates in response to one ot more indexing factors. And indexing will
become effective in Wisconsin in IApril 1985.
Indexing factors include the cdnsumer price index (CPI), retail price of
fuel, wholesale price of fuel, the federal highway administration operation
and maintenance cost index, and. sales of taxable fuels. States utilizing
indexingtYPica.llY restrict the rtge over which tax rates may vary in
response to index changes.
Indexing on the basis of operation and maintenance costs prevents
inflation from eroding the purcha~ing power of fuel tax revenues. The same
result may at'times be achieved ,ith~indexing based on other factors. But
these factors, the CPI and the wh(j)lesale and retail prices of fuel, may move
independentlyof operation and niaintenance costs; indeed, indexing on the
basis of· these factors can lead td decreases in fuel tax rates even though
highway costs arecontiriuing to rIse.
Ohi~ and Michig~n are the onlY\States.that ~rese~tly .index on the .basis ~f
operatIon and mamtenance cos1is~ Wlsconsm wIll mdex on thIS basIS
beginning April 1985. They also u~ea sec;ond factor, taxable sales, to which
tax rates are inversely.related-whbn taxable sales (gillionage) falls, the tax
rate increases. The Ohio and Mibhiganindexing mechanisms are clearly
superior to other mechanisms if tbe objective is to prevent the purchasing
PQwer of fu~l tax revenues from falling during periods such as the late 1970s
and early 1980s when highway cos~s are increasing in dollar terms and rising
fuel prices are curtailing fuel consrmption.
Indexing fuel tax rates on the basis of highway costs may promote both
_ equity and efficiency by preventintdecreases in the real value of marginaluser taxes during periods ,of inflation. I4 Such decreases, which occurred
during the 1970s, may prevent nebded maintenance and expansion of the
highway system, as well a,s provid~ an incentive for its overuse. The same
reasoning suppo.rts indexation Whid high.way cost increases are r.eal-when
highway costs rise relative to and not simply along, with other prices and
costs.
What would Minnesota's fuel t rate be today int had been indexed since
1960 on the basis of operation and maintenance costs? From 1960 to 1982
the federal operation and maintenJnce cost index increased 315070 requiring
an increase in the fueLtax rate from 15 cents to 20.75 cents per gallon. Current
values of the cost index are not aJ~ilable, but costs have surely increased.
Thus, indexing since 1960 would have led to a fuel tax rate that is at least 4
cents higher than the current rate clf 17 cents per gallon. An additional tax
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of 4 cents per gallon would increase rev nue by about 230/0 or $74 million
dollars at the level of net collections fo+cast for FY 1985.
.Minnesota's revenue gain from a fuel tax increase, brought about by
indexing or otherwise, would depend on khe rates levied in other states. The
gains from indexing would be greatest when neighboring states also index so
that rates move together. .T.he r.evenu~ estimate· given in the preceding
paragraph is based on historical pattern~and periods during which fuel tax
rates were increasing in Minnesota and neighboring states. Thus, the
estimated revenue gain from a 4-cent Itax increase should be adjusted
downward if rates in neighboring states ate expected to remain unchangedalthough it is difficult to say how large this adjustment should be.
An alternative to indexing would be to replace the present per-unit tax
with a tax on the dollar value of retail ot wholesale sales of highway fuels.
This ad valorem tax would provide an irlflation-sensitivesource of revenue
~nd t?erefore serv~ s.omewhat th: same PF?se as indexing. It i~ essentiall!
mdexmg on the· basIS of fuel pnces. Includmg fuel purchases m the retail
saies tax base, would have the same resJlt. Based on 1984 fuel prices and
purchases, the 6% sales tax applied toftld1purchases would yield about $156
million, or roughly the same amount 'hs the motor vehicle excise tax}5
Eleven states levy sales or gross receipts t(j.Xes on fuelpurthases in addition
to the gallonage tax. 'Among neighborirlg states, Illinois currently levies a
sales tax as wdl as a gallonage. tax on fJel purchases.l 6
INDEXING LICENSES TAXES

Minnesota's motor vehicle license ~axes are partially responsive to
inflation in that registration fees for a~tomobiles and pickup trucks are
based on dollar value. In contrast,l revenues from truck and bus
registrations, which are based on age, wight, and use, are not sensitive to
the inflation rate. License taxes could, like fuel taxes, be fully indexed to
operation and maintenance costs or sOIrle other measure of inflation, and
the arguments for indexing fuel taxes w6uldalso hold for iildexing license
taxes. Furthermore, if one tax is indeked, it makes sense to index all
highway-user taxes to prevent inflationl from capriciously shifting costs
among user grOups and changing therelaiive importance of individual taxes.
DEDICATION OF MOTOR VEHICLE lXCISE TAXES

Fourteen states currently dedicate somb or all of their motor vehicle sales
and use-tax revenue to a road or highWa1fund. On July 1, 1984, Minnesota
began dedication of part of its motor ehicleexcise tax revenues to the
highway users tax distribution fmid: t e fraction dedicated will reach a
maximum of 75% in FY 1992.
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Motor vehicle excise taxes are paid by highway users and in that sense they
are user taxes. However, theamotilit of tax paid does not vary dire~tly with
highway mileage, and more impOIhant, it is only loosely connected to costs
generated by highway use. The mdtor vehicle excise tax is therefore far from
an ideal user tax, and the transfer lof motor vehicle excise tax revenue to the
HUTD fund is correctly viewed 1 the use of general purpose revenue for
I
."
highway fmancing.
Dedication of motor vehicle exeise tax revenues to the HUTDF has been
supported as an offset to the failu~e of traditional user-tax revenues to keep
pace with highway costs and fudding needs. However, this failure can in
large part be attributed to the fact that the legislature has not adjusted fuel
and license tax rates in response Ito inflation. Thus, indexing of fuel and'
license taxes can be viewed as an alternative to dedicating motor vehicle
excise tax revenues to the HUTDF.
Another alternative would be tt> include fuel purchases in the retail sales
tax base and dedicate the resultirlg sales tax revenues to the HUTDF. The
main ,advantag-e of this alternativb is that the sales tax on fuel purchases is
more dit<ctly related to highway
tbani' the motor vehicle excise tax.

rse

.

SUMMARY AND iOLICY IMPLICATIONS

Both equity and efficiency criteria require that highway users be taxed
according to the costs they gendrate. However, Minnesota's highway-user
taxes (fuel and license taxes) [ciepart significantly from these broad
principles. Vehicles in the heavier reight classes underpay, and within weight
classes, vehicles with low annual mileages and/or low-average loads overpay
and/or
loads. Minnesota's user tax
relative to vehicles with high milbages
I
.
system thus entails cross-subsidies-relatively light, low-mileage vehicles
subsidize relatively heavy, high-mlileage vehicles. These subsidies provide an
incentive for overuse of the systecl by relatively heavy vehicles, and they may
generate excessive demand (exptessed through the political process) for
.
highways that will handle heaviet vehicles.
Other states currently employ ~everal meth,ods of taxation that could be
used to align Minnesota's user tbes more closely with the highway costs
generated by various vehicle clasr,es. One is the weight-distance tax, under
which truck operators pay taxes n the basis of weight and type of vehicle
and on mil,es traveled. Another is the diesel differential, which taxes the fuel
used primarily by heavier vehicles at a higher rate than gasoline. Although it
could reduce the subsidy of rela~ivelY heavy vehicles implicit in the present
system (iiit is not used a pretextlfor greatly reducing license taxes), a diesel
differential is inferior to a W~ight-distance tax as a means of taxing
according to marginal cost. Its chief advantage is that it is more easily
understood and represents a sm ler departure from current practice than
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does a weight-distance tax. A third altern tive is a surtax (additional tax) on
fuel purchased for heavy trucks.
I
.
Implementing anyone of these three taxes would increase administrative
and compliance costs, but it would also p~oduce equity and efficiency gains.
It would decrease the cross-subsidy of Heavier (in terms of axle loads) by
lighter vehicles and decrease road use Jnd damage by· heavier~vehicles.I7
Shipping costs, defined to include cost10f constructing and maintaining
highways; would be reduced. However, some shippers would pay higher
shipping charges because they would b paying for more of the highway
damage generated in connection with th ir shipments, and some shipping
would be diverted to other modes.

1 -

ENDNOIES
1. Outlays for right-of-way acquisition, Jading, and landscaping are examples
of fixed costs; outlays for road maintenance]repair, reconstruc.tion, and operation
are the main components of variable costs.
2. These sta'tements presume that other tr nsportation alternatives are efficiently
priced.
.
3. The surface transportation assistance a t of 1978 and the congressional budget
office guidelines both stipulated use of the cdst-generated or cost-occasioning basis
for assessing equity in the most recent federall highway cost allocation study (1982).
In assessing the fairness of user taxe~ initially paid by transport operators, it is
necessary to keep in mind that the buyers of thf transported products are, in the final
analysis, the highway users. The transportatilon company is merely acting as the
buyers' agent. It is the buyers' demand for~and expenditures on the transported
products ffiat generates highway use and the associated costs. Therefore, the costgenerated criterion is not violated when taxes aid by transport operators are shifted
forward to consumers who do not directly uSf highways.
4. We are forced to use data from the~. deral highway cost allocation study
because a similar study has not been made fo Minnesota's highway system. There is
no reason to believe that a Minnesota study ould show a different pattern of costresponsibility than the federal study, althou h the results would surely differ in
details. For more information on cost allocation, see U.S. Department of
Transportation, Final Report on the Federal 'Highway Cost Allocation Study, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington.! D.C., 1982. Also, see American
Association of Highway and Transportation IDfficials, AASHTO Interim Guide for
Design of Pavement Structures, 1972, revised 1981, and Our Highways: Why Do
They Wear Out? Who Pays for Their Upked?, 1982.
5. The base rate increases from $15 for veHicles with gross vehicle weight of 1,500
pounds or less to $1,620 for 81,OOO-pound ~e~icles, with the rate increasing $50for
each ton in excess of 81,000 pounds. The licJnse tax for each age and category of
Iruck is a fraction of this base r a t e . }
.
6. Such an incentive would exist even if he license and fuel tax payments of
heavy vehicles were in the aggregate sufficien to cover the highway costs generated
by those vehicles.
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7. These needs are summarized in Minnesota Department of Transportation,
State Transportation Programs in Mi nesota, January 1, 1984, pages II-3 through II6.
I
8. Minnesota Department of Trahsportation, State Transportation Programs in
Minnesota, Jan. 1, 1984.
9. A national weight-distance t, ,is one of the alternatives evaluated in a recent
Alternatives to Tax on Use of
study by the U.S. Department ofn.ansportation,
I
Heavy Trucks, Report to Congress, January 1984. See pp. VI-8 through VI-13 and
VII-lO through VII-11. The AmJrican Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO)~as recently endorsed a federal weight-distance
tax. See AASHTO Quarterly, Vol. 63, No.3, July, 1984. For discussion of weightdistance tax options and administ4tive issues, see also John Merriss and Loyd
Henion, "Oregon's Weight-Distance Tax: Theory and Practice," a paper presented at
the twenty-fourth Annual MeetiJg of the Transportation Research Forum,
Washington, D.C., Nov. 3-5, 1983, a~d Loyd Henion and John Merriss, ''An Equity
Assessment of Fecleral Highway UseJ Charges," a paper presented at the sixty-third
Annual Meeting of the Transpoitatidn Research Board,Washington, D.C., Jan, 1620, 1 9 8 4 . ,
10. Based OIl data from Federal Highway Administration, Final Report of the
Federal Highway Cost Allocation St~dY, 1982.
11. Type of roadway traveled would also influence cost-responsibility. A ton-mile
tax, currently used by Colorado and IWyoming , does allow for load differences, but
doing so greatly complicates comp>liance and administration. See Merriss and
Henion, "Oregon's Weight Distance ITax," pp. 3-4.
12. This discussion of Oregon's system is drawn from Merriss and Henion.
13. The American Trucking Assbciation (ATA) has strongly opposed weightdistance, taxes, partly on thegro,un" ds~that th,eyare COStl,y to administer. A recent ATA
publication, The Case Against Weight-Distance (Ton-Mile) Truck Taxes,
Washington, D.C., Jan. 1984, esti ates that the cost of administering Oregon's
weight distance tax was 310J0 of revenues in CY 1981. Applying the same' procedure
for estimating administrative costs rOUld yield a similar percentage for 1982 and
1983. However, the ATA estimate of administrative costs attributable to Oregon's
weight-distance tax is too high. TheiJ procedure does not correctly separate the costs
of administering the weight-distanJe tax from Oregon's driver's license, vehicle
registration, weight enforcement, abd other motor carrier programs. Indeed, the
ATA' estimate exceeds the full budget of the Oregon Public Utility Commission,
which is involved in a number of adrhinist~ativeand regulatory activities in addition
to administration of the weight-dist~nce tax.
14. These decreases could of cdurse also be prevented by frequent tax rate
increases. But such increases requi~e legislative action and therefore are typically
imposed only with a lag. The manmer :and pattern of recent rate increases clearly
show a lagged adjustment of rates
inflation. For an excellent analysis of recent
changes in gasoline taxation see J. HJ Bowman and M. L. Mikesell, "Recent Changes
in State Ga;oline Taxation: An A+lYS,is,' of Structure and Rates," National Tax
Journal, Vo•. 36, No.2, June 1983, Ipp. 163-182.
15. Estimate assumes 2 billion gallons of taxable fuel sales at $1.30 per gallon;
thus, it is based on retail price incl ding fuel tax.
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16. Federal Highway Administration, Hig way Taxes and Fees: How They are
Collected and Distributed, 1984, pp. 56-57J See also 1. H. Bowman and 1. L.
Mikesell, "State Gasoline Taxation."
17. The magnitude of the welfare gain fro a nationwide shift to marginal-cost
user-taxes has been estimated at $2.3 billiod for 1982 price and cost levels. See
Kenneth Small and Clifford Winston, "Welfar~ Effects of Marginal Cost Taxation' of
Motor Freight Transportation: A Survey of Infrastructure Pricing," presented at the
National Bureau of Economic Research Conference on State and Local Public
Finance, New York, N.Y., June 15·16, 1984.
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The Minnesota cOrPOrate income tax
severaI hundred million dollars a
I
year in tax revenue. This report examines how this tax affects the Minnesota
economy, how equitable the tax is, and khat changes in the tax might be
desirable. The report draws heavily on a \variety of papers in the academic
literature, most importantly on Gordon and Wilson (1984), McLure (1980,
1981), Mieszkowski and Morgan (1984), kd Fullerton and Gordon (1983).
The organization of the report is as foll6ws. Section 1 surveys a variety of
criteria to be used in evaluating the existing tax. Section II then describes
what effects the existing corporate incoJe tax is likely to have had on the
Minnesota economy, and compares thesd with the likely effects of several
'proposed modifications of the tax. ~he discussion is based on the
implications of standard economic models of business firms behavior, and
focuses on the many peculiar incentives cteated by the existing corporation
tax. As these economic models have not been much-tested empirically-,because of inadequate available data-lit~b is known about how much firms
do in fact respond to these incentive~ Conclusions of the paper and
:c:::::.endatiOnS for changes in the t
are presented in the final

llaW

APPROPRIATE CRITERIA J~XUj E WHEN EXAMINING A
The Minnesota tax commission's repor I prOVides a general discussion of
the appropriate criteriato use when evaluating
, the design of a state taX. This
section will briefly elaborate on a few of tHe objectives, to put the following
1
discussion in context.

1

EQUITY

Popular discussions normally focus on hether the tax payment made by
any given taxpayer seems appropriate, ~iven the characteristics of the
209
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taxpayer.. Yet, to an economist, s~1 h evidence indicates little or nothing in
itself about the equity of a tax.Wtien a tax is imposed on a corporation, the
company must either raise its prides or cut its labor costs, rental costs, or
~aymentstoshareh?ld~rs to cover lany taxes due. How much ?f each occurs
IS referred to as the mCldence of the tax. The argument below IS that, at least
in the long-run, a state corporatd income tax should have little effect on
payments to shareholders, and will mainly increase prices and decrease wage
rates. Firms will not invest ina state unless they can earn as much by
investing there as they can by investing in other states or in other countries.
The appropriate measure of the f~rness of the tax is whether the resulting
pattern of increases in corporate 6utput prices and decreases in wage rates
seems to affect equitably thb economic positions of residents.
Unfortunately, it is very difficult t6 infer how much any given price or wage
rate b.asbeen changed by the exis~ence of the corporate tax.
Not only do'es a tax cause a pe~manent change in prices aild wages, but
also-Wohena tax chan~e ~s first announce?-there will ~e an immedia~e
change m the value of eXlStmg assets and busmesses, reflectmg the change m
future tax liabilities of the owne~of the assets. These windfall gains and
losses are in. effect large one-time transfers received from or paid to the
government. They are received (P~d) solely by the owner of the asset when
the tax is changed-they cannot ~e shared with a future purchaser of the
asset, as the sales price of the, as~et. would have adjusted to reflect the tax
change. The equity of these trarlsfers must be considered whenever a tax
change is contemplated.

I

I

EFFICIENCY

The discussion of the efficienqy effects of corporate taxes will focus on
ways in which the tax induces troJpayers to change their economic decisions
solely to avoid tax. Taxpayers los~ what taxes they pay, but in addition they
lose when they readjust their acti{.jties, lowering their profits or utility, so as
to avoid paying yet more in taxJs. This latter loss is not compensated by
extra tax reve-nue tD the state.
When examining the effects of a state corporate tax other complications
arise. to the degree, for example~that a corporation covers its tax 'Payments
in large part by char-ging more when it sells goods outside of the state, that
tax is implicitly paid by nonresidbnts, and provides revenue at relatively low
cost to residents. Conversely, if la taxpayer must pay more to other states
when he pays more to Minnesotd, then he loses more than the state gains in
revenue. This excess loss does decur with a state corporate income taxwhen a firm's profits increase tb cover Minnesota taxes, tax payments to
other states increase as well.
I
.
Another complication arises from the fact that corporations benefit from
many state government services. If a corporation's decisions affect the cost

I
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of provision of public services, e.g., if an expansion of a plant puts
increased pressure on the public roads, ttie police force, etc., the firm ought
to pay for the extra costs created by Lts actions on efficiency grounds.
Otherwise, the corporation would make more intensive use of public
services than would be appropriate. userlfees ought to be charged wherever
.
possible.
User fees are very difficult to administ r, however. The best alternative to
them is to tax some aspect ofthe firm's ~ehavior which is closely related to
its demands on public services. For exam~le, if the corporation's commuters.
clog the roads, the best measure may b the number of employees (or the
size of the firm's parking lots). In general the firm's use of public services is
probably more closely related to its level I production in the state than to its
level of sales. This observation would support a tax based on some measure
of production. Profits are probably less ~loselyrelated to the firm's use of
public services th~ are ,many alternativd tax bases. .
Yet another cos~ created by a corporate b; is the administrative expense to
both the stat~ a.nd thF firms of keepiJrreC?rdS, fil1i~g out fir~s, and
perhaps negotIatmg a tax settl~ment or contesting a tax Judgment In court.
These costs can easily become large relatwe to the taxes paid. In particular,
taxpayers
ate
likely togb to great effort and
when the. tax law is unclear,
..
..
I
expense to justify a favorable interpretation of their situation. These costs
are nnt compensatea by extra.tax =ennt 'atbe state.
ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF A STATE C0RPORATE INCOME TAX

When discussing the effects of a statJ corporate income tax, it will be
assumed· that the tax is assessed using s~parate accounting, as is the case
regarding the federal corporate income tho Such a tax at the state level is
purely hypotheticaI~calculating internal Itransfer prices for all goods and
services moving across state borders b6t within a firm would. be very
difficult and expensive-but many of tHe effects of existing taxes would
occur even if separate accounting was us~d. The following sections discuss
complications created by use of formula tpportionmenL
CORPORATE TAXATION WITH SEPA ATE ACCOUNTING

In analyzing the impact of a tax baseJ on separate accounting, the first
issue is what exactly is being taxed. In principle, the tax base is the income
earned by capital used within the firm. Thing away some fraction of these
I
...
earnings discourages investme~t.
However, the incentives created by existing taxes are not so clear cut.
Consider an investment which, withoutttaxes, appears to be minimally
worthwhile. Assume now that a tax is im ,osed which allows the initial cost
of the investment to be deducted immedi tely, but then taxes any earnings
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arising from the investment. If the tax rate is 'JUlo, the government implicitly
pays the investor 'JUlo of the cost but taxes away 'JUlo of the return; The
government is simply acting as a fo~nvest~r, accepting 'fl11o of all expenses
and returns, and does not affect tme IncentIves to Invest. In general, as long
as the present value of any tax dedpctions arising from an investment equals
the cost of the investment, the tax does not discourage new investment. If
the present value of the deductibn falls short of the initial cost of the
investment, the tax makes iIives~ment less attractive; conversely, if the
present value of the deduction exceeds the cost of the investment, new
inv~stment is encouraged by the dresence of the tax.
.
These deductions primarily drise· from depreciation allowances. In
addition, when debt is used to helJ finance new.investment, deductions arise
as well from the resulting intere~t payments. AccQrding to the Economic
Report oj the President(l982),Jnder the 1981 tax legislation, the federal
corporate income tax encouraged hew equipment investment-the present
value of deductions would exceed the cost, given the rapid acceleration of
depreciation plus the effects oftlie investment tax credit. In contrast, they
~:~rted that investment in struJcthres would be slightly discouraged by the
Imposing a state corporate
,using the fedenu definition of taxable
income, would· have the same incdntive effects on new marginal investments
(investments which just break eve~)
as raising the federal corporate tax rate.
I
When the federal tax. encouraged new marginal. investment, so would the
presence of a state corponlte inc~me tax.
In an appendix to anear.lier jversion of this pa.per some CalCUla.tions
explored how the Minnesota corporate tax is likely to affect the
attractiveness of new investment. '['he results suggest that the Minnesota tax,
like the federal tax, makes most dew marginal investments more attractive,
contrary to common expectation. Put simply, the required earnings on new
investments are low enough,· due to generous provisions in the federal law,
that the extra taxes collected on these earnings by the Minnesota tax are
smaller in present value than the extra taxes saved through depreciation and
interest ~eductions allowed.
.1
However, most firms consideriNg whether to invest in a state wantto earn
more on average investments th~n the minimal rate of return necessary to
attract funds. When a firm is thore than minimally profitable, the extra
profits eire subject to tax, yet no ~xtra deductions arise, so a high state-taxrate discourages firms which ex.~ect to be very successful from locating in
the state, even while it lowers Hre minimal rate of return required on new
investments by firms already 104ted. in the state.
For a profitable firm to consider locating in the state, then, it must find
some other aspect of the stateI that outweighs the higher taxes. Firms
normally maximize after-tax profits, and a firm would locate in a high-taxrate state only if the before-tax rate of return on the investment at least

I
I

I"
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covers the higher taxes. The after-tax ra e of return on the investment must
be as high as elsewhere.
I
.
.
Of course, when a tax is changed
unexpectedly,
firms
already
in
the
state
.
I
cannot easily leave so they may fmd their after-tax income lower. However,
new investment will not occur in the st~te until· it earns as much there as
elsewhere. But when it does, previous investment should also be earning as
much as the equivalent investments elsew1'here, so an.y loss to existing firms is
. .
temporary.
In order for thebefore-tax-rate of retu n to be higher in the high-tax state,
however,either sales prices must be highbr or other input-prices (labor costs
or rental costs) must 1;le lower than elseJhere. To what degree each of these
changes; o.ccursis difficult to say. For ex&ple, if prices rise too much, there
will.be intense competition from goods Jroduced in other states. If firms in
Ml,nnesota sell out-of-state, theYCOmp~te directly with these other firms,
and cannot charge more than their competitors)
A fall. in w.age rates seems more .likely to occur. Extra corporate taxes
presumably fund inj::reasedgovernment ~enditures, which make the state a
moreattracpve~place to live. As a r~U1t, individuals are more inclined to live
and work in the state even at a lower wa~e--the supply curve of labor shifts
down. Of course, s.ome types of workerS are more mobile than others, and
perhaps less aff¢cted by the extra state e~benditures, so their wages ought to
/change relatively less· in equilibriuin. The reduction in \\'age rates necessary
to attract a:finn into·the state, in spite bf the higher taxes, would vary by
firm. Finns stibject to higher taxes. relative to their payroll would require a
largerreduction.,' and they would be driv~nout of the state in favor of firms
owing less in taxes rehitive to their paYroll and thus willing to accept a
I
smaller reduction in wage ~rates..
Land rentsII!ay also fall somewhat as a result of the tax. To the degree
they~ drop substantially, however, land IWOuld shift from commercial to
residential and. agricultural. uses. If Izoning restrictions prevent this
movement, or if'the la,nd is clearly more v~uable in commercial or industrial
uses (e.g., a co~l mjne), the fall in lantl rents (and land value) could be
important. But this fall in rents is an inbq\litable burden on the owners of
the land. at the" time of the tax changcL Any drop in land prices would
primarily attract land-intensive industri9s that owe relatively little in taxes.
The same incidence story would apply to any tax on corporate capital,
including a property tax. New investments must earn as much in Minnesota
as elsewhere. If in~estment cop.tin~es t~ b~worthwhile in the s~te, other
factors must be paYIng the tax. Preclsely which factors end up paYIng the tax
is difficult to say, though the ultimate infidenceof the tax is likely to seem
quite inequitable relative to that of most other states taxes.
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UNITARY TAXATION WITH F

RMULA APPORTIONMENT

Even though separate accountmg is used by the federal government, no
state has attempted to use it; mea~uring prices of goods and services moving
within a firm but across stateurles is a formidable problem. Consider the
problem of meaSuring the earninlrs generated by a corporate headquarters.
A headquarters normally providl~ financial and management se.rvices-and
often research ideas-to the rest lof the firm. None of these outputs would
typically be sold, so no revenue IS generated directly,'};he services do have
value, but there is np. clear way to assign each service a specific price, and
then allocate the value of the sertice to each of the divisions in other states.
To avoid problems of transfet prices, states have tried to measure the
profits of the entire firm, alloclting some fraction to each state by some
reasonable formula. Their hopb. is to be able to measure revenues and
expenses of the firm solely by fm's-length market prices. However, the
definition of-a
"firm" can be ambiguous
for large. companies comprised of
.... .
I. .
several hundred separate corporafe entitles. States have gradually broadened
their definition
.. .
. of the boundaries
. I of a firm, seeking to eliminate as much as
they:can the need for transfer prices.' Most states now use some form of
unitary t~ation.
I
A unitary corporate tax based on formula apportionment can create quite
different incentives than a corporate tax based on separate accounting, even
assuming that no probiems eXikt with respect to transfer prices under a
unitary tax. There are a va~iety of distortions created by formula
apportionment, which do not eXIst under separate accounting; the following
focuses on the situation of a sdte such as Minnesota with a high statutory
I.·
tax rate.
Merger incentives/incentives to operate in several states. To begin with,
a corporate tax based on formula apportionment creates incentives to alter
the patterns of ownership of cdrporations. These incentives exist since the
taxes assessed on a plant dependI on what other plants outside the state are
grouped with it. Consider a profitableJirm based in Minnesota. If it merges
with (or opens up) a marginal fi~in of equal size in a low-tax-rate state, half
of its high profits will be allocatbd for tax purposes to this low-tax-rate state.
Tax law encourages such mergets, and total tax payments drop as a result.
Similarly, a profitable firm loutside of the state will hesitate to open
operations or merge with a firm in Minnesota since some fraction of its high
profits would then be allocated ~o Minnesota. Thesee!'tra taxes can be large
relative to normal earnings on the investment in the state, or relative to the
gains from merging with an eXisting firm. In contrast, because an out-ofstate firm with negative taxabl~ income would presumably continue to pay
no taxes even after opening a new plant in Minnesota, it would be able to
undercut a similar plant opehed by a profitable out-of-state firm. In
su~mary, the tax law induces p~ofitable firms in Minnesota to shift most of
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their operations out-of-state, and discourages profitable firms from entering
the state. No such incentives exist under !separate accounting.
. Faetor and sales tax elements. In mfIDY ways a corporate income tax
based on formula apportionment is similar to a particular set of property
taxes, payroll taxes, and sales taxes. WhJnever a multi-state firm invests in
Minnesota, hires labor in Minnesota, dr sells output in Minnesota, the
fraction of its total. profits allocated fO Minnesota goes up, and its
Minnesota taxes "go up. Minnesota taxes mcrease whenever capital, payroll,
or sales in Minnesota increase, just as iflproperty taxes,payroll taxes, and
sales taxes existed explicitly instead. Under formula apportionment, the
degree to ,which taxes increase when pro~rty,payroll, or sales are increased
in MiImesota will vary across firms, de~ending on how much profit they
potentially havesu\lject to tax~ If a firm Has no taXable profits, its taxes will
not be .affe~tedbr its capital: payroll,and Isales decisi~ns. Also, a firm based
~olely.m Minnesota has all Its profit.~ .all~cated to Minnesota, regardless of
Its property, p~yrell, or sales deCISIOns. For such a firm, profits and
therefore extra taxes, Will be:generat~d. ~y .property investment, but if the
firm i~ profit,.m!¢mizing" pr?~its will n9t .be c?~nged b! small changes. i~
payroll or sales,,~d these deClSlOns ,are n9t ImpliCitly subject to tax. ImplicIt
tax rates also vary depenqingon wh~thera flrm apP9rtions its profits based
on equal weights,<:>n property, payroU;add sales ratios; or based on a 70070
weight applied t(J t.he S~l~s ratio.
I
. .
The pattern 'Of,'lJIlpliclt tax rates created' by the existing corporate tax
could' be~l1pijcated by using some comb~ation of property taxes, payroll
taxes,andsilles,taxes.ijowever, this set of tax'rates would vary by flrm in a
peculiar way. Eyentho#ghpeculiar,. this,~et of factol; and sales taxes (with
rates fixed pnce ~pospd)wou1d beprJferable to the existing corporate
income tax, as it: ~oultl raise ihore rev~nue with lower effiCiency costs.
Revenue wOu,ldri$e because other -states do not getto tax the extra profits
generated tepay the faCtor tax~s: Jactottax payments, ufilike corporate
income tax payIpedts,are deductible when calculating taxable profltsin
these states.Ev~riifthese factortaXrates dre set so as to preserve the implicit
tax rates on; prop¢rty, payroll, aJid 'Sales,~, fficieney costs go down because
distortions of corporate mergerdeci~i()nswould'be eliminated.
While preferable' to ~he exis~in,gcorpo te .income tax, this set of factor
is stilL distinctly unattractive. If
and sales taxe$, with rates varying by
proposed explicitiy; itw6uld neVer gain:,puhli~ support. The tax -due on a
new venture ~ouiddepend onw?o' d~es
well as its nature. Differences
in tax rates ac~os~ IV~s would result in i~?entives for unprofitable firms to
expand andpr~fitilble fmrts to contract, Jlnce the tax rates on unprofltable
firms wouldbe'io~erthan thos~,pnpr Citable firms. Capital and labor,
rather thanbei~g;hhed; by the flhn whete their value is highest, could be
hired most cheaply-by unprofitable firms. '
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With no corporate tax in Minne ota, these differences in implicit tax rates
across firms would not disappear, Ibut they would reverse direction. When a
profitable fIrm invests in Minnesota, taxes due elsewhere drop substantially;
when an· unprofitable firm invekts in Minnesota, taxes elsewhere drop
slightly, if at all. With no corpot-ate tax in Minnesota, capital ,and labor
would be hired most cheaply by Jrofitablerather than unprofitable firms,
even if Minnesota was to impose ~roperty or payroll taxes.
Cross-hauling. The variation in effective tax rates on sales across firms'
can also create an incentive for prbfitable firms in Minnesota to sell out-ofstate and for less profitable firm~ to sell in-state. Because the tax rate on
sales under formula apportionmeht varies by firm, the more profitable the
firm is, the higher the tax.• Also, ~ firm which does not have nexus in a state
pays no extra tax to that state whbn it sells there (though it may pay less to
other states). These differences inItax rates across firms are more important
when the statutory tax rate is high', as it is in Minnesota, pushing profitable
firms to sell in low-tax-rate states knd unprofitable firIns to sell in high-taxrate states-and pushing. all firm$ to sell in states where they do not have
nexus.
I
Since firm.s located primarily in high-tax-rate states tend to have high
taxable profits, formula apportiorlment creates an incentive for them to ship
output to low-tax-rate states and firms in low-tax-rate states to ship output to
high-tax~rate states, a pattern of trade known as "cross-hauling." The
choice of apportionment formulJs allowed in the Minnesota corporate tax
law accentuates these cross-hauli~g incentives. Consider, for example, two
identical firms producing the sam~good, One located in Minnesota and one
out-of-state. If the Minnesota firfu ships all its output to the other state, it
would select the weighted ap~brtionment formula and be taxed in
Minnesota on only 30070 of its p~ofits. If the out-of~state firm ships all its
output to Minnesota, and has nexus, it would select the equal-weighting
formula and be taxed in MinneJota on 33% of its profits. Through this
cross-hauling of output, total tJes collected in Minnesota would be only
30% + 33% = 63% of what they wo.uld have been had each firm sold
locally. In contrast, taxes collectbd by the other state, assuming it allows
only the' equal-weighting formulJ, do not change in the process, leaving a
strong incentive encouraging croJs-hauling.
If there were no corporate tax in Minnesota (or on~ just large enough to
avoid having other states invo~e· a "throwback" rule with respect to
Minnesota sales), sales in Minnesbta would implicitly be subsidized because
corporate taxes due elsewhere w6uld drop for firms selling in Minnesota.
This drop would be largest for ptofitable firms located in states with high
tax rates, and these firms would be the ones most encouraged to sell in
Minnesota. These relative incenti*es would not change if Minnesota were to
change its sales tax rate, as all firths would face the same change in the sales
tax rate.
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Effects oj apportioning based on ales. Governor Perpich recently
proposed that the apportionment formul~ give 100070 weight to sales; and no
weight to property or payroll. Hthis forrrtula were mandatorY, cross-hauling
incentives would be reduced in some ciJcumstances relative to the current
law, but increased in others.' Consider dgain the example of two identical
firms, one in-state and' one out-of-sidte. If both firms have nexus in
Minnesota/ cross~hauling wo~l.d have no Fffe~t on Minnesota taxes, wh~reas
under current law, cross-haulmg reduces Minnesota taxes by 37%. (Any
mandatory formula would', eliminate Tcross~hauling incentives in this
example.) However, if the importer does, dot have nexus in Minnesota, crosshauling would entirely eliminate any tax~s in Minnesota for the two firms,
whereas under current law Minnesota tro!.es would be cut by "only" 70% in
this situation. Similarly, there would be stronger incentives·· under this
proposal for profitable firms to sell out-bf-state and for unprofitable firms
to ship the same type'of good back to de state-the heavier weight on the
sales factor illcreases the tax savings ari~ing from cross..hauling.
Since apportionment would be based bnly on sales under this proposal,
selling in the state would incr¢ase taxes f~r a multi-state firm, and would be
profitaple onlY at a mgher price than is ~v.ailable elsewhere. As before, the
de~ee to which t~esinc~ease for a FUlti-sta~e firm when it sells in
MInnesota can varydrarnatically by
depend~ng. o~ the firm's average
corporate tax rate elsewhere, and on how profitable It IS.
However,adding payroll Or property lin Minnesota would not affect a
firm's t~able income.as in Mimlesota, ~et it would decrease the fraction of
the firm's taxable income elsewhere. THerefore this change in the tax law
would clearly 'encourage firms to produJe but not sell in Minnesota.
Shifting to an explicit sales tax would have the same advantages. Adding
property or payroll in the state would not directly affect a firm's tax
payments in Minnesota, yet would redJce the firm's corporate taxes paid
elsewhere. Adding sales in Minnesota w9uld reduce a firm's corporate taxes
elsewhere,but result in extra sales taxes in Minnesota. However, under a
sales tax, the effective tax rate would bd the same for all firms and for all
goo,ds: under the proposed corp,ora,te inC!,1me tax, ~,he .e,f,fe,ctive sale~ ~ax rate
would vary across firms and g()odS'; pe aps dramatIcally; In addItIOn, an
explicit sales tax does not sUQsidize S ,es in otlier states, nor create an
incentive to change the organizaiional sttudure of the firm, as would be the
case with a corPorate income tax undertormula apportionment.

fmp

CORPORATE TAXATION WITH FOR

ULA APPORTIONMENT

Until 1982, Minnesota assessed tax sOIJly on corporations with operations
in Minnesota. Some are now proposing k-eturning to this.
Does this narrower definition of th~1 firm change incentives? Formula
apportionment is still needed and was liked to allocate income of a multi- .
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state corporation between states. All the peculiar incentives described above
still exist with the narrower det1jinition .'. of the firm, and some of these
incentives become much easier to manipulate making this form of the tax a
less sure way to raise tax revenue. 31For example, cross~hauling might be used
very easily to reduce taxes. A cdrporation in Minnesota could sell all its
output, even at a fair market pribe, to an affiliated corporation across the
border, and apportion only 30070 bf its income to Minnesota. The affiliated
corporation can then ship the gObds back to Minnesota, .but if it does not
,have nexus in the state, no taxes eke due. Under unitary taxation, the same
pattern of trade could be developed, but not organized within one firm.
In addition, with the narrowerj definition of a firm, a corporation has a
strong inc;entive to avoid nexus WIthin the state. Any profitable corporation
within a firm would have the infentive to transfer any· operations within
Minnesota to an affiliated corporation already located 41 the state, thereby
removing its prQfits· from the Mirlnesot;i tax base. Conversely, eorporations
with losses would seekto merge Wf-th affiliated corporations in Minnesota to
help them save on taxes. Under unitary taxation,all affiliated corporations
are· automatically. pulled into the ~ax base, whether or not they individually
have nexus; thus, it becomes !more difficult for a firm to rearrange
/I
'
operations to avoid tax.
One offsettingadvl:lntage of th~ narrower definition of the firm, however,
is that deciding whichcorporatiohs are subject to tax is very clear cut, thus
making administratidn of the taxi straightforward for both the state' and for
co~porations. The definition of a unitary firm, in contrast, involves more
subjective criteria, and it allow~ both firms and the state to press for
different interpretations of the [aw, creating expense and ill will in the
process.
WORLD-WIDE APPORTIONMENT

Rather·than considering the nJrower definition of the firm, several states
have chosen an even broader definition-one that apportions world-wide
income and not just domestic in~om.e of multi-national firms. This worldwide apportionment has becomb a controversial issue, with companies,
some foreign governments, and Jow the Reagan Administration all pushing
states to restrict mUlti-national~' tax base to domestic earnings of a
comp~ny, perhaps even exclulring dividends re'ceived from foreign
operatIOns.
World-wide apportionment! clearly creates substantially larger
administrative costs for both cobpanies and states. Reevaluating foreign
earnings. using the definition of ~axable income of each state, would involve
considerable effort, and states wbuld have great difficulty in auditing such
returns. On these earnings, the I states cannot rely on federal corporateincome-tax auditors for assistance.
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Of course, transfer pricing problems qmnot be completely avoided when
apportioning domestic income. A multi-lnational company would have the
incentive to exaggerate the price of ant goods or services sold to their
domestic affiliates. The states now relYifPrimaril Y on federal auditors to
catch extreme deviations from market prices, but even federal auditors
cannot easily judge what the appropri te price is for those goods "and
services-e.g., R&D effort-which are bot normally marketed. Problems
with separate accounting at water's edge ~hould affect a verY small fraction
of a state's tax revenue, however.
-1
\
Use of world-wide apportionment, h, wever, can greatly exacerbate the
peculiar incentives created by formula apportionment. Historically, taxable
profits have tended to b~ higher on fbreign operations, so world-wide
apportionment normally'results in an idcrease in taxes due -from a multinational company. For such companies, iocating property, payroll, or sales
in Minm;sota can r~sult in a much ~arg~~ j[ncrease in taxes t~an would occur
for other compa1lles. Thus multI-natIonal fIrms are discouraged from
locatir;tg operations or ev~nselling outppt in the state. Under world-wide
apporti~nment, ~ax paymenJs would delfend yet mo:e than they do under
domestIc "apportIonment on who :undertakes a proJect as well as on the
natiIre ofthe;project. Ownership ,patterds of operations in the state would
undoubtedly· respond significantly if orId-wide apportionment were
adopted.
y

VALUE-ADDED TAX

A broader, alternative tax,currently u ed in Michigan, would be a valueadded tax. There are many different fontIs of value-added taxes. The most
commonly suggested fonn involves t~ihg the value of the output of the
firm minus the value of all purchases frdm other firms. In this case the tax
base would be expenditures by the firm ob. labor and capital, plus profits. If
capital acquisition costs are expensed, a~ in Michigan, then the tax base is
reduced to expenditures on labor plus ptofits.
In measuring what profIts of a multi-state firm are attributable to its
operations in anyone state; the same prbblems inevitably arise as with the
corporate income tax. In fact, Michiganluses the same type of three-factor
apportionment fonnula to accomplish this allocation. They even use the
apportionment fonnula to allocate labor landother expenses between states,
despite the normal availability of direct tlata on these expenditures.
As a result, all the peculiar incentives Jreated
by corporate taxation using
I
formula apportionment are also created by using a value-added tax. The
difficulties arise solely with respect to tHe attempt to include profIts in the
tax base. Expenditures on labor, and eved on capital, could be taxed directly
with no need for apportionment-this sUnply involves using a payroll tax in
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combination with a property tax. Use of these factor taxes would avoid
creating all the peculiar incentive broblems described earlier.

CONhLUSIONS

aVail~ble

This chapter has argued that, coLpared with other
state taxes, a
corporate income tax is an unattraJtive way to raisetax revenue, whether it is
based on formula apportionment or separate accounting, and whether
income is defined on a unitary b~sis or not. In brief, the reasons are as
follows.
I
1. Thetax should result primarily in lower wage rates, higher output prices,

and lower property values-and not lower returns to share holders. It is
difficult to say, however, to ,*hat degree relative wages, prices, and
property values are changed in ~he process. Regarding equity, changes of
wage rates, prices, and propertyI values are likely to be very capricious.
2. Under any of the proposed definitions of the firm, separate accounting
must be used when measuring taxable profits of the firm. However the
firm is defined, there will be ~ifficulties in handling some goods and
services transferred between Ifirmsbut not at arms-length prices .
. Measurement problems result i~ significant administrative expenses and
provide incentives for firms ~o rearrange their operations to take
.. a,dvJlIltage of the accounting difficulties. The narrower the definition of
.···the firm used, the greater thesel problems become.
3. Using a formula apportionment corporate tax puts unprofitable firms at a
competitive advantage over profitable firms that produce or sell in
Minnesota. The implied tax rates on property, payroll, and sales, vary
substantially by firm, making ilmore attractive for one firm rather than
another to undertake any given hew venture. As a result, resources are not
used where they are most valu~ble, nor will those goods be sold which,
'
ignoring taxes, would have bee~ cheapest.
4. The state may want to collect taxes from corporations in return for
services provided to them by the state. Nonetheless, profits are a poor
base to use for such a benefits tax. Depending on the nature of the
particular state service, propertt, payroll, or sales should provide a better
measure of the relative use of Hie service by firms than do profits. Which
particular tax base or combinatikm provides the best proxy for use of state
services as a group isa difficult judgment.

t~e

tax system should be designed to tax
Also, on efficiency grounds,
individuals and firms to the degreb that they benefit from public services. If
an individual or a firm pays mor~ in taxes than is gotten back in benefits,
there is a tax-created incentive to kvoid the state. The opposite is also true.
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Compared to most other alternative, tax bases, corporate profits m~ke a
poor proxy for use of state services.
.On efficiency grounds, taxes should be designed to minimize the extent to
which economic decisions are made to avoid taxes, for any amount of
revenue raised. This report has argued that corporate taxes create greater
efficiency cost,s than would a combinatlibn of property, payroll, and sales
taxes.
On equity grounds, it would be desi ble to tax the poor less and the
wealthy more than they receive back in pJblic services. The personal income
tax is certainly designed with this in kind. However, there can be no
presumption t~~t t?e incidence of. thecO~P?rate ~ is i? any way e~uitable.
For example, It IS lIkely to be honzontally meqUItable m the ways It affects
individuals with similar incomes but IWith different occupations and
consumption patterns.
State taxes would be both more equitable and more efficient if greater
reliance was placed on personal income duces, payroll taxes, property taxes,
or sales taxes. These taxes suffer from nfme of the problems listed above,
and can easily be designed to seem equitable. Which one or combination of
them should be used more intensively to +Place revenue from the corporate
tax, however, is a matter for further debate.

.

I

ENDN01lES
1. These calculations ignored the deduction, arising from the interest paid on any
debt issued to help finance the new investbent. Thking these deductions into
account, structures are likely to be slightly end\ouraged as well by the, existing federal
law.
2. If Minnesota is the primary provider of a good, so that producers in the state as
a group face a downward sloping demand curve, then a corporate tax is more likely to
be passed forward through higher prices. In dJls case, the tax would be paid in fair
part binonresidents. This argument is often u~ed to defend severance fees-taxes on
coal and oil that are shipped out of state. Eyen in these cases, however, the state
cannot much affect the market price for oil and coal, so that the tax is mostly paid by
the residents of the state, P,robably mostly bY1he owners of the property where the
well or coal mine is located.
3. When a tax causes firms to alter their dcisions so as to avoid tax, extra costs
are incurred by the firm which do not result in ltaxes being collected. The more firms
do alter their decisions, the larger are these 'excess burden" costs relative to the
amount of tax revenue raised.
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Taxes and Telecommunications
in an Era ot Change
Ronald· Fisher and Jawrence Martin

I

.

INTRODUCTION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE TAX
HISTORY OF THE TAX

Gross earnings (receipts) taxation in Minnesota began as early as 1857
when the legislature of the Territory of Minnesota granted a charter to the
Minnesota and Pacific Railroad CompJny. The charter provided that the
company pay 30/0 of its gross earnings inllieu of all other taxes and property
assessments. All other railroad companies came under gross earnings
taxation by 1887. The tax rate rose to 4% lin 1905 and to 5070 eight years later.
Telephone and telegraph companie~I were added as gross earnings
taxpayers in 1887, with a rate of 2%. A'er a five-year hiatus during which
time they were subject to property taxa~ion, Minnesota returned to taxing
gross earnings in lieu of the property tID!. in 1897. The rate in that year was
3%, rising to 4% in 1922. Other ambndments followed: in 1937, one
amendment increased the rate to 7% for Icompanies serving localities with a
population exceeding 10,000; and in 1945 ·another provided per-phone rates
for small companies.
Further additions to the set of gross-e nings-taxable industries included
express companies and sleeping car cokpanies in 1897 (the tax base no
longer exists), boxing exhibitions in 1~37 (repealed 1984), rural electric
companies in 1939, and taconite railroads in 1955 (repealed after 1980). The
current rate structure appears in Table Il
The gross receipts tax on telephone kd telegraph companies provided
nearly $75.7 million in 1982; the amoJnt collected has consistently been
about 2%of state tax collections since 1*0 (see Table 2). In the latter 1970s,
when railroads were still subject to the tax, it provided about 2.7% of state
I
taxes.
For 1982, 95% of the gross earnings tax revenue came from taxation of
telephone companies, a fraction which hb steadily risen since 1976. In fact,
one firm, Northwestern Bell Telephonel has paid 75%-80% of the gross
earning taxes in recent years. Finally, ovet the period 1980-82, about 79% of
telephone company gross earnings taxes were generated at the 7% rate.

L
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ABLE 1

Gross Earnings Tax Rates
I

Industry*
Express companies
Rural electric cooperatives
Telegraph
Telephone

5070

10 do1llars per 100 members (in lieu of all personal
property taxes)
6070
4070 fr, rn rural service
4070 fot localities with less than 10,000 population
7070 fr<!>rn all other service
30 cehts per phone if companies earnings are $1,000 or

1

t

le~s

*Gross earnings taxes are levied in lieu

all ad valorem property taxes.

A TAX ON TELEPHONE COMiANIES

The picture of the gross earnings tax that emerges from an examination of
the data in Table 2 is of a tax ort telephone companies that is a small but
significant portion of state revenub. Although 113 telephone companies paid
the tax in 1982, all but fifteen wer~ subject to the lower 4070 rate. In fact, just
a handful of companies (especially Northwestern Bell Telephone) have paid
almost all of the tax. For these redsons, this discussion and evaluation of the
tax will concentrate almost extlusively on the taxation of telephone
companies, with emphasis on thJ tax situation of Northwestern Bell. Long
l
distance (interstate) companies te.g.,
American Telephone & Telegraph,
Sprint, and Mel) will also be di~cussed.
Three administrative features dre crucial to understanding how the gross
~arnings tax h~s operat.ed. The fi~st concerns the allocation of revenue from
mterstate serVIce to Mmnesota fchr tax purposes. The second concerns the
implementation of the specified Irate differences. between small and larger
localities. A third issuepertairls to how telephone property would be
assessed if subject to the propertlv tax.
The Allocation Problem. Befure divestiture (1983), the taxation of gross
earnings represented an administ~ativelYsimple alternative to a property tax.
Companies reported revenues and paid the appropriate tax rate. The one
administrative difficulty concern~d the allocation of long distance revenues
of AT&T to Northwestern Bell, land the further allocation to Minnesota.
With the recent introduction of competition in long distance service, the
same problem has been faced by MCl; other competitors (e.g., Sprint) have
not paid gross earnings taxes. I
While the Minnesota tax law mentions airline miles as the required
allocation formula, AT&T has u~Jed its more complicated corporate division
of revenues. As this method 0 dividing revenues among its twenty-two
associated companies was alre dy in place, this formula represented a
reasonable solution to the problbm. It worked as follows: each associated

I
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TABLEI2

~ _ _~

."Gross Earnings T~ Revenue
($_OOO_)I
1982

Gross earnings taxes*
070 of Minnesota state
taxes

1981

1~80

1979

~_-=---- _ _
1978

1977

1976

$75,668 $75,206 $69l425 $79,551 $73,390 $66,584 $59,255

2.0010

2.2%

2.1 %

2.5%

2.7%

2.7%

2.70/0

Telephone taxes
at 4%
at 7%
Total

$15,546 $14,649 $12[824 $12,638 $10,720 $ 9,584 $ 8,162.3
56,486 52,274 46858 40,928 37,484 33,038 29,150
72,032 66,498 59(683 53,566 48,205 42,622 37,312

0J0 of gross earnings
taxes

95.2%

Northwestern Bell
gross earnings taxes

$59,809 $56,098 $501512 $45,236 $41,047 $36,329 $31,745

88.4%

86.6%

67.3%

65.7%

64.0%

63.0%

Source: Data provided by Minnesota Department IOf Revenue.
*Excluding insurance company premiums tax

company received compensation for1ihe value of its plant, reserves,
payments to connecting companies, and ltaxes it incurred in providing long
distance service. The remaining money ~as divided among the companies
on the basis of the number of shares each has, where a share represented $1
of net plant furnished. The associated cobpanies determined the allocation
at their plant to long distance according to various criteria, such as minutes
of use for the exchange plant, message-hnute-miles
for the. interexchange
I
circuit plant, traffic units for manual switching equipment, and minutes of
use for dial switching equipment. These fractions were determined through
sampling, and they were periodically updated. Each company then received
the fraction of revenues that corresponded to its fraction of total shares.
AT&T and Northwestern Bell then paid g~OSS earnings taxes on the resulting
revenues.
I
A few observations on this allocation method are in order. First, this was
no mere "paper" allocation; the revenuel were actually paid to each of the
twenty-two associated companies. ~econd, the allocation method
coincidentally reinforces the property tax aspect for which gross earnings
taxation substituted. Shares were allocatetl according to book value, thereby
providing more revenue per call to the dapital intensive companies. Also,
those with less efficient and more costly Fquipment received more revenues
per-message minute from their more efficient partners.
The only other long distance compdny that has paid gross earnings
taxation to Minnesota is Mel, which ailocates revenues according to the
fraction of airline miles that cross over innesotafrom the point of origin
of the call to its destination. This metho bears no relation to any economic
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TJ.\BLE 3

Telephone Gr9Ss Earning Tax Rates

Office Location

I

Customer Location

10,roo

Population
10,000

Unincorporated

POPula~on

Population

10,000

711J1

711Jo

4010

Population

10,000

701~

4010

4010

711J~

4%

4010

Unincorporated

Source: Minnesota Department of Revenut

c

activity, such as investment or use, [althOUgh it is feasible to administer. This
method is discussed in greater detail later in this chapter.
Tax Rates. The gross earnings Itax statute provides for three basic tax
rates. The rates are "four percent ... from service to rural subscribers,"
"four percent . . . from exchange business of all cities . . . having a
population of 10,000 or less," abd "seven percent . . . from all other
businesses." The Minnesota Supre~e Court has ruled that the 40J0-rate class
requires that both the firm's centr41 facilities and office be in a jurisdiction
of less than 10,000 to qualify for the 4070 rate, regardless of the location of
customers. Finally, firms. with less than $1,000 of gross receipts pay 30 cents
per telephone.
I
Table 3 reports how the revenue department implements these rate classes.
Service to customers in uninco~porated areas is always taxed at 4%
regardless of the fIrm's office 10catlion.Service to customers in jurisdictions
larger than 10,000 population is Jlways taxed at 7% regardless of central
office location. But the tax rate ob service to customers in jurisdictions of
less than 10,000 is taxed at the ratiappropriate to the location of the firm's
central office.
State Assessment of Utility Pro. erty. Historically, utilities have usually
been treated differently from mJst other fIrms for state and local tax
purposes, particularly concerningJproperty taxes. This different treatment
primarily arose from two factors First, utility properties are notoriously
difficult to assess for property trl purposes. * There are obviously no (or
extremely few) sales data sho~ing market transactions. The income
approach to valuation is contamiJated by the regulation process, which is
often designed to guarantee the utility a given after-tax rate-of-return. And
the cost-plus adjustment approa h to valuation requires a measure of
depreciation of utility property, which in many cases is nearly unique
property.

•Although the central office buildings (e.g., tbe NSP offices) are locally assessed like any office
building.
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Second, the geographic distributio of utility property is somewhat
unusual. The production and distributi~n facilities are unevenly, distributed
between local jurisdictions (in the limiting case, only a couple of electric
generating plants may serve an entire state). Thus, local property taxation
provides large revenue' gains to a few Ilocal 'governments. A related, but
opposite problem occyrs because of thd utility transmission property (e.g.,
tracks). This property
electric and telephone lines, pipelinetrailroad
I
presumably has a single value, but with a local property tax, it would be
separately assessed by each jurisdictionf
These traditional problems lead many states to levy either state (rather
than local) property taxes on theseutili~ies and railroads or to substitute a
different state tax (us~ally a gross receibts tax) for property taxes.
Minnesota took the second route. ~lephone and telegraph companies
and railroads were exempt from the loc~ property tax and subjected instead
to a state tax on gross earnings. Stanin~ in 1979, the gross earnings tax on
railroads phaSed out and was replaced With a property tax on the operating
property"with annual assessmentby thJ,~tate government. The value is then
apportioned back to each local gove~ent where the property is located
and property taxes are levied by eacho[ those localities. For tax purposes,
the railrpad operating property. is tre~ted as commercial and industrial
property: Railroad property not usdd for operating purposes (land)
continues to be subject to local taxatidn, as before the change. The gross
eamings tax revenue from telephone cd.mpanies, telegraph companies, and
other sources.accrue to the state's genetIaI fund, some part of Which is then
distributed back to local governments t1roush tbereveuue sharing progrnm.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE EVOLUTION OF THE
TELEPHONE rNDUSTRY
A NATIONAL MONOPOLY, 1934-591

Until relatively recently, the telephon9 industry seemed the classic example
of a natural monopoly. Fixed costs of constructing and maintaining the
nationwide network made up the vast Imajority of expenditures with little
additio?al cost for the incremental Itelephone call. ~h: consequent
decreasmg cost structure argued for' both entry restnctlonand rate
regulation: the former, to permit attaimbent of minimum cost, and the latter
to preclude monopolistic pricing.
The communications act of 1934 placed communication common
carriers, such as the telephone industr , under the regulatory authority of
the federal communications commijsion (FCC). The public interest,
convenience, and necessity standard required the FCC to consider, in
addition to economic effiCiency, such 0 her factors as the technical integrity

i
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of the system, costs, consumer cnoice, and universal service. For example,
AT&T maintained a virtual mondpoly on the'manufacture and sale of the
telephones themselves until the rrlid-1960sbecause of the ban on "foreign
attachments." Competing equiprrlent was forbidden on .the argument that
interference or evert damage to thF system might result from low-quality or
incompatible devices. Further, above
normal returns to equipment sales
I
allowed subsidy of residential subscribers. Similarly, competition in long
distance services was forsworn, it ~as argued, because the technical integrity
of the system required that a singlJ firm provide all parts of the service. As a
result,. the monopoly on long d~stance allowed excess returns for crosssubsidization.
EROSION OF MONOPOLY STATUS, 1959-82

Beginning in 1959, the telephoJe industry entered a second phase which
has witnessed the gradual erosion bf monopoly status, the narrowing of the
scope of regulation, and the inttoduction of widespread competition in
nearly all facets of informal trarlsmission. The firstina series of court
judgments and regulatory rulingsl was the 1959 "above 890" of the FCC
which allocated a portion of the radio frequency spectrum to lar'ge users
desiring to construct thc:ir own prirate mic:owave communications systems,
and, hence, compete With AT&T's long dIstance monopoly. Between 1969
and 1973, the commission bpened long distance private line
.communications to new competition, such' as MCl Communications
Corporation, and eliminated tariff restrictioIis on resale and shared use of
le~sed lines, thereby creating· a nFw class of value-added carriers. These
companies, such as MCl and Sprin~, purchase the basic long distance service
from AT&T and then resell it, loften with enhanced services such as
conference calling and facsimile ~ransmission. These services also limited
AT&T pricing flexibility by provid~nga means for arbitrage among markets.
The 1969 Carterfone decisiod inaugurated competition in terminal
equipment manufacture and salds. Later, in 1980 the FCC ruled that
nondominant carriers similarly bel free of rate and entry regulation.
The FCC followed in 1971, declaring that most combinations of computer
and communications services wete not subject to regulation. The final
important FCC decision was its Jecond computer inquiry in 1980, which
atter:npted to divide AT&~'s co~?etitive activi~ies, such as "enhanced"
serVIces and customer premIses eqUIpment, from Its regulated local and long
distance service)

I

DIVESTITURE: THE 1983 CON, ENT DECREE

All of thes'e decisions can be sebn as forming a sequence of phased but
relentless narrowing of the scope of the AT&T monopoly. A much more
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Local Access and Transport Areas
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Beginning in 1984, Northwestern Bell Telephone
now distributes information only
within what are known as Local Access and Transport Areas, or LATAs. A map is shown
above of Minnesota IJATAs (one of which also indludes half of North Dakota). A call within a
user's exchange remains a local call. A call petween exchanges within a LATA is a
Northwestern Bell long distance call, unless it is purchased from another supplier.
Northwestern Bell Telephone does not serve user I across LATA Boundaries.

Sou,~, Northw~"m B''l. T" Cha"ing W,,/d!O! T,/reommun'",i..,.

1982..J~3

1984.

discrete event, however, was the
settlement of the U.S. Justice
Department antitrust suit against AT&li Under those terms; AT&T was to
divest itself of all of its local exchange services, effectively removing the
company from the local telephone servi~e market. In its place remain eight
operating. companies (such as U.S. - We~t). These. companies will provide
local servIce over AT&T's former exchanges and mterLATA or short haul
interexchange (see Exhibit 1). AT&T retains ownership of Long Lines (its
long distance arm), Western Electric (teldphone manufacture and sales), and
Bell Labs (research). The former Bell ofe~ating company may sell but not
manufacture telephone equipment and aontinue to market Yellow Pages.
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As the industry now stands, oilsic local services will continue to be
regulated asa natural mono~oly.1 Most of Minnes~ta will. be ~erved. ~y
Northwestern Bell, alth?ugh nmet~.tm:~ other localco~pam~s will re~n a
market share. Some penpheral competItIOn for local servIce WIll be proVIded
by mobile telephones and PBX typ[e equipment. AT~T will sell private k ,
distance service according to regulated rates, but lit will be subject to
vigorous competition from those ~ho resell its WATS service and also from
microwave satellite transmissions. Telephone equipment manufacture, sales,
and leasing will operate as a com~etitive industry.
This competition in equipment ~ales and long distance will preclude the
historic subsidization of local ratJs. The means by which the subsidy has
been carried out was through t~e allocation formula described above,
whereby not only was a portion o~he.fIxed costs of local service allocated
to long distance bU.t som.e fra~tion.f the surpl~~ Io.ngdista~ce revenues was
returned to the localcompames. lth competItIon there will be, of course,
no surplus revenues in the long istance business. The questions remain
concerning how to allocate fixed cpsts between IdCal. and long distance and
how to recover these costs.
In its access charge decision, tlie FCC ruled that Idcal companies may
continue to Clliocate ~ share of fIxetl costs to interstate service. This share is
currently 26% nationally (26.60101 in Minnesota), but it is scheduled to
decline to a 25010 standard by 199O.'The costs are to be recovered through a
system ofcustomer feeS called "actesscharges." These are not scheduled to
begin until June 1985 for residen~ial customers and single line businesses
and will not exceed $4.00 per line hntil 1990. Multi-line business customers
will pay access charges of $6.00 p~r line as of May, 1984.
After 1990, access charges will rise until they cover the allocated portion
of fixed costs (about $9 per line). Until then, the allocated portion of fixed
be paid to the local companies by the
costs not covered. by access charges
long distance companies .

I.

till

. TELEPHONE TAX TION: PROBLEMS OF
DEREGULATION AND fECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE
Deregulation of the telephone industry over the last decade, recent and
continuing technological changes! in telecommunications, and the courtordered divestiture of the Bell SYstem from AT&T have generated three
issues of operation for the groSs receipts tax as applied to telephone
companies. The fIrst issue is one of definition of the tax base~which firms,
and/or activities will be subject tt, the gross receipts tax? For those firms
that must pay the gross receiptJ tax, the second and third issues are,
respectively, how gross receipts shOUld be apportioned to Minnesota for
firms doing business in several stittes, and at what rate the tax should be
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imposed. Depending on the answers to these questions, a key fourth issue
for this commission to consider is whethbr it might be preferable to levy a
tax on other_than_gross_receiPts_partijbUlarlY a property tax~on all
telecommunications firms.
DEFINITION OF THE TAX BASE

What Is a Telephone Company? In c nsidering the fIrst issue of which
firms are to be subject to the gross receiJts tax, the starting point must be
the intent of the law to tax "telephone dompanies" and the definition of
those firms. For the purpose of the ~oss receipts tax, a "telephone
company" is defined as "any person, firm, associatiori, or corporation,
excluding municipal telephone compahies, owning or operating any
telephone line or telephone exchange for Ihire wholly or partly within this
state, including radio and other advancements in the art of telephony."
It is worth noting that the above defIni~~ on became effective for 1974 and
subsequent years. Prior to that cl).ang it was only required that the
organization" ... whenever organized or incorporated, own or operate any
... telephone line within, this state... " It seems that this change was
made in 1973 in anticipation of the conlting technological and economic
changes in the industry. Yet, the new Idefinition has not resolved the
question, as at least one firm is challengink in court its status as a telephone
company.
I
GTE Sprint Communications Corp ration, a firm providing long
distance communications service in com.ttition with such firms as AT&T
and MCI Telecommunication Corporation, contends that it is not a
telephone company and thus not subjecd to the gross earriings tax. * The
revenue department, disagreeing with thiJ contention, levied gross receipts
tax against GTE Sprint, resulting in an apllea) to Minnesota tax. court where
the issue now rests.
The question of which activities are 0 be taxed also arises because
existing "local" telephone companies nd AT&T have reorganized to
separate the regulated phone service from the other activities of those firms.
Northwestern Bell left the Bell System as Jart of AT&T at the start of 1984,
leading to the current organizational struc~ure shown on the following chart.
Northwestern Bell Telephone Compant is the major firm providing
traditional "local" phone service in Mindesota as well as Iowa, Nebraska,
North Dakota, and South Dakota. But aJ, can be seen, Northwestern Bell
Telephone is a subsidiary of the holding cbmpany called Northwestern Bell
1

J

b~ ,ok,. d'~b,~.lo

I~i"

'Tim" 00' 'b, po,i,ioo Spri",
MkIrlg.., fo< _pi" wbkb
a
tax on the real and personal property of telecommunications firms, Sprint does not contest its
telephone company status.
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Corporation, which itself is a sub idiaryof a holding company called U.S.

~".

I

.

The Erosion of gross receipt base.
For. .gross receipts
tax purposes, it i~
I
. .
the revenue of Northwestern Bell Telephone Company that seems to be
subject to the tax. It is necessart that the revenue of Northwestern Bell
Telephone operations in Minnesot~ be separa~ed from revenue derived from
operations in the other fourstates.lln essence, the continuing state-regulated
ac~ivitiesand certain business actitities (Centrex) specified in the divestiture
settlement remain part .of North\vestern Bell Telephone while the other
subsidiaries. of Northwestern Belli Corporation compete in an unregulated
market against other firms. in many cases providing new services or
products.
This reorganization has implica~ions for gross receipts tax revenues in at
least three ways. All three portend a decline in gross receipts tax revenues:
• Decline in leasing of equipmlnt by users. First, as user telephone
. purchase and ownership have Ibecome more common and leasing of
telephone (:quipment from Bell has declined,the revenue of the phone
company obviously declined. In addition, sales of telephones are now
made by subsidiaries
of Northw~stern
Bell Corporation and AT&Tas well
.
.
I
as many other private retail firms. These roles, as not part of the
"Telephone Company," are riot subject to the gross receipts tax.
Moreover, in Minnesota, Phon~ equipmeJlt owned by individuals is not
subject to any personal property tax. However, the sale of telephones at
retail is subject to 'the state sales tax.
• Directory and advertising. Duectory and advertising service (Yellow
Pages) is now provided by a subsidiary of U.S. West rather than the Bell
Company. As a result; the full Jevenues from directory provision are not
subject to the gross receipts tb" although according to information
provided by Northwestern BelllTelephone Company, the Bell Company
does receive a fee for selling its dustomer list to U.S. West Direct,~hich is
included as revenue for the groJs. receipts tax; and
• Shift of receipt-generating activities
to nonregulated firms. Future
I
organization changes are possible which would move additional activities
out of Northwestern Bell Telephone Company and into subsidiaries not
subject to the gross receipts tax. For example, Northwestern Bell
Telephone argues that the gros receipts tax puts Bell at a competitive
disadvantage compared to othJr firms in the provision of centralized,
multi-line business-phone syst~ms. As shown in Chart 1, Centrex/
Centron services are part of Nohhwestern Bell Telephone and subject to
the gross receipts tax, while asy~tem purchased at retail and installed by a
firm for its own use generates Ino gross receipts tax liability (although
equipment purchase is subject to -retail sales tax). This personal property
may be subject to ad valorerh property tax of the firm. Although
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CHART I
U.S. West (Holding 1 ompany)

I
Northwestern Bell

Bela West

Corporation

Firstel (PBX Equipment)
Interline
New Vector
U.S. West Direct
(Directories. Yellow Pages)

(holding company)

NORTHWESTERN BELL CORPORATION
_Policy
_Planning

_ _Personal
_ _Legal

,~

i-'~

_Finance

NORTHWESTERN BELL
TELEPHONE COMPANY
(Regulated)

I

I

NUBETA

II

II
Advafced Paging

I
NORTHWESTERN BELL
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES

-Enhanced Services
_Northwestern Bell .Phones, Inc.
_WATCHNET-CPT. Technologies

_Basic Transmission Service
..-Local Distribution Network
_"Dial Tone n
_lntra·LATA Toll
--"'ccess to Inter-LATA and
interstate Network
_ WATCHNET transmission service
_Public teJephone service
-Directory Assistance
_Handicapped CPA
_Centrex, CentroD

Source: Nonhwtslern Bell Corporation Bulletin. Jul); 198....

Northwestern Bell CorporatIon IS prevented at present by the dIvestIture
agreement from moving Centrex opedtions into a subsidiary, that option
and others similar to it may be possi~le in the future.
The implications of some communicJtion activities being subject to the
gross receipts tax and some not are fout:
• a potential decrease in tax revenue bfa previously-taxed activity now'
exempt;
• a potential shift in tax revenues if on, activity is now exempt;
• a potential shift in tax revenues if onJ activity is now exempt from gross
receipts tax but subje~t to the local p~operty tax (implying in many cases
that these telephone or communication firms will be subject to different
'
taxes on different aspects of their buJiness); and,
• potentially different tax treatment of different firms providing the same
goods and services.

1
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Related to the question of t
definition at the tax base is the tax
treatment of access charges. Rec that there will be two types of access
charge payments until 1990: by reS~dential customers and-businesses to-local
companies, and by long distance ~roviders to the local companies. As far as
gross
earnings taxation is concerned,
three decisions must be made. First,
.
I
are the access charge payments of customers taxable receipts? Second, are
the payments by long distancecotnpanies taxable receipts? And third, can
long distance companies deduct the access charges from _their taxable total
I -revenues?
It would seem that ifthe charge~ are receipts to the local companies, they
are deductions for the long distandecompanies. Otherwise,the same service
would be taxed twice. 2 The curren~ position of the State of Minnesota is that
.
the access charges ar.e taxable butlno,. deductible.
APPORTIONMENT OF INTER,TATE REVENUE

./

Once it has been generally decided which firms or activities are to be
subject to the tax, it is then neces~ary to apportion the revenue of interstate
firms to determine that share applicable to and taxable by Minnesota. With
deregulation, this is an especialltimportant issue with respect to AT&T,
MCI, and Sprint. As has been juoted earlier, before divestiture, AT&T
revenue frorn interstate service was allocated to AT&T and each of the Bell
System companies based on expen~es and net plant investment. At thistime,
the revenue department and AT&jf have not come to a decision as to the
apportionment formula to be used! now. Therefore, in this presentation, it is
necessary to focus on the past discussions and decisions regarding
apportioning revenues of MCI and Sprint.
Mel Telecommunications Corporation. The revenue department and
MCI Telecommunications Corpor~tion agreed in 1979 to apportion revenue
to Minnesota for gross receipts tal purposes "by dividing the sum of citypair circuit airlines miles that cro~s Minnesota by the s'um of all city-pair
circuit airlines miles nationwide:tA "city-pair circuit airline mile" is the
airline distance between two cities erved by MCI multiplied by the number
of circuits available between thos two cities.
By this method, revenue is apportioned based on the potential for city-tocity calls to cross Minnesota, althohgh no measurement of actual calls made
is necessary. As an example, thel airline distance from Bismarck, North
Dakota, to Chicago is 732 miles, 309 of which cross Minnesota. This
calculation would then generate proportion used to allocate total MCI
revenue to Minnesota. Similarlr' Mel service between locations in
Minnesota and those outside of the state would generate apportionment of
revenue to Minnesota. To implemeht this system, MCI calculated the circuit
airline miles between all city-pai~s served by Mel and the portion of
aggregate city-pair circuitairli+ miles which cross Minnesota, thus
providing its apportionment facto.

J
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According to their official correspondeJce with the revenue department,
MCI originally recommended and has con~inued to support apportionment
based on city-pair circuit airline miles fottwo reasons. First, Mel argued
that the regulated toll charges allowed between locations were based on
airline miles. Of course, as long distance foIl charges become less and less
regulated, this point becomes irrelevanLsi1econd, M,CI argued t,hat because
this apportionment factor is not based on actual calls or the actual method
or route which calls take in the MCI sys I em, it will be a relatively stable
factor, not changing as the firm changes its technology. In addition, MCI
emphasized the feasibility of calculating circuit airline miles.
It is also interesting to note the M91 arguments against alternative
apportionment factors proposed. Alternatives based on number of
terminals, number of customers, on p~yroll, property, or number of
microwave towers or circuits werediscount~d because the number or amount
of each of these "has no relation whatev~r to the generation of income."
That is, those factors dd ndt reflect abtual use or calling relevant to
Minnesota, but only pdtential use. Of cohrse, that is exactly the situation
with city-pair circuit airline miles as welll because as MCI has noted, ''A
count of circuits available fdr use will be misleading. . . because the revenue
generat~d per circuit varies and 110t all ci~cuits are constantly in use."
MCI rejected allocation factors basedoh actual usage, such as allocation
based dnbillings, net operating income by state, or costs by state because
"
I
the company does not tabulate data ofthat type. They noted that state-bystate accounting is not dcme ,and that the billing address of a customer may
not reflect hisca.lling locations. Thislind ofreasoning raises a new issue.
Should a state administer its taxes in acco~dance With the way in which the
firms do accounting or should firms be re~uired to adapt their accounting to
state tax laws? Of course, even in the latth case, there is no assurance that
the result would properly reflect economic activity in the state, given the
number of accounting assumptio~srequited. '
It seems' hard to escape the fact, that the main advantages of city-pair
circuit airline miles as anappdrtionment Ifactor are the ease of calculation
for the firm and the ind~pendence from tbchnological change. Concerning
the second point, actual c:all~routes betwedn any two points may be different
at different times because calls are usually routed by computers over the
least-used lines at that time. Calls may alsb be transmitted by satellite rather
than by lines or radio waves.
I
Sprint Communications. In contrast to MCI, GTE Sprint
Communications Corporatidn has conten~ed that they are not subject to the
gross receipts tax, an issue now before the Itax court. Sprint has proposed an
allocation system for use if they are ruled to be subject to the tax.
It is Sprint's position that because the gtoss receipts tax is levied in lieu of
local ad valorem property taxes, revenue Ishould be apportioned based on
the fraction of the firm's taxable propert~ value which is in Minnesota. In
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essence, Sprint argues for a state roperiy tax, although one operated on a
gross receipts base. (They are liab'lity equivalent if the gross receipts rate is
set to collect the same revenue aslwoUld be generated by the property tax.)
As it now stands, it appears that the three major interstate carriers, AT&T,
MCI, and Sprint are each treated differently under the same tax. All
precepts of good taxation would ~rgue for· similar administrative treatment
of similar activities. What the a~propriate, single treatment is remains at
issue.
To repeat, the allocation prob1emarises because firms that operate in
Minnesota arso do business outside the state. As it is infeasible to pin-point
the particular revenues which acdue due to operation in Minnesota per se,
total revenues for the firm are calklatedand apportioned among the states
in WhiCh. it operates. The tax. that.~e fi.lrm owes then depends, not only up.on
its revenues, as in the case of a pure gross receipts tax, but also on its
apportionment formula: if a p rticular activity of the firm enters the
apportionment formula, the firm1ls t.ax pa.yments will vary With. the level of
that activity.
Consider the plant investment apportionment formula as used formerly
by AT&T. An extra. dollar of dlant investment in Minnesota not only
generates revenues. subject to the ~ossearnings tax, but also raises the ratio
applied to national receipts. This
Second
effect implies that plant investment
,.'
I
incurs an additional tax burden que to the apportionment formula which
other inputs such.as labor do not~ MCl's airline mileage formula similarly
represents a tax on the number M calls made "through" Minnesota, the
duration of these calls, and otHer factors. In sum, the apportionment
formula specifies which actiVityjiS being taxed, and if firms are using
different apportionment formulas it implies that these firms are subject to
different taxes.
Further, the tax treatment of t ese interstate firms will necessarily differ
from that facing firms which opetate solely within Minnesota. Exclusively
intrastate long distance firms, should any arise, will face a pure gross
earningS" tax.
I
To summarize, the apportionment question contains at least three issues:
consistency of treatment among telecommunications firms, administrative
feasibility and cost, and opporturllty for and ease of auditing.
Separating the feasibility and ahditing issues seems important. The first
reflects cost to the taxpayers whilelt.he second co.ncerns the credibility of the
tax. Although city-pair circuit airline miles may be relatively easily
calculated by the firms (once the matrix of data is generated, it is a simple
computer calculation), auditing tHat allocation factor is not easy. An audit
would obviously require detailed information on the firm's nationwide
service, expensive if even possible to.verifY. In contrast, property located in
Minnesota can be inspected relativ~IY easily while the unit-value of the entire
firm can be based on reported fidancial data.
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The third major issue concerns the rate t which apportioned revenue is to
be taxed. As previously noted, telephonelgross receipts are taxed' at either
4070 or 7070 depending on both the locatiorls of the firm's central offices and
location of customer. In practice, given the allocation systems used, it is
difficult to see a reasonable way to divid~ the apportioned revenue of the
major interstate firms into a 4070 and 7070 b~se. In fact, in 1983 MCI paid the
70/0 rate on all its apportioned (mileage) Jevenues.
This factor is another way in which divestiture and deregulation may
affect the amount of revenue from the graE's receipts tax. Previously, AT&T
long distance revenue was allocated back to Northwestern Belf Telephone,
some of which became taxed at 4% and so eat 7% depending on the user's
situation. After divestiture; AT&T will day gros's receipts tax on all this
revenue presumably at the 7% rate if they are treated similar to MCI. This
would increase gross receipts tax revenue. Similarly, if an individual shifts
from AT&T to MCI for interstate,service revenue previously taxed at 4070
could be taxed, at 7070. On the other hand, iIr an individual shifts fromAT&T
to Sprint for long distance service, gross teceipts revenues could decrease,
given Sprint's"Claim of not being subject ~o the tax.
While the' differential rates for the gross receipts tax on telephone
companies have always posed,~~Iiliriistratlive and equity problems for the
tax, those problems are magnified by the krowth of telephone competition
and divestiture.
~

-EFFECTS OFDIVESTIT RE ON GROSS
RECEIPTS RE \ENUES
How will divestiture affect total gross earnings tax revenues in Minnesota?
This section provides some estimates 6f tax revenues under several
assumptions concerning allocation formJlas for long distance revenues,
change in tax rates, and the tax treatme~t of access charges. Given the
apparent change in the telephone industd, these estimates must be taken
'[
with some caution.
The first issue concerns the allocation fo~mulas allowed for apportioning,
for tax p,urposes, and long distance revenues among communities eligible
for four percent (4%) tax rates and thosJ required to pay rates of sev~n
percent (7070). As discussed above, ~efore divestiture AT&T and
Northwestern Bell allocated revenues amon~ communities within Minnesota
based upon net plant investment. Most \ of the plant upon which the
predivestiture allocation was based, howe~er, has now been transferred to
Northwestern Bell. The postdivestiture dis ribution by plant investment is
likely concentrated in 7070 communities.

.~"--'-.
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The other major competitors' the long distance service market, MCI
and Sprint, must also face thiJ issue. Oral communication with MCI
revealed that they have not conJidered the interstate allocation question.
Consistency with their multi-stateIallocation would indicate a similar matrix
of airline miles and rates charge~ based on the fraction of the route within
4070 and 7% tax areas. On the otl1~r hand, the 4% rate can be interpreted as
a special circumstance for long cmstaIice carriers as well, requiring that the
main offices lie within the municIpality with a population less than 10,000.
Sprint has taken the position tHat should they be required to pay gross
earnings taxes, the allocation shJuldbe based upon property.
The entire intrastate allocatioh issue depends on the rate differential;
therefore, elimination of the tatJ differential would obviate the allocation
problem. In this section we presdnt estimates for the revenue consequences
of eliminating the 4070 rate. . I
,
Finally, there remains the question of the tax treatment of access charges.
The current position of the revertue department is that these are taxable as
revellUes accruing to the local bompanies, but not deductible from the
revenue bas.e of the longdistancdcompanies. The matter is currently under
litig~tion, and the revenuec~nsequences of this decision are quite
significant. Access charge will aetount fQr 35-4().070 of long distance revenues
for. the n.·ear future. The POSitioniOf the revenue department would tax these
reveriues twice; should the posi ion of the companies be upheld, no tax
receipts would accrue.
Table 4.presents nine estimats of gross earnings tax revenues for 1984.
The assumptions considered are Ithree for access charges and three for rates
and allocation formulas.
On. thdI access charge question, possible decisions
,
are that the charges be both deductible and taxable (in other words; taxed
once as receipts of the local corbpcwies), taxable but not deductible (taxed
twice), or neither taxable nor deauctible (not taxed). The rates assumptions
are as follows. First, maintain c~rrent rate differential and allow AT&T to
condD.• ue with its predivestitur~ . formu~a: Alternatively, all long distance
revenues could pay 7% for all cpmmumtles.
The calculations'in Table 4 assume no rate increase for 1984, although an
increase has been approved butj no date set. Advertising revenue has been
deducted, based on the postdivestiture corporate organization of U.S. West.
We also used an internal NorthkesternBell forecast of access charges.
The most likely case seems to be that ~ccess charges will be taxed once and
that long distance carriers Will~. ay 7UJo. Table 4 shows that, in this case,
revenues may decline only 2%. Other assumptions lead to revenues falling
by nearly half or rising by . ore than· a third. Eliminating the rate
differential generates approxifuately $5 million in gross earnings tax
revenue.
The major factor for revenu purposes is the access charge decision.
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TABLE14
Post Divestiture 1984 Gross Receipt Revenue Forecasts (millions)
and Percentag9 of 1983

"

Neither
Deductible
Nor
(070 1983)
Taxable

Deductible
and

Rate Assumptions
Current Rates

Taxable
$65.9

92%

$~8.3

123%

$40.1

56%

$68.9

!)8070

$93.8

130%

$40.6

56%

$73.3

102%

$~8.2

136%

$47.8

66%

+
Allocation formulas
Current rates for
local

+
7% for all long
distance
All revenues at 7%

Source: Staff Calculations.

These estimates probably overstate r enues for several reasons. First,
revenues from equipment leasing and t e sale of enhanced services are
included in the tax base for the calculatidns in Table 4. These activities will
in the future. Northwestern Bell
almost certainly pay little gross receipts tJx
I
will move much of this business to its enhanced services division and thus,
not pay gross earnings tax. Meanwhile c6mpetitors not.subject to this tax
will expand their share. Unfortunately data were not available to make more
realistic assumptions about revenues lrrom equipment and enhanced
-services.
'
Further, the structure of access charges ill change .as more of the share is
shifted to end-users. The Northwestern : ell forecast is that only 2.9070 of
access charges will be borne by end-users an 1984. After 1990 the residential
fees will begin to rise from $4 per line to the per-line share of allocated fixed
costs, which are scheduled to be 25070 df total fixed costs by 1990. This
switch t.o end-user payment impliesthatlifthe nondeductibility of access
char.ges is upheld, the revenue gain will tie temporary.
Finally, rapidly changing technology gives one pause to forecast
confidently in this industry. Microwave tdU1smissions~ cellular phones, twoway cable, and many other developmehts will significantly change the
structure of revenues.

t
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
GROSS EARNINGS COMPARED
TO PROPERTY TAXATION
"
I
. ' d as. an alternatlve
. to t h e
tax m M'mnesota
ongmate
The gross earrungs
property tax. Accordingly, two issres are of particular interest in the context
of the changing economic and institutional arrangement of the
telecommunications industry. Tlie first pertains to the consequences of
taxing one industry with gross eatnings taxation while the remainder of the
economy pays property taxes. Th~ second concern pertains to the problems
of taxing firms within the same inJdustry, and of taxing separate divisions of
the firms with different taxes.
For purposes of this study, th re are two property taxation features of
interest. First, in that it is a tax ubon capital, and therefore raises the usercost, propen:y taxes induce firms tp substitute labor for capital. Second, as it
is a tax upon factor-use, the property tax is neutral so far as vertical
integration is concerned. There ~re no tax consequences of acquiring an
"upstream" or "downstream" p~oducer.
Gross earnings taxation, whichl is essentially a tax upon revenues, differs
from property taxat~on in these tko areas. Gross earnings taxes are neutral
with regard to the factor-mix etnployed by the taxed firm, but they do
encourage vertical integration. The acquisition of a downstream producer
eliminates a market transaction Jnd therefore reduces taxes.
Taxing gross earnings of one industry while the remainder of the economy
pays property taxes leads to greater capital intensity in the gross-earningstaxed industry, accom.panied by sdm.e tax-inducedvertical integration. There
is little m.ore to be said so long as[the separation between the gross earnings
taxed and property-taxed industnes is clear-cut. If, however, either closely
competing product lines are tax~d differently or the distinction between
gross receipts taxable (e.g., regul3jted) and exempt (unregulafed) is unclearas appears to be the case for Northwestern Bell-the problem is more
I
complicated.
With some portion of the information transmission industry taxed
according to gross earnings and t~e remainder subject to property tax, there
are economic incentives to reallockte resources in such a way as to reduce tax
payments. Two alternative taxeJwill
collect smaller revenues than one
I
universal tax. To see this, refer back to corporate organization of
Northwestern Bell. The compan~ is involved in serving regulated markets,
subject to gross earnings taxation, and simultaneously competing in the
unregulated sector. It must makeJat least two types of allocations that have
important tax consequences. Fir t, for a given corporate structure, it must
decide how its taxable property is to be allocated between those divisions
subject to gross earnings tax¥on and those paying property taxes.
Certainly, corporate incentives ~ncIude allocating more taxable. property
toward the regulated divisions, add the existence of general overhead allows
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some flexibility and room for interpretatihn. Auditing is required to assure
that property falls within the approPriateltax base.
Further, the allocation of property wi hin a given structure aside, the
corporate structure itself offers choices fdr the firm. Many factors such as
CO$t and complementarity of the productllines play roles in the designs of
the corporate structure. One factor is the tax· consequences. Other things
equal, from a corporate point of view, c~pital-intensive product lines are
better placed in its regulated gross-earrfings-taxed divisions, while lesscapital-intensive product lines can remaib subject to property tax. That
these incentives exist raises the issue of thJ nonneutrality of the existing tax
system.
.

l

FORM OF TELE.PHONE PR PERTY TAXATION

pro~erty

In structuring a telephone company
tax, there are three separate
issues: 1) Who will assess the taxable val~e of the firms, 2) what basis or
system will be used to determine assessed J~lue, and 3) who will levy the tax
on the determined value and receive the revenue?
THE

r

BASI~

AND RESPONSIBILITY FJR ASSESSMENT

For the first issue, the options are eithelI state government assessment
or
..
property assessment by each locality in which there is telephone company
property. Of the forty-four contiguous sta~es which impose a property tax
on telephone utilities, thirty-four use thel state assessment. And of these
thirty-four, twenty-eight assess using the unit method, an attempt to value
the whole property (personalty and realty) as a unit, rather then examining
the separate values of the components.
State Assessment of Unit Value~ The unit method is inappropriate for
local ~ssessme~t,.re~u~ing each local asseJ~or to ~alue. the prope~ty located
only In that JunsdlctlOn, probably basea on histone cost adjusted for
qepreciation. The difficulties of this are J.ell known,particularly because
the value of some transmission property hannot be separated from other
aspects of the firm. The value of a telephode line depends, obviously, on the
number of calls carried. In addition, local hssessment can result in identical
property being assessed at different values lin different localities.
The state assessed property section of the Minnesota Department of
Revenue currently assesses electric utilit es, pipelines, gas distribution
companies, and railroads. The department ~as indicated that they also have
the capacity to assess telephone company property.
Local Assessment of Real Property. The presumption in favor of state
assessment of telephone company propertt is not· based on the viewpoint
that local officials would be unable to hatidle the assessment job· (there is
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ample evidence that they can), 3 out rather on the view that the telephone
company should continue to 'be treated as a natural monopoly similar to
electric and gas utilities. One irnp6rtant policy implication of acceptance of
this traditional approach is that the tax neutrality goal is not violated if the
telephone property tax base indJdes personalty as "well as realty.
In apostdivestiture environrneJt, however, the traditional view-that the
telephone company is like a utilitt/monopoly-is being rapidly undercut as
new technologies are developed ;irld new firms enter the telecommunications
industry. Now, microwave and satellite devices allow for the development of
alternatives to the traditional te~ephone network. The average. telephoneuser can choose among severallJng distance carriers, and local customers
have put into place
private.systems
the
.
, (some quite large) that bypass
.
traditional telephone network. ~evelopment in the computer and cable
television fields wililikelyexpandcust<;>mers' service options in the future.
The convergence of these econ~mic
as,
well.
I
.
. as technological
. , forces (which
we~e formally acknowledged
with
the
1982
consent
decree)
argues for a
.
, .
rethinking of the state/local tax treatment of the firms in the
telecommum'cationsindustry. SpJcifically for this Minnesota commission to
consider. is whether -the' telephode company must now be treated like any
other cornmercial/industrial enti~Yfdr tax purposes. If the answer is yes, the
tax neutrality goal requiresthat-tBegross receipts tax be replaced by a locally
assessed ad vaIoreIll:fax on r~ propertyoruy.
.
- ..

. . . '. .

-,

:'.~'

ASSESSMENT RATIO

The second issue concerns the

I ".

L

.

sessment method and valuation ratios to

~~e. Current tax law specifies anJassessment ratio of 43% for real property
Oand and buildings) of public utilities and 33 113070 for machinery~ tools, or
implements used by public utilities and electric or gas distribution
companies. Assuming that both the real and personal property of telephone
companies would become subjedt to property taxation if the shift is made,
the assessment ratios could retnain as cUrrently specified or be made
.appropriate to any new property
classification systems recomrilended by
this commission.

Itax
I'

DISPOSITION OF REVENUE

The final issue is the levying of the taxand disposition of the revenue.
Although the property is to be assessed by the state, the tax could be
collected by either the state or lo¢algovernrnents. For instance, as previously
noted, once valued, utility and r1ilroad property is allocated for taxation to
each locality where the property is located, the revenue going directly to each
local government. Alternatively, ~he state could levy and collect the tax at an
average state-tax-rate and then distribute the revenue to localities. according
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to a formula. A third possibility still, of
interest because the gross
receipts tax revenue accrues to the st~te's· general fund, is to have the
telephone property taX be a direct state property tax. Any of the three
structures is administratively feasible, tHe choice dependent on other state
intergovernmental aid programs and staje revenne needs.
REVENUE AND DISTRIBUTION EFFECTS OF PROPERTY TAX

~he

In some ways, the administration of
gross receipts tax has made it
equivalent to a property tax. As has bee~ discussed, before divestiture the
long distance revenue of AT&T was diktributed among the Bell System
Companies proportional to the firm'~ "net plant investment." Thus,
was both determined and
interstate revenue of Northwestern Bell Telephone
I
taxed on the basis of Northwestern Be1l1s property relative to total AT&T
and Bell System property. In essence theh, part of Northwestern's revenue
for tax purposes was proportional to prJperty value. In addition, AT&T's
revenue was allocated across states on the basis of the share of property
valuein the state.
I
Similarly it is noted that GTE Sprint Communications, Inc. has argued
that if they are to be subject to the gro~s receipts tax, revenue should be
apportioned to Minnesota on the basis of Ithe fraction of the firm's property
value in the state. In that case, the gross refeipts tax is directly a property tax
(with allowance for appropriate setting o~ tax rates to generate equal yield).
To the extent that revenue for the gross ~eceipts tax is apportioned on the
basis of property values for these interstate service firms, transition toa
telephone property tax would not alte~\ the distribution of tax burden
between these firms. 4
At the request of the commission staff, the state assessed property section
of the Minnesota Department of RevenJe has estimated the property tax
liability for four telephone companIes, given particular structure
assumptions. The assumptions are as follbws:

Valuation Method:

Unit-Val~e based both on historic cost less

deprecia~ion and net operating income
capitaliied at 11 0,70; telephone system
persona~ property included. Data from
Public iervice Commission reports for
1983.
Assessment Ratio:
43%
Tax Rafe:
97.85 mills (estimated 1984-state caverage
.
rate). \
One estimate for Northwestern Bell Telephone, based on 1983 data, is for
the predivestiture firm and thus includes Isome value now attributable to
AT&T. A second estimate for Northwesterrl Bell is for the regulated entity in
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ABLES
Telephone Company Property Tax Estimate, 1983 a After Divestiture
($000)
Sleepy Eye
I
Northwestern Bell Northwestern Telephone
(before divestitur~)
Bell
Co.
Unit value
Minnesota taxable
value
Minnesota assessed
value

Benton
Co-op.

Lismore
Co-op.

$3,079

$295

$4,259,684

$3,725,000

1,813,711

1,588,140

4,528.

2,849

290

$4,542

779,896

670,000

1,947

1,225

125

Property tax b

76,313

65,560

191

120

12

Gross earningsC
tax, 1983

61,534·

61,534

52

34

5

070 gross earnings
taxed at 7%

79%

79%

0%

0%

0%

Property taxes %
of 1983 gross
receipts ,tax

124%

107070

367%

353%

240%

aEstimate by Minnesota Department of ~evenue
b97.85 mills
"
cNorthwestern
Bell and 1982 AT&T tax

1984, that is, the postdivestiture Bell. The property tax estimates are
compared toactual·1983 gross eatnings tax payments and to a 1984 estimate
of Bell's gross receipts tax. The Jesultsare shown in Tables 5 and 6.
If Northwestern Bell Telephon9 has been subject to a property tax in 1983,
it is estimated that its liability wOfd have been 24070 greater than the actual
gross receipts tax for that year, giyen the assumption of the sample property
tax structure. Similarly, Bell's 1983 estimated property tax is about 19%
greater than the sum of NorthwdsternBell's and AT&T's actual 1983 gross
receipts taxes. In contrast, it app~ars that the three smaller companies would
have faced property tax liabilities three and one-half or two and one-half
times their own gross receipts tax~s. In part, this difference between Bell and
the smaller firms results because 179% of Bell's gross receipts tax is taxed at
7070, while none of the three smaller firms pay any gross receipts tax at 7%.
For comparison, if these three kmaller firms had been taxed at 7070, the
estimated property taxes are thenl209%, 205%, an.d 172% greater than gross
receipts taxes, respectively.
In addition to the change in the relative tax burden of the smaller firms, it
also appears that the absolute ~ax burden of the smaller firms would be
increased. The break-up of AT&t should have little immediate effect on the
receipts or revenues of these smaller firms. Thus, both the actual 1983 gross
receipt taxes and the estimated i983 property taxes are probably relatively
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TABLE
Divestiture Impact, Northwestern ~ell Telephone Company,
Estimated Prope ty Tax*
Amount
Unit value

($000)

.

PrediveJtiture
1

Postdivestiture

Difference

$4,259[684

$ 3,726,000

$534,684
225,571

Minnesota taxable value

1,813 711

1,558,140

Taxable value unit value

42.h070

41.83070

Minnesota assessed value

7791896

670,000

109,896

76b13

65,560

10,753

6d534
(1983)

39,500
(1984 est)

Property

tax u

Gross earnings tax
Property tax as 070 of gross
earnings tax

J4070
1

166070

*Estimates by Minnesota Department of Revenue
**At 97.85 mills

accurate estimates of the respective 1984 taxes. Although the ninety-eight
firms taxed 100010 at the 4% rate paid nly about $5.1 million in gross
receipts tax in 1982 (7% of total), their c llective property taxes could have
approached $12-$18 million, based on th~ sample of three smaller firms. In
essence, these estimates suggest that the Fmaller firms generate much less
revenue per dollar of investment (measured by historic cost less
depreciation) than does Bell, and thus db better with a gross receipts tax
than a property ~ax.
..
I·.
.
The comparatIve tax SItuatIon of Northwestern Bell under alternatIve
property and gross receipts taxes is not so !easily made from these estimates,
however, .because divestiture should affect both gross receipts and property
taxes of both Bell and AT&T. Oneestirrl.ate is derived by comparing the
estimated 1983 property tax for Northwes~ern Bell (before divestiture) to the
sum of Bell's and AT&T's actual gross rebeipts taxes for 1983.
Alternatively, the revenue department has also preparedaIi estimate of
Bell's 1984 property tax (afterdivestiturb). The estimate (Table 6) shows
about a 13 % decline in the unit value of Northwestern Bell Telephone as a
result of divestiture. Such a decrease cbuld result from several factors.
Before divestiture, consumers could leasd telephone equipment from Bell.
After divestiture, that property was trans~~rred to AT&T, from whom some
consumers continue to lease while others have purchased the phones from
AT&T. In either case the property of Bell creases, in the first instance to be
replaced by property newly acquired by T&T. In addition, certain other
services (and property) offered by Bell before divestiture may now be
provided by one of the unregulated entities of Northwestern Bell
Corporation o!. U.S. West.
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Bell's estimated 1983 property
es are only 70/0' greater than Bell's 1983
gross receipts tax (Table 5) but ate fully 66% greater than Bell's estimated
1984 gross receipts tax, after divestiture (Table 6). It should be noted,
however,· that the. gross' receipts I tax estimate assumes no access charge
revenue for Bell and thus under~timates the likely long-run revenues (and
thus the property tax/gross receIpts ratio) of Bell. In other words, after
'. ; divestiture~and' WithoiItaccess bharges, Bell looks much more like the
smaller phone companies i~ tJrtns of. comparative property tax/gross
receipts tax effects; Without adcess charges, Bell simply is eJt:pected to
generate less revenue per-investrrtent-dollar, at least initially, than the oid
Bell System did.
The most appropriate revenue·
'nation would be a comparison of the
sum of Bell's and AT&T's 1984 e~timated property tax to the sum of the two
fIrms' 1984 estimated gross recdipts taxes. Although. AT&T data are not
available at this writing, one Jouldexpect that the sum of Bell's and
AT&t's property taxeswQuld bJ less than Bell's 1983 estimated property
taxes alone. This occurs because kome equipment owned by the company in
1983 is now owned by the conshmer/user, which, at least in the case of
households, wow.a not be subjedt to any property tax,
In cOlltrast, as observedearliet in the report, the large expected decrease
in grbss. ,eceipts tax by Bell· shoilld pe coupled with ii-large increase in the
gross ret¢ipts taoc for AT&T. In fah, depending on the base-split between the
4% and 7% rates and what hap~ens to local and toll charges, gross receipts
tax revenues would increase because of divestiture.
Unfortunately, data is notnofavailablefor 1984 property tax estimates
for the other major interstate (an~ soon~to~be inter-LATA carriers), Mel
and Sprint. However, for comp~son ofptoperty and gross receipts taxes,
they should be similar to AT&TJ It appears that AT&T and the. other long
distance firms are better off wit~ a property tax, as they seem to generate a
large amount of revenue per dollrrof investment in the state. AT&T's gross
receipts tax would rise by $15-20 million from 1983 to 1984, but it seems
unlikely that they would face eveh a $10 million property tax liability (about
the difference between Bell's lc)lhand 1984 estimated property taxes).
Finally, we should note that ~ c~niparisoriof aggregate sta~e revenu~ for
1984 and future years from alternatlveprqperty and gross receipts taxes IS of
less interest. The aggregate level (as opposed to the interfirm distribution) of
telephone company property t!Jxes could be adjusted to equal past or
expected gross receipts taxreVFnue by altering either the classification
assessment ratio for these firmsorbytaxiilg telephone companies at more or
less tban the statewide average dte: For eXaIDple, if 43.070' assessment and the
state-average-mills is estimated tb gener;:!.te, say, 30% more revenue, the tax
rate could be set at only 75% of· the state average.
To summarize, it appears tiat substitution of a statewide telephone
company property tax for the ~ross receipts tax would likelyjncreasethe

L
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relative tax burden on "local" phone cdmpanies, including Northwestern
Bell Telephone Company, and decrease tlhe relative burden on inter-LATA
carriers such as AT&T, MCI, and SP~t. However, this conclusion is
sensitive· to the access charge question, fNhich would increase the revenue
and gross receipts tax of the local companies. And further, it would decrease
the 10ng_~istance firms' taxes only if thF receipts are not appoiti~ned by
wopertY.Val.ue. an.yway or to the extent t1e. fir.m pays any gross receIpts .tax.
(as noted, so far, Sprint has not).
And finally, it is important to note that substitution of a telephone
company property tax would not resolve all the tax difficulties of
deregulation. If a statewide property Jtax were levied on "telephone
companies," the question of what constItutes a telephone company would
still be at issue. However, the in(;entive ~o avoid the state property tax in
place of the collection,oflocal property taxes seems less than the incentive to
avoid the gross receipts tax instead of thJ local property tax. In addition, a
state telephone company property tax wbuld have to continually deal with
the type of property (e.g., personal as weh as real?) to be taxed and how the
value is determined', 0ne
imagine thel state's decision to tax an interstate
carrier's satellite as property (realpr personal?) assessable to the state. These
administra,tive issues exist already in thb thirty-four states levying a state
propertytax,on'telecommunications firIh.s. The advantage of a telephone
company pr()perty tax, then, is not that i~ will prevent technological changes
from altering the tax, but rather that these firms are treated similarly to
other types of businesses. ,

can
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EN DNOTES
,

1.

I

AT&T!
I

I

AT&T COMMUNICATIONS

I

I

AT&T TECHNOLOGIES

----1
I
AT&T
BELL
LABORAlORIES

I
AT&T
NETWORK
SYSTEMS

I

I
AT&T
TECHNOWGY
SYSTEMS

CORPORATE STAFF

I

I

AT&T
INTERNATIONAL

AT&T
ONSUMER
PRODUCTS

"

',"

I

I
AT&T
INFORMATION
SYSTEMS

I I
COMPONENTS
&ELECTRONICS
SYSTEMS

FEDERAL
SYSTEMS

COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

Source: I\.T&T
Until the 19605 , the Bell systerr and independent telep hone comp anies had
monopolies within assigned service bas. Bell, because of its size, was prohibited
from entering other fields. However, as computers and microprocessor technologies
advanced, the dividing line between t lecommunications and data processing became
unclear. In its second study of thi~ issue ("Computer Inquiry 11") the Federal
CommuniCations Commission conclhded that the differences were indistinguishable
and that AT&T should be permittetl to enter the data processing field. To avoid
giving AT&T an unfair advantage oter its competitors, the FCC required that Bell
spin off its competitive telephone ec1uipment and data systems to a fully separate,
unregulated subsidiary. The existing IAT&T organization chart is provided above.
AT&T Communications provides national and ,worldwide long distance services.
Using a, nationwide network, it offers a broad range of voice, data and video
services, inclUding WA.TS (wide mlea telecommunication services); 800 service;
skyriet satellite service; 900 "dial it" Iservices; and teleconferencing. It also provides
special switched networks for businesses and for state and local governments.
AT&T rechnologies, which is 9rganized by lines of business, takes in the
remainder of AT&T's business. These include: Bell Laboratories (research,
development, design, and system~ engineering); Network Systems (switching
equipment, transmission systems, bable and wire-including optical fiber-and
operations systems); Consumer Pr9ducts (home communications systems)-from
design and manufacture to wholesaling and service); Technology Systems (three
separate business groups-compon~nts and Electronic Systems that designs and
produces silicon chip· products and other electronic components, Federal Systems
that develops, manufactures and in kets special design products and systems that
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are sold primarily to defense agencies, and Computer Systems that develops,
manufactures and markets computers for uScl in communications systems as well as
general purpose computers); International I(primary planning responsibility for
international marketing); Information sttems (develops, sells and services
communication products, information management systems and enhanced services
to business customers. It also operates AT&Tls nationwide chain of phone-~enters to
retail products for residential and small busihess customers). "
I

2. Under a pure (unregulated) system, grhss receipts taxation would provide an
incentive to vertically integrate. In this cascl, however, the local companies (those
which were part of the Bell system) are prosctibed from selling long distance service;
therefore, no merger to avoid the tax is posJible.
3. For a discussion of local vs. central assdssment of special purpose property, see
Robert D; Ebel and Joan E. Towles, PayJ,ent in Lieu of Taxes on Federal Real
property. (Washington, D.C.: U.S. AdViSO~lY Commission On Intergovernmental
Relations, 1981), Vol. 1, pp. 68~70.
4. Let R represent gross receipts of a firm V = total property value, and Vm =
value of firm's Minnesota property, t = grosS receipts tax rate. Then the firm's gross
l iS
receipts "tax; given property "value allocation
Tax = t(Vm) (R) - t (R)
Vm

-

V

The gross receipts tax is equivalent to a

-

V

pro~erty

tax at rate tR/V.

\.
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Insurance
Taxation
in Minnesota
.
, I
.

William E. Fox

eamL

United States insutonce companies
$75,939 million in premiums for
life and health insurance in 1982, of "!hiCh $1,379 million was earned in
Minnesota. Earned premiums for property and casualty firms in Minnesota
were $2,054 million during 1980. 1 Annuity considerations and other
insurance would add greatly to this amotmt, indicating that the inaustry is a
substantial economic force in MinnesouL Any industry generating so much
economic activity is a prime target for tktion. That is particularly true ~f
an industry which is already regulated bt the state, and where the industry is
dominated by foreign firms. 2 Given th~se characteristics of the insurance
industry in Minnesota-and in every ~tate-it is not surprising that the
industry is subject to taxation through J variety of special levies that raised
over $76 million for Minnesota state gdvernment during 1982.
This study is an examination of the tax treatment of insurance firms in
Minnesota. The intent is to answer a se~es of questions including: (l)What
tax structure is imposed upon the industry? (2) How important are insurance
taxes to-the overall Minnesota revenud generatiog. system? (3) How does
taxation differ within the insurance irtdhstry and how does it compare with
taxes on other industries? (4) How foes taxation of the industry by
Minnesota compare with other states" and (5) How does tax retaliation·
affect the industry and the state? The text is organized to answer these and
many subquestions in consecutive ordrr, after a brief description of the
Minnesota insurance industry,
MINNESOTA INSURANCE INDUSTRY

.

The Minnesota insurance industry cJn be divided into property/casualty
and life/health firms. Some basic diffetences
arise between these categories
I
of firms which create difficulties in evaluating them in a single study. These
differences are ref1ec~ed throughout thelanalysis that follows. One is that life
insurance is frequently sold through lorlg-term contracts. As such, the firms
must maintain reserves to meet future liabilities, which complicate analysis
of the firms and calculation of th~ir income. Noncancellable health
insurance is comparable to life. 'Proper~y/casualty firms, on the other hand,
generally operate with shorter-term contracts and their income is more easily
25
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measured, This distinction within the industry is less significant than it was
several years ago. Property/casua!Ity
firms are finding that litigation can
I
often extend their liabilities well into the future while life companies are
selling more insurance with shortdrtermcontracts.
Another important difference.· is that life insurance companies tend to
price their products nationally, deept for large group policies which are
experience rated. Property/Casuaity. companies set iocal rates based on
experience in the area.
There are 680 firms licensed to· sell property and casualty insurance in
Minnesota, including domestic, foteign, and town mutual insurers (Table 1).
Domestic companies ~e chartered ~n Minnesota; foreign firms are chartered
in the United States,but outside Minnesota. Town mutual companies are
domestic, nonprofit, and generally small. Foreign chartered companies
receive a dominant share ofpremi~ms paid in Minnesota, as they collected
81.9% of premiums in 1982. Sevenlof the largest ten companies ar~ foreign,
led by State Farm Mutual Autompbile Insurance Company. The 81. Paul
. Fire and Marine InsuraIl~e Company is the biggest domestic property and
casualty insurer, and the fifth largbst insurer in the state.
The property and cas~aIty indusfry can be fllrther divided into stock and
mutual firms. The stock firms are owned by shareholders who choose to
purchase anowne~ship ~harein
firms, re.gardless of whether. the firrns'
products are also consumed. Mutual compames are owned by polIcyholders,
each of whom acquire ownership ill the company when they buy a policy.
There are at least fifty~six foreign inutual firms, seventeen domestic mutual
companies, and 129 town~hip mutJaI companies. Those firms which do not
have mutual ownership are stock dompanies.
Life and h.ealth ins~nce is pro+ded b.y 50~ domestic, f~~eign, fraternal,
and domestIC nonprofIt health compames(Table 1). ForeIgn forms eam
79.2010 of direct life premiums a~d ~8.4tiJo of acdClent and health premiums.
Foreign firms are less dominant injproviding accident and health insurance
because of BIue Cross and Blue Shield, which receives in excess of five times
more premiums than the next lar~est insurer. Six of the largest eight life
insurers are foreign firms. Miniesota Mutual Life and Northwestern
National Life are the biggest do~~stic life insurers. At least five domestic
mutual and thirty-five foreign mutual firms operate in Minnesota; the
remainder are stock companies.

I

thF

I

LEGAL STRUCTURE FOR TAXATION OF INSURANCE
COMPANIES IN MINNESOTA

I

DEFINITION OF INSURANCE TAXES

oj

Insurance firms are directly
indirectly taxed by nearly every levy
imposed by Minnesota state antl local governments, including sales,
proPerty, and corporate income tles. The intent here is to focus only on

./
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TABL 1
Minnesota Insuranc~ Industry, 1982
Direct
Earned
Premiums c
(Thousands)

.-.4., .,
,..._.
Type of Company
Property/Casualty
Domestic property
and casualty
Foreign property
and casualty
Township mutual

53
498
129

Life Firms
Domestic life insurers
Foreign life
Domestic fraternal
Foreign fraternal
Domestic nonprofit
health service
plan corporations
Other

26
425
9
46
3
3

I

$ 358,750

$20:::::::1:

1,755,981
30,492

55,4i9

5S:::':~
2,375,944
8,746,3 2

f

Life
98,773
618,672
25,199
38,362

1l0,7t

4,3~5
I

Accident
Annuity
and health Considerations
78,978
597,372
1,748
6,371

132,806
213,879
34,609
10,165

337,811
574

713

I

Source: Minnesota Department of Commerce, "I[iscal Year 1983 Annual Report Supplement
. on Insurance Companies Authorized to do Business in Minnesota."
aNumber of companies licensed in Minnesota.
bAssets are the companies' reported assets, and ot necessarily assets in Minnesota.
cDirect earned premiums in Minnesota.

1

taxation of the insurance industry in its corporate form. This section is a
description of the legal tax structure foJ insurance taxes and how the basis
for their taxation differs from other industries.
PREMIUM TAX

l . .

The major tax incident on insurance cl_mpanies is'the gross premium tax.
Use of premium taxes as a base for insurance companies was first begun in
1824 when New York taxed the agents lof foreign corporations. This tax,
statutorily levied in lieu of all other taies except those on real property, is
paid annually at a rate of 2070 On gross Ipremiums less return premiums. A
return premium is a dividend applied ~o payment of premiums and any
portion of premiums returned after can<!:ellation or termination of a policy.
Reinsurance premiums and annuities ar~ exempt from the tax.
The tax is collected on most insuralnce premiums paid by Minnesota
residents to companies licensed to operate in Minnesota. Certain companies
are exempt, including nonprofit health iJsurance, fraternal insurance, ocean
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marine insurance, and domestic mutual property and casualty companies.
Taxes are payable quarterly throukh the calendar year.
CORPORATE INCOME TAX

The gross premium tax is levied in lieu of other taxes, but this limitation
does not apply to the corporate~'ncome tax because it is regarded as an
excise. Insurance corporations aX' generally subject to the income tax in the
same manner as are other corpor tions and at the same 12070 tax rate.
Several major differences arisb from the way the tax is imposed on
insurance corporations. One is t~at under the Minnesota corporate profits
tax, taxable incomes for the insuJance companies are determined using the
definitions established in the United States revenue act of 1936.· Companies
generally find this troublesomd because major revisions in insurance
taxation occurred nationally inl 1959 and again this year. Thus, the
calculations for Minnesota· are I distinct from those necessary for tax
purposes in other states and natidnally. There is also a lack of consensus as
to how to interpret and implemenfthe basic steps in an out-of-date tax law;
a further complication exists. because some of the annuity and universal life
products available today did ndt exist in 1936. Compliance costs have
increased and administration has heen made more difficult by the use of the
1936 code. Since the 1936 act governs determination of income for tax
purposes, the U.S. tax reform I act of 1984, though it has significant
implications for insurance companies, will not affect Minnesota taxable
incomes.
. I
Under the 1936 act; life insurance companies are essentially taxed only on
the companies' share of investm~nt income (interest, dividends, and rent)
less certain deductions. Investrrlent income attributed to policyholders,
underwriting gains, and distributlions to shareholders are not taxed nor are
losses from these activities allowJd as a reduction in income. 3 This practice
closely approaches becoming al tax on the activities of the insurance
company but not on the savings of policyholders. In short, it approaches
becoming a tax on the consumption aspect of insurance. Aaron has argued
that the consumption base is ap~ropriate at the national level to place life
insurance firms on an equal f<!>oting with other financial institutions. 4
Insurance companies other thanllife and mutual are taxed on investment
income and underwriting income less certain deductions. Mutual insurance
companies other than life are tried on premiums, investment income, and
other profits less certain deductitms.
The increased administration knd compliance costs associated with this
distinct treatment of insurancel companies by Minnesota indicat.e that
income tax treatment of the indu~try should be brought in line with income
definitions used at the nationall~vel and for other Minnesota corporations,
if insurance companies are to bontinue being liable for the Minnesota
corporate income tax.
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A second difference in the way i urance companies are treated in
Minnesota is that the income for mUlti~Jtate
corporations is apportioned to
I
Minnesota according to the percentage that Minnesota gross premiums bear
to total gross premiums. Other corpotations use a three-factor formula
including sales, property, and employm~nt. Special provisions of the threefactor formula allow corporations Jto weight sales heavily so the
apportionment formula may be only n minally different in practice.
Final..lY, credits allowed fOrinSUrance~ompanies genera.llYp.r.ecl.ude them
from paying any corporate income tax. The most important credits are for
the taxes which are paid on a premium asis, except for the firemen's relief
surcharge (see below}. Another creditl is for assessments made by the
Medical Malpractice Joint Underwriting Association.
OTHER TAXES

The fire marshall's tax is an addition levy on premiums applicable to fire
insurance, and is set at a rate of 0.5%. ~or policies which partly cover lITe
hazard and partly cover other liabilitiesr the tax base is approximated as a
certain percentage of premiums. For efample, comprehensive automobile
insurance is presumed to be 19070 fire coverage. The tax must be paid before
March 1 of the year after premiums ard received.
A firemen's relief surcharge is imposJd on fire insurance premiums paid
for property located in cities of the first class-Minneapolis, St. Paul, and
Duluth. The surcharge rate is 2% and t~e surcharge base is the same as for
the fire marshall's tax. Revenues from tb!e surcharge are used to help finance
police and firemen's relief associatiJns. Legislation allows a similar
surcharge to be imposed in second-class bties whenever their firemen's relief
association trust funds fall below $50,000. Semiannual payments must be
made in June and December.
The surplus lines tax is levied on Minnesota brokers for insurance
coverage written to Minnesotans but provided by firms which are not
licensed to do business in Minnesota Surplus line companies are only
allowed to write insurance when no coverage is available from a Minnesota
licensed insurer. The tax is imposed dt a rate of 3% on premiums less'
cancellations. As in many states, the taxi rate is higher than the premium tax
rate. The inability to levy retaliatory taxes against surplus lines taxes is an
important reason for the higher rate. I
Ocean marine companies are taxed o~ the basis of taxable underwriting
profits rather than gross receipts (premibms). The taxis levied at a 5% rate.
RETALIATORY TAXES

Retaliation by one state for the insurance taxes in another is a particularly
unique part of the overall insurance tax Istructure. This type of tax was first
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imposed by the state of Massachusetts in 1832 and has spread to forty-seven
states. A Supreme Court opinion W1944 which held that insurance business
could be considered interstate conkerce would have eliminated retaliatory
taxes. s But the McCarran-Fergusod act of 1945 indicated that the regulation
and taxation of insurance firms w~s in the public interest, and it permitted
retaliatory taxation to continue. 6 .An interesting note is that the insurance
industry was deemed to be an impdrtant source of pressure which led to this
bilI.7
.
Retaliatory laws come into play whenever taxes (including charges, fees,
and assessments) on Minnesota d0mestic firms operating in another state
are higher than those which Minne~ota would impose on a comparable firm
from that other state when it operates in Minnesota. Specifically, to measure
retaliation, a foreign firm must duculate the tax for which it is liable in
Minnesota and the tax that it wouta pay on the same basis as a foreign firm
operating in its home state~ For dch tax, the firm must pay the higher of
~h~se two calculations. I~ the ~axesl it w?uI~.pay as a foreign firm operati~g .
In Its home state ~xceed. 1.ts~1??es16ta liabilit~, the firm.pays t~e amount ill
excess of the Minnesota liability as a retalIatory tax to Minnesota. All
revenues collected by Minnesot under the retaliatory tax must, by
definition, be paid by foreign fIrItis.
FEES

The most significant fee paid by life insurance companies is the valuation
fee. This charge is only collected from domestic life insurance companies
and at a rate of 1 cent per $1,000 life insurance in force. The revenues are
intended to cover the auditing cost~ for the domestic life companies, though
the collections significantly excbed that amount. Also, the costs of
examining firms will not be Prop~Oional to insurance in force, so the base
for this fee is questionable.
Fees of $15 for township mutu fire insurance companies and $30 for
other companies are assessed for lling their annual report. Insurance firms
are occasionally subject to askessments to support the Minnesota
Comprehensive Health Care Assrbciation. A number of other fees and
assessments are also collected.
GROSS RECEIPTS VERSUS IN lOME TAXATION

As discussed above, the basis for taxation of nomnsurance firms is
corporate profits, while insuran e companies are taxed predominantly
through premiums-based taxes. Idsurance companies are also liable for the
corporate income tax, but since ptemium tax payments are a credit against
the corporate income tax, few ins~rance firms incur any income tax liability
and little revenue is generated. Corporate income taxes for foreign and
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domestic insurance companies are imposed by relatively few states and since
the tax is a low-revenue generator, it cou[d be viewed as a nuisance tax. As
noted below, it is one way that annuity income can potentially be taxed.
When first used in the United Statesl the premiums tax was seen as a
property tax since the level of property/casualty insurance must be
correlated with real property values. So;Je have interpreted the premium tax
as a sales tax on the purchase of insdrance services. For property and
casualty firms that is somewhat true because the premium is generally
designed to pay for coverage against a ~iSk. As will be discussed later, the
problem With levying the tax is that alternatives tb insurance, like self;
insurance, are not taxed. The premium ~ax cannot be interpreted as a sales
tax for many life insurers because only ~. portion of the premium pays for
coverage ~gainst a risk. Much of the preJium, particularly for new products
like universal life, is a form of savings. So, ifviewed as a sales tax, it is a
sales tax on"certain forms .of savings. niese considerations suggest that the
premium tax should be compared with nie corporate income tax rather than
the sales tax.
The elements .in a choice of gross r ceipts (consumer revenues) versus
income (revenues minus expenditures) asl a basis for taxation can be seen by
looking at the advantages and disadvantages
of each tax base. A major
I
attribute of premium taxation is simplicity, as ease of compliance and
administration is fostered. The base is Ipremium revenues received by the
firm with relatively few adjustments or deductions, and this base is simply
multiplied by a flat-rate to yield the tak liability. The ease is particularly
apP~J'entbyc~~~arison ~ith the alte¥ative ?f. i.nco~e taxati?n, which
reqUItes a defmItIon of. mcome. Such a defInItIOn IS complIcated for
insurance companies by the need to meksure future liabilities, a particular
difficulty for the life companies. ActuJries are employed by the firms to
estimate future liabilities, but for tax pJrposes the appropriate interest rate
for discounting future liabilities must bel chose~. The rates. th~t. ~re used are
generally too low and have the effect of overstatmg future lIabilItIes. Taxable
income is also hard to define for mutualleompanies because of complexities
in handling refunds topolicyholders/o~ners. Since insurance companies
potentially must pay corporate excise taxes, these conceptual difficulties
cannot be used in Minnesota as a substahtial justification for a different tax
structure for insurance companies.
Gross receipts taxation may be used because the cOIlsistent taxation of
receipts is a better way to tax business firms for the benefits they receive
from public services.
Revenues are probably the strongest reason for using premium taxes.
Premium receipts are likely to be more stable than insurance company
income, so revenue flow will be more donsistent and predictable. Further,
insurance companies are perceived as letge sources of available funds and,
as noted above, since they are frequentl~ foreign-based, are easy targets for

1
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taxation. Given the recurring problem of obtaining adequate state revenue
bases, special taxes on insurance Icompanies are seen as a desirable choice
l>ecause they are well-hidden froJ those hot directly in the industry.
The major potential disadvanta~e of gross receipts taxation for insurance
firms and income taxation for other industries is that taxneutrality can be
violated as industries are taxed unbenly. Tax neutrality exists when taxes are
imposed so that no distortions arel created in the way economic resources are
allocated. Taxes which alter the decision of whether to insure, how much to
insure, or with which company t6 insure will violate tax neutrality.
A shift away from a pre~ium-bhsed tax structure and towards an incomebased structure should only becbnsidered after very careful study. Issues
such as impacts on retaliationabd theway firms' tax burdens would be
reallocated would need to be 1evaluated. Finally, policymakers must
remember that the premium base has been used for many years and the
effects on economic activity are iIn place as the firms and consumers have
adjusted accordingly. On the othe~ hand, rapid shifts in ~he structure ofthe
financial industries may require evenness of tax treatment aCross these
industries.

INSURANCE INDUSTRY qONTRIBUTION TO MINNESOTA
REVENUE NEEDS
I

REVENUES GENERATED

I

The gross premium tax generated $73.7 million in 1982 and was
responsible for 91.9070 of taxes ~Iemitted by insurance companies in 1981
(Table 2). Revenue from the gross premium tax increased more than sixfold
from 1963 to 1982. Another me ure of the growth in premium tax is the
income-elasticity.s The premium Itax had an elasticity over the past two
decades of 1.10, meaning that revenues grew somewhat faster than personal
income. The elasticity was only 0]77 from 1971 to 1981, possibly evidencing
some slowdown in premiums r~lative to income growth. Shifts in the
rather than whole life insurance and
industry' towards purchase of tetm
I
toward self-insurance would partially account for the slowdown. Much of
the decline in the elas.ticity can alSb~'. be attributed to the choice of1981 as the
. [mal year (made because personal income data were availa,ble through 1981),
because premium revenue growth as weak in a year when the economy was
near recession.
Corporation income tax payments are the next largest category of
collections from insurance compahies, amounting to $3.6 million or 5.3% of
taxes paid by insurance firms inll981. Income taxes are relatively limited
because premium tax payments re a credit against income tax liabilities.
However, the corporate income th, with an income-elasticity of 1.46, has
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TABLE 2
Insurance Company axes and Fees
Total
Insurance
Insurance
Fire
Valuation Co. Income Corp. Taxes
Premium
Marshall
& Feesb .
Taxes a
Fees
Taxes
Taxes
(Thousands) (Thousands) (ThouSandi (Thousands) (Thousands) (Thousands)

sm""",1

Year

1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

11.589
12,493
13,400a
14.500c
15,490
16,974
18,714
24,181
29,530
29,939
28.722
30.550
33,481
36.520
45,486
52.228
58.164
62,297
62.500
73 •.663
66,840

213
220
239
247
253
287
334
385
481
469
525
561
617
619
724
841
945
1.053
1,162
1,426
1.385

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
107
114
125
135
146
162
180
197
217c
240C
267
294
333
365
394
459
535c

209
199
204
211
215
241
273
316
341
384
410
401
400
429
482
539
565
635
642
683
676

n.a.
39
82
73
99
108
106
114
168
228
543
436
946
1.089
1,312
1.469
2,249
3,344
3,613
n.a.
n.a.

12,011
12.951
13.925
15,031
15.924
17,724
19.552
25,131
30,666
31,182
30,380
32.145
35,661
38,897
48,271
55,371
62.256
67,694
68,311
76,231 d
69,436d

Source: Minnesota Department of Revenue, Mi~nesota Corporation Income Tax, selected

I

y.ears, and working documents.
n;a. = not available.
aCorporation income taxes paid by insurance carriers.
bThe sum of premium taxes, fees, and insurance company income taxes.
CEstimated by Department of Revenue.
dDoes not include the corporate income taxes.

been the fastest-rising component of 1nsurance
taxes and has increased
I •
dramatically from the negligible $39,0Q(j) collected in 1964.
The other insurance taxes, fire marsHall, surcharge, and valuation fees,
totaled $2.6 million in 1982. It should.He noted that several other fees and
assessm.ents are not includ~d in these stahstics.. The fire marshall's tax is the
largest mcluded and has mcreased at J,PproXlmately the same rate as the
premium tax. The surcharge reported here was collected from the three firstclass cities, Duluth, Minneapolis, and 81. Paul.
.
The valuation fee is a relatively small ~evenue generator, but is important
for other reasons. Only domestic lifJ companies pay the fee so it is
significant to this particular group ofl firms. Also, the tax is levied on
insurance-in-force, not premiums. The shift towards term insurance has led
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to more rapid growth in insurance-in-force than in premiums so valuationfee collections have accelerated sfuce 1971.

REVENUE STABILITY

Revenue stability refers to th I ability of the tax structure to provide
sufficient revenues each year across a business cycle. This differs froni
adequacy, which is the ability of the tax structure to provide revenue growth
over the long-term. A revenue stt1ucture can be adequate in the sense that
sufficient revenues are provided bn average over a number of years, but
could be unstable in that the revehue flow varies widely from year to year.
The reverse could also be true.lunstable tax structures create .revenue
shortfalls that cause deficits nd impoundments during economic
recessions. Inadequate revenues g~nerate the need to raise tax rates because
of an inability to finance desired ~ervices.
Insurance taxes are relatively stJble if the income-elasticity stays constant
or rises during a recession, and sdys constant or falls during an expansion. 9
In essence, this is the conditionl for the growth rate of revenues to be
relatively constant. If this condition does not hold, insurance taxes are
unstable. Most major tax source~ have some degree of instability, so the
concept is most important in a cdmparative sense.
The elasticities reported in Table 3 are simple in that no effort has been
made to account for factors othe~ than income which caused premium tax
revenues to rise. The income-elasticities have followed a mixed pattern over
the past decade-low in the expankion years of 1972 and 1973, higher in the
recession years of 1974 and 1975,land very high in the expansion years of
1977 and 1978

.

when insnrancell:::~~ w= oommon. The ~omeSimple Premium Tax Income Elasticities
Fiscal Year

Tax Elasticity

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

3.705
0.155
-0.216
1.079
1.376
1.082
1.730
1.264
0.898
0.702
0.029
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elasticity has declined since 1979. Likely wing to the shifts in products sold
by the industry, the elasticities indicatd stable revenue generation before
1976, but more unstable revenue growth kince then. Insurance products like
whole life, which represent long-term c6ntracts, continue to be purchased
even during recessions, so premium re~enue growth was relatively stable
when these were a greater percentage 10f insurance transactions. Shifts
towards term and universal insurance may have reduced this stability. Thus,
premium tax revenue growth may be less dependable in the future than it has
generally been regarded to be.

REVENUE ADEQUACY

The contribution of insurance taxes t Minnesota revenue adequacy is an
imprecise concept because there is no unihue definition of revenue adequacy.
For this study, the contribution to revebue adequacy is defined simply as
percentage of total revenues raised from the insurance industry. to Thus, the
contribution of insurance taxes increases if the percentage of insurance taxes
rises relative to total revenues, and the contribution declines if the
percentage declines. The comparisons shown here are relative to all
corporate revenues and relative to Minn~sota own-source revenues.
Insurance taxes have varied between 14.4070 and 25.8% of all corporate
taxes (corporate income, bank excise, ahd insurance taxes) since 1963 (see
Table 4). This variation is substantially tHe result of numerous changes in the
corporate income tax base and credits ~llowed, rather than economicallybased shifts in relative insurance revendes. Despite the existence of some
variability, the ratio was generally stabl~ in 1967-71 and 1973-82. Between
1971 and 1973 there was a noticeable detline in relative insurance revenues,
likely a result of the corporate tax rate I increases that have occurred four
times since 1957. In 1981 the percentage was the highest since 1972,
evidencing the. relatively strong growth I trend in insurance taxes over the
decade, and the particularly weak corporate income tax collections of 1981.
Insurance revenues have varied betwecln 1.56% and 2.54% of Minnesota
oWn-source revenues. The pattern is simlilar to that noted above relative to
corporate taxes, as the percentage was 16wer in 1973 than earlier years, but
stable since.
I
In sum, insurance taxes have provided an adequate source of revenues in
that their natural growth pattern has beeh comparable to alternative revenue
sources. Structure changes and rate increrses for other taxes has led to some
relative decline in the contribution of insurance taxes to revenue needs, but
the relative contribution has been apJroximately constant for the past
decade.
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J\BLE 4
Insurance Company Taxe~ and Fees, Corporation TaXes and
Minnesota Own-s~urce Revenues, 1963-1982
!

Total
Insurance
Taxes and
Fees a
Year

(000)

1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

12,011
12,951
13,925
15,031
16,164
17,724
19,552
25,131
30,666
31,182
30,380
32,145
35,661
38,897
48,271
5.5,371
62,256
67,694
68,311
76,231

Total
Corporation
Income
Taxesb
(000)
37,843
40,688
46,866
74,362
72,064
68,839
86,489
86,865
88,485
117,002
17~,220

191,257
196,551
197,482
258,919
295,946
357,i85
382,566
320,523
331,836

.

Total
Minnesota
Own-source
Revenuesc

Insurance
Revenues as
a Percent of
Corporate
Revenues d

Insurance
Revenues as
a Percent of
Own-source
Revenuese

473,655
517,355
560,976
665,770
718,741
893,588
1,002,587
1,124,762
1,227,507
1,483,286
1,779,414
2,049,102
2,242,077
2,491,060
2,775,406
3,102,740
3,591,898
3,635,027
3,815,118
4,256,817

n.a.
24.2
22,9
16.8
18.3
20.5
18.4
22.5
25.8
21.1
15.0
14.4
15.4
16.5
15.8
15.8
14.9
15.1
17.7
n.a.

2.54
2.50
2.48
2.26
2.25
1.98
1.95
2.23
2.50
2.10
1.71
LSi
LS9
LS6
1.74
1.78
1.73
1.86
1.79
1.79

Source: Minnesota Department of Reverlue, Minnesota Corporation Income Tax, various
years. Minnesota Taxpayers Association, fiscal Facts/or Minnesotans: 1983, Financial Audit
Division, Office of the Legislatiye Audito , State of Minnesota, State and Local Government
Finances in Minnesota, November 1983.
aColumn 7 from Table 2.
•
bNet corporation income tax and bank e ise tax revenues.
CTotal state own-source revenues, tax an~ nontax revenues.
dColumn I divided by (Column 2 plus column 1 minus column 5), Table 4.
eColumn 1 divided by column 3.

NEUTRALITY IN MINNE OTA INSURANCE TAXATION
Three majorareas where tax netrality can be violated by the Minnesota
insurance tax structure are cOhsidered in this section. One is the
. intrainsurance industry effect of e~emptions from taxation for certain types
of insurance, which can iead to ubequal allocation of resources within the
indu.stry. A second is interindustr differences that arise from alternative
bases employed for taxing insfrance and other industries. Finally,
differences in taxation of the insurance industry across state lines are
examined.
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in~urance

Tax neutrality would require that all
activity be taxed the same
regardless of the legal structure of the insJrer. Several significant exemptions
from taxation are permitted in Minnesbta, .based on the status of the
insuring entity. Blue Cross/Blue Shield, I fraternal insurers, and domestic
property/casualty mutual insurers are th~ major groups which are exempt
from taxation. Health maintenance orkanizations, annuities, and selfinsurance are also untaxed. Each of these categories is discussed below
regarding the cost for exemption, the liustification for exemption, and
conclusions as to whether exemption is Ippropriate. A total $13.8 million
annual revenue loss was estimated for Mirlnesota, based on the exemption of
certain items. The actual loss is much grbater as there are other avoidance
mechanisms, not all types of seJf-insJrance were measured here, and
annuities were not included as a tax loss]
BLUE CROSS-BLUE SHIELD}}

j

-

Blue Cross and Blue Shield were 0 iiginally introduced as nonprofit
corporations during the Great Depressiod. The intent was to make low-cost
health care available to a wider range of geoPIe by spreading the risks across
a community of individuals. ExemptionI from taxation was based on the
provision by the "Blues" of substantially different coverage from other
insurers, including some charitable sehices. Also, the exemption was
undoubtedly designed to permit reducedlpremiums.
The Blues have grown into the dominJnt provider of health insurance in
Minnesota. During CY 1982 direct written premiums for Blue Cross and
Blue Shield totalled $311,511,000 compardd with Bankers Life Company, the
second largest. provider of aCcidentand~healthinsurance (as measured by
premiums), which received only $56,232, 00 in the same year. In fact, Blue
Cross and Blue Shield received 30.5070 of 1premiums paid for accident and
health insurance. The premium tax retenue lost to Minnesota through
exemption of the domestic nonprofit hdalth service plan corporations, of
which'Blue Cross/Blue Shield are preddminant, amounted to about $6.75
million in 1982. Since the Blues are dome~tic corporations, operating only in
Minnesota, there would be no retaliatioJ caused by a tax on them.
Does the. original' structure and purpo~e of the Blues remain sufficiently
intact that continued exemption can bf. justified? Tax neutrality would
indicate that insurance provided by the Blues should be taxed unless a
su!>stantial public interest would be ser~ed by no taxation. Otherwise, the
tax works to raise the relative costs of p~ofit-seeking firms and places these
firms at a competitive disadvantage vis-a~vis the Blues.
An equity concern also develops wheh insurance is taxed under certain
types of legal structures and not others. fro the extent that the-tax is shifted

I
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to the consumer through increase premiums, some consumers pay the tax
while others are able to avoid it,l2!Thus, people with the same ability to pay
taxes and the same. purchases 9f insurance c.ould pay different taxesmeaning there are horizontal inequities.B
Currently, twenty states use grbss receipts taxation for Blue Cross/Blue
Shield insurance, so that taxationlof these plans in Minnesota would be far
from unique. Rates range from a Ibw of 0.33070 on Blue Cross/Blue Shield in
North Carolina to a high of 2.50;0 Ion Blue Cross in South Dakota. Fourteen
states impose the same rates on Blue Cross/Blue Shield and other domestic
health insurance companies. Thre1b states cOllec.t a fee based on the number
of contracts in force.
A decisionto tax the Blues in ~nnesota would likely need to go together
with reconsideration of regulations which influence their operations.
Nonetheless, the conclusion of ! recent study in Illinois was "that the
advantages obtained through HeBC's (the Illinois Blue Cross/Blue Shield
C.orporation) special nonprofit stAtus are no longer valid."14 No overriding
public interest would be served b~ continued exemption of the Blues from
taxation. Despite some differenJes in the way the Blues operated, the
authors determined that they ha~ begun to perform substantially as an
insurance carrier and· thus, shoul,d be subject to taxation and other legal
conditions as.a domestic mutual insurance company.
A possible counterarg\lment bould be that the Blues are nonprofit
corporations and as such. should ~e exempt from taxation. This argument is
only potentially supportlible if the premium tax on health insurance is meant
as a' surrogate for the corporat i profits tax. Even then, the effects of
imposing a tax on the nonprofjit Blues must be balanced against the
distorted tax neutrality from taxiI!lg other types of health insurance. If the
premium.tax is meant to be paid .by consumers, or inany event is generally
Sh.iftedto consumers, then the tax as not on profit and tne fact th~t the Blues
are nonprofit should not preclude collection of a gross· premium tax. It
should also be noted that the taxtis imposed on many mutual companies.
FRATERNAL BENEFICIARY A SOCIATIONS

Nine domestic and foity-six Iforeign fraternal insurers operated in
insurers are usually ' affiliated with
Minnesota during 1982. The fra~rnal
I
religious, ethnic, or occupational groups and sell insurance to members.
Life insurance premium receipts Jere $63.6 million and accident and health
insurance premiums w~re $8.1 million. The Lutheran Brotherhood and AID
Association for Lutherans doJinated as they collected 68% of the
premiums~ The fraternals are Jpecifically exempted from payment of
premium taxes at a revenue loss tb Minnesota of $1.4 million..
The effects on tax neutrality thJt result from exempting the fraternals are
similar to those described abovd for the Blues. A 2% wedge is placed
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between the costs borne by fraternals a~ those. by profit-seeki.'ng insurers,
Though it may be somewhat difficult to hift the tax on life premiums, the
tax puts the profit-seeking firms at a co' petitive disadvantage.
DOMESTIC MUTUAL PROPERTY /CJSUALTY INSURERS

casualt~

Domestic mutual property and
companies are subject to the fire
marshall's tax and domestic township Imutual insurance companies are
exempt from taxation. Exemption has been
based upon the mutual status of
I
the insurers, a status which means that the policyholders are owners of the
companies so that any profits would bb returned to the policyholders. I5
Concern that the larger stock companie;l(particularly coming from out-ofstate) would drive the smaller mutJalsout of business is another
justification for tax exemption.
I
The domestic mutual property and ca~ualty companies are not all small
firms that are easy prey for large foreikn stock companies. The biggest,
Mutual Service Casualty Insurance dompany, wrote $53.6 million in
premiums during 1982 and the twenty dobestic insurers had total premiums
equal to $195.5 million. If the domestic Imutual companies were subject to
the 2070 premiums tax, they would have p~d $3.9 million, but paid only $0.6
million in taxes during 1982. This represents $3.3 million in foregone
revenues. The 129 domestic township I mutual companies are generally
smaller, and they collected a combined $30.5 million in premiums. The
domestic township mutual insurers woilild have paid over $0.6 million if
subject to the premiums tax.
Taxes should not distort the choice of Insurer, and should have a minimal
effect!onthe decision to insure. Exemptilng the domestic mutual companies
reduces their costs-and presumably their prices-and this has the effect of
stimulating the purchase of insurance thtough them as opposed to domestic
and foreign stock companies and forfign mutuals. I6 This violates the
concept of neutrality. Further, since tHe premiums tax on property and
casualty insurance is probably substahtially shifted to consumers, the
current structure taxes some policyholders but not others, creating an
inequity.

l

SELF-INSURANCE

An economist sees insuring as trading the risk of some uncertain loss for a
certain loss; the certain loss is the paym~nt made to the insuring firm. Any
entity makes the decision to insure by cohsidering the trade-off between the
expected loss it will incur, the variance ~f the 10ss,17 and the fee which the
insurance company charges to administJr the· insurance. IS
Under certain circumstances a busineJs firm or individual may engage in
risk retention, which means that thd choose to bear individually the
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,consequences of the risk, however they occur, without insuring. In some
situations, insuring would have Been cheaper, in others more expensive, but
the decision to bypass purchasiJg insurance does not avoid the cost of the
various possible losses. The individual or firm must directly pay~expenses
which would have been paid by Ian insurance firm if that option had been
chosen. Placing a tax on insJrance but not on risk retention causes
distortion by raising the cost of iisuring relative to the cost of risk retention.
In short, the tax encourages risk retention.
Large business firms are partidularly likely to self-insure because they can
reasonably predict the probability of loss, and there is no real exposure to
catastrophe. 19 A major incentive Ifor self-insurance in such a case may be to
avoid the 20l1) premiums tax. Pension programs, worker's compensation, and
employee health and welfare b~nefit plans are frequent choices for selfinsurance as are property!casuailty type risks. In a number of these cases
there may even be an arrangemeht for an insurance company to administer
the self-insurance, but there is rio premium paid and therefore no tax.
The basic economic activityl is the same, whether self-insurance or
purchased insurallce is employed., so it is difficult to justify a difference in
tax-paYing capacity in these two instances. With insurance, the premium tax
is paid only because a particulJr type of transaction occurs, not because
there is a tax on the economic activity. The situation is comparable to that in
which a firm pays sales tax if it ~UyS a hammer from a dealer, but no sales
tax is paid if the firm makes the hammer. Though the firm might be taxed on
the purchase of inputs used to I make the hammer, vertical integration to
make hammers is encouraged. Similarly, firms are encouraged to include
self-insurance activities as part bf their operations.
Measuring the premiums-tak-dollar-loss from s~lf-insurance is very
difficult because, since there is nppremium paid, there are no easy measures
of the value of the premium which would have been paid. One exception is
with worker's compensation. ~he Minnesota Department of Commerce
identified 118 firms that are self-Insuring for workmen's compensation, with
an estimated $92.1 million in p+miums that would have been paid in 1981
without self-insurance. 2o Gene~allY only large firms self-insure worker's
compensation: only four firms had less than $10,000 in potential premiums
and twenty-seven had morethJn $1.0 million. More than $1.8 million in
premiums were lost from s·elf-inlsurance of worker's compensation.
Administration and complianbe costs would be very high if many types of
self-insurance were taxed becabse nothing comparable to a premium is
paid. 21 The potential categorie~ for taxation would likely be limited to
administrative service organiza~ions, worker's compensation, fees paid to
insurance firms to administet insurance programs, and other easily
measurable activities. Stop-loss plans, where firms insure to avoid claims
above a certain level, is another example of where the tax could be imposed.
Even here, taxation of plans Jdministered by insurance companies may
encourage firms to internalize Jll aspects of insurance.

I
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ANNUITY CONSIDERATIONS

Minnesota is one of twenty-eight states ,hat does not levy a tax on annuity
considerations. However, Minnesota dbes potentially tax the profits
insurance firms earn from annuities throukh the corporate income tax. Only
annuity premiums at the same
three states and the District of COlumbia
rates as foreign and domestic insurance, and ,the trend has been towards
, declining taxation, of annuities. 22 Betw en 1959 and 1973, seven states
repealed their annuity tax and thirteen retluced the tax in some manner.
Insurance Jirms·reported receiving $391[5 million in annuity premiums in
1982, and an argument could be made thl these should be taxed along with
other insurance. Yet several strong argubents can also be made against
taxation of annuities. One is that insuranbe firms must ~ompete with other
financial institutions which are not sUl:l~ect to an annuities tax but are
, , subject to the corporate income tax. A 2% premiums tax on annuities would
be a large percentage of the administrativJ fee for annuities and would place
the insurance firms at acompetitivedisa~vantage.
Premium taxation of annuities could also harm domestic Minnesota firms
as they seek to,do' business in other state~. As previously noted,' most states
either leave annuities untaxed or subject them to light taxation. Retaliation
could occur against the out-of-state opera~ions of domestic Minnesota firms
because ofa tax on annuities in MinnesJta.,
Above it was noted that insurance firms pay very little in corporate
inco~e taxes, ,but.·. are Sl1bj e.ct to taxe~ ~evied on b~th state inco~e and
premIUms base. One reason to retaI1 corporate lDcome taxatIon for
insurance firms isthat it is away to retain some taxation of annuity income.
Shifts which are cun:ently occurring in the types of products offered by
financial institutions supportthe need to retain the corporate income tax on
insurance' firms.

t

INTERINDUSTRY TAXATION

Differential taxation across indus ies can violate tax neutrality,
particularly if the differentials exist betwIen or within industries that are in
competition among themselves. Insuranie firms compete directly with the
banking, savings and loan, and stock and real estate brokerage industries.
Relatively high taxes on the insurance iddustry would be expected to shift
economic activity from it to another indJstry. Tax equity would suggest that
tax rates should be the same for all indfstries unless the benefit principle
could be used to justify different burdens.
Differences in the way corporation~ are taxed across industries are
difficult to determine. One reason is that the same base is not being used to
assess taxes against insurance and nonin~urance industries. Another reason
interindustry tax differences are diffic lIt to quantify is that there is no
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generally accepted standard aga nst which business tax burdens can be
compared.
TAX SHIFTING

Perhaps the most important re on why interindustry taxes are difficult to
coinpare arises from tax shiftidg.· Firms in the life insurance industry
probably have roughly the same Jbility to shift the life insurance premiums
tax to consumers that other firmk have (on average) to shift the corporate
income. tax. Life insurance firms~ave limited ability to shift taxes because
insurance rates are generally s t nationally and the level of taxes in
Minnesota are unlikely to affect t e nationally-set rates. This means it would
be particularly difficult to shif~ any increases in the premium rate to
consumers. If Minnesota taxes l~ad to higher insurance rates, companies
operating in Minnesota would b~ less effective when competing in other
states with firms not operating irl Minnesota.
The difficulty of shifting life i~surance taxes arises not only because of
the need to remain competitive
other states. Insurance companies must
also compete with noninsurance [mandal institutions which pay no. tax like .
the premiums tax. Taxes can redu~e the return on the savings portion of life
insurance, compared to other saJ~ngs methods and thereby discourage the
use of life insurance as a savings device. To avoid this, insurance companies
.
will be hesitant to shift the taxes to the consumer/saver.
Taxes on property/casualty firtrls can be shifted more easily than those on
life companies because the rates he set within the state. Thus, the tax on
property/casualty firms is more llike a sales tax. However, there are two
limitations on the ability to shift ~roperty / casualty taxes. One is that higher
insurance rates may discourage consumers from buying insurance, and rates
will be kept somewhat lower to ~void this. The second limitation is that
money spent for self-insurance is ~ot taxed. Insurance companies may need
~o keep premium rates ~ow toprCj~ent b~si~ess firms fr?m opting for selfmsurance, thus preventmg them from shlftmg the premmm taxes.

J

MEASURES OF INTERINDUSTRY TAX NEUTRALITY

Evaluation of tax neutrality involves comparing tax burdens across
industries, and this requires acceptance of a basis for comparison. The ideal
denominator for comparing busidess taxes is the value added, i.e., the sum
of the payments to all the private Ifactors of production. Then, the ratio of
tax payment to the denominatot provides a "tax-cost" measure of the
relative importance of the taxi to the total costs of the enterprise.
Unfortunately, the value-added dJta for the Minnesota insurance sector are
not available.
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However, an alternative (though less tisfactory) measure, net income
(profits) is available from-a sample of property/casualty and a sample of life
companies that were surveyed for this rdport. It was necessary to collect
1
information from the samples of prope / casualty and life companies in
order to obtain the fUllest. information on income and other data about the
insurance industry.
.
Comparison of taxes relative to income must begin with a definition of
taxable income. Definitions as provided b~ Minnesota tax law are acceptable
for industries· other than insurance. Since taxable income for insurance
firms is ta..ken. f~om 19~.6definitions, it i~.n.ot.pos.sible to. compare ~irectl:
burdens across mdustnes~ Short of recal latmg mcome for every fIrm, It
was not possible to arrive at a definition income for insurance firms that
would precisely compare with other indus ries. For the current purpose, life
companies' .income as reported for federW tax purposes is chosen as the
definition of income. This income figurel is apportioned to Minnesota by
multiplying it by the percentage of the corrtpany's premiums in Minnesota. 23
Property and casualty companies income is defmed· as net in7oii;efrom the
Minnesota corporate income tax return'l

1

TAX IMPACT ANALYSIS

Taxes relative to corporate income are resented in Table 5 for life and
property/casualty insurance and several o~her
industries for the years 1978
I
through 1982. Five years of data are provided in order to avoid the problem
of a single-year aberration. Both 1981 andl1982 are probably unusual years
for the insurance industry because of th~ slow economy. Also, modified
coinsurance agreements, in effect during that time as the U.S. government
negotiated a new insurance tax law, let to insurance incomes being
understated.
.
A consistent pattern holds for 1978, 1 79, and 1980. Insurance firms'
taxes are a higher percentage of income thJn those paid by other industries,
even when insurance company taxes ar~ defined to include only the
premiums tax. This finding approXimatetshose of Fox (1983) and Papke
(1973). Life insurance firms in the sample p 'd between 13.6% and 17.1 % of
income in premiums taxes. Property/cas alty firms paid between 43.6%
and 52.6% of income in premiums taxes. bther industries including those
directly competing with the insurance indJstry, pay approximately 12% of
income in taxes, the legislated corporate irlcome tax rate.
percentages of taxes to income
When all insurance taxes are included,
are even greater. The sample of insuranbe firms used for this analysis
appeared to be those with the greatest in~ome, because their income tax
liability after the premium tax credit is relktively high compared with that
paid by all insurance firms. This samplb may have had the effect of
exaggerating the percentage of all taxes relative to income. Also, the

tHe
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Total Corporate Taxes, All Industries

11.2

11.2

l

11.2

11.2

n/a

. .

Source: Insurance tax sample and Minhesota Corporate Income Tax, Minnesota· Department
of Revenue, selected years.
n/a = not available.
aAII firms may not have been used every year. Data omissions were responsible for some
exclusion. Property/casualty mutual c~mpanies may not be required to calculate income, so
they are excluded.
._blncludes premium and corporate income taxes and life insurance valuation fees.
cIncludes premium, income, fire marshhlI, firemen's relief, and ocean profits taxes andsecond
injury fund.
dIncludes corporate income and bank xcise taxes.

I

.

.

definitions of income are not al ays comparable across industries, and thus,
the analysis may be distorted.
Domestic life companies t nd to pay higher taxes than the foreign
companies because only the dOIbestic companies pay the valuation fee; there
~~x:~.ough, a tendency for for~~ign firms to pay greater corporate income
Property/casualty firms ap ear to pay much higher percentages of
income in taxes than do life ompanies. The conclusion that property/
casualty firms can more easily shift the premium tax to consumers means
that a study of economic r ther than legal incidence .would find the
differentials between the two barts of the insurance industry to be much
smaller, so little importance sHould be attached to the differential.
In summary, the insurance industry pays, relative to income, taxes that
appear to be higher than those paid by other industries. The effect is to put
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the life industry at a disadvantage relative t other direct competitors such as ·
banks, savings and. loans, an~.~ecurity

n!IS'

INTERSTATE TAX DIFFERENCES

.

The basic insurance tax structure is simil. across state lines, though some
differences do exist, particularly in such arbas as whether corporate income,
Blue Cross and Blue Shield,and annuities1are taxed. Considerable diversity
.
does not exist in the tax rates employed.
Differences in insurance tax structures are important for two reasons.
Retaliation is most important as Minnesot domestic insurance firms will be
penalized when they operate in other state~, if the insurance taxation is too
high at home or if the structure is too different. Also, overtaxation can
potentially have nUnor influences on the location of insurance firms. This
need not be a major concern. because filil1ms will m.ake location decisions
infrequently, but Meyers (1978) noted the case of Acacia Insurance
Company, which decided to locate in· Northern Virginia rather than the
District of Columbia to avoid retaliation bt other states because of the D.C.
annuity tax.

l

STATE TAX STRUCTURES

A 2% premiums tax rate is the mode ate with the greatest frequency)
across the United States. Twenty-four states and the District of Columbia
tax for~ign. life and health insurance at 12070 and sixteen plus D.C. ~ax
domestIC life and health at 2070. 1\venty states and D.C. tax foreIgn
property/casualty and sixteen plus D'C'I tax domestic property/casual.ty
companies at 2%.
There is a slight tendency to tax property/casualty insurance more heavily
than life insurance~ This probably results ~ecause the tax can be mOre easily
shifted by property/casualty companies tei consumers.
Only three states, Maryland,Vermont, ~nd N~ada, tax all insurance at
the same rate. There is a tendency to ~. insurance provided by foreign
companies more heavily than that by doniestic companies. Only two states
tax foreign life and health premiums at l~ss than 2%, but twenty-two tax
domestic life iowerthan 20]0, and in man~ cases of low-premium taxes,an
income tax isimpQsed on domestic corporation. Foreign and domestic
corporations can also lower their rates in \various states by holding certain
percentages of their assets in -the state. Tr,e US. Supreme Court recently
rejected arguments used to justify differeNt rates for domestic and foreign
I
corporations in Alabama.
Differential taxation of domestic versus foreign corporations is generally
seen as a way to protect the small domestic firms from large foreign
companies. While this reduces domesti l corporations' operating costs
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within the state, the net effect Fay be deleterious for many companies.
Retaliatory taxes are calculated pn what a foreign corporation would pay
doing business in the domesticl~tate. Little protection may occur as the
domestic companies are penaliz9d with high taxes in other states.
Low rates for domestic companies may be seen as a way to attract
insurance firms' headquarter lo¢ations. Such is unlikely to occur because
taxes are probably not the majd~ factor in most location decisions. More
importantly, retaliatory taxes. po entially paid to ot\1e.r states Will be a more
significant factor for "most lar efirms than the taxes imposed in their
I
domestic state.
Only sixteen jurisdictions, inbluding D.C., tax annuity considerations
received by foreign companiesl and fifteen tax annuity considerations
received by domestic corporatibns. Foreign corporations are frequently
subject to higher annuity tax ra~es.
Ninet.een st.ate.s. tax some for~ o.f corporat.e incom.e .earned by insuran.ce
companies although few states actually impose the tax on all forms of
insurance income. Only domes ic companies are liable in seven of these
states. Six states allqw the incom~ tax asa credit against the premiums tax or
vice versa so that there is little duplication of payments. In most of these
instances the liability will arise frpm the premium taxes because its payments
will exceed the income tax

HabTY.

MINNESOTA TAXES RELATIfE TO NEIGHBORING STATES

Taxation of the insurance rdustry relative to other industries was
described above. An alternative way to evaluate the level of Minnesota's
insurance taxes is to compar~them with other states. Because of the
differences in tax rates and stm ures, the appropriate comparison is on the
basis of the overall tax struc reo The approach adopted here was to
calculate the tax burdens that w .uld be imposed by other states on the firms
included in the sample descr~ed above. Iowa, North Dakota, South
Dakota, and Wisconsin-the states surrounding Minnesota-were used for
I
.
this purpose.
The tax structures were compared to the maximum extent. The detailed
credits and tax structures could not always be replicated exactly, but the
results are representative of tax Idifferences across states in the region.
Life insurance company taxes for the sample are shown in Table 6 as a
percentage of their Minnesota burden. As noted above, the income taxes
paid in Minnesota by the samplJ of firms are higher than would be expected
from a random sample of Mirtitesotafirms, so this mayslightly lower the
relative values listed for other states in the table. Nonetheless, the findings
are that the firms paid higher tares to Minnesota than they would have paid
to the surrounding states, except for South Dakota. Minnesota's taxes are
higher becapse of its income th (Wisconsin has an income tax for some
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TABLE
Neighboring States Life nsurance Taxes
Relative to Min esota
Premium Tax Rates
1982a

-~-----~--+~-----

MINNESOTA
100.0
Iowab
80.5
North DakotaC
51.2
South Dakota97A
Wisconsin
86.9

100.0
73.5
46.7
88.9
79.4

100.0
68.6
43.7
83.3
73.6

100.0
63.5
40.4
77.0
68.2

Domestic Foreign

100.0
70.0
44.4
105.3 d
2

2
2
2
2.25
2

2

2
2
2.5

aValues are taxes which would be imposed in each Jtate relative to those actually paid by the
sample of firms in Minnesota.
I·
bDoes not include the franchise tax which is a maximum of $3,010 per firm.
cAccident and sickness preinium rate is 0.5010. .

d,.cl.d"
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prope~y/casUalty Taxes

Neighboring States
Relative to. Minhesota
I

Premium Tax Rates
Domestic Foreign
MINNESOTA
Iowab
North Dakota
South Dakota
Wisconsin

100.0
85.8
42.9
106.1
96.0

100.0
85.6
42.8
106.0
93.1

100.0
85.5
42.7
106.6
92.0

100.0
85.1
42.0
106.2
92.6

100.0
81.1
40.5
102.1
87.2

2
.2
I
2.25
2

2
2
1
2.5
2

aValues are taxes which would be imposed in each Jtate relative to those actually paid by the
sample of firms in Minnesota.
bDoes not .include the franchise tax which is a maxtmum of $3,010 per firm.

j

.

.

I
domestic companies) and because of the vJIuation fee. South Dakota's taxes
are higher in 1982 because the annuities tak was included in the calculation.
Data were not available to include the an~uities tax in earlier years.
Property/casualty company tax,es relatiJfeto M,. innesotaare listed in Table
7. Thxes are higher in Minnesota than ea h of the other states except for
South Dakota. The premiums tax rate i higher in South Dakota, thus
leading to this result, but the difference ib tax levels is never greater than
6.6%. Generally, taxes on property/casualty companies in the other states
are higher compared to Minnesota than ~ the taxes on the life companies.
North Dakota is the exception because the pre,mium. rate in North Dakota is
lower for property/casualty firms than fo life firms.
In sum, Minnesota insur2~lce taxes are econd from the top of the fivestate region which also includes Iowa, North Dakota, South Dakota, and
Wisconsin. The-issue of whether these tax~s are borne by consumers or the
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insurance industry remains mud ed (because of shifting), but this result is
another indicator that insuraJce taxes are relatively burdensome in
Minnesota. A note of caution is in order for interpreting this finding:
Minnesota insurance. taxes WOUld!prObablY not be as high in a relative list if.
all fifty states were i n c l u d e d . '
,,

RETALIA ORY TAXATION

we~e

~nd

Retaliatory taxes
first imJosed in Massachusetts in 1832
exist in
all but five states today. Retaliatdry taxes are paid by a Minnesota domestic
finn to another.state whenever a foreign firm operating in Minnesota would
pay higher taxes to Minnesota thk a Minnesota domestic firm would pay in
the state where the foreign find is domiciled. Foreign firms operating in
Minnesota pay retaliation to¥innesota whenever the reverse is true,
although Minnesota calculates retaliation on the basis of each separate tax
and fee. The retaliatory taxes atF calculated by first deternllmng the taxes
the Minnesota domestic flrm wOlldd pay on the comparable business done in
the foreign stat6, if the Minnes6ta firm were taxed as a foreign insurance
corporation doing business id Minnesota. The tax liability for the
Minnesota finn, calculated uSid,g the foreign state's tax structure, is then,
subtracted from the determinati9n ofMinnesotataxes on the domestic firm..'
If the result is positive (meaning the Minnesota taxes are higher than the
foreign state's) this difference is paid in retaliatory taxes, in addition to other
taxes due to the foreign state. If the result is negative the Minnesota firm
pays taxes due under the foreigj. state's tax laws, with no retaliation.
PROTECTION OF THEDOM

STiC INDUSTRY

Retaliation has generally beel justified as a means to protect domestic

firms from being u.nfairlY disc. ~~natedagainst when operating in other
states. The basic result of the ~[stem of retaliation across the U.S. is not
protection. In fact, domestic nrms can be trapped in a no-win situation
when pressure arises for greater /insurance tax revenues -because, -if taxes for
foreign firms rise, it will cost th9domestic firms large increases in retaliatory
taxes to other states. The alternative of raising taxes only for domestic firms
reduces the competitive positiod ofthe domestic firms in Minnesota.
Further, retaliation is not struEtured to cause equal treatment of domestic
and foreign firms in other strtes. If structured to achieve this result,
retaliation would be effective whenever a state discriminated against foreign
firms. Instead, retaliation is trigkered when taxes are higher in a fQreign state
than in the domestic state. The ~tructure of retaliation causes states to mov~
towards taxes in line with thostimposed in other states, rather than equal
taxes for domestic and foreign llrms within every state. '

.
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The most common impacts of· retal1ation are to reduce each state's
flexibility in taxing the insurance industrt and to hold down state insurance
taxes, a point which has been recognized.~or some time (see Hanson, 1969).
Meyers (1978) has argued that the insurance industry was a proponent ofthe
US. legislation which kept state regulatidp ofthe industry and retaliation in
place. Attempts in every state to increase lnsurance taxes are met by concern
within the domestic industry that retaliation would create severe penalties if
tax rates were increased. This tends to (encourage uniformity of tax
treatment across states for insurance firrlIs.
Most states include all taxes on ib.surance companies together in
determination of retaliation, though a lfew states, including Minnesota,
allow r~taliation on a tax-by-tax basis. T&is latter form of retaliation causes
evert greater pressures. for uniform tax· trbatment. Particularly, the item-byitem' retaliation discourages any state lfrom creating an insurance tax
structure that looks radically different fr mother states. If a state creates a
different structure, it enc~urages insuralnce firms to develop subsidiaries
which are domiciled in other states in orher to avoid retaliation.
A strong argument canbe·made forl~liminating retaliation across the
nation. No action by an individual statb· would overcome the difficulties
created by retaliation. but there are som~ ways Minnesota could lessen its
effects. One would be to provide domestic firms a credit against premium
taxes for increased retaliatory taxes c~used by any rise in Minnesota
insurance tax.es... Based qnthefindings ~elow, the credit would prOba.bly
.eliminate the- Minnesota tax -liability of jmany domestic companies so the
revenue loss would be substantial. Another way to lessen retaliation would
be to enactreciptocal legislation wheretn Minnesota would agree not to
retaliate against rums from other statesl if those states would do likewise
regarding Minn~sota firms. At least two_~tates enacted similar l~gislation in
the 1970s. The effect of such Iegislatiod in Minnesota would probably' be
limited because there is unlikely to beasignificant trend to such legislation.
AnotherimproveIIlent wcit.l1d be to shift from the lineLby-line form of
retaliation to re!ali.tion based on the 0jmH !ox structUre of other states.
I

RETALIATION COSTS TO MINNESOTA FIRMS

increase~I'n

Retaliation would cause an
Minnesota insurance company
taxes to result in higher tax payments fo Minnesota domestic companies in
every state where Minnesota insuran, e would then be higher. Since
premilims within Minnesota are generallt a small share of a large domestic
firm's total premiuIlls, the retaliatory tb.es paid in other states will often
dwarf their increased payments to Minnbsota.
The retaliation costs to domestic firm~ from a 1070 increase (from 2070 to
30J0) in the premium tax rate was used to ~emonstrate the sensitivity to a tax
increase. Each domestic firm represe ~ed in the sample was asked to
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estimate its cost in terms of ret iation for a 1070 premium tax increase.

Elev~n life insur~nce ~comp~eJ and nine property/casualty companies ,

provided the reqUIred mformatiob.
'
DomestiC property/casualty epmpanies in the sample would pay an
additional $1,096,904 in premiumI taxes (based on 1982 premiums) with a
1OJoincrease-in the premium rate. Retaliation costs paid to other states would
be $12,534,891, meaning that it wquld cost these fIrms $11.42 in taxes paid to
other states for every $1 paid to Minnesota.
Life companies would not be affected as dramatically but the basic result
remains. Firms in the sample wduld pay $774,925 in additiomll premium
taxes with the rate increased.:RetJuationcosts would be $5,732,164 or $7.40
I
per $1 paid to Minnesota.
The sample tends to be dominated by large fIrms with significant business
outside the state of Minnesota, sd the relative retaliation costs reported here
may exceed those which would! occur if all domestic companies were
included in this experiment. Non~theless, it is clear that a higher insurance
tax rate in Minnesota would resJlt in much greater increases in retaliatory
taxes paid to other states than Minnesota would receive from the domestic
firms.

1. American CounGil of Life Ins
nee, (1983) p. 59 and Insurance Information
Institute (1982) p. 30.
I
2. A foreign firm is one charteretl outside of Minnesota.
3. A careful description of Mihnesota income tax treatment for insurance
companies, .other state's tax~tio~ lo~ insura,nce ~ompanies, and current U.S.
tr~atment pnor to the 1984-leglSlatl9n, IS con,tal,ned III Malach (1982).
, 4. See Aaron (1983), p. 9.
,I
5. United States vs. South-Eastern Underwriters Association (1944) 322 U.S.
I
533.
6. Public Law 15, ,79th congress (Chapter 20, 1st Session), March 9, 1945.
7. See Meyers (1978), p. 477.
8. The income-elasticity is the percentage change in tax revenues divided by the
percentage change in personal incOIrle.
9. See Fox and Campbell (1984)
10. The assumption is that expedditures represent the demand for services and
revenues must equal expenditures.
11. The other domestic nonprofit health service plan corporations, Delta Dental
Plan of Minnesota and Minnesota ision Services Plan, Inc. are also untaxed and
the substance of the following arguxhents would apply to them as well.
12. An interesting note is that aJ greater alternatives are available to purchase
nontaxed insurance, it becomes mord difficult for firms to shift the tax to consumers
through increased premiums.

l
l
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13. Horizontal inequity occurs when peopl withthe same tax-paying capacity pay
different amounts of tax.
14. Stoica, et al. (1982), p. 13.
15. Minnesota Department of Commerce, (1983) p. 2.
16. Since the policyholders are the owne s, failure to exempt foreignmutuals
under the first justification above is curious, because Minnesotans are owners to the
extent that they insure through the foreign crmpanies.
.17. The expected loss is defmed as E(L) = PoLo + PILI + P2L2 + .... +
PnLn where E(L) is the expected loss, Pi are the.probabilities of the various losses Li
WhiCh. can acc.ur...The variance is.a measure 10f the ran.ge of actual losses that can
OCCUL

.

18. The fee is defined here as the present value of the difference between premiums
I .
received and Clliims on benefits paid out.
19. Self-insurance is a Class of risk retentipn where there are alarge number of
homogeneous exposure units, no exposure to a catastrophe, and there is a financially
I
dependable plan for paying losses.
20. Minnesota Department of Commerce (983).
' . ..
21. Firms could be taxed based on the tienef!ts paid. However,the employee
retirement income. security ~ct. of 1974 (E~ISA) preCludes taxati~n of empl~yee
welfare Qenefit plans. A tax similar toapremiF tax was deClared VOid by the Umted
States District Court in National Carriers Conference Committee vs. Heffernan
(D.C. Conn. 1978)454 F. Supp. 914.
22. Meyers (1978), p. 473.
23. Recall that this apportioning method .logy can also distort the insurance/
.
.
industry relative to other firms.

l
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Direct Property Tax Rflief in Minnesota:<
An Analysis

John H. +man .
Among the important findings of several volume 1 chapters on property
taxation is that reliance upon propert~ taxation to finance government
services in Minnesota has declined sharply in recent years-even more
sharply than nationally-principally dhe to the introduction of many
property tax relief mechanisms in Minnclsota.
This chapter turns to a more detailFd analysis of the economics of
property taxation, with particular emphasis upon the consequences of the
various relief mechanisms found in Minnesota. The first section puts
forward a basic analytic framework for honsidering alternative approaches
to property tax relief. A basic distinctioJ made there is between tro broad
categories of relief programs-those thJt directly reduce the property tax
bills for individual parcels of property, abd those that indirectly accomplish
this. Direct relief is the focus of this Ichapter; indirect relief (e.g., aid
payments to local governments, local n~nproperty taxes) is the subject of
another chapter in this volume. l The t{o middle sections of this chapter
describe in some detail and present empirical analyses of the Minnesota
direct relief mechanisms. The final section considers some general relief
guidelines.

J

APPROACHES TO PRO IERTY TAX RELIEF
Property tax relief can be defined quite broadly to include anything which
reduces the relative reliance on propertyttaxation for public revenue. 2 This
all-encompassing definition includes no only the homestead exemptions,
circuit breakers, deferrals, and classific tion-the traditional property tax
relief programs whereby the tax bills for individual parcels are directly
reduced 3-but also various local nonproperty taxes,local nontax revenue
sources, and intergovernmental aid pro~lrams. Those in the first group are
referred to as direct property tax relief; ey directly reduce the tax bills for
individual property parcels, even though! they may not affect total property
tax levies of governments. Approaches i~ the second group provide indirect
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property tax relief by providing local governments with alternative revenue
sources and, thereby, permitting broperty tax levies to be lower than they
otherwise would be; thus, indirec~relief results from change external to (and
without reference to) the propert tax.
'
It should be noted that the disc ssion is restricted to legally intended (Le.,
de jure) relief provisions; Extraleg modifications (e.g., through assessment
error) often abound, butthey ar omitted here.
DIRECT RELIEF MECHANIS

S

Many programs working within the property tax framework offer direct
property tax relief because they tu-e tied to either the tax or the tax base
amount. Most modify the calc~lation of individual property tax bills,
although circuit breakers gener~IY are exceptions since they typically
provide refunds after the property tax bills have been calculated and paid.
D~c~ r~lief often is provided ~roadly, without reference to .attributes of
the lndivldual property ownerS and/or occupants; targetmg by such
attributes also is common. Whiie uniform relief to all property types is
possible, direct property tax relidf programs generally discriminate among
property-use types (residential, commercial, etc.); thus, they tend to

ax
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loa among d~s~

I

k

Of, property.

.

The tax is the product of the
base (assessed value) and the fate. A
partial exemption reduces the base by subtracting some amount after value
has been determined in the genetaUy applicable manner. While the exempt
amount cou.ld be expressed as a ttrcentage of gross value, standard practice
is to exempt some absolute number of dollars. This practice means, of
course, that a larger percentage.r.I. f the value of lower-valued properties is
exempt.
The size of the partial exempti ,n can be stated in terms of either assessed
value or market value. If keyed Ito assessed value, undervalued properties
receive a larger exemption thanI intended.. For example, if property is
supposed to be assessed at 1000{0 of market value and the first $5,000 is
made exempt, the apparent intent! is to exempt $5,000 of market value. But if
the assessment level, in fact, is i:nlY 500/0, subtracting $5,000 of assessed
value actually shields $10,000 of market value from taxation.
While use of market value is thus desirable to overcome the effects of
undervaluation, as a practical matter its use would not overcome inequities
if the assessment level varied atross property parcels, although it would
result in the pr-oper average and laggregate exemption.
To calculate the market value of a parcel from its assessed value, the latter
must be divided by some avera~e ratio of assessed value to market value
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(often measured by sales price). To the tent that the average ratio is not
valid for an individual parcel, the attemp~ed adjustment to market value still
would provide too large (small) an exemption where the assessment level is
below (above) average.
I
Because a partial exemption reduces th~ tax base before application of the
tax rate, the tax amount is directly redubed, and the property owner pays
only the tax net of relief. Perhaps becausf of this, the cost of an exemption
typically is borne locally by the taxing jurisdiction. There is a local cost even
if local revenues are not reduced as the ~esult of exemptions; in this event,
the tax rate is set higher to offset the· lower base, causing other local
taxpayers. to. be.a.fhigher taxes. Local absfb.rption of the costs of exemption,
however, is not an inherent feature of omestead exemptions, as several
states now demonstrate. 4
Homestead exemptions are the most p~evalent sort of residential property
tax relief. The forty4hree programs counted represent thirty-six states rather
than forty-three states, however, becausel seven states were counted in both
the "elderly only"and the "all ages" categories of homestead exemptions,
presumably because the provisions diffet for the two groups.S
CREDIT

1

A credit is subtracted from the tax b' .. Despite this apparent difference
between a credit and an exemption, a credit can be designed to have the same
effect as an exemption. This is particulahy true of the property tax, which
uses a single rate rather than a graduated rate structure. An income tax
personal credit, for example, can be vie~ed as equivalent to some specific
tax rate (such asthe first bracket rate) m~tiplied by a specified amount to be
sheltered from taxation; the product is surtrac.ted from (credited against) the
gross tax. This same approach could be used in computing a property tax
credit.
In practice, however, the credit appr(i)ach in property taxation often is
different from the exemption approach,lfor property tax credits often are
calculated as a specified percentage of he gross tax. This gives the same
result as a partial exemption set equal to la given percentage of gross valuean exemption-approach which, as notedl generally is not used; in practice,
then, less of a credit than of an exemption tends to go to owners of lowvalued properties. Another practical thdugh not inherent difference is that
credit-costs, more often than exemPtion~bosts,tend to be borne by the state.
Apparently, because a credit-program grbss-tax-amount is calculated before
the tax relief is subtracted, decisionma~ers are more aware of the costs of
their decisions and more likely to bear them. An exemption makes it easier
to ignore the revenue consequences, particUlarlY if only net assessed values
are brought forward for application of tax rates. Thus, a tradeoff seems to
be posed for those seeking redistributidn: exemptions, more than credits,
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tend to favor low-valued properti s, but exemptions are more likely to be
locally financed.
I
A recent survey found five h,bmeowner property-tax-credit programs
providing credits equal to some phcentage of gross property tax (Indiana,
Minnesota, Ohio, Oregon, and "Wisconsin); all extended to all age groups,
I
and all were state funded. 6
A credit for property taxes can bb subtracted from some tax other than the
property tax (as in the several statds where circuit breaker property tax relief
is credited against the state personM income tax), but those cases are treated
. as a refund or rebate below.

I -.

.

REFUND OR REBATE

The refund or rebate mechanis I (hereafter, simply refund) works much
the same as a credit, except that with a refund, receipt of property tax relief
is not SImultaneous with paymentjof the gross property tax. With a credit,
the taxpayer pays only the amount of property tax net of relief; with a
refund, however, the full tax is pai~ and a separate refund is provided. 7 The
Minnesota circuit breaker now is solely a refund program, but some
claimants previously received thei~ benefits via income tax credits. Because
niost property tax refund programs are circuit breakers, however, this relief
form in practice is targeted to low~r-income groups more than are property
tax credits. The refund can be ~ade through a separate adrnirtistrative
arrangement, or this function caJI be piggybacked. on the state income tax
(or some other nonproperty tax~; each of these approaches is used in
roughly a dozen states' circuit-breaker property-tax-relief programs, and
eitner could be used for a broadet form of property tax relief.
FREEZE

Another approach to direct proberty tax relief is the freeze. As the term
suggests, a freeze precludes (or, iIi the case of a partial freeze, moderates)
change beyond a certain point. A freeze can apply at any' point in the
calculation of the property tax-the base (assessed value), the rate, or the
tax amount itself. Freezing the talI amount obviously is the most effective
way to keep the tax from rising; if only the base or the rate were frozen,
changes in the other still could serlre to increase the tax. Distinction must be
made, however, between the aggregate levy and the bills of individual
taxpayers. If a tax freeze means d~IY that the aggregate levy is frozen, the
property tax bills for individual Iparcels may change; in this case, any
increases in individual tax bills would be matched by decre$es for others.
For a few years in the 1970s, Mi~nesota froze the tax bills of persons aged
sixty-five and over, but this prograk was ended in favor of increases in other
property tax relief programs. 8 A~ part of a local revenue diversification
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option a decade ago, Indiana froze property tax levies in counties adopting a
local income tax while freezing rated in the nonadopting· counties. 9
California's propo.sition 1.3 includedia partial a.ssesSed-ValUe freeze
(maximum annual increase of 2010) for p operties whose ownership has not
changed,IO and Illinois' homestead exe ption has the same effect as an
assessed value freeze since it exempts thcl valuation increase resulting from
reappraisal. II
USE-VALUE ASSESSMENT

Since the advent of general ad valorem property taxation in the midnineteenth century, valuation according fO highest and best probable use,
rather than actual use, has been the stamdard. In many cases, current use
and highest and best probable use will b~ the same. But as property values
escalate in transitional areas, prop erties u.sed in pursuits. valued relatively
low by the market will tend to experience ising property taxes relative to the
income generated by those uses. One res t can be pressure to provide relief
by ignoring highest- and best-probable-u!e (market) value and to look only
I. .
at actual~use valueu
The divergence between use value and market value apparently is greatest
for agricultural land in the rural-urban fringe. Starting with Maryland in
1956, forty-nine states now provide som~ sort of use-value taxation for at
least some categories of agricultural laJd. 12 The Minnesota legislature in
1984 directed the department of revenu9 to study means of implementing
farmland assessment based on produo:tion value, and simultaneously
repealed a rent-capitalization-value prOgfam not yet implemented. 13 Some
states apply the use-value standard to ho~sing, as well. 14
.

1

CLASSIFICATION

1

The hallmark of classification is diffe ent effective rates (Le., taxes that
are diff.erent percentages of actual value~ for the different classes. Because
effective rate differences result from- anrhing that affects the actual tax
amount-differential levels of fractional assessment, nominal rate
differences, or tax adjustments after multiplication of rate by base-the line
between what generally is called "classific~tion" and other relief programs is
The broadest definition
difficult to draw, because it is largely .trtificial.
I
would consider all the foregoing direct relief mechanisms to be classification
(if nonuniform effective rates result), so this discussion follows convention
and applies the classification label only tq those programs that are generally
referred to as classification; essentially,Jhese entail a split property roll.
Assessment level differences may resulti from failure to achieve legally
required assessment uniformity, so the ciffect of classification may occur
without legal provision. In this discussionl the focus is on deliberate, legally-

I
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provided (de jure) classification s' hemes; this is the usual sense in which
classification is understood wheb one talks about states that classify
~'
'
property.
If differential treatments of at least some types of personal property
relative to real' property are includ d, classification is rather common.IS Our
interest, however, is in the clasJification of real property. Within the
category of real property, Unif0+nty across the board was the almost
universal legal requirement for many decades; it continues to be the
standard in the majority of states,jalthough more than a third of the states
have adopted real property classification in the past fifteen years, bringing
the total to twenty·one states plus the District of Columbia. 16 Minnesota's is
the oldest system of real propertYtlassifiCatiOn, dating from 1913. Among
Mmnesota's neighboring states, only Wisconsin does not classify real
property for taxation; the other s tes, however, have considerably simpler
systems than Minnesota;s.
The most common approach t establishing effective rate differentials is
the applicatiOn of uniform nomidal rates to differential assessment levels;
about two-thirps of the classification states, including Minnesota, use this
approach. We~t Virginia and the District of Columbia classify by applying
differential nominal rates to supppSedly uniform assessed values, and New
York authorizes local adoption of Such an approach. Either approach can be
effective, but some argue that th~ practice of establishing assessment level
differences i~ inferior beca~se it
makes it hard~r for taxpayers to ev~uate
the. appropnateness of theIr assessed values, (2) Increases thepotentlal for
abuse of ~he assessment system add appears to make the aSSessor part of the
tax-setting: process, and (3)affeets debt limits and other policies tied into
assessed ~alue figures. 17 (A third Jpproach applies uniform nominal rates to
supposedly uiljfonn assessed valJes, and tlien reduces the tax bills for one
class of property through tax crbdits to create effective rate differentials.
Minnesota in recent years has corlIbined differential credits with assessment
leveIdif(erences. Because of the nbe of credits, however, this approach is not
consider¢d classification under the narrower definition adopted here.)
Other : d\f~eI;'ences among c1as~ific~tion systems' 'include the number of
classes defmed, the degree of dIfference among classes, and the
constitutional or stat'Utory placerlient of those details. These are important
policy questions to which the statles have provided widely differing answers.
The number of classes, forexarrlple, ranges from two to over twenty. The
problem! is that there is no objedtive way to determine what is the "right"
pattern; it is a subjective questioh of equity. Creation of additional classes
seems to be a problem if the Iclasses are legislatively determined, and
additional classes mean a larger humber of borderline decisions to contend
with and increased adIninistratiJe effort.18 A former tax commissioner of
Minnes~ta, a state where the classes are established by statute, has
characterized the tax differences as depending on political power rather than

J
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on economic differences or on matter of equity, as usually conceived. 19
West Virginia's fifty-year-old, unchaled constitutional system shows,
however, that instability is not an inher· nt feature of classification. 2O
Finally, there is the question of whe er the. differences between classes
will be fixed or floating. The motivatiorl for de jure classification often has
been the effort to preserve existing de f~cto differentials that are threatened
by court-ordered enforcement of ~he uniformity standard. Fixed
relationships lock in effegive rate diff~rences. Earlier, fixed relationships
were universal among real property cl~ssification states; in recent years,
how~ver, concern often has been with htIting or slowing the drift toward an
ever-higher share of property values ~eing accounted for by residential
propertY,a pattern that has been observJdin several states. Stich shifts focus
attention :on the dynamics of the prop~rty market (as fIltered through the
property tax v~luation process), and sOJpe states have deVised classification
approaches to nullify the market results as they relate to the interclassalthough not intraclass-,-shifts. This rkquires floating relationships. The
outcome maybe the same relative trea~ment of the classes throughoi.1t the
state or potentially· different relativ treatments in each ·locaJ taxing
jurisdiction. 21
CIRCUIT BREAKER

Circuit breaker relief programs, lIke the other property tax relief
mechanisms discussed so far, also provide differentially favorable effective
rates for claimants' property taxes, bu circuit breakers are more narrowly
targeted. Because circuit breakers takel many forms, generalization about
their details is difficult. What they havd in common is that relief is inversely
related to income. When property tax~s rise to levels that are thought to
constitute an overload relative to incomJ, the relief program breaks the load.
This analogy'to electrical circuit breaRers and power overloads gives this
relief form its name. Circuit breakers Jccept
both property ownership and
I
income as indicators of economic well-being (Le., ability to pay taxes), but
the decision goes to income when incdme is relatively low. Thus, benefits
can be targeted to those considered to bJ most in need of tax relief. Targeting
. provides a given level ofrelief to those fur whom the property tax amount is
truly onerous in relation toincome-prbsumably the group of most concern
to tax relief advocates-with a lower t~tal outlay.
.
The circuit· breaker approach to proberty tax relief is now twenty years.
old, having been pioneered in Wiscons~n in 1964. It spread rapidly, and by
1983 was found in thirty-one states and the District of Columbia; since the
~ate 1970s, however, there have been veo/ f~w ne~ circ~it breakers, no doubt
In part because states recently have ha'd little discretIOnary money for tax
relief. Minnesota and all her surrounding states have circuit breakers. The
Minnesota and Wisconsin circuit breakbr programs are among the broadest
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in coverage~including owners and renters of all ages-and among the
largest in terms of per capita benbfits paid. 22
.
Issues concerning residential Icircuit breaker· design include income
definition, the type of benefit formula, whether to include renters, whether
'-. to include the nonelderly, and whether to impose income and/or benefit
ceilings. 23 Flexibility on these matters is a major advantage claim,ed for the
circuit breaker.
I
.
The choice is nearly unanimouJ among circuit breaker states on only one
of the design features: virtually
use total money income. Connecticut
excludes .social security benefitsj and Ohio excludes a portion of such
benefits. Omitting income from obe particular source violates the principle
of horizontal equity, treating persbns with the same amount of income very
differently. The reason for om~hing some source of income must be
defended on grounds other than~quity. In Ohio, where the circuit breaker
works a~ainst ~ssessedvalue and· ~reCtly re?uc s the tax bill, applic~tion is
made w~th the local assessor; SOCial secunty mcreases after a chumant's
initial application are ignored to ayoid the need for reapplication. To exclude
from the defipitionof income the increases in one of the most rapidly
growing sources of income for the! claimant group (and to do so on the basis
of when application was first mabe) provides a strange twist to a program
initially intended to make taX bur~ens more equitable in relation to income.
It trades off equity against admiJistrativeand compli~ce convenience.
The cnoice between the two fkd~ental formula types seems to turn
upon the' question of the major sQFces of property tax differences within an
income group. A sliding sc;ale f()rlllUla relieves a constant percentage of
property tax for .all persons withid agiven income class. For example, a state
may provide that those with i~bomes below $1,000 have 90070 of their
property taxes relieved (perhaps up toa maximum benefit), those with
incomes between $1,000 and' $2,0 I. get an 80% tax reduction, and so forth.
The threshold formula defineskn acceptable (or threshold) amount of
property tax as somepercentag~ of income; the dollar amount of this
threshold, of COurse, rises as incdtne rises. Relief is given omy if the actual
tax bill exceeds this threshold peJcentage of income.
Suppose that taxpayers A and each.have incomes of $8,000 and that A
and B have prerelief property:tax~ of $400 and $500, respectively. Under the
threshold approach witlla 5,O%jthreshold, A would get no relief because
there is no tax overload-A's $400 property tax is equal to the 5.0% relief
threshold ($8,pOO x .05 = $400) that qualifies for relief. B, however, has a
$100 exqess p;roperty tax (the $500 tax less the $400 threshold amount).
U~der a sliding ~cale·JOrmula.p~oviding, for example, 10.070 property tax
" relief for" those With.
$8,000
Of mctome,
A would get $40 relief and B would
" "
I·"
get $50. The relative differences 'petween A andB would remain under the
sliding scale approach, but not under the threshold.
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Sliding scale advo,cates argue that i is appropriate to leave relative
property tax amounts unchanged becahse persons with more expensive
houses or with higher levels of public setvices are left with higher property
taxes after circuit breaker relief as well before; the notion is that they are
gettin~ so~ething extra for their money.! Th~eshold advocate~ c?unter that
there IS eVIdence (although fragmentary Jnd Imperfect) that wIthin a statethe relevant geographic unit, since circdit breakers almost universally are
state fll.fIde.d-property tax differen.ce.~I dU.e to differences in Choices.
regarding housing and public service consumption levels generally are
dwarfed by differences due to the amount of taxable property per capita. To
provide a given level of. services, some [ocalities will have to have higher
property tax rates than others because or tax base disparities. 24
Turning briefly to other design issues, ~enters are'included in most states'
circuit breakers, including Minnesota's. ~hiS generally is done by defIning
some ,percentage of rent as the property tax equivalent. The standard view of
property tax incidence concludes, that I renters bear the property taxes
imposed on the structUres In which the~ live. While this would not be the
case under certain circumstances (the so Icalled "new view" of property tax
incidence), these circumstances often are not present,\in which case it is
appropriate. to accept the standard cohclusion. 25 If this is done, logic
requires that rent~rs, as w~U as owners, Ibe ,eligible forprope~ytax relief.
Even the "new VIew" notIon that the level of property taxatIOn common
throughout the nation bun;lens caPita~'income rather than consumption
nevertheless suggests that a portion of innesota's tax on rental residential
properties falls on renters. Renters are affected via the traditional excise
effects, because the nonhomestead property tax in Minnesota is:high relative
to national levels. 26
t
With regard to age-eligibility, logic also is on the side of including the
nonelderly. A pt:ogram that introduhes explicit income criteria for
determiningbenefit~need not resort to age as a proxy for need. Moreover, it
must be.·,reco.gnizeci (.as develop.ed in.theloregoing discussion of homestead
exemptions) that the ,elderly by no mean I have a monopoly on low incomes.
"Although the aged are .viewed as economically disadvantaged, the fact is
tha~ t~eY area:bout~s well o!f fiminCiall~today as the nonaged. A variety of
statIstics support thIS assertlOn."27 Younger persons, too, can (and do) have
property taxes that are high relative to irtcome.
Fimilly, there is th¢ question of whethet to impose limits on circuit breaker
benefits. Because expenditures for houbng do not rise in proportion to
income as income rises, a threshold formWa automatically results in benefits
that are inversely rel'ated to income. Eveh with no stated income limit, this
appr,oach will tend notto' provide signifidant relief to higher income groups.
A sliding scale fonnula, by its nature, mJst set an upper income limit (unless
~ts top bracket is o~;en e~ded, in which cas~ i: w~uld provide relie~ to all
Income levels). The!questlOns are what tInat limIt will be, how many mcome
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. classes will be defined within that c iling, what the relief percentage for each
/ income class will be, and wheth r limits on benefit amounts should be
established.
DEFERRAL

Deferral simply delays the time by which the property tax, or a portion of
it, has to be paid. Property taxeJ may impose hardship on persons with
property wealth that is disproportionately large in relation to income, even
though their property holdings raise them on the economic ladder beyond
the point' at which it might sed desirable to stop any subsidy. But the
hardship posed by the cash-flow pmch may be aggravated by an inability to
borrow (at least on reasonable terms) against the asset value. A state (or
local) tax deferral may be viewed af a means of overcoming the adverse cash
flow and the imperfect capital ~arket. The deferred .portion of the tax
would be. a loan which creates a lien
against the property. The loan would
I
come due when the property changes hands, or when other possible
cond~tions (e.g., income level) c~nge. If the full ~ount of defer~ed tax
plus mterest at a market tate ultuhately must be prod, deferral-unlike the
other relief forms discussed,-pro ides no subsidy.
If deferral is used,. how much 0 the property tax should be deferred? One
approach would determine this 0 an individual basis, much as a private
loan would be arranged, but arne routinized approach may be presumed.
A flat-percentage could be eligibl .for 'deferral (e.g., 750/0), or the deferred
amount could be determined In conjunction with one of the relief
approaches discussed above. In!lIlany states, for example, agricultural
property taxes in excess of the "10unt based on agricultural use-value can
be deferred. It would be possible to defer the amount in excess of a base-year
amount (Le., fre,eze the current p ym,ent, but no,t the ultimate liability)" or
the amount in excess of some pe, centage of income (Le. , tie deferral to a
circuit breaker).
.
In addition to the agricultural deferral programs, a recent survey found
homeowner deferrals in twelve s tes. 28 The programs attract only a small
fraction of the eligible group, a I parently because a loan is less attractive
than a subsidy (grant).

1

DIRECT RELIEF: BROAD V. TARGETED
It is useful to divide direct relIef into two general categories: broad and
targeted. Broad relief may be dven in a manner that preserves the legal
requirement of uniform effective ~ax rates for all properties within the same
taxing jurisdiction, or it mayl introduce intentional effective-tax-rate
nonuniforrnities. The nonuniform approach is more common. It defines
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property types (classes) across which ef~ective rates are to be nonuniform,
although uniformity still is required wfthin each class in a given taxing
jurisdiction. The classes used for broad direct relief are defined by reference
to some aspect of the property-its use~ its location, and/or its value. In
short, while global uniformity may be aoandoned, the impersonal nature of
the tax is preserved. Targeted relief, by contrast, further modifies the
traditional nature of property taxation tkough personalization, taking into
account one or more attributes of the ~ers (and/or occupants), such as
age, income, disability, and military service. These attributes serve as the
targeting variables.
.I
To illustrate, a homestead exemptidn that is available to all owneroccupants of residential property is, ~y this terminology, a broad relief
mechanism; owner~occupancydefines tHe property use category rather than
any. personal attribute of the owner-obcupants.· A homestead exemption
restricted to owner-occupants aged six~~five years and over, however, is
available to only a portion of thewhlllie class of owner-occupants; such
relief is targeted. In general, all the direh relief approaches discussedin the
preceding section can be either broad or!targeted; the exception is the circuit
breaker. By its nature, a circuit breaker always is targeted because it
determines relief in part ,by reference) to the income of the owners or
occupants, thereby personalizing the tak.
Two or more personal attributes may be used simultaneously in defining a
targeted reliefmec:hanism. A homestclad exemption restricted to elderly
owner~pccup~nts, for example, may bt further targeted to such persons
having·less than $15,000 income.
In practice, much.direet remer is targ ted, even though broad, class-wide
relief is generally feasible. A 1981 coJnt by Steven Gold of the· National
Conference .Of State Legislatures29 fo~nd thirty circuit breakers, all of
which, by definition, were· targeted b~f income, and twenty-one of which
were further festricted tn the elderly. T"e same study also found forty-three
homestead e~empti6n programs, of which twenty-three were only for the
elderly and fourteen were limited to tho~e below certainincome levels. Other
sorts of personalization of the propertyltax were found in Indiana, where an
exemption is available only to homeowners with mortgages or contracts on
their homes, :~d'Kansas, where a circilit breaker for all ages is extended to
the nonelderly only if a dependent chil~ under the age of eighteen is in the
household. AlthclUgh such .detail was Jot recorded by the NCSL survey, in
practice manyreliefprQgrams are targeted to certain disabled persons and to
militarY veterans,and~reversing the Idnsas circuit breaker treatment noted,
above-a New York exemption is,availJble to the elderly only if they do not
have schooillge children in the houseHold. 3o
Two progiil'ins that have become qJite popular in the last two decades,
classification :and circuit oreakers, exeJt opposing influences with regard to
targeting. 31 CI~ssification, by itsnaturcl, is broadly provided; while different
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property-use classes are treated di ferently, all within a class are to be treated
uniformly. Circuit breakers, on the other hand, are inherently targeted by
income, and two-thirds of these pJograms are further targeted to the elderly.

INDIRlcT RELIEF
In addition to direct property [tax relief, there are many' indirect relief
(1) is keyed to the property tax, (2)
programs. Direct relief, as
reduces individual property tax bills in ways that generally redistribute the
property tax load across classes, dr even within classes, but (3) mayor may
not affect the total property tax ~eVY. Indirect property tax relief. on the
other hand, (1) works outside the property tax system, but (2) also mayor
may not affect the total property ax levy.
Indirect relief includes local nonproperty taxes (income and sales,
whether general or selective), local nontax revenues (users charges, interest
income, etc.), and intergovernmeitalaids. These revenue instruments may
displace property tax revenue, thetebY providing property tax relief. or they
may to some degree augment propbrty tax revenue,permitting an increase in
the overall level of services. Lea~ng aside this question of the effect of
nonproperty tax sources on the 0rerall level of local public services, these
sources can be viewed as propert~ tax relief mechanisms in the sense that,
for a given level of services financed with some contribution from these
sources, the amount of revenue to be raised from the property tax is less than
it otherwise would be.
The diminished reliance on prpperty taxation made possible by these
indirect relief mechanisms, taken aIIone, will result in proportionate property
taxrelief for all property taxpayert Thus, indirect relief is inherently broad
rather than targeteo.
Indirect property tax relief accounts for the majority of local revenue in
Minnesota. In FY 1982, for exafuple, local revenue amounted to $6,719
million, of which property taxa~on (net of direct relief) accounted for
$1,372 million, or 20.4070. Thus, +roperty tax relief, veiy broadly defined,
was nearly four times as large as the net property tax. Direct property tax
relief in FY 1982 was $714 millioh, equal to over half the net tax and to
10.6% of total local revenue. The 69% of total local revenue not accounted
for by net property taxes and ~tate direct property tax relief was, by
definition, indirect property tax r~lief.
While the financing role of the property tax dropped from 44% to 20% of
total local revenue between 1967 fld 1982-a drop of 24070-theshare of
local revenue from all local SOUFces fell only 16%. Table 3 shows that
virtually all of the relative increasd in other local sources was accounted for
by nontax sources (charges and fek interest earnings, special assessments,
etc.). The share of total local tevenue provided by intergovernmental

discus~ed,
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transfers rose, of course, by the same 1. 070 by which local-source revenues
declined. State transfers to local governrhents alone accounted for 13070 of
this increase, going from 30% in 1967 Ito 43070 in 1982; state-paid direct
property tax relief, in turn, accounted ~~r most of the relative gain in state
transfers, rising from zero in 1967 he last year before such relief
commenced) to nearly 11 % of local rev nue in 1982.
We turn now to an examination of th various direct property tax relief
mechanisms in Minnesota. The indirect Jroperty tax relief programs are not
treated in detail here, but they are cdvered in another chapter of this
volume. 32 Deductibility of property tax~s under federal and state income
taxes is considered to be an income th feature rather than a form of
property tax relief, and so it is left to tr~atment in the income tax paper.

MINNESOTA DIRECT PRlpERTY TAX RELIEF

Minnesota provides direct propertJ tax relief through three basic
approaches:
1

1. Classification, which alters the tax base by assessing different types of

property at different percentages of rrlarket value;
2. Credits, which make the net properlty tax bills that certain property
owners must pay less than their gross property tax bills; and
3. Refund programs, which refund a po ,tion of claimants' property taxes.

J

The classification system is the first layerjin the three-tiered Minnesota direct
property-tax relief system; under it, the tax base is determined. The other
relief programs make adjustments at laer stages in the taxing process. In
effect, the assessed value adjustments Jnder classification are like partial
exemptions, and-as is generally the casJ with adjustments to the base-the
revenue loss, if any, is borne 10callY~Jhf state however, bears the costs of
the credits (paid to the local taxing Unlts) and of the circuit breaker and
other refunds (paid to the taxpayers). These programs are discussed below.
CLASSIFICATION

J

Minnesota has the oldest real propert I classification system in the nation,
dating from 1913. It also is one of tHe most complex, if not the most
complex. 33 Simply in terms of the numbII of classes, Minnesota has no close
rival. 34
'
Persons familiar with the Minnesot property tax have estimated the
number of classes as "something over tkenty," "thirty-three," "more than
forty," "over fifty," and "about seventyj" Several factors contribute to this
wide range in estimates. First, some consider "classification" to include
only the assessment level differenceJ, while others also include the

(
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differentiation introduced by t e various credits. Generally, the lower
estimates are given by those h~ding the former view, while the higher
estimates reflect the m. orecompr hensive. defini.tl.·on of classification.
But even when classification is defined in the narrower, more traditional
manner, it is not clear how m y classes exist.. A listing of classes and
classification percentages is 'prepared, annually by the Minnesota
Department of Revenue (becaus~ of its length, it is not reproduced here).
Two obvious ways to sort through this listing are to count the numbered
classes and to count the number of different classification ratios (Le.,
percentages of market value used incalculating the assessed values against
which tax rates are applied). Neither approach.is conclusive.
The "numbered" classes total Ifourteen, but they appear as twenty-two
entries, with several of thedesignktions(including "none") appearing more
than once. (The numbers reflect t!he origins of the Minnesota system, which
began with four classes in 1913; IJtters ~ave been appended to designate new
subdivisions, while "none" genJrally designates property types that were
not addressed by the initial clJssifications-e.g., PlU"king ramps, FHA
structures.) The second approactl, listing classification percentages, reveals
fifteen specific percentages; but there is also a range of percentages (30% to
48.5010) for" 'low recovery' iroh ore" for t~es payable in 1984. If this
indefinite range is counted as on9 class, then this approach identifies sixteen
cla,s,ses; several p,<::fcentages, how.~ver, appear more than once, as there are
thirty-four listings.
That there are twenty-two " umbered" class entries and thirty-four
percentage listings suggests that at least one numbered class includes more
than one classificatio.n percentagt In fact, subdivision of the classes occurs
for sevetal residential, classes. elLs 3cc (homesteads of paraplegic veterans
and of blind or disabled persohs),' for example, includes four different
classification percentages rangidg from 5% to 30% for taxes payable in
1984'. Thus, the second approac~ to counting classes would count this one
numbered class as fO.U~ classes. Pfr taxes ~ayable in 1983, five classification
percentages were used m class 3cFf the legislature's frequent changes add to
the confusion over the nature and extent of classification.
Within class 3cc for 1984,~hree value brackets are defined; larger
"classification percentages apply tb successively higher slices of market value.
There is also a distinction b~tween agricultural and nonagricultural
homesteads in class 3cc,howevfr, with both the second and third value
brackets assessed at lower percentages of market value if the property is
agricultural. The differences arb relatively large. Por the slice of market
value between $30,000 and $60;000, the homestead of an eligible disabled
person is to be assessed at 1~% of such value if the homestead is
agricultural, but at 19%-over 135% higher-if it is nonagricultural. The
differential rises to nearly 58% or the amount of value above $60,000, for
which the agricultural and no agricultural classification percentages are
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19070 and 30%, respectively. Such differences offer a significantly greater
subsidy for agricultural property that sbems not to be. based on need.
Because home prices and property tax ra~es both tend to. be lower in rural
areas compared to urban areas, a given prbperty tax bill generally would be
associated with a lower level of real ho~sing consumption in an urban
setting; the agricultural/nonagricultural distinction in the 3cc classification
percentages serves to widen this differenct
Both the relatively large differentials Jnd the preferential treatment of
more rural areas illustrated by the 3cc clJs are found in other parts of the
Minnesota classification system. While ~oth agricultural nonhomestead
property and timberland are assessed at 19%, vacant land has a 40%
classification ratio; in some cases, it mustlbedifficult to distinguish among
these three classes.. Within the category of agricultural property,
nonhomestead· property is. assessed at 1910 of market value, while the first
at only 14%. Considering all
$60,000 of homestead. property is assessed
I
homestead property, while the first $60,000 is assessed at only 14070 if it is
agricultural, nonagricultural property is a~sessed at an average of 18% (17%
and 19070, respectively, for the first and second $30,000 slices of value); and
while the amount in excess of $60,000 is ~ssessed at 19% in the case of an
agricultural homestead, this amount is as~essed at 30% if the homestead is
nonagricultural. Classification ratios [or commercial and industrial
property are larger than for most other ¢lasses of property-34% for the
first $50,000 ofmarket value (changed tol28% of the first $60,000 by 1984
legislation35 and 43070 for amounts above this. Seasonal recreational
properties, both commercial and noncoJtnercial, enjoy the relatively low
assessment level of 21070..:....12070. if comme~Icial and the owner's homestead is
included.
An aspect of the Minnesota classifi ation system that adds to the
complexity inherent. in. its many classes alld the gray border between it and
the system of credits is the frequency of change in the classification
provisions. A compilation by the depart ent of revenue provides a longer
look at the evolution of the system. 3 From 1972 through 1984, the
residential homestead (class 3a) classificatton percentages, for example, were
changed fiv: times. In 1972, they were 25io o~ the first $12,000 and 40% on
the excess; In 1984 they were 17% on tJ:Ie fIrSt $30,000, 19% on the next
$30,000, and 30% on the excess. Use of three brackets instead of two first
applied for taxes payable in 1981, but the ~ifference between the percentages
for the first two brackets was narrowed ehective for taxes payable in 1984.
Classification percentages were changed four times from 1982 to 1984 for
agricultural homesteads (class 3b), bu~ this remained a two-tier class
throughout the period. Agricultural nonhomestead classification
percentages also were changed four timeJ.
In addition to rather frequent diJcretionary adjustments to the
classification provisions, the brackets ~o which the various homestead

1
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percentages apply have been index d since 1981. The previous year's brackets
are increased administratively, ~ursuant to legislative mandate, by the
estimated percentage increase in tlie statewide average resiliential homestead
value.
I
The changes have been les~ numerous for nonagricultural and
nonhomestead properties, but Jhanges have occurred. For residential
nonhomestead structures with ud to three units(class 3dd), for example,
there were two changes in classifiJation percentages-from 400/0 to 32% in
1980 (when a separate "3dd" cl~ss was established) and to 28% in 1981.
Residential nonhomestead structJres with more than three units (class 3d)
experienced three changes, all Isince 1981, bringing the classification
percentage from 40% to 34%. Thb treatment of commercial and industrial
land and buildings. has been soJewhat more stable. Effective with taxes
payable in 1982, another class (4~ was created causing the fIrst $50,000 of
such property to be assessed at 40~IO' rather than th.•e 43% level Of.class "4a".
For taxes payable in 1984, the c assifIcation percentage for clas.s 4c was
redu¢ed from 40% to 34% and, a· noted earlier, to 2811Joby 1984 legislation
(which also extended the class 4ccceiling to the fIrst $60,OOO)~ As final
eXllrttples, timberland (class 3e) and vacant land (class 4b) received
classification .percentage changes I only one time each between 1972 and
1984, each· a relatively small reduttion.
Because most of the dassificati4n changes have reduced the tax base, and
because the changes generally have been more significant (and more
numerous) for residential and kgricultural properties, the relative tax
treatments of the various propert~ classes have changed. The result of the
classifIcation changes (everything lelse unchanged), then, has been to lower
residential and agriculturaleffeetive tax rates relative to those for other
classes, tQereby redistributing thel tax burden among the classes. Effective
rate differentials tend to create b9th equity and efficiency problems; as the
differentials become larger, the cause for concern tends to increase.
PROPERTY TAX CREDITS

Property tax credits currently account for nearly three-fourths of the
state-funded direct relief-almos $622 million of $841 million for taxes
payable in 1984. The credits are dot all provided through one program. IIi
fact,
.

L

There are eight property tax cr its. (The taconite tax relief credit and the
supplementary taconite relief credit are counted as one since they are essentially
the same.) The eight credits and tWe persons eligible to receive them are:
state school agricultural credit

oWners of farmland, timberland, private
vacation cabins

wetlands credit

owners of wetland
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native prairie credit

ow ers of native prairie

reduced assessment credit

bliJd. homeowners, permanently and
touluy disabled homeowners, owners of
rental property providing rental housing
to +.nior citizens and low- and moderateinerme families
owners of homesteads damaged by
diskter

disaster credit
agricultural preserve credit

ow6ers of certified long-term use
agr[culturalland in the seven-county
metropolitan area

taconite tax relief credit and
supplementary taconite tax relief
credit

lroh Range homeowners including farm
hOIheowners

homestead credit

homeowners,
hofueowners

I

.

including

farm

The property tax credits are subtracted irom the property tax bill in the order
listed above. For example, if a person is r~ceiving both the reduced assessment
credit and the homestead credit, first the aclount of the reduced assessment credit
will be subtracted from the total propertJv tax bill. Then the amount of the
homestead credit will be subtracted from the remaining amount of the property
tax bill,37

J

.

In addition to the eight credit progr
. listed above, there .is a lesser one
to be noted-a credit for homesteads ov6r which high voltage lines pass.
B~sed on preliminary data for taxes pa~able in 1~84, nearly 850/0 of total
credIts go to homeowners (homestead propertles) , and most of the
remaining credits go to agricultural pro~erties. "Owners of commercial or
industrial property-except timberland.J.are not eligible for any property
tax credits."38 Thus, the distribution of {he credits is similar to that of the
classification benefits, a fact that helps I to explain why the two types of
programs sometimes are lumped togethet under the classification heading.
(If the circuit breaker refund is includedJ the homeowner share of all statefunded direct relief remains high, at +,er 70%; the majority of circuit
breaker relief goes to renters, in part beoause credits reduce the amount of
homeowners' property tax considered in the circuit breaker formula.)
Among the credit programs, the homestld credit is by far the largest ($505
million out of $622 million). The credJitprograms are described briefly
below, and are taken up in the order in Jvhich they are subtracted from the
property tax bill, as listed above, althou~h the order of the homestead and
taconite credits is reversed effective in 1985. 39
State school agriculture credits. Uhder the state school agriculture
credit, effective 1972, a portion of.the p perty tax imposed by local school
districts on agricultural properties, tim erlands, and certain seasonal-use

I
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cabins is paid by the state. The f action of the tax paid via the credit varies
by the type of property and, witHin the agricultural category, the size of the
tract and its homestead or nonhbmestead character. The credit percentages
for taxes payable in 1984 are sho-tvn below (changes, if anY,adopted in 1984
for future years are shown in pJ.entheses):
Agricultural homestead:

first 320 acres, 290/0 (33070 after
1984); next 320 acres, 13% (15%·
after 1984); and acreage over 640,
10%.

Agricultural nonhomestead:

first 320 acres, 13% (15% after
1984); acreage over 320, 10%.

Timberland:

10% .

. Cabins:

13010 (15% after 1984).

For many years prior to 1972, similar relief had been given to these types
of property through local milla e adjustment programs. In 1982, the state
assumed the cost of the relief, shifting the cost from other local property
I
owners and onto state nonproperty taxes.
Prior to 1984 taxes base~ ?n 11983 valu.es, relief was granted in a ~ifferent
manner. Rather than credItmg constant percentages of the tax bills, the
credits were calculated as specffied percentages of· assessed value; those
percentages were 1.8% (for the first 320 acres of agricultural homesteads),
1.0% (for the second 320 acres or agricultural homesteads, the first 320 acres
of agricultural homesteads, the first 320 acres of agricultural nonhomestead
properties, and cabins), and oJ~% (for the top slices of both agricultural
property types and for timberl~ndS). This earlier approach gave the same
dollar amount of relief for two properties of the same type and value, which
of courSe provided larger percentage reductions in taxes where nominal rates
were lower compared to higher ~ax areas.
The percentage-of-tax credit aJpproach adopted in 1983 (and liberalized in
1984) changes this, providing a ponstant relief percentage for all properties
of a given type across all jurisdictions; dollar amounts of relief, therefore,
•
.
I
now vary accordmg to. the level of local tax rates as well as the value of
property. The switch to this tax-based approach, however, was accompanied
by the imposition of a ceiling ob the amount of relief to anyone property
owner-$2,OOO in the 1983 ledislation, but increased to $4,000 in 1984
effective with the taxes payable fn 1984. The ceiling, of course, will tend to
reduce the effective credit percentages for properties with high taxes,
.
whether due to high property v~lue or high local tax rates.
The rationale for the state scIloolagricultural credit is said to be that the
properties favored by the credit btherwise bear taxes that are high relative to
the costs that these properti~s impose on the local schools. As the
department of reVenue explain it, "The individual farmer generally owns

f
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much more prop.erty than the owners of ther. kinds of property. But . . .
farmers generally send no more children t school than the owners of other
.kinds of property.... "40 Thus, the pro ram seeks to make local school
taxation better accord· with the. benefits-r~ceived (or costs-imposed) notion
of tax equity. While this basic rationale for reducing school taxes on SUch .
properties has some merit, several obse~tions are in order.
Althou~h the st~ted intent is to ~edi~ri.bqte the school ~ax. burden in
accord wIth costs nnposed, the relatIve relief percentages wIthin the state
school agricultural credit program are n~tconsistent with this. Within the
agricultural category, homesteads r~ceiv ~uch mor: fa~orable treatment
than nonhomesteads~morethan tWIce ,big a reductIon m the taxes on the
first 320 acres (and buildings), and a 50'0 greater reduction in taxes on the
second 320acres,-even though it is not dlear that the ratio of children-peracre differs between these farm types.,Mok-eover, neither of the other favored
property types contrib.utes a.ny Child.ren the SChoo..l load, because no one
can live on land classed as timberland, a daneligible cabin cannot be used
as areside'nce. 41 Evenso,dlbins receive 0 bigger percentage tax reductions
under the program than the first320 atres of nonhomestead agricultural
properties (l SOlo), and timberlands receive the smallest reduction (l 0%).
And, of course, all other type~ of property that do not contribute directly to
school enrolhnents-e.g., commercial add industrial-receive absolutely no
school tax reduction.
It might be argued that commercia and industrial properties simply
represent the places of ernployment of f milies that do place children in the
public schools, and that .because these properties indirectly contribute to
school enrollm,ents they should bea~ re ponsibility for school taxes. After
all, the federal government's impact ai programs for public schools (P.L.
81-874 and P.L. 81~815), ,which make sdhool contributions for tax exempt
propenies ·where patents of public schbol children live and!or work, are
based on this rationale. But by the sarde token, it can be argued that the
amount of property per school Child)"S higher for farms than for city
residences because the farm represents oth the place of residence and the _
place of employment while the city orne represents only the place of
resi~ence. Furthermore, under the cla~sification system, farm n~sidences
(agrIcultural homesteads) are assessed at lower rates than theIr urban
counterpart~.
.
..- I
.
.
More baSIC than the questIon of the property types mcluded and theIr
appropriate credit percentages under th~ school agricultural credit, however,
is the question ofwhether such emphasis on the benefit principle is desired.
It is often noted that publiceducatidn generates external benefits (i.e.,
benefits that accrue to families with nothildren in the public school system)
and it is further noted that,. even underl ~he benefits. ~receiv~d concept, these
warrant some general taxatIon for PU~IC schools. But reliance on general
taxation, rather than user charges, rests primarily on the ability-to-pay
concept of equity.

±.
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The agricultural school credit program gives uncommon emphasis to the
benefits-received (costs-imposdd) concept. User financing of public
education is inconsistent witn the!strong redistributional objectives of public
education. Arguments for more reliance upon the benefits principle
logically extend beyond the prop~rty tax and. beyond public school finance;
carried to the extreme, the resJit would be full user financing of public
services. Greater reliance on sudh financing arguably is desirable in many
instances, but certainly not all; ehstence of pure public goods, merit goods,
and redistributional objectives all greatly limit,and often rule out, reliance
upon user financing. 42
Wetlands credit and .native prairie credit. The wetlands and native
prairie credits, two separate programs adopted in 1980, are so similar that
they are considered together hde. Ownership of either wetlands or native
prairie lands that meet certain sike and loeational criteria gives rise to these
credits. Because both these type~· of land are exempt from property taxation
under other legal provisions, thJ credits offset taxes on other taxable land.
The stated intent is to give indentive for the preservation of such lands
beyond that proVIded by tax exdmption of those lands.
Thus, one criterion for wetlarld and native prairie credits is ownership of
ot~er taxablela~d. Moreover,lthis other land mus.t be i~. the same or
adjacent parcels mthe case of wftlan.ds, although ~~tlve praIrIe I~nd can. be
removed from the other land b~ as much as two Cltles or townships. There
must be at least one acre of tax exempt wetlands to be eligible for the credit,
and the minimal tract of native prairie land eligible for the credit program is
ten acres.
I
Each acre of either type of dx exempt land gives rise to a credit equal to
some stated percentage of the ~verage market value (in the jurisdiction in
which the wetland or native pr~irie land is located) of one acre of tillable
farmland. The percentage for~the wetlimd credit is 0.5070 (reduced from
0.75% by 1983 legislation), and for the native prairie credit it is 1.5%. Thus,
if the average value of an acr of tillable farmland is $800, each acre of
native prairie land will reduce ttie tax on other ,land owned by the owner of a
qualifying tract of native prairidland by $12 (i.e., .015 x $800). Although the

I

:::~~:::,r~~~EtEI~i:=~~!:1:~~:~~~~::~~J:
credit is calculated at 1.5% of arket value.
'
Public subsidy for the preser ation of wetl~ilds and of native prairie lands
~ay be warranted by p~blic va~pes an~ preferences. Th~ appropriate subsidy
IS the amount of publIc beneflf prOVIded (at the margIn for the number of
acres of such lands that the pu1j>lic wishes to preserve) by keeping such lands
in their natural conditions. THe recent reduction in thesubsidy percentage
for native prairie implies-if ~oth rates were correct when instituted-that
the marginal (or incremental) lue of preserved native prairie lands recently

J
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has fallen by more than one-third (not just one-third, because the average
value of farmland also has fallen), either b~cause too much land was coming
into the prog.. ram and being·preserved orl because the value placed by the
public upon such land declined.
If the benefits of preservation are statewide, regardless of where the
preserved lands are located, the state is die-appropriate unit to provide the
subsidy. Benefits that truly are statewide, Ihowever, would ten~l to justify a
uniform subsidy rate iIi all parts of the stJte. A subsidy that varies, like the
current one, directly with the'market value of tillable farmland implies,
however, that the benefits are higher iJ areas closer to the population
concentrations (a defense of this is pl~usible, due to the travel costs
necessary to enjoy the presumed benefits firsthand) and/or where farmland
is more productive. The currentpr.ogramJ\ "wil.I reflect these gu.idelines only
by coincidence..
.
F~r reasons s~c? as these, it. is not clea:1 that the tax sys~em .is the proper
vehIcle for providmg the subSidy; assunung that the SUbSIdy is warranted,
either a direct state payment toprlvate o~ers or outright state ownership
might be preferable. In addition to the variability in the value of the subsidy
because of factors that may not reflect th~ value of the preservation of the
lands in question, t.he fact that owners o~ wetlands and'of native prairie
lands are ineligible if they do not also bwn other taxable lands (either
adjacent or relatively close by) sqggests pbssible shortcomings. Ownership
of oth~i, taxable\land presumably is requilred so that there will be another
tax bill against .which to make the credit, ~nd the further requirement that
the taXable and exelI).pt lands at least be hear to one another presumably
facilitates the crediting mechanism and thb local assessor's role. But these
requirements also suggest an improbablJ implication: that there is less
public benefit. fro.. m preserving ·~etlands ..~r native prai~~ ~ands that are
owned ·by persons who own no other land m the same vicmity.
Reduced assessment credit. The redu ed assessment credit also was
adopted in 1980~' but it simply provitles a different approach for
continuation of an earlier policy. This crJdit is to provide lower property
taxes for s~lecteddisabled . homeowne~s and for owners of ~ertain
apa~t~e~ts that are r~nted to the elderly a,d/or low- an~ moderate-mcome
famihes; m the case ofthe apartments, the mtent clearly IS to reduce the rent
paid by the tenants, and not simply the landlords' property tax bills. Prior to
1981, similar pr.operty tax relief was proJided to the same groups solely
through assessed value reductions, which I;esulted in lower local revenues
and lor higher tax bills for other local prbperty owners. Conversion to a
'
state-paid credit was to prevent these loca~l shifts.
As the name suggests, the reduced as essment credit-like the earlier
approach-works through the' reducti n of assessed values. Lower
classification percentages are set for t e homesteads and apartments
occupied by the favored groups vis-a-vis the classification percentages for
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similar properties riot so occupie , as before. Now, however, local taxing
units receive the gross property ~ amounts based on the higher standard
percentages, while the net taxes paid by the favored properties' owners still
are based on the lower percentage~; the difference is the credit amount paid
by the state. Thus, the credit pro~isions are inextricably entwined with the
classification system (such arrangements, whatever else may be said about
them, help to explain some of the confusion about just what constitutes
"classification").

l

• Homestead Provisions. The I omestead provisions are applicable to
home,owners who are legally blind and those who are permanently and
totally disabled. For the blind lmd for permanently and totally disabled
veterans, there are no income donstraints on credit participation; for the
permanently and totally disabled who are not veterans,. however, credit
eligibility is restricted to those thO are unable, becaus.e of their disability,
to earn enough to support themselves and who receIve at least 90070 of
their incoine from certain stat~ or federal payment programs.
3cc provisions rather than: those for
Net taxes
are based on the blass
.
I
class 3b if agricultural or class 3c if nonagricultural. For both agricultural
and, nonagricultural homesteads of the groups favored by this credit, the
creditr¢duces the classificatiod percentage for the first $30,000 of market
value to 5%; otherwise it woJld be 14070 for agricultural and 17% for
nonagriculturalhoniesteads. So the credit reduces the tax on the first
$30,000 slice of market value IbY 64010 for agricultural homesteads (the
assessed value is cut from $4,200 to $1,500) and by 711110 for
nonagdcultural homesteads (tHe assessed value is reduced from $5,000 to
$I,5oo). The lower percentage teduction in assessed value for agricultural
properties results solely from Ithe fact that the standard classification
percentage for the first $30,000 in class 3b (agricultural homestead) is
lower than that for class 3c (n~nagricultural bomestead); the value of this
credit, per se, was reduced for taxes payable in 1984 vis-a-vis those
payable in 1983 by changes in the Class 3b and class 3c provisions. Because
the taX on market ~alue incrdments above $30,000 is not affected, this
credit amounts to a. larger~ercentage of gross tax for lower-valued
I
homesteads. .
• Apartment Provisions. The apartment provisions are complex because
of different treatments for bJildings that differ by financing, location,
and/or age; some of these differences have been introduced by recent
legislation. In general, the r6duced assessment credit amounts to the
difference between assessmeni~ of apartments at 34% of market value
(class 3d, Table 4) and at 2~1I10 (several of the "non" classes), a 41 %
reduction. To qualify for tile 20010 "none" classification ratio, the
apartment building must (1) either a limited- or a nonprofit operation,
(2) be financed by certain stat or federal loan progra.ms, and (3) provide
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rental housing to the elderly or to ce 'n low- and moderate-income
.
I
.
families.
. There are some exceptions to these general provisions. For buildings
fiIl'anced by the Farmers Home Administration and located in a city of
under 10,000 population, the classificatilm percentage upon which the net
tax is based is only SOfo rather than 20OfoJ and the reduction from 34% is a
whopping 85070. Thus, a qualifying strudture in a city of just under 10,000·
would have its net tax bill increase four-fold by a small population
increase to just over 1O,OOO-if nothin~ else changed-simply because
state policy favors, for a reason that is hot apparent, renters who live in
cities with under to,ooo populationl Under 1983 legislation, this
differential does not apply to buildings cbmmenced after January 1, 1984;
all eligible new projects will qualify for {he' 20Ofo classification, regardless
of where they are located in the state. This change is a step in the right
d.itection,because. it. eliminates diSCri~~na:io~ b~sed on ci.ty population
SIZe for new bWldmgs. But such dlscrnrunatlon remams for older
buildings, and to it is added, within.cities under 10,000, discrimination
based on building age.
Another recent dIstinctIOn based on ge of the bulldmg concerns the
portion of the apartment building that qualifies for assessment at the
lower classification percentage. Under ]983 legislation, the tax relief for
buildings com. m~ncedafter January 1.11984, is to be restricted to the
portion occupied by the favored tenant rroups.

l

The reduced assessment credit provisions may have some unintended
consequences, and they pose several pol~b questions. For example, is it
appropriate. that the taJt rellefbe needs-tFsted for one group of disabled
homeowners and not for other target groups? The needs test can reduce
program costs, but it increases administrative (agency) and compliance
(client) costs.. If a test is desirable, is the onJbused the most appropriate? The
requirement that 90Ofo of all income .f the low-income, nonveteran,
permanently and. totally. disabled come !from specified sources may be'
intended to furth~.r define the eligible grOu~ •.but i~ tends to create horizontal
inequities. Persons with the same disabilitir (though perhaps with different
causes of those disabilities) and the sameincomes-i.-e., equally-situated
persons-will receive different property tlrx -credits based on the sources,
rather than the amounts, of their incomet
This suggests a broader concern. How uhportant should the precise types
and degrees of disability "be for state Jroperty tax relief policy? Very
different tax treatments will be accorddd persons in similar economic
circumstances because of slightly differidg degrees of disability. Cutoffs
must be provided in any program thatJrclies upon physical criteria' to
determine relief . eligibility, but what
s I ould those cutoffs
be? To be
.
.
considered blind for purposes of this credit, a person's better eye must be

J
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certified not correctable to better ~han 201200. How different, as a practical
matter, is 20/190 from 2012DO? Is the difference enough to warrant
substantial differences in property taxeS? Similar questions can be raised
concerning the precise criteria fot "permanent and total disability." What
about persons wid), disabilities thdt do not make the list to establish property
tax relief eligibility, but that nevdrtheless impair a person's earnings ability
:as much as those listed?
I
A reasonable solution is suggested by the last sentence's reference to
earning ability. The department df revenue states that the groups favored by
the reduc.edassessment cr.edit
fat relief because "
they have
"44 If the
less ability to earn income and ~ay the costs of [housing]
concern is with diminished income potential, why rely upon imperfect
proxies for this when income itself not only can be observed, but is observed
and is the basis for property tax Irelief under the circuit breaker program?
(The circ~it breakenefund will b;e taken u~ after discussion ;of the credits.)
Not,all bhndperSons are less able, to earn Income than are SIghted persons,
for example, and many elderly IpeoPle can earn much more than many
younger persons. Without having to worry about whether all the disabilities
that, impair income-earning ability have been identified and listed, and
without having to' worry about the proper placement of the cutoffs as to
degree of disability, the circuit tireaker simply looks at property tax load
alongside income and, based ubon the circuit breaker's relief formula,
objectively determines the amouht of relief to which a person is entitled.
program,
whiJh
includes renters as well as owners, would
The circuit bFeaker
.
.'
I
seem to make the reduced assessment credit redundant.

ar.:liargeted

DISASTER CREDIT

I··

The disaster credit provides ~Iroperty tax relief for homeown.crs who;'
homes, have been damaged by a disaster-fire, flood, tornado, etc.-that
results in a local declaration of Fmergency and/or in the local area being
declared a disaster area by ce~tain federal officials. The program was
adopted in 1982; 1984 legislatio~ sets req~irements as to (1) the average
amount of home damage ap.d either (2a) the number of homes damaged or
(2b) the fraction of aggregate mlarket value destroyed by the disaster. The
relief presumably is one-time reliFf for part of a year (even if it takes longer
to repair damage), to cover the period between the occurrence of the disaster
and the following January 2, thd assessment date when a new value will be
determined reflecting the properly's condition on that date.
An alterative that proteCts thJ homeowner, but not local revenue, is to
perInit value (and tax) to be reduted after the assessment date. Indeed, 1984
legislation explicitly provides thi~ alternative for homeowners who suffer at
least 50010 disaster-caused destru~tion of their homes but who do not qualify
for relief through the disaster credit.
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For the credit determination, the
market
value of the damaged home is
.
.
I
estimated both after-disaster and before-disaSter (the assessor's estimate as
of the previous January 2). Each is weighted by the appropriate fraction of
the year to arrive at the adjusted estimate bf market value. The excess of the
local property tax based on the initial valhe estimate and the tax, based on
the weighted average of the before- and aft~r~disaster values is the amount of
the credit. In this way, local property taxi revenues are protected while the
homeowner dOes not have to pay tax on value that has been lost after the
assessment date.
.
[
The problem addressed by this credit unlike the credit itself, is not
restricted to homestead property. Ownbrs of damaged nonhomestead
. properties are left to bear property tax on t>~e full, predisaster values of their
properties for the fraction of the year aft~r the disaster, even though their
property incomes probably will have falled. As it relates to rental residential
properties, this credit presumes either that landlords do not shift property
taxes fdrward to renters or that tenants arid/or landlords are not deserving
of relief in these circumstances. If the fornier, the assumption is inconsistent
with thatimplicit in the reducedassessmbnt credit, which seeks to relieve
certain renters' property tax burdens by rJducing their landlords' taxes.
AGRICULTURAL PRESERVE CREDIT

The agricultural· preserve credit is a tax reduction program for farmland
within the seven-county Twin Cities met opolitan area. It is intended to
encourage farming within that area. Participation in this program requires a
total of at least forty acres in parcels of at least ten acres each, although a
single parcel of at least twenty acres cad participate if it is bordered by
eligible land on at least two sides. Unlike niost of the other credit programs,
however, relief under this one is not autobatic. Local government has to
certify that the land in question is long-tetm-use agricultural land, and the
owner has to establish a restrictive covenarlt-automatically renewable each
year-to keep the land in agricultural use \ror at least eight years.
The amount of the agricultural preserve predit depends upon the local tax
rate in the area where the land is located. This program establishes, for
participating land, a floating ceiling rate f9r net taxes ~aya.ble by the o~ners
equal to 1050/0 of the average gross rate fot all townshIps III the state III the
previous year. The credit is the differende between the actual local rate
(which determines the local government yibld from the tax) and the ceiling
rate (which determines the tax liability of the owner.) Thus, the credit rises
as the local tax rate rises, but it is zero as lobg as the local tax rate is less than
105% of the previous year's township avetfge rate.
Although virtually every state has some\sort of preferential tax program
for agricultural land intended, in part, to preserve land in agricultural use,
the literature suggests that these programs Have little effect on the decision to
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convert land from agricultural us .45 The tax·on the agricultural land even
without the relief-and hence thd tax saving that can be offered by a relief
program-is very small relative td the gains to be realized from conversion.
Of the several types of agricult~ tax relief, however, those requiring
restrictive land use agreements Iare the most likely t<} succeed in the
preserVation objective.46 This is because of the automatic annual renewal of
the multi-year restrictive covenahtwhich requires a long advance notice
(eight years inthe Minnesota case,) of intent to change land use and imposes
penalties for premature conversidn.

I

TACONITE TAX RELIEF CREIDIT

/)

The taconite tax relief credit, Jdopted in 1970, is the second oldest of the
credits. This credit is tobenefit IIron Range homeowners, including farm
homeowners, in designated "tak:onite tax relief areas." Such areas are
defined by either (1) the presclnce of certaln types of taconite-related
opera.ting pro.pe.rties or <.2.~ by.thetle.lative significan~e .of unmined iron ore in
total real property value 1D 1941 (at least 40070) and m the current year for
which the credit is provided (no more than 60%); school districts are the
political jurisdictions used to define these tax relief areas. A
"sup~lementarY taco~te tax relief credit" ado~te~ in 1980 provides identical
benefIts to two speCIfic Iron R.$ge school dlstncts that do not meet the
exact criteria for the basic credit but that are said to warrant the same relief.
Both the basic and supplemental credit are treated here.
The taconite tax relief credit islfunded by proceeds from the state taconite
production tax (the supplemented credit,however, comes from state general
tax sources). This tax is in lieudf property taxation. A detailed analysis of
the credit is provided elsewhere'f'
.
The relief provided by this credit is equal to 66% of the property tax for
homes located in a city or a toJju., and 57% Oft.he property tax for homes
not in a city or a town. In each case, there is a statutory maximum credit,
with a maximum outside cities and towns set $55 below that for cities .and
towns. Both rise automatically by $15 per year; they are $475 and $420 for
taxes.payable in 1984. In the ca~~ of agricultural homesteads, taxes on land
up to 240 acres previously were eligi1:>le for the taconite credit, but 1983
legislation removed this acreage! limitation.
There is logic to the notion that the state should make up local revenue
losses that result from state pdlicies. In this case, the state policy to be
atoned for is the property tax dx.emption of taconite production and mine
properties. The nature of the ~tate-provided relief, however, is subject to
criticism. The principal criticisb is that it is too narrowly directed. The
rationale given above is reasonable, as far as it goes, but it logically extends
. beyond homesteads to every otlier type of taXable property. This is another
of the many Minnesota proderty tax policies which favor homestead
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properties above all others-includi g rental residential-with the
cumulative result that effective property Gx rates vary substantially across
classes of property (the empirical data fd>r the total Minnesota system are
presented in a later section of this paper}. IWhile the appropriate relative tax
loads for various classes necessarily are a matter of judgment, Minnesota
has created differences that are large cOrl1pared with those found in other
classification states. Also, the taxes on hobeownersin the Iron Range enjoy
larger reductions than those in other partk of the state, with the l~el of net
taxes in the region being relatively low. 48 [
If homestead properties in general are favored by state policy, agricultural
homesteads are particularly favored. Th~ taconite credit program exhibits
this trait in the in~lusion of unlimited acrds of a homesteaded farm; even the
earlier ceiling of 240 acres seems relativel~high. (As a practical matter, there
are a few farms on the Iron Range, but tHis does not justify current policy.)
Effective in 1985, as noted, the taconitelcredit will be determined after the
statewide homestead credit, rather than before, as previously. The result of
this change will be to perpetuate the relJtively low homestead taxes in the
Iron Ran~e even as the prOceeds from t~e taconite production tax, which
funds the taconite homest~adcredit, declihe along with taconite production.
The logic of the taconite credit would reduire that homeowner property tax
relief decline as taconi~e production declines-'if Iron Range communities
could tax tacOnite production propert~l the tax base would decline as
production declined (all .else unchangbd), causing homes (and other
properties) to bear a higher sl1are of local service costs. Reversing the order
of the homestead and the taconite C~fdits in 1985 and thereafter is,
therefore, a questionable effort to use state general fund revenues to
maintain"what has become a relatively loJ level of homestead taxation in the
Iron Range.
HOMESTEAD CREDIT

The homestead credit, the oldest (adoI1ted in 1967) and the largest of the
credits, was deducted after all other credits prior to 1985 (note the taconite
credit change in 1985, discussed above). It is equal to 540/0 of the (remaining)
gross tax, up to a relief maximum of $650 After steady increases in both the
relief percentage and the relief maximum the percentage was reduced from
580/0 by 1983 legislation as part of the rdsponse to state budget pressures.
The homestead credit is available tol all homesteads, including farm
homesteads of unlimited acreage. The tax on only the first 240 acres of a
farm homestead was considered in caIculJting homestead relief prior to 1983
legislation. But at the same time that the ~overage of agricultural homestead
taxes was extended, nonagricultural homclstead coverage was made narrower
by limiting relief to the taxes on the firJt $67,000 worth of market value.
These changes tend to increase the net tb. differentials that exist between
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agricultural and nonagricultural properties, on the one hand, and between
relatively high-valued homes and less expensive homes, on the other.
This is generally consistent *ith the objective summarized by the
department of revenue: "To reduJe bya large amount the yearly property
of virtually every homeowrler
in the state by providing
a property tax
tax bill
,
I · -.
.
credit which is subtracted from tliehomeowner's property tax bill, and to
reducelow ano moderate propertyltax bills by a greater proportion than high
property tax bills."49 The $650 ;JaximumaIsoserves to provide relatively
greater r.eli.ef. on lower. tax b. ills.~hile the 54070 relief percentage serves the
objective of a "large amount" of Itax relief.
In addition to the obvious effects of this credit on the interclass
distribution of the property tax llnpact, its features may have unintended
implicationS.for the f~.ture growth bf the public sector in the various ~eas of
the state. This can be illustrated b~an extreme example. Suppose that m area
A, none of the homeowners areJlt the $650 homestead credit maximum.
Due tothe high reli~fpercentage ~thin the maximuin, an additional dollar
of local tax on a home inro:ea A Jrnl· cost the homeowner only 46 cents; the
state asa whole will,pick up the dther 54 cents. This provides a substantial
incentive for local residents to tetid to support local budget expansion. On
the other hand, if all h(i)meowJers in area B already are at the $650
maximum, another dollar of ldcal tax on a home there will cost the
~omeo~n~r the :ull $~; approv~ by homeowners of further local bUdget
Increases IS less likely mB tban l~ A.
Statistical analysis of differehces in property tax levels across 174
Minnesota cities in 1983 found the property tax credits (the principal one
being the homestead credit) to bcla significant determinant of local taxes.
Specifically, 'the credits stimulate local taxes; the positive association
between credits and taxes s1.).ggestJ that taxes are higher with the credits than
they would be without credits, e~~rything else equal. 50
Some see the effect of the $650 limit in regional terms. In general,
property taxes are highest in cit¥s. As a consequence, the percentage of
homeowners affected by the $650 maximum is larger in cities than in rural
areas.;~he result oft~s statepolif' some argue, is.to make it ~or:difficult
for CItIes to get tax mcrease~ approved locally. ThIS argument IS SImply the
flip side of the preceding one-that where a higher percentage of voters is
below the homestead credit maxirbum, property tax increases will tend to be
approved more f~eely.
I
Another effect with the same regional implications is that the homestead
credit can subsidize'alliocally prdvided services in rural areas, where public
service needs are said to be lowe~ while in cities where needs are greater, a
smaller part of the locally provii:led services is subsidized by the state. A
slight restatement of this argumeJt stresses that the credit, by applying to the
first X dollars of (he property tlu bill, makes inefficient use of state aid
dollars. Much aid is "wasted" i6 relieving property tax bills that few, at
~

I'
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least, would consider high, while there is no relief at the margin for tax bills
that climb to much higher levels.
I
.
Reaction to these criticisms depeJds
upon
judgments
as to the·
I
appropriate objective of state relief. Unfortunately, no. one, objective
commands unammou,s support. Those who wish simply to favor homestead
properties over other types' probably rolf not too unhappy with current
arrangements. (It should be noted that the circuit breaker, by,integrating the
homestead credit into the maximum dircuit breakerbellefit, tends to
diminish the differential between homesfuads and nonhomesteads, among
those who receive circuit breaker benefith
But those who believe that state relief should be targeted to high effectiveproperty-tax rates in general, or to larger'tities in particular, will wish to see
revision of the aid mechanisms. The desire for revision will be shared by
those who believe that uniform per capita assistance by the state is' most
appropriate and neutral, but they Will no agree with the previous group on
the' desired nature of the revisions.

POWER LINE CREDIT

While the eight credlts discussed are the 'major o~es, they d~ not exhaust
the list. One additional credit, the power lihe credit, reduces the property tax
bills of owners of homestead and agricuI~b-al properties over which a high
voltage (200 kilovolts or more) power tra~mission line passes, provided the
line was constructed after June 1974. ~unding is equal to 10% of the
property tax on the power line. The fra<rtion of the credit for any given
property is equal to the percentage of t~e total length of the line in the
county that passes over that property. Prio~to 1982, when the credit became
effective, utility companies made direct p~yments to the property owners.
The logic of this credit is not clear. A n~ly constructed line, as opposed
to an existing line, could reduce the value bf the property owner over which
it passes; but if such construction does no~ occur over an eXisting easement,
the rights to run the line presumably woJld have to be bought. Thus, the
owners of the properth;~s crossed by the poker line should already have been
compensated. Moreover, the extent that thb power line diminishes the value
of the properties should be reflected in the appraised and assessed values
and result in lower property tax liabilities]
REFUND PROGRAMS

In addition to the use of various classification percentages (which reduce
the tax base prior to calculation of the th amount) and of property tax
credits (which cause the net tax due from Ithe' taxpayer to be less than the
calculated gross tax) described above, Minnesota also' provides some
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. property tax refunds (reimbursements of some or all of the net tax paid).
This section defines the refund ~rograms.
Circuit breaker. By far the largest and oldest of the refund programs is
what commonly is known as thb circuit breaker, known. officially as the
"Minnesota homeowner and ren+r property tax refund"; its genesis was the
senior citizen income tax credit adopted in 1967. S1 Of the $187 million of
benefits paid in 1983, $125 millioh (67010) went to renters..The renters' share
is larger thanthe owners' ~har9 in part. because renter~ tend to be more
concentrated than owners In the lower-Income levels, and because other
property tax relief programs diJp~oportionaielY' benefit homeowners; the
circuit breaker is calculated on th~ basis ofnet property taxes after all credits
except the homestead credit (bJt homestead credit benefits are deducted
from the, circuit breaker benefit)
Consistent with the general objective of all circuit breakers-to provide
relief from proper;ty tax~s fllat ~e dee~ed excessive in relation to incomethe amount of relief available for any gIVen amount ofproperty tax falls as
income rises. This feature of Circtit tlreaker fOmlulas, together with normal
housing con.sumption,decis.ions,assures that relief will be concentrated in
the lower-income ranges; ,even 0, most circuit breaker states include an
income~eilillg. For filings pJfior -to 1984 (for 1983 taxes), however,
Minnesota placed no lintit on the'amount of lucome that circuit breaker
claimants could ha.ve; bU.t 198.3~legiSlation limited eligibility to th.ose with
less than $40,000 of household income. "Household income" is a broad
measure of money income, ra· er than just taxable sources of, income.
Minnesota, like virtually all cit9uit breaker states, relates property taxes to
this broad income measure to determine benefit amounts.
T~e }4inneso~a circuit breake~f?rm~la is e~sentiall~ a threshold formula,
but It uses mUltiple thresholds which rIse as Income rIses. An example may
aid understanding. Consider a thpayer with $15,000 of household income.
The threishC;lld for this person is 1.s% of income, or $225; this is the amount
'of property lax that the taxpayeJ must bear before qualifying for any circuit
breaker relief. The state matcheJ this threshold payment, so for any amount
up to $450 of tax the taxpayer ih our example would pay only $225 (but if
the homestead credits are at lea~t $225, the additional circuit breaker relief
would be ze~o). If the tax excee&s twice the threshold amount ($450 in our
eXalllple), t.he state pays a fract~on Of the excess until the relief maximum
($1,125;--only $475 if the full $650 homestead credit is received) is reached;
for our itaxp/lyer wit!) $15,000 iftcome, the state will pay 80% of the excess
over $4~0 (900/0 if the. taxpayer is at least age sixty-five or is disabled). The
threshold Percentage rises asirlcome rises, and the fraction of the excess
a.bove twice the threshold am9~nt .that the stat~ will pay .falls as income
rIses; for both these reasons, cuemt breaker relIef on a gIVen amount of
property tax falls rather rapidlM as income rises. The homestead credit is
subtracted from the circuit br&ker aillount (their combined maximum is
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$1,125), but a minimum, the amount of homestead exemption relief,
determined as already discussed, is received.
The current circuit breaker differs froJ; the earlier one in an important
respect, aside from the addition of thJ income ceiling. Under the old
•
I
approach, the state patd at least the first $500 (and as much.as $650) of the
excess ab~ve the threshold amount befor9 an,y additional paYment from the
taxpayer was required. Under the new approach, even taxpayers ,who have
notyet'reached the maximum relief amoent will have to bear some ,of the
cost of any increase in property taxes. This tends to provide greater taxpayer
accountability, since the marginal cost tJ the taxpayer of the tax increase
does not become zero.
Minnesota is one. of the nine states in which the circuit breaker is available
to both homeowners and renters regardle~s of age (out of thirty-two circuit

I

elderl~~,an".

pr"ogr"ams,
'" thanJor
); :benefits,
,£,o.r All
the circuit breaker
' d for benefits
the disab,led,
however,
ar"e
breaker
more
generous
others.
now are
provided
through a separate refund program opera ed by the department of revenue;
insttuctidnsfor a special form for circuit breaker claimants, Form M-IPR,
show the amount of relief
vari us' income and property tax
combinations; one table is for the elderly and the disabled owners and
renters, and the other is for all other claimants.
Renters, Of,C,0,urse, do not directly paY~p,r,.,opert y taxes on their dwellin,gs.
However, Minnesota ,and the many other states that provide circuit breaker
property tax relief to renters presume th the landlord passes the property
tax forward to renters in the fo.rm
higher rents. 52 Typically, this
assumption is made o~erational ,for cirfuit breaker purposes by further
assuming that a constant percentage of gross rent represents property taxes
for all re~ters,a situ~tion.which, forvartousreaso~, seems unlikely to be
true. 53 Mmnesota used thiS approachunttl1984, With 23010 of rent taken to
represent property taxes~
I
Effective with 1983 property taxes, payable in 1984, "landlords' actual
property tax payrhentsprovide the bas~s for tenants' presumed indirect
property tax paYIP-ents. 54 If a renter accounted for 10% of the total gross
rent received by the landlord in the previ~us year for the building in which
that renter resiqed,then 10% of the property tax paid by.the landlord for
that building is presumed to liavebeen paid, indirectly, by that·renter. These
facts are determined from Form CRP'JWhiCh mlist be provided by the
landlord.
For homeowners, circuit breaker relief is based on property taxes net of
special assessments and of all credits ot er than the homestead credit; the
homestead tax can include that on, upl to ten acres or, in the case of
agricultural homesteads, 320 acres. A sr'ngle, combined relief maximum
(currently $1,125) is set for the homestead credit and the circuit breaker. The
table used by the homeowner ih filling out the property tax refund form
reflects the circuit breaker relief formula. 1rhe property tax payments used in

ror
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entering the table have not been reduced by the amount of the homestead
credit, however, so the table is usbd to determine combined circuit breaker
and homestead credit relief; t~e actual am~unt of the homeowner's
homestead credit is then subtracte<!l.I from this' total to arrive at the amount of
the refund to be paid separately. jThis procedure for homeowners provides
'renters and owners comparable treatment; both groups are subject to the
same circuit breaker, formula, b~t renters do not recei~e the homestead
credit. Also, for circuit breaker claimants, it serves to lessen the effective
rate differentials between owners Iand renters (if renters pear the taxes on
their dwellings) Created by various other features of the property tax system.
Renters, asnoted, filec:m the basis of rent paid the previous year, but
homeowners file on the basis of Itaxes payable in the current year; this is
made ppsgible by the relatively latb filing date. Prior to 1983, circuit breaker
benefits were provided as a refUliliable state income tax credit for renters,
senior citizens, ,and the dis;ibled, tiut 1982 legislation mandated a change. A
separate refundmechaili,sm was ~dopted for all circuit breaker claimants,
,andanAugust 31 tiling date was Jstablished; timely flIers are assured quick
processing so that they:wiil receiv¢ their refunds in advance of the October
31 due date for the second halfjof property taxes. Basing homeowners'
circuit breaker relief on current taxes rather than on taxes already paid
overcomes criticism of the circui breaker, vis-a-vis homestead exemption:
the circuit breaker usually does nbt provide .timely relief.
As the earlier eircuitbreaker dis~ssion noted, agreement is lacking on the'
appropriateness of either Circuit l:keakers in general, or circuit breakers for
renters in particular, Briefly, odponehtsargue that circuit breakers for
homeowners inappropriately (1) ~ubsidize those fortunate enough to own
property and (~) convert the t>r~~rty t~ into an income tax by perm.itti~g
the amount of mcome to overnde the value of property owned as the baSiS
for proper;ty taxation. In the case bf renters, drcu~tbreaker opponents argue
that receni developments in the thfory bfproperty tax incidence make more
questionable the assumption that! tenants bear the property taxes on their
dwellings. 55
There is, however, a case to e made for the circuit breaker, 56 and in
g~ne~al the Minn~ota pro~ram IcOhf~~~ to. common notions of good
CircUlt breaker deSign-the mcom.e defimtlOn is broad, all age groups are
included, etc. The formula used irl the Minnesota program, however, is quite
complex. In a streamlined prope~ tax system, some specific circuit breaker
changes might be in order, topetrnit it to carry more of the property tax
relief load.
Targeted refund. Temporary r lief is "targeted" to homesteaders whose
property taxes have increased rel~tively rapidly since 1982 (payable 1983).
Initially, this temporary relief was provided in 1983, and it was modified and
expanded by 1984 legislation.

J
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Specifically, there are two targeted r ·lief measures. First, the "special
property tax refund" provided relief in 19184 when (1) household income was
under $50,000 and (2) the tax-net of aU other relief, including the circuit
breaker-payable in 1984 was more than 200/0 above that payable in 1983 on
the same property, provided the tax I difference did not result from
improvements to the property between the two years. In such cases, the state
paid the amount of payable 1984. tax id excess of 120% of the: 1983 bill.
Similarly, for 1984 taxes payable in 198~,1 the state willpay.half tIie amount
in excess of 112.5070 of that for the prevIOus year, to a maxunum of $400 of
relief. In this latter year, there is no ihcome restriction. 57 This relief is
extended through the same procedure asl the circuit breaker, via additional
lines on Form M-IPR.
The .second temporary relief program adopted in 1983, the "extra special
property tax refund," was targeted to hdmestead net taxes payable in 1984
that hadincreas~d at least 100/0 from th~ previous year and resulted in an
effective tax rate of at least 2.25%. In vhesecircumstances, the state paid
half the amount in excess of 110% of t~e previous year's net tax. A $200
~~~~la~~O~~e amount of this additionalltax refund was removed by 1984
Congressional medal of honor payme t. The final refund program also
was created by 1983 law. A veteran wHo has received the Congressional
Medal of Honor and who meets certainlMinnesota residency requin~ments
can be refunded up to $2,000 of hobestead property tax annually, 58
Application must be made with the cozrl.rnissioner of revenue. Any refund
under this provision is before the circuitl breaker refund.
This refund clearly represents
an. exp~ession
of gratitude for or pride in
,
.
.
I
the military service of the recipient; it does not rest upon need. The total
cost of the credit will depend upon the age of the recipient when the refund
is first received, how long that person (o~ the surviving spouse) continues to
live in qualifying property in Minnesot~, and how high the gross taxes on
that property .are. Lifetime costs, howev11e.r, could well run into the tens of
thousands of dollars.
Whether such a program is proper anld, if so, whether its guidelines for
eligibility and reward amounts are approbriately specified is largely a matter
of judgment. Some might argue, howevh, that this program unduly favors
homeownership; the same deeds that dan produce tens of thousands of
dollars in benefits would provide nothidg for a person who chose to rent.
And similar acts of valor by police, fire fighters, and private citizens in their
civilian capacities likewise are not so we~l rewarded.

ANALYSIS OF MINNESOTA DIkECT RELIEF PROGRAMS
The preceding section has deSCribJd the direct property tax relief
programs in Minnesota. This section ~onsiders more systematically the
effects of these programs. 59 In genbral, this analysis considers the

I
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cumulative effects of the several direct relief programs; where appropriate,
however, individual programs are Isingled out.
A major reason why the severaii direct relief mechanisms are considered
together here is that they have so tnuch in common. As noted in the earlier
discussion of the various possibl9 approaches to tax ~relief, the direct relief
mechanisms share the creation of effective tax: nite differentials across
property types. Minnesota, like rhany states, now employs more than one
direct property tax relief approach; unlike most states, Minnesota adopted
classification first and added othJr relief mechanisms later. The Minnesota
system of classification and crbdits surely produces one of the most
complex-probably the most corrtplex-property tax systems in the nation.
The various _prognuns sometimJs become woven together-as with the
reliance of the reduced assessmebt credit on theclassificationsystem---to
determine the amount of the credit. Also, the order in which the credits are
s?btracted, as well. as ~he . c~edit /formulas, affects their relative aggregate
SIZes- and the relatlveslgIllflcance of some of the narrower programs for
different members ,of the target pbpulation. The'homestead credit total, for
exan;tple,· woul~ be even lar~er 'if lit ",ere not subtracted out ·after·the other .
credits(andwl1~be larger In 19~5and subsequent years because of the
~ . '-'.-.; •. declsIon -to deduct it' before the tacon.ite - credit~ 'all else remaining
unchanged).
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TAX LOAD

In this analysis of Minnesota Ject tax relief, use will be made of two sets
of property classes. O~e all0:ateslproperties across sixteen cl~sses, while the
other collapses these sIXteen mto F,nly five classes. Both are In common use
in state goveminent. The sixteen classes are those used by the house research
department Of . th-e legislat.u.re inl reporting the results of its property tax
simulation model. Many of the figures presented here have been derived
through the house research model; because the level of detail provided by
sixteen classes is often useful, it ~enerany is retained. Sometimes, however,
basic patterns are of interest, abd they are more easily seen with fewer
classes:Thus, the data also are sOknetimes grouped into five classes. The five
are those used by the departmknt of revenue in assessment-sales ratio
studies, and for other purposes. IAn additional reason for using only five
classes at times is that assessment-sales ratios are prepared only for these
five; therefore, no adjustme~ts Iror -assessment level differences could be
made for a more detailed breakdown of property classes.
The five revenue departmdnt classes are designated residential,
agricultural, apartments, seasbnal-recreational-residential (sometimes
referred to simply as "cabins"), Fd commercIal (actually commercial and
industrial). They contain anywhere from one to seven of the sixteen house
research classes; the house reseatch classes (including the numbers of their

I
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positions in house research materials) collapsed into each of the five.revenue
classes are as follows:
I
. -Residential: residential homesteads I(3), residential nonhomesteads (4),
and homesteads, whether agricultural or nonagricultural, of the
disabled who are eligible for the rJduced assessment credit· (formerly,
legal class 3cc, and number 9 in the house research materi~s);
- Agricultural: agricultural homeste~d (1), agricultural nonhomestead
(2), and timberlands (12);
I
- Apartments: apartments (5) and sbbsidized apartments (6);
- Seasonal-recreational-residential: I seasonal-recreational-residential
(10);
- Commercial: commercial (7), industrial (8), commercial-seasonal (11),
vacant land (13), mineral (14), petsonal and public utility (15), and
railroad (16).
I

~O

FROM MARKET VALUE
ASSESSED VALUE:
CLASSIFIiATION

Some notion of the effects of the Minnesota direct property tax relief
programs can be gotten by comparing ekch class' share of various tax base
and tax amounts. Full uniformity of t~ treatment would cause a given
class' share of eventual taxes paid by all property owners to be the same as
its share of the aggregate market value lOf taxable properties; effective tax
rates also would be equal across classes Not surprisingly, such uniformity
does not exist in Minnesota (Table 1). IWe expect nonuniformity, because
that is the intent of the direct relief prbgrams; they, however, are not the
whole story behind the figures in Ta~le 1. What are the causes of the
nonuniformity evident in Table 1? In answering
this, it is useful to consider
I
what circumstances would produce uniformity.
Uniformity would result if three cond~tions were met: (1) if all properties
were valued for tax purposes at the sLoe percentage of their respective
market values; (2) if a uniform tax ra~eI was applied to all such assessed
values in calculating tax amounts; and ~3) if the gross taxes thus calculated
were not reduced by credits or refUnds. Looking at this somewhat
differently, there are three points at which tax nonuniformity can arisevaluation of properties, application ~f tax rates, and adjustments of
calculated gross taxes. All of these are adplicable to the Minnesota situation.
To illuminate this, three measures ofl value and two tax measures are
presented in Table 1. They progress (left to right) from the best estimate of
market value ("adjusted market value"f-more on this in a moment) to the
amount of tax net of credits (but befdre refunds). The data are for 1982
taxes, payable in 1983; this year was se ected because it was the latest year
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Percentage Distributions of Minnesota Property Tax Base Amounts
(including adjustlnerit in assessor error) .
and Tax Amounts Across Five IMajor Classes, Taxes Payable 1983 a

i

Adjusted
Market
Valueb

Market
Vwue

Residential

45.4070

49.3%

Agricultural

33.5

Apartments

4.3

Property class·

Seasonal-residential
Commercial
Total

2.6
14.6
100.0

Assessed
Value

Gross
Tax

Net
Taxc

I

3~.0

~::

l~.l

IOp.O

44.3%

48.1%

39.2070

23.9

17.4

14.9

6.1

6.9

8.6

2.1

1.9

2.2

23.5

25.8

35.1

100.0

100.0

100.0

I

Source: Calculated from tax base and yield data supplied by the Minnesota House Research
Department and appraisal ratios provided ~y the Minnesota Department of Revenue.
aThis tlrbleis not strictly comparable with others using the same five classes. To better conform
the tax base categories to those used in coktructing the section of appraised values to sales
price, the 3cc homesteads were divided betreen the residential and agricultural classes fiftyfifty rather than being placed only in residential; timberlands were omitted from agriculture;
and three subclasses (mineral, personal and public utility,· and railroad) were .omitted from the
,:ommercial class.
I
bAssessors' appraised (market) value divided,by ratio of appraised value to sales price.
cGross tax less credits; circuit breaker refuhd has not been subtracted.

for which some of the detailed infLation desired for varions parts of this
study was available when the reseJrch was begun.
The tax determination process stbts with the determination of appraised
values by assessors. By Minnesota! convention, the market value estimates
determined by assessors are calle~ market values, rather than appraised
values, and they are shown in the Isecond column of Table 1; in this case,
they are estimates of value as of January 2, 1982. The assessed values in
column 3, the actual tax base, result from multiplying the legal classification
percentages and the assessors' es~imates of market value. The gross tax
amounts in column 4 are the produbts of the statutory (or nominal) tax rates
of the locil.1 jurisdictions and thel assessed values. Subtraction of credits
from gross taxes results in the net tax amounts shown in column 5. Thus,
columns 2-5 ofTable 1 show the determination of Minnesota property taxes,
progressing from theestimatiob of market value by assessors and
culminating in the tax amounts diue from taxpayers as reflected on their
property tax bills.
I
How does column 1 fit? The magnitudes shown there have no bearing em
actual tax bills; rather, they simplylprovide for evaluative purposes the best
available estimates of actual market values. The adjusted market value
estimates in column 1 represent an attempt to adjust for apparent

.
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assessment errors as revealed by sales-rati<i> study data for 1982 provided by
the department of revenue. To get the esti~ate of adjusted market value (for
Table 1), county data were aggregated to derive state figures. Using data on
sold properties, the department of revehue compares the market value
estimates to the sales prices; division of the resulting ratio for ~ particular
t~e of property in a particul~ location Iin~o the aggre~ate market. value
estimate for that property type ill that area yIelded the estimate of adjusted
market value.
Care must be taken npt to read too uch into these numbers. It is
tempting, for example, to jump from colmn I to column 5 and to impute
the differences to state property tax polid--to say, for example, that state
policy causes the commercial class share Ofij' net taxes to be 140070 greater than
its share of adjusted market value, and to cause the agricultural class share
of net tax to be 56% smaller than its share of adjusted market value. But this
ascribes too much to state policy-at least to direct property tax relief policy.
First, the differences between market valucl and aqjusted market value result
fromvalu.ation (appt~isal)error; while mJny would argue that the .state has
the responsibility to see to it that appraiSal! error does not occur, many fewer
would argue that it_cl!J1 hope to be fully successful. 60 Additionally, in moving
from tax base values in column 3 to gro~s tax amounts in column 4, the
taxing decisions of local governments cornie into play. While these decisions
are influenced iq!iirectIy by state policies in many areas-':'local government structure, state aid, and, to an unknownl extent, even direct property tax
relief-,.the results are the indirect consequences that come from policies
u~dettaken for reasons other than .to 1affect statewide interclass tax
uniformity.
.
Ha~ing said what Table I does not tell us, what conclusions can be drawn
from it? Comparison of columns 1 and h can be used to judge assessor
performanc~. Such comparison reveals re~ktive overvaluation of residential
property (the residential share of adjusted 6arket value is less than its share
of assessors' estimates of market value),lneutral valuation of apartments
(same percentage share in both columns), nd relative undervaluation of the
other three classes. Deviations from appntisal uniformjty create a de facto
classification effect that may either remlrorce or counteract the de jure
system~ De facto appraisal differences th<lJt counteract the provisions of de
jure classification, credit,and refund polities are the relative overvaluation
of the residential class and the relative ubdervaluation of the commercial
class, while the relative undervaluation bf the agricultural and seasonal
property classes reinforce state policies.
Classification's effects show up in a comparison of the second and third
columns of the table, which contain intdrclass distributions of appraised
("market") values and of the assessed valJes obtained by application of the
classification percentages to those value~. The effects of classification,
however, also are revealed-perhaps more Jlearly-by Table 2 (as before, the

b
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'FABLE 2
Relationship Between Market Value and Assessed Value
and Between Gross i'ax and Tax Net of Credits
Taxes Payable 1983
(dollars in millions)
I

Market
Value

l
I

Assessed
Value/
ssessed Market
Value
Value

Gross
Tax

Net
Tax

Net Tax/
Gross Tax
59.8070
55.0
100.0

12.9
62.9
52.9
84.3
90.9
92.2
100.0
56.3
86.9
86.9
99.9
100.0
100.0
83.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

Source: Minnesota House Research Depahment property tax simulation model.
I

data pertain to taxes payable in 11983). Table 2 omits the comparisons to
adjusted market value for two reasons. First, de facto appraisal differences
are not created by state direct pr~perty tax relief policy; they are of interest
here only because they may eitlier diminish or enhance the differentials
created by direct relief policy. ISecond, use of sixteen classes is more
satisfactory than use of five claskes for studying direct property tax relief
policy, but the lack of sales ratios ~~or a finer breakdown than the five major
classes precludes making the adju tment for the more revealing sixteen-class
comparison.
The first three columns of Table 2 present, for five major classes and the
sixteen subclasses, market and asl1sessed value amounts and the percentages
of market value represented by assessed value. For all taxable property,
assessed value is only 24070 of manket value-I.e., market value is reduced by
76% in arriving at the actual t base.
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This average relationship, however, is notthe object of explicit policy;
rather, it is implicit in the policies for the dividual classes of property. And
those policies differ dramatically. The biggest reduction (Le., the smallest
percentage of assessed value relative to Jarket value) among the five broad
classes is enjoyed by agriculture (82070), fbllowed fairly closely by residential
and seasonal residential (79% each); f~r the apartment and commercial
classes, the reductions were only 66% ahd 59%, respectively. While all of
these reductions are quite large, their relJtive magnitudes· are very different.
The remaining tax base (assessed valu<:) is roughly twice as large a fraction
of market value for the commercial clas~ (41 %) as for the agricultural class
(18070) and the residential and seasonal cl~sses (21OJl) each). These differences
alone would produce effective tax rate differentials of about two to onebut credit and refunds cause even largerIdifferentials.
Large as the differences are among tHe five major classes, th<:y aree-even
larger among the sixteen subclasses. F~r the latter, assessed value ranges
from-under 17%to.500J0 of appraised (market) value. The lowest-assessedvalue percentage (Le., the largest· redJction) is for seasonal-commercial
property,a<partof the r~eIlue departmlent's commercial class; thus, large
differences can exist among the sUbcl~ses that make up the five major
I
classes.
A liesser, but still Significant, differencb exists within the residential class,
where homesteads are treated much mJre favorably than nonhomesteads
(Le., owner-occupants are favored over jrenters/landlords)-assessed value
equals 20% ofmarket value for homestead versus 28% for nonhomesteads.
Because the overall assessment level is ~o low, this differential of "only"
eight percentage points becomes a 40010 differential. Moreover, assessed
value is a much higher fraction of ma~et value for apartments than for
other residential properties; at nearly 34 %, the assessment level is almost
70% higher than that for homesteads.1 Particularly if one believes. that
tenants bear the taxes on their dwellings, so large a differential is
questionable.
I

FROM GROSS TO NET TAX: CREDIS

State tax credit policies increase the i terclass differentials, already large
due to classification on the assessed valub side. Credits create the differences
between gross taxes and nettaxes shownlin the last three columns of Table 2
(refunds-only the circuit breaker in 1983-are not subtracted out). Across
the five major classes, net taxes \ ranke from 60% of gross taxes for
residential to 100% for commercial; thb figure for agricultural property is
ne~rly ~ low as that for residential 1(63%), while those ~or seasonalreSIdential and for apartments are closJ to that for commerCIal (87% and
92%, respectively).
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As with classification, the degree of. differentiation introduced through
credits is broader when a more d~aggregatedview is takeil. Considering the
sixteen classes, assessed value re~resents as little as 13 070 of gross taxes for
homesteads of cert.ain blind andl disabled persons eligible.. for the reduced
assessment credit (class 3cc). For subsidized apartments participating in the
same program, however, net taxes drop to 56% of gross taxes-a seemingly
low figure, but one that is m6re than four times as high as for the
homesteads in the program. Crellits reduce taxes to a lower percentage of
gross taxes for agricultural homeJteads than for subsidized apartments, and
within the residential class, nlonhomesteads receive no credits while
homestead taxes are reduced t05~% of the gross amount. These figures are
consistent with the strong bias irl favor of homesteads previously noted.
It is important to note that thb circuit breaker refund is not reflected in
these figures (data
Oil claimants ate
not available-by
property
class); takingit
' .
I
,
•
into account would further reduce the net tax figures for residential,
agri.culture, and. apartments,. tiereby Widening t.he differe.ntials across
classes; since two-thirds of cir6uit breaker benefits go to renters, the
difference between apartments add other types ofdwellings probably would
decrease.

I

.

COMBINED CLASSIFICATION AND CREDIT EFFECTS

Both differential assessment (classification) and differential credits affect
the relationship between net I taxes and market values. Percentage
distributions of market value, assessed value, gross tax, and net tax provide
another way of looking at the conlsequences of state direct property tax relief
policy. In going from market valhe to net tax, some dramatic shifts occur:
Data for taxes payable in 198r, for example, show that agricultural
homestead property accounts for nearly 21 % of market value (actually
appraised value) but o~y 8% o~ net taxes, while the commercial property
figures are just the opposite-8O,o of market value and 21 % of net taxes
(Table 3). Such shifts suggest sulistantial effective tax rate differences, and
this is the case: the effective net dx raterelative to market value is only 0.6%
for agricultural homesteads cOrrlpared to 4.3 % for commercial property.
Similarly, residential homestead Iproperties, whose net tax share is lower
than their market value share, e~joy a relatively low effective rate (1.1 %),
while residential nonhomestead p~operties have a relatively high effective tax
rate (2.80/0) together with a netjtax share higher than their market value
share.
ISOLATING THE EFFECTS 0 . POLICY

stat~

Clearly, such associations are Jo be expected. But more than
direct
property tax relief policy lies behibd the numbers in Table 3. Another major
effect concerns local taxing decisibns. This can be seen readily by comparing
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TABLE 3
Percentage Distributions of Tax Base and Tax Amounts
for Five Major Classes and Sixtiben Subclasses, Statewide
Taxes Payab e 1983
I

Market
Value
Residential
3 Res. homestead
4 Res. nonhomestead
9 3cc: Ag. & nonag.

47.6
43.5
3.9
.2

Agricultural
1 Ag. homestead
2 Ag. nonhomestead
12 Timberlands

29.8
20.6
9.1
.1

Ass~ssed
VJlue
I

I
411.7

,
26.

Gross
Tax

Net
Tax

45.3

36.1
29.5
6.6

l~1

40.2

:~

16.4

.7

5.0
.1

5.1
.1

1.7

~.7

6.5
5.3
1.2

8.0
7.1
.9

3.5
2.0

~:~

1.8
1.8

2.1
2.1

1.5

40.2
21.2
8.6
.1
2.5
.2
6.9
.7
100.1

.1

11.2

Apartments
5 Apartments
6 Subsidized apts.

4.1
3.4
.7

Seasonal
10 Seasonal-ree-res

2.3
2.3

Commercial
7 Commercial
8 Industrial
11 Com. seasonal
13 Vacant land
'14 Mineral
15 Personal & PU
16 Railroad

16.4
8.2
3.3
.2
1.0
.1
3.3
.3

2b.o

.1
.3
5

30.0
15.9
6.4
.1
1.9
.1
5.1
.5

100.2

IOp.O

100.0

Total

1.1
2.8
.2

13.7
7.9
5.7
.1

11' .2

~.o
,

.0

Effective
Ratea

If·S

5:~

~

.7

1.

.6
1.0

4.3
4.3
1.2

3.9
5.5
3.4
4.3
1.7

Source: Minnesota House Research Department ptoperty tax simulation model.
aThese effective rates have not been adjusted for

~ssessment error.

Table 3 with Thbles 4 and 5. These tahlls differ only in their geographic
coverage-Table 3 is statewide, while 4 and 5 are for the metro and nonmetro
areas, respectively. The overall effectivcl rates differ substantially (1.7070
'statewide, 2.2010 in the metro area, and 11.2010 in the nonmetro area), as do
the effective rates for many of the sixteem classes. Application of the same
state policies in different areas of the sta~e ofte~ result in ?ifferent effective
rates for the same type of property because of dIfferences In one or more of
the following: (1) nominal rates; (2) I the distribution of homestead
properties, for example, across the ~alue bands to which different
classification percentages apply; and (B} the percentage of homestead
properties that receive the maximum horltestead credit.
The effects of direct property tax reliJf policies are isolated from these
other influences in Table 6. This tablJ applies actual assessment level
relationships for taxes payable in 1983 to a hypothetical $100 of market
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T l.E 4
PercentClge Distributiori&:cJL:I:l:\:X B~se and Tax Amounts
for Five Major Classes and jSixteeri Subclasses, Metro Area
TaxesJiayable 1983

I Assessed
Value

Gross
Tax

Net
Tax

Effective
Rate8-

55.1
49.1
5.9
.1

44.6
37.1
7.5
.0

1.3
2.9
.3

Agricultural
1 Ag. homestead
2 Ag. nonhomestead
12 Timberlands

2.9
1.9
1.7
I.5
2.0
I.3
I.1
.8
.9.6
.6
.7
.0.0.0.0

.9
1.7
I.5

Apartnlents
5 Apartments
6 Subsidized apts.

7.1
6.2
.9

10.8
9.9
.9

3.4
2.2

.2.1.1.1
.2.1.1.1

1.8

Market
Value
Residential
3 Res. homestead
4 Res. nonhomestead
9 3cc: Ag. & nonag.

Seasonal
10 Seasonal-ree-res
Commercial
7 Commercial
8 Industrial
II Corn. seasonal
I3 Vacant land
14 Mineral
15 Personal & PU
16 Railroad
Total

68.1
62.2
5.7
.2

II

55.2
49.2
5.9
J

8.8
7.7
I.I

8.9
7.8
I.l

21.8
34.0
34.1
43.1
12.5
19.7
19.7
24.9
8.3
8.4
10.6
5.2
.0.0.0.0
1.7
2.5
2.5
3.1
0
0
0
0
2.2
3.3
3.3
4.2
.2.2.2.3
100.1

100.0

99.9

100.1

4.3
4.4
1.9
4.0

o

4.0
4.4
2.2

Source: Minnesota House Research Depart!nent property tax simulation model.
aThese effective rates have not been adjust~d for assessment error.

vaiue in each of the five major proLtY classes. aud then a iOO-milI tax rate
(close to the state average) is applled against the resulting assessed value.
Next, the gross tax amounts calcul~ted in this manner are reduced according
to actual 1983 net/gross taxrelatidnships. By holding the tax base amount
and the tax rate constant across cl~sses, the effects of classification and of
credit policies can be isolated and Ireadily seen.
The resulting net taxes range from $U4 (agriculture) to $4.13
(commercial). The net tax amountk in Table 6 also are effective rates, since
for each class the amount of mar~et value is $100. The index values in the
I
last column express the net tCi,X (and the effective rate) for each class as a
percentage of the lowest net taxl Thus, state direct property tax relief
policies (through credits but befJre circuit breaker refunds) in effect in
1983-if coupled with uniformity 6f assessment and of nominal tax rateswould have left residential properties with taxes at 111 "70 of the level that
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TABL 5
Percentage Distributions of Talx Base and Tax Amounts
for Five Major Classes and Sixteeb Subclasses, Nonmetro Area
.
Taxes paya~le1983
Market
Value

Aslessed
\jalue

Gross
Tax

Net
Tax

Effective
Rate3-

Residential
3 Res. homestead
4 Res. nonhomestead
9 3cc: Ag. & nonag.

29.6
27.2
2.3
.1

k6.8
23.7
13.0
.1

32.1
28.3
3.7
.1

23.1
17.8
5.3
.0

.8
2.8
.2

Agricultural
1 Ag. homestead
2 Ag. nonhomestead
12 Timberlands

53.4
145.4
36.2
32.8
60.7
24.8
18.9
36.9
16.3
14.5
11.2
13.6
.2.2.2.3

.6
1.0
1.7

Apartments

Jo!:::=·jrt,·
10 Seasonal-rec-res
Commercial
7 Commercial
8 Industrial
11 Com. seasonal
13 Vacant land
14 Mineral
15 Personal & PU
16 Railroad
TOTAL

1.6

2.4

3.1

3.6

::: J::: ::: :::

3.6
1.7

4.1

5.0

1.5

11.5
~
24.2
35.6
15.5
4.4
8.6
10.7
1.6
3.1
3.8
5.6
.3.2.2.3
.5.9
1.0
1.5
.1.3.3.5
4.3
7.5
7.6
11.0
.3.7.8
1.2

4.3
4.3
1.2
3.8
5.5
3.1
4.3

100.2

14.0

p9.9

4.0

99.6

100.1

1.2

Source: Minnesota House Research Depaitment broperty tax simulation model.
aThese effective rates have not been adjusted fo~ assessment error.

existed for agriculture (i.e., 11 070 higher), while apartments and the
commercial class, respectively, would have borne taxes at 272% and 362070
of the agricultural level.

THE ROLE OF CREDITS

The major change in Minnesota ProPI rty tax relief policy in recent years,
of course, has been state-paid credits. 61 Particularly striking is the decline in
effective property tax rates since 1975, eien before subtraction of the credits.
In 1975, gross taxes for the aggregate Jf all classes were 2.93% of market
value, a figure that had plummeted to ],61 % by 1982-a decline of 45% in
seven years. The decline in net effective fates between 1975 and 1982 (nearly
60%) was greater than the decline in gross effective rates.
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I ABLE 6
Comparison of property taxes per $100 of market
value for five rnajorlproperty classes in Iv;innesota
assuming a IOO-mill tax rate and actual payable
1983 assessmentI levels and credit policies ''
Property
class

Market
Value

ResidentialSlOO

Assessbd
Valuer
S2l.ob

Gross Tax
;Net Tax
from 100 mills after creditb
S2.10

SI.26

Index of
Net Taxes c
111 010

Agricultural

100

18.1b

1.81

1.14

100

Apartments

100

33.6b

3.36

3.10

272

Seasonalresidential

100

21.00

2.10

1.82

169

Commercial

100

41.3bI

4.13

4.13

362

l

Source: Calculated from Table 2 relatiodships.
aAssumes same ratio of assessed value td market value as existed for taxes payable in 1983.

bASSU,mes same ra,tion of net taxes (a,fte~~ credits b,ut before circuit breaker) to gross taxes as
existed for taxes payable in 1983. Becaus market value is S100 and the tax rae.is 100 mills, the
'
net tax amounts in this example also are the effective tax rates.
CThe lowest effective rate, that for agriulture, is used as the basis for comparison and set
equal to 100%.

The major winners-Le., the c asses experiencing the largest decreases in
effective tax rates-are agricultur~ and residential. This is true whether one
considers the percentage decline j over time in either the gross or the net
effective rates, or the percentage Clecline in gross effective rates provided by
credits. As noted previously, the blear orientation of state relief policy has
to these classes. While these trends are
been to increase the preference giten
,
1
apparent nationally, the net effective rates for both 'agriculture and
residential property in 1982' were Irelatively low in Minnesota.
Having identified credits as a tnajor vehicle for dispensing property tax
relief, a more disaggregated view br credits will be useful (detailed tables are
available from the commission). A county-by-county examination 'of the
effect of credits shows residential property as a big winner statewide. Credits
reduced 1983 residential gross t!Lxes by an average of 49%;, the largest
percentage reduction was 730/0, add the smallest was 33010. Thus, significant
reduction occurred everywhereJ, but with unequal force. Intercounty
differences in effective rates see~ larger net of credits than before their
subtraction, a logical result of jcaps on the amount of ,credit anyone
property can receive, as in the cafe of the homestead credit.
County-by-cotinty data also show that the effect on gross residential taxes
from the combined credit and cintuit breaker programs is such that most of
the benefits fall within
the r~sidential
class' (recall that residential
,
I
nonhomestead includes some apartments, as well as detached structures).

I
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Similar numbers by Minnesota count): were calculated for agriculture. On
'the strength o(the credits,the.average re1sidential property tax reduction was
larger than that for agriculture (49070 ver~us 39070). In spite of this, though, it
must be noted that the average effective net property tax rate for.residential
property remained substantially above that fbr agriculture (0.78% versus
0.56%). For both classes of property, there are significarltdifferences in
both gross and net effective tax rates across counties.
The relatively favorable treatmentl of residential property, and of
, residential homesteads in particular, ha been noted at various points. Just
as the residential class average dods not describe equally well the
circumstances for both homestead and ilOnhomestead properties within the
class, so too will the residential homeste~d averages be wide of the mark for
many properties of this type. Large in~raclass differences result from the
nature of the· .homestead preferences I. The three~tiered application of
progressively larger classification percentages, for example, provides
unequal preferences for. homes of diffJrent values, and the limit on total
homestead credit benefits likewise prodrces unequal percentage reductions
in gross property taxes. The&e differences are explored through examples
(available from the commiSSiOn),lthat compare homestead and
nonhornestead taxation at 'differen,tm tket value levels. Thbse examples
reveal thatthe homestead preference within the residential class is real, and
it is quite large at relatively low-val~e le~el~~d remains large even above t?e
average home value; most of the differehtialis due to the homestead credIt,
at least at a 100~milltaxrate. Butthe hotnestead preference is quite targeted,
and is of comparatively little value¥ very high home values. In our
examples, the effective tax rate for. a $200,000 homestead is nearly three
times as high as that for a $40,000 horrie.

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
At this point it is appropriate to outline some general options for reform
of the Minnesota property tax relief sys~em, with reference to such standard
evaluative criteria as equity, efficiend, and ease of administration and
I
compliance.
The time may be ripe for a change in Minnesota direct property tax relief,
for there is widespread concern within tUe state over the current collection of
programs. Greatest concern may belWith the complexity of current
arrangements,but significant concern} Iso exists reganll", accountability
and equity.
}
The concern for complexity is not di ficult to understand, in view of the
arrangements described in this chaptet. When no one can even say how
many classes of real property are defined, and when the classification
percentages and the credit provisions ~re subject to frequent change, the
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result is confusion. Among other consequences, additio~al administrative
effort is required to try to impl6ment the system according to legislative
intent. The apparent solution is t6 reduce greatlythe number of classes and
credits, and then resist the urge t6 tamper with the simplified system.
Accountability may be jeopardized by current arrangements because the
amount of relief is so large, and rlIany of the programs have an effect at the
margin~i.e., theY reduce the portion of an additional dollar of local levy
that local taxpayers will have to ~ear directly. (A related problem is that the
large state contribution to local rerenue has weakened the ability of localities
to maintain stable revenues because of the vulnerability of state aids to
cutbacks in periods of budgetalrY stress.) As noted, empirical research
suggests that this concern is weIll founded; the credits appear to provide a
significant· stimulus to local n~t tax levies. Possible solutions include
eliIll1,'nating the credits, restructu~ing th,em to provid,e foundation aid rathe,r
than aid at the margin, or at least reducing the magnitude of the marginal
subsidy well below current levels-ls411Jo for the homestead credit and as high
as,660/0 for the taconite credit.
Some' have begun to queStion the equity of the' Minnesota direct relief
package, even though the various elements of that package have been
advocated in the~aIt1e of eqliity.!Equityis inherently a matter of judgment;
opinions will differ, and there isIno
way of proving that one judgment is
.
better-strictly on the matter of equity-than another. This may suggest
stCl-ying with current arrangeIt1ent~. But it may also suggest the desirability of
restraint in property tax relief Iprograms; there is no objective way to
establish that vastly different effective property tax rates are appropriate,
and they may have adverse annbuncement and incentive effects. Current
state policie~' cause co~ercialf~ndu~trial p~operties to bear t~es. more
than three tImes as high as re~ldential taxes (Table 6), and withm the
residential class, nonhotnestead properties are singled out for taxes that are
over two and one-half times as high as those on homesteads (Table 3); Such
.
differences strike many as indefclnsible.
Such differences may al~olinfluence economic decisions. If two
alternative uses for property ( nd investment capital) offered the same
benefits~tangible and intangiblcl; total-to a prospective investor before tax
considerations, a difference in,d~ treatments of the magnitude established
by Minnesota policy could easiI~ decide the matter. Such large differences
could even cause an otherwise ihferior' alternative to seem preferable. The
tilt in Minnesota is toward fa~~s and owner-occupied homes, and away
from business investment; income tax provisions tend to provide the same
bias. While taxes generally are nbt the major factor in investment decisions,
they can be important at the rnJrgin.
All these considerations seeth to weigh in on the side of significant
revision of Minnesota direCt pJoperty tax relief. The simplest and most
aIIocativelyneutral' approacH, and also one that would serve the
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accountability objective, is full uniformity: assess all types of real property
at the same fraction of market value (preferably 100 percent) for tax
'purposes, and eliminate all credits. (fhis and other alternatives are
considered in some detail in another chapter. 62) Substantial redistribution of
the property tax would res~lt, posing a pbliticalobstacle.
'.
Increases would be experienced by those now favored by the state's
deliberate nonuniforinity policies, and thJ increases would be in proportion
to the degree of preference currently ertjoyed, as shown in this chapter.
Thus, what some would' view as an unf~ir shift of the tax burden, others
of an unfairsetI of policies.
would see as rectification
.
Still, some, truly needy persons ,,:ould. ~e .lef~ with property tax burdens
that most would regard as exceSSlve~· JUsttfymg some retreat from full
uniformity. But takingcareof the truly ne~dy need not be an excuse for large
tax preferen.ces for whole classes,of property. Those. dee~e? .to be truly
needy (low-Income and/or low-wealth) ~ould be subject, lmttally, to the
same uniform tax provisions as others, bJt have any "excess" tax relief by a
property taxcir-cuit breaker. (Presumably' it would be simpler than the
current Minnesota circuit breaker.) A cirbuit breaker is inherently flexible;
cutoffs on the target population.could be established at whatever points
decisionmakers found desirable. But thi~ one relief mechanism could be
fashioned.totake care of perceived propetty tax inequities. Such a property
tax syste~ woulpbe a very clean, u:nders~dable one that would overcome
most of the complaints against the current system.
If this ~a.stly sImplIfied system werethdught to be too great a break with
Mi~nesota tradition, seve~l other cGlUrseslof action are open th.at still would
aVOId . the .current
compleXlty.
'One wouldI be to adopt the umform system
"
.,.
(presumably with a circuit breaker).just deScribed, but to phase in the tax
chan~~s,over a period 'Of, timei-say; threjeto five years-to ease the pain of
tranSitIOn.
.
If uniformity is not desired by Min esotans even in the long-run, a
streamlined classification system could be' fashioned somewhere between
two and five classes. This clearly "!ould be simpler than current
arrangements, and jt could be made t@ provide as much, or as little,
interclass differe'ntiation of effective rate~ as desired; this instrument, also,
is flexible. A circuit breaker still might b~ desired to take care of hardship
cases. Even the retention of interclass dirffrentialS of the current magnitude
through a simpler system would result in intraclass shifts of tax burdens,
within a given class. To provide
since the same provisions would apply to illl
1
greater stability than has characterized Minnesota classification in the past,
some consideration might be givento pla9ing the classification provisions in
the state constitution, as West yirgihia did over fifty years ago-admittedly
a radical solution, but one for a Severe ptoblem.
A simplified classification system wbuld do less than a system of
uniformity in addressing ~ome of~ the prbblems outlined above, including
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complexity and intraclass equit . Neutrality in economic decisions is
compromised to some extent by abY interclass differentials; the greater the
differentials, the greater the potbntial influence of the tax differences.
Accountability also tends to be er9ded by large interclass d1fferentials which
.favor residential properties, for fi:lassification perceiltages-Jike creditsaffect tax shares at the margin. Iflresident-voters generally do not seetaxes
on businesses as falling on then1selves, a lower residential share of the
marginal tax dollar will tend!to stimulate local taxes due to this
"exportability" feature. 63 Thus, while a simple three-to-five-class
classification system could ovetcome the major complexity problems
without entailing a significant·interclass. redistribution of the tax burden,
such an arrangement would not ~ddress the neutrality and accountability
problems.
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Minnesota' Local
Government Ai~s Program
IMichael E. Bell

Government services in the United Jtates are provided by 82,688
governmental units, the vast majority ofl which are/-local. Approximately
80070 of these governmental units have taxing authority. These units are
distrib~ted qui.te uneve~y amon~ the .fif~~ states, ~th the number rangi~g
from mneteen m Hawau to 6,464 In IllInOis. Only five states have more uh1ts
of government than Minnesota's 3,530. I
Many feel that Minnesota's state/local ~ystem is unnecessarily complex.
In a recent paper entitled "State/Local Fiscal Reform: Has Its Time
Come?", Munnich observes that:

l

"Minnesota's state/local tax and spending ystem has become so complex that
very few pe~ple can explai~ how it, wo~ks. Tr~ i.nteraction state aid and cre.dit
formulas WIth local spendmg and taxmg declSlons makes It hard to determme
what is really happening and who is atcountlable for fiscal decisions ... There is
growing concern that a major overhaul is nbcessary ..."

0:

The foundation of the current intergOve~nmentalsystem in Minnesota can
be traced back to the so-called Minnesota Miracle passed by the 1971
legislature. Constant ad hoc changes by eath legislature s,ince 1971, however,
have' obscured the original goals of ttie reform measures and raised
questions about the efficacy and fairness of the overall strategy. A recent
analysis of Minnesota's intergovernmental system concluded, that:

The state/local system known as the Minnes0ta Miracle no longer exists. Its goals and structure have been undermined by mbre than a decade of modifications
made by the legislature in response to lob~ying by special interest groups and
individual jurisdictions... .I

I

"

One component of the amalgam of programs that make up the
intergovernmental system in Minnesota lis the Local Government Aids
(LOA) program, created by
the 1971 leg\slature.
The LGA program is a
,
I
general purpose lump-sum grant program. to aid local governments. The
program initially distributed $98.9 millioh to counties, cities, towns, and
special districts ,in the state. By 1983, the lGA program distributed $270.7
million, an increase of 174%, with 85.3~ of the aid going to cities.
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Initially, the LGA program ha two rather straightforward goals. First, in
1971, the taxpaying electorate wals very concerned about rapidly increasing
property taxes due to growth in droperty values and mill rates. There was a
desire for substantial and permanbnt property tax relief. TheLGA program,
unh.·ke classification/credi.t/refu.n~, was des.igned to k.ee.p the overall level of
property taxes lower than theYitherwise would be, for a given level of
spending, by substituting state resources for local ones. 2
Second,there was concern labout the fairness of the distribution
(formulated in 1967) of shared. tax revenues. Since most of the shared
revenues were distributed on a PFr capita or an origin basis, many felt the
resulting allocation did not adequately reflect differences in "need" between
jurisdictions. While the concepti of need has remained vague, subsequent
legislatures have attempted to refine the LGA distribution formula to
respond to disparities among jurisdictions in tax capacity and tax effort. As
a result, the allocation formulas Ihave become more complex.
This paller does not analyze lhe LGA distribution formula in order to
proposeincremeptaJ changes in~he formula to fine~tune the distribution of
aid. Rather, it steps back to loo~at the distribution of aid in 1983, and it
analyzes whether that distribution accomplishes any of the equalization
goals implicit in the program. I
The next s'ection, briefly outlines the state/local fiscal relationship in
Minnesota. A third. section t~views the development of the current
distribution formula; Last, the tlistribution of aid resulting from the 1983
allocation formula is analyzed.

STATE/LOCAL F1SCAIL RELATIONS IN MINNESOTA3
In 1982, Minnesota's state/lolal system generated $7.912 billion of ownsource revenues and spent $lOJ967 billion. As Table 1 indicates, not all
government units were equal pkrtners in raising revenues and/or making
expenditures. Cities and school ~istricts together accounted for nearly half
of all state/local expenditures,22.9OJo and 22.1 010 respectively, but less than
one-fifth of total tax. revenues, 6.8% and 11.2% respectively. Cities generate
over half of their total general revenue from user charges, while school
.districts depend heavily on stat aid as a source of revenue (see Table 2).
Property taxes account for 14.86(0 and 24.1 % of city and school district total
general revenues, respectively. Nationally, property taxes account for 21.3%
and 35.7% of total general ~evenues for cities and school districts,
I
respectively.
Counties, the third most significant unit of local government in the
Minnesota intergovernmental system, account for just over one-seventh of
total.state/local expenditures abd one-twelfth of tax revenues. Like school
districts, counties depend heavi on state aid as a source of revenue-47.1 %
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TABLE
Percent Distribution of State/Local Own-source Revenues
and Direct Expenditure~ in Minnesota
.
by Level of Governtnent, 1982
I

State
Local, total
Counties
Cities
Townships
School districts
Other
Total

Direct
Expenditures

Own-source
Revenues

Tax
Revenues

35.6
64.4
14.0
22.9
0.5
22.1
4.9

58.8
41.2
9.3
17.6
0.5
10.8
3.1

72.3
27.7
8.3
6.8
0.6
11.2
0.7

100.0

100.0

100.0

Source: Governmental Finances, 1981-82, U.S. DdpartmeIit of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, Government Printing Office, Washington IIi.c. 1983. Tables 5, 13 and 23.

TABLE.2l
Percent Distribution. of Total L cal General Revenue
by Source and Level of Government, 1982
1

.

-

Intergovernmental

Counties
Cities
Townships
School districts
Other
Source: See Table I

Federal

State

5.9
9.5
8.9
0.7
16.9

47.1
19.9
31.8
64.1
11.2

I

I·
I

Own-source
Total

Taxes

Charges

45.6
69.2
55.6
34.9
52.7

27.2
17.9
46.4
24.1
8.4

51.3
9.2
10.8
44.3

18A

J

of total general revenue. Counties and sch 01 districts receive.83.1 % of total
state aid-27.00J0 and 56.1 070, respectively. I
In 1982, the state generated 72.3070 ofto~a1
state/local tax revenues. While
I
this measure of tax centralization was 118 o of the national average, it was
still less centralized than fourteen other states. 4 Minnesota, however,
allocated a larger share of state expeneUtures to local government aids,
43.6070, than any other state. As
a result. I of this extensive aid, the state
.
accounted for only 35.6070 of total general state/local expenditures.
Nationally, states accounted for 39.4~il of total general state/local
expenditures, but orily five states had more decentralized expenditure
responsibilities than Minnesota. s
Local governments in Minnesota recei ed 43.5070 of their total general
revenues from state aid. This was 127.9070 bf the~ational average, and only
four states had local governments which wdre more dependent on state aids. 6

r
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In summary, Minnesota has a highly centralized revenue-raising system,
and decentralized expencUture re ponsibilities. School districts and cities are
the most important units of local government in terms of spending
responsibilities. Cities rely hekvily on user charges to finance their
expenditures; school districts a~d counties depend heavily on state aid.
Cities and school districts depend less heavily on the property tax than their
counterparts nationally.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AIDS IN MINNESOTA
In 1984, the LGA program diStributed an estimated $273.7 million to
cities, counties, and towns. As the program has grown since 1971 and the
allocation formula has been chalnged, the LGA program has focused more
on municipalities. In 1972, for clxample, cities received less than two-thirds
of the aid.distributed, but by 19.~84 will in.crease their share to over 90010 of
the aid (See Table 3).
Table 4 presents ,a summary of the major "phases of the distribution
formula. for three distinct stag S· of its evolution. From the table, it is
apparent that the distribution ormula has b~come increasingly complex
because of frequent changes by Ithe legislature and the legislators' desire to
make the resulting aid distributicn more equitable. The focus of this section
is on the formula changes madJ by the 1979 legislature.'

I

j

TABLE 3
Distribu ion of LGA, 1972-84
I

Calendar
years

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984*

Counties

24.6
26.3
30.9
31.3
19.9
19.9
19.9
19.9
22.0
22.3
20.3
24.2
14.5

I

Cities
I

J.I

7d.5

8~.7

9.i.O

:~t~

.16~.6
189.8
208.3
213.2
201.4
231.0
25(\).0
I

Source: House Research, March 1984
*Preliminary estimates.

.

Towns

9.6
9.2
13.9
13.9
14.2
14.4
14.8
15.5
15.4
14.3
13.5
15.5
9.2

Special
districts

0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6

Total

98.9
106.6
135.1
138.9
159.9
171.3
197.9
225.5
245.7
249.9
235.2
270.7
273.7

Local Government Aids
Three Phases ofL
1972-75
Levy-based Formula
Fiscal need
CIl

Ul
CIl

«
1XI
«
...l

measur~d by property
tax levy.

if- Formulas

I976-~

Mill-rate Base .Formula
a. Fiscal need

J

measured b
tax levy.

I property
.

::J

measured bJ assessed
value of pro erty.

&:

[Actual measurelsed is mill
rate, which is n1 d divided
by capacity.]
I. To county areas:

0
0

::r:
f-

Ul
~

Z
0

E:

:J
1XI

;:
f-

CIl

Ci

money allocated to
county areas* ona per
capita basis.
2. Within county areas:
distribution based on
each local government's
share of the total levy.
"Grandfather" clause
to prevent aid from dec1ining.

I98D-Present
Formula

Reven~e Gap

a. Fiscatneed .

b. Fiscalcapacio/

~
P::
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I

measured b§ historical
spending level.
b. Fiscal capaCity
measured by assessed
value of property.

I. To county arras:

I. Counties & townships:

1

fIXed share allocated
for county and township governments.

money all~cated to
county areas on a per
capita basis.
2. Within count ,areas:

b

fixed shares allocated
for county g vernment
and special tlaxing distriets. Rema~nder apportioned arhong municipalities gn direct
proportion t population }multiplied by
(equalized) fum rate.
"Grandfathet" clause
to prevent aid from deelining.

I \

2. Initial allocation:
each City's aid amount
determined by subtractingfiscal capaCity
from fiscal· need.
3. Adjusted allocation:
adjustments made
city-by-city to prevent
large increases or decreases, and statewide
to make aid amounts
conform to appropria\
tion level.
\

Source: House Research Information Brief, Prepar~d by Steve Hinze, House of RepresentaI
.
tives, Department of Research, March 1984.
*The entire seven-county metropolitan area wastre~ted as one county.

A feature of all of the distribution formtas through' aid year 1979 was the
"county pot." Local government aid was talculated on a county-by-county
basis (with the seven-county metropolitdn area considered as one large
county) by multiplying the county's 197d federal census population by a
specified per capita .amount. These coun~y pots were then distributed by
deducting the county government's share first and apportioning the balance
to the cities and towns within the county lin accordance with whatever the
current formula provided. Another f~ature common to all of the
distribution formulas through 1979 w~ the "grandfather provision,"
whereby the cities and towns that received initial distributions less than their
minimum aids had their aids increased tJ their minimums an~ all of the
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other cities and towns within the same county that received an initial
distribution· in 'excess of their mibmums had their aids proportionately
reduced to supply the differenCe~After "grandfathering," every city and .
town within the county had a local government aid amount that was greater
than or equal to its minimum ai, where the minimum level was initially
based on the results of the sharedlrevenue system established in 1967.
The 1979 formula represente~ a radical departure from previous
distribution mechanisms because lit eliminated the county~pot concept in
favor of a statewide distribution /system. The formula also provided one.'
method for distributing local govetnment aid to the cities and towns exempt
from the levy limitation andhother method for distributing local
government aid to the levy-limit bities and towns. A city or town exempt
from the levy limitation was guarahteed itspreceding year's aid amount plus
an increaSe which depended uPo, the level of its "average eq~alized mill
rate." The average equalized
rate was defined as the city or town's
average mill nile for the past three years multiplied by its latest sales ratio

milt

TABLE 5
Local Government IAids: Sample Calculations"
I·

1.

.

City of Aurora (over 2,500)
Data: Population = 2,793
Prevo yr. aid =-$147,775
Eq. assessed value = $7,029,734

Eq. mill rate = 17.2
Prevo yr. aid per capita =$52.91
Local revenue base = $230,741

Initial calculation: aid factor = $23b,741 • ($7,029,734 x .010) = $160,444

x

l\1inimum: $147,775 + ($2,793 3)1= S156,154
Maximum: $147,775 x 1.17 = $,)72,897

,

Final factor = ·$160,444 = final1d unless appropriation is insufficient, in which case
this figure is proportionately red!uced.
.
II.

j

City of Arden Hills (over 1,500)
Data: Population = 7,450
Prevo yr. aid = $152,301
Eq. assessed value = S51.,01 ,899

Eq. mill rate = 6.3
Prevo yr. aid per capita = $20.44
Local revenue base = $614,320

r

Initial calculation: aid factor = 16k320. (S51,013,899 x .010) = $104,181
Minimum: $152,301 - ($7,450 xl)

5159,751

Maximum: $152,301 x 1.20 = $182,761
Final factor = $159,751 =·final aid unless appropriation is insufficient, in whichca5e
the figure is proportionately r ueed.

I

Source: See Table 4.
'"Note how the formula improves the equalization between Aurora, which has a lew-tax
capacity ($2;517 of equalized assessed value per capita) and a higher tax effort (17.2 equalized
mills), and Arden Hills,'which has a high~r tax capacity ($6,848 of equalized assessed value per
capita) and a lower equalized millage ratb (6.3). Aurora's LGA payment increased 8.60/0 while
Arden Hills' increased by only 4.9% antl is now less than Aurora's.

, .
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(the measure of the level of assessment ithin the community, that is, how
close the assessor is valuing property to ~l-market value).
The formula for the levy-limit cities and towns begins. with the
determination of the total amount of LOA available to them. This is done
by first multiplying the total aid per capfta ($64 for aid year 1980, $70 per
capita for aid year 1981) by the 1970 federal census of the state. Next, the
1979 levei of aid for cities and towns ekempt from the levy limitation is
subtracted. Finally, the previous year's aid for the levy-limit cities and towns
is subtracted. The balance remaining is the aid increase available Jor
distribution to levy-limit cities and town l• This iS,the only amount actually
distribJ.lted by the formula since each city' d town is guaranteed at least the"
previous year's amount of local governm ' nt aid.
l
. ~n theory, the local governm~nt aid. inc~e~e is distributed to the ~evy-lim~t
CItIes and towns by a formula mvolvmg theIr local revenue bases and theIr
adjusted assessed values. Initially, the" local revenue base was based on
historical spending levels~specifically thcl 1971 local levy. For aid year 1980,
~ c~ty ?r town'slocalreyeIlUe base was ~he s~m of its payable 1~79 levy
lImItation :and Payable 1979 local government ald. For subsequent aId years,
the localtevenuebase is;adjusted for intteases in population, the cost of
living, and other specific levieS. The city drtown'sadjusted assessed value is
its assessed value divid,edby itsaggregat~ sales ratio. (For example" for aid
year 19S3 it was the city or towri's 1981 assessed value divided by its 1981
sales ratio.)
\. ' , '
.'
The actual 1983 LOA payment was determIned by frrst calculatmg the
amount d\:1e each jurisdiction according tJthe formula and then comparing
that figure with a minimum and maxim*m payment level. The minimum
payment was based on'the preceding year LGA payment with a per capita
increase depending on the average equaliz~d mills levied by the.jurisdiction.
The maximum payment was ·based on t~e preceding year's LOA payment
plus a percentage increase in the payment \Which depended on the per capita
LGA payment in the preceding yearS.
Table 5 provides a simple example wmch illustrates how the 1983 aid
payment for two cities Was calculated initially. The formula improves the
equalization between Aurora, which h~s a low-tax capacity ($2,517 of
equali~edassessedvaiueper Capita) and allowerequalized millage rate (6.3).
Aurora's LOA payment increased 8.6% while Arden Hills' increased by only
4.90/0 and is now less than Aurora's.
I
The next sectioIl of this' chaPterprovide~ some preliminary analysis of the
efficacy of the formula enacted by the 1979 legislatur~ in equalizing for
disparities 'among juris'dictions in need, c~pacity, and lor effort.

t
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AlALYSIS
I

The purpose of this section is twofold: first, to describe the current
distribution of LOA funds betreen and among levels of government;
.second, to evaluate how well the c~rrent distribution of aid meets legislators'
concerns, as reflected in the aid ~ormula, about equalizing for disparities in
need, capacity, and effort.
CURRENT AID DISTRIBUTION

In 1984, $273.7 million shou d be distributed to counties, cities, and
towns under the LOA program! Cities will receive 91.3070 of total funds
allocated while counties and ~ownships will receive 5.3% and 3.4%,
respectively. In 1972, the first tear of the program, cities received only
64.8% of the funds distributed, while counties and townships received
24.9% and 9.7% respectively. fhe increased urban .focus of the LOA
program has been an explicit goal of the legislature. First, since toWnships
have limited taxing and spendin~ responsibilities vis-a-vis cities, it was felt
they had less need for fiscal assistance. Second, in 1975, Hennepin, Ramsey,
and St. Louis counties were rembved from the LOA program because they
received substantial increases.Iiin the state contributions for welfare
expenditures. Since 1975, the cbunty allocation has been held relatively
constant while program funding has increased; consequently, the county
share has decreased. Finally, citibs with populations of 2,500 or more will
receive 87.2% of LOA payment~ to all cities, or approximately 75% of all
LOA payments in 1984.
.- The formula used in calculating 1983 LOA allocations, for cities over
2,500 population, was based on [the city's local revenue base, adjusted for
population and price increases, Iand assessed values. After a preliminary
allocation was computed for eacp city, a minimum and maximum payment
was calculated. Of the 185 citiek with population of 2,500 or more, only
twelve received final 1983 LOA Idistributions that were determined by the
formula. Of the remaining 173 dities, ninety received LOA payments equal
to their maximum payments and eighty-three received LOA payments equal
to their minimum payment.
According to data supplied oy the local government aids and analysis
division of the state department bf revenue, final 1983 LOA distributions to
cities with populations of 2,500 tor more ranged from over $50 million for
Minneapolis to $40,979 for the city of Babbitt. After adjusting for
population, the data inClicate tijat per capita 1983 LOA payments varied
from $137.38 in Minneapolis to $12.26 in the city of Andover. For counties,
the LOA dollar distributions rartged from $1.0 million in Olmstead county
~o $44,126 in Cook County. T~elper capita distributions ranged from $~.16
In Anoka County to $17.67 m Lake of the Woods county. CorrelatIOn

I
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coefficients8 are examined in the nextsect on to test for strong relationships
between LOA payments and measures oft fiscal need.
DEFINING FISCAL NEED

Tp.e original LOA program was intende~ to make state aids more sensitive
to d1fferences in need among local govekments. Prior to 1971, state aids
were primarily composed of programs that tended to allocate resources
without an explicit concern for equalization. As discussed above, many. of
these programs were shared taxes retprned to local governments in
proportion to the amount collected in each jurisdiction.
Over. the years, however, the allocatipn formula became increas~gly
complex as the goals of the program expanded. Instead of merely replacmg a
system of shared taxes with a system mo~e sensitive to differences in need
among jurisdictions, the. current formula tries to equalize disparities in
need, fiscal capacity, and tax effort without providing an incentive for
r7cipien~ governments to incr~ase their sprlnding. ~s policymakers consider
fme-tumng the LOA allocatIOn formula they will confront many of the
, problems encountered by the federal and state governments in designing
unrestricted grant allocation formulas, I (e.g. general revenue sharing).
Specifically, how does one quantifY.• servl'ceneeds, fiSCal. capacity, and tax
effort in a manner that will reflect accurately disparities between
jurisdictions? Unfortunately, no unambiglJoussolutions have emerged from
these debates..
The concept of fiscal need is a relative concept because cities differ in the
definitions of what ate public vs. priv~te goods and services; in their
preferences for publicly provided goods ~d services; in the characteristics
of the residential population; in price and cost factors; and in their
economic and physical conditions. Dete mining the. appropriate level of
public services provided by each city is atub.jective question which should
be resolved through the political process. Fiscal need occurs when desired
expenditures, as determined by the local eectorate, cannot be financed with
the revenue capacity of that jurisdiction. I
.
In designing an c;illocation formula,the £Irst problem is to measure service
needs for each jurisdiction objectively-~ difficult task since service needs
reflect politic~l and .e~onomic decisions. pne does not want ~ece~sarilY to
concentrate aid on CIties that choose to have a well-developedpubhc sector.
As Bahl Observes, disparities within cities tepresent local choices about how
to distribute public services, how they sHould be produced, and so forth.
The results of these choices may well be d!istressing, but they should not be
taken into account in measuring distress.~
Population is often used as a proxy for service needs. Critics argue,
however, that it is too imprecise to reflect ~ccurately differences in need that
arise because of differences in the characteristics of each city's population

I
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(e.g., the percentage of families b low the poverty line or the percentage of
population over age 65). Break, hdwever, argues that if a community's fiscal
needs are mainly related to largk concentrations of low-income people,
unrestricted grants would be a les~ effective intergovernmental aid tool than
direct redistribution programs an~1 or categorical grants supporting services
used by low-income populations. Since the purpose of revenue sharing is to
support local programs in gene¥, the needs it responds to should be
correspondingly general, so population may not be a bad starting point. tO
Population may be a reasonable proxy for the objective factors which
influence expenditure needs acros~ cities, but it does not reflect differences
in cost and preferences, which alsb influence expenditure levels. Since these
subjective factors are manifested ih actual expenditures, and since property
taxes account for over 95070 of lod.ltax revenues in Minnesota, the property
tax levy per capita may be a usbful proxy for differences in preferences
among jurisdictions. The problerbwiththis measure, of course, is that it
does not differentiate between cities with high needs and those that are
sitnply profligate spenders andYor poor managers. Also, it may not
accurately reflect true needs if 10w~tax-capacitYcitieshave significant unmet
needs or poor quality in local services. In the analytical section that follows,
population and per capita propertYtax levies are used as measures of service
needs for the 185 cities exatninedJ even if they be imperfect measures.
A second problem is in developing an allocation fOrmula to measure the
fiscal capacity of local jurisdietions. A high-expenditure level need not
create fiscal qistress ifthatjurisdi¢tion also has a high ability to generate tax
revenues to finance thoseexpendi1ures. Conceptually, tax capacity is simply
an indication of a jurisdiction's atlility to pay for public goods and services.
It can be measured in a nutnbdrof ways including per capita income,
assessed valuation per capita, or krepresentative tax system approach.
Typically, per capita personal. income has been used to measure fiscal
capacity because, in the last analhis, t~es have to be paid out of income.
The problems with per capita in!come are that reliable estimates are not
available on a timely basis for Idcal governments, and per capita income
does not reflect the actual tax base of a local government which relies
exClusively on the property taxaJa source of tax revenue.
The representative tax system developed by ACIR is an alternative that
measures the total capacity of ~ jurisdiction to raise revenue from all
sources. Again, accurate data fo~ local juris<;lictions are difficult to obtain
on a timely· basis and the measure includes revenue bases that Minnesota
local governments cannot tax.
Given data limitations and th· heavy reliance of local governments on
property taxes as a source of tax tevenue, some measure of property values
seems to be the most ap.propriatelindication of local tax capacity. Since the
ratio of the market value establiJhed by the assessor to actual sales prices
may vary across jurisdictions, th~ capacity measure should be adjusted to

1
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reflect these differences, (as it is in tp.e current distribution formula).
Similarly, since the composition of the Ilocal property tax base may vary
across cities ,11 the capacity measure ~hould reflect the impact of the
classification system on dete~ning ~h~l jurisdiction'~ ac~ual property tax
base. The measure of capacIty used In the next sectIOn IS the amount of
property tax revenue each jurisdiction wJuld raise by levying one equalized
milI......after adjustment has been made ~~r classification, assessment/sales
ratios, and metropolitan tax base sharing. The revenue raised by one
equalized mill is also presented, on a ~r capita basis, as an alternative
cl'
measure of tax capaCity.
A third problem in designing an alldcation formula is measuring the
, extent to which a jurisdictiou tries to meJt its own needs, i.e., a measure of
its tax effort. Tax effort variables are oftbIi\included allocation formulas
because they link ~pehditure needs (mekured by property tax levies) and
tax capacity. Generally, a tax 'effort va.riab~e is calculated by dividing the levy
by some measure of the tax base (or by some ability-to-pay, such as per
capita income). In the analytic section that follows, tax effort is measured by
the number of equalized' mills (Le., ,aifter adjusting for differences jn
assessmerit practices· across jurisdictioJ.)a jurisdiction would need to
generate its 1983 ptoperty tax levy. Again~.thiSVariablereflects adjustments
for t(Ie composition of the tax base, assessment disparities, and fiscal
disp:mties ,adju~tments..
LIke the vanables discussed above, measures of tax effort have theIr
limitations. FOT example, taxeffortmeaisures do not reflect the extent to
which taxes levie!i are ~ported to residerits outside the taxing jurisdiction.
Two cities may have the same taxeffortJ but because one city has a large
shareoico~ijJ.etcial/iridustrialpropertiesl, the actual burden on its residents
, may besubstaq9al1y Jess than the burden ori residents in the other city.
A second cri~dsmor tax effort ineasu~es is that they do not distinguish
betweeria,low-capacity/high-e'rfort and ttigh-capacity/high-effort city. The
concern is that ~hewealthfcitymay have J:good effort because it has greater
preferences for "pubiicgoods and/ot a waktef.ulpublic sector, but would. get
the same aid as the poor'jurisdiction. If tH~ purpose of the-index is simply to
measure tax pressure, this concern fuay not be <:riticalsince both
jurisdictions are fully utilizing the a~able tax bases. If, however, the
concern is to -equ~ze for disparities in-fiscal need, this criticism may be
important if the Ibw~ca.pacitycity has sigbificant nnmet needs and/or poor
quality pUblicg~ods and services. '
I
.
.
The narl'ownessof the tax effort measure used has been VIewed as a
problem also. Sipce ,the effort me~ure do~s not consider user charges, a city
that bas,shifted ~he financing of services from t~es to user charges may be
penalized,l)y the',itid fotmuia.cIf the formluIa provides an mcentive to move
away fromb¢nefits-rec~ivedfinancing,cetltain inefficiencies may ~e creat~d.
Use of total own~source general revenuesJs a percentage of total Income IS a

in
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:~~~mprehen~vemeasure ofleffort hut has been criticized as bein.g tOO

Finally, inclusion of any tax effort measure in an allocation formula has
been criticized because it may prbvide an incentive to tax more-the higher
the tax effort, the higher the aid~ While this may be of concern for any city
acting independently, it may not be a problem in the aggregate because if all
cities increased their effort propdrtionately, the distribution of funds would
be unchangedP
In summary, fiscal need haseveral dimensions; service needs, revenue
capacity, and tax effort all· interact to determine a city's fiscal need.
Designing an allocation formul~. to distribute general unrestricted grant
funds in a.manner that equalizes !across jurisdictions for disparities in fiscal
need is very difficult, in part b~cause there is no unambiguous consensus
measure for any of thecomp0I}ents of fiscal need. With these warnings
given, the next section analyzes the extent to which various measures of aid
are related to measures of need, tax capacity, and tax effort.

1

LOA PAYMENTS AND EQUAL ZATION

The previous section argued that there is no unambiguous way to quantify
fiscal need. Similarly, there is nb single preferred manner to measure the
extent of assistance or relief provIded a city or county by the LOA program.
The most obvious measure of tHe
impact of the LOA program on a local
I
government, would be found in looking at the actual LOA dollar payment
made to each city. This informatibn, however, is not very useful in evaluating
the impact of the program becau~e there is. no context in which the payment
can be analyzed. For example, ohe city may have twice the population, tax
base, and property tax levy than ~he other. The impact of the LOA payment,
then, would be less than it woula for the second city.
In order to provide a contex~ for evaluating the impact of the LOA
program, a number of measures pf assistance are calculated. In addition to
gross dollar allocations, the LOAI payments can be expressed relative to the
needs of the jurisdiction. In this case, LOA payments may be expressed
relative to the overall property talx
capacity of the jurisdiction. In this case,
I
LOA payments are expressed as the number of equalized mills a jurisdiction
would have to levy in order to rJplace its LOA monies. A final alternative
would be to express LOA allodations relative to some measure of local
effort. In this instance, local effdrt is measured by the number of equalized
mills required to generate the 1983 property tax levy. By adding together the
equalized millage equivalent of the
1983 property tax levy and the 1983 LOA
I
payment, and dividing that sum into the equalized millage equivalent of the
LOA payment, the degree of ~~bSidY provided by the LOA program is
determined. Regardless of the IIlfasure of the impact of the LOA program
on local finances, the a priori assumption is that relatively more (less) aid
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should go to jurisdictions with high tax effort and relatively less (more) aid
.
should go to jurisdictions with high (loJ) tax capacity.
.For purposes of initial analysis, fOdr measures of local government
assis.tance were calculated: (1) Absolute dollar level of LOA payment
(LO~83); (2J LOA pa~~nt. p~r capital(LOAPC83); (3) The nU~ber of
equalized IDllls that a JunsdietlOn wouldI need to levy
to replace Its LOA
. .
payment (LOAMREQ);'and (4) The extent to which the LOA payment
subsidizes local property taxpayers, i.eJ.a measure of fiscal dependence
(LOASUBS). The 1983 population esturlate'(POP83) and the propertytax
levy per capita (PTLPCP83) were used as proxies for local need. Two
measures of local tax capacity were calc~lated: (1) the amount of property
tax revenues that wo~d begenetated b~~ne e,qualized mill (OMEQLV:);
and (2) the reve:pue raIsed by one equaliZed mill expressed on a per capIta
basis (OMLEQPCP). Finally, local tax bffort was measui~ by expressing
the payable 1983 ,property tax levy as b. equ~ed mill rate equivalent
(EQMR83). As "Uscussed above,noneo~ihese measures ate without flaws.
'
.
Thus, these results shOUld be interprete~'With caution.
A correiationcoefficfent matrix. \Va~.g~erated, for all ni~e variables using
1983 ~ta and tl1~ re.levant C<;leffiClen0 ~e reported m Table 6. The
correlation coeffi~lents suggest that tIle LOA, program may be more
equalizio,g wlthrespectto both, 'tax,cab~city' and effort than originally
thought. Forexample,thecotrelatioric~efficientsin Table 6 indicate that
per capita property tax capacity (OMtlJ;QPCP) is negatively correlated
stron~IY .w,'it.h the ~egree, O,f SU~SiqyP, ~?viidedbYLGA (LOASUB), the
equalIzed mills reqUIred t<:> replace~GApa~ents (LOAMREQ) and~to a
lesserextent":"'toper ~apitaLGA paynients'(LQAPCP83). The negative
coefficient in each of tliese;case~ the$Hdp'ated sign and indicates that
cities with high'(low) p~rcapita; :~paci~~ ~reFeive relatively l~wer ~gher)
LOA paymentsp:er capita, would reqUIre less (more) equahzed mIlls to
. ".,'" I""
replace. LOA paYments and are less (more) ciependent·on LOA allocations
for providing local services.

is

TABLE 6
Correlation Coefficienls Between LOClI Government Aid Payments
and Measures of Need, Cap.oJclty, and Efron ·ror
Cities Over 2.500 Population. 1983 -

L0M:J

LG.·\PCflliIJ
lG:\MREQ
1.0:\S\,,,5
rOI J II.1

PTLT>("I'U
O~IEQI.\'Y

Ofl.ILfQI'("I1
EQ~IRIU

·Sit:nifi.... nt

3\

LGARJ

LGAPCPIIJ

LGAt.1REQ

LGASuns

1.000
.2750'
.0560
.0518
,9668·
.2576'
.9154'
,0512
,0977

.2750·
1.000
.8715'
,7952
.I7IS'

.0560
,8751'
1.000
.8026
-.0458
-.0214
-.1.099
-.6704'
.8171'

,0518
.7952
.8026

.2112·

.1064
·,4920'
.7215·

the 99171l Ic\'cl b( eonfid1:l1cc.

1.000

·.0391
-.3376
-.1161
-,7134
,4285

IPOPBJ

j~966S'
.1718·
..0458
J.0391
.000
.2419·
.9790'
.1395
.0026

PTLPCB)

,2576'
.2112'
-.0214
·,3376
.2419'
1.000
.2762·
.5026'
.3312'

OMEQlVY

,9354·
.!()(>4

·.1099
-.1l61
.9790·
.2762'
1.000
.247'7·

:,0568

OMlEQPCI'

.0512
-.4920·
-.6704'
-,7134
.1395
,5026'
,2477'
1.000
·,5484'

EOMIt~)

,0977
,12105.8171'
.428~

,0026
.3312-,0568
-.5484'
1.000
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Similarly, the correlation coefficients in Table 6 indicate that local tax
·effort as measured by 1983 prope*y tax levy millage equivalents (EQMR83)
is correlated strongly with the millage equivalent of the'1983 LOA allocation
(LOAMREQ) and with the per cabita LOA distribution (LOAPCP83). The
positive coefficient in each of thes~ cases is the anticipated sign and suggests
that cities with high (low) 1983 1local tax effort"would receive relatively
,higher (lower) per capita LOA! payments, and require higher (lower)
additional tax effort to replace tHeir LOA payments.
Finally, the degree of subsidy ~rovided by LOA payments is not strongly
related to the millage equivalent of the 1983 property tax levy, and is
correlatedinversely, but only sligHtly with percapita 1983 property taxlevy.
The conclusion that the LOA ptogram may provide some equalizatio~ for
tax capacity and taxeffortdisparillesamong jurisdictions may be somewhat
surprisfug in view of~the initial Ianalysis that showed the absolute LOA
distribution was.correlated strongly and positively with both population and
gross tax capacity. There are a codple of reaSons that the LOA program may
provide som~ U\X effort and capkcity equalization. First, all jurisdictions
were, gua,ranteed at le~t ili,eir 198~;LGA payin.e~ts~d, as Table 7 indicates,
,those payments prOVIded some,degree of equalIzatIon alieady. It should be
noted when comparing Tal:>les6~nd 7 that the degree of equalization has
increased sin~e 1980. Further, it m.ust be remembered that only twelve cities
had their final 1983 LOA paymentdirectly detertnined by the formula, while
ninety cities received their m.axi~um 'iun~unts and eighty-three received
their miniml,lffi, as determined by the formula. Additional equalization
takes place b.ecause the maxitnuk and minimum amounts vary inversely
with
previous,year's percapidLGA payment
dU:ectly with the cities'
equ~e~ milirate.s.
.
I
.
.".
A sImllar analySIS was carned out for countIes, but because county LOA
distributions;haYe been fixed sinc~ 1975, the results are less interesting than
those for cities. AsTable 8 indicates, for 1983 payments, the four measures
of assistance are correlated weakly,atbest, with all of the property tax
the extent there is any correlation, aid
capacity and effort measures.

and

the

T6

[,TABLE 7
'.
Correlalion CodficienlS BClwccn Local Government Aid Pilrments
ana M~surc of ~cc'd. Capadl)', and Efron for
.
Cilies Dve, 2..500 Population, 1980
lC:,"~O

I.GAI'.lI

I.GArt"P!'O
t.GAMR[1)
LGASUnS

r'oJ'sn

i'TLrc,'so
O:\IEQI.\'Y
OMl.F.Qr'cr
EQ\IRP-n

\.000
.2680
.0902
.0342
.9695
,2490
.9419
.0292
.1646

LC,AlI·tU.Q

CiASUAS

.0902
.8874

.6342
.1441

.9695
.1737

.8874
.7441

\.000
.7989

.7989
\.000

.1737

-.0053

·.0499

-.0053
·.0499
\.000

.2490

·.6046
·.0660
·.6276
.7309

·.3851
·.1195
·.7133
.28S2

I.-GAi'CPaG

.2680

1.000

.1211
·.4211
.6943

Pt.1PBO

.2371
.9841
.~47

.0927

r-rLrCM

"OM[j)I.Y" . rn.1l.EQr'CP

-.0660

.. tl~7,(,

.1646
.694)
,7309

.23/1

·.1195
.9841

-.71.13
.0947

.285•
.0927

\.000
.2730
.5675
.4612

.2730
I.{)OO
.1937
-.0455

.5675
.1937
\.000

.4612
-.0455
-.3793

·.3793

\.000

.2490
.24.90
·JlO46
·.'~51

.9419
.1211

,.0292'
•. 4~1l

IlQ)'IKf.t1
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TABLE 81
Correlalion CoeffieienlS Belween LoeallGoyernment Aid Payments
and Measnre of Need, Capacity. and Efforl for
.
County Data for, 983*

l.CiAS)

LGArCr>flJ

lG,\MRF.Q
I.GAsunS

1"0""3
PTLI'CPRJ

OMEQl\'"
O~II.EQI'CI'

EQ\IR83

LGA!]

LGAPCP83

lG,\MREQ

l.GASUBS

1.000
-.2731
-.0324
.0381
.0187
-.4854
-.0260
-.2469
-.1480

-.2731
1.000
.4705
.7636

.0324
.4705
1.000
.5283
-.4241
-.1968
·.4224
-.5042
.4809

.0381
.7636
.5283
1.000
-.5564
-.5100
-.5061
.1295
·.4306

-.6432
.1084
-.5656
.4134
-.2918

I

rO P83

piLPC83

,OMEQLVY

1.0187

-.4854
.1084
-.1968
-.5100
.0993
1.000
.1279

-.0260
-.5656
-.4224
-.5061
.9981
.1279
1.000
-.0221
.0464

j"6432
r424 I
1. 5564
1.000
0993
.9881
-.1063

1.

1.1 JI1

.3099
.3275

OMI.EQPCP' 'EOMRltl

-.2469
.4134'
~.S402·

.1295'
-.1063
.3099'

-.1480
-.2918'
-.4809'
-.4306
.1117

·.0121·

.32'5'
.0464

1.000
-.7168'

-.7168'
1.000

·Significtlm al the 99 lf/t len"l of confidence.

seems to be inversely correlated with capacity (six of the eight coefficients
have the anticipated negative sign), add tax effort (three of the four
coefficients have an unanticipated negati+ sign). In the latter case, the data
suggest that counties with relatively higher tax effort receive relatively less
assistance from the LOA program.

j
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Property Tax Dif£ rences Among
Minnesota Cities: Th~ Effect of Property
Tax Relief 1rograms .
Michael E. Bell and john H. Bowman
In 1983 the State of Minnesota allocateCl nearly a third of its expenditures
for direct and indirect property tax relie~ to local governments and property
owners. The two largest property tax relief programs are the homestead
credit ($503.6 million in 1983) and local government aids ($273 million in
1983). Some have expressed concern that these programs drive a wedge
between those decisionmakers responsi~le for determining spending levels
and those responsible for deter$ning th levels. The result is higher ownsource local spending than would be lexpected otherwise. This chapter
Minnesota cities with populations
empirically tests that hypothesis for
of 2,500 or more. I Section II briefly describes the homestead credit and the
local government aid programs in Mbesota. Section III outlines the
analytic framework used to test the hypbthesis and section IV presents the
empirical results. Section V discusses some policy implications of the
empirical findings.

171

PROPERTY TAX RELIEF IN MINNESOTA
Property tax relief can be defined qUiJ broadly to include anything which
reduces the relative reliance on propert~ taxation for public revenues. This
all-encompassing definition includes not only homestead exemptions,
credits, deferrals, and classification-the traditional property tax relief
programs-but also various local nonptoperty taxes, local nontax revenue
sources, and intergovernmental aidproirams. Those in the first group are
referred to as direct property tax relief mbasures because they directly reduce
the tax bills for individual property parcJls, even though they may not affect
total property tax levies of government~. Approaches in the second group
give indirect property tax relief by ~rOviding local goveriune~ts with
alternative revenue sources, thereby permitting property tax levies to be
lower than they would be otherwise.
'
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DIRECT PROPERTY TAX RELIEF

Minnesota provides direct
approaches:

p~operty

1

'

tax relief through three basic

1. Classification, which alters th tax base by assessing different types of
( property at different percentagbs of market value;
" 2. Credits, which make· the net property tax bills that certain property
owners must pay less than theIr gross property tax bills; and
3. Tax refunds, of which the cirduit breaker is by far the most important,
which return a portion of oneis lqcal tax bills actually paid.
The assessed value adjustment~ under; classification are, in effect, like
partial exemptions,and-as is generally the case with adjustments to the
base-any revenue loss is borne locally. The. state, however, bears the costs
of the credits paid to the local tiling units and of the circuit breaker, which
is paid to the individual taxpayet.
The state-paid 40mestead creclt, the oldest and the largest of the credits
in~nnesota, is equal to 54:0 Jof the gross prope~ty tax, up to. a relief
maxunum of. $650. The credit ror each pr<;>perty IS computed and then
deducted frortl the gross propert~ tax liability before the bills are sent to the
taxpayer and the state pays the d~ducted amount directly to the local taxing
I
.
jurisdiction.
The homestead credit is available to all homesteads, including farm
homesteads, but some prograrh features result in net tax differentials
between agricultural and nonagxftcultural properties, on the one hand, and
between relatively high-valued homes and less expensive homes, on the
otheL
I
In addition to the obvious effects of this credit on the interclass
distribution of the property tax, critics claim that its features have
unintended implications for thd growth of the public sector. Because the
credit reduces the locally borne jShare of local service costs,it may have a
stimulative effect on local own-source expenditures.
INDIRECT PROPERTY TAX JELIEF

.

I

In addition to direct tax relief,1 there are rtlany indirect relief programs, as
well. Direct relief, as discussed,
is keyed to the property tax, (2) reduces
individual property tax bills in w.ays that generally redistribute the property
tax load across classes, or even Jithinclasses, but (3) mayor may not affect
the total property tax levy. Indir+t property tax relief, on the other hand, (l)
works outside the property tax system, but (2) also mayor may not affect
I"
the total property tax levy.
Indirect relief includes local honproperty taxes, local nontax revenues,
and intergovernmental aidJ; our interest in this chapter is in

b)
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intergovernmental aids. These may dis~ ace property tax revenue or they
may, to soine .degree, augment property tax revenue (including a net
stimulative effect), permitting an increasb in the overall level of services. In
any case, these aids can be viewed as prdperty tax relief mechanisms in the
sense that, for a given level of services Ifinanced with some cont.lbution
from these sources, the amount of revenue to be raised from the property tax
I.
is less than it would be otherwise.
The.local.gc>vernment aids (LOA) pro~ram in·Minnesota was created by
the 1971 legislature and distributes genet~ purpose lump-sum grants to aid
local governments. Initially, the riOA program had two rather
straightforwardgoals; (1) to provide sUbs~antial and permanent propetty tax
reliefby substituting state for local resc>hrces; and (2) tc> distribute general
purpose ~d~o~es more in accord withllOCal need ~han w~ accomplished
estabhshed m 1967 (mostly
by the dlstnbutlOnofsharedtax reveilues
.
I
distributed on a per capita or an origin !basis).
Table 1 provides a simple ~ample which illustrates how the 1983 aid
payment for -two cities WllS ¢alculated itutially. The formula equalizes for
differe.nces in fiscal capacity and effortb~tweenAurora, which has a low-tax
capacity ($2,517 of equajized,assessed valu,e per capita) and a high-tax effort
(17.2 equaliz~d mills) arid Arden
which has a higher tax capacity
($6;848 of equalized ass~ssedvalue per dpita) and a lower equal~ed millage
rate (6.3). AUrora'sLGA payment inbreases 8.6070 while Arden Hill's
increases-by Ohly 4.9% and is now less thanAurora's. Thus, the program is
said to equalJZe fiscal disparities betweeh the two cities.

HillsJ

THE

MolEL

P~des

The approach used in this chapter
an analytIcal descnptIon of
the determinants of taxing decisions in i\jIinnesota cities with populations of
2,500 or more. The hypothesis to be tested is that state-funded property tax
relief programs paid to local governmerlts stimulate additional own~source
local spending (taxing) and, more important perhaps, that the form of aid is
critical-credits are perceived as morel stimulative than general purpose
lump-sum grants because of the tax-pnce-reducing effects of the former,
absent in the latter.
. J
The dependent variable in the model IS the 1.983 net property tax levy per
capita (NPTLPC) for each city. The net levy is the city's gross levy minus
state-paid credits and represents local!own-source property tax revenue.
Variations across cities in net property taOC levies per capita are assumed to be
affected by differences in local property ~ax capacity, in the ability to export
a portion of the local property tax, in mtergovernmental revenues, and in
socioeconomic variables which are pro~es for the need and/or taste for
publicly provided goods and services.

I

I '
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LLE!

Local Government
1.

'ds: Sample Calculations·

City of Aurora (over 2,5(0)
Data: Population = 2,793
Prevo yr. aid = $147,775
Eq. assessed value = $7,029,734

Eq. mill rate = 17.2
Prevo yr. aid per capita = $52.91
Local revenue base = $230,741

Initial calculation: aid factor = $23b,741 • ($7,029,734 x .010) == $160,444
Minimum: $147,775 + ($2,793 x 3)1= $156,154
Maximum: $147,775 x 1.17 = $172/897
Final factor = $160,444 = final lid unless appropriation is insufficient, in which case
this figure is proportionately rerlced.
II.

City of Arden Hills (over2,500)
Data: Population = 7,450
Prevo yr. aid = $152,301
I
Eq. assessed value = $51,013,899
Initial calculation: aid factor =

Eq. mill rate = 6.3
Prevo yr. aid per capita = $20.44
LoCal revenue base = .$614,320

$6r.no. ($51,013,899 x .010)

= $104,181

Minimum: $152,301 - ($7,450 x 1) = $159,751
Maximum: $152,301 x 1.20 = $182 761
Final factor = $159,751 = final aid unless appropriation is insufficient, in which case
the figure is proportionately redpced.

Source: House Research Informatior Brief, Prepared by Steve Hinze, House of
Representatives, Department of Research, March, 1984.
*Note how the formula improves the Jqualization between Aurora, which has a low-tax
capacity ($2,517of equaliZed assessed value per capita) and a higher fax effort (17.2 equalized
mills), and Arden Hills, which has a highJr tax capacity ($6,848 of equalized assessed value per
capita) and a lower equalized millage ratd (6.3). Aurora's LGA payment increased 8.6 lt/o while
Arden Hills' increased by only 4.90/0 and is now less than Aurora's.
TAX CAPACITY

Virtually all local tax revenues or Minnesota cities are attributable to the
local property tax. Thus, the apbropriate measure of local tax capacity is
some estimate of the local prope y tax base. 2 Since the state department of
revenue equalizes for assessment ariations across cities, the measure of tax
capacity used here is the per capita property tax revenue that each
jurisdiction would generate with one equalized mill (OMEQPC). The a
priori expectation is that greatet local capacity will be associated with a
higher net property tax levy Jer capita because it is politically more
when rates can be kept relatively low.
palatable to raise additional revdnue
I
The anticipated sign, therefore, is positive.

r

TAX EXPORTING

l

Exporting of local taxes resul s when the ultimate burden of a tax falls
outside the locality imposing the ~ax. This can occur through shifting the tax
either forward to users/purchasers or backward on factor inputs which
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reside outside the taxing jurisdiction; it so can occur in the absence of tax
shifting if the owner(s) of the taxed droperty reside outside the taxing
jurisdiction as with shareholders of a m~l1ti-state corporation, The concern
with exporting has focused on the equity and efficiency consequences of
exporting, generally perceived to be advdrse. Exporting taxes, per se, is not
necessarily undesirable, ineffici~Ilt, or inbquitl:!.ble, however, if there also are
exported costs to be covered. But, whethF~ or not cost'exporting offsets tax
exporting, greater ability to export taxes+everythingelse equal-is expected
to be associated positively with per ca~ita net taxes because less of 'the
locally-votedtaxes fallon local residents.
For Minnesota c~ties, the potential ~b export taxes is limited because
virtually all local ~ax revenues come trom the property tax. Thus, the
composition of the local property tax b:ase is a proxy for the ability of a
jurisdiction to exp()rt taxes. The model includes a variable (COMBAS)
which me,asures theshate of a jurisdictioh,s property tax base in apartment,
seasonal/recreational, and commercial/industrIal uses. The eXpectation is
that the gre~ter the share of a jUrlsdictioh's property tax base in these uses,
the highe.r the local ow~~s~urce pro~e*y tax levies. will be, for reasons
already gIven. 3 The a,pnonassumptlon, therefore, IS that the COMBAS
coefficient will be positive.
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE

There is an abundance of theoretical land empirical economic literature
analyzing the stimulative impact of intergovernmental aid on local spending
levels. 4 Building on that literature, this cl!lapter analyzes not only the'extent
to which own-source local expenditures may be stimulated by
intergovernment,al aI'd', but also examinllwhat impact-the form of aid has
on local spending levels.
We include three aid variables:
\
1. LGAPC, the per capita amount of 10 'I government aids in 1983;
2. CREDPC, the per capita amount of Istate-paid property tax credits in
1983 (principally the homestead credit); and
3. FAIDPC, the per capita amount of fetleral aid in 1983.

Each of-these would be expected to increJse local'spending from all sources,
and the second and third would be expeFted to boost local spending from
own 'sources (Le., to stimulate local taxes). This expectation with regard to
C~~DPC is attributa~le to the tax-pricefre?ucing feature discussed earlier,
an:smg from the matching character of the aId (e.g. 54 cents state homestead
credit per 46 cents of local property ulxes). Similarly, many federal aid
programs' are matching in character, ahd so, too, may be exp'ected to
stimulate local, taxing. A pure lump-sutn grant, however, does not alter
relative prices and, therefore, has only adincome effect and would tend not
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to stimulate own-source spending (taxing). But, the LGA program is not a
pure lum-sum aid program becaulse of its distribution formula-need was
presumed to be positively associatbd with historic actual spending levels, so
higher local taxes are rewarded with higher LGA amounts.
An allocation formula which cohtains a tax level or tax effort measure has
been criticized because it may pt-ovide an incentive to tax more since a
greater tax effort results in more Jid. However, Maxwell argues that even if
the distribution formula contains ~ tax effort measure, it may not provide an.
incentive to raise taxes becauke if all cities increased their effort
proportionately, the distributionJof funds would be unchanged. s On the
other hllnd, Fisher presents a the ,retical argument that a general lump-sum
grant does have an expenditure-incentive effect introduced by the inclusion
of tax effort in the allocation fortnula and concludes that, as the result of
this expenditure-incentive effect, jtotal. public sector expenditures may be
greater with the aid program than they would be without the program. 6

s::::~:~~:: ::':~::t

for

allth=

~d v~bl~.

I

The final set of factors thought to influence the level of own-source
expenditures in local jurisdictionS are variables which reflect differences in
needs and'preferences for publiJ services. Objectively measuring service
needs for each jurisdiction is a Idifficult task since service needs reflect
political as well as economic debisions by the local electorate. To some
extent, disparities across cities repfesent local choices about what goods and
services should be provided pUblibly, how they should be produced, and so
forth. The results of these choices Ireflect differences in preferences as well as
basic service needs. What is required, therefore, is a set of variables that
represent proxies for basic servicdneeds and preferences.
Population is often used as ~. proxy for service needs. Critics argue,
however, that is it too imprecise td reflect accurately differences in need that
arise because of the unique char~cteristics of each city's population, e.g.,
the percentage of families belot the poverty line or the percentage of
population over age sixty-five. Table 2 indicates that in Minnesota, for
example, local governments accohnt for a larger share of expenditures on
welfare, highways, police protect~on, and parks than do local governments
nationally and regionally (except Iror Wisconsin). An aggregate measure of
population, therefore, would not adequately reflect difference in need across
cities which, in turn, influence tHe level of own-source 10CllI expenditures.
A number of socioeconomic ~ariables were considered in an effort to
reflect variations in city charaCteristics which might be expected to influence
Specifically, variables tested
the level of local own-source etpenditures.
I
included per capita income (P<I:INC), the percent of the jurisdiction's
population age sixteen or yoJnger (pYOUNG), the percent of the
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TABLE 2
Local Share of Total StateVLocal Expenditllfes
by Function, 1981182 (percent)
Total

Education

.::.. •

MINNESOTA
Iowa
North Dakota
South Dakota
Wisconsin
U.S. Average

65.2
60.0
46.7
47.2
66;0
60.4

W~\fare

Highways

Police

Parks

56.6
54.5
39.5
35.7
63.6
41.8

88.2
83.7
83.4
77.7
90.9
85.4

58.6
49.1
29.2
32.6
58.6
53.1

I

70.6·
70.5
65.1
68.5
72.6
72.6

45.2

lLo

12.9
3.7
2~.8

2~.2

J

Source: Governmental Finances, 1981-82, Burdau of the Census, U.S. Department of
Commerce, Washington D.C., 1983.

jurisdiction's population over age sixt· ,five (POLD), the percent of the
population owning their own homes (PPWNOC), the percent of families
with incomes below the poverty line (PL<DINC), and whether the city was in
a metropolitan area or not (METLOC). ~
Determining the expected signs of each of these variables can be
somewhat difficult. For example, Table shows thatJocal governments in
Minnesota provide an above-average shaFe of expenditures which benefit the
young, the elderly, and low-income farhilies. The expectation, therefore,
share of their populations either
would be that jurisdictions with a greatJr
1
above sixty-five Years of age or below the poverty line would have higher
own-source local expenditures-Leo ~YOUNG, POLD, and PLOINC
would be expected to have positive coefficients.
Alternatively, it might be argued that tural areas generally have relatively
low per capita incomes and a high propottion of their population under age
sixteen or over age sixty-five. In this situation, goods and services which
might be provided through the public settor in a higher income jurisdiction
may not be provided at all in the 100~er income rural area, or may be
provided only on a volunteer basis. Tlims, a higher value of PYOUNG,
POLD or PLOINe may be associated with lower levels of own-source local
expenditures-Le., these variables wOdld be expected to have negative
coefficients.
I
The sign for the variable measuring the percentage of the population
owning their own homes (POWNOC) is also difficult to predict a priori. On
one hand, property owners may want higher levels of local services since the
benefits ofthese services (e.g. police, fird protection, parks) generally accrue
to residents, and may boost local proJerty values. Thus, the higher the
percentage of owner-occupants, the higHer the expected level of own-source
local expenditures. Alternatively, a lo,er percentage of owner-occupants
would be associated with a higher level of renters. If renters do not perceive
the full tax price that they pay for pUbli~ goods, they may be more inclined
to vote for more public goods and services. In fact, depending on market
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conditions (vacancy rates, supp y and demand for rental units, etc.)
property owners may absorb a IJrge share of local property taxes. As a
result, renters may receive a higherlvalue of public goods, vis-a-vis what they
actually pay, and thus, be inclined to vote for higher levels of public services.
In this case, a lower percentage <hf owner-occupants would be associated
with a higher level of local own-~ource expe~ditures-Le., the coefficient
would be negative.
I
Per capita personal income (pCINC) is another variable often included in
expenditure studies as a proxy fot tastes or preferences. That is; if public
goods are normal goods, the demahd for those goods will increase as income
goes upT""Le., the income variable should have a positive coefficient.
However; income is also used asja measure of local fiscal capacity-the.
greater the percapita income, theasier it is to raise local taxes which, in the
final analysis, are paid out of incmoe. This argument also suggests that the
coefficient for the income variable wo.uld be POSiti.V.e.. unfortunat.elY) the per
capita income. variable and the measure of the property tax capacity
(OMEQPC) are highly correlated at .773. Because PCINe is also highly
correlated with. other socioecpno c variables (see Table 3), and because the
dOl}'linance of ·prOperty taxes in ldcal tax structures argues for a propertyrelated. capacity measure, it was nbt included in the model tested.
rutal area may also affect the level of
Whether a city is in an urban Ar
I
own-source local expenditures. As mentioned above, rural areas may not
~ro~ide as compreh~nSive .lbasketIbf public.gOOdsan
•.. • d services ~ d. 0 high.erIncome (tax) urban areas. Thus one nught expect that cItIes o~tslde
metropolitan areas would, on bala ce, have lower net property tax levies per
~ap.ita .so that a m.etr?p~lit.aJ:l jlocation .(~ETLoC) dummy variable
IndIcatIng whether the CIty IS ill a metropQht~ area WETLOC = 1.0) or
not (METLOC = D.D) would hav i a positive coefUcient. .
Finally, the degree of revenue diversification ina city will influence the
level of net property taxes percabita. Since virtually all local tax revenue
comes from the property tax, th9 measure used here is the percentage of
own~source revenue$ that comes f 0m taxes, or the. property tax (including
specIal assessments) share of own revenue (PTASOR), rather than user

1

.

. tLE3

.

Correlation Coefficients for the Socioeconomic Variables
I

PCINC
PYOUNG
PCTOLD
OWNOCC
PLOWINC
DUMMY

PCINC

PYOUNG

1.000

.073
1.000
-.603
.673
-.471
..371

.073
-.374
.245
-.567
.584

PdrOLD

~.374
.603

OWNOCC

PLOWINC

DUMMY

.245
.673
-.511

/ .000
.511

1.000

.567
-.471
.601
-.542

.601

-.542

1.000

.584
.371
-.612
.282
-.561

.612

.282

-.561

1.000·
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charges, interest earnings, etc. The assumption is that the greater the share
of own-source revenues that comes froml taxes, the higher the net property
taxes per capita-PTASOR should have la positive coefficient. .
I

.

EMPIRICAL FIINDINGS
Table 3 presents correlation coefficiel1i~s for the socioeconomic variables
discussed above. The results suggest tha~ there are strong interrelationships
among the various socioeconomic variJbles, and between these variables
and several others. While this may be ex~ected, it complicates the empirical
analysis because of the increased likelilllOod of multicollinearity. In fact,
various combinations of socioeconomictariables were tested and the values
of the coefficients and t-statistics Jhanged-sometimes radicalIyindicating that collinearity was aprobl~m. Thus, the results presented in
Table 4 reflect the best outcome when the socioeconomic variables were
included one at a time in the model.
The model tested was of the form
NPTLPC = f(OMEQPC, COMBAS CREDPC, LGAPC, FAIDPC,
PYOUNG, PTASOR)
Ordinary least-squares procedures were u~ed to estimate the equation for the
174 cities in the sample. Data were obdined from the state department of
revenue, the state auditor's office, and 1980 Census reports. The results are
I
presented in Table 4.
The results in Table 4 substantiate all of our expectations since all of the
variables (except PYQUNG) are signific~nt at the 95070 level or above and
have the anticipated signs. First, state aia to local governments, like federal
aid, does stimulate additional local owb-source spending, and credits are
about three times more stimulative tharllump-sum transfers. In addition,
jurisdictions with a greater property tal base per capita and/or a greater
reliance on taxes as a source of local tevenues, can be expected to have
I

TABLE 4
Regression 4esults

CONSTANT
OMEQPC
COMBAS
CREDPC
LGAPC
FEDAID
PYOUNG
PTASOR

ADJUSTED R2

COEFFICIJNTS
I

T-STATISTlCS

-123.21 1

-6.71
16.53
4.32
6.79
4.23
2.68
0.99
4.14

10.81
0.92I
I.2~

O.4q

0.13
0.44
0.60
0.731
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greater net property tax levies pe capita. The resldts also indicate that the
greater the share of property ihapartment, seasonal/recreational, and
commercial/industrial uses, the thore likely it is that property taxes will be
shifted to nonresidents and the higher the net property tax levy per capita.
I

.

POLICY CbNSIDERATIONS

.

Of particular importance for JOliCY are the findings for the property tax
relief/intergovernmental aid Ivariables. Given the concern about
accountability-the matching ofl the. pain. of taxing with the pleasure of
spending-in Minnesota government finance, the findings about the
stimulus to local taxing and sp~nding of direct (CREDPC) and indirect
(LGAPC) property tax relief arelof interest. Both CREDPC .and LGAPC
were associated positively with net local property taxes per capita
(NPTLPC), so the size of the 10cJI public s.ector is larger with these property
tax relief programs than it woulb be without them. This stimulus to local
spending tends to occur becau~e these aid forms make increased local
spending appear to be a relative tlargain, since not all of the costs are borne
locally. But the stimulus is deJidedly stronger for property tax credits
(CREDPC) than for local govetnrnent aicl (LGAPC)~the coefficient of
CREDPC was nearly three timeJ as large as that for LGAPC.
These findings are consistent with the concerns expressed that the
program result in higher levels of local
property tax credits -and the LGA
I
spending. While care must be taken in the. use of cross-sectional findings,
they seem to suggest that these pHncipal relief measures actually encourage
higher own-source local taxes arid expenditures. In the case ·of LGA, this
stimulative effect must be weighdd against the equalizing benefits (reported
elsewhere in this volume) in d~ciding on the overall desirability of the
program. In the case of credits, jthe trade-off seems to be between greater
local accountability (through reduced credits) and reducing homestead
property taxes to encourage hon!Ieownership, although some restructuring
of the credits may bring abou~ a better balance between these policy
objectives.
ENDNOTES
1. There were originally 180 suJ cities in the period studied; six were omitted
because of incomplete data for som~ of the variables used in this analysis.
2. George Break, Financing GO~lernment in a Federal System, the Brookings
Institution, Washington D.C., 1980, p. 150.
3. A similar variable, advanced for similar reasons, is used in John H. Bowman,
"Tax Exportability, Intergovernmenial Aid and School Finance Reform," National
I
Tax Journal, 27 (June 1974): pp. 166-73.
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4. Edward M. Gramlich, "!ntergovernme tal Grants: A Review of the Empirical
Literature," in Wallace E. Oates,ecl., The Pblitical &onomyof Fiscal Federalism,
Lexington, Mass.: Lexington Books, pp. 219139; and Fiscal Federalism and Grantsin-Aid, edited by Peter Mieszkowski and William H. Oakland, The Urban Institute,
Washington, D.C., 1979.
5. Maxwell, "lax Effort as a Determin nt of Revenue Sharing Allotments,"
Harvard Journal of Legis/ation, Vol. 10, No] 4, December 1973.
.
6~ Ronald Fisher, "A Theoretical View of Revenue Sharing Grants," National Tax
I
.
Journal, June 1979, pp. 173-84.
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The Impact of Exis ,ing Property Tax

Relief Programs oh Thxes Paid on
owner-occuPifd Housing
in Minnesota
Thomas F. Stinson and Kathleen M. Vanderwall

In Minnesolil,the property tax on ownl.occnPied housing is prohably the
most politically sensitive of all state and ~ocal taxes. It is also likely to be the
most misunderstood. Public perceptIOns of the size of the average
homestead property tax bill and of th~ need for additional tax relief are
often based almost entirely on ancedotal evidence. But, in Minnesota,
generalizing from a small sample ma~ be misleading due to the wide
variation in tax bills across the state. I
This chapter presents evidence on the distribution of property taxes
actually paid by Minnesota homeownert The distribution of benefits from
existing property tax relief programs I is also shown. Estimates of the
regressivity of Minnesota's property d.x on owner-occupied housing are
given in the final section.
.1 . .
Data for the study came from a stratIfIed sample of more than 11,000
Minnesota state income tax returns fot 1982 compiled by the Minnesota
Department of Revenue. From this sarhple, joint distributions of income
and property values were obtained for farm and nonfarm homeowners in
each of nine separate regions of the tate. Estimates of the impact of
alternative tax relief programs were made using the Minnesota property tax
simulation model, a computer routine i,hich calculates individual tax bills
given the market value of the home, thcl effective assessment rate, the local
millage rate, and the provisions of any ptoperty tax relief program for which
the homeowner qualifies. I Simulation~ in this paper are all based on
property tax relief programs in place id Minnesota in August 1984, except
where noted.
361
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HOMEOWNERI PROPERTY TAXES:
1982

~VIDENCE

For most Minnesotans residdntial property taxes are relatively low.
Statewide, about 58070 of all nodfarm homeowners paid less than $500 in
property taxes in 1982 (ignoring Jny relief provided by the circuit breaker),
and approximately 75% paid les~ than $750 (Table 1). Although property
tax bills faced by individual homfowners varied significantly, only 16% of
all Minnesota homeowners paid more than $1,000 in property taxes.
There were, however, substantiill differences in average tax bills depending
on where one lived. Housing in Isome areas is more expensive, reflecting
either higher quality or the demand for housing in that area. Property tax
bills also differ because local g~vernments tax at different rates, due to
differences in the demand for lodal government services, in the size of the
local property tax base, and in rlIethods employed to pay for government
services. In addition, homeowneh on Minnesota's Iron Range qualify for
the taconite homestead credit,. a pkoperty tax relief program applying only to
homeowners in that region.
Together, these factors created Important regional differences in property
tax bills, differences especially n6ticeable when the taxes of the Twin Cities
metropQIitan area and out~state bommunities are compared. Seventy-seven
percent of nonfarm households ohtside the metro area paid less than $500 in
property taxes in 1982, while onl~ 40% of metro area homeowners had tax
bills that low. At the other end of the scale, 7% of out-state nonfarm
homeowners paid more than $1,OPO in property taxes in 1982, while 25% of
all mett(} area homeowners paid taxes at that level and 10% had property tax
bills of more than $1,500. 2

l

~ABLE 1
/
Estimated distribution of homestead property tax
paymen*, by region, 1982

I
Less than
$500

I

Tax Payment
$500750

______________________l

$7501,000
percent -----------

Greater than
$1,000
_

Minnesota

58

16

IO

16

Metro

39

22

14

25

Out-state

77

10

6

7

Exhibit:
Iron Range

91

4

3

2

Source: Original data provided by

Minn~sota Department of Revenue.

-
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This geographical split in homestead roperty tax bills has led some to '
characterize Minnesota as having a two-ti~red property tax system on owneroccupied housing, with those living o~tstate paying significantly lower
amounts in property taxes per household than those in the metropolitan
area. The two-tiered system greatly complibates attemptsto target additional
property tax relief to those with relativel high tax bills.

HOMESTEAD PROPE TY TAX RELIEF
The low homestead property tax bills teed. by most Minnesotans are not
due to a lucky combination of low mill~ge rates and low-value property.
Instead, they have occurred by design. Sdte law provides homeowners with
substantial amounts of property tax relief! There is a classified property tax
system which allows all residential propety to be taxed at a lower effective
rate than business property, and which, by design, causes lower valued
. residential property to be taxed at a lower ffective rate than more expensive
housing. Owners of agricultural homesterds receive additional relief since
farm h?mes are required to be assessed a lower rates than s~milarly val~ed
homes In urban areas. The state also fund a homestead credIt to be applIed
against the property tax bill of each oo/ner-occ~pied homestead, and a
circuit breaker which targets additional tax relief to those whose property
taxes exceed certain specified ~erc~ntag9s o~ theirinco.me. Finally, as in
other states, homeowners who ItemIze deductIons on theIr federal and state
income tax returns can deduct property tales paid from taxable income. The
resulting decrease in federal and ~tate incdme tax liability is an indirect form
of property tax relief.
I
The combined impact of these program~ on actual, out-of-pocket costs of
property taxes to the homeowner is impre~sive. A Minneapolis resident with
a home valued at $67,500 would pay prbperty
taxes of more than $2,000
I
annually, in the absence of any tax relief. But when relief programs currently
available are applied (and taking into acdount the reduction in federal and
state personal income tax liabilities), th~t homeowner only pays between
$219 and $532, depending on househbld income. Although the state
government funds much of that relief through the homestead credit and
circuit breaker programs and througH foregone personal income tax
collections, the federal government (thfOUgh foregone personal im~dme
taxes), and owners of other types of property
(through the higher local
I·
property tax bills produced by the classification system) also contribute t~
residential property tax relief.
In this section, Minnesota's existin property tax relief program is
.described. First, estimates of property tAx bills which would exist if there
were no
property tax relief are presented!.I Property tax relief programs are
.
then added one at a time and the reduction in taxes by value of home and
I

L
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household income noted. Result shown are based on average millage rates
in Hennepin county suburbs, although the same general pattern of tax relief
occurs throughout the state.

j

NO RELIEF

Residential property tax bills i . the absence of any tax relief are shown for
property is assumed to be assessed at a
nine housing values in Table 2.
40070 rate, and local millage rates are reduced so that the same total revenue
is raised by the property tax ak is raised under the current system. No
allowance is made for the dedudtibility of property taxes from federal and
state taxable income, and savin~s due to the homestead credit and circuit
breaker are ignored.
I
In the no-relief scenario, taxes ranged from $527 for homes under $20,000
in value to $2,825 for homes with estimated market values in .excess of
$100,000. Homestead property th bills for any particular value of property
are the same no matter what the owner's income. In this simulation the
property tax bill depends only In the value of the property and the local
millage rate.

tn

DEDUCTIBILITY ONLY

Homeowners receive SignificJnt amounts of property tax relief in the
form of reduced federal and statd income tax liabilities. When property taxes
are deducted from income subjebt to tax, income tax bills are reduced by an
amount equal to the combined federal and state marginal income tax rate
multiplied by the local propert~ tax payment.
The pattern of benefits from this indirect property tax relief program is
shown in Table 3. Those with igher-valued property receive larger dollar

~

l

TABLE 2
Estimate property tax levies
by estimated rrlarket value of homestead,
no ptoperty tax relief
I

Estimated Market Value

Estimated Tax Levy

Less than $30,000
$30,000 - 49,999
$50,000 - 54,999
$55,000 - 59,999
$60,000 - 64,999
$65,000 - 69,999
$70,000 - 84,999
$85,000" 99,999
$100,000 or more

$527
1045
1374
1503
1637
1768
2022
2368
2825
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TABLE I
Tax relief provided through deducztibility of local property
taxes from income subject to statd and federal income tax,
no other relief progra!ms assumed
I

($)
Income Class

Less than 7,500

7,500
15,000
22,500
30,000
35,000
40,000
50,000
70,000

-

14,999
22,499
29,999
34,999
39,999
49,999
69,999

or more

Home~tead Value
S~,OOO- $65,000-

Less than $30,000- S50,Qoo.c $55,000I
$30,000 49,999 54,999 59,999 lj4,999

70
70
106
136
141
154
158
184
230

138
138
210
269
279
305
314
365
457

182
182
277
354
366
401
412
479
600

199
199
303
387
401
439
451
524
657

217
217
330
421
437
478
491
571
715

69,999

234
234
356
455
471
516
530
617
772

$70,000- $85,000- $\00,000
84,999 99,999 or more

268
268
407
520
539
590
607
705
883

314
314
477
610
632
691
711

826
1035

374
374
569
727
753
825
848
986
1234

amounts of relief. And, for any given orne value, those with higher
incomes receive proportionally more relief than do those with lower
incomes. Homeowners with incomes over $70,000 per year owning a house
valued at between $60,000 and $65,000, fo~ example, would receive indirect
property tax relief of nearly $715, while a family owning a similarly valued
house with income of $7,500 or less would ~eceive only $216 in t.ax relief, Put
another way, the net property tax bill for ~he $70,000 household would be
$922 while the poorer family would pay $1,420.
.
Discussions of property tax burdens on Ihomeowners often overlook the
tax relief provided by deductibility from federal and state taxable income.
relief, particularly for upperDoing so ignores substantial amounts of
.
income homeowners.

tlax

l

CLASSIFICATION AND DEDUCTIBILITY

Under existing Minnesota law, homestea ; S ate not assessed at a fixed rate.
Instead, the first $30,000 of estimated mar~et value is assessed at 17070, the
second $30,000 at 19070, and all value above $60,000 at 30070. 3 When that set
of assessment rates is introduced (replacibg the single assessment rate of
40%), and millage rates are adjusted to h;aintain an equal yield for .the
property tax, homeowners gain additionJI property tax relief. In effect,
owners of other types of property in the community are taxed at higher
effective rates so that homestead property taxes can be reduced.
The additional tax relief provided by the classification system is shown in
Table 4. Three forces are at work. Firs, the effective tax rate on all
residential property declines since the asse~sment rate is decreased by more
than 25070, while that on business property remains the same. This decrease
in residential taxes is shared by all homeo ners. In addition, Minnesota's
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ABLE 4
Additional prop~rty tax relief provided by
classification Of
homestead property*
I
.
. Homestead Value
($)

Income Class

Less than 7,500
7,500 - 14,999
15,000 - 22,499
22,500 - 29,999
30,000 - 34,999
35,000 - 39,999
40,000 - 49,999
50,000 - 69,999
70,000 or more

Less than $30,000- $50,000-$55,000- $60,000- $65,000· $70,000- $85,000- $100,000
$30,000 49,999 54,999 59,999 64,999 69,999 84,999 99,999 or more

169
169
156
145
143
138
136
127
110

318
318
293
273
269
260
257
239
207

403
403
371
345
341
329
325
302
261

436
436
401
373
368
356
352
327
283

447
447
412
383
378
365
361
336
290

434
434
400
372
367
355
350
326
282

407
407
375
349
344
332
329
306
264

362
362
333
310
306
296
292
272
235

309
309
284
264
261
252
249
232
201

*Assumes individuals deduct property tJxes from state and federal taxable income.

as~essmJ

three-stage homestead
t rate schedule gives'those owning less
expensive homes additional relief. Finally, as actual property tax payments
decrease, the amount of indirect tax relief provided by deductibility from the
income tax declines. That is, up~er-income individuals benefit less from a
given amount of direct property Itax relief because they have less to deduct.
Therefore, they pay more in income taxes. The-result, as shown in Table 4, is
that dollar amounts of effectiv~ tax relief from the classified property tax
decline as homeowners' income increases, holding housing values constant.
On a percentage basis, the classiried system provides greater relief to lowervalued homes.

HOMESTEAD CREDITS, CLASSIFICATION, AND DEDUCTIBILITY

The second source of direct prlperty tax relief for Minnesota homeowners
is the homestead credit. Unde~ this program the state pays 54% of the
property tax levy on the first $67,000 of assessed value, or $650-whichever
is less-of each homeowner's prbperty tax bilL Estimates of this credit's net
impact on a system already corltaining classification and deductibility are
I
.
shown in Table 5.
Again, the offsetting nature of the loss of indirect relief from deductibility
is apparent. For any given homJstead value, the additional relief offered by
the credit declines as income inJreases. In addition, the $650 maximum for
the credit causes it again to prdvide proportionately more relief for lowerand moderate-priced housing. IIndividuals whose homes have estimated
market value in excess of $67,Oqo receive no tax relief beyond that available
to those with homes valued at $67,000.
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TABLE 5
Additional property tax rblief provided by
the Homestead frewt*
.
I

Homestead Value
($)

Less than 530,000- $50,000- $55,000-

Income Class
Less than 7.500
7,500 - 14,999
15,000 • 22,499
22,500 - 29,999
30,000 - 34.999
35,000 - 39.999
40,000 - 49.999
50,000 - 69,999
70,000 or more

$30,000

49,999

54,999

59,999

156
156
143
133
132
127
126
117
101

318
318
293
272
269
259
256
238
206

426
426
392
365
360
348
344
320
277

469
469
432
401
396
383
378
352
304

$~,OOO!i".999
1

525
525
484
450
444
429
424
394
341

565,000- 570,000- 585,000- 5100,000
69,999 84,999 99.999 or more

564
564
519
483
477
460
455
423
366

564
564
519
483
477
460
455
423
366

564
564
519
483
477
.460
455
423
366

564
564
519
483
477
460
455
423
.366

'" Assumes the existing property classification systemJand that individuals deduct property taxes
from state and federal taxable income.

TABLE'
Additional property taxr~lief provided by
the Circuit Br9aker*

Less than 7,500
7,500 - 14;999
15,000 • 22,499
22.500 - 29,999
30.000 - 34,999
35,000 - 39,999
40.000 - 49;999
50,000 • 69,999
70,000 or more

52
0
0
{)

0
0
0
0
0

154
83
1
0
0
0
0
O·
0

222
143
44

0
0
0

0
0
0

249
167
61
0
0
U
0
0
0

285
199
83
0
{)

0
0
1)

0

358
266
137
6
0
0
0
0
0

412
412
312
137
65
0
0
0
0

412
412
379
297
73
0
0
0
0

412
412
379
297
73
0
0
0
0

'" Assumes the existing homestead credit ami classifiJtion system are already in place, and that
individuals deduct property taxes from state and .fetleral taxable income.

THE EXISTING SYSTEM

Minnesota's existing system ofprope
tax relief can. be simulated by
adding the circuit breaker te a syste containing homestead credits,
classification, and deductibility. T,he incrtental relief added b,y the circuit
breaker is shown in Table 6.
Consistent with it-s goal of t-argetin· relief to those lower-income
individuals whose property tax bills are ah abnormally high proportion of
income, the circuit breaker provides thk greatest ,relief for low~income
individuals with relatively expensive horJes. Families with incomes under
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$7,500 and houses valued at more than $70,000 receive the largest dollar
amount of relief. No family with income over $35,000 receives any relief by
specific design of the program.
Estimated out-of-pocket costs of property tax~s, after all forms of tax
relief are taken into account, are hown in Table 7. Comparing these results
to the estimates in Table 2 of t~ bills in the absence of any property tax
relief provides a measure of the arhount of local property tax relief currently
provided to Minnesota residents. I
Despite the availability of a circuit breaker, homestead credits, and a
classifie.das.s.essment system, the edu.ctibility o.f local property taxes from
federal and state taxable income continues to have perverse effects on tax
bills. For example, out-of-pocke property tax costs for a family making
$15,000 to $22,500 per year on al$50,OOO home are identical to those on a
$60,000 home for a family who~e incdme exceeds $70,000. Also, for any
houslng value chosen, households with incomes between $22,500 and
$35;000 appear to face the higheJt net property tax bills.
For all combinations of incom'e and housing v8.Iue, those whose homes
are classified as agricultural hoJesteads pay less tax than those with the
same value home and faCing fue same millage rate; but without the
agri,::ultural home~t~ad designati.9n (Table 8). The lowe~ assessme~t rates are
partIcularly benefIcIal to upper-n:1come homeowners WIth expensIve homes.
Farmers whose homes are valuetl at less than $50,000 were estimated to
receive a tax reduction of $44 Or less attributable to the agricultural
homestead classification. Howe er, those whose homes are valued over
$85,000 and whoquaHfy for agr~t ultural homestead status receive between
$135 and $591 (depending on their income) of property tax relief in addition
to that available to urban hornet'le".

j.
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ifABLE 7
Estimated out-of-pocket costs of the property tax after deducting
relief provided by the dircuit breaker, homestead credit,
property classificationlsystem, and the deductibility of
property taxes from srate and federal taxable income
Homestead Value
($)

Income Class
Less than 7,500
7,500 - 14,999
15,000 - 22,499
22,500 - 29,999
30,000 - 34,999
35,000 - 39,999
40,000 - 49,999
50,000 - 69,999
70,000 or more

Less thanS30,OOO- $50,000- $55,000- $60,000- $65,000-$70,000- $85,000- $100,000
S30,OOO 49,999 54,999 59,999 64,999 69,999 84,999 99,999 or more
81
133
122
114
112
108
107
100
86

117
188
248
232
229
221
218
203
176

141
220
291
311
307
296
293
273
236

151
232
307
342
338
326
322
300
259

163
249
329
383
378
365
361
336
291

178
269
356
453
453
437
432
402
348

371
371
409
533
597
639
632
588
508

717
717
660
669
881
922
911
847
733

1167
1167
1074
1054
1261
1289
1274
1185
1025

I
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TABLE
Additional property tax relief brovided to dwellings
classified as agriculturaI homesteads
I

Home tead Value
($)

Income Class

$~O.OOO-

Less than $30,000- $50,000- $55,000$65,000- .$70,000- $85,000- $100,000
$30,000 49,999 54,999 59,999 64,999
69,999 84,999 99,999 or more
I

Less than 7,500
7,500 - 14,999
15,000 • 22,499
22,500 - 29,999
30,000 - 34,999
35,000- 39,999
40,000 - 49,999
50,000 - 69,999
70,000 or more

5
20
19
18
17
16
16
15
12

12
16
44
41
40
38
37
35
29

18
20
23
26 .
42
36
60
67
57
64
55
62
5461
51
57
42
47

23
31
42
79
76
73
72
67
56

28
37
51
97
93
90
88
83
68

45
50
68
88
126
155
152
143
118

348
257
135
146
192
254
248
233
193

592
589
478
350
486
381
372
351
290

*Assumes the existing homestead credit and circuit breaker are in place, and that individuals
deduct property taxes from state and federal taxablb income.

THE REGRESSIVITY OF PROPERTY JrXES ON OWNEROCCUPIED HOUSING

The regressivity of the property tax on owner-occupied housing has
always been of concern to policyniakers. Cautions by economists that the
property tax should be seen as a tax on wdalth, not on income, and that an
appropriate measure of regressivity would include all state-local taxes as well
as all benefits from state-local' spending Ihave done little to diminish the
public'S interest in the relationship between residential property taxes and
income.'
I
This section presents evidence on the regressivity of residential property
taxes in Minnesota. A systemwide measureldeveloped by Suits is used. 4 Since
the regressivity orprogressivity of the pr<ilperty tax can vary substantially
depending on what segment of the inco~e distribution one measures, a
system-wide measure is essential. In addition, this index has a convenient
graphical representation which provides Iadditional information on the
relationship between taxes paid and incorrle.
Suits' index, in simplified form, tak~s into account the number of
taxpayers in each income group as well asJ whether members of that group
pay proportionally more or less of their Income in taxes than is the state
- norm. Index values range from -1 (fun~ regressive-the lowest-income
individual pays all taxes) to + 1 (fully brogressive-the highest-income
individual pays all taxes). A proportiOnal!ax will have an index of O.
The index is also scale invariant. That is, holding all incom~s constant, an
equal proportional increase in everyone's ax bill will not change the index
value. Consequently, it gives no informJtionabout the overall level of
taxation in the economy, only about hbw taxes are distributed across
income.
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Scale invariant indexes are not ~niformly accepted as good measures of
tax progressivity. Some criticize them because they do not automatically
measure the change in the income Idistribution produced by the tax system. 5
For purposes of this paper thougti, this concern is minor. Property tax bills
in Minnesota are unlikely to have ~ significant impact on the distribution of
income in the state. Instead, what F.itizens and policymakers are interested in
is whether lower-income households are paying proportionately more of
their income in property taxes thk are the wealthy.
. Data similar to that in Tables 12-8 combined with joint distribution by
region of housing value provided by the Minnesota Department of Revenue
were used to estimate the regressi~ty index. The same path is followed as in
the· earlier property tax relief ~. timates. We begin by estimating the
re.gressivity Ofth.e property tax on owner-occupied housing in the ab.sence of
any property tax relief. Existin relief programs are then sequentially
introduced Showing the impact of each.
Estimates of the regressivity bf the property tax on owner-occupied
housing in Minnesota undetaltJrnative property tax relief programs are
illustrated in FlgUies 1'-5. Witli no property tax relief, including not
recognizing the deductibility ofptoperty taxes against income in computing
federal a!1d state personal inc~me taxes, the index stands at -.31, a
moderately regressive tax.
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FIGURE 1: LORENZ {URVE FOR ROPERTY TAX ON O\iNER OCCUPIED DWELLINGS
IN 1'lINNESOTA, NO RELIEF..
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When deductibility is allowed, the indef drops to -.37 indicating greater
regressivity. This reflects the fact that a $1)000 tax deduction is worth more
to higher-income taxpayers than to those IWith I.ower marginal income. tax
rates. Minnesota would be more than one-third of the way from a
p~oportional tax toward a completely regrelssive tax if all direct property tax
relief programs were eliminated.
When the existing classified property taxi system is introduced, the system
becomes less regressive, with the index I dropping to -.35. Minnesota's
classification system lowers taxes proportionately more on inexpensive
homes, and individuals with lower incobes tend to have lower-valued
homes. As a result the proportion of taxds paid by lower-income families
I
.
declines.
The addition of the homestead credit tJ the property tax relief package
cuts the regressivity of the system even mbre, raising the index to -.28. In
effect, the differential assessment rates Ifor owner-occupied homestead
property and the homestead credit cancel the additional regressivity added
to Minnesota's property tax system by the deductibility of property taxes on
-- ~ed~r~ and.state in~ome tax retu~s. AlthfUgh .the .actual t~bill paid by
mdividuals In each Income group IS less· followmg IntroductIOn of federal
and state deductibility, differential assesJment rates for owner-occupied
dwellings, and the homestead credit, the stlares of the total tax bill paid by
each income group are nearlyidentical witH what existed under the no-relief
example.
100
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S = -.37
CUf1LATlVE
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FIGURE 2: LORENZ CURVE FOR PROPERTY TAX ['N OWNER OCCUPIED DWELLINGS
IN MINNESOTA, FEDERAL AND STAT~ DEOUCTIBI L1TY ONLY.
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FIGURE 3: LORENZ CURVE FORJPROPERTI TAX ON OWNER OCCUPIED DWELLINGS
IN MINNESOTA, FE ERAL AND STATE DEDUCTIBILlTf AND THE
EXISTING PROPERTY CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM.
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FIGURE 4: LORENZ CURVE FO I PROPERTY TAX ON OWNER OCCUPIED DWELLINGS IN
MINNESOTA, FEDEtlAL AND STATE DEDUCTIBILITY, EXISTING
CLASSIFICATION, AND HOMESTEAD CREDIT.
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When Minnesota's circuit breaker pr~gram is added-producing the
package of tax relief which_exists in the state today-the picture changes
dramatically (Figure 5). Since the circuit reaker targets relief toward those
who have relatively low incomes and hig~ property taxes, one would expect
that it would further reduce the regressivlty of the system. The amount of
change is substantial, ulcreasing the inde~ to -.20. Minnesota's property tax
on owner-occupied dwellings when all torms 'of property tax relief are
included, can probably be best desci~bed as mildly regressive. The
Minnesota tax relief programs currently I. in. place have reduced the Suits
index of regressivity.to about one-half of what it would have been in the
absence of any direct tax relief programs!
The regressivity measures describe thb distribution of the tax burden
across all income classes. Figures 1-5, ho~ever, illustrate that the degree of
regressivity is not uniform across individJal income groups. By comparing
the slope of the Lorenz Curve at any pontt With that of the 45 °line one can
see whether a particular income class is pJying proportionately more or less
of their income in ta)(es than the statewide norm. Slopes greater than 1 0
indicate a high~r ratio of taxes to income ~hiIe slopes less than 1° indicate a
lower ratio.
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LORENZ CURVE FOR PROPERTY TJ ON OWNER OCCUPIED DWELLINGS
IN MINNESOTA, EXISTING SYSTEM OF PROPERTY TAX RELIEF.
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On average, low-income home wners pay a much greater percentage of
their income in property taxes and high-income homeowners-those making
more than $70,000 a year-muJh less than the state average. The vast
majority of homeowners, howevJr, appear to pay approximately the same
proportion of their income in pro~erty taxes as the statewide average. These
results suggest that Minnesota's property tax system is roughly proportional
over most income classes and thaf limited state resources may best be spent
.targeting additional relief to low-mcome homeowners rather than trying to
provide broad relief to all homeo11wners.
. .
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EJDNOTES
1. Additional detail on the sa.mPlior the simula.tion model is available on request
from the authors.
2. Some of those paying the hi her level of taxes would have qualified for
additional tax relief under the circmF breaker, however.
3. Agricultural homesteads are assessed at 14070 of the first $60,000 and 19% of all
value above $60,000.
4. The index is described in more detail in Daniel Suits, "Measurement of Tax
Progressivity." Am. Econ. Rev., sep~., 1977, pp. 747-752.
5. See for example, Donald Kiefer, "Distributional Tax Progressivity Indexes."
National Tax Journal, Dec., 1984, Ip. 497-513.
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An Income-wealth Alternative to
the Property Tax I ircuit Breaker
Glenn Nelson and ·onaSigalla

Many Minnesotans believe their property II system is much too complex
and needs reform. The results of this study add further weight to the
considerable evidence supporting the critics' position. We propose a new
property tax relief mechanism which is siJple and which recognizes equity
and efficiency as the central issues.
I
The analysis concentrates on the incremental changes in an individual
homeowner's taxes associated with change~ in the tax rate in a community.l
These "-tax prices" represent the cost to hJmeowners of additional units of
publicly provided goods and services. The results are most relevant to
efficiency questions but are related to eduity. The study by Stinson and
Vanderwall in this volume, using the identical data base and modeling
technique, focuses on the equity issues. I
If no property tax relief were granted, p~operty taxes would vary in direct
proportion to the value of property. Without relief, the changes in tax bills
due to changes in the tax rate would also be proportional to the value of
property. These relationships would hold regardless of the income of the
property owner.
The political consensus in Minnesota favors an extensive system of
property tax relief measures to alter this proportional relationship. Some of
the relief measures create a progressive property tax system by the treatment
of property wealth: that is, citizens who h~ve less property pay less than a
proportionate share of property
taxes. Other
relief measures- incorporate
.
'
I
income as a measure of ability to pay and of demand for public -services.
These relief measures give lower-income c~izens tax relief so that they pay
less than proportionaiproperty taxes.
The first section ~f this. paper discusses a desirable pattern of tax relief,
taking into account the efficiency and equi y of the tax burden. The second
section explains the assumptions used in talculating tax prices. The third
section demonstrates' that current tax ~rices are neither efficient nor
equitable. The fourth section examines the! causes of current problems, and
the filial section recommends an alternati e.
375
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THE DESIRABLE PATTERN OF TAX RELIEF

Jax

Under an equitable property
system, one household should not pay
lower taxes than another housef;0ld which has less property and a lower
iricome. This analysis asserts, in addition, that the equity standard implies'
that the change in the tax burden of a household due to a change in tax rates
should not be less burdensome t11an the change in the tax burden of another,
less wealthy household
The change in the tax burden f a household associated with a change in
publicly provided goods and se I ices is the "tax price." The tax prices of
households depend upon household characteristics as well as on public
policies' such a$ tax laws and intergovernmental aids. In general, households
seek to acquire more of a lower-priced good or servil::e if other factors such
.
as income are held constant. I,
Households make decisions atnongalternative goods and services based
upon" perceived prices whichm~y differ from actual prices. The need to
supply public goods. and servic~s through group decision processes where
multiple it:ms .are in~luded. i~ a fi~gle. g.overnmen~al budget makes. difficult
the determmatlOn of
pnces f(j)r mdlVldual pubhc goods and servIces. The
complexity of the, Mimiesota property tax system further obscures tax
prices. A simpler tax system wbuld lead to greater efficiency by enabling
households to make better infJrmed choices between public and private
I
goods and services.
Most public sector products ate equally available to all citizens. People do
not, however, have identicaldJrnands for public goods and services. In
particular, empirical studies ¥veal that wealthier people have higher
demands for public goods and services than poorer people. 2
In cases where the; same quality must be available to all, but the demands
of indi.viduals differ, efficien<1Y
requires
that individual tax prices. be
I
.
positively related to individual demands. 3 The resulting combination of tax
burdens and public services cre!tes incentives for voters to elect politicians
who the citizens believe will re~uce the ~ize of the public sector when it
becomes too large and to expand when It becomes too small. Thus, the
efficiency criterion leads to thF conclusion that wealthier people should
generally pay tax prites no lower than poor people, with exceptions in cases
where demands are inversely related to wealth.
The equity and efficiency crit~rialead to the same conclusion with respect
to the pattern of tax prices; wealthier people should generally pay tax prices
at least as high as those of P90rer people. If the criteria are satisfied in
practice, tax prices would likely increase somewhat as income or wealth
increases. F~gure 1 illustrates thf pattern of relief from property taxes which
satisfies the criteria. The plan gives more relief, measured as a percentage of
the tax to be paid by the state, fO those who are poorest and gives the least
relief to those who are wealthiest.
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FIGU E 1
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Figure 2, which plots actual tax rices rather than percentage shifts in tax
prices as in Figure 1, shows the e r~ects of the pattern of desirable relief on
the pattern of tax prices. An illustration of the pattern of tax prices without
relief would consist of a series of horizontal lines, because taxes would rise
in proportion to property value bId income would have no effect. The
system of relief lowers tax prices fbr households with less income and lower
property values (closer to the origin). This creates curvature in the lines
separating the ranges of tax pricet The pattern in Figure 2 is the standard
which this study uses in evaluatinIgthe tax prices produced by the Minnesota
property tax system.

ASSUMPTIONS UNDER
ING THE CALCULATION OF
TAX PRICES
The calculation of tax price useb in this study assumes that increments in
public services are decided by cOIhmunities and are financed by increasing
the tax rate applied to local propbrty in accordance with current laws. Tax
price suggests which households ire likely to support or oppose increments
in public services because tax pricb reveals the cost to the household of such
community decisions. As noted I earlier, differences between actual and
perceived tax prices may be important, especially in tlie short run as citizens
learn through experience how chabges in tax rates affect them. This analysis
deals only with actual tax prices.
BENEFITS AND TAX BURDENS ASSOCIATED WITH PUBLIC
SERVICES

The measurement of public sector outputs is difficult. This study, like
most others, assumes that publid expenditures are a reasonable proxy for
public sector outputs. The analyJis further assumes that benefits from the
services finance-d by the property
.system in a community are distributed
equally among the households in the community. An alternative assumption
would be that benefits are distribJted in proportion to property owned. The
goods and services supported by Jroperty tax levies are directed primarily to
citizens rather than to property okrners. Because some services such as fire
and police protection serve propery interests as well as personal needs, the
assumption is not wholly satisfa<i:tory. In particular, the analysis probably
underestimates the benefits to Jowners of more expensive' homes and
overestimates the benefits to owers -of less expensive homes. The results,
therefore, probably overstate th, tax prices of owners of more expensive
homes and understate the tax priFes of owners of less expensive homes.
The analysis assumes that homeowners bear the burden of the property
tax on their dwellings. Because the study is concerned with relative tax

tax
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burdens rather than with absolute levels, an alternative assumption of tax
incidence
which adjusts all household ~roperty
tax burdens by the same
. '
I
proportion would not affect the conclUSion.
,
This study does not attempt to accouJt for changes in home values that
result from changes in the tax rate ih the· local community; that is,
capitalization is not considered. These Ifeedback effects from the initial
change in tax and public service to the value of the house-and thus to the
tax burden~Jil8¥ lessen differentials in ~ax prices among households.
Another major assumptionuilderlying the calculation of tax price is that
local comm~nities have the.flexibilit.y to Ibhange the l~el of public revenues
and expenditures. When a commumty cannot change Its local property tax
levies due.tostate laWs, the tax price is Jndefmed for no opportunity exists
to change the relative proportion ofptivate and public purchases. this
phenomenon introduces major distortibns in tax prices with important
implications for public policy which are not captured by this analysis.
HOUSEHOLDS AND COMMUNITIES IN THE STUDY

This study applies to households in 0 ner-occupied residential dwellings
and not to other owners or renters of roperty. The existence of property
. otht<r than ow»er-occupied residential d ellings affects tax burdens and tax
prices of homeowners; these impacts ar I included.
.
Farm households present unique problems because household and
business activities mingle and because data on the value of farm dwellings
are unavailable. The results for farm Households apply to the residential
dwelling plus one acre of land. The anal~sis does not deal with the full scope
of agricultural homesteads or with the iotal· burden on farm businesses. It
assumes that farm dwellings have the slune distribution of values as rural
nonfarm dwellings occupied by househJlds with the same income.
The study partitions the .households df the state into thirteen groups: (1)
Minne~polis;.. (2) saint. pau.I;. (3) D..Ulut~ .M~ka.to,. Moorhe~d, Rochester,
and Samt Clo'ud; (4) Hennepm County xcluding MmneapolIs); (5) Anoka,
Dakota, R,amsey (excluding Saint Paul) and Washington counties; (6) Iron
Range cities;' (7) Iron' Range open~cou~try; (8) All cities not in groups 1
through 6; (9) Farms in northeast cbunties; (to) Farms in northwest
counties; (ll) Farms in southwest counfies; (t2) Farms in central counties;
and (l3) , Rest of the state. The grbups
of counties outside' of the
I
metropolitan area reflect agricultural criteria because on,e major purpose in
delineating regions is to partition f~ data. The nature of the farm
enterprise affects important variables, flhr example, variation in income and
the ratio of land to income. The nor~heast is primarily nonagricultural
open-country; the northwest has large cash grain farms; the southwest
consists of mixed grain andJivestock farins; and the central area is the major
dairy region.
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The definition of the communi~~ within which tax and spending decisions
are made has a significant impa~:1t on tax prices. Table 1 presents the data
underlying tax prices by region. .his study uses the groupings shown in the
top portion of Table 1. Residents of outstate Minnesota on farms, in rural
areas, and in the smaller cities-e cept for the Iron Range which has unique
taconite tax credits for cities and. pen-country-are grouped in large county
aggregations; that, is they are asJumed to be part of the same commhnity
for taxing purposes. The primart effect on the findings is to raise the tax
prices of farmers and to lower th~ tax prices of homeown~rs in the smaller
cities. The definition of the comtnunity would ideally reflect the nature of
the policy issue under considedtion. These. groupings reflect a broader
range of public policy choices th~n the alternative of treating farms, other
rural residents, and smaller city ~esidents separately.
A computer simulation model facilitated computations. The model takes
as input the income and residerltial property value of a household in a
particular location andcomputek the resulting property tax burden. The
model includes classification rulJs, the homestead credit, taconite credits,
agricultural homestead credits, !the circuit breaker, and the effects of
deductibility of property taxes from state and federal taxable income. The
simulation model is available froin the authors on request.
I

CURRENT TAX PRICES
Figures 3 through 15 illustratelcurrent tax prices for thirteen groups of
Minnesota homeowners ..The patl ems in the figures are rectangular rather
than smooth curves because the analysis was performed on nine income
groups and nine property groups,l for a total of eighty-one tax prices per
figure. The results for residents bf farms, rural nonfarm households, and
smaller cities in the northeast re~ion are so similar to those in the central
region that the results for the nbrtheast are not presented. Similarly, the
results for these household grouds in the northwest region are so similar to
those in the southwest region that the results for the northwest are omitted.
Figure 2 provides the norm agaihst which the actual· tax prices should be
compared. If the norm were satikfied, the shading would show bands that
would run from the upper left td the lower right of each figure; the bands
would become darker farther fro~ the origin.
The results are disturbing. Thie figures reveal patterns which defy easy
characterization, although perha~s "crazy-quilt" would be appropriate. The
uneven and incongruent patternk are consistent with a citizenry which is
confused and dismayed by the ptoperty tax system. The instances of rapid
transition from light to dark shJding in most of the figures indicate large
differences in tax prices for housJholds with small differences in incomes or
property values. In every type bf community a considerable number of
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TABLE 1
Population and Assessed Value Estimates fd Marginal Tax Burdens by Region
,
Region

I
Pppulation

Assessed
Value

Marginal
Tax
Burdena

(Jhousand)

(million)

(mills)

Minneapolis

365

$ 2,809

1.30

Saint Paul

267

1,756

1.50

Duluth, Mankato, Moorhead,
Rochester, and Saint Cloud

250

1,054

2.46

Hennepin county (excluding Minneapolis)

582

5,295

1.10

Anoka, Dakota, Ramsey,
and Washington
counties (excluding Saint Paul)

716

4,584

1.56

Iron Range cities

97

336

2.11

Iron Range open-country

1.75

95

586

Northeast counties excluding
Duluth and Iron Range

216

1,159

1.86

Northwest counties excluding Moorhead

162

1,304

1.25

Southwest counties excluding Mankato

523

4,037

1.08

841

4,690

1.79

4133

28,361

1.46

Central counties excluding
Rochester and Saint Cloud
Minnesota tota1b

---------------.-. alternative disaggregation -------------------Twin Cities and suburban counties
14,443
I 1930
(see detail above)

1.34

Duluth, Mankato, Moorhead,
Rochester, and Saint Cloud

250

1,054

2.46

Iron Range (see detail above)

192

922

2.08

All cities not included above

919

3,752

2.44

Farms in northeast counties

28

179

1.54
0.38

Farms in northwest counties

35

936

Farms in southwest' counties

100

3,354

0.30

Farms in central counties

122

1,692

0.72

559

2,034

2.75

Rest of state
I

Sources: Population estimates as of April I, 1982, from Office of State Demographer, The
Minnesota Population Estimates, 1982. Minnesot~ State Planning Agency, and from estimates
by authors in the case of farms and iron range: tdtal assessed value for assessment year 1983
and payable 1984 from Minnesota Department o~ Revenue.
aThe increase in the mill rate required to increase ~ublic sector expenditures by $10 per person;
equals ten times column one divided by column tro,
bThe total does not equal the sum of the detail In all cases due to a statistical discrepancy
among available sources.
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IGURE 3

TAX PRICE
(Cities of Duluth, Mankato,

FOR HOMEOWNERS
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TAX PRICE
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(Minneapolis)
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FIG RE 5
TAX PRICES
R HOMEOWNERS
(St. Paul)
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FIGURE 7

TAX PRIC: S FOR HOMEOWNERS
(Anoka. Dak6ta. Ramsey. & Washington
Countie~ Excluding St Paul)
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TAX PRICES FOR HOMEOWNERS
C1rbn Range Cities)
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FIGURE 9
TAX PRICES F R HOMEOWNERS
(Rural Residentslof the Iron Range)
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FIG~RE 10

TAX PRICES FOR HOMEOWNERS
(Cities of the Southwest egion Excluding Mankato)
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F GURE 11

TAX PRICES FOR HOMEOWNERS
(Cities of the Central Region xcluding Rochester & St. Cloud)
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TAX PRIC. S FOR HOMEOWNERS
(Rural Nonfarm Resi ents of the Southwest Region)
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FIGURE 13
TAX PRICES FOR OMEOWNERS
(Rural Nonfarm Resident of the Central Region)
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TAX PRICES FOIR HOMEOWNERS
(Farm Residen ts of tre Southwest Region)
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FIGURE 15
TAX PRIG:ES FOR HOMEOWNERS

(Farm Resid nts of the Central Region)
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households who are wealthier than others pay lower tax prices, contrary to
Dorms of both equity and efficiency. Using estimates of the· number of
households in each income andl property value class, we calculated for
selected regions the minimum pclrcentage of households whose tax prices
would have to Change. in order td..satisfY these no.rm.s.
Region

l

.

~

Minneapolis
.
.
St. Paul·
Duluth, Mankato, Moorhead, Rochester and St. Cloud
Hennepin County (excluding inneapolis)
Anoka, Dakota, Ramsey (excluding St. Paul),
and Washington Counties
Iron Range cities
Iron Range open-country

l

Percent
38070
38

28
54

48
61
46

This evidence suggests that betwe n one-third and one-half of all Minnesota
households are paying tax prioes which do not meet basic normative
standards.

---~._....•.

_----------_.
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Tax prices.vary from one region of the state to another. Farm households
(not including the business portion of the farm) in every region and residents
of nonfarm rural areas and smaller cities in the southwest and northwest
have the lowest tax prices. Residents of the Twin Cities metropolitan area,
including both central cities and suburba~ counties, pay. what can be labeled
"lower-middle" tax prices. The regions irl the "upper-middle" range are the
northeast (including the Iron Range) add rural nonfarm and smaller city
residents of the central region. Finally,h~useholds in the large outstate cities
tend to have the highest tax prices. We cannot judge the appropriate
differences in levels of tax prices amoJg regions. Further examination is
warranted of the underlying reasons fclr major differences in tax prices
among regions put is beyond the scope bf this paper.

UNDERLYING CAiSAL FACTORS
The factors underlying the erratic pattern of tax prices reveal the nature of
the problem and suggest a solution. frhe critical determinants of the
distribution of tax prices among homeowners are classification,
deductibility of property taxes from sta e and federal taxable income, the
homestead credit, and the circuit break .

CLASSIFICATION

The classification of property determines the fraction of its market value
which is included in assessed value. Cla~sification changes the distribution
of the tax burden among property in community but does not affect
directly the total tax burden. Thus, t e critical issue is the change in a
homeowner's assessed value relative to ther property owners rather than
the absolute change in assessed value.
Owner-occupied residential property 's classified in a three-tier system.
Using data for taxes payable in 1983, the assessed value of all property in the
state equaled 24010 of market value. Ho eowners' property was assessed at
the rate of 16% for the first. $27,000. 0lvalue, and 28070 for t.he.rem.aining.
value. A homeowner whose house had a market value of $121,500 had an
assessment ratio of 24% and was not affected by classification.
Homeowners whose houses had rna et values of less than $121,500
benefited from classification and thCilse
whose home values exceeded
I
$121,500 paid higher taxes as a result of classification.
Classification introduces into propdrty tax burdens and tax prices a
progressive component with respect to home value. This is consistent with,
although not necessary for, the normat ve criteria noted earlier.
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HOMESTEAD CREDIT

The homestead credit, which is aid by the state ,and thus deducted from
homeowners' property tax bills, lequals 54070 of the gross tax up' to .a
ma~mum credit of $650. Until a nomeowner reaches the maximum credit,
only 46% of the tax price that would
the household pays a tax price
prevail without the credit. Afte the maximum credit is attained, the
homeowner pays the same tax pri ,eas would be due without a homestead
credit since the full amount of an)1 changes in the homeowner's tax levy are
the responsibility of the homeowner.
The homestead credit introdJces into property taxes a progressive
component with respect to hoIhe value. As with classification, this
progres~ive c.ompon.ent is consi~t+twith, altho~~h not nece~sary .for~ th.e
normatIve cntena discussed earber. Based on effICIency or eqwty cntena, It
would be difficult to justify the abJupt change from a tax price equal to 46%
of the no-relief case toa tax price bf 100% of the no-relief case with a small
increase in taxes'"ThiS issue is be1nd the scope of this paper.

0t

DEDUCTIBILITY FROM STAT· AND FEDERAL TAXABLE INCOME

Deductibility introduces intoprbperty taxes a regressive component with
respect to income that is inconsistent with the normative criteria noted
earlier. Homeowners may deductlproperty taxes from their income when
computing state and federal taxa1ille income. The reduction in income tax
liability is an increasing functidn of the marginal tax bracket of the
homeowner and thus of homeo~ners' income. Deductibility is a major
factor causing the tax prices of lUgher-income homeowners to be less than
those of middle-income homeowrlers, as shown in Figures 3 to 15.
CIRCUIT BREAKER

4

J

Before addressing the combin Id effects of the circuit breaker and the
homestead credit on the distribution of tax prices, the analysis focuses on
the circuit breaker in isolation from the homestead credit; that is, all
homestead credits equal zero and 111 circuit breaker policy parameters equal
their current values. This abstrattion reveals the structure of the circuit
breaker and indicates the consequ~nces of relying on the. circuit breaker and
discontinuing the homestead credit.
Circuit Breaker With No H0f.estead Credit. In the absence of the
homestead credit, the circuit bre~ker yields the pattern of relief shown in
Figure 16. Households in area ]1 receive no assistance from the circuit
breaker. The circuit breaker redU<1es the property taxes of all homeowners
with incomes less than $40,000 a~d tax levies exceeding the threshold leveL
indiCated by the boundary betweeh areas II and III in Figure 16. The circuit

--------
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FIGURE 16

Circuit Breaker and No Other Credits
(assumes 1984 c1assific tion and 100 mill tax)
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breaker pays all taxes above the threshot level for bousebolds in area III.
Households in area IV must pay the threshold tax plus a sliding scale
proportion of the portion of the levied tax exceeding the threshold; the
sliding scale proportion increases with inJome. Finally, households in area V
receive the maximum credit permitted tnder 'law; the credit d~clines as
income increases and does not increase ith increases in property taxes.
The circuit breaker reduces the taxes of most low-income homeowners
although it does not aid those who are w· rst off in the sense of having little
property as well as low incomes. It proviges aid to those with much property
with revenues from taxpayers who are:! for the most part, less well off.
Marked differences in property tax burdens characterize homeowners who
have roughly similar incomes and property values but who happen to fall on
different sides of the cut-off lines for P~ovisions of the circuit breaker law.
The circuit breaker causes major distortions in tax prices. Households in
areas I, II and V of Figure 16 pay a taoc price that is not affected by the
circuit breaker. Households in area III~paY a tax price of zero since the
circuit break.er a.bsorbs the total increase in their tax.. Ie.vies.· as mill rates rise.
Thus, households in area II would likel support higher property tax levies
since they would share in the resulting benefits while avoiding the cost.
Households in area IV pay a tax price e ual to a sliding scale percentage of

..;.. ...
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the increased taxes levied on their property. This sliding scale ranges from
5010 for household incomes of less than $3,000 to 50010 for household
incomes of $30,000 or more. The barked discontinuities associated with the
borders between the areas in FigJre 16 and also the irregular shapes of the
areas help to clarify why tax Jrces do not follow the orderly pattern
suggested by equity and efficiency criteria.
Circuit Breaker With Homest~ad Credit. The circuit breaker with the
homestead credit provides tax relief to homeowners in areas IV, VI and Vln
shown in Figure 17. ),.11 other hOIbeowners fail to meet eligibility standards
with respect to income or the rati6 of taxes to income. Homeowners in area
IV pay a tax price of zero but the~rea contains so few homeowners that it is
of little operational importance. The homestead credit reduces such cases to
a small number from the large~umber shown as area III in Figure 16.
Households in area VI receive a ci~cuit breaker credit equaling a sliding scale
proportion of the levied tax exceeding the threshold, minus their homestead
credit; the sliding scale prop6rtion decreases with income. Finally,
households in area VIII receive the maximum credit permitted under law;
the credit declines as income incrbases and does not increase with increases
in property taxes.

. FIGURE 17

Circuit Breaker rith Homestead Credit
(assume's 1984 classification and 100 mill tax)
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The circuit breaker affects tax burdens s expected in view of its original
intent and design. Households with largel property tax burdens relative to
their incomes receive relief, Many, but far from all, low-income homeowners
receive circuit breaker aid. The circuit bteaker does not aid high-income
people but does help those who have mdch property and incomes under

I

$40,000.

The combined homestead credit ana circuit breaker cause major
distortions in tax prices. The general pat,rn of tax prices is shown in the
combination of Figure 18 and Table 2. FJlgure 18 is the SCiJ."1le as Figure 17
except that the property value correspondiJg to the ceiling on the homestead
credit is denoted by a ~otted line. The ar~~ ?rig~allY ~elin~ated in~igure
17 are now labeled wIth oW' and "B" liesIgnatlOns In FIgure 18 If the
original area is partitioned by the dotted line. Table 2 lists the tax prices
associated with each area in Figure 18.
TABLE 2
Tax Prices Associated with Ireas in Figure 18
Tax Price as a Proportion
of Case of No Homestead
Credit or Circuit Breaker

Areas in Figure 18
IV
VIA, VlB
lA, II, lIlA, VA, VIlA
lB, IlIB, VB, VIlB, VIII

0.00
0.05 to 0.50
0.46
1.00

As noted earlier,"the case of the few households with~a tax price of zero in
area IV is of little practical significance. I
The combination of the homestead credit and circuit breaker reduces the
tax price for those whose property values dr not reach the maximum limit of
homestead credit relief and for a "Wedg~" of homeowners represented by
area VIB, as shown in Figure 18 and 11 ble 2. Low-income homeowners
qualifying for the circuit breaker (area VI and left-hand portions of VIB)
enjoy the largest drop in their tax price or public services. Low-income
homeowners with modest home values (Ie t-hand portions of area II, IlIA
and VA) receive relief but at a lower rate t an other homeowners who have
more property and are thus wealthier (see ~eas VIA and VIB). High-income
.people with modest homes pay a lowbr tax price than many other
homeowners since the homestead credit has no ceiling on income in its
eligibility criteria (see area IA). The honieowners in area VIB tend to be
middle-income households with averah to somewhat-above-average
property values; their lowered tax prices a lea major anomaly in the overall
pattern since many other homeowners wh are worse off receive less or no
relief in the marginal cost of public servi es.

t
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FIGURE 18

Circuit Breaker

ith Homestead Credit

(assumes 1984 cl ssification and 100 mill tax)
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Tax prices shift abruptly as hou~eholds reach the maximum benefit from
the circuit breaker or the maximum benefit from the homestead credit if
they do not qualify for the circuit breaker. Table 3 illustrates this result, also
The. exampl~s in Table 3 represent
evident in Fi?ur~ 18 .and. Table
households wIth Identical Incomes butshghtly different property values.
The similarity in the economic sJtus of these paired households suggests
that a reasonable policy would a.rect each member of the pair in. similar
fashion. The members of each pair straddle a boundary separating
households which are, or are no , eligible for the maximum homestead
credit or circuit breaker. The dotted lin'e in Figure 18 represents the boundary
for the homestead credit. The line ~eparating area VIII from areas VIA and
VIB represents the boundary for t~e circuit breaker maximum.
The net taxes of each memberojf the paired households are quite similar.
The net taxes also correlate positively with the wealth of the households.
Most people probably desire both bf these features, devote their attention to
them, and thus miss a major protllem.
The tax prices of each memberl of the paired hOllseholdsmay differ by
significant amounts. The household with property valued at $65,000 and no
income pays a tax price over twenty-two times as large as a household with
property valued at $60,000 and nb income. Other differences within pairs
are less dramaticbut still large. Th differentials in tax prices associated with

12.
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TABLE
Illustrative Tax Levies, Creditsl, and Tax Prices with
Emphasis on Homestead Credit and ircuit Breaker Thresholds*
Income:

$0:

Property
Value

Tax
Levied

l

Homeste d
Credit

Circuit
Breaker

Net
Tax

joint circuit breaker and homeJtead credit threshold
$60,000
$1,080
$583
$443
$ 54
475
105
65,000
1,230
650

Tax
Price
$0.54
12.30

15,000:

60,000
65,000

homestead credit t reshold
1,080
583
101
154
1,230
650

396
426

2.16
2.46

Over
21,500:

60,000
65;000

1,080
1,230

0
0

497
580

4.97
12.30

10,000:

70,000
75,000

circuit breaker th!reshold
1,380
650
412
475
1,530
650

318
405

2.07
15.30

20,000:

80,000
85,000

1,680
1,830

650
650

370
475

660
705

4.20
18.30

30,000:

100,000
110,000

2,280
2,580

650
650

190
280

1,440
1,650

11.40
25.80

583
650

*Tax burden calculations based on 1984 c1assific~tion and a 100 mill tax rate. Tax price
calculations assume an increase of 1 mill in the t~ rate.
I

the circuit breaker decline as income rises but only to a minimum of a factor
of about two at the highest eligible incom~ levels. The differential due to the
homestead credit maximum does not decllne as income rises. For most lowincome households, that is, those reprrlsented by area VIA, the circuit
breaker absorbs the differential due to tHe homestead credit. For example,
the two households in Table 3 with incbmes of $15,000 have similar tax
prices although one has reached the maximum homestead credit.
Households do not necessarily pay lowrlr tax prices if they are less wealthy
than other households, as illustrated ib Table 3. The household with
property valued at $65,000 and no incdme pays a higher tax price than
households with property valued at $65.0IDO and income of $15,000 and even
a higher tax price than a household with property worth $100.000 and
income of $30,000. These results severely violate the normative standard
developed at the outset of this analysis.

PROPOSED FORMULA FOR ,ROPERTY TAX RELIEF
The recommended property tax relief system is based upon the normative
criteria developed in the initial stages of this paper and illustrated in Figure
1. The new schedule replaces the homkstead credit and circuit breaker.
Although the deductibility provisions distort tax prices, they are unchanged
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under the proposed system. The deduction of property taxes from taxable
income raises issues related to in orne tax policy which are ignored in this
study of property taxes. In additlion, the state can have little influence on
changing deductibility at the federal level. FinallY,a judiciously designed
property tax relief program can c~unter the ill effects of deductibility on tax
prices. Simple modifications of th~ relief program described below would
preserve the net effect of the ref6rm if deductibility were eliminated at the
I
state or federal levels.
Thesimplest and most direct ~ethod of translating the pattern of desired
relief in Figure 1 into a schedule ik to divide the graph into a grid and assign
percentages for the proportion of the tax paid by the state to the resulting
combinations of income and pro~erty value. The proportion of the tax paid
by the state should be largest
the origin and decrease· or remain
constant ~sincome or property v~u~ increase. A more analytical approach
to the assIgnment of percentages ~hICh guarantees a smooth surface as well
as facilitating computations is also possible. 5
An example of a relief schedulcl which requires estimated state outlays for
relief equal to the cl,trrent expenctlitures for the homestead credit and circuit
breaker programs is presented i~ Table 4. The schedule is simple. State
officials could present itconciselt, and citizens could easily determine their
percentage of relief by finding th~ intersection of their income and property
value. Citizens could also quickly determine the relief granted to others.
Decisionmakers could understhnd patterns of percentages with the
awareness that constituents would understand the implications of decisions.
In sum, the simplicity. of the sc~ule would aid in p.roducing an informed

hear

debate a:::~::=p~:::~ D~~;';~:: :li:~ef ~edule
I

Income
($1,000)

Resi~ential

____
$

< 7.5

7.5-15.0
15.0-22.5
22.5-30.0
30.0-35.0
35.0-40.0
40.0-50.0
50.0-70.0
>70.0

.
Property Value ($1,000)

~~_~ ~-~~~Oerce~~~~ lr ~;;~aid5~;.6~e s~~~~ ~~~~ ~_~-l 00
98.8%
97.5
91.0
84.5
78.0
71.5
58.5
39.0
:3.0

97.51170
91.0
84.5
78.0
71.5
65.0
58.5
32.5
13.0

91.01170 84.51170
84.5
81.9
81.9
78.0
78.0
71.5
71.5
65.0
58.5
52.0
52.0
45.5
32.5
32.5
13.0
13.0

78.01170
75.4
71.5
65.0
58.5
52.0
39.0
32.5
6.5

71.51170
65.0
58.5
52.0
52.0
45.5
32.5
26.0
6.5

65.01170
58.5
52.0
45.5
39.0
32.5
26.0
19.5
0.0

65.01170
58.5
52.0
45.5
39.0
32.5
26.0
19.5
0.0

100
65.01170
58.5
52.0
45.5
39.0
32.5
26.0
19.5
0.0

The illustrative relief schedule ields the desired pattern of tax prices, as
shown in Figures 19 and 20. These two examples contrast markedly with the
current pattern of tax prices for these regions as shown in Figures 7 and 8

Income-wealth Alternative

FIGURE 19
ILLUSTRATIVE TAX PRICE, FOR HOMEOWNERS
(Anoka. Dakota. Ramsey ~ Wi3.shington Counties
Excluding S . Paul)
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FIGURE 20
ILLUSTRATIVE TAX PRIC
FOR HOMEOWNERS
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but match the normative stand rd shown in Figure 2. Tax prices increase
smoothly as income or propert ·wealth increases. The results of applying
the illustrative relief schedule in ther regions are similar and therefore not
presented here.
In conclusion, this research dmonstrates the need for and the feasibility
ora property tax relief schedul which successfully addresses the concerns
of efficiency and equity. The ill strative schedule presented here is superior
to current policy, but its specific form is not superior to another that is
. evidence
efficient an.d equitable. A com. ~~'na.tion of political and SCh.o.ladY
on the demand for public s rvices of people in varying economic
circumstances should be used to efine the schedule. If implemented, such a
reform would be,a major step towards greater equity and efficiency in the
Minnesota property tax system'l
.'
<
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Taxation ofTomberland
Julia Mason F iedrnan
INTRODUC ION
IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM

Choosing a method for taxation of t mberland involves two separate
problems of economic efficiency. First, trotation is efficient if the method of
taxing has no effect on the market's decisibn whether to use any given parcel
of land for growing timber. Second, taxation is intertemporarily efficient if
the tax method has no effect on the market-based decision of when to cut
is enhanced if all agricultural
timber. Efficiency among land use optiobs
I
land parcels are uniformly assessed at the same percentage of bare-land
value under the ad valorem tax. Timberldnd, the land used to grow timber
crops, is agricultural land. Efficiency oter time derives from use of an
annual percentage tax levied either on thel value of timber growth or on the
value of bare timberland,. but not on botll. Thus, the uniformly assessed ad
valorem tax on bare land encourages effidiency both with respect to timber
harvest and~the use of land for growing tiIlnber. In Minnesota, timberland is
not taxed under a uniform ad valorem tak.
The criteria of simplicity, revenue st~bility, and uniformity also can
govern the choice of methods for taxing tJmberland. A uniform ad valorem
tax -on the market value. of bare land will hold up well under these criteria.
And the tax encourages competitivenes by treating all timberland and
nontimberland equally; timberland doe not bear an .excess tax burden
because of favmable.tax treatment givenjto other classifications of land.,
CURRENT TAXATION

W-hile Minnesota utilizes three timberl I nd taxes, in total these taxes only
affect about one of every eight of the 16.7 million acres of forestland in the
state. These taxes are:
• The auxiliary forest tax-a percentage
harvest at the time of the cut;
• The tree growth tax law (TGTL)-a tax
in value of timber; this increase in
stumpage growth multiplied by curren
399

tax levied on the value of timber
evied yearly on the annual growth
value is the product of annual
stumpage price.
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• Classification 3e, timberland, of the property tax law-a tax levied
annually on 190/0 of either the market value of the timberland or the
market value of land plus stahding timber on the land.·
Forestland not touched by onb of these laws is either publicly owned (7.3
million acres) 'and untaxed, or lit is covered by one of the nontimberland
ciassifications of the properit Y tax (e.g., as agricultural, seasonalrecreational, or vacationland). one of the three timberland taxes satisfies
the requirements.for both land- se and intertemporal efficiency. Further, the
existence of other taxed and untaxed forestland exacerbates achievement of
efficiency as well as the uniformity, simplicity, and revenue stability
objectives.

E

ORGANIZATION OF THIS CHAPTER

The next section of this chapier describes Minnesota's forest land and the .'
major laws for taxing this laJtd. The following section analyzes timber
taxation in light of the four cri~eria for tax policy. The final section of the
chapter evaluates options for r~form of timber taxation in Minnesota.
This chapter is based on th,e premise that when timber-growing is the
highest-and-best- use of the lartd, then the market value of bare timberlllnd
is the present value of net incotne earnings from successive timber crops on
the land. A tax on timberland rltightbe passed on to buyers as a higher price
for stumpage (the crop), but ih the highly competitive timber market this
seems unlikely. Thus, the tax is bore likely to be borne by timberland owners
in the form of a reduction in ~he/market value of land.

MINNESOTA'S FOJEST AND FOREST TAX LAWS
About one-third of Milnesota is .forested, with the greatest
concentrations of forest land in the north central, northeastern, and
southeastern parts of the state.IAccording to a 1977 survey by the U.S. Forest
Service, Minnesota has 16.7 million forested acres, of which 1.2 million
acres are classified as productite reserve, land that is withdrawn from timber
utilization by statute or admidistrative regulation. Almost all (99%) of this
land is in PUbli,C ownershi,p,~
priimarily in state and national parks, i.,ncluding
the Boundary Waters Canoe ea Wilderness. Also, Minnesota has almost 2
million acres of unproductive forest land, three-fourths of which land is in
public ownership. But the magority of the forestland, 13.7 million acres, is
commercial forest used for prtducingcrops of industrial wood.
Ownership of Minnesota's commercial forest is divided between the
public (53%) and private sec ors (47%). Farmers are the largestgroup <;>f
private owners of commercial forest with about 3.4 million acres (25%).
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About one-third of this land is held i parcels of at least 100 acres.
Miscelianeousprivate owners, including private non-forest-industry
corporations own another 2.2 million acre~ (16070). The forest industry owns
only 770,000 acres (6%) of commercial f~rest.
THE DECLINING FOREST LAND

BAS~

.

The amount of commercial forest land tleclined
by 859,000 acres between
I
1962 and 1977, with most losses under nonindustrial private forest
ownership. This decline is expected, by sOIhe, to continue and there has been
much discussion of using tax policy to edcourage timberland crops.
In 1982, 3.69 million cords of wood wbre harvested in Minnesota-1.52
million for fuelwood, 1.48 million for puL'n and paper, and 0.52 million for
lumber, logs, and bolts (Governor's Wooff Products Commission). Of the
total harvest, 11 % was from industry land, 38% from nonindustrial private
forest (NIPF)land, and 51% from privateliands. These figures indicate that
the forest industry is extremely dependent bn wood harvested on land owned
and controlled by the public sector and ~y NIPF. Land withdrawn from
timber use today, if returned to timber omorrow, would not produce a
usable crop for many decades. However, he timber industry, to 'guarantee
long-run supplies, could acquire parcels crrrentl y held under nonindustrial
ownership.
FOREST TAX LAWS

Of the timberland that is privately O\'1ned, 27ltfo is taxed under one of
three laws specifically designed for foresf. lands. The other 73% is taxed
under some other property tax classifica~on. A forest owner is subject to
only one tax on timberland. The three timber tax laws are described below
I
(source: Kilgore and Ellefson):
1. Tree growth tax law-This law was estab~shed in 1957 and attempts to tax
the land's ability to produce income. The tax is determined to be 30% of
the value given by ( (average growth iIn stumpage)'x (average price of
stumpage) ) for each species. Calculatibns for both stumpage and price
are specific to the county where the ~imber is located. If a forest is
temporarily or permanently nonproduo1tive, it is taxed annually at 5¢ or
15¢ per acre. In comparison to other land taxes in Minnesota, these are
low t~rates.
To be eligible for the tree growth tax, one must own five or more acres
of timberland. Owners must apply to county board for this tax status.
The board has wide latitude in ru ng on these applications. The
application must include a sworn statebent that the land "will be used
exclusively for growing continuous fbrest crops in accordance with

J
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sustained yield practices." Thu , owners are obligated to use the forest
only for silvaculture, and, in rhost counties, must have a management
,plan for sustained, yield crop~ and reforestation. Further, the sworn
statement requires that the la~d "will remain open to the public for
hunting and fishing, except Jrithin one-fourth mile of a permanent
dwelling or during periods of high fire hazard...." The county can
remove land from the TGTL at anytime if the highest-and-'best use of the
land shifts away ,from timb,er 'CJultivation or if the owner fails to comply
with provisions of the law.
A total of 412,197 acres wre taxed under the TGTL law in 1982,
producing $366,869 in revenue! an average of89¢ per acre. The tax was
collected in eleven counties arid was equivalent to 1%or more of the
property tax levy in five countiles-CaSs (1.1 0/0), Hubbard (1.7%), Itasca
(l.3%),Koochiching (1.4%), abd Wadena (2.7%).
2. Auxiliary forest tax law~This th was established in 1927 and places a 10¢
per acre tax on forest land plus kyield tax on timber at the time of cutting.
The yield tax begins at 40% of the value of timber harvested on immature
stumpage and declines ata rate of 2% per year to a minimum of 10% as
I
..
the timber stan? a~es.l
No new applicatiOns have been allowed under the aUXilIary forest tax
since June 30, 1974. Whe~ existing contracts expire, the lands
automatically qualify for TG~L status.
Auxiliary fotest taxes were cGllected in seven counties in 1982 on a total
of 219,796 acres. Total revenuelwas $60,971, or about 28¢ per acre. More
than 3/4 of this rev.enue was collected by Koochiching County-$46,486- ,
where it was equivalent to 1.8~o of the property tax levy.2 '
3. Classification 3e timberland
the property tax-,.About twice as much
land is taxed upder the 3e classification of the property tax as under the
TGTL and auxiliary forest tax fombine~. To qualify a~ "timberlan~," the
acreage must be rural and be used exclu.sIvely for growmg trees for tImber,
lumber, wood, or wood prodJcts. 'Iimberland in multiple-use (e.g., for
grazing or r~creati.on) techniduy is not taxable under 3e. Timberland is
assessed at 19% of markelf value and is eligible for state school
agricultural,' credit of 10010 of gross tax. Property must be reassessed at
least once every four years.
County assessors determine 'f land can be classified 3e, and as a result
there is lack of agreement across the state as to what qualifies for 3e
classification. Some counties Irequire minimum acreages; some do not
require exclusive use for timbbr growth; in some counties, 3e is granted
only after a riIanagement plan is established and the plan must be
followed; and there are other ~ariations. Many counties require owners to
app1y for-'3e classification and limit the amount of land so classified.
Counties also use different methods to determine the market value of
timberland under 3e. One a roach is to value all timberland at a flat

9f
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rate-rates in use in 1982 ranged from $140 to $800 per acre. A graduated
rate structure was used by at least seven! counties, with the rates varying in
level and structure among these couJties. Some counties base -market
estimates on market data, either appiying an average sale price -to all
timberland or assigning sale value basbd on characteristics of the land.
In 1982, a total of 1,067,259 acres of timberland were classified under
3e and total revenue collected from ~hese acres was $2,837,826 after
credits, or about $2.65 per acre. ThiJjty-five counties collected revenue
from this tax and thirteen counties generated more than 10,70 of property
taxes under classification 3e. 3 All thre6 counties with more-than 100,000
acres of 3e class land are in this gr4up-St. Louis received 2.8% of
property taxes from 3e, Crow Wing 4.55%, and Lake County 7.64%. And
eleven of the twelve cov.nties withmord than 10,000 acres of 3e are in the
1%-or-more of propertytax group.4 ~~ the upper end of the range, Lakeof-the-Woodsand Beltrami receivea1)J?ut 20% of property taxes from
class 3e land, Kanabec receives about 28%.
Minnesota's property ~es are basefi on the highest and best u.se of
each land parcel. Thus, If the parcel becomes valuable as a home SIte or
center for retail/industrial developmen~, the assessor can change the tax
class and assessed value to reflect this higher-valued use.
The TGTLalso is said to be based bn the notion of highest and best
use. For land which is not best-used in timber crops, the land can be
switched to an appropriate property Itax classification. !he .auxiliary
forest tax, however, has the -effect ora current-use desIgnatIon. The
contract forauxiliarYfQresttaxationh10dS, even if the land b~comes more
productive in some alternative activity.
OTHER PROPERTY TAX CLASSIFIC TIONS

About ;3% of privately owned commbrcial timberland in Minnesota is
taxed under some property tax classif~cation that does not designate
exclusive forest use. The three most freqlilent classifications are:
• Agricultural nonhomestead-clas 3-land used primarily for
agriculture; it can include timber. Lan~ is assessed at 190,70 of estimated
market value. The first 320 acres are etligible for state school agricultural
credit of 13% of gross tax; acres over ~ho receive a 10% gross tax credit.
• Seasonal residential recreational landt-Class 3-may be wooded land
improved with permanent structures. Land is ass,essed at 21 % of
estimated market value and is available for state school agricultural credit
of 13% of the gross tax.
• Vacant Land-Class 4b~undeveloped forest land with no structures or
roads and not used for any commercial or recreational activity. The land is
assessed at 40% of estimated market value and is not eligible for tax
credits.
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Timberland IS taxed at about the same rate under agncultural
nonhomestead as under 3e; estinhated market value is assessed at 19070 for
for agricultural nonhomestead. The
both, and the credit is slightly. lkrger
I
timberland owner who grazes animals on the land gets nearly the same tax
bill and tax breaks from the a~ricultural nonhomestead classification as
from the timberland classificatio~, The same is true if the land is used for
recreation or contains seasonal recreation buildings. Timber is seriously
penalized only if owners faiJ to show any productive use of the land and
.
become liable for taxation as vja<l:ant land.
TIMBER TA

ESAND TAX GOALS

Each of the timber taxes per arms differently with respect to the four
criteria. The tree growth tax pdtentially meets the goals of intertemporal
efficiency, simplicity, revenue prdduction, and uniformity, but falls short on
land-use efficiency and on several other criteria in practice. The modified ad
valorem tax could be efficient, 4mple, and uniform but, again in practice,
likely does not meet the goals. he yield tax cannot be efficient or provide
for regular revenue.
"

EFFICIENCY

A timber tax satisfies an effi :ency goal if it does not affect the price or
mix of inputs chosen or the quantity of outputs produced. There are three
efficiency questions with timbe~1 taxes:
• Considered alone, is each taxintertemporarily efficient?
• At current tax rates, are the three taxes efficient vis-a-vis one another?
• Is forest taxation efficient in chmparison with the ad valorem tax on other
property?

I

.

Each of these questions is considered in turn below.
1. Considered alone, is each thx intertemporarily neutral? The yield tax
is assessed and collected at the tilme of harvest. Because of the tax, the forest
owner always has some incentiie to hold the forest longer and cut it later
than in the absence of the tax'! If all timber crops, regardless of rotation
cycles, are subject to the same pJrcentage tax on yield, then short-cycle crops
especially are penalized. The hi~her the yield tax, the more likely it is that
some short-cycle timber will n~ver be cultivated. And because the tax is
biased against shorter cycles, it lalso introduces a land-use inefficiency. The
tax is biased against those lands that are better suited to intensive
management where timber is a~sisted in growing faster (Gaffney).
. The productivity or growth tax can be efficient with respect to the timing
of harvest of timber crops. To ~chieve efficiency, the amount of growth on
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each stand must be correctly estimated, the same percentage of the value of
growth must be taxed on all stands, and tifnberproduction, J.llust be the best
use of the 1,and. The tree, growth t,ax law islnot efficient since the amount of
growth taxed on each acre is based on a county average, and trees in
managed forests likely grow faster than av rage. Thus, at a nominal tax rate
of 30010, rapidly growing stands may be lactually based at less than 30%
while slow~growing stands will be taxed at bore than 30%. Thus, there is an
~::~:vf~;'early harvest 01 Slow,growt1timber on land 01 ,belOW,-average
Also, in a maturing timber plantation, he rate of growth declines as the
timber ages. Under the TGTL, where t e amount of growth per acre is
based on a county-wide average and thel tax is 30% of the value of this
average, it is likely that timber bears a hiiher tax rate while its growth rate
falls with maturity. The result is an incentlve for the timber to be cut sooner
thanin the "no-tax" forest. If the growth [tax were levied on value of actual
growth--rather than on average growtH-there would be no tax-based
incentive for early harvest.
An ad valorem prl;>perty tax may be efficient with respect to timber
harvesting decisions. Achieving efficiency depends on assessing the tax only
against the value of the land, not against t e value of the timber crop. When
timber-growing is the highest-and-best uSf of the land, then implicitly the
current market value of the bare land is the expected present value of the net
earnings from future harvests. Thus, by taxing the land, one is effectively
taxing the present value of all expected fJture timber harvests regardless of
how long or short the growing cycles arellfall timberland is taxed at the
same rate, the tax is efficient with respect to the timber growing and
harvesting decisions.
I
However, should it be the case that both the bare land and timber are
assessed for the ad valorem tax, then timb~r is effectively taxed twice and the
longer, the growing cycle, the greater th~ extra tax burden. (This burden
likely appears as an excessive reduction ib the market value of timberland
(see Klemperer) ). Taxing both land anattimber encourages an earlier cut
than if no tax were levied.
Maturing timber is a crop and, Ii e wheat and green apples, is
appropriately viewed as a good-in-proce~s. It is appropriate for the land
producing these goods to be subject to Ithe property tax. ,But the crops
generate the value of the land which is to be taxed; the goods themselves are
not land or capital stock and ought not [to be subject to the property tax
(Dowdle).
Assessment practices for timberland dlffer across Minnesota's counties.
According to one county assessor, al~ timber, agricultural, seasonalrecreational, and vacationlands are ass~ssed at bare-land values. Many
others are skeptical that this practice holds in all counties. If assessment is
on bare land, then the fact that timberlantl is taxed under an ad valorem tax
does not necessarily affect the stocking r harvesting of timber. __

1
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2. At current tax fates, ar the three taxes efficient vis-a-vis one
another? Efficiency among theltimber taxe.s requires that unless otherwise
intended, all three have the sam~ effective tax rate, distributed in the same

pattern over time. This efficien~ does not occur. According to the February
1984 study by Kilgore and Ellefson, the average revenue per acre, 1982
assessment, from the 3e classification was $2.93 before the state school
agricultural credit and $2.66 aftbr the credit; from the TGTL, average tax
was 89¢ per acre; and, average rerenue from the auxiliary forest tax was 28¢.
per acre. This range of tax li~bilities might be efficient .if 3e land, on
average, is three times as valuable as TGTL forest and about ten times as
valuable as land designated for Juxiliary forest tax. However, this is not the
case and lands taxed under both of the latter laws are reputed to be more
productive on average than 3e titnberland. The taxes, then, are not efficient
and the t.ax b.u.rden. is greatest on~ands s..ubje.ct to the ad valorem tax. T.imber
owners have an incentive to seek axation under the productivity or yield tax;
county officials-who. receive evenue-have an incentive to tax timber
under the ad valorem tax.
3. Is forest taXritionefficient in comparison with the ad valorem fax on
other forested property? The property tax liability on any acre of forested
land depends on the classification of the' acre for tax purposes. Table 1
summarizes the effective tax ratF under five alternative classifications and a
100 mill tax on an acre with estimated market value of $150. The effective
tax rate ranges from 0.42070 forlthe agricultural homestead to 4.0070 for the
vacant land class. Most forestland, however, would be taxed under the

j

TABLE 1
.Property Tax Collections and Rates, Taxes Payable 1984
(100 mill levy on an acr . with estimated market value of $150)
I

.
Classification
Ag. Homestead

.I

Assessment RatF

State School
Agriculture
Credit

Tax
per
Acre

Effective Tax
Rate on $150
Market Value

14070·

29% of gross

$ .63

0.42070

tax··
Ag. Nonhomestead

19%

13 % of gross
tax···

2.48

1.65

Timberland

19%

10070 of gross

2.57

1.71

tax

Seasonalrecreational

21 %

13070 of gross
tax

2.74

1.83

Vacant Land

40%

None

6.00

4.00

• For first $60,000 of market valu~, 190/0 over $60,000.
•• Also receives the homestead credit; 29070 applies on first 320 acres, 13070 on second 320
acres; 10% on remaining acres.
... 13070 on first 320 acres, 10% on additional acres.
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agricultural nonhomestead, timberland, or seasonal-recreational classes,
and here, the effective rates are clustered llIuite closely. Among acres in these
three classes, the property tax liabilities ~re very close.
If timberland is assessed in the same~aY as other agricultural land, that
is, if both are assessed only on the value of the land, and assessments
exclude the value of timber and other crdps, then the tax also is neutral. A
crop grower will choose between timberJerops and other agricultural uses
solely on the productivity of the land. If however, the timber crop is being
assessed and taxed, then the ad valorem dx is not efficient. On the margin, a
crop grower has an incentive to avoid tifuber crops in order to escape the
associated higher taxes.

j

UN1FORMITY OF TAX TREATMENT

There is a serious lack of uniformit I of tax treatment in Minnesota's
taxation of forestlands. An owner will pay different amounts depending
upon which tax law is used-the Yield'i growth, or various property tax
classes. And within a single tax category, owners of identical parcels can be
taxed at different rates. Assessors in ·different counties use different methods
to determine the market value of1the tax base. This produces
nonuniformities among land owners in . ifferent counties. Use of average
values can result in two differing pare s bearing the same tax within a
county. And county officials have the discretionary ability to place two
identical parcels under different tax lawsJ All of these circumstances extend
the likelihood that identical owners ofiddntical parcels are taxed at different
rates.
SIMPLICITY AND ADMINISTRAtIVE DESIGN

~imPle

Clearly, forestland taxes are neither
nor --easy and efficient to
administer. Administrators can have different objectives and use the tax
policies in different ways to achieve t~ese objectives. Responsibility for
administering these laws is widely dispetsed and latitude for case-by-case
interpretations is great. Some of the fu~~amental concepts in the taxes do
not seem to be well-developed-"market value," "exclusively used for
timber," "growth," "stumpage price," dud "management" are all pivotal
concepts and ill-defined. Some propoJe that the state departments of
revenue and natural resources can, for !simPlicity and efficiency, take on
more of the responsibility for defining and administering the laws. Others
argue that the necessary size of .staff an~~ administrative c.omPleXl.'ty is too
great for centralized administration.
Indeed, simplifying and clarifying th· laws themselves seems to be the
best route to simplifying administrative esign. For example, all multipleuse woodland parcels could be taxed under one property-tax class, the
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auxiliary forest tax could be elimi ated, and the TGTLcouid be reserved for
parcels "exclusively" in timber-use. This eliminates part of the
administrative burden. The statelcould assist in .determining market value,
growth, and stumpage prices. dr all timberland can be taxed under one
property tax classification.
CERTAINTY OF REVENUE

P~ODUCTION AND

CASH-FLOW

The growth and ad valoremtlxes provide annual and reasonably stable
revenues. The yield tax is cOllectFd only when timber is cut, implying very
lumpy revenue production from each parcel. Unless a county has forest
cr.ops of even-age distribution, thtyield tax is not a reliable source of regular
revenue.
A forest owner has relatively fel" cash-flow problems in paying a yield tax,
g.reat~r difficulty under the p~~ductivit.y tax, and. the worstcash:~qw
SItuatiOn under a property-tax. llinder Minnesota's YIeld tax-the aUXIlIary
forest tax-the owner J;I1ust presdnt a bond or a cash deposit to the state for
150070 of the expected tax. Oncel this payment is deposited, a cut permit is
issued; And, in the year after ~he timber is cut, the actual tax is levied,
payment made, and accounts clbared. Thus, payment of the tax coincides
relatively closely with receipts 0lincome from harvest, although the timing
is tax~then-income.
If an owner has stands of m naged timber with even-age distribution,
then the productivity tax is rdlatively easy to pay. Each annual tax is
accompanied by income from aJ annual (or at least regular) harvest. If the
timber is unevenly aged, then the owner must support the tax from other
income for the time period betJ,een taxation and the next harvest.
The problem of supporting tie tax payment from other income is most
severe for timberland under th~ property tax. The tax rate is higher and
possibly this timber is less o~en managed for even-age turnover. The
property tax payment each year is not recovered until harvest. And each
payment appreciates in value oJFr the timber period. For example, suppose
the tax this year is $2.66 per aore and the owner borrows the $2.66 at 4%
interest (assuming no inflation i~ going to occur). It is expected to be thirtyfive years before the timber is h~rvested. In thirty-five years, the owner must
have $1050 to payoff the debt on this year's property tax, and each year's
tax payment appreciates in the arne way.
CONSIDERATIONS IN 'EFORM OF TIMBER TAX LAWS
The reform of timberland taxation is a much discussed topic in
Minnesota. In the last six morths, formal recommendations have been
issued by the governor's c011llmssion on wood products and the advisory
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task force on forest taxation of the joim.t select legislative committee on
forestry (both majority and minority opirlions). And, in April 1984,the tax
study commission received a formal statement on forest tax policy from
Minnesota forest industries. From thb perspective of the tax study
commission, the timberland tax laws cldarlY are deficient in terms of the
criteria of uniformity, simplicity, and efficliency. While revenue production is
not deficient, if tax laws and hence dx
collections are changed, some
I
localities could have substantial revenue losses.
Uniformity of taxation and efficiency till be enhanced if all timberland'
subject.to ad valorem is classified in one category. 1n practice, this requires
that all agricultural and other rural andsbe classified together and
uniformly, assess,ed. Further improvemenf occurs as the auxiliary forest tax
is phased out; if this process can be acceJerated, neutrality is restored more
quickly. The inefficiency from the lower tiax of the TGTL is the result of the
competitiveness goal ,of stimulating timb6r production. That is, this result is
intentional, although there is no clearf evidence whether the lower rate
actually does or doeS,',l,otenhance",cotnpe itiveness. Because the effective tax
rate under the TGTL is less than the ad valorem rate, parcels subjected to
the property ~ ~eara heavier share
the .local tax ?ability. T~us, the
effect of'favonng tlIIl;berland under the TGTL IS necessarily to penalize class
3e and ,o.ther rural lands.
Additional efficiencyimprovements hihge ontwo components. Under the
TGTL, growth on each plantation sh~uld be monitored' and evaluated
independently rather than "on average." Under the ad valorem tax,
estitnations of market value must tIepend on treating timberland
symmetrically with other cr?pla~d 'and lassessments must ,be based on the
valueO£' the bare land at ItS highest-dnd-best use, not on the value as

0t
I'

timberland-::'plus~timber-crop.

I

Improvements in simplicity result from consolidating all timberland
under the property tax into one classifibation so that county assessors no
longer have tp choose among ill-defindd tax classifications. Simplicity is
further impr.oved if procedures for esti~ating market value become more
uniform and jf county discretion i~reduced. The greatest degree of
simPlicit,Y results fro~,.'Placing all timbe,rand u~der one classification of the
property tax along With other rural land. In this case, county boards would
not have to'?,. rul,e on apPli~ati,ons for T ITL versus 'ad Valore,m tax status.
If localItIes lose or gam tax revenue and tax base as a consequence of
changes intirnqerland taxes, their level of local government aids also is likely
to ochange,P?rtiallyoffsettin~t~e tax Fffectso H~wever, the potential ~or
adjustments m revenue capaCity III some counties IS great and may reqUire
specific Offsets from the state.
Annual revenues will rise and the re enue stream will be more stable if
some timberland is s\vitched from auxili~ry forest to TGTL (although future
yield-tax receipts will be lost unless a p nalty is imposed on land formerly
0

J
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under the yield tax). Similarly, re~enues will rise and stabilize if timberland
is switched from TGTL to the property tax. This policy also strengthens the
achievement of efficiency and uniformity. Alternatively, the TGTL can be
redesigned to allow more land to q~alify. This results in lower and less stable
revenue fro.m timberland. One po~sible redesign of the TGTL is to include
all forestland that has a management plan and is used primarily (not
exclusively) for timber production I. Only unmanaged or multiple-use forests
would be taxed under the ad valbrem tax and these forests would bear a
..
..
.
..I
somewhat larger tax share because of the favorable tax treatment of
managed forests.
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EJDNOTES

the~r

., L Forest owners may apply to
county board for an alternative form of the
yield tax; under this form, a 100/0 tak is paid each year on the value of the annual
timber growth. In this form, the tax i~ actually a productivity tax rather than a yield
tax. This method has never been usetI or applied for.
2. Koochiching is the only county IWith a relatively large amount of revenue from
both the TGTL and the auxiliary forest tax, totaling about 3.2% of the county's
property tax receipts. The count~ has no revenue from timberland under
classification 3e of the property tax. I
3. Isanti, Hubbard, Carlton, S1. Louis, Mahnomen, Crow Wing, Clearwater,
Cook, Lake, Becker, Lake of the Woods, Beltrami, and Kanabec.
4. Only Cass county is not. cdss also has 27,284 acres under the TGTL.
Koochiching has more than 200,000 acres but these are taxed under the -other two
forest taxes ~
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Minnesota's Farm Sector and
the Thxation ofl Agriculture
Steven D.

bold

I,'

"
.
gnc ture IS
an Important part 0 fM"mnesota s economy, and t h··e taxatIon
of agriculture is a hotly debated issue. Thiis chapter consists of two sections.
Part I reviews the past, present, and futu~ role of agriculture in Minnesota's
economy. Part II analyzes how farms ard taxed in Minnesota and evaluates
the question of whether the method 6f assessing agricultural property
should be changed.

··A . ul

DEFINITIONS AND 1ATAPROBLEMS
Any detailed study of farm issues is plagued by the inadequacy of
available data. Some problems bedevil hational analyses, but the lack of
adequate data is even more acute when tHe focus is on a particular state. For
example, estimates of farm income are vqlatile and subject to large errors at·
hotli the natf6iiai and state levels, but eStimates of farm exports are much
more difficult to .obtain for individual ~tates than for the entire country
because products intended for export markets frequently cross state
I
...
boundaries without being recorded.
The situation is no better now thffiil it was in 1979, when the U.S.
Department of Agriculture made the following statement in its annual
report on the status of the family farm:

1

·
·

·

Neither the existing data base nor research to date is adequate to explain the
developments taking place in the farm sectbr, the situation of farms in the various '
size groups, or the individual and cumul~tive impacts of all the forces causing
structural changes. Improvements in tIIe data base and our knowledge of
structural changes are essential to understanding the impacts of present Federal
policies and· programs and the developmerlt of rational policies that will facilitate
the kind of structure in the farming seetot that best serves the Nation.

One difficult pro~lem is defining the
unit in general and the family
farm in particular. Existing data makel it impossible to separate "hobby
farms" from small, struggling "serious farms." Both have low levels of farm
income, but in the first case this is beca sethe income is unimportant to the

tarm
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owner, while in the second case 't is a sign of economic distress, if not
poverty.
The federal government defines farm as a unit with annual sales of more
than $1,000. There are at least two problems with this definition. First, prior
to the mid-1970s a different defini ,'on was used, rendering comparisons over
time somewhat problematic. Sec9nd, rising and falling product prices can
affect the number of reported falrIns by influencing the number of units
exceeding the $1,000 sales threshdId.
The State of Minnesota emplo~s a looser definition of a farm:
-

Agricultural land ... shall meln continuous acreage -of ten acres or more,
primarily used during theprecedin~ year for agricultural purposes. Agricultural
use may include pasture, timber, ~te, unusable wild land and land indudedin
federal farm programs. Real estatb of less than ten acres used principally for
raising poUltry, livestock, fruit, veJetables or other agricultural products shall be
considered as;agriculturalland, if i~ is not used primarily 'for residential purposes.
[Minnesota Statutes, section 273.d, subdivision 5.]

In 1982, according to the depahment of revenue, there were more than
120,000 fann homesteads in Mi~desota for state tax purposes,but the U.S.
Census Bureau counted only 94,3~2 farms and the Minnesota Department
ofAgriculture reported 103,000 fat-ms. The difference between the latter two
figures Irtayreflectsamplingerror lor differences.in the treatment of separate
parcels owned by the same household. The gap between the department of
revenue figure and the others is httributable to the looser definition of a
farm and to SOIne assessors' mi~kenly reporting data on parcels rather
than homesteads. 2
As a result of incomplete data this report must refer in some cases to_
national :statistics rather than sta 'i5tics specifically for Minnesota.
_
Farm income is another impdrtant but complicated statistic. Table 1
shows the calculations that go ihto producing income statistics. In 1982
gross farm income was $7,525.0 rbimon. After deducting farm production
expenses, net farm income was $I,[85.7 million, but this did not consider the
change in inventory levels. Becau~efarm inventories were reduced that year,
net farm ,income after invento~ adjustment was $1,087.1 million. By
contrast, in the previous year net income before adjustments for inventories
had been lower, but inventories p.~~ risen sharply in 1981, so that net income
iUCh higher than in 1982.
after inventory adjnstments

was

ROLE OF AGRICULJrTURE IN THE ECONOMY
This section describes what ha been happening to the farm economy in
Minnesota and the outlook for fJrming. Minnesota is a major agricultural
state, but the prominence of farrbing has moved downward over the past
years. Minnesota is unusual in iliat its farm products are diversified, but
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TABLE 1
Minnesota Farm Inco e Calculations,
1981 and ]982
(millions of ~olIars)

Gross farm income
Cash receipts from farm marketings
Government payments
Nonmonetary income
Other farm income
Total
Farm production expenses
Net farm income before inventory adjustments
Net change in farm inventories
Net farm income after inventory adjustments

1981

1982

$6508.5
79.1
581.2
73.9
7242.7
6199.5
1043.1
455.6
1498.7

$6672.2
182.9
591.8'
78.2
7525.0
6339.3
1185.7
-98.6
1087.1

Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Econolnic Indicators of the Farm Sector: State
Income and Balance Sheet Statistics, 1982, p. 72.

/

diversification has not spared it from the folatility which is characteristic of
farm operations. Farmers are unlikely to jeturn soon to the prosperity of the
1970s, which was historically an atypical period.
MEASURING AGRICULTURE'S ROL

meaSUring~he

There are many ways of
importance of agriculture to
Minnesota. More than half of the land irl the state is used for farming, but
less than one in thirteen workers is errlployed directly in farming. This
statistic understates agriculture's role betause farming is a basic industry,
which means that it has a multiplier effett: many nonfarm workers depend
indirectly on farming for their economic rell-being. Over time farming has
been declining in relative importance, out it is declining more slowly in
Minnesota than in the nation asa whole.1 Other ways of describing the role
of agriculture consider its output and tht income it generates.
Employment and earnings. In 1982 agricultural employment was
148,093, four out Of five of whom werJ farm proprietors, the remainder
being wage and salaried workers. This ~epresented a 6.4010 decrease from
1969, when farm employment was 158,14r. During this period employment
was increasing in all other major sectors bf the economy, so the proportion
of employment in agriculture fell from 9.~OJo in 1969 to 7.3010 in 1982. Still,
only 3.8010 of employment was in agticulture in 1982. Moreover, the
proportionate decrease was less in MinneJota than in the rest of the country.
Farm workers tend to have lower eArnings than employees in other
industries, so the farm share of total Jtate earnings is lower than their
percentage of total state employment. In11982 total agricultural earnings in
Minnesota were only 4.3010 of the stat total, down from 7010 in 1'969.

~~-'----------'----"'--~~'--
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T~BLE 2

Minnesota Farm and Nonfarm Personal Income Trends,
~970-82 .

Year

Farm personal
income
(millions of $)

1970
1971
1972
.1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

SO.914
0.851
1.032
2.389
1.756
1.357
0.850
1.725
1.736
1.721
1530
1.801
1.464

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis,

I

.

lj'ercentage mcrease,
.1 personal income:
farm
. nonfarm
I

I

-]6.9
21.2
131.6
-26.5

-22.7

-j7.4

((in.l

10.6
jO.9
-11.1

17.7

-18.7

Farm personal income
as percent of total
-, personal income

6.8
8.2
11.6
10.2
9.6
11.3
11.1
12.4
13.4
11.1
10.8
6.1

6.2llJo
5.4
6.0
.11.7
8•.1
5.9
3.4
6.0
5.4
4.8
3.9
4.1
3.2

uls. Department of Commerce.

However, farm earnings are two ol three times as important for Minnesota
as for the nation as a whole.
I
Farm earnings are volatile. The~ rose 13.50/0 between 1969 and 1979 and
then plunged in the next three yelrrs, so that for the entire 1969-82 period
they were down 27.3%. This cOrbpares to a national decrease of 30% in
agricultural earnings during the thirteen years.
The multiplier. The most clu-eful work in measuring the role, of
agriculture in Minnesota has beenjdone by Professor Wilbur R. Maki of the
University of Minnesota. He has estimated that for every job on the farm in
1980 there were approximately two jobs in agricultural processing and
marketing, other agricultural-related industries, and trade and service
businesses serving the households directly or depending on agriculture
indirectly. This estimate would bhng the proportion of total employment
dependent on agriculture from ~.3070 to approximately 220/0. This is still
much lower than the estimates of j40% for the proportion of jobs dependent
(on agriculture. 4 The higher estimates may include employment in retail food
'stores. While most such employnJent certainly is related in some manner to
agriculture, it would exist even if there were no farming in Minnesota. Such
employment is largely indepehdent of developments in Minnesota
agriculture itself, although it m~y be influenced by national agricultural
I
trends.
Basic industries are those which export products from a region or state,
though not necessarily to foreign countries. According to Maki, agriculture
accounted for 30% of Minnesot's basic industry employment in 1970, a
steep,decline from 66% in 1940. 0 later estimate has been provided, but,
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presumably, agriculture has continued t, decline as a proportion of. basic
industry since 1970. Still, agriculture's' portant role as a basic industry
explains why MaId titled his report ''Agpculture: Essential to Minnesota's
Economy and its Regions and Communities...."5
Personal income. Agriculture's s~are of personal income varies
considerably, as 'Thble 2 shows. While Personal nonfarm income rose in
every year from 1970 to 1982, personal farm income fluctuated widely. Farm
income was as high as 11.7010 of totalper~onal income in 1973 and as low as
3.2010 in 1982.
I
Purchases. In 1972 dollars, purchase~ by agricultural industry were $4.2
billion out of total purchases for all Min~esota industries of $45.4 billion in
1977. However, the food products manufacturing industry had even higher
purchases ($5.6 billion). The $9.8 billlod of purchases by the two industry
groups represented 21.5010 of total in-Jtate purchases of the Minnesota
.
business sector. 6
SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF FARMS

There is a great deal of variability in the size of farms. Many are smallscale operations, so small in fact, that jthey cannot provide the principal
livelihood for a family. A rule of thufb used by the U.S. Council of
Economic Advisors is that a unit must have annual sales of at least $40,000
to be a commercial operation.7 According to this standard, 43.5010 accounted
for 88.2010 of total sales. Table 3 shows th!e proportion of farms with sales at
TABLEI3
Market Value of Minnesota A~cultural Products Sold,
by Amount of Sfties, 1982
Value of sales
Less than $2,500
$2,500 to $9,999
$10,000 to $19,999
$20,000 to $29,999
$30,000 to $39,999
$40,000 io $59,000
$60,000 to $79,999
$80,000 to $99,000
$100,000 to $249,999
$250,000 to $499,999
$500,000 or more

Percentage

o~ farms

Percentage of sales

8.3
6.0
14.5
2.8
0.8

0.2070
1.5
2.7
3.5
3.9
8.7
9.2
8.5
34.1
14.5
13.2

56.5
43.5
18.1

11.8
88.2
61.8

12.7J
16.3
11.7
8.8
7.0
11.1

Summary figures:
Less than $40,000
$40,000 or more
$100,000 or more

Sourc~: U.S. Census Bureau, 1982 Census ojAgri,J"lture, vol. 1, Geographic Area Series, Part
23, Mmnesota State and County Data (AC82-A-2e). Table 11.
,
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various levels. The farms with annual sales of more than $100,000
represented less than one-fifth 0 the total units but produced more than
three-fifths of the sales.
Another way of looking at farm size is in terms of acreage. Farms with
less than one hundred acres of h~ryested cropland accounted for 37.8010 or
all Minnesota farms in 1982, and kiother 24.5070 had less than 200 acres. At
the other extreme, there were 6,764 farms with between 500 and 999 acres,
1,819 with 1,000 to 1,999 acres, and 371 with at least 2,000 acres of harvested
cropland. 8
CHANGING FARM ECONOMIcr CONDITIONS

According to the department dfagriculture, between 1970 and 1980 the
number of farms in Minnesota diminished from 121,000 to 104,000, an
average of 1,700 per year. During the next three years the total decrease was
only 1,000 (to 103,000). This probflblY reflects the fact that during recessions
the movement away from farms slows or halts because of the lack of
employment opportunities in cities. (Operations with less than $1,000 of
cash receipts are not counted as farms.)
.
I
The decrease in the number
farms has been slowing down over tittle.
22.4% decrease, compared to a 14.0%
Frottl 1960 to 1970 there was
decrease in the following ten yea Is. The major reason for this slowdown is
that the health of the farm econ9my was relatively greater compared to the
nonfarm economy in the 1970s than in the 196Os.
The decrease in farmland haJ also slowed down. From 1960 to 1970,
1,500,000 acres of land were ta~en out of farm use, but in the following
thirteen years only 500;000· mote acres were lost to farming. These are
relatively insignificant amounts in comparison with total farm acreage of
30,400,000 in 1983.
As a result of these trends, the verage farm size has grown from 20~ acres
in 1960, to 255 acres in 1970, to1295 acres in 1983. The growth of average
farm size was considerably slo~er in the latter period. 9 As noted above,
statistics on all Minnesota farms are somewhat misleading because many
farms are not full-fledged operatlions.
Agriculture has-been on a rollci-coaster since 1970, both in Minnesota and
the nation as a whole. As Table 2 khowed, net farm income.. .fluctuates a great
deal. The median net income sinbe 1970 was $1.464 billion in 1982, but that
level was exceeded by at least 1501J in six years, and in four years, income was
at least 15070.
To illustrate the economic pressure
on farming as a whole, compare 1978,
I
a relatively high income year, witr 1982. In 1978, realized gross farm income
was $5.64 billion, and it rose 3~OJo in the next four years to $7.52 billion.
However, farm production expenses rose even faster, 51 %, from $4.19 billion
to $6.34 billion. Since farm ibventories rose slightly· in 1978 and fell

OJ
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somewhat in 1982, net farm income wa off from $1.52 billion in 1978 to
$1.09 billion in 1982, a 28% drop,lo
. The farm boom beginning in 1973 as a result of the conjunction of
several forces. Very strong export derJland resulting from poor Russian
crops, unusually low harvests of anchOVIes (a substitute for soybeans), and
other factors combined with relatively Jtatic domestic supplies, sent farm
prices and income soaring. One direct ~sult of this increased income was
higher land values. The averagepfice df Minnesota farmland rose 428010
between 1972 and 1981, one of the most rapid increases of any state. The
increase was warranted if farm incomes lcontinu~d to rise, but this di.d not
occur. As a result, farm land values bega~ to declme after 1981. Accordmg to
University of Minnesota surveys, the decrease was 18.7010 from 1981 to
1983. 11 ..
I
The enormous increase in land valt.es implies that farmers became
wealthier. The value of Minnesota farmlJnd in 1983 was $24.5 billion, more
than three times its level in 1972.· Howev~r, farm debt has also risen steeply.
In total, the value of farm land and bUil~ngs rose 445% from 1971 to 1981,
while farm real estate debts increased 250%.
Table 4 traces the riSe and fall
I
of net farm assets from January 1, 197 to January 1, 1983. Following a
750/.0 increase between 1977 and 1981, ne assets fell 16.2% in the following
two years as land values decreased and ebtcontinued to rise.'2
Exports playa much larger role in t~e Minnesota farm economy than
formerly. Unfortunately, estimates of ~innesota's farm exports are not
available for the 1970s, but in the 1980-8~ period they are e~timated to have
fluctuated between $1.9 billion and $2.3Ibillion. Nationally, the percentage
of farm receipts coming from exports increased from less than 15010 to
almost 30010 during the 1970s,and th~re was a concurrent increase in
Minnesota, alth¢lUgh its magnitude is Jncertain. 13 Recently, exports have
fallen short of earlier projections.

j

,
1
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di~ersified.

Minnesota agriculture is unusually
The $6.9 billion received
by farmers for cash sales of farm products in 1981 included $3.5 billion from
crops and $3.4 billion from livestock, daify products, and poultry. The eight
largest commodities produced, listed jbY their share of the value of
production, were as follows: 14
• Meat animals (cattle, calves, hogs, shep, and calves), 26%
• Feed grains (corn, oats, barley, and h~y, primarily produced as feed for
animals), 21 %
• Dairy products, 19%
• Oil crops (soybeans, flaxseed, and sunflowers), 16%
• Food grains (wheat and rye), 8%
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TABLE 4
Balance Sheet of the! Minnesota Farming Sector,
.
Janu4rY I, 1977-83
(milli~ns of dollars)
I

Year

Assets

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

$29,151.6
33,461.5
39,086.5
45,368.7
52,365.0
51,469.8
47,953.0

.

I

Debt

Equity

$4,659.5
$24,492.1
5,791.4
27,670.1
7,214.9
31,871.6
8,649.5
36,719.2
9,945.5
42,870.4
10,717.840,752.0
11,986.2
35,966.7

Source: U.S. Department of AgriculturJ, Economic Indicators of the Farm Sector: State
Income and Balance Sheet Statistics. 1982. Table 20. Data for 1977 and 1978 were obtained
from Linda Wright, statistician for the Department of Agriculture.
Note: Farm households are included in th se statistics. Trends were similar for data excluding
farm households.

• Poultry and eggs, 50/0
• Sugarbeets, 3%
• Vegetable crops, 2%
Minnesota ranks among the top five states for numerous products. In
1982, it ranked first in produc~ion of sugarbeets and sweet corn for
processing; second in oats, sunflowers, turkeys, and cheese; third in hay,
flaxseed, rye, green peas for procJssing, hog marketings, and butter; fourth
in barley and milk; and fifth in dorn for grain and soybeans.
The various regions of the stat~ differ considerably in the farm products
they produce. Cash crops predodunate in the south and northwest, dairy
products are strongest in the center of the state, and meat animals lead in
twelve scattered counties, half oflWhich are in the extreme southwest.
These differences in the use of land reflect variations in its productivity,
which is the major determinant o~land values. Table 5 demonstrates that the
value ofland varies considerably from region to region. In the southwest the
average value per acre in 1983 wak $1,669, more than four times as much in
the northeast. The table also shoJs that all sections of the state did not share
equally in the inflation in land values beginning in 1972. The northwest had
the greatest increases and the east central region had the smallest increases.
The decreases from 1981 to 1983 +ere relatively uniform, with four of the six
regions having declines from 17~o to 21 %.
A correlation exists between land values and some other variables. For
example, the more expensive the land, the smaller the average size of farms
tends to be. In the northwest, wHere land is less expensive, farms tend to be
much larger than in the southw~st, where land values are on the average
more than twice as high.
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TABLE
Estimated Average Value P~r Acre of Farmland,
by District, 1983, and Cnanges Since 1972
I

District

Southeast
Southwest
West-central
East-central
Northwest
Northeast
State total

1983 Value.
$1,354
1,669
981
561
658
411
1,065

Percentage change
1981-83

I 1972-81

362070
450
446
317·
595
505
428

-21070
-20
-14
-17
-19
-11
-19

Source: Donna Downs, Matthew G. Smith, Philib M. Raup, "The Minnesota Rural Real
Estate Market in 1983" (Minnesota Agricultural Economist, January, 1984).

Other factors affecting farm size besides the productivity of the land
(closely related to value) are the type of falrming and the amount of parttime
farming. In the main agricultural region df the state, farms tend to be larger
toward the west, where it is drier, and to~ard the north, where the growing
season is cooler and shorter. Dairy farths tend to be smaller than other
farms. Where abundant nonagriculturai employment is available, farms
tend to be smaller because a large proporlionof farmers only devote part of
their time to agriculture. Families on ab9ut one in five farms in 1974 had a
greater income from nonagricUI.tUral sorrces than from operation of the
farm.
.
Tenant farming is not as common in fyfinnesota as in some neighboring
states, such as Iowa. In 1982, only 120/0 be Minnesota farms were operated
by renters. Tenant farms tend to be in the kreas ofhigher land value and high
productivity in southern and southwestern Minnesota. The number of
tenant rarms has decreased at a mnch rasfer rate than the nnmber of owner·
operated farms. 15
I '
An important change in the MinnesotaI farmland market is the increasing
share of farm sales to expansion buyers. Prior to 1964 sole-tract buyers were
the most frequent purchasers of farms, b~t since that time the proportion of
expansion buyers has steadily grown, Jntil in 1983, 78% of farms were
bought by expansion buyers. Sole-tradt buyers accounted for. 13% of
purchases, and the remaining 9% werel bought by investors who do not
farm}6
The decrease in the number of sole-trrct buyers and tenant farmers are
indicative of the great difficulty faced bYlanyone attempting to get a start in
farming, particularly if he cannot take 0rer a farm which is already owned
by his family. The initial investment reqUired is so large as to be prohibitive
for most would-be farmersP
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FIGURE 1
Farm Producti~ty, Output, and Input
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SOME NATIONAL TRENDS IN

GRICULTURE I8

ec~nomic tren~s

Many important
are more readily documented for the'
nation than for Minnesota alond. While the precise statistics surely are
different in Minnesota, the trendJ apply to this state just as they do for
American agriculture in general. I
In 1982 the average farm had Jet income from farming of $9,188, and
average income from nonfarm soutces of $16,430, for a total of $25,618. The
average family income for the who~e population that year was $27,391. This
indicates two important facts: farmers often have considerable nonfarm
income, and the average income df farm families is lower than income for
other families, but not by a great deal. This implies a great narrowing in the
income differential between fan~ and nonfarm families. In the 1930s
disposable farm farilily income pet capita was less than 400/0 of that in the
rest of the economy, but over the bast decade it has averaged 88%.
These statistics; like all thos I on a per-farm basis, are somewhat
misleading because they include many very small farms which do not
provide a family's main livelihood More than a third of the nation's farms
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Farm Input Use,1191O-80
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sell less than $5,000 worth of products a y ar, and 71 % sell less than $40,000.
The 29010 with annual sales of more than $~O,OOO generate 87% of total farm
receipts. In 1982 these commercial farms~ad average annual gross receipts
of about $190,000 and net farm income of about $36,000. These farms have
average as~ets of about $1 million .and a~erage e~uity of about $800,00~.
The major reason why farmers'mcomes have Improved so much relatIve
to the rest of the economy is the extrembly rapid increase in productivity
which has occurred over an extended period of time. Figure 1 and Table 6
show the magnitude of the productivity iiJprovement and help to explain it.
As Table ~ shows, betwee~ 1910 and 1?8P labor employed ~n far~ing fell
80%. Dunng the same penod, mecharucal power and machmery mcreased
more'than six-fold, agricultural chemicals increased forty-fold, and feed and
seed rose more than six-fold. In other vJords, mechanization, herbicides,
pesticides, and improved seeds and feeds hiaverevolutionized agriculture and
vastly increased each remaining farmer's brodt, ~ljvity.
NONFARM INCOME OF FARM FAMILfES

As noted in the previous section, nearl~ two-thirds of the total income of
the average farm family nationally comes
from nonfarm
sources.
I
.
Unfortunately, comparable data for Minnesota is not available on a
systematic basis. One fragmentary indication is provided by a u.s.
Commerce Department survey for incoJe received in 1978. In that year,
total net cash income of farmers was $2.~8 billion, of which $8.70.8 million
(41.9%) was from offfarm sources. In interpreting this information, one
should consider that 1978 was a particulatIy good year for farm income, so
that normally the proportion of income f~ m offfarm sources is presumably
higher. 19

/
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INSTABILITY OF THE FARM SECTOR

agricultur~

As an industry,
haJsome characteristics which. distinguish it
from other industries, such as Jnanufacturing. Its biological production
process
involves long lags arising from gr ,wth cycles. This severely constrains the speed
with which farmers can respond td changing market conditions. In addition, the
volume Of farm production is leJs predictable than in the non-farm economy
because of the random effects ofreather, disease, insects, and genetics. 20

1

These factors have always mClde agricultural supply unstable. Because the
price elasticity of demand for farJo products is relatively low,21 this unstable
supply implies that farm prices ahd incomes will be volatile. An important
goal of federal government fJrm policy has been to dampen these
fluctuations, but sometimes gyrktions in federal policies have added. to
instability. .
.l
.
Two major developments dunng the past decade have added to the
volatility of conditions facing farlners. As hotedabove, export markets are
much more important than they irere prior to the 1970s. Export demand is
relatively unstable because it is sttonglYinfluenced by weather, trade policy,
exchange rates, population, andl'income in the rest of the world-all of
which (except for population) tend to be unpredictable. 22 Another source of
added ins,tability is increased volatility in interest rates. Farm debt has often
been a problem in the past, but it lias a different character now because since
1979 monetary policy has permittM wider fluctuations ininterest rates than
previously.

1-

TILE PREDICAMENT OF FAR I ERS

_,

Some economic problems of farmers are of long standing. They are at the
mercy of nature and international markets. The demand for farm products
usually grows relatively slowly beJause farm products are mostly necessities,
not luxuries. The rapid increase[ of productivity tends to put downward
pressure on prices. Because farThing is viewed as a "good way of life,"
farmers tend to leave agricultur~ slowly and reluctantly, which tends to
depress monetary incomes.
I
In addition, the over-valued d~lar is currently adding to the problems of
most parts of the farm sector. Because the value of the dollar is so high
relative to most other currendies, demand for American exports is
considerably less than it would o~herwise be.
Currently, financial problem~ are not uniformly distributed among
farmers. Many of those who pUTli:hased land recently and assumed a heavy
debt load are experiencing seriou~ problems in servicing their debt: interest
rates are unusually high and farm fncomes have been less than they expected.
However, farmers without signiflcant recent purchases and debt increases
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are much better off. Their net worth has ecreased considerably "on paper"
because of falling land prices, but they arb generally not in financial danger.
Without the· high interest burdens assurrled by.recent purchasers, their net
incomes are substantially higher than those of their neighbors who have
.
assumed more leveraged financial positi6ns.
A recent study by the federal reserve bJard assumed that operators with a
debt-asset ratio greater than 40010 are experiencing fmancial stress. Among
large and medium-size farms---whichI includes most full-time farm
operations--one-third nationally had ratios suggesting financial stress as of
January, 1984. At the same time, nearl~ one-third of the farmers in this
I
group had little or no debL23,
The farm bankruptcy has risen betauseof the financial problems
described above.. However,as importantj,as it is t~ recognize that th~ farm
bankruptcy rate IS well below that for nonfarm busmesses, there remams the
possibility that farmers may be forced to .ell their property in order to avoid
bankruptcy.24
I

(

THE OUTLOOK FOR AGRICULTURE

It is important
to recognize
farm economy of the 1970s
. . that the beoming
I
was not unprecedented, although it is an unusual occurrence. Farm booms
of major proportions occurred two time~ earlier in this century, during and
immediately after the World Wars, and twice in the nineteenth century,
booms also triggered by u.s. or Europdan wars. 25
...[T]he effects of each boom extendJd over several decades, shaping the
fortunes of an entire generation offarniers and their landlords, lenders, and
suppliers. In each case, the vast majority ~f farmers were lifted by an initial wave
of unanticipated prosperity. After the bdoms, however, their experience varied
according to how dependent they had bFcome on continued high commodity
prices, and thus how. financially vulnerable they were as prices and incomes
retreated. After each boom some fa~mersexperienced lasting financial
improvement, while others endured prolohged financial stress or went bankrupt.

Future export trends will have a majl influence on U.S. farm economic
that farm exports will grow less
conditions, and the standard forecast
rapidly in the next five years than they did in the 1970s.Export demand in
the early 1980s was reduced by the glob~l recession, Third World debt, and
the strong ns. dollar. If the dollar declihes in value and the world economy
is relatively prosperous, it will help exJorts to recover. However, the debt
situation of less developed cou.ntries doJs not present an optimistic picture.
The ability of these countries to finance fhe purchase of U.S. farm exports is
likely to remain limited. This market is important because the growth of
exports to -Japan, Europe, and the U.SJS.R. is likely to be slow.
Two other factors, one already in exi~tence and the other potential, also
dim the outlook for farm exports. SomJ other major agricultural exporting

'Is
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countries have made large capital investments in farming and in marketing
facilities to expand their export capacity. Thus, American exports face
tougher foreign competition than they did a decade ago. Second, there is a
risk of increased. protectionism. H'the U.S. and its trading. partners became
involved in a trade war, this W9uld have very negative implications for
American agricultural exports. Not only might other countries raise barriers
to our exports, but protectionism ~ould impede the economic growth of less
developed countries, further rdducing their ability to purchase U.S.
exports. 26
CONCLUSION

The 1984 Annual Report of President Reagan'scouncH of economic
advisors makes an interesting poidt about the changing relationship between
agriculture and the rest of the ecJnomy:
Cyclical changes in the level of dconomic activity now have larger effects on
agriculture than formerly. The agricultural sector . . . is strongly affected by
interest rates and the value of the ~ollar. The agricultural sector therefore has a
strong interest in reducing the Federal deficit to which recent farm programs have
contributed significantly. Macroecpnomic policy may have as great an absolute
effect on agriculture today as do the direct effects of farm policy.27

Predicting trends in agricultu~e is fraught with uncertainties, but it
appears that the odds of a quick rJturn to the prosperity of the 1970s are not
good.

TA

1 POLICY

Farmers pay each of the major !state and local taxes, but the property tax
is by far the one which gathers the greatest share of attention. In 1984, farm
owners are estimated to have paid $294.2 million in property taxes. 28 In
addition, in 1982 farmers paid ad estimated $32.6 million income tax,$20
million in sales tax on farm mkchinery and equipment purchases, and
undetermined amounts of the cotporation income tax and other taxes.
This chapter focuses primarily I~n the property tax, but the other major
taxes are also discussed briefly. The ability of state government to assist the
agricultural sector is assessed in ~he concluding section.
PROPERTYTAX

The property tax is the largestI tax paid by the agricultural sector. The
most important issue discussed in this section is whether the method of
assessing farmland should be chahged. The assessments of most but not all
farms in Minnesota are based on their market value as estimated from the
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sales prices of comparable property. F~rm spokesmen advocate instead
basing assessments on the productivity o~ the land. In order to set the stage
for analysis of this issue, this section firSt considers the incidence of farm
taxes, trends in property taxes since 1973, comparisons with other states,
and variations of tax burdens for farms ~ithin the state. Next, the various
methods of relieving farm property taxes bsed in Minnesota and other states
are described and analyzed,after which the question of how farm property
should be taxed is addressed.
I
Minnesota's farm property tax is solely on real estate. Personal property
such as farm machinery and livestock was! exempted in 1967. While the trend
nationally is gradually to exempt personal property and most states do
exempt livestock completely, the majoritylOf states still impose a tax o.n farm
machinery.
The department of revenue reports tha .the market value of taxable farm
property was $34.172 billion and the as~essed value was $6.195 billion in
1982 (the basis.for taxes payable in 1983+the latest year for which data are
available). Farmland accounted for the great majority of this value, as
shown by this breakdown:
I
Market value

Assessed value

$3,48d billion
29.13~ billion
1.55j billion

$486
million
5.392 billion
217
million

I

House, garage and one acre
Land
Other buildings
WHO PAYS FARM TAXES?

One of the issues on which economists are in widespread agreement is the
incidence of the property tax on farmlanm. Because the prices of most farm
products are determined by supply and d~mand in national or international
markets, farmers cannot shift taxes for~ard to their customers. Nor ·can
taxes generally be shifted backward to thcl farmer's suppliers. Therefore, the
farmer generally bears the burden of th±eaxes he pays.
According to standard economic theo ., the property tax on farmland is
capitalized, that is, it is reflected in a red I ction in land values. The value of
the land depends on the net income accruing to its owner over time; since the
property tax lowers net income, it reducbs the market value of the land.
The capitalization process has some interesting implications. Becausethe
tax is immediately reflected in land valuek, a purchaser of the land after the
tax has been imposed does not bear the Hurden of the tax because he or she
paid a lower price for the land on accdunt of the tax that its ownership
entails. The tax is borne by the owner atI the time it is imposed.
Capitalization also works in reverse. If taxes are unexpectedly reduced,
owners will receive windfall capital gaiJs because land values will rise. A
subsequent purchaser of the land will no~ benefit from the tax relief because
his or her purchase price will be accordi l gly increased.
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This analysis of tax incidenc· implies that the interests of those who
supply farmers with products and purchase farmers' output may not be the
same as the interests of farmers. those who sell products to farmers, such as
farm implement dealers and sm~ll town merchants, benefit from the tax
relief provided to farmers to the extent that enhanced wealth increases
farmers' purchases. On the othJr hand, the purchasers of farm products
have relatively little interest in hot muc.h tax farmers pay unless they happen
to own farmland themselves.
The preceding analysis must be qualified to the extent that the property
tax falls on buildings rather than land. The tax on land should not affect the
allocation of resources at all ,I but the tax on buildings discourages
investments in structures and thereby tends to reduce farm output, in the
long run.
A complete analysis of farm! tax relief would have to consider who
finances the relief.. Depepding ~ the relief program, the relief may shift
costs to other local taxpayers, be borne by state taxpayers, or result in lower
local governmenfspending.

I.

TRENDS IN PROPERTY TAX

S SINCE 1973

Table 7 summarizes what has happened to farm property taxes in the
aggregate since 1973. Between 1973 and 1984 these taxes rose 171070 and at an
uneven rate. The increase in 1984\was one of the largest, with a rise of about
17070 from 1983; only 1982's 29070 jump was larger. Double-digit increases
have not been uncommon, occurting in 1975, 1977, 1979, and 1980.1n most
other years the tax increase was t,elatively small, and in 1981 a 9% decrease
occurred.
The increase in farm taxes ha been much less than the increase in farm
market values since 1973~ The intlicated'market value of farms rose 549%.
(This figure may somewhat ovet~tate the extent of the increase because it
does not fully reflect the decreas in values that occurred in the past three or
four years.) In other words, the arket value of farms in 1984 was six and
one-half (6.49) times its 1973 levJI, while taxes were approximately two and
three-fou'rths (2.71) times what they had been in 1973. Consequently, the
effective tax rate (net taxes as ~ proportion of market value) decreased
sharply from 1.55% in 1973 to d.65% in 1984.
The decrease of the effective t;& rate reversed several years ago. In fact, it
bottomed out in 1981 at 0.44070 ~nd
rose in each of the next three years.
I
The irregular pattern will continue in 1985, when f~rm property taxes are
projected to decrease 1.8% as jresult of policies adopted by the state in
1984. 29
Farm taxes have risen slig tly faster than total net property tax
collections. As a result, the shard of property taxes paid by farms increased
from 12.6070 in 1974 to 13.5070 irl 1983. This was a much smaller rise than
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Farm Indicated Market Valu~ and Property Tax
Taxes Payable. 1973-84
I

Farm ptopertya
Payable
Year

Indicated
Market Valueb
(billions)

1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

$7.429
8.297
9.820
11.707
16.026
21.930
27.661
32.783
44.671
47.244
48.618
48.229

Tax c
(millions)

Effective

Tax Rated

$115.1

1.55%
1.39
1.33
1.17
1.00
0.79
0.71
0.66
0.44
0.53

115~6

130.6
136.4
159.5
172.8
195.9
215.0
195.8
251.7
266.0
311.9

Percentage
Change
0.4070
13.0
4.5
16.9
8.3
13A
9.8
-9.0
28.6

p.55

5.7

0.65

17.2

Source: Minnesota Department of Revenue.
~.
.
Notes: Actual data for 1973-83; estimated for 19 .
J
aIncludes farm homesteads and nonhomestead roperty and noncommercial vacant land
located in townships.
bAssessor's market value adjusted for the level of assessments as determined by assessmentsales ratio study.
cReflects homestead and agricultural aid credits b t not circuit breakers or targeting credit.
dTax divided by indicated market value.

J

occurred-in property value!). During the same period the indicated market
value of farm property jumped from 2 070 to 29.7070 of the total real and
personal property tax base. In other wotds, the farm share of net property
taxes increased slightly while the farrh share of total property values
increased substantially.
~
Inflation should also be taken into a count. The consumer price index
rose approximately 135070 between 1973 and 1984, indicating that most of
the 171070 property tax increase during t is period was due to inflation. In
real terms, farm property taxes increasetl only 15070.
Real farm taxes have increased at a mJch faster rate in the 1980s than they
did in the 1970s. From 1973 to 1980 fami property taxes rose 87070, less than
2070 more than prices increased. Co~pJring just the change of taxes from
1981 (a year when farm taxes were unustiIally low) to 198( there was a 38070
increase after eliminating inflation (a15907iJ rise before stripping away
inflation). Over a slightly longer period, 1980 to 1984, the real farm property
tax increase was 14070 (and the nominal ncrease was 45070). In other words,
real farm property taxes were virtually dmstant from 1973 to 1980, butthen
rose 14070 in the next four years. ThJ increase of farm taxes from the
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abnormally low level of 1981 has een dramatic, even eliminating the effects
of inflation.; This timing is unfoknate because real taxes were increasing
during the period when the econbmic fortunes of farmers were worsening.
I

COMPARISONS WITH OTHER STATES

The best data for comparing taxI levels in various states are collected by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture (VSDA). While they do not agree precisely
with the department of revenue's jnformation, these estimates are consistent
across states.
I
In 1970 and earlier years, farm taxes per $100 of full market value in
Minnesota were substantially abdve the national average. For example, in
1970 the effective
rate in Minnekota
was 1.69010 compared to a national
.
.
I
average of 1.08%. By 1975 Minnesota was only slightly above average, and
in later years it was slightly belo~ average. The effective tax rate on farm
property decreased substantially kcross the nation in the 1970s, but it fell
faster than average in MinnesotaJ
, In 1970, excluding~he northeast, where relatively little farmland remains,
only three states (Wisconsin, California, and Alaska) had a higher effective
tax rate on farm real estate thanl Minnesota. In 1981, thirteen states were
higher than Minnesota outside th~ northeast. Nearby states like Wisconsin,
South Dakota, and Nebraska ha,: considerably higher tax rates.
In terms of r~al estate taxes perrcre, Minnesota still ranks relatively hig~.
Its average tax In 1981, $5.25 per acre, was 27% above average. However, m
1970 Minnesota had been 68% ~bove the national average. Minnesota's
relatively high taxes per acre are rd)ated to its relatively high land values. The
higher the value, the higher the tb per acre tends to be. 30
A final way of comparing tax ~urdens across states is in terms of farm
income. TheUSDA published such comparisons for taxes levied in 1979 and
earlier years, but it has not donel so recently because. of qualms about the
quality of income data. Throughout the late 1970s, Minnesota farm
property taxes were below averagd in relation to net farm income and about
average when compared to gross Ifarm income. For example, in.. 1979 they
were 7.0% and 2.0% of net and ~ro'ss farm income respectively, while the
%. These rates were considerably lower
national averages were 8.0070 and 1.1
I
than those in surrounding states. In 1979, property taxes asa proportion of
net farm income were 13.6% in~owa, 9.6% in North Dakota, 12.4% in
South Dakota, and 11.6% in Wis onsin. 31
To summa.r.ize: when compared to other states, Minnesota farm taxes are
about average compared to pro erty value, above average compared to
acreage, and below average comphred to farm income. (These results imply
that income per acre is above averkge.) Prior to the 1970s, Minnesota's farm
tax burdens were much higher in domparison with the national average than
they are now, reflecting the fact t*at major steps were taken during the past
decade to relieve farm property taxes.
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While Minnesota's farm tax burdens h~ve gravitated toward the national
average during the period since 1970, Minnesota has followed a path
different from most other states in pr~viding property tax relief. The
differences in relief mechanisms employed will be discussed lat~r.
ARE FARMS OVER- OR UNDERTAXED RELATIVE TO OTHER
PROPERTY?

Farm effective tax rates are considerably lower than the tax rates on other
kinds of property. For taxes payable inI 1983, effective tax rates (not
considering the circuit breaker) were as follows: 32
0.53%
1.05

2.89
2.45
1.09
1.12

3.03
1.25.

Farm
Residential
Commercial/industrial
Apartment
Recreational
Timber
Utility
Total

The relatively low property tax rate 0 I farms has several sources. The
classification system and property tax credits, discussed below, are part of
the explanation; the other major factor i~ that rural tax rates tend to be
considerably lower thlin urban tax rates bbcause public spending. is less in
rural areas and the per capita tax base ten~s to be relatively high.
On the other hand, property taxes are a higher proportion of income for
farmers than for city residents because fanters own a great deal of property
and have relatively low income. The magni~ude of the difference is suggested
by comparing the ratio of net property taxe to personal income in rural and
urban counties. In the nineteen most rural Ci:ounties, property taxes averaged
4.57070 of personal income in 1983, while they averaged 3.71 % of personal
income in the nine most urban counties. 33 1
In other words, farmers have so much broperty that their property tax
payments are large in relation to their inc6me and in absolute terms (per
capita). However, partially because of strlte policy and partially because
rural areas have large per capita tax bases land relatively low service levels,
the tax rate on farm property tends to be telativelY low.
The issue of whether farms are over- br undertaxed will be discussed
further after the classification and tax credit systems are explained.
VARIATIONS OF TAX BURDENS WITH!IN THE STATE

The effective tax rate on farm proprty varies considerably within
Minnesota. For example, in 1983 the 10wJst effective rates were 0.15% in
Lake County, 0.26% in Cook County, O. 8% in Itasca County, 0.35% in

.
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Hubbard County, and 0.36070 in enville County; while the highest tax rates
were in Ramsey County (0.90 070- on the small amount of farm property
located there), 0.78% in WashirWon County, 0.76% in Hennepin County,
0.75% in Kittson County, and 0.73% in Lake of the Woods County, and
0.70% in Winona County.34 Pro,~erty in or near the Twin Cities metro area
tends to have a higher tax ratetlecause the land is more valuable and cities
tend to have higher tax rates. Inirural areas, tax. rates tend to vary inversely
with the per capita tax base.
The variation among, counti s of farm effective property tax rates is
relatively modest. Forty-two ·of the eighty-seven counties had rates for taxes
payable in 1983 between 0.50% knd 0.59%. Most ofthe other counties had
tax rates close to this level, .with sixteen. in the 0.60% to 0.69% range and
eighteen in the 0.40% to 0.49076 range. Only six counties had higher rates
and five counties had lower rates. Most of these outliers have little farm
property,. ei~herbecause they are ~eavilY urb~ilized or ~ecause they lie. in
northern Mmnesota where the quality of land IS poor. Wmona and RenvIlle
counties are the only two countlies with relatively extreme tax rates that· are
not in the 1Win Cities or northbrn areas.
The-relativelysmlilll dispe}sion of tax rates is a consequence
Minnesota'sequaIizing tax· credits arid school aid and local aid programs:
Whether ~ property.qualitleslforthe benefits of homestead tax treatme~t
also affects ItS tax rate. Hbmestbad property has a number of advantages: It
receives a larger. 'agricuituralt~ credit; it is assessed at a lower percentage of
its marketyalue; it receives Ithe homestead credit; depending on the
household's inc9me and the rate of increase of taxes, it may receive the
circuit breaker· and targeting +~dits: As a result, the effective tax rate on
homestead ~rope~ty is. conside~ably lo~er than on no.nhomestead property.
The claSSIficatIOn system and credIts also result lIT lower tax rates on
smaller fanns and farms with ower value per acre. These differences and

of .

simplified manner in Table 8. This table shows the effective tax rates for
homestead ;anei nonhomesteadfarms with sizes varying from 250 to 1,000
acres and Hmd· values betwee .$500 per acre and $2,000 per acre. Several
simplifying assumption·s have een made in Table 9. The most important
assumptions are that the tax ra e has been held constant at seventy mills and
that the circuit breaker and tar~eting credits are not available. Taxes paid on
buildings are not considered. I
As Table 8 shows, lower-value farms have considerably lower tax rates
than higher-value farms. For hbmesteads, the effective tax rate is 0.36% for
a 250 acre farm with $500 per dcre land it is 1.09% for a 1,000 acre farm with
$2,000 per acre land. This diffJrentiation according to size is relatively slight
for nonhQmestead farms,and!the tax rate does not vary for nonhomestead
farms at all according to land value. The table also shows that homesteads
do have substantially lower axes than nonhomesteads, particularly for
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TABLE 8
Effective Property Tax Rates for Farms of Various Sizes,
Land Values, and Homes~ead Situations,
Taxes Payable in 1985
(percent of mark9t value)
Value JFr acre
I

$500

Size
250
acres
500
acres
1,000
acres

Homestead

$2;000

$l,qoo

ho~~~~ad

Homestead \

ho~;s~~ad

Homestead

Nonhomestead

0.36

1.13

0.57

1.13

0.73

1.13

0.66

1.15

0.82

1.15

0.90

. 1.15

0.92

1.18

1.00

1.18

1.09

1.18

Note: Calculations assume that the tax rate is seventy mills. Taxes p:Ud on buildings are not
taken into account. The provision excluding the hOml:stead and one acre from the agricultural
credit is not considered. Calculations conSider only tHe agricultural and homestead credits. The
circuit breaker and targeting credits could lower effective tax rates for homesteads further.
Calculations assume that farms are assessed accura]lly .

small farms. The difference bet~een ho estead and nonhomestead farms
would be even greater if the circuit breakdr and targeting credit were taken
into account, since they are available onl~ for homesteads.
The assumption in Thble 8 of a constant mill rate is unrealistic. In a
county where the average land value is dosf to $2,000, the tax rate would be
considerably less than in {me where tant! is worth only $500 per acre.
Therefore, the gap between the effective t1x rates on such farms would be
smaller than the -illustration in Table 9 su~gests.
These differences have implications for the tax rates on different kinds of
farms. Because farms producing g~ains te~d to be larger than others, their
effective tax rate tends to be higher than ~average. Smaller farms, such as
those producing vegetables or turkeys, tend to have lower effective tax rates
than average. Since personal property is jexempt from the property tax,
farms using a high proportion of personall1'roperty rather than real property
have a lower effective tax rate.
RELIEVING FARM PROPERTY TAXES: METHODS AND GOALS 35

Three primary methods. have been uJd to target tax relief to farm
property-preferential assessment,clasSififation, and credits. Most states
rely primarily on preferential assessment. While Minnesota has tW0
preferential assessment programs, they atF used only on a limited basis.
Minnesota has relied primarily on cIassifidation and credits to relieve farm
)
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property taxes. These policies h ve enabled Minnesota to target relief to
family farmers and, in particular! to relatively small, low-value farms to a
greater extent than in any other s~ate. The fact that most Minnesota farms
are assessed on the basis of market value while most farms nationally are
assessed on a preferential basis dpes not imply that Minnesota farms have
been treated more harshly than farms in other states. As the previous section
on tax comparisons with other s~tes showed, Minnesota has relieved farm
property taxes more than most o~er states since 1970. However,Minnesota
has employed methods not used by other states. This section descri,bes the
ptoperty tax relief mechanisms
Minnesota and Qther states in order to
provide a basis for considering pbssible changes.
Farm tax relief programs ma~ have at least three goals, which vary in
importanc:e alnong'states and ,witJhin states. The w,eight attached to each of
thesegoaJshas an importanteffJct in selecting which tax relief program is
most appropriate, Thethtee goal~ are preserving farmland, reducing the tax
burden on the owners of farm ~eal estate, and increasing the income of
family farm operators.
Preserving farmland. Many people are concerned about the loss of
farmland as cities sprawl acrQss the countryside. While this was an
important argument for the adoption of many preferential assessment
p~ograms,~he s~Yerity of the p~rble~ varies .considerably geographically.
Smce 1970'mMmnesota, the decrease m farm acreage has been only 1.6010.
In some parts of the Twin Cities drea, however, the decrease has been greater.
For example, between 1974 and 11982, Anoka County lost 21 % and Scott
County lost 5% of their farmland. 36i
Reducing taxes on farm ownerl Economists agree that taxes on land are
borne by the landowner. Some krgue that farm real estate is overtaxed in
relation to the governmental he~efits it receives, which implies that farm
,
property taxes should be jowere~ across the board.
Increasing the income offamily farmers. Normally some proportion of
farm operators are struggling fihancially. (The proportion is considerably
higher now than throughout mbst of the past' decade.) This goal can be
distinguished from the second bne because not all Minnesota farms are
I
'
owner-operated.
In, addition to these general jgoals, tax relief programs can be judged
according to the same criteria dIscussed earlier. Criteria such as horizontal
equity, ver~ical equity, neutrality.! an~ simplicity are,met to a different extent
by the vanous types of farm t~ rehef programs.
Judgments on three fundamerltal issues must be reached before decisions
can ,be made about whether add how to relieve farm property taxes. (1)
Should farms be
from other business pr,operty? (2)
, 'treated diffetentlY,
I
Should homestead farms be favered over nonhomestead farms? (3) Should
small Or low-value farms be fdvoied over large or high-value farms? In
addition to answers to these thrde questions about the direction of farm tax
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policy, answers are also needed about the extent to which differences in
treatment are warranted.
I .
Farm vs. business property. Some ~ersons argue that farms are no
different from other businesses, so they sHould be taxed in the same manner.
This position ignores the fact that farms dntail very large investments in real
estate, which penalizes them because thd property tax is primarily on real
estate rather than on personal properly. In any case, all states have
established the practice of taxing fantis more favorably thart' business
property.
I
Farm tax preferences· have sometimes been justified as a means of
preserving open space in congested urban ~eas. While this argument may be
valid in certain circumstances, itsapplidability in Minnesota is primarily
limited to the Twin Cities area. Programs have been designed specifically for
this area, so preservation of openspace~ does.not justify a statewide tax
I
relief program for farms.
Homestead farms. -Some persons argue that family farms make an
important contribution to the AmericaJ 'way of life, so they should be
granted favored treatment. Others dismiss this argument as sentimental,
saying that it once may have been valid but that family farms are now
economic' production units not essentially different from other farms or
business.es. Many family farmers have farlgreater wealth and, in most years,
higher income than the average Minnesoan.
Minnesota's tax policy should bebasedlnot merely on whether preserving
family farms is deSirable but also en whether it is' feasible. The ability of
state government to provide enough assistance to make a real difference in '
the economics, of farming is open'
to question.
As noted in the previous
, ','
I
section (and demonstrated in Table 8), effective property tax rates are lower
for homestead farms. For example, a sootacre farm with land worth $1,000
per acre subject to a seVenty-mill rate has 0.82% effective· tax rate if it is a
homestead and a 1.15010 tax rate if it is njbt a homestead. This amounts to
$1,650 less tax for the homestead, which 1s not a make-or-break difference.
However, fann property taxes are a significant cost. Including the
estimated effects of the circuit breaker, ne fa,rm property taxes in 1982 were
about $239 million. This represented 3.9076 of farm production expenses and
15.9% of net farm income. If property fuxes had been 20% lower in that
year and nothing else had changed, net farm income would have been
increased 3.2010.
\
I
In conclusion, farm tax preferences invdlve significant amounts of money,
but they-are usually too small to make a crhcial difference in determining the
ecopomic viability of family farming.
Large vs. small farms. The comment about family farming also apply
to the issue of large vs. small farms. Taxi relief can help small farms more
th.an larg~ farms by r~ducing tax.burde~s, but it is.unlikely that a small farm
wIll surVIve when Its econormc enV1ronment IS very unfavorable. For
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example, as Table 8 showed, a 2 O-acre hoinestead farm with $500-per-acre
land a millage rate of seventy pa~~s a low 0.36010 effectiv.e tax. rate, but its tax
saving compared to a nonhoines adfarm is only $962.50, and its tax saving
compared to a very large homes ead farm is even less. 37
One rationale for favoring rblativelY small farms is to offset federal
income tax policy, which .may bej1viewed as biased toward large farms. This
bias is discJlSSed in the personal income tax section of this report.
ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENCE

AMONG TAX RELIEF MECHANISMS

One fundamental difference lis between programs that help farms by
lowering assessed valuation and programs that reduce taxes directly through
a credit mechanism. Programs tIlat reduce assessments tend to shift the cost
of financing .local services to other local property. Credits are subtracted
from the property tax bill. The~,e are four major differences between these
forms of relief:
• An assessed valuation reduction is largely financed locally by other
property; a credit is financed jby state taxpayers.
• The benefit from a credit ise,sily quantifiable. The "benefit from a lower
assessment is more complicated to measure because the property tax rate
is normally raised to compenskte for a lower assessment. An example will
make this clear. Suppose tHat initially the assessments of farm and
nonfarm property were each $20 million. If the nominal tax rate was 5%,
total tax revenue~ouldbe $2 fulmon. If farm assessments were lowered to
$16 million, the taxrate wou* have to be increased to 5.56070 to yield $2
million. Farm taxes, which were initially $1 million, would now be $0.89
million. Thus, a 20% reduction in farm assessments resulted in only an
11% reduction in farm taxes! There is a corresponding 11 % increase in
nonfarm taxes. What c.()m~licates the situation further is that the
relationship' between assesstJent reductions and tax savings depends on
the proportion of the tax bake that is agricultural. If farms area small
proportion of assessed valuations, the farm assessment reduction will not
affect the tax rate much; if! farms are a large proportion of assessed
valuations, the increased tax bte will offset most of the benefit from the
lower assessment.
I
• It is easier to target credits than assessed valuation reductions. It is not
administratively difficult to s~t a maximum on benefits from a credit, but
it is awkward to limit benefits of preferential assessments.
• Pr7ferential assessment is administrative1ycumbersome~ requiring
assessors to determine the use-value of property rather than the more
observable market value.

I
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The latter two differencesetween credits and assessment reductions
apply more to preferential ass ssment than to classification. Classification
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does permit targeting by setting increasing assessment ratios as market value )
rises. Classification is also less administratively cumbersome than
preferential assessment because it does dot require determination of useI
value.
A final difference between credits and lower assessments is not inherent
but·is usually part of the way in which state fiscal systems operate..State aid
to school districts normally depends. on the assessed valuation of property
per pupil. Any programlowering assessmehts tends to increase state aid. In a
rural area where farms are avery large probortionof the tax base, this is the
major benefit to agricultural property f~om lower as~essments. (There is
little nonfarm property to Which the local tax burden can be shifted.)

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS IN ALL STATES

Preferential assessments· programsl Forty-six states (including
Minnesota) have laws prescribing that farm property may be assessed
according to its use-value rather than its fuarket value. Eligibility for these
programs varies considerably. In some stJtes, all property is automatically
covered by the prefer~ntial assessment laJ~ i~ others,all property is eligib.le
to apply for preferentIal assessment; finall~, 10 some states, only property In
certain geographic areas or having spec.fic characteristics may receive a
preferential assessment. Although fo~tY-SiX states have preferential
assessment laws, in many of these states they do riot apply to all farms
I
.
statewide.
States differ widely in terms of how ~hey administer their preferential
assessment laws. In some states, determihation of use value is left,Jo the
discretion of local assessors; elsewhete,a state government agency
establishes the detailed procedures to be [used in assessing farm property.
Sometimes the state establishes the aggre~ate farm assessment for a county
and leaves to the assessor the task of plac~ng a value on individual parcels.
The majority of the. preferential assesstnent programs include a penalty
which must be paid if participating land ~s converted to nonfarm use. This
penalty is usually based on the tax Saving~ over a number of previous years,
varying from two to ten years. Approximately half of the states add an
interest charge to the penalty. As of 1980, ~wenty~eight states levied a penalty
when land changes use, while seventeen h~d no penalty. Two states (one of
which also has another program) requirdd that: a restrictive agreement" be
signed by landowners desiring a preferen~ial assessment. 38
Because there is so much difference aIhong states in terms of how they
implement preferenti3.I assessment laws, i is impossible to generalize about
what effect one would have on farm tax b~rdens if it were generally applied
throughout Minnesota. The details of a particular preferential assessment
.
method must be spelled out before its ef cts can be analyzed.
I
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The first preferential assessment program was enacted in Maryland in
1956, and mo'st others were adop~ed between 1960 and 1975. Most of these
programs did not initially result Iin a, reduction of farm assessments but
rather ratified a pattern of de fadI' 0 preferential assessment that previously
existed. 39 They prevented a large increase in assessments during the 1970s
when farmland values soared. '
"
Classification. Classification I differs from preferential assessment in
that it explicitly assigns a lower ~sessment ratio to farm property than to
certain other categories of propetlty, while preferential assessment does this
implicitly. Most states with classification systems assign a lower assessment
ratio to residerttial and farm pr,o~Jlerty thanbusines,sproperty, but farms are
not usually favored over homes.
Minnesota's classifi<;ation syst m differs from those elsewhere in several
respects. No other state has chanted the assessment ratios as often; nor has
any other state "fine tuned"cIaSsificati(:m by setting different assessment
ratios o~ property with different ]market valuations. Finally, no other state
differentiates between homestea~ and nonhomestead property in setting
assessment ratios.
, I
Credits., Michigan, Wisconsin, and Iowa are the only states besides
Mirtnesota to use credits specific1Uy for farm property as a tax relief tool.
Michigan and Wisconsin havecirbuit breakers for farm property in addition
to their general circuit breakers. Both states tie their farm circuit breakers to
thepreservatiort of farmland. IJ Michigan, the landowner must sign art
agreement to Inaintainhis propbrty as a farm for at least ten years. In
Wisconsin, circuit breaker benefits are greater if the property is located
within a district~oned for agriculture, and only counties with land-use plans
can have fa~s ~hich" participate ~ its circu~t brea,ker. B~ne.fits from bo.th~f
these .farm CIrC\llt breakers have fown rapIdly. The Michigan farm CIrCUlt
breaker (which refunds property ~axes in excess of7% of household income)
had:benefits of about $51.6 millibnin 1982, more than triple the level three
years earlier. In Wisconsin, the denefits from the farm circuit breaker were
$22.6 milliort in 1984, several tWes as much as in 1978.
Both Michigari artd Wisconsjrtalso,permit farms to participate in their
general circuit breakers. Many Michigan farms receive the. maximum $1,200
benefit from its general circti;it ~reaker. In Wisconsin, f~ers receive over
12% of the benefits from its general circuit breaker, although they account
for, fewer than 8OJo of the pa~ticipants in the program. Benefits from
Wisconsin's general circuit breaker are limited because only $1,200 of
property tax is considered in calc}lating benefits, which is a more important
constraint than the fact that only buildings and one hundred-twenty acres
are eligible for the program. 40
Circuit brea,kers have appeal bfcause they relate t,ax relief more closely to
need than do other tax relie~ programs. However, they may be less
appropriate for farmers than for homeowners and renters because farmers

I
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have considerable ability to manage their taxable income by means of cash
accounting and timing their expenses an sales of output. In contrast, the
i.ncentives provided by a circuit br~.er mt. be offset by the incentives.. .o.f the
income tax. The circuit breaker encoura es reporting very low income in
some years and relatively high income in other years; the income tax
encourages smoothing out the flow of income.
Iowa's credit is like Minnesota's agricrlltural aid credit in that it is not
income-related. Iowa's credit is less progrbssive than Minnesota's because it
does not set a maxinium benefit, not does it differentiate between
homestead and nonhomestead. property. Iowa's
agricultural land tax credit
I
has a fixed total appropriation, unlike Minnesota.'s, which is open-ended.
bf·$43.5 million . since 1980, while
Iowa's credit has
had a fixed annual
.
. . cost I
Minnesota's grew rapidly in cost up to 1983. Finally, Minnesota's credit is
considerably 'larger than' Iowa's.
DESCRIPTION OF MINNESOTA PROGRAMS 41

asse~sment

Minnesota has three preferential
programs, classification,
four major credits, and two minor creditJ.
Preferential assessment I: Greenacres. I Section 273.11 of the Minnesota
Statutes, enacted in 1967, established the first preferential assessment
program in Minnesota. This law, kno~ as the "green acres statute,"
pro~ided that q~alifyin~ r~al estate w~u.ld .e assessed "solely with reference
to Its approprIate agrIcultural classlflcapon andvalue"and that "the
assessor shall not consider any added values resulting from nonagricultural
factors."·
[
To qualify, the land must be used for agricultural production, it must be at
least ten acres, and its annual income mhst be at least $300 plus $10 per
tillable acre. (Alternatively, the land maJ~ provide one-third of the total
family income of the owner.) Only homesteads are eligible (unless the farm
has been owned by its present owner ~t least seven years). If land is
subsequently removed from agricultural usf' a penalty must be paid equal to
the additional taxes which have been paid ~)Ver the three previous years if the
property had not been in the green acres brogram.
The green acres program is not Widelyksed. Only twenty-four counties
have any land in the program. Sixteen 0 those counties are in the Twin
Cities metro area or contiguous. This is as ould be expected because it is in
those counties that urban pressure causes he widest divergence between the
value of land for farm use and for develdpment. All of the eight counties
outside the Twin Ci.ties are.a. have very 10J~partiCiPation. in the pro.g.ram. In
all cases less than 1070 of the farmland is in green acres, and in six of the
counties the proportion is 0.2% or less.
By contrast, in the Twin Cities area, ele en counties have more than half
of their farmland in the program, and in t 0 counties (Kanabec and Wright)
900/0 is enrolled.
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Statewide, 1,842,000 acres are in the green acres program, representing
22.50/0 of the farmland in the tenty-four counties. The market value of
land in those counties is lowered 11.50/0 by the program from $6.162 billion
to $5.456 billion. In the two coudties with the most land in the program, it
reduces the aggregate farm asses~ment 36.1 % and 29~0 respectively.
The limited use of the green ad:res program suggests that in most of the.
state there is not a large differerlce between the market value of land for
agricultural production and the tnarket value determined by assessors. In
other words, in most of the stat~, urban development pressures does not
significantly inflate the value of farmland. The green acres law is silent on
how farm market value should bb determined; that decision is left to local
assessors.
Preferential assessment II: Met 'Politan agricultural preserves. Chapter
473H of Min~esota Statutes, en~cted in 1980, goes beyond the green acres
law in relieving farm property tries. It provides not only that participating
land will be assessed solely on thcl basis of its value for agricultural use, but
also that the tax rate may not bJ more than 5% above the previous year's
statewide average mill rate levied
property located within townships. The
state reimburses local governtneniu; for taxes in excess of this 5% figure.
To qualify for this program, ldnd must be located in an a,rea designated
for long-term agricultufClI use by local planningaild zoning authority. The
property owner must agree to keep the land in farm use and to give notice of
eight years before the use may b9 changec,i. A parcel of land must normally
be at least forty acres in size to
included in the program, although some
exceptions are allowed. In addition to the'tax benefits, participating farms
receive other benefits, such as prdtection from unreasonably restrictive local
and state regulation of normal farm practices, imposition of unnecessary
special assessments, and indisctiminate and disruptive eminent domain
actions.
I
Participation in this program ~asbeen significant although it represents a
small proportion of farmland in ~he Twin Cities area. As of February 1983,
the deadline for the second year 9f tax benefits, 88,358 acres were enrolled in
the program, 15% of the larid cettified eligible for preservation. This was a
46% increase over the first year. ~n addition, many local communities have
designated land as long-term a~ricultural areas which planners had not
previously defined as such. Mdre than 1,700 parcels of land are in the
program, receiving an average t4 credit of $200; thus,' the total credits paid
for taxes payable in 1984 were $340,000.
.
Preferential assessment III: lSChOOI aid formula. Since 1977, for
purposes of distributing state id to school districts, one half of the
assessment of farmland has been based on its value in farm use. This value is
calculated by capitalizing each ounty's gross farm- rental income with a
capitalization rate of 9%. The lother half of the assessment is based on
market value. The effect of e~tablishing half of the assessment on a
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preferential basis is to increase school aid, specially in rural school districts.
For example, in Brown County the market alue of farm land is $826 million
and the preferential value is $543 million, that is, 34070 lower. As a result, .
thi~ county's school aid is increased 22010 .$tatewide, this provision increases
state aid about $40 million per year in rutal areas.
Preferential assessment Iv: Rent capl~alization. In 1981, a law was
passed stipulating that il.?- 1983 and later ~ears farm assessments would be
based. on capitalized rent. This law was Suspended for one year and then
repealed in 1984. Its effect would have varied considerably among counties.
Some areas would have realized large asJessment ·.decreases, others. would
have. had small assessment decreases~a~d ~till others. w~uld. have
exp~nenced no decreases,at all. 42 As set ~o~h m thlS law (a law which did not
take effect), rents would have been capitalized at a 5.6070 rate.
Preferential assessment: Summary. j As noted above, preferential
assessment differs from classification in th~t it implicitly may assign a lower
assessment ratio to farm property than to other categories of property;
classifi~~ion assigns ~ assessment ratidexplicitly. Minnesota has three
forms of preferential assessment in effed and recently repealed a fourth.
Th.e. merits of expan.di~g the extent oflpreferential assessment will be
discussed .later.
One of the goals of farm tax relie is preservation of farmland.
Minnesota's green acres and metropolitarl agricultural preserves programs
are well tailored to achieve this g~al, sinc~ they relieve farm taxes in areas
where farms are threatened by expanding urban areas. Farmland
preservation does not justify a new prefFrential assessment program for
farms not benefiting from the existing programs.
Other goals of farm tax relief are to re~uce taxes on farm owners and to .
increase the income of family farmers. Preferential assessment is better
suited for the first of these goals than t~J e second because it is generally
applied t.o;UU.i.arms. ra..t.her thall solely to f.aIDl.'IY farmers; it would greatly
add to the complexity ofthe tax system if amilyfarms were assessed by one
method while other farms were assessed bYj a different method. Through the
preferential' asses~ment' feature of the schdol-aid formula, farm owners are
alrea.d! Sig.il.1.'fiCantly.". ben.:.~.fitingfr.om use1lvalue.'assessment, although this
provlSlon could be bberahzed further.
Classification. Farm,. assessments are asedon 19070 of market value.
except that ~e fi.lrst $60.,doo o.f value for hd1meste.ads is assessed at 14%. The
amount of homestead value assessed at 14% has been indexed to the
assessors' indicated market value of single family homes. In 1985, the lower
rate will apply to the first $62,000 of market value,
The farm classification percentages mike agriculture the most favored
class of property. For eXample, a $lOO,OOOhomewould be assessed at 22.8%
of its market value, while a· $lOO,OOOJarm ~ould be assessed at 19070 (16% if
it is a homestead).
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For 1982 assessments (the basi of taxes payable in 1983)· farms were in
fact assessed at a considerably IJwer ratio than residential property. The
assessed valuation of farms was d.7OJo of indicated market value, while the
comparable figure .for residential property
was 17.7%. These are the actual
I
assessment ratios based on department of revenue data and reflect both
classification and the actualpractlces as indicated by assessment/sates ratio
studies.
The classification percentage for farms and many other kinds of
property have been lowered consi~erablY over time. Forexarriple, for taxes
payable in 1972, agricultural pmperty was assessed at 33.3% of market
value, except that the first $12,000 of homesteads was assessed at 20%. The
classification percentages for farbs were lowered each year from 1978 to
1981. The d.ecrease in the class~fidlation percentage for agricultural property
was greater than for other major claSses of property.
Agricultural nonhomestead property is placed in class 3, and agricultural
homestead property is placed ih class 3b' of Minnesot~s classification
system. The apparent tax. reductiJn resulting from the 14% rate on the first
$60,000 of market value, ($62,09° in 1985) is equivalent to providing an
exemption of $3.,000 of market value ($3,060 in 1985). Since the tax rate on
farm property is relatively. uriiforrlt throughout the state, this is equivalent to
a tax reduction of slightiy over$2f~ f~r most farms ~assuming a millage rate
of seventy). The actual tax reduc Ion Is less than this amount because local
governments tetid to raise their rrlillage rates to offset the reduction of their
tax base due to this pf()vision. I'
A case can be made for assessr,ng all farm:land at the ,same rate, that is,
19%. This wouldcontrioute to simplification of the tax system, but farm
homesteads would experience a t~ increase unless an offsetting adjustment
were made, for ,example, by incrkasing the agricultural aid credit.
Credits: Overview. Table 9 s~mmarizes the provisions of the four most
important tax credits providing oenefits to farm property-the agricultural
aid credit, the homestead credit, the circuit breaker, and the targeting credit.
The agricultural aid cred~t is the bnly one of the four which is primarily for
agricultl,lre;43 it is also the only ohe for which nonhomesteads are eligible as
well as homesteads. The homestead credit is paid to all farms which are
homesteads, b~t the circuitbreaker and'targeting credit are not paid to all
homestead farms. The circuit b~eaker depends on household income, and
the targeting credit is limited to property with relatively large tax increases.
In additi?n to t~ese credits, ther~a~e-al~ocredits for wetlands, native prairie
preservatIOn, and power transm*slOn lines.
Credits I: Agricultural aid. ']Ibis program can be traced to a mill rate
differential on agricultural pro~erty for school maintenance levies which
was establishedin 1933. It was nbt until 1971 that the state began toJinance
the mill rate differential; previo I sly the cost of the differential was borne
through a tax burden shift to 10 al nonfarm properties.
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TABLE'
Major Farm Property Tax Provisi4ns, Taxes payable in 1985

I.

Provision

Homesteads

Assessment

14% of fIrst $62,000 oflmarket
value; 19070 above $62,oooa

19070 of market value

Agricultural creditb

33070 tax bill on buildiJgs and
first 320 acres; 15070 fpr next
320 acres; 10070 a.b~r 640
acres; $4,000 maximuu1
54070 of tax bill ~et of
agricultural credit; maximum
$650
Sliding scale based on ~come;
only 320 acres eligible;
maximum $1,125 minus
homestead credit

15070 of tax bill on buildings
and first 320 acres; 10070 above
320 acres; $4,000 maximum

Homestead credit

Nonhomesteads

I

Circuit breaker

Targeting credit

50% of tax increase above
12.5OJo,with a $400 maximum;
only 320 acres eligiblec

I

aIndexed for average percentage increase in assesso~s' indicated market value. of single family
homes.
bResidence and one acre not eligible for this credi :
cFor 1984 taxes, this credit was fo! the tax increaselin excess of 20070 from the prior year; this
credit began to phase out for incomes over $40,000; not available if income over $50,000.

chJ

g", in format recently. For taxes
This credit has undergone several
payable in 1983, the credit was based on tlie amount of revenue produced by
~ various millage rates. The following year ~ was expressed as a percentage of
the total tax bill, with homesteads being Ifavored over nonhomesteads and
larger relative credits for small farms. A la~ passed in 1983 limited the credit
beginning in 1984 to $2,000, but the 1984 legislature raised .this limit to
$4,000, effective in 1984.
The cost of this credit to the state gove nmenthas grown substantially in
recent years. For taxes payable in 1983, it ~as $96.947 million, more than six
times its cost in 1972. As recently as 1979,Jthe cost was only $41.634 million.
Its growth rate is somewhat greater than that of the homestead credit since
1979 and considerably greater since 1972~ However, its 1983 cost was only
19070 of the homestead credit's cost. 44 I
The progressivity of this credit depends critically on how it is structured.
The maximum credit established by khe 1983 legislation tended to
concentrate benefits on smaller farms ana those with lower vaIues. Raising
the maximum from $2,000 to $4,000 in 1984 increased the estimated cost of .
the credit 3.3% ($3 million).45 Changing t~e credit from the tax yielded by a
certain millage rate to a percentage of the total tax bilI also may have made
the credit more progressive: using a milIa e rate makes benefits depend on a

r
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property's value, while using the total tax bill makes benefits a function of
the local tax rate as well as the operty's value. To .the extent that the tax
rate tends to be lower in richer communities, the change helps farms in
poorer sections of the state. Athi d aspect of the 1983 law change also made
the credit more. progressive. Previously the credit for homestead farms was
for the tax yielded by eighteen mills on the first 320 acres and ten mills above
320 acres, a ratio pf 1.8:1. Now tlie creditis 33010 on the first 320 acres, 15%
on the next 320 acres, and 1001eiJbove 640 acres: the ratio between the fIrst
320 acres andthe second 320 acrek is 2.2: I and the ratio between the first 320
acres and acres above 640 is 3.3: tl Thus, the 1983 changes in the form of the
credit increased its progressivitY~J;l three~aYs.
Credits IL' Homestead. The homestead credit for farms is the same as
for homes, 54%. ~f the tax bill, ¥th a m:aximum of $650. (The relevant tax
bill. is the bill after subtracting the agriculwralaid credit.) Many states have
homestead credits, but tbey usuJIlyrestrictthem to the hOme and perhaps
one ~creot l~nd; it.is un~s~al fo~ far~taxe~ to be eligible for. the homestead
credit. This IS particularly lIDP0Jjtant 10 Minnesota because It has the most
generous homestead cre?it of an~ state in terms ~f .the!'enefits per recipient.
Farm homestead credits cost t~estate $59.2 IDllhon 10 1983, I.e., 11.8% of
the total. c;:ost of homestead credits. Their Co.st nearly doubled between 1979
and 1983,primarilyasa result bflegislation. The cost of nonagricultural
homestead credits rose slightJy Jaktel' than the cost of agricultural homestead
credits during· that period.
There ,is a somewhat large I proportion of agricultural homesteads
receiving the $650 maximum credit than nonagricul~ural homesteads. For
taxes payable in 1983,57,579 farm homesteads were at the maximum,
represen~~ng47.6%ofthe total. jOnly 42% of nonfarm homesteads were .at
the maximum that year. The average farm and nonfarm homestead credits
were virtually equal, both in thJ $488 to $490 range. If it were not for the
agricultuJ'alaidcr~dit,. farms wduld derive relatively more benefit from the
homestead credit than does ~nOnagriCUltUral property; because the
agricultural ai.d credit ls.figured ITst and subtracted from the gross tax bill,
the homestead credit affords re atively even benefits to both categories Of
homesteads.
I
Credits III: Circuit breaker. ,he circuit breaker is a credit whose benefits
depend on household illcome Js well as the property tax bill. As income
increases, circuit breaker benefits are reduced, with no benefits for those
w~t~ income abov~ $3.6,000. In11984, farms received approximately $11.7
mdhon from the ClrcUlt breaker.I
Minnesota's circuit breaker differs from those in most other states in at
least two important aspects. *rst, it is among the three largest circuit
breakers in terms of per capita benefits and the proportion of the population
receiving benefits: only Michig~nand Oregon have programs on the same
order of magnitude. Second, rllOst other circuit breakers are restricted to
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residenti:iI property (including both h _tueowners and renters). Michigan
and Wisconsin are among the few otJher states where farms receive a
sUbs~antiaI bene.fit ~rom a gene~ circuif b.reaker.
..
MInnesota's CIrcuIt breaker differs from Its other credits In that only 320
acres are eligible for inclusion.
I.
Credits IV: The targeting credit. Minhesota's fourth major credit relieves
taXes for homes and homestead farmj' experiencing unusually large tax
increases in a single year. The form of this credit differs significantly for
taxes payable in 1984 and 1985. In 1984, the credit is for tax increases above
20070, with no maximum credit. Ben fits phase out gradually between
$40,000 and.. $50,000 .household incomt. In 1985, the credit .has a $400
maximum, but it covers one half of the tax increase above 12.5%.
In 1984, farms are expected to receiv $6 million of the total $7 million
I
benefits from this credit.
This credit was first provided in 1981 rnd 1982, but it was eliminated for
taxes payable in 1983. In the 1970s sliarp tax increases were moderated
through a different mechanism, a libitation on annual increases of
assessments.
Credits, .V and. VI: Wetlands and native prairies. Both of these credits
exempt certain property from taxatioJ and grant a credit for adjoining
property held by the same landowner. Ldcal governments are reim~ursed for
a po~i(jnof foregone property tax reven~1e. The credits were enacted in 1979
and 1980 respectively, and both became effective for taxes payable in 1981.
Both appiy to homestead and nonhomes ead properties. For ~axes payable in
1983, the credits. amounted to$2.792mi lion and $0.109 million respectively.
The reimbursements from the state werd for approximately 9ne-third of the
<revenue lOst due to ~he wetlands credit and one-fourth of the revenue lost
due to the native prairie credit.

TAX CREDITS: SUMMARY

Tax creditshave a major impact on farm tax liability, as indicated by these
estimates for taxes payable in 1984:
Gross tax liability
Agricultural aid credit
Homestead credit
Circuit breaker
Targeting credit
Other credits

$467.1 million
-91.9 million
-61.4 million
-11.7 million
-6.0 million
-1.8 million

Net tax liability

$294.2 million

In other words, the credits reduce farm taxes by 37%.
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Their impact is not u~iform. Ilhe credits'-tar~et re~ef t.o h.omesteads,
small farms, and farms WIth less valuable land; This has ImplicatIOns for the
distribution of credits among cotmties.For example, in Benton County,
farm homestead taxes are redLced by the credits by 55.20/0, while
nonhomestead taxes are reduced ~y 13%. In total, Benton's farm taxes are
cut in half by the two credits. In Jackson County, on the other hand, farm
taxes are reduced on 28.30/0 by thd credits. This is not coincidentaL Jackson
is one of the richest counties in the
state in terms of per capita property
I
valuation, while Benton is one o~ the poorest.
The 37% reduction in farm taxes.may be compared to the benefit which
hOllleowners receive from the cr&dits, approximately a 42% reduction. 46
This comparison suggests that hotneowners benefit more from credits than
do owners of farmland. On thie other hand, farms' are favored over
homeowners in terms of classification because farms are assessed at a lower
proportio~ of theirma~k~t ~aluf' As noted above.. in 1.982 :arms were
assessed at 12.7% of theIr mdicated market value while resIdentIal property
was assessed at 17.7% ofitsindi6.ted market value. These figures do not
lead to a conclusive, resolution
the questjC?nabout whether farms are
over- or under-taxed. Other factors that ought to be considered in
answering that question are the nianner in which local aids and school aids
are distributed, ability to pay, arid the benefits received from government
services.
The counties with the greatest tax 'benefits (a tax reduction of at least
40%) are primarily in the central and'northeastern sections of the state. The
counties with the smallest benefits
(a tax reduction of 30% or less) are
I
primarily in ,the rich grain areas along the southwestern border and the Red
River Valley of the northwest. Ttle median per capita assessed valuation in
the twenty-five counties with the ~most qenefit from the credits is 2.4 times
as much as hi the twenty counti_c with the least benefit.
It was me,n,tioned earh,'er that, th~re isre,latively little dif,ference in effective
tax rates between affluent and p or farm counties. The system of credits
deserves a significant share of th credit, for this situation.
Although the credits are somewhat successful in reducing fiscal
disparities, they could do even mtire if that were an objective of state policy.
Currently the credits depend o~ a farm's acreage. This feature is less
beneficial to areas where farms <he large but value per acre is low than to
areas where farms are small and !value per acre is high. If the credits were
pegged to various levels of a p]joperty's market value rather than to its
acreage, this would help farms Jith poorer land. Second, by lowering the
maximum limit on the benefit frdm a credit it becomes possible to make the
credit more generous for farms dot at the maximum. Finally, relying more
on the circuit breaker approach I ould be helpful to less-affluent farmers.

9f
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AXED?

The major current policy i~sue related agricultural taxation is whether
the method of assessing farms should be dhanged. At the present time farm
assessments are supposed to be based on lnarket value as indicated by sales
prices; there is a provision in the law thdt production value may be taken
~nto account by asses~ors,47 but t~at prpvision i~ not used. ~gricultural
mterests promote the Idea ofsubstltutmgproductlon value, WhICh usually
entails the use of soil surveys and measurelis of the farm income produced by
the land.
A committee of the Minnesota Association of Assessing Officers
(MAAO) has endorsed the proposal tol' abandpn sole reliance on sales
prices. 48 This year the legislature approved a finding that "the method of
valuing farm property on the basis o~ sales of comparable properties
overstates the valueCi~ f~rm property. ". jHowever, the legislature rejectc:d
the methods of det,erffilmng the productl(Dn value of farm property used In
other states, instead declaring that marke~ value should be adjusted by some
percentage to reflect farm 'production vLue. The department of revenue
was instructed to consider alternative mJthods of determining production
value and to recommend by January 1985 a percentage of market value to
be used in setting 1985 assessments. 'thislbgislative act was recommended in
a report by two staff members. Keith CJrlson and Dana Frey, in a March
1984 report. 49
Several interrelated questl,'ons should be considered in evaluating this
issue. (1) Why should sales prices not be "sed to deterriJ.ine assessments? (2)
If sales prices are I:lot used; what altema iveprocedure is most preferable?
(3) Is there a pro~lem with the averag~ le~~l ofassessme~ts, or is ~he average
level correct while assessments of. mdltidual propertIes are maccurate?
Considerable controversy and confusion)surrounds these questions.
The method ofas~essing property aftcts aggregate farm taxes in two
ways:
State aid to schools. Assessed valUJ s per pupil~have an important
influence on state school aid. If assessm!ents are reduced, aid is increased
because the school district is considered to be poorer. As discussed above,
half of the assessment of school distric~s is already based on production
value rather than sales prices.
Local tax shift. If farm assessments are lowered, the local tax burden
tends to shift to nonfarm property. This factor is relatively insignificant in
extremely rural areas because there is littll~ nonfarm propertyto which taxes
can be shifted. In the extreme case of a purely agricultural community,
there would be no local tax shift to noJfarm property at all. However, if
production value is used to assess land but not 'buildings, a tax shift may
,occur within the farm sector from land to buildings.

1
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Numerous reasons have been s ggested to justify a departure from sales
1-'
prices:
1. Urban pressure. If land is tnore valuable for development than for
farming, the tax system couldj excessively burden farm operations.
Minnesota's green acres and metropolitan preserves programs are designed
to take care 'of this problem, so tHere is no justification for a more general
prQgram.
I
2':'spft.culation. The value of lind may be inflated by expectations that it
will rise 'ih.. .Xalue, giving it a valub which cannot. be justified by itS. use as
farmland, some observers have claimed. This argument is much less
common now than in the 1970s, when inflationary expectations were much
greater. However, even now thb expectation of future capital gains. is
probab.ly inflating farm prices. The fact that most of the purchasers have
been farmers may weaken this ar~ment.
3. Other motives for purchasi1g. The MAAO Committee argued that
land values are pushed up by land's role as a store of wealth and by
"psychic~' consideration~ such ~sl thedesire to have one of the largestlocal
landholdmgs. The comnuttee saId that because stores of wealth such as gold
and silver are exempt from the prpperty tax; it is inconsistent to tax land on
t~at basis.50 Howe~er, su?h motiresmay also influence purchases of other
kinds of property, mcludmg homes.
4. Lags in' assessments. It is Wdely observed that recently assessments
have often e.xceeded what land ca~.~. lld be sold for. However, this may simply
reflect the fact that assessments normally are adjusted a few years after
market values change. In the 19 Os, when land prices were rising sharply,
1
this phenomenon operated to the advantage of owners of farmland. Now,
because ,.Ian.d values h.ave bee~n
d.ebr.easing, it oPrrates to t,heir di.sadvantage.
5. Paucity ofsales. The' . 0 Committee<-emphasized·that "assessors
are required to utilize .•. a sli er of transactions in a 'thin' " market in
determining values. It also noted that because there are relatively few "free
market" transactions, an unusu lone may have a dramatic impact on the
apparent level of market ValU~.51These problems can be significantly
ameliorated by broadening the geographic area over which comparable
sales a~e observed ~well as by i proving data on soil types and crop yields.
Th~re IS no compelling reason w~y comparable sales can not be used from a
multi-county region, as long as data are available for taking differences in '
the character of the land into aJcount.
The MAAO report noted t~at unusual sales may either overstate or
understate true market values. This does not indicate a bias in the level of
sales pI:ices (the point estimate) but only that there ~ay be considerable
variance (uncertainty) about t~e level. This problem is ameliorated by
considering more counties than lone at a time.
The Carlson-Frey report n~ted that the number of sales has been
dropping and that a large proportion of those that do occur are "distress

l
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saJ.es" and hence should not be used fori comparisonpurposes. S2 The latter
point suggests that the "normal" market value may be higher than recent
sales indicates.
Another point related to the small nu ber of usable sales is that a large
proportion of sales are on a contract b,sis with concessionary elements in
the financial arrangements. This does.l.not imply that these transactions
cannot be used for equalization purposes but rather that the indicated sales
price should be adjusted to reflect the terms of the sale. A law passed in
1984 requires the department ofretenue to provide assessors with
instructions on how to make such adju~tments.s3
6. Curr~nt income. v. capital gafns. ]while the ret.ur~on inves:m:~tsin
farmland IS not particularly low In normal econOIDlC tlmes~ a slgmflcant
portion of that return is in the form air capital gains rather than current
income, Property taxes, however, muJt be paid out of current income.
Therefore, farmers may have a cash fldw problem.
This does .not .lead to an argument thr relieving taxes permanently but
rather for deferring them. That is!,a lieJ which must be paid at a later date
can be placed on. the property for a portion of the taxes. Most state
preferential assessment laws do h"lVe a oeferr,al feature, but it is invariably
limited in three important respects: (a) The interest rate on the deferred
taxes is usually at a below-market rate~confetring a disguised subsidy. (b)
Taxes must be repaid if land use change. but not if ownership changes. If a
farmer realizes his capital,gains, he.is tr atinghis farm as an investment and
(accordingto this rationale) ought to P8iY his deferred taxes with interest; at
the time of his sale, he no longer hasadsh flow problem. (c) The period for
which deferred taxes must be repaid is limited, providing another disguised
subsidy.
,
There
is
a
flaw
in
the
argument
forI deferral aside from the practical
,
difficulties of avoiding implicit subsidies (some of which stem from
administrative difficulties). Owners of farmland are able to borrow against
the increased value of their land, which theoretically allows them to mitigate
or overcome any cash flow problems they may have.
7. Sales systematically distorted. bne of the two most significant
arguments against the present system ~s that the hig):l proportion of sales
made to farmers expanding their existing farm operations biases the
property tax system. This argument is trominent in both the MAAO and
the Carlson-Frey reports.
As noted in the first part of this chpter, surveys by the University of
Minnesota indicate that expansion b.yers accounted for 78070 of 1983
transactions. Expansion buyers often dre willing to pay more for the land
than sole-tract buyers or' investors. Adcording to MAAO, this occurs for
many reasons, perhaps the most imp~rtant being that farmers tend "to
value additions to their resource base orUy with respect to their average total
cost of land after acquisition, instead ~f considering the marginal cost for

L
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each additional acre added." 51 Carlson and Frey offer a different
explanation. They maintain that many farmers have underutilized capital
and labor resources, so they ca take advantage of economies of scale,
implying that they are able to obt~n greater net income per acre than startup. farmers could. Carlson. and Ftey conclude that the production value of
land is
I
a continuum, with production value for an expansion buyer, who finances none
of his or her purchase and who farins the subject parcel with maximum efficiency
(i.e., with surplus labor and capitill) at one extreme, and production value for a
beginning farmer who finances thb maximum amount of his or her purchase at

:~~"t po,"'bl.e. intet'" "'''. jand '.""'" with

_om officioncy

at the

Thus, market value, determined primarily by expansion buyers, exceeds
production value for the typical armer,
This result does not necessaril~ lead to the conclusion that assessments
should not be based on sales price~. If a farm owner has the option of selling
his property to an expansion ~uyer, its market value is whatever the
expanSion. buyeris willing to pay'l The marginal buyer determines the value
of all kinds of property, not just farms.
8. Farm taxes too· high. A f~nal reason for assessing farmland on a
preferential basis is the value juqgment that otherwise farm taxes will be too
high. Sales-based values may notlbe considered fair on either ability-to-pay
or benefit grounds. Many peoplb feel that income is a better measure of
ability to pay than property value! and production value is usually related to
income. Some identify ability today with income, but that is simplistic. Net
worth should also ibeconsidered ~s part of ability to pay. 56 Another reason
to object to sales-based assessmedts is that farm property allegedly receives
considerably lower government ~erviCes per dollar of market value than
other types of property, particuI~ly homes.
In conclusion, the case for as~essing farms on a preferential basis rests
heavily on whether one views farm taxes as being too high. The answer to
this question is more comPlicatedlin Minnesota because the state employs a
",ide variety of property tax reliet mechanisms not used to the saine extent
in other states. The great majori~y of other states have chosen preferential
assessment as the means of easirlg farm property tax burdens. Minnesota
has until the present chosen oth~r means. It was shown above that farm
taxes are not particularly high i~ comparison with other states.
Some of the seven reasons· for preferential assessment noted above
identify defects of the existing sJles-based assessment system, but they do
not necessarily justify apandoning reference to sales prices completely.
Assessors and the department lof revenue could make greater use of
accessible information to imptove the accuracy of assessments. For
example, Carlson and Frey merltioned data on rentals, production, and
appraisals of benchmark farms, ~s well as crop surveys and broadening the
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geographic scope over which assessments are made as means of making
more accurate assessments.
' Even deciding to determine farm ass , sments according to the use value
of the land implies nothing about what J,m happen to assessments. There is
great diversity among states in the me hods by which they measure use
value. According to, a 1980 surveyJ,hich probably contains the best
information available,fifteen ·states ~ave no statutory guidelines to
implement it. Nineteen states listed certain relevant factors to be
considered, nine states relied on incom capitalization, and three used the
comparable sales approach. 57 NumeroJs states .have altered the methods
employed for measuring use value since the survey was conducted, and now
the income capitalization method is [bIearl Y the most common single
approach employed. 58
Iowa is, probably typical of a stat with a well-articulated income
capitalii:ationapproach. In Iowa the n~t income per acre of farmland in
each county is ,estimated over a fiv~-year period, based on surveys
conducted byIowa State University. Thi~ average net income is divided by a
capitalization rate Of 70/0, which is legislatively determined.
The theory underlying the income capitalization method is thatan asset's
value is a function of the flow of net inc9me derived from it. If this flow is a
constant, the value of the asset should be equal to the result found by
dividing it by ~he market capitalization! r.ate: F~r exam~le, if the inco~e
from the ,asset IS $100 per acre and the dpltallZatlOn rate IS 5%, the value IS
$2,000.'
t'
There are two ways of measuring incotneflow. The method incorporated
in the, Minnesota statute repealed this yek based it on rents actually paid by
tenant farmers. This method is not thetmost common one used by states
because of the unreliability of rental data. Land is ofte~ rented among
neighbors based on long-standing relatidnships and may not reflect current
matketconditions. the proportion of lahd which is rented for cash is often
rather low, since most land is either farmfd by its owner or rented on a basis
whereby the owner receives a share of the crop. There may also be difficulty
in obtaining accUrate rental data.
t
The more common method of measuribg income flow is by estimating the
average net income for a typical farmer ih a county based on survey data on
yields and costs. In theory such a calculJtion should normally yield a result
approximating observed market PriceS~barring nonfarm influences on
prices. However, as actually implemented, it usually produces a value
substantially below market prices. In Iowa, lor example, farm assessed
values average about one-third of matket values indicated by sales; in
Illinois the ratio is approximately 41070.f9 There are two reasons why this
occurs. It is customary to use a politically-determined capitalization rate
considerably higher than the normal rate of return on farmland, which is
the rate the market uses. In addition, th~ calculations usually consider only
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the current yield from the land a,nd ignore the prospective capital gains
which are an important element of!the prospective total return from owning
the land.
Theoretically, farmland's use value should be found by dividing current
and prospective net income by thJ capitalization rate, which is the sum of
the opportunity cost of capital anh the farm effective taX rate. How most
states in fact measure use value is Ito divide recent. net income (which does
not reflect future increases due td inflation and higher productivity) by a
rate which does reflect future irlflation. This inconsistent treatment of
inflation is the reason why assesstients tend to be far below market values,
even in places where the only prokpective use of land is for farming. 60
If Minnesota based agricultural assessments on the production value of
farms rather than market value ~s indicated by sales prices, this might
reduce,farm prope.rty t~es, but itlwould not nec~ssarily do. s~. This is true
for two reas~ns: FI~St, It depends fn how ~roductlonval~e IS Implemented.
The rent capItalIZation method re~ealed thIS year was deSIgned to leave total
farm assessments statewide unch1tged. (Its adoption would actually have
lowered farm assessments on bJance because the law provided that in
counties where the rent formula
r~sed assessments,
it would
not have been
'I
'
.
used. In other wdrds, assessments would have been the lesser of rentcapitalized values or sales-based alues. 61) Second, it depends on whether
offsetting changes are made in crJctits or classification ratios. As discussed
above, Minne~ota has used these fiher devices to. relieve farm taxes in the
past. There mIght be a trade-off lbetween productIon-value assessment and
them. For example, the 1984 tax ]awindicated that the classification ratios
for farmpropetty might be lowe~ed in 1985. This would presumably not
occur if assessments were based' bn production value as measured by the
income capitalization method. . 1
'
In other words, it is possible t6 provide any amount of property tax relief
to farms without adopting produ¢tion-value assessments. The issue of how
muchtax farms should pay is distinct from the issue of how they should be
assessed. What, then, would be Ithe effect of adopting production value
rather than sales for farm assesstbent purposes?
• If sales prices are rising faster than
production value, the rate of increase
I

of farm taxes would be reduced-assuming
that the state would not have
I
.
done anything to cushion the effect of higher sales prices on tax burdens.
Based on the experience of ~e past decade, this assumption is not
realistic. However, owners of farmland would be less dependent on the
vagaries of legislative action. I
• The tax system would be corrlplicated by abandoning the principle of
tying assessments whenever p~ssible to market values as indicated by
sales prices.
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• Some sections of the state would be efit more than. others because the
ratio of production value to market vMue would vary. How this worked

:~::ds:::~:::t:::J::~:~::~~:u:::~o:u::~:
proper~y

would not necessarily make farm
taxes stable. The recent gyrations
of farm taxes, including the large incre~se in 1984, were not due to rising
assessments but rather to changes in lother aspects of the tax system,
particularly involving state aid to sCh601s and other features of school
finance. It would also not necessarily rJmovedebates on farm assessment
procedures from the legislative agenda. Rather, the focus would shift from
whether to adopt production value to h6w it should be implemented.
In conclusion, there does not appear Ito be any com.·.pelling.reason why
production value based on income capitalization should be adopted in
Minnesota. Production value as envisioned in the 1984tax law is a semantic
matter: it may be merely a rationale foi lowering the assessment ratio for
farm property. 62 The production value issue is really secondary to a more
fundamental question: how much taxe~ should farm property pay? The
answer to that question is a political mJtter.
.
Another policy issue has. to do with t!ugeting relief measures. Primarily
through its credits and to a minor extent through classification, Minnesota
already targets relief to family farmers a~d small farms more than any other .
state. Additional targeting is possible, fbrexample, by requiring that farm
owners derive a certain proportion of ibcome from farming to be eligible
for relief. Credits could also have an ilncome phaseout provision, as the
targeting credit does for 1984 taxes (butlnot in 1985). Such measures could
reduce or eliminate benefits to hobby farmers or wealthy landowners, if
those are state policy objectives. The implementation of such enhanced
targeting would be made easier if thdstate assumed responsibility for
administering credits. A state takeover of this function would provide better
information about the distribution ofbbnefits from the credits and would
make it possible to assure that owners fith land in two different counties
were not receiving more, than the maximum credit allowed.
If production value were adopted fortdetermining assessments, it would
be the first farm relief program with no targeting element at all.
The targeting issue raises' the question f the purpose of special provisions
for farm property tax relief. As noted above, the goal of aiding family
farmers does not justify aid to all oers of farmland. Nonhomestead
property in Minnesota is\already taxed preferentially in comparison with
other major classes of property.
To summarize, the case for changimg the method of assessing farm
property in Minnesota is weak for a nutx:;:ber of reasons:
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• Use-value assessment would a d a new complication to a tax system that
is already regarded as overly c~mplex.
• Minnesota has relieved farm taxes more than most other states, as
indicated by the decrease in farm tax burdens relative to other states since
1970. Minnesota's farm taxes J neither particularly high nor particularly
low compared to other states.
• Minnesota's provision of .tax r lief through classification and tax credits
facilitates targeting of assistabce to homesteads and small, low-value
farms better than could be leasil Y accomplished through use-v~ue
assessment. Reliance on the. credit mechanisms also permits ready
identification of the beneficiarfes of relief.
• Minnesota is already one of the forty-six states with use-value assessment
laws for farmland. The green Jeres and metropolitan preserves programs
are. tailored to the needs of dums threatened by urban expansion. In
addition, rvtinnesota already etlnploys use-value assessment of farms for
distributing state aid to seho~ districts. Many of the other forty-five
s~t.es with ~se-value ass~ssme do'not apply it statewide but rather on a
Iml1ted basIS, as does Mmneso a.

I

I

PERSONAL INCOME TAX

1

While farmers pay a relatively I' gh proportion of their income in property
tax, their personal income tax liability is lower than that of the average
nonfarmer with a similar income] A number of tax advantages are enjoyed
by farmers.. Cash basis accountidgenables
them to shift receipts and costs
I
between different tax years in order to minimize their tax liability. In other
words, in a year with above-averake income they can defer sales of products
and .accelerate outlays to cover~ costs and thereby reduce their taxable
income. Farmers also benefit like other businesses from accelerated
depreciation on capital investmen s. Livestock farmers are able to have their
sales of breeding stock taxed at lbw capital"gains rates.
A study by University of Minne~otaeconomists reviewed the experience of
seventy-six single-proprietor farmls over an extended period and found that
from 1967 to 1978 farmers had ~ecome more sophisticated about taking
advantage of tax managemeht opportunities to reduce their liability. During
the 1975-78 period, these provisioE enabled the farmers studied to cut their
federal and state income tax liab,lity by more than half. 63
For 1982, farm personal income taxes paid by persons who identified
themselves as full-time farmers w~re $28.9 million, and another $3.7 million
was paid by self-described part-time farmers. Farm personal income taxes
are very volatile, reflecting swingJ in the farm economy. As Table 10 shows,
t~~ay~ents by full-time farmersljumped from $~.4 million in 1971 to $58.7
ffillhon ~n .1974, dropped to abouf half that leve:m 1977 and rebounded ~o
$46.3 million the next year. The n ber of full-tIme farm returns peaked m
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TABLE I
Personal Income T ,Payments
of Full-time Minnesota Ffrmers, 1971~82
Year

Tax Payments
(millions of $)

1982
1981
1980
1979
1978
1977
1976
1975
1974
1973
1972
1971

$28.9
29.0
36.0
35.6
46.3
29.8
34.6
38.1
58.7
45.7
20.9
9.4

Percent of Total State
InCome Tax Revenue
1.60/0
1.9
2.5
2.7
3.7
2.8
3.6
4.6
7.4
6.6
3.7
2.2

Note: Income taxes paid by part-time farmers variea from $2.1 million to $3.7 million in the
1973-82 period. They were $1.1 million in 1971 an $1.6 million in 1972.

1974 at 75,227 and was 19% lower in 1981. The income tax paid by full-time
farmers was only 1.6% of state income tax revenue in 1982, the lowest
proportion in more than ten years. The highest proportion was 7.4% in
1974.

Effective income tax rates are lower r farmers than for the average
Minnesotan. For 1981, farm income t es amounted to 1.80/0 of farm
personal income in Minnesota, while total income taxes were 3.50,0 of
Minnesota personal income. In 1982, th,eicorres,POnding figures were 2.2070
and 4.0% respectively. The erosion of th tax base is suggested by the fact
that in 1982 farm Minnesota gross inc me (MGI) was 43.9% of f:;irm
personal income, while the ratio of totll
MC I to personal income was
I
69.3010.64 Income tax was 4.59% of M<GI fOl full-time farmers in 1981
compared to 4.83% of all returns.
Federal income tax provisions provide incentives for farm operators to
substitute capital for labor, This in turn t9nds to encourage an expansion of
farm size in order to make efficient use Of capital investments, such as in
ma~hinery. The capital incentives and ot,er features of the federal tax are
more valuable to high-income taxpayers t~an low-income taxpayers,65 These
federal biases provide a rationale for property tax or other programs to favor
small farms and low-income farmers.
Two other provisions of Minnesota la are noteworthy. First, Minnesota
does not permit use of the accelerated cost recovery system (ACRS) by
corporations although ACRS may b used by proprietorships and
partnerships. Second, Minnesota limitsl the farm losses which may be
claimed for income tax purposes, there y reducing the attractiveness of
I

J
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farming as a tax shelter for persons with large nonfarm income. A part-time
may offset a farm loss against other
farmer or. . .one with outside inc~me
I
income only to. the extent that the loss does not exceed $30,000. For farmers
with outside income in excess of ~30,000, the allowable farm loss is reduced
by $3 for every $1 of other income in excess of $30,000. Therefore, a farmer
with outside incomein excess oil' $40,000 may not claimany farm loss. In
1982, when the limits on losses ,ere lower ~$15,?OO ~d $22,500 rather than
$30,000 and $40,000), the farmjloss modIficatIOn affected 12,223 returns
and resulted in adding $106.4 million to adjusted gross income.

GENERAL SALES TAX

Farmers have received relief from the sales tax by exempting their
purchases of equipment from 2 ,ents of the 6 cents sales tax. Prior to 1981
farm equipment had been taxed kt the same rate as other taxable products,
4%. Minnesota now occupies a biddle position with regard to taxation of
these purchases. As of 1982, twJnty-five states exempted them completely,
seven taxed them at a lower rate than other product's, and the other thirteen
states with sales taxes levied the sbe rate on them as other products. 66 (Five
states have no general sales tax.)1
The revenue department estimates that the sales tax paid on purchases of
farm machinery and equipment ih 1982 was $20 million and in 1983 was $22
million. The revenue loss due to ~he lower sales tax rate on these products is
about half these amounts.
Like most states, Minnesota xempts feed, seed, and fertilizer used on
farms.

1

.

ESTATE TAX

At one time the inheritance tax was a serious irritant to farmers because it
sometimes imposed significant tax liability when property was transferred at
death. However, Minnesota has t~ken a series of steps over the past decade
to lower its death taxes. In 1976, it introduced a marital deduction, and in
1979 it repealed the inheritance aJ(" replacing it with an estate tax with a
relatively large deduction, whic~ has since been increased. It is estimated
that by 1987 only 0.006070 of persbns dying will leave estates with taxes due.
The decrease in death taxes is r~vealed by data on collections. From $44.7
million in 1976 (including a gifttk repealed in 1979), revenue had fallen to
$24.4 million in 1982. The bulk df this revenue is from the so~called "pickup tax," for which estates receivJ full credit on the federal estate tax.
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report revolves around the propery tax because it dwarfs all other
taxes paid by farmers. The agricultural sedtor is rich in terms of property but
relatively poor in terms of current incom~, and it receives favorable income
tax treatment, so the property tax is the bajor tax paid by farmers.
Minnesota has done a great deal to proride property tax relief for owners
of farmland, just as it has lowered reliance on the property tax generally.
The tools Minnesota has used have beeb .different from those commonly
employed in other states. Like mostl states, Minnesota substantially
increased aid to school districts, but unlIke most others, Minnesota relied
heavily on tax credits and changes in cl~ssificat'ion ratios to prevent farm
taxes from risingsteeply when farm valubs boomed in the 1970s.
.
Only a handful of other states use tcJ credits to relieve farm property
taxes, and only ~ minority hav~ classifie1 property taxes. Most states have
adopted a form of preferential assessment for farmland as their means of
shielding farms from the effect of inflati6n in market values. Mimlespta is
one of the forty-six states with a forml of preferential assessment in its
statutes, but, unlike some states, Minnesota continues to assess most
farmland according to its market value ~s indicated by sales.
.
There is no compelling, reason for Mihnesota to change the method by
which it values most of its faImlaridfor dropertytaX purposes. The issue of
how much tax farms should pay should ije separated from the issue of how
farms are assessed: If farm taxes.ID"e ~on~idered to be too high, they can be
relieved through ,adjustments in the claskification and credit systems. The
main advantages' of classification arid crbdits are clarity of results and the
potential for targeting. All farmers are n6t necessarily equally deserving of
help, and use-value assessmen.t is not .~ very discriminating me.thod of
providing relief.
I.
Three scenarios are possible for adol1ltion of a preferential assessment
method:

J

• It could be implemented in such a wa I that total farm-assessed-valuation

was not changed, although some farms would have increased and others
decreased assessments. This would have been the result of the rent
capitalization law repealed this year. If it went into effect, a new battle
would erupt about increasing the caPitization rate, which would reduce
farm assessments and farm taxes.
• It could be i~plemented as a substitu for clas.sification or credits. This
would comphcate the tax system anti help hIgh-value, nonhomestead
farms.
• It could be implemented in such a ay as to lower farm taxes while
retaining the existing system of ~redits bd classification. This would shift
the tax burden away from farms and td other sectors of the population. If
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-the objective is to lower farm axes, that should be argued on its merits,
not und~r the guise of debatirlg how assessments should be determined.

i~

th~

The farm sector currently dJpressed, which bolsters
case for easing
its tax burden. But most farm operators are stilltnuch better off than they
were prior to the farm boom thabegan in 1973. The current depressed state
of th~· farm economy does not pTOvide a justification for changing the
method of assessing farmland.

E
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